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labusands or interesting items
bd that radio time sales
24.2-0 in 1961 over the
,trop in sales for 1960. N

:TV

sets in use in the U. S.
end of 1961 totaled 51.M. There are complete
all AM, FM and TV'
Las, with their personnel, ad.
Ring agencies and their ac.
TV film producers, dis.
Nears. commercials, news cons
ninon, manufacturers and
tire articles by impor.
tires around the world

A station's programming is exposed es et y
day. All you need do is look to see that
wPtx-11 has a "network atmosphere" of
network-proven and network- quality programs. And the finest national advertisers.
NEW YORK'S PRESTIGE INDEPENDENT

Ii

beau-

ty bound volume, now
( made ready for worldwide
-Motion without extra charge
4 paid subscribers to RAD10.
'VISION DAILY.

It ENTHUSIASM for this
5th Edition is no secret. Its
prehensiseness and accuracy
made possible only by the
(lent cooperation from every
ich 01 the industry. You ran
Our bon' for it that this
RADIO ANNUAL AND
LEVISION YEAR ROOK is
re informative and
more prat
than ever, and, although we
it with
modesty, the
''st book pfPrXrrence ever publed for the broadauting injury.

investigation

coin-

figures.
The Attorney General has said
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'LL find it all in this

-

cides with closing down of a number of racing services which provtded results to bookies by phone
and setae. Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy says gamblers are
now begirnin2', to rely tn race
results given on radio stations.
According to Justice Department sources, the entire operation
is being carried out in cooperation
with the FCC. which queries stations believed to be aiding organized gambling. One case is cited in
which a store sponsors race results, but the place is listed as
Mang owned by wives of gambl-
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easilling Indust rs.
tiled it random from
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The Justice
Washington
Department is probing radio
stations which broadcast race
.-oits, it was teamed here yes.
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Atty. Gen. Takes A 'Ride'
In 'Car 54' for Police

Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy
will salute "the unsung hero of
law enforcement, the local police
officer," with a special message in
recognition of National Police
Week on NBC -TVN "Car 51,
Where Are You?" Sunday, May
13. This will mark the opening of
the nationwide observance.

Chapter in St. Louis
Gets ATAS Charter
St. Louis

-

The charter of the
ninth chapter of the National Ara.
demy of Television Arts and
Sciences in this city was approved
over the weekend by national
trustees of the Emmy org. Mark
Russell, executive producer, KMOX-TV, was elected president of
the new group.
Other elected officers of the St.
Louis Chapter are: first VP,
John Gunter, Gardner Advertising; second VP, Dolan Walsh.
D'Arcy Advertising; treasurer,
Keith Gunther, KSD-TV; and
secretary, James Fasholz. Gard-

ner Advertising.

'AB' Drama Harvests
Plaudits of Audience
CBS.TV yesterday reported that
reaction to its showing of "The
Benefactors- Saturday night, calculated on the basis of viewer
telephone responses, was 85 per
cent favorable.
The show was an episode in the
teolot000d ow reg. 31

(Continued on Pogo
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4 New

Orleans Channels
Pool Covering JFK Visit

-

New Orleans
WDSI: - TV
WVUE. WWL-TV and WYESTV
will cooperate in bringing viewers
an all-station simulcast of President John F. Kennedy's visit to
this city on Friday. Remote...imits
from WDSU-TV. WWL.T17 and
(Continued on Pogo

101

Music Center Asks R-TV Aid
lg. JJJJJ WWI
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Washington-The broadcasting industry is being relied on
for extensive aid in raising $1-million for a new national
symphony center,
according
to BMI president Carl Ha v-

erlin. He told a
press conference that sta.
tions are being
asked to proromote donations,
by means of

,

free spots, and
the names of

broadcasters

in bronze on a "Broadcasters Gate"
at the center. when finished.
A site near Washington. D.C..
has been donated by Mrs. Joitet
Shouse. chairman of the VI.
dent's People - to - Peopl, \I
Committee and a noted u.., ..
of the arts.
Haverlin says broad :tt.
done much to prornot, 4nIcrI
symphony music and that ',nil.
stations are now averaging al,os.t.
,,ou.
10 hours per week of
trooliwooi so Pori 31
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MORT ROSENMAN. WTCN program man.
tiger. has returned to Minneapolis from
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Baltimore.
JAMES C. HAGERTY, ABC news chief. to
Seattle todoy to address the 1962 Miller's

DICK CONTINO in town for on oppeoronce on the "Ed Sullivan Show" Moy 6.

AB-PT
A. T.

BILL BRUND1GE, KHJ sports director, to
Vegas tomorrow to caw. the 10th
annual Tournament of Champions.
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Notional Convention.
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loston

ETV

Outlet

teceiyes Ford Grant
Boston

- WGBII.

ETV station
received a grant from
le Ford Foundation to establish
ideo and audio links with WNDT,
ewly-established ETV station in
ere. has

'ew York.
Dr. Samuel B. Gould, president

Educational Television for the
letropolitan Area, commented:
We are gratified that the Ford
oundation recognizes the import
Ice of establishing links betwee
le various educational TV sta
I

ons.

WANTED
SPORTS-MINDED STATION
IN

"DOGRESSIVE

SPORTS-MINDED TOWN
Young well known Sportscaster with
many years experience in NYC market. 4-A sponsors. Network experience and top-rated nightly telecast
CBS. Play-by-play telecasting Baseball Dodgers, Football Giants, N.Y.
Knicks and college basketball, Ranger hockey. Married, spoils director, ability to sell own shows. Write
RADIO-TY DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.
Box

172,

1

JERRY LEIDER, CBS-TV director of special
programs, hos left on a threleweeli Carib.
bean vocation

PROC JONES, WNAC soles
in N. Y from Boston to discuss
(or the Yorke, Network.

gee,

is

promotion

Los

PHIL NORMAN, KNX personality. to
Coronado. Calif. to attend the 4101 annual
W
Association of Food Chains con-mien

WGN IN-CAR RADIO STUDY
TO BOOST CHI BILLINGS
Chicago -A new study of in-car listening by
could
conceivably increase Chicago radio billings by
per cent, ac15

cording to WGN manager Charles E. Gates. Titled "The Chicat:oland Auto Radio Aumence,the study was made for WGN by
the Research Guild and will be
ready for distribution May 14.
Findings include the fact that
more than 1.1 million Chicagoland families take to their autos
for an average of over two trips
every day of the week. More than
68 per cent of these trips are
made with the radio turned on,
adding an average 23 per cent onthe-wheel audience to the inhome listeners.
Other infromat ion:
During the peak auto travel
pal iod of 5-9 PM weekdays. 41
per cent of all trips in the ear
are being made for recreation and
per cent are shopping expeditions. In any one day, more than
1
million Chicago metro area
households can be reached in
their autos, representing more
than half of the entire market.
Although there are generally
more men in cars, this is not true
on Sundays, when women are in
the majority in the 6-8 AM, 10noon and 4 midnight period
Peak car audience periods are 7
AM, 5 PM and 7 PM weekda
:Ind 9 AM. 4 PM and 7:30 PM ..
Satut days.

Rust Pays $1.3 Million
For Rochester AM-FM
Rochester, N. Y.-The FCC

yes-

not to compete in radio
45 miles of Rochester for
five years. William F. Rust. Jr..
who already owns interests in the
maximum seven stations, must
dispose of one.

ment

within

-

IL

Jim Backus, host of the forthcoming "Talent Scouts" weekly
hour CBS-TV program, and his
authoress-wife, Henny, have had
their second collaborated effort.
"What are you Doing After the
Orgy?" published by PrenticeHall.
Backus, a veteran TV and film
personality, and his wife humorously write about what they have
experienced in their world-wide
ravels.
As host of "Talent Scouts," an
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Irving Mansfield-Peter Arnell TV

package, Backus will replace "The
Garry Moore Show" for 12 weeks
on the latter's regular network
lime slot, starting July 3.

Mo. Broadcast Day
To Hear

Blair Clark

LOU),

!1,11

IUD

Broadca4tei, Asociation members and top advertising
execs will attend the annual
Broadcast Day observance at Missouri U. on Wednesday, highlighted by a noon luncheon address by Blair Clark. CBS News
VP and general Manager. The allMI55ULI11

1day approved sale of WHAM
.nd WHFM hole by Henry I.
Christal Co to Rust Broadcasting
for 51.3 milhort, including agree-

WRIT has begun
FM broadcasting to complement
its regular AM programming.
WRIT-FM is simulcasting the AM
program.

Milwaukee

11

SI

,

WRIT B'casting FM

IT'S JIM BACKUS,
'AUTHOR,' AGAIN

30

1

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

FRANK BOEHM, director of research an
promotion for RK0.0
I
notional soles.
re Bellsille, Md.

Assay. Publ.Gen Mgr.

MARVIN KIRSCH

1,..xhae
Arthur

Tuesday, May

TELEVISION DAILY

CONIING AND GOINI:

DAILY/

f

-

day session is jointly sponsored
by the university's School of Jour nalism and the MBA.
Other speakers and their topics
are Chester Posey, McCann-Erickson Central Division VP and di-

rector, "The Personal Approach."
Matthew Culligan, general corporate exec. Interpublic, Inc
"Communication.? and Nick Penh
chef! of Radio Free Europe, "Radio Across the Iron Curtain."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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rime Forges 11:
Ifth Market Group
(Id for $6,125,000

'Vital Job' by Radio
In 'Informing People'

-

Time. Inc. tobecomes the licensee of

tan Diego

TV. KOGO Radio und

Is Cited by Kennedy
,I NAM.. I1' Irlll
.r11..,p.

-

FM, addfifth TV
radio staproperty to
's pre O& O's in

Grand
Indiana.

and

polls

la

Min- St.

division
Time -Life
TOW
adcast. Inc.
rlorado), the KOGO stations
continue under direct superon by general manager Wiln E. Goetze. who will report
Hugh B. Terry. president and
,feral Manager of KLZ-TV and
ts a

I

I

Z,

Denver.
New Yorkers Present

for the dosing and
dings with the KOGO stars staff was a group of execues from Time Inc., New York.
aded by Andrew Heiskell, board
airman, Weston C, Pullen, Jr.,
for Broadcasting, and Fredeir S. Gilbert, vp and general
wager, Time-Life Broadcast.
In hand

Selling price of the KOGO starts was 66,125,000. Seller was
)GO Broadcasting Corp., for-

rly

owned by Fox. Wells

&

gets, a private investment firm

Stamford,

Connecticut, by
Newsweek, Inc., and individual
nority stock interests. James E.
tigers, of Fox, Wells & Rogers.
esident of KOGO B.C.. repreMed the sellers

x-Telenews Employees
oem Own TV-Film Firm

ATV newsreel and document-

(/' filming firm, formed by sevrid former employees of Teleewe, is

operating under the name

TV Spot News, Inc., servicing
tdependent and network TV sta(

Executive editor Van Karlack says the company has a
6M111. sound and silent mobile
nit in full operation with all new
Irving equipment.

rens.

-

Lisdis iii San Diego
KNX Sparks 3 Boys' Interest in Radio

Los Angeles-KNX today will have three local high school boys as
Week here.
guests as parr of the observance of the 40th annual Boys'
The event is sponsored by the tommillee to Promote Boys' Welfare
CBS
Sutton,
in conjunction with the city school districts. Robert P.
manager, said all three boys have an
I
Radio VP and KNX
Interest In the held of communication, partil'Ularly radio.
r

President
Washington
Kennedy and all 10 members

publishing
,

F.111

DAILY,

of his cabinet today salute Radio,
"the Sound Citizen," in formal
opening of a month-long oixservonce of 1962 National Radio
Month.
Radio stations across the nation
are presenting special recorded
one-minute tributes by the President and all cabinet members to
radio's valued contributions to

the American way of life.
Praised by Collins
LeRoy Collins, NAB president
said the radio industry deeply appreciates the recognition given to
this year's observance by Mr.
Kennedy and his top-level aides
in Washington.
President Kennedy's message.
in part, follows:
"Radio performs many services,
but its most vital job is informing
the people. From the largest city
to the most remote rural corner of
our nation, citizens have the news
with speed, accuracy and detail.
An informed citizenry is the backbone of our democratic system.
By broadcasting our failures as
well as our successes, and dissent
and disagreement as well as assent and agreement, radio helps
our people to make the choices
and the judgments that are the
essence of freedom."

'AB' Drama Praised
(Continvod from roes

Bartley Plans to Call

TrB Appoints Group

Seminar on Defense

To Coordinate Data

Cottage Grove, ore. -- Th.:
Defense Department derision that
modern navigation methods make
unnecessary control of radiation
from transmitters doesn't mean
an immediate end to Conelrad,
FCC commissioner Robe rt T.
Bartley told the Oregon Association of Broadcasters here. He
said the present system is a good
one, and we must keep it until
we have a better one.

inittee, headed by Donald L Kear-

1

I,

/,..

ri

.1

ney, sales director at Corinthian
Broadcasting, to gather and organize TV marketing information
for better utilization by advertisers.
The board will study existing
data on audience characteristics
product profile's, consumption pat
terns and other information no'
now being generally used by advertisers, and catalog this data it

a central location for convenien
Will Outline Objectives
Bartley said he has asked the access. It will also investigate (hi
ComAdvisory
rental of electronic computers or
National Industry
mittee to set up an agenda of a long-term contract basis.
objectives for state industry adEight on Committee
visory committees to work on,
Other committee members ar
and that he hopes within 60 days Theodore Shaker. president o
to be able to call a national de- ABC 0-0 TV stations; Martin L
fense seminar for early Fall.
Nierman, executive VP at Edwar
The Defense commisioner said
Petry & Co.; Lewis H. Avery, hea
station
in
multiple
some stations
of Avery-Knodel; Norman E
markets will probably continue to
Walt, general manager of WCBS
be silenced, or placed in a standby
TV; H. Peter Lasker, sales vee
reduce
in
order
to
status, but
at Crosley Broadcasting; Edwar
mutually destructive interference Benedict, national sales director
while extending coverage of sta- Triangle Stations, and Dr. Thorns
tions in other communities
E. Coffin, research director g

NBC.

100 Newsmen to Europe
I)

network's "Defenders" series, and
dealt with the trial of a physician
for having performed an illegal
abortion. Three regular sponsors
and 10 of the network's affiliated
stations had pulled out for the
episode's showing on grounds the
theme of the broadcast was too
hot to handle.
The viewer response was calculated from calls received at
CBS-TV stations in New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia and St. Louis. In St. Louis,
only a third of the calls were
favorable, but in New York they
ran nine to one in favor.

Is Texas Panhandle Feeling Mutuel?
Houton-RHOU-TV (Corinthian) will carry a special half-hour pro

con discussion Thursday on the issue of legalizing parimutuel
wagering on horseracing in Texas. News director Nick Gearhart will
noderate the two-part discussion.
At one time parimutuel betting was legal in Texas, but for 25 years
(ince its repeal by the State Legislature, the horse racing issue has
.ad

lot appeared in a Texas primary. The outcome of Saturday's primary
will not be binding on the Legislature, however.

On Gov't-Sponsored Tour

Canadian Gen. Electric

Stevc Rowan. KM.
affairs direcOX assistant
tor will join nearly 100 nation.
wide newsmen in a two-week
tour of Europe, leaving Washington, D. C., May 14.
The tour, sponsored by the U. S.
Information Service and State
Department, is designed to acquaint newsmen with the current
European military and political

To Equip W. Indies TV

St. Louis

- public

situation.
They will visit military installations and diplomatic headquarters in four countries. While in
Europe, Rowan will also record
interviews for his "At Your Service" program.

Music Center Asks Aid
(Coaintood bow Pate
music. He said the fund drive has
no connection with BMI, although
BMI is donating its facilities to
further the drive. He added that
not only broadcasting, but also
other media, would be asked to

participate.

Canadian Genera
Montreal
Electric Co. has been awarded
equil
for
transmitting
contract
ment for the first TV station i
the Indies. The station will begi
broadcasting in November
Port-of-Spain, serving Trinida
and Tobago islands.

34.2 'Mutiny' Arbitron
Highest for Pix on WCB5

The New York TV debut
"The Caine Mutiny" on WCB:
TV's "Schaefer Award Theater
Saturday night drew an all-tin
Arbitron high of 34.2, breaking a
records for feature films present.
on the station. Arbitron
ported the film ga rn e
share-of-audience. Spur
F. & H. Schae(er Br
BBDO, "Award The.,
ted -The Late Sh,,,

VS national, Huntley.

pm".

"cc..ou sonic jlnr ar one organizational meeting in
the Hotel Astor, proving himself a very able official; said the broadcasters will form a subcommittee for liaison with the Fire Department "to
disseminate the basic principles of fire safety.-

I
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Video projection of Picasso's paintings
on last week's hour colorcast on %'NBC -TV was
provided by Cellomatic, audiovisual equipment and
graphic arts division of Screen Gems. The CelloTHOMPSON
math' animation projector is being used on 18 regular weekly and
daily programs in the New York area alone.... Bob Bergmann's Filmex company just returned from a shooting assignment at Paradise
Island, Huntington Hartford's luxury resort.. .
Enzo Stuarti discusses his fabulous singing career with Liz Morgan Thursday on WJRZ.

Meet Jack Douglas. one of America's funniest authorcomedians, who got his first professional experience as the drummer
with the Buddy Rodgers band. He has been a
top comedy writer since turning to writing gags
in 1938. He wrote for such stars as Red Skelton.
Bob Hope, Jack Carson. Johnny Carson. George
Gobel and Jack Paar. Although never having seen
a sports car race until driving in one. Douglas
soon became the number five driver in the country
and is the owner of more than 50 trophies collected during his racing career, He has just finished his third book, "A Funny Thing Happened
to Me on the Way to the Grave," which is his
autobiography. His two previous books are entitled "My Brother Was an Only Child" and
DOUGLAS
"Never Trust a Naked Bus Driver." He is married to Oriental singing star, Reiko. They are the proud parents of
Robert Douglas. nearly three months old. Jack, who has appeared
in some of the top night clubs in the country. has also won a TV Emmy.

cover the water.

M"

011115

interned,
to create more

'lens

"Password" is the latest video show to be converted into
a best-selling parlor game. Others include "Camouflage." "Video Village." "Concentration," "Wells Fargo," "Wagon Train." "Make a Face,"
"The Rifleman" and "Shotgun Slade."
"Bungalow Nine," a humorous first novel by Norman Ober, CBS Radio program writing
director, has been published by Walker and Co., New York. The
novel traces one family's breakneck initiation into the folkways and
mores of the "borscht belt." ... Allen Ludden fills in for the vacationing Johnny Carson tomorrow on "To Tell the Truth." .
.
Frank
Itonnema has joined the prograinming staff at KGW. Portland, Ore..
as color man for the Portland Beaver baseball casts.... Airline Hostess School Dean Grace Downs: "Nowadays you don't have to be
wealthy to give your son a medical education. You can just buy him
a TV set!"
.

LW

representahves
you'll be glad you did

.

.

C Columbus
NBC
TELEVISION

Off the Record: Columbia Records has signed vocalists
Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme to exclusive long-term recordier.
contracts
The "Ben Casey" craze has hit the record busier
"The Theme from Ben Casey" c/w "Dr. Kildare," by young Wr-1
Coast classical pianist Valjean, has sold 133,000 in 12 days. Valjean hails from Oklahoma U., where he started out as a pre-med
student
.. Carlton Records has signed 19-year old newcomer Tony
Richards to an exclusive recording contract
Managing director
Al Hayhurst of the Berkshire Hotel is very proud of son Alfred J.
Hayhurst, 3rd, who just turned 17 and signed for a three-year hitch
in the Navy.
.

monk OLIN Sinions

WLICT WLW-D WLW
Olen Non Television
Cincinnati

nnatin

Dayton

Ca

Tlinn

anal.

.

.

sum
nit new educ4
television station, to begi
gramming this Fall.
Dais guests include: Dr.
W. Gross, president, Rd
Richard D. Heffner, general,
ager, WNDT; John W. I
president and chairman c
board, Metromedia; Dr. Jd
Meng, president, Hunter Cc
Leavitt J. Pope. vp in c
operations, WPIX; Dr. Hare
Stoke, president. Queens Cc
Dr. George Stoddard. chan
and executive vice-president
York University; and Dr. Jr
White, president, National E
tional Television and Radio

(c

Rubbermen Hear Welt

-

Bill It
Angeles
-pecial events dir
rs ill address the monthly d
meeting of the Los Angeles
ber Group today in the Bill
Hotel here.
I.

I

I

',

Ask Storer
Television Sales
why

W.113KT7
is the

No.1 Bul
in Detroit
WJBK-TV

detroit

!

.

.
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presidential ca na ICI a ie
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1936,
will talk about the past 25 years
of American politics Sunday in
his second appearance on CBSTV's "Washington Conversation"
In conversation with his host,
CBS News Washington correspondent Paul Niven, he will give
his impressions of the KennedyNixon TV encounters.
The program is one of two that
were taped with Landon in Washington last December. "Washington Conversation" is produced by
Michael J. Marlow of the public
affairs staff of CBS News.

Milwaukee TV Outlet
Gels 1 Press Prizes
Milwaukee

-

WITI

TV
(Storer) has won honors in spot
news reporting and public affairs
in the annual Milwaukee Press
Club TV news awards.
The George Grabin Award
went to WITI-TV for "outstanding community service." The winning entry was a documentary
on the city's school system's
efforts on behalf of retarded
children.
Coverage of Labor Secretary
Goldberg's investigation of unemployment here won the Blatz
Brewing Co. award for spot news
coverage.
-

pices of the university's School
of Communica-

Primaries Videocast

-

tions and the

Educational

Foundation of

CRAVEN
American Women in Radio and TV. Nena Badenoch is chairman of the foundation's board of trustees.
This year's seminar will be "A
Study in Communication and
Broadcasting with a View Toward
Space Age Living, as Exemplified
at the Seattle World's Fair-1962,"
and will be held in conjunction
with the observance of Communications Week.
Prominent Speakers Slated
Speakers include FCC commissioner T. A. M. Craven; NAB Cody
Authority director Robert W. Sure.
zeY; "CBS Reports" executive producer Fred W. Friendly; Hazel
Robinson of Arabian TV; Stuart
L. Hannon, Radio Free Europe
Committee, Claude M. Blair, AT&
T Space Communications; Carl T.
Rowan, deputy assistant Secretary
of State for public affairs; Bernard
Kilgore, Wall Street Journal; Dr.
Bernard Goiney, Hope Ship; Dr.
Mortimer Adler, philosopher-educator; Dr. Athelstan Spilhaus,
scientist; author Richard Poston;
architect Paul Thiry, and Dr. Erna
Gunther, authority on Northeast
Indian Art.

13 Weeks of Color

Weather Bureau Hookup

a 13-week series of color movies,
produced in conjunction with

its

RCA, on its Wednesday night film
feature, "The Best of Hollywood."

live

Charlotte

-

main'

WBTV has begun

I

'

ice with

-Information
WGBS has expanded
News" serv-

broadcasts direct and
U. S. Weather

from the

Buroau Ovo times daily.

Canada's TV Seen Cresting

-

-

--

---

-

However, the impact of TV on
the Canadian movie business has
been severe. Since 1954, roughly
1,000 movie theatres across the
66 of them
country have closed
in 1961. The decline in movie
attendance here is indicated by
the drop in average utilization of
seating capacity from 31.7 per
cent of capacity in 1949 to 19 per
cent in 1959.

-

www.americanradiohistory.com

WAB('s Anderson Aids
Deejay's MS Campaign
WABC niorning air peisonality
Herb Oscar Anderson has been
named co-chairman of "Disk Jockeys for MS" for the 1962 Multiple Sclerosis Hope Chest Campaign.
The campaign will take place
from Mother's Day, May 13, to
Father's Day, June 17. Funds
raised will help support research
to find the cause and cure of
multiple sclerosis which afflicts
hundreds of thousands of Americans, mostly in the 20-40 age
group.

Long Island FMer Adds
19 Hours to Weekly Sked

As part of WALK-FM's 10th
anniversary celebration W. K.
Macy, Jr., Suffolk Broadcasting
Corp. president, has announced
that the Patchogue, L. I., station
has added an additional 19 hours
a week to its broadcasting sched-

ule.

Convinced that competition from TV has reached
Toronto
its peak, one of Canada's largest theatre chains is planning to
build a new movie palace here
"second to none in North America." Also, the theatre will not be
in the downtown area.
J. J. Fitzgibbons, Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., president, said that since more than
90 per cent of Canadians now
have TV sets, exposure may be
said to have hit a peak. He added,
"there is some indication that
viewing is declining, too."

Orlando, Fla.
Special coverage of local, county and state
primary elections will be telecast
next Tuesday night on WLOF -TV.
sponsored by the Home Insurance Co. of New York.
The National Cash Register's
memory complex computing system at Minute Maid's electronic
center will be used during the
telecast. Trends and variations
will be analyzed and announced
by the station's news and program
staff and others.

The corporation also operates
two AM stations: WALK, Patchogue, and WRIV, Riverhead,
N. Y.

Redskins on WWDC
Washington-WWDC will carry
play-by-play of all home and aw:ry
Washington Redskins Game, Ib
season, and also serve as it.
station for the Redskin,.
Network.
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Weather-Girl Carol

New U.S.-Mexico P14,

On Week's Vacation

Covers 12-Channel tfile

Mexico City-A new pm.'
ming assignment and use of
channels on both sides I a.
American-Mexican border
come effective last week. Th
replaces one in force since*.
tember. 1951.

Parr
June Graham Mid J
are filling in this o eels for Carol
rarlymornHeed on W('RS-1"1"s
ing and latemening weather reports. Miss Reed is on vacation.
and will be back Monday.
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Space Documentary
On Tap

LWV to Hear, Hon r

for Sunday

pl

Whittaki
not previous')
Huntsville. Ala.
Space Flight Center
Md
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and
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Capsule Interior Shown
Special footage taken from a
Mercury capsule at an altitude of
100 miles shows the curvature
of the earth. land masses and continents as they appear on maps.
and the sun "relhcted like a gold
coin on the sea." Other scenes include the interior of a space cap sule filmed during flight, and
highlights of Glenn's and Alan
Shepard's space flights

Justice Eyeing Stations
Which Air Race Results
Mims:omit from rep II
believes radio stations will coopet.de in shutting elf Hamm:,
tom the g..inhlet. n. eft to
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throughout the world whet, contact was maintained with Major
John Glenn, Jr during his toPlc
Orbit of the earth
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Sarnoff, Dr. Odego 0

Broaduay's "Mr. Doolittle." Ronald Radd, nos. back in Beilain. stars in the first ITV play to be produced since the Equity strike
ended. It's "Night Conspirators." be "Daily Mail'. drama critic Robert
Muller ... A new Terence Rattigan play. "Footnote," will be screened
by BR('-TV in January. Halligan himself went to Rome. where Richard
Burton is currently filming "Cleopatra," to get him to sign for the
lead role. "Sorry I couldn't get Liz Taylor to sign too." he cracked to
RR(' producer Alvin Kakoff.

Sunday
The lie
shot at Cape Canavm
shall Space Flight

Congress

-iganized crime
fart that Hu,

1,

passed

it

Johnny Burnette gels a guest spot In ABC-TV's "Thank
Your Lucky Stars" program: he sings the two songs from the U.S.
charts. "Dreamin- and "Clown Shoe"
.. Louis Armstrong and his
boys bring in Belfast the other day. Ulster TV grabbed them for a
sperially filmed (valorem. which they used in their weekly show business Program 'Preview"

*

*

.

.

-

it

enment

Toronto-horn

Sydney Newman. supervisor of drama for
ABC-TV since 1958, has gone over to the 'enemy' and become head
of drama for BBC-TV While with ABC. Newman was responsible
for the dynamic "Armchair Theatre" series which were seen by 16
million people every Sunday .. ATV have dropped John Paul. star
of "Probation Officer" because he was demanding more than 52.011e
per performance. almost 40 per cent more than he got before ti..
Equity strike was settled. Ex-coal miner Windsor Davies replat.
Paul -at approximately $1,300 for each program'

For the first lime since commercial TV started up in 1955,
claims equal viewing figures. Average RIIC-TV audience in
January-March this year was 7.300,000 compared with ITV's 7,400,000.
More than 26 million listen to BR(' sound programs each day-an increase of I million over last year's figure ... TV film producers Utley
made "Richard the Lionheart" and "Mark Saber") Eddie and Ilarry
Lee Danziger, have made a $600,000 cash bid to buy out any ordinary
shaves in the famous Gordon Hotels group.
Although, the Horne office has refused to give the Isle of
Man Pailiament permission to go ahead with Britain's first comm.,',
vial radio station. the island is going ahead with its plans for Bach..
MANX
'I.. S. it no 1:?tF -' Guild has drawn up a new fees agreement wit..
-

.

Waslongton. h C
Ia.:ideas* race results
The 111res. -lit Dins immedtately
heard from the FCC. Only last
November the column:spin reaffirmed is policy against the
broadcasting of any information
of help to gamblers. There was
no information on how many stations have been challenged by the
FCC. either on its own hook or
upon request by the Justice Department.

national president, will pro
an award to Sarnoff and a anon to Dr. Odegard becau at
the "contribution the 'Continal.
Classroom' course is makir
citizen understanding of goer
ment
an aim which par,*
the purpose of the LWV."
Program Cited
SarnoiT's award is being
specifically "in recognitioallid
appreciation of his outstiliag
contribution to the public gala111

"Wagon Train." formerly a big hit on the independent networks. has nob been booked by RR(' -T %'. First episode goes out, on
national network, on May 6 ... Southern TV will play the I. S.-made
"Tightrope" series this week .. The U.S. series. "Celebrity Golf,"
bows on Border TV next oeek. It did well on Scottish TV, I'm told
NB( "s "The World of Sophia Loren" will he screened by REIC-TV
on May t.

.

I..w

NBC chairman Hubert S.
and Dr. Peter H. Odega
conducts NBC-TV's "Condo'''.
Classroom" course in Amami
Government, will address tbla
500 delegates to the 25th at,
convention of the Leagu. sif
Women Voters now undertow
in Minneapolis. They Will All
Friday morning as the come isis
comes to a close.
Mrs. Robert J. Phillips, VII

Ohio's McElroy Sums Up
On WJW-TV's 'Caucus'

-

Cleveland
Gen
4.0 it gubMails McElroy.
ernatorial candidate. appears on
WJWsTV's "Cleveland Caucus"
.

Sunday to answer the question.
-What can he done to raise money
to run the state effectively?" The
program. a WJW.TV public affairs presentation, has Sidney
Andorn as moderator.

Voters Meet Candidates
Via WSUN R-TV Specs

-

St. Petersburg
Voters here
were introduced to 15 candidates
in the May 8 primary election by
"Meet Your Candidate" programs
on WSUN radio and TV. The candidates appeared on two half-hour
TV shows, a half-hour radio show
and an hour radio program moderated by news director Irwin

Brown.

and

good

citizeinal

through NBC-TV's presents-la+
of 'The Structure and Funonaz
of American Government' kb,'
pioneering educational set
'Continental Classroom'."

'U.S. at Play' Is Theme
Of

Ind

Crosby Special

Hu.;; Cln.hs
.1..1
Slay 14 on ABC-TV.

st

The special is being co -pre
ed by Howard Leeds and
Wynn. with director Stan IL
Musical director is David
Tony Charmoli is choreogral
and writers are Bill Morrow,:
don Keller and Howard Me
I

N AFD Award to Jacksc

For Community Efforts

Hal Jackson, WWRL, has'
ceived an award from thesDonal Association of Fashion'4signers for his communitY1'
forts and philanthropic v kJackson, a leader in the N
community, has raised ove xi
million for charities.

Syracuse Grid Game Mid
Syracuse. N. Y.-Northeast 4e
dui Network will broadcast vI
annual Syracuse U. alumni-II'
sity football game Saturday.

He exploded a million laughs in a
three-year network run. Jackie
Cooper, starring as the navy's Dr.
Hennesey, often winds up sailing in hot water. But his ratings are
always at high tide. From October 1959 to date (NTI total U. S.
basis), Hennesey averaged a 37 share of audience. That's a greater
score than averaged by the competition mustered against him five
Now, NBC Films sails 96
programs on two different networks!

SEY

-

-

half-hours of Hennesey into your area-as a first-run syndicated series.
Here's a program with millions of loyal followers across the country,
including thousands of fans right where you live. You get a readymade local audience plus one of the nation's favorite stars at the helm.
And when it comes to sponsors,
he's an ace at recruiting. Man
your stations-with hi ENNESEYI

NBC FILMS

10
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Sell 'True Adventure'
To 22nd U. S.

Market

Sew sales 01 the hull-hour color
series. 'True Adventure." pro-

duced by Bill Burrud Enterprises
and starring Bill Burrud. have
placed the skein in 22 major U.S
markets. It is distributed worldwide by Teledynamics Corp. except in the 11 Western states.
which are serviced directly by
Wilion Corp., sales arm of Burrud Enterprises.
Latest purchases were by WGNTV. Chicago. for two years beginning in September. and J. A.

LaPointe Films of Montreal. for
seven-year world-wide Frenchspeaking rights. LaPointe will dub
the segments in French for sale
to stations in Canada. France. Belgium. Luxembourg. Algiers and
Switzerland. KCOP-TV. Hollywood. has closed a two-year renewal, while WPIX, New York,
and KIRO-TV. Seattle. have renewed for one year.
In Color in 13 States
The series is aired in color in
Cincinnati, Denver, Hollywood.
New Haven, Philadelphia. Phoenix, San Francisco, San Diego.
Seattle, Chicago. Springfield.
Mass., Portland. Me., and Portland. Ore. It is telecast in b-&-w
in New York, Altoona. Binghamton, Colorado Springs. Detroit.
Las Vegas. Fresno. Lebanon and
Spokane.

-
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Video Ties 3 Blue Ribbons
At American Film Festival

Three TV films were honored Friday at the award banquet
h annual American Film Festival. Festival blue

of the fiturt

N. Orleans Channels

Pool TV of JFK Visit
(Centenuod lion Pkg. ti
WYES-TV will be used on a
"pool" basis, allowing full coverage from the time the President
arrives at Moisant International
Airport 9:40 AM, through his two
public appearances, until his departure from Moisant around

noon.

At approximately 10:15 AM
President Kennedy is expected to
deliver an address on U. S. trade
policies, the entire speech to be
telecast. The address is in connection with dedication ceremonies
of the new Nashville wharf, a
giant terminal on the Mississippi.
Shortly after 11 the President
will make a brief appearance at
the New Orleans Civic Center and
be greeted by
Mayor Victor
Schiro.

All arrangements for President

Kennedy's visit are under the
auspices of International House.
WDSU-TV
duction of the four-station simulcast and serve as the main control point_

ribbon awards were presented to
winners in 36 competitive categories judged in three days of
screenings. "The Burma Surgeon.
Today," produced by CBS TV
and distributed by Association
Films. won in the current events
competition. The trophy was accepted by Barbara Sapinsley, representing "The Twentieth Century," CBS News. "The Real
West," produced and released by
"Project 20" of NBC News, won
in the history category, sharing
the top honor with the Moody Institute of Science's "Debt to the
Past" by a jury tie vote. John McClane, NBC Special Projects, accepted the award for NBC.
"Casals Master Clam: Program
No. 17, Dvorak," produced by Nathan Kroll and distributed by the
NET and Radio Center was judged the best film nominated in the
"Music. Dance, and Dramatic
Arts" competition. The award was
presented to Nazaret Cherkezian,
NET du telor of public informaIIIPr

Hawaii TV Grant OK'd
Washington

-

Hawaiian Para-

dise Park Corp. has been granted
a new TV station on Channel 13
in Honolulu, the FCC reports.

1

'Custom' Radio %el

Airs Elders' Prop
Ames, la.-Nine radio
a three-state area here
broadcasting Iowa State TY
program, "Sixty Plus." The
in effect, a custom networ
educational program aimed
izens of retirement age.
The series is aired Tuesda
noons on KCHE, Cherokee
MT. Fort Dodge: KBUR. FI
ton; KDLS, Perry; KXG
Madison; KDVR-FM, Sio
all Iowa; WNAX, Yankto
KWOA, Worthington, Mid
KMEO, Omaha.
Michael Collins, W01 prof
manager, is producer and
Martha Duncan, hostess.
in

tl

BCH Appoints Flom
To Administrative $
Josiah (Jock) A. Flo
joined the New York h
ten of Broadcast Clearing.

administrative assistan I
president John
said Flournoy's duties will i
administrative procedures
central billing concern.
three-way operation for rat;
TV stations, station reps
agencies in the simplifying
buying and selling process
as of the billing process fie
electronic data processing IP
as

BCH

:

s
i

i

ment and systems.

Radio, TV Industry News Flashes from Coast-to-Coast]
Taking 'Her' Out?
Hartford

- WTIC-AM-FM

has

begun "Weatherwatch," a program devoted to weather information of interest to boating
enthusiasts. Meteorologists Ron
Kessler and Ken Gary of the
Travelers Weather Service prepare and broadcast the programs.

-

Brewers Stir Up Memories
M
, Minn.
On May IL

OBITUARY
Henry Carl Bonfig

Evanston, 111.- Henry Carl Boneu mei CBS official. who retut d from the network as a vice
Kitt-Went in 1961. died yesterday
in Evanston Hospital at the age
of 66

Edgar M. Kluge

St. Louts -Edgar M. Kluge, 60,
eta] y t reastver of Krupnick
& A,...eciales, Inc., died following
an lint's, caused by It heart attack last July He is survived by
his wile. Emilie. a son. Vernon.
and
a
daughter. Mrs. Paul

Fischer

Air

KETC-TV's "John Deere Bandwagon" will feature the Jolly
Brewers Band, which will be led
through a half-hour of tunes with
an old -time tempo by Ernie Coop-

ber

man.

KRCA-TV personality, will be
emcee and guest speaker for the
"Bosses Night" annual dinner on
Saturday sponsored by the San

Circus Emu*

-

Houston
Mark Wilson, star
of "The Magic Land of Alaka-

zam," nationally televised children's show, will emcee the annual Boy Scout Circus, Thursday
through Saturdal.

-

Same Keys, New Hat
Altoona
Colson Jones, formerly with the WFBG engineering department, has been promoted to producer-director of WFBGTV. He is responsible for such
programs as "Evening Report,"
"The Duquesne News," "R.F.D.
10," "Horizons" and "National
Sportscope."

-

In the 'Major' League
Eugene "Jack"
Stamford
Dahlby, WSTC-AM-FM announcer. has been promoted to major
in the U. S. Air Reserves. Dahlby
one of four Connecticut reservists
to receive promotions, is a mem-

of

the 9263d

Reserve

Florida Ass'n of Broadcasted
the AP.

Squadron.

-

Addresses 'Bosses
Los Angeles

Tom Frandsen.

Fernando Legal Secretaries.

Matthews Replaces Craig
Salt Lake City
Barrie Mat-

-

thews has replaced newsman Robert Craig at KALL. Craig has
been called to active duty with
the reserve.

Fit For a Queen

-

Minneapolis
WTCN - AM -TV
personality Stuart A. Lindman
will emcee the queen's selection
during the annual Svenskarnas
Dag celebration here June 24.
Picks A Winner
Portland, Ore.
Bill Hampton
has been added to the REX news
staff. During his seven years of
radio news work, Hampton has
received awards from CBS. the

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

Ups 1, Adds

1

Zoe bhard thsi
been promoted from sales 1,01
director to office manager f

Albany-Mrs.

TR. and Dave Goldman, n'4
agency radio-TV exec, Mu
named sales promotion dim

WFGA-TV News Editor

Vag:

Jacksonville -Bob
joined WFGA-TV
editor. He was previousle
director of WBIR - AM -If,
Knoxville.
has

STORK NEW
A girl. Judith Ann. wa-laP
to Betty Jane and Bill
shaw. Dad is executive pr
for Radio & TV Roundel
ductions and mom is Radio
women's director.
A second set of twin., wa Ad.
to Grace and Robert Wr.,
Father is CBS News mans
live and tape production.

May

1,
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blden Gate

Dodge in New Drive

and its environs
By

.U:1:

Via Spot, Web TV

tilid SUS*

-

Dodge is in the midst
Detroit
of a strong April-May TV camincluding
its first network
paign,
g
y
foreign language study participation in almost a year.
in
via BBDO. The network and spot
California pupil
..erY
TV push dovetails with a cury
4, 5 and 6, is facing hard
rent national spot radio campaign
apposition in some educa&dries but is unlikely to on over 300 stations in 75 major
Dodge sales markets in all secWaded or thrown out
tions of the country.
to ETV. Ergo, because of
good
the
on CBS. 7 on NBC
and
shortage
u sher
The network TV campaign calls
available, state
I material
near
for 15 one-minute commercials,
bound to boom in the
While there are only two eight on CBS and seven on NBC,
through May 23. Commercials are
ations at present in Calischeduled on "Checkmate." "CBS
and both in the north.
of soon starting a Reports" and "Eyewitness to
r s talk
History" on CBS, and the -To) a the south.
iewhile, KQED here and night" show on NBC.
More than 150 TV stations in
lin Sacramento are expandIQED began beaming pro- the 46 leading Dodge sales markets
from coast to coast are using
June,
in
Gate
o f. the Golden
20-second and 60-second comand a year later began
in prime timemercials-mostly
long late afternoon courses
both, Spanish and Russian, during the current three-week
spot
campaign.
Is In 1958, the station inD I daytime service to school
W. Highest on the curricu-

-A bill passed
legislature. making man-

plerancisco

Los Angeles

will appear on
tising Club of

-

lip

language. This marked
of the now popular
with Dr. Man-terra.
.ng the 1958-59 school year,
rs Amigos, (beginning Span.
vas taught to Grades 4-6.
'at year intermediate Spanlowed for Grades 5-7. Finluring the 1960-61 school
the advanced course was
d to Grades 6 -8, The classes
such high quality that
e tapes
of them are in use
eveland, Oklahoma City,
Pais and Pittsburgh. Recent.
e.
New York City schools
sd interest in purchasing the

Wt

sel courses
/

has worked out an ineelent hookup system with
In Sacramento so that the
111.D

Wiled., may exchange proIt is the first such lodeleM hookup between educaTV stations in the nation.
Lan is derived from the Latin
41 !rat Demonstradum"
41rbkh was to be proved.
%malty-sponsored and nonKQED was not given
110Pe for survival at first.
,darr has a current operating
,

.

'

-

'11

If

Stair members of NBC-TV's "Today" show
guests of the Adveroriginating here this
route East from the
en
week,

a luncheon panel today as
LOS Angeles, The show is

C. Quinlan
ABC veep and General
dfdronwe. tPH1i8 Cloedre.

--Sterling

Diet, Waifs, Nurses
On

'Look at Soviet Union'

Al,
l'.ss Club panel
of three reported s. authorities on
Russian affairs, will be featured
tomorrow on a special program,
"Experts Look at the Soviet
Union," scheduled for the NBC
Radio network.
They are Aline Mosby, UPI
correspondent in Moscow: Thomas
P Whitney, author of "Russia Is
My Life," and Harrison Salisbury,
((Amer Moscow correspondent for
the New York Times. Dorothy
Gordon will moderate.

Soupy Sales Among List

Of New NARAS Joiners

11.-a Coale B.rro.
yAnio-T1' PAM'
Los Angeles
Active (voting)
members recently admitted to the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences were Soups
Sales, Sid Avery. Milt Larsen.
Tony Rizzi, Joe Howard, Jerry
White, Norton Beckman. Boris
Godoff, Benjamin Immershein.
Dale Anderson, George S. Whiteman, Don Fagerquist and Jimmy
Joyce. They represent vocalists,
musicians. art directors, song)

der s and A &It traducers

'At Home' Roster

Evelyn Cunningham, hostess of
WLIB's "At Home Show," will ininterview several personalities
starting Friday.
She will visit with Mrs. Nell
Sailor, dietician for the Visiting
Nurse Service of New York, who
will discuss the importance of
diets on Friday.
Saturday Miss Cunningham will
interview Luellen Lawrence and
Pat Garland on the 170 babies
stranded in New York's Metropolitan Hospital and now being
cared for by the Welfare Depart.
ment. Sunday, she will meet wills
Mrs. Stargust Whitman and Miss
Ivy Tinkler of the Lincoln School
for Nurses and discuss WLIB's
nurse recruitment drive

'Plague' Dramatized
On 'Look Up and Live'

CBS-TV's "Look Up and Live"

will present 'The Plague," dra-

matized excerpts from the Albert
Camus novel. on May 13. William
Hamilton hosts the program produced by Richard Siemanowski
for CBS News' public affairs department. Joseph K. Chomyn is
the direr tai

8480.000.

'tress Challenges U.S.
scents and Educators

via deltas illand challenge
Parents and educators for
lark of understanding young
'rev's educational needs on
IC's Regents Educational Tele.

en

NEWSCAST

SHELBY COOPER

By

"With the increased reliant..
the FCC is placing on networks
to lead in providing an improved
and diversified broadcast service,
station clearances ore becoming
even snore in the public interest.
If clearances were not obtained.
advertisers would more to other
media and She over-all result
would be both lower quality (of
progranoningl and a drop in news
and public affairs broadcasts now
provided by the networks at a
loss."

Panel of Press Experts

-

-

\/ '1'

Thought for Today

Y

Warily list was instruction

11
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Project program, "Literary

'Wants.' Slay
fleecier.

11.

Ed King Is

Met Life in TV Web Plunge
signed to sponsor serMetropolitan Life Insurance
William H.
of ('BS News Extras in the Fall
- report- programs CBS-TV,
ilylan,
many CBS radio sinyesterday.
Co. has

senior vp

ed

a

on

ies

sales,

Douglas Edwards, will be anchairman of the news extras, the
number of which will depend on
major events.
The new series marks Metropolitan's network TV debut. The coinpiny has sponsored CBS News

on

lions for years.
The majority of the programs
are expected to be presented in
prime time periods. They will Inelude on-the-spot coverage
well as filmed footage of IT,IP.,11ant developments.

Seattle World's

Fair.

Raymond J. Leicht and William
R. Watson Jr., have joined the TV
department of Leo Burnett, Chicago, as copy supervisors ... Howard Mince has been appointed art
Roy D.
veep at ('. J. LaRoche
Sherwood has been promoted to
the post of assistant advertising
director at Falstaff Beer, St. Louis,

...

Procter & Gamble and Canada
have purchased participations, for three months beginning
in July, on nine current NBC-TV
evening series. P&G through Benton & Bowles, has participations
on eight series, and Canada Dry.
through J. M. Mathes Inc.. on
three.

Dry

James N. Harvey, senior VP at
Richard K. Manuff Inc., has been
elected oresident of the agency
John K. Mullaney has become
assistant advertising - promotion
director of WNA(' -TV and Radio,
Boston. For the past seven years
he held a similar post at WEEL

...

Sam Dana has joined Kenyon
& Eckhardt as a copy supervisor

Advertising Associates, Houston, has been retained by Jet
Marine Inc.. the Gulf Coast Fence
Dealers Association and J. E
Younce Co.
Gillette Razors, via Maxon Inc.,
spend over SI million between
May 16 and June 16 to promote
its new slim adjustable razor, with
three weekly series on ARC-TV
plus supplementary TV spots, and
160 deejays in the top 100 markets
on radio,

will

General

Foods has

purchased

full sponsorship of the Saturday
"Bugs Bunny" show on CBC-TV,

via McConnell, Eastman & Co.,
Toronto ... Hertz Rent-a-Car, via
Norman. Craig & Rummel, is
launching a sununer campaign on
network TV.

Competitor Honored
By Milwaukee Outlet

Milwaukee-WMIL found itself
in the unusual situation Monday
of awarding a medal to a competitor. The station presented
its Community Service Award
to Andrew M. Spheeris, ores
dent of WEMP, for "(nasty...
ing public serviee- in coitus' I.
with the annual M a r c h
.111
Sphreris is also a torn.,
Barker of Mr Variel
,

I

HEADED YOUR WAY! Don't call the
released for a syndicated series.

marshal -call NBC
"Outlaws" rides in with

rest western hour ever

fifty hours of programming that
proved a big hit with network audiences.
You can see how big in a recent Nielsen MNA report
April 2- 8 ). "Outlaws" raced ahead to capture its time period with a 34 share of audience.
And how the action delivers men! "Outlaws" runs 67% in front of the closest competition in men
viewers per set.
Round up "Outlaws" for your station. The bounty: A first-run syndicated
series with a strong following in your area. One of America's leading actors, Barton Mane, as
a continuing star. Well-known Hollywood, Broadway and television performers
in guest roles. And more viewers and sponsors for your station!
Here's a
showdown to look forward to. Get your detailed description of "Outlaws" from
MIK NIL IL Ws*. N. boll Jan. Maroll

1

I

Y

!ustry Pins Hopes

Halting Regulation

YUGOSLAVIA 10TH
IN TV 'INT'L HR.'
Joins In Program
Led Off By CBS 0-0

Texas Legislator
present
Ith
:..se clearly charted toward
:wand federal control over
todcasting, the industry is pin1'

-

hopes on Canavert further govern's:Ma regulation.
It is why there's such an air
washed expectancy concerning
:.
"pivotal policy speech" by
Walter D. Rogers ID., Tex.).
enlist member of the Hoes,
Mate and Foreign Commerc.
mince, next Week (May la)
le fifth annual awards lunchof the Station Representatives
elation in New York's Wel1.Astoria Hotel.
egarded in many quarters as
Ilwether of congressional tern/Continued ea rem 0
s., its greatest

I

to

I

,

-

klliams Elected Prexy

Yugoslav Rachotelevision, pubbroadcasting company of Yugoslavia. has joined the
second annual International Program Exchange being conducted
by the CBS-TV o-o station, with
a ballet titled "The Legend of
Ohrid." It will be that country's
first program seen in the U. S.

Ill, ,nhn

s.

Rawlins, KDKA, Pittsburgh;

VP, Samuel

,

Altdoerffer, WL-

Lancaster; secretary, Thomas
.zger, WMRF, Lewiston, and
uurer, Herbert Kendrick, Wit-

-

.

.

Harrisburg.

try Bill Signed by JFK

-

Woolen Borrow of RAD1O.TV

°Aar

Fuldngban
President Ken.Y yesterday signed into law
measure authorizing the exAllure, over a five-year pet, of $32,000,000 for expansion
educational TV by non-profit
icational organizations of the

Una! Talks in Toronto

chlesSo-Ward L. Quasi, exec
and general manager of WGN
thts city, will address the Radio
J TV Executives
Club of Toronat a luncheon tomorrow.

Dotto Case Settled

David Robbins Productions yesterday was awarded 5140,000 and
035,000 interest in a New York
State Supreme Court case against
Frank Coopr Associates involving the deiunct "1)01(0" game.
Attorney Joseph Calderon claim-

Stan Chase to Direct

Three H-B Cartoons

ABC-TV Show Search

Gel Webbing in Fall

1,,,ent of St....
The app.
Chase, Nee York theatrical go,
ducer, as director of nrneam development for
ABC -TV was
announced yes-

Jci
e _:t
Gems hall-hod:
Comedy out of the Hausa -Barbels
animation studios, will be seen
Sundays at 7:30 PM on ABC-TV
starting this Fall, John H. Mitchell.
SG sales vice president, said yesterday.
Sponsors are Colgate-Palmolive
and the Whitehall Labs division
of American Home Products,
Corp., both thru Ted Bates, and
Minnesota Mining, thru MacManus, John & Adams. This will give
H-B three half-hour animated

Penny

Opera"

which ran for
seven years off Broadway, and
won two Tony
Awards. On

Broadway,

he

"The

series on ABC-TV next season,
CHAOS

staged Graham Greene'- "The Pot.
(Comiaaed an Pew 7)

Let's Talk
It Oyer

It

altt

d

.tratt her

11

Fall, the pioneering color network

ed

I

ther officers are: 1st VP, Les-

htt'ttttlla

"Hotta" was based on a p.o.
gram segment idea of Robbins.

11:11t,.?)

hues

a
I

pacing parent company RCA to
its best hall -year ever.
NBC is "increasingly earning
commercial benefits.' from color,
Dr. Elmer Engstrom. RCA president said and, as an example.
noted:
"The unique advantages of color
have played a key role in giving
NBC more automotive business
than the other two networks combined "
These were among the many
dIghlighls presented to an overwr annual meeting of RCA shareolders yesterday,
with Gen.
IS

licly owned

und

It, NCI

:,t; per 1(111 ttl la
per cent to be added in the

(+Pennsylvania Ass'n
terday by VP
scan Manor, Pa.-Robert Wil- Daniel Melnick.
s,
WHLM, Bloomburg, has
Chase produb
elected president by the
ced the "Three
nsylvania Ass'n of Broadcastat its three- day convention

NBC COLOR PACING FIRM
TO BEST HALF-YR. EVER
thp,npl

.s

!

i

....ENTS

RAINBOW FINDS POT 0/GOLD

,CA

.?'

Isis
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when "The Jetsons" joins "Flintstones" and "Top Cat" on that

livid Sarnia, chairman. presidng. It was a session with the
distinct glow of corporate success;
reflecting management confidence
in the future of electronics on
earth and in space.
W. Walter Watts, group execute...amid en Pete It

Jack Kiermaier Upped
To CBS News Vice Pres.

John W. Kiermaier. public affairs director for CBS News, has
been promoted to vice president.
Richard S. Sala nt
president.
said yesterday.
Kiermaier has
,

been

network.

'Rig Brother' Idea:
Gov't Broadcasting
Via LieensiNg Tax!

By ARTHUR PERLES
WE haven't the slightest doubt that Hofstro College's Prof.
Harvey J.
Levin, who chairs its Economics Dept., is as well-intentioned as he is
learned. But we do have reservations on whether the good prof has done
his homework adequately before coming up with this dilly:
Require broadcasters to pay royalties for license privileges. Use this
money to finance a government TV network. It would supply public service
and cultural programs which would take pressures off commercial broadcasters to provide them!
With one hand, the professor giveth; with the other, he take)) away.
(Continued an Pogo Cl

respon-

sible for the development of
such TV series
as "Accent,"

"Calendar," "At

Source,"
"Washington

the

Conversation,"
KIERMAIER
"Joint Appearance" and the CBS News"Dimension" on the CBS Radio Netwo,

Howard Barnes Resigns
Jr,

-.n f fo..ao 4 RADIO "
Hollywood-Howard G
I

-

d

has resigned as CBS -TV
of network pr.,rl nn

May

15.

He

lure plans at

will di.,
a

10--,

later date.
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JAMES FASSETT, CBS Rod'eo's supervisor
f music. to Rome to ton* portions of
major European Music Festivals.

th

JAMES M. DOLAN, CBS Rodia's direst
of sports, to Louisville. Ky., to supervise
ge of the Kentucky Derby.
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WWDC Sets Sked
For Election Results
Washington
WWIK: is adranging special coverage of the
Maryland primary election returns May 15.
Robert Robinson, news operations director, said the first report
will be broadcast as soon as the
polls close. followed by bulletins
throughout the evening until the
count is completed.
WWDC will join with newspapers and other stations in
pooled effort to help tabul.ii,
returns, and will also has
the-scene reporters in Merl,
cry and Prince Georges Cool,
ties. as well as in Baltimore
ri
.

a

distinguished reputation for

over 36 years
modern local public service

programming
."(V7
1,101

4

[I

MILTON P. KAYLE, VIII Radio Corp.
executive op. to Florida on vocation.
FRANK PAGE, Ad-linage Inc soles rep.

,,tan.,

from Lawrence. Mass.,
where he met with WCCM officials.
JAMES C. HAGERTY. ABC news chief.
to Seattle today to address the Rotary
Luncheon.

th,

Mass. Video Channel
Seeks Power Leap
increase its power from 219,000
watts to 2.2 million watts. William
L.
Putnam, president of the

M.N."

BUREAU
Dante

Awl,*

"eh.

charge

TV station
SPrIndlehl. Alas,.
WW1.1'
oirplicil Tr. the FCC to

ASO.. 1.529

CANADIAN
Rm.

vp in

of foreign operations, leaves today on on
eight-week swing through the For ENO
and Australia.

KATHY BARR, recording oar, to the
Coast to da the Jerry Fielding album.
ROSE MARIE it in town to
CBS banquet and to tape a
i nnnnn

JACK

HALEY, JR., Wolper

attend the
"PM East"

Productions

"Biography" series producer, is in N. Y.
research for the documen-

to complete
taries.

RALPH STORY, KNX
left L. A. on vacation.

personality,

has

of Cps

bright. finely station

prestige radio

Springfield TV Broadcasting Corp,
said if the increase is granted
WWLP will have the world's most
powerful commercial broadcast

facility.

According to Putnam. INF..,
scribed the eventual chimp,.
a telecast to the Springfield audience last week. the new power
will "substantially improve our
signal in all areas. doubling the
station's transmitting power in
most directions and resulting in
a
ten-fold increase in radiated
power towards the city of Spring-

field."

New equipment would be installed while the station is on the
air, Putnam stated. but there will
be no decrease in picture power
at any time during the gradual
change.

New 'Call Me' Skein Eyes
Canadian and U. S. Marts
Ste-

pilot

511005 m color for a
TV series tentatively
titled "Call Me," to be packaged
by Emile Harvard in association
with Fermae Film Productions.
Toronto. Although the pilots are
being shown first to the Canadian
TV stations. the package is aimed
at U S sales as well.
W

q.t..

15 -minute

Kirsch Convalescing

hasset,
home,

L.I., to convalesce at his

Locust Drive, Great
Neck. He underwent surgery a
week ago_
12

AB.PT
A. T. Is

-

Bloomington, Ind.
Members
of the Indiana Broadcasters Association, meeting here on the
Indiana U. campus, will be guests
Friday at the university's annual
radio-TV awards banquet. Highlight of the banquet will be presentation of two scholarships by
Mr. & Mrs. Sarkis Ta ratan,
owners and operators of WITS
and WTTV -FM here. and WTTV,
Indianapolis.

Wallace

'PM' to

Is

Leaving;

End in June

Mike Yalta, c and WuslinKhuase
Broadcasting

jointly announced

last night on the "PM" show that
Wallace will be leaving and the
series terminated June 22.
Wallace said he would continuehis association with WBC, and

handle a number of new projects
for them. including a Latin America report similar to the "Closeup
USA" he made in 1960.
He said that he and the company had agreed to withhold announcement of his departure
pending new arrangements.
Richard Pack, WBC programming vp, said that since format
nd character of the show were so
losely tied to Wallace's personaliy, the company decided to come
up with a completely nes. -hoe

CREATIVE
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
years experience ad magi
with maw 4A am Imaginative
versatile. good MIMMIstrator -strong
on merchandising L presentations
Know print, TV, fillet Excellence in
eludes packaging. associations. ap
Winces. outboard motors. poi. ap
parel
also drugs 1. cigarettes
Works well with people a budgets
Resume on request. NYC prelerted
10

AE

-
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Marvin Kirsch, associate. publisher and general manager of
Ramo-TV DAILY, yesterday left
the North Shore Hospital in Man-

scrantonwentos
Storrs
and WDALI-TV represented by 1-1R

Hoosier Broadcasters

Meeting on U. Campus

All Areas Affected
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Ka nnopolis Gets State*

-

Kannapolis, N.C.
broadcast bureau has
new class B FM station
MC to Foy T. Hinson hell./.

AIR CONDITION
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OLLINS HITS FCC POLICY

'TOO MANY STATIONS'

IF

oie medium of communication, but over- population of slaps must be cured if radio is to continue to fulfill its functions

.sipMait of democracy, NAB
LeRoy Collins told the
on Ad Club yesterday.
president, kicking off
month, expressed confidence
radio's best days are ahead.
laints are heard about inabout too much adverand about quality of radio
ing, he told the ad men.
complaints are justified,
tion manager "not only
but he is terribly troubled.
finds himself in an ecobox, however, because the
has authorized more radio
to operate in his market
*lithe market can possibly supMon any reasonable basis."
16 said he isn't arguing for
*poly, that he believes in
suliefition. but there is a limit
ate number of stations each
Nnunity can support. Beyond
./limit, programming and comNay service suffer.
witaads Research Program
Glass also noted that "NAB
ming a research and trainprogram. by which we will
'pre the content and conseice of what is broadcast and
l' conduct a wide variety of
sing sessions for radio staispersonnel to enable the peo"n radio to do an even better
an serving the public.

-.,2

rgi,

'NO AVG. VIEWER,'
CBC PREXY SAYS
Wide Range of Tastes Creates
'One of Biggest Headaches'

,

'adio is no frill, no
ang out on the fringe

3
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luxury
of the

nal well-being. Radio is an
ial adjunct to the security
'survival of American," not
alas a Civil Defense instrument
Vas a medium reaching and
,,tiling Democracy to all.
i

-

11...-tot t.. Ie.-IWO-II' PAIL!'
CBC president J.
Montreal
Alphonse Ouimet has declared
that one of the biggest headache.
facing the network in its selection
of programs is that there is no
such thing as an average TV viewer-though everyone thinks he is

one.

Ouimet told a Halifax club that
the range of tastes is wide and
that probably 70 per cent of viewers would not be satisfied with a
complete set of programs made
for the average viewer or listener.
"We are continually finding out
things about people's tastes in
broadcasting," Quimet said, "which
knock any ready -made calculations into a cocked hat; That the
man who listens to CBC Wednesday night likes 'Bugs Bunny.'
many jazz fans are keen followers
of news commentaries and educational programs: a large percentage of sports fans are women."

Foss Visits Kendall
Los Angeles-Lucas Foss, composer and California U. Music
professor, will be Dr. Raymond
Kendall's guest Sunday on KNX.

AB-PT 530-Mil. Hqs.

Will Rise 40 Stories
In Upper Manhattan
American Broadcasting - Pat
amount Theatres will announce
the starting date "within a count,of weeks" for construction of a
$30-million, 40-story headquarters
tower along New York's Columbus Ave., from 66th to 67th Slut..
among other
now the site of
St. Nicholas Arena, a
things
once - famous fight mecca which
has also been the scene of ban-

-

-

quets, galas. dances, revival ine,t
ings and, when first built in 18,14
ice skating.
Removal Has Begun
AB-PT has begun moving its
employees and offices from several
of the buildings involved, and
other tenants have been notified
to vacate within the next two

months. The ABC broadcasting
division owns most of the property, except for two large apartment
houses and two co-op apartment
buildings.
The headquarters tower will be
the tallest structure in the vicinity
of the Lincoln Square Urban Renewal Arena, where $250 million
of concert and opera halls, apartments and a Fordham U. campus
are being constructed. John C.
Preston is in charge of plannnts
the skyscraper and Austin & C
builders and engineers, drew up
the plans.

In Dual Role

San Angelo -Jim Rogers has
joined KWFR as a deejay and

assistant engineer.

He was

h.,

merly with KGLF.

Ormandy Launches 'Inn Hr.'
IConOmued hom Page I)

W

L.

Wester

Named

Sports Director
.al Paul--Allan L. Wester has
ed sports director for
and TV and also
er several sports shows.
'<BP to joining the station.

Itadio
NIP

41R,

was with WVUE-TV and
both New Orloan,

lewsman Ned Calmer
Now 'Views Press'

eteran newsman Ned Calmer

taken over "WCBS-TV Views
Press" from Charles Coiling-

d In the program's new Sun -

lime slot. Collinewood left
to assume new CBS News
Moms Calmer also serves
anchor man on CRS Radio's
aid News Roundup," and
eaPaggl a Sunday news proIn on CBS-TV.

pat

'

in the swap.

t

International Hour." All partici-

pants have agreed to air the exchange programs on a sustaining

Commenting at a press lunchhonoring Eugene Ormandy
yesterday, Merle S. Jones, president of the CBS-TV Stations Division, pointed out that international TV is developing at a remarkable pace. Ile noted that in
1956, there were about 9 million
TV sets in non-Communist countries outside the U. S., and today
there are 40 million. "If this
growth continues," he said, "there
will soon be more sets in the free
world outside the U. S. than within, for the first time."
eon

fri'e of sponsorship. to
maintain the cultural effect.
Premiering the series in the
basis.

will be "Eugene Ormands
Sound of America," featuring Ih.
noted conductor as commentaw tt
and leading the Philadelphia
Orchestra in works by Amerirut
composers. First aired by WCAI'
TV, CBS o-o in Philadelphia, op
29, it will debut tomort,,,,
on WCBS-TV, New York; WBEI11
TV, Chicago; KNXT. Los Angel,
and KMOX -TV, St. Louis. S.
Inists are pianist John Browinh,
and baritone William Warfield
Many Nations Participating
U. S.

Participation by Y gos lac
brings to 10 the number of COL111tries sharing in the Broadcast exchange, which will be aired on the
five CBS-TV o-o stations as "The

;

Other countries taking pat'
and their contributions, are: Tot.
yo Broadcasting System, Kabuli,
dancers; Australian Broadcastom
Commission, Victorian Orchestra.
Telesistema Mexicano, traditional dancers; Canadian

Broadcast
ing Corp., patronage in mush
PROARTEL, Argentina, trad it on
al dances; Radiotelevisione n.t
Tana (RAI), TV opera; Telts't
sion Wales & West (TWW t. I; ..tt
,tim
Britain, men's chorus, and
Eireann, Ireland, folk dam,

in

the

public
interest

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

WG AL-771
muume

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS
w,
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Sharp Commentator
Picked as 'Key Woman'

'Line of Sight' Expi
TV in Anaheim's Sc.

-

Los Angeles

Fern Sharp,
Columbus, 0.
news columnist and hostess of
WBNS - TV's "Sharp Comments,"
has been selected the first "Key
Woman of the Year" by the Kinder Key, an organization which
works to raise money for projects
at Children's flo.pital

Trans-Lux TV Adds
1

'Knowledge' Shows
New "Frontiers

tic

programs completed 1,
tion by Trans-Lux TV Corp. are
"The Miracle of Speech" and "Tikal: Ruins of Greatness." The
series, narrated by host John B.
Roberts, is produced by WFILTV, Philadelphia, in cooperation
with Pennsylvania U.
"The Miracle of Speech" reveals
the technical progress made in
speech correction therapy, and explains the intricate tests developed
by researchers which have enabled them to pinpoint causes of
many speech disorders.
"Tikal: Ruins of Greatness"
takes viewers on location to the
dense forests of Guatemala, where
archeologists are attempting to
unravel the mystery surrounding
the enflame of the Mayan cioliza-

D:ck Stewart to Lead
No.

(alit.

5..11
1)..-

Fund Appeal

- llsk

1

of $2 million.

---

WCBS Names Krakowsky
Assistant News Director

Irwin Krakowsky has been appointed WCBS Radio's assistant
director of news and public affairs, it was announced by Joseph
Dembo, the station's news and
public affairs director. He has
been with WCBS for three years
elcre that with UPI. Krakowsky
I,places Norman Kramer who
otned WCBS-TV, New York, as
a public affairs producer for that
station.
I

-HOWARD E.

STARK

Brolicrs and Financial

Coniellants
Television Stations-Radio Stations
50

Er.

New gawk 9E,

Ff.

Salls Strent
v.

ods used and classes in ac

As a result of the unusual hat she wore during her Easter
Sunday broadcast, Gloria Okon has been given the name of "Rosebud"
Harry Novik, general
by her WPIX crew
manager of WLIB. constantly keeping in the forefront of public service programming; now has five
solid hours such broadcasting every Sunday. all
of them especially important to listeners in his
area.... The axing of many new shows this season because of poor ratings points up more strongly
than ever the popularity of Mitch Miller's "Sing
Along" programs. NBC-TV brass renewed the
bearded one's "Sing Along" for another two years,
taking the series through the ff4 schedule.
Budweiser Beer, via D'Arcy Advertising, has bought
a 15-minute record program, Monday through FriMILLER
day, for 52 weeks on WWRL, New York's 24hour-a-day Negro market radio station. Hal Jackson will host the
show.
.

.
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Meet: Mannie Greenfield, just elected president of the
Personal Managers Conference East. After graduating from NIA' with
a journalism degree, he entered show business as
a press agent for various radio artists and then to
personal management, where he soon established
himself as a topnotcher. Among his clients are
Lawrence Welk, Billy Daniels, Perry Faith, Dan
Blocker. Mamie Van Doren and Margaret Whiting.
As president of the Conference, Greenfield heads
up some 54 of the top personal managers in the
East who represent the vast majority of variety,
TV and stage and screen artists throughout the
country. A similar organization exists on the West
Coast headed by Bill Loeb.

*

*

Beethoven's "Fidelio" will be heard Salm+, yy WOR's
new weekly opera series. "Radio's Golden World of Op,
teen hours before Mayor Wagner announced at a
special press conference that he was positively not
a candidate in the upcoming gubernatorial race,
WNBC-TV's Gabe Pressman broke the story on

his evening newscast. Gabe revealed the mayor's
intentions at 6:30 PM Friday, and Wagner affirmed
the exclusive at 11:30 AM the following day. It's
not the first time Gabe has scooped the town
Aside to "Naked City's" producer Herbert B. Leonard: How come Gary Saunders. (we just found
out his name) doesn't do more in the acting department? This tall, handsome guy must have had
some experience with a Police department; his
knowledge of police seems total.

*

NBC -TV's coverage of th

season

East-West Shrine

at,
I

Dec. 29 from San Franciscj

zar Stadium will be sponse
Savings & Loan Foundatimi
Reynolds Tobacco and C
Palmolive, via McCann-Fdt
William Esty Co. and 'I'
& Co.. respectively. The thii
vertisers also sponsored 0
classic last year.
This will mark NBC-TV's
consecutive year of covert.
event, the 38th since its foe
in 1925. The game will I
outstanding senior players
the 1962 collegiate seas,

Bonn, Gill!eman, Steil
In New Posts at (BS-I'
Bonn and Philip G'"
y

been named associati

ducer of CBS-TV's

"Cale

..

series, while Warren Stachwo
been appointed features edit, a

newly created position. Then

report to Mel Ferber, pro00.
The series is produced undi
overall supervision of Jo}

Kiermaier,

PR directs:
News just promoted to
1. It:
(see
Page
dent

By

(al.f. WoTen's au
Angeles

S4
PRESSMAN

*

.

.

-

The
of the California
non of Women's Clubs
presented to KITV "for
standing policy of public
;

The cast of "Bye Bye Birdie" threw a birthday party at the
Back Stage Restaurant for Bill Joyce, and never did we see so many
show his people. Incidentally. manager-host Patsy finally found an
old-time player piano with several hundred music rolls. It was great
fun for the patrons to play their old-time favorites..
CBS newsman Allan Jackson begins his second "tour" of speaking engagements
to journalism and broadcasting classes at colleges around the country.
On Saturday he lectures at Abilene Christian College: May 10 at Texas
Women's College. and on May 11 he will address the Communications Award Banquet at Texas Christian U. in Ft. Worth. Jackson
plans to speak before student bodies at 25 universities.... Lee Jordan
will play host to Ray Bolger and Eileen Herlie of the hit "All-American" show scheduled for Saturday on his WCBS Radio "Music of

Broadway."

Shrine Till on N3(

L.A. Channel Honored

.

*

Sponsors Rene

3

.

Stewart,

fund-raising campaign by the
National Cystic Fibrosis Research
Foundation,
The campaign begins in September, with a nationwide goal

,

h.

By TED GREEN

GREENFIELD

rile "KPIX Dance Party,"
ha-. Login named honorary chairman of the Northern California

-KTLA

feature Anaheim city set
triers closed-circuit instr
TV system today on "I
Sight," with Bill Stout
The program will show th'

programming."
The federation, com

clubs and more than
CO
women, held its annual co
lion here last week.
627

;

MGM Signs Boris SagrO

!

To Long Term Contract;
Coax -Hum. of RADIO TV
Los Angeles-Boris Saga
rector of pilots for NBC's 31'
Kildare" and the upcoming nr,
Benedict" series, has been
to

a

long-term contract,

F

OS!'

head Robert Wellman annotols
Scheduled to direct his
"Dr. Kildare" episode, "Opel
Lazarus," Sagal's new cot Is'
calls for feature and TV pr
lions.

41

"who knows

better than
my salesmen
how our spot

schedule on

WSUN pays off?"
THIS IS HOW C. J. STOLL, MOBILE HOME
DEALER IN ST, PETERSBURG, FLORIDA,
AND PAST PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
MOBILE HOME DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
FEELS ABOUT WSUN RADIO.

"Whenever we prepare a budget for advertising
my salesmen always remind me of the important
Ratings vary from survey to survey; the true
Yardstick is SALES! Dollar for dollar by any
survey, your best Tampa-St. Petersburg buy

WSUN radio 62
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Vroartl, 12Intoul 6 McConnell
SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVES
Jmes S. Ayers. Inc

results delivered to us by WSUN radio and insist

that

a good portion of our advertising dollars be

spent on this station.

I

ask you, who knows better

than my salesmen how our spot schedule on WSUN
pays off?" This is how most local advertisers feel

about the Suncoast's greatest coverage radio station. It will pay off for you, too!

6
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Official Sells WO(
lin F.,aii
U..
\
up the programming longevity of
a more than 10-year-old series.
according to Seymour Reed. president of the TV distributing company. Deal calls for a three-year
lease of 130 half-hour episodes,
which are being programmed in
a daytime strip by the network
a

i

0-0

flagship.

Originally

seen

on

Taft Steck Trade

AGENCY NEWSCAST

'Trouble with Father'

ABC-TV

from 1951 to 1955. the series was
acquired for syndication by Official in the Summer of 1955. Since
then, it has been sold In 124 markets, not counting renewals and
multiple sales in a single market.
Official acquired "My Litt le
Margie" at the same time in 1955.
following a three-year run on
CBS-TV and NBC-TV. At present.
it is still being seen in New York
on WCBS-TV and on three other
CBS 0-0 stations, with a fifth.
KMOX-TV. St. Louis. picking it
up next September.

By MEM COOPER
David G. Watrous, president of Earle ;lden, ,x
been elected chairman of the Chicago council of the 4A's, succeeding John V. Sondberg, of J. 'r' after Thompson. 01 her hoard
officers elected are Arthur W

Schultz. of Foote, Cone & Belding
as vice chairman, and Robert Ros,
of Leo Burnett. secretary-treasurer. New board members are David
Guerrant. Robert Shirey and Hal
Thurber.

Kemper Insurance. via Clinton
Frank Advertising. Chicago.
will switch its Fulton Lewis Jr.
commentary in San Francisco to
KKHI May 21, for 52 weeks. Continental Baking and General
Foods, New York. have also made
spot buys on the station. via Ted
Bates & Dancer.Fitzgerald-Sample.
respectively.
B.

Harold Cabot Agency. Boston
announced appointment o
new staff members Raymond H
Welch Jr.: Richard M. Welsh
Frank N. Moore; James Richards.
and Sargent Goodchild ... Rona d
L. David has been appointed as
sociate radio -TV producer fo
Zimmer. Keller & Calvert agency
Detroit
John R. McCarthy.
Fuller & South & Ross VP. has
has

Pitch for Safety

Boston-WCOP has joined the
Registrar of Motor Vehicles office
in a crackdown on reckless drivers, with a saturation campaign of
safety announcements to help cut
the accident rate.

Thought for Today
"in this job

a man is a sort of
combined lantern slide lecturer
and train dispatcher: if you feel
confused at Imes, you're not
alone. News of wars. mayhem or
revolutions is not the most gentle
or genteel ending to a Sunday
evening at home. but that's the
way the world is. I had a friend
mice. a retired ambassador, who
said: 'Every time I tune in. the
news is so bad I get to wishing
the commercials were longer.'
News is the unusual. so the fact
that so much news is bad news
must mean that life in general is
getting along all right. If most of
the news was good news. it would
mean that life in general was
pretty bad."
-Eric Sevareid
CBS-TV Newsman

named
manager.

account

an

been

group

Hendrick Bouraem, Jr.. has joined
Lennen & Newell as a TV program supervisor. He was previously broadcasting VP at Ogilvy.
Benson & Slather
Roll Smith
has been elected a senior VP at
Mary K. Kallgren
Ted Bates
has joined the media department
of Garfield. Hoffman & Conner.
.

.

.

.

Rives Dyke & Co., and Goodwin.
Dannenbaum, Littman & Wingfield received a silver medal and
a merit award respectively, at the
fifth exhibition of Southwestern
Advertising Art in Houston
Herbert P. Halpern has rejoined
Winius-Brandon. St. Louis. after
two years as TV supervisor for
Procter & Gamble.
.

AIRLINE TICKETS

-

Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York

.

I liance
Manufacturing has
tr.insferred its account to Geyer.
Morey, Madden & Ballard. as a
result of the closing of DancerFitzgerald-Sample's Chicago office
Leonard Ruben has joined
the staff of Compton Advertising
as an art supervisor ... Mary Chichester has joined Fuller & Smith
& Ross, to work on the National
Cotton Council and Lehn & Fink
.

PRIZES for your important Radio

and

TV promotions.

accounts.

DUNNAN

&

STORK NEWS

JEFFREY, Inc.

730 Fifth Avenue. New York 19. N. Y.

PLaaa

7

MARTIN HIMMEL. PresIdn1
We

rPrient

wholly owned "obsidian's sod corporate off,1,0,.

9500

.

Mr. & Mrs. Harold Black have
become parents of their third son,
Andrew McDonald. Father is production manager of the advertising and sales promotion department of the CBS-TV Stations Division.

www.americanradiohistory.com

On N. Y. Exchan
Traded in the
Broadcasting Co tvo
morning on the New Yo'
Exchange. with the come
signed ticker symbol TFI
by the Exchange were
shares of common, all isa
outstanding as of last Mar
15,137 shares reserved for
and 15,624 shares reserve
sue under options grante
be granted under Taft
option and stock bonus pl

merly traded over-the-coi
of last Nov. 15 there we
stockholders.
Taft, headquartered ini
nati, has been in broa
since 1939 and currently
TV and radio stations in.
nati. Columbus, 0., and I
ham, plus a TV station in1
ton, Ky. A wholly owne.
diary, Cincinnati Bowl. In
ates a bowling center in
natl.

i

Wolper Seh 4 DraIM
For liv-Urs

'Slay W

-

Los Angeles
Wolk
ductions has set tour mom
mat is documentaries as 501
cegnnt, in 7.1v-UA's
001

of
.series. which Jesse1 dk
will produce for series pWd
Mel Stuart.
Exec producer David 4.40
has slated "United Natio04
lomat," "Pres. Agent." TI

mid-May.

ABC-TV Names Shaw
Sta. Relations Direct
Donald s
promoted 1.:
:no
lations direr
station clearance dir
-

b.

1955.

Replacing Shaw is J
aquinto. who has been
station clearance dep
manager for six year&
Cucinotta. an account
TV station clearance d
since 1957, becomes TV
clearance manager.

Dee jays Honor Wes ra

As 'Good Music' Me

Chicago-Bandleader Pa Or
ton will be presented with PI?
Records' "Good Music" tee !!!
night on NBC -Tra "Bob
hart Show." The trophy
companied by a scroll Sig
200 disk jockeys, and will
sented by WCFL deejay

ix

Rapchak.
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IPTIST UNIT PRODUCES NARAS to Pick 40
1-FEATURE RADIO SKEIN 'Grammy' Winners
Worth-The Radio -TV Conint.--],n of the Southern Bapvention reports

'

51

'

and 1,040 Minimum
ission plans a mini520

inspirational "Pat-

year, and 1,040 general

Sack station accepting the
Service can play the 20

fritined features if they also
Ito play the 10 identified
5

ratio of at least one
national for every two genin

a

t/ ,attires."

is commission also produces
-ther weekly radio programs
syndicated weekly TV
at ffisector of the agency is
.11111

M. Stevens.

MTV First
Wilkes-Barre-WDAU.
first station in
Northeastern Pennileia to present broadcast edi-

Miicatne the

Ll

on

-

vital

states have already

'Dr. Kildare' Moonlights
With Vocal of His Theme

in 40 categories have been disclosed by the National Academy
of Recording Arts and Sciences.
The nominees were determined
by membership balloting
last

issues

2

I

Richard Chamberlain, star of
NBC-TV's "Dr. Kildare," is making his debut as a singer with a
vocal rendition of the theme music
from the series, on MGM records.
Publishers are The Big Three
(Robbins, Feist.

Lanny Ross
Begins Tour
5.
Va.. 511,11 lie will
emcee the Betty Crocker annual

Homemaker's Award dinner.
In Hot Springs. Ark.- May 10,
the radio and TV star will open
the Southern Club for that week.
He will then return to New York
and will take part in a celebrator Mary Roebling's 25th anniversary with the Irving Trust
Co.. Trenton. N. J. May 23.
Ross will then make a quick
trip to Minneapolis for a dinner in
honor of the retiring General
Mills Co board chairman.

KBOX Adds Two

-

Dallas
Ken Dowe has joined
KBOX and will fill the 5:30-9 AM
slot. Another addition in the deejay lineup is Gary O'Shea. who
will headline his own midnight510 AM pi "foam

3C Radio Staying In Black
(continimd /tom Page II

voiced his optimistic eva6
eff color on these bases:
creater volume of color pro.
rang sparked by last Fall's
Disney show; entrance of
tidily every U. S. manufacin marketing of color sets;
announced intention to
east this Fall; RCA's imd high-fidelity color tube, inted a year ago, and its "New
tuner for color picture
ty in difficult
reception
P.

Rama Cites Scrutiny
lining that NBC is now pre-

ent

in news

reportage, its

man. Robert W. Sarnoff, ob-

d that "the broadcasting in'Y

sl
rt

under the government's
scrutiny at this time," and
is

.

indreased attention in
willtan lus raised some clear
and We have taken forthhis

Positions on atom. We have

rouslY

.poosedthe direct rag-

illation of networks

us being wholly unnecessary. Since a network
is essentially a program service.
such regulation could open the
door to government interference
in programming.He also manifested his pride in
the fact that "we had the industry's outstanding record of program success in the current sea son," leaving "fewer programs to
replace in next Fall's network TV
schedule."
Dr. Watts reminded the stockholders of Gen. Sarnoff's recent
prediction on color TV and stated:
" our investment in color already appears to be one of the
soundest the company has ever
made."
Robert Sarnoff also reoorted
that NBC Radio, "which like all
radio networks has been struggling to adjust to the impact of TV.
operated in the black throughout
all of 1961
and its profit trend
is continuing in 1982."
.

.

Ant:,

Los

I.PIP

411

I

month, and members will now
vote to select winners. Categories
represent various fields of vocal
and instrumental performances.
engineering. composition, album
art direction, etc., in both classical
and other than classical record.
ings including popular, jazz, country and western, etc.
Tabulation is being handled by
the accounting firm of Haskins &
Sells. Winners will not be disclosed until the disk academy's
fourth annual awards presentations May 29 at simultaneous
banquets in Los Angeles. New
York and Chicago

Len Hensel Appointed
WSM

Nall Sales Head

-

Len Hensel

a

SOLD OUT

few mezzanine places wadable

AWARDS LUNCHEON

1,
competing for -Lit:sonny- Awaidi.

stations in

its new radio program
called "Patterns:. corn30 taped features a week,
than 90 seconds, and
with a wide variety of
rented by well-known
ties. The service was
in December.
of the features are on
tape, unidentified and
subjects of general inther tape, sent at the
, contains
10 inspiratures. each drawing a
spiritual application. The
briefs are non- denomisave a tag which says,
by the Southern Bap-TV Commission."

Only

1962 AMERICAN
TV COMMERCIALS
FESTIVAL
GRAND BALLROOM
WALDORF-ASTORIA
NEW YORK CITY

Friday, May 4th
Presentation of Awards and Screen.
ing of top film and videotape selections from 35 Product Classifications
by prominent advertising executives
on five regional 'TV Commercials
Councils

Workshop on Trends
& Techniques
10 A.M. to 12 Noon
Cocktails
Exhibits at Noon
.

has

..ppointed national sales
manager for WSM. For the past
eight years he has been associated
with Ziv-UA, serving as regional
sales manager for the last two.
Prior to that, he was program
director and commercial manager
for WOWL, Florence, Ala., and
account exec for WAPL firming-

EXTRA!

"Art

Stan Ereberg! Speaker
For The Sake of Money"

PREMIERE! "Heartbeats of '62"
Film Review of the Year's Trends

Regional Festivals
to follow:

---the

May I 1th

haul

Stan Chose to ABC-TV
ICantinued boon Page II

ling Shed,- Eugene O'Neill's
"Moon for the Misbegotten" and
"The Cave Dwellers" by William
Saroyan.
Before turning to producing in
1954. Chase- was a script consultant to the CBS-TV Story Department. In '51, he was associate producer and writer for "Startime."
telecast by WPIX.

Sheraton-Chicago
Park P111/2, ))))) mit
Sheraton-Dallas
Reverly Hilton

Ala) (6th
June 7th
June 13th

Ad Clubs. Agencies. Advertisers.
Production Companies and others
wishing to hook the Winners, or
Top 200, or any of the 25 Product
Category Reels or to arrange special
workshops, contact

Vicar General to Offer
Mass on WWLP Telecast
Springfield, Mass.

-

The Rt.

Rev. John F. Gannon, Worcester
Diocese vicar general, will be the

guest-celebrant on WWLP Sunday
of "Chalice of Salvation" (weekly telecast of the Holy Mass) from
Chaple of Christ of the Airwaves
in the station's studios.

'111E

AMERICAN

TV COMMERCIALS
FESTIVAL

OBITUARY
Edward Read Gardner

St. Louis-Edward Read Gardner, 65, former treasurer of Gardner Advertising Co.. died of it
heart ailment at his home in

Asheville, N. C where he had
lived since his retirement in 11152.
Surviving are his wife, a sail, a
daughter and two brother,

www.americanradiohistory.com

Wallace A. Ross, Director
40 East 49th Street
EL 5-5877
New York 17

-

NEW YORK SOLD nicer
Only a Me mousnins glace; anii,.a

8
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Home Products Signs

next year.

Air Defense Command
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VE11-kX

For Huntley-Brinkley
Alma a an H,nn, Pt odto ts C,.t
via Ted Bates & Co.. has purchased
alternate-day sponsorship of NBCTV's "The Huntley-Brinkley Report." beginning Oct. 2.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. recently renewed its alternate-day
sponsorship of the program for

-

Warner Brothers is moving right along with plans for its
new TV series, "Gallant Men," scheduled to start filming May 14. The
series is a collection of dramas involving a U. S. Army unit in Italy
during World War II. It is set for showing on ABC-TV in the Fall,
starring Robert McQueeney and Williams Reynolds. Thirteen stories
already have been purchased.
Beverly Trading Corp. is introducing a new multiple, vitamin, Unipac, to the trade. It will be distributed nationally via retail
outlets by R. E. Barry & Associates and will be backed by national
radio and TV advertising. according to E. J. Srhwam, BTC president
. . Charles Isaac
will produce "The Real McCoys" for executive
producer Irving Pincus for the 1962-63 season. The series moves to
CBS-TV in the Fall and enters its sixth year of production
"Dennis
the Menace" has been renewed for the fourth year by Kellogg Company and Best Foods.
.

In New

'Profile' Series

Ent Air Force Base. Colo. The
Air Defense Command will
be featured in "Profile," Mutual
Broadcasting System's new fiveminute weekly scheduled to start
U.S

Friday.
Leading off the series is "Eyes
of Defense." an on-the-spot report
from Laredo. Tex., where ADC
has a radar space sensor station
reporting data on orbiting objects
to the Space Detecting and Tracking Operations Center in Colorado
Springs.

Rogers Talk to Reps
Awaited by Industry

...

In a talk before the Hollywood Ad Club Monday, A. C.
Nielsen Jr., revealed that as recently as 1955 westerns occupied only
5 per cent of evening schedules, with general drama using better
than 30 per cent. In the next four years, westerns went up to 22 per
cent with drama dropping to 8 per cent. Since 1959, however, drama
has increased while westerns have decreased. Nielsen made a major
point of quality, explaining there is little difference in the size of
the audience watching various types of programs, but there is a wide
swing within groups, leading to a conclusion that audiences watch
good programs and ignore bad ones. Although westerns might outnumber drama three to one, a good drama will attract a bigger audience than a bad western, according to Nielsen, which also plans to
Include transistor radio listening in its reports.

*

(Continued frem Page It

per. Rogers is ranking member of
the I & F Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee and, moreover, an
avid foe of Washington dominance
over radio and TV.
Rogers has spoken out sharply
in the past to affirm broadcasters'
rights to utilize public frequencies
"for private profit so long as the
public benefits from balanced programming
and real competition results in a better product."
Of special interest to the station reps also will be the congressman's thinking on local market programs which were the subject of the recent FCC hearings
in Chicago.
Another feature of the SRA
luncheon will be presentations of
the Silver Nail Timebuyer of the
Year Award and the Gold Key for
outstanding leadership in advertising.
.

.

Press Parties to Fete
'Emmy Award' Hopefuls

Nominees for the 14th annual
Emmy Awards will be feted at
press parties in Los Angeles and
New York, it has been announced
by the National Academy of TV
Arts and Sciences. The Los Angeles party will be held Tuesday at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
The New York party will take
place May 14 at Sardi's East. Host
for both parties will be NBC. Final
winners will be announced on
"The Emmy Awards Show" on
NBC-TV May 22.

Leer Talk

It

Over

**

(Continued from Page If

Actually, according to o press handout from New York University's Institute
of Economics Affairs, Prof. Levin, writing in its May issue of "Challenge,"
means to help broadcasters "who would not be constrained to provide
such services, which normally lose money."
But the educotor is hardly in a position to theorize on what the broadcasting industry really needs. Least of all, it
and the public, even more
so
want Big Brother funneling whatever it interprets as "news" for
the citizenry's mass consumption. Shades of George Orwell! It could bring
"brooder and more effective use of the broadcasting spectrum," he says.
Yes, we reply, for whatever political elements hold national sway at a
given time!

-

-

SHOULD we allow the Commission to "charge the industry for its coveted
operating privileges and use the proceeds to enhance and diversify
their service?" Without sounding like a presumptuous Indian, we mutter,

"How ?"

Repeatedly, this column has called for less interruption by the FCC
proper functioning of our notion's radio and TV commercial services.
Broadcasters themselves have learned through years of travail what the
listener and viewer want and also what they need most. These are being
supplied in an increasing abundance; restraints, such as the NAB codes,
against those who would over-emphasize profit-motives on the national
and localized levels are now strongly evident and in force. By dint of
bettering program product, sponsors are being signed for important public
service shows, From space exploration to critical elections coverage.
No, professor, the FCC cannot
and should not
"specify in a more
tangible fashion the kind of service broadcasters must render." In our
enlightened democratic system, we're ahead if they find out and deliver
the goods on their own.
And again, "no"
this time to the needs for "new forms of competi
ton." New forms will arise naturally within the laws of unfettered cowpetition.
What we'd prefer seeing is the evolution of a more resultful educative
system from grade through graduate schools, so that the broadcast audience in adulthood will not have to be weaned for appreciation of truly
cultural programming. Doesn't the shoe belong on the other foot, professor?
in the

-

-

-

SMPTE Told Ben 6
01

Slower TV To a

-

Los Angeles
Econom
possible by RCA's recent
ment enabling its TV
corder to be operated at
conventional speed, were,
ed before the Society os
Picture and Television E at
convention in progress h
A. H. Lind, manager
recording products eng ax
pointed out that the us,
slower speed 7-1/2 int
second permits doubling
mount of information
be recorded on a given
of tape.
Small Reels Advan
"The major saving
the slower tape speed ir
initial tape cost," Lind
ditional savings result f,
use of smaller reels, wi
duces shipping and storag
Further, the advantage tO
the recording time on ds
reel size is of substan
portance in some applies in
With the addition of a .10
sion accessory. all RCA '
recorders can be oper. i
either 15 or 7-1/2 ind
second tape speed for t
cording and playback, Lin WI
ed out. The change Ise
speeds is accomplished b 9u
pie switching operation.
In introducting two4p4 I
corder operation, Lind 4.191
RCA has protected
feature '
changeability
tapes recorded on one qua
machine may be played , '
any other.
I

at

I

I

'62 Sales Set New

Hi

I

For Conn. Slate Nelwo

Waterbury.

Conn.

-

tua

figures so far this year
seven-station Connecticut in,
Network are pulling ahentig
previous records, accoro9 1
Charles Bell, VP of New 140
Spot Sales, the networreF,'
New accounts signed lasoPr
include La Rosa MaCar°1
Hicks & Greist: Canadian/
Authority, via Burns Ads,
and one of the Republicar !ar:

natorial hopefuls, via G. F
Co. Two food comPai
expected to start schedul
&

in May.

ATU Expanding S(
Into Feature Filr

ATI' Productions, prod'
-syndividual" TV and rad 0menials, will enter the Im
motion picture field with
length film titled "The
and the Whale." a folk-col
be made in Greece this
with Greek actors.
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TEN CENTS

!ANTED: NEW BROADCAST LAW!
Roll-Call Majority
iys House

Version

111-(hannel Bill
Ashinglon-The all-chanset bill won easily on
call vote, 279-10, after
of proposals to require all
It VHF stations to simulcast

Alter Cooperating For Years- NAB, AF A Fuse

The NAB has aOflietrA with the Advertising Federation of America.
according to a joint annomicement by LeRoy Collins. president of the
NAB, and ('. Janie, Proud. AEA president and general manager. Both
organizations have cooperated for years on projects of mutual in
Iciest, including legislation and education. Currently. they are
operating on the inn iigition program for broader public appreciation
of advertising.

4

e

HF and to permit multiple
N to own up to five UHF

in addition to

ns

the full

VHF.
in opposition to the measure.
o would require that all TV
old in interstate commerce be
Ped to receive all channels.
red around what was ded as additional expense to
Abe for channels they might
use during the time the
could survive, also, around
'cement that the bill would
the Interstate Commerce

Dr. Gould Gets

lift'

From Video's 'Pros'

RACING RESULTS
PERIL LICENSES
EC(' Silos

(Cennnoed no Pogo 5)

o

itinghouse Asks OK
10-Mil. WINS Buy
.

Bin..

-
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shington
Westinghouse
feasting has filed formally
the FCC for approval of the
million purchase of WINS.
York, from Gotham Broadng.

guests

as o p e nhearted expression of hest
wishes for the

Samuel

Dr.

B.
presi-

Gould as
dent of N

e w

York's new
Channel

13

-

DR. GOULD
hereinafter t o
be called WNDT (for "new di-

mensions in TV).
Many of those at the ATAS
luncheon tribute to Dr. Gould
represented Industry firms that
Heatimmg as

P.,.

10)

lin

1Continuod on Peg. 111

TV Gross Still Rising;

Webs Up 10% in Jan.
Network TV gross time billings
rose 10.4 per cent in January, the

(werseas TV Gallops Ahead;
1.S.
"

Product Demand Grows

h, swift growth of overseas TV highlighted the first anBales meeting of NBC International in New York, now

" 'doing this new equation:
total of TV sets abroad will

ell

those in the U.S. by year-

ae

NBC International

(NBI/

ifeeientatives are now screening
kie Bitty new series for overins

distribution.

UTell R. Stern, vp, NBC EnInas, and board chairman
of
A, said:
five years ago, our
intermi-

tsl staff comprised ten people
Memin..1

an Page 91

Ruark Safari on NBC
Sponsored by Purex
Purrs Corp., via Edward If.
Weiss & Co., will sponsor "Robert
Ruark's Africa" in color Slay 25
on NBC-TV, with novelist-reporter-big game hunter Ruark as guide
and narrator. He will be assisted
by NBC News correspondent
Robert McCormick. Producer-director is John J. Sughrue, Jr.

hi.

TvB reported yesterday. The total
was $65,530,658. versus $59,375,571
fur January in '61.
Billings for ABC -TV totalled
$16,673,662 in January, up 4.9 per
cent from $15,898,310 of the previous year. CBS-TV billings were
$25,498.117, an increase of 13.9
per cent over 'fil's $22 378.008.
(cnstinsza on Peg. in

CARTA to Hear Cash
On Video Moral Issues
T, It pi ii,in N,,111.111 i.

C.,sh

will disiuss -Television. The Moral Issue of Our Time" as the
principal speaker this week at
the CARTA First Friday lunchin the Ruse Restaurant on
52nd St. Reservations are
being handled by Ward Sillaway
at NBC.
eon

West
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R. Kari&
radio station_
nil new station.
In New York State are in trouble
with the FCC over alleged nutsrepresentations and use of one
station to transmit horse racing
results for illegal purposes.
Karig holds a CP for WIZR.
Johnstown, N. Y. and the FCC
has started proceedings looking
.!

yesterday serv-

success

Kilroy

Used AI/leaves

and

Sciences

their

to

of the Academy of
and

Arts

TV

areas of interim.lei tit 1i',. IL,
that '-ts hat ltu

of five

300

Gray' Areas Prohibit
'Piecemeal' Altering
Of Old Act-Quaal

urgen

IS

required.

only to tip,'

Lion.

but ti

limits ,.
volvenudit in tdo:e.nas.niig.
These are the thoughts of Ward
L. Quaal. executive VP and general manager of WGN-TV. expressed yesterday at a luncheon
of the TV Executives Club in this
Canadian metropolis. Quaal's remarks came toward the close of
a hard-hitting speech in which he
again lashed out at the FCC's recent Chicago TV-program hearing
as "unfortunate" because it came
at a time when the three network
odio's there are awaiting license
renewals. He holds this opinion.
1Continuird on Paso
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Scherick Names Ayres
Veep in TV Net Sales

Charles Ayres has been appointed as ABC VP and associate sales

director for the
TV Network. He
will report directly to Edgar
J. Scherick. VP
in charge of TV
Network Sales.
Ayres previously was eastern sales manager for ABCTV and before
that was vice

president of
National

BRIXIIitS1,11

AYRES
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Pittsburgh's Telethon
For Children's Fund
Pittsburgh
100

-

A1,0.0.111,111 '`
movie Olean UN in the greats.r

city area are cooperating with
Variety Club's drive for handicapped children. During the first
two weeks of May collections
are being taken up in theatres.
Carton wrappers for children are
Isamu used to rolled for the telethon this weekend un KDKA
Theatre groups cooperating include the Tri. State Drive Associat idol. the Allied Motion
Picture !health owner. the

\\h

1111150TV
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MILTON KAKIS, VIP
loom his Florida trip.

an

Tuesday.

an,

hos

reamed

choler

depots.

WHAS will have 10 engineers
011 duly to control 13 microphone
locations. Microphones will be
everywhere there is action, in the
stands, the infield, even on the
track and along the rails. WHAS
production manager and sports.
caster George Walsh will be executive producer and anchor mar,
for radio.
Old Films to Be Shown
WHAS -TV, with 21 engineers on
duty, will broadcast until 5 PM
with views of Churchill Downs
and the thousands who have massed there. Special live and taped in.
terviews will be shown, along with
films of early Derby races.

To 'The 21st

Century'
''Youth For-

HERBERT LEROY RICE

.AGENCY, INC.

Balklat-tree

York City

Leading insurer( in Ike Breckesling and
Adeselising Feld. lee am 32 roan

3,, the Seattle
Icl's lair. with three special
hour programs in the WNBC-TV
series to cover the topic: "Youth
Dips into The 21st Century." They
will he aired on TV May 20 and
c,
.11:r. Y ,001 m WNRC Rn.
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Trans-Lux President
Gathers Films Abroad

val.

This trip is in line with the
major expansion plan announced
by Trans-Lux in January. At that
lime. Brandt stated that the 1962
release schedule would be the
most ambitious to date.
Brandt, who will confer with
leading European producers, said
he "hopes to obtain" as many films
as he feels will provide fine entertainment to supplement present
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Washington
The Ff.
canceled CPs issued to H
M. Fuerst, for a new TV
on Channel 3, Alamosa, Col
to Steuer Broadcasting for
TV station on Channel 3. 6
Colo. The permits had I
and there were no applirati
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FCC Cancels 2 TV CP
Cuproliagre. Spain and Francs' to
acquire new product for TransLux Distributing Corp. He will
also attend the Cannes Film Festi-
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"STRETCH" ADLER, KTIA VP and
general manager, in N. Y. from L. A. for
mating. with Paramount, agencies and

TV actress Betsy Palmer will
be presented with a scroll of honor May 13 by the Jewish Chronic
Disease Hospital, for her efforts
on behalf of the institution's
September campaign. Presentation will be made at the hospital's
37th anniversary dinner at the

40,

45

tra" "Coin's Hundred" and "Perry Mason"

Chronic Diseases Scroll
For TV's Betsy Palmer

24:3

47

shows.

-

reports beginning at 9 AM and
TV picking up activity at 2 PM
The stations will use 14 staffer:
at the track and around Louisville to check on the day's happenings, with interviews to be
conducted with racing fans arriving at the airports and train

341

37'

GERALDINE BROOKS, has r
ed from
Hollywood ,Her guest robs in "GE Theo-

Louisville
WHAS and WHISZIA' will pr. a alc extensive
coverage of the 88th Kentucky Derby on Sat oritily. with radio

ly1

3334
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Sec

Cl.

171.*

125',

T

Low

173/4

3530

AVCO
Columba.

GEORGE
WALSH,
ENT Hollywood,
left for a month's vacation Monday.

Louisville Stations in Gait
For 88th Kentucky Derby
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AARON BECKWITH.

YAM

Boleurat

LONDON

GEORGE and BETTY SKINNER, WSTC
AM04 (Stamford, Conn.) personalities.
off to the West Coast to top* shows at
the Soak World's Far and in California.

High

Admiral

mating.
GERARD W. PURCELL, Mient manage
and his clients. trumpeter Al Hirt on
actress Monique non Vara, atria i
N. Y. on Sunday after a 17-day Europea

h

21

NEW YORK STOCK MARC

JACK REYNOLDS. W1411C.TV public of
fairs manner. to Columbus, 0., today
ottend the 051) Roca and TV Award

tour.

off to L. A., in connection with the Red
Salton show and for other properties.
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Sulphur Springs. W. Vo
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04010111 BUREAU
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JOHN PIMA, KM/ VP and manager of
the production division, in N. Y. for mat.
Mg. with clients and agencies following
recent
annual convention in White
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JAMES C. HAGERTY, ABC News
ff to Miami to attend PR seminar to.
day and tomorrow at Me Key Biscayne
Hotel.
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q. Broadcasters, .V..1. Managers to Meet
osilewski, Cox Join
rinthian's Tower
Louisville Session
ansville
idcasters

Mery Griffin Hosting 'Tonight' for Second Week

The Kentucky
-Association,
at

its

meeting May 16-17 at the
,ton here, will hear talks by
3 executive VP Vincent Wasi1d; Kenneth Cox, chief of the
.5
Broadcast Bureau, and
rk Tower. Corinthian Broadng Corp administrative VP
k directors and committees
meet the evening of May 15.
a business session set for the
Awing morning.
Milewski will discuss the
ishington Scene" at the May
tneheon. with a Q-A session
./wing; Tower will talk on "A
rdcaster Looks at His Indus, in a keynote address May 16
PM, and Cox will point up
sit and current developments
le FCC on May 17 at 10 AM.
a Q-A session following.
Moe Confabs on May 16
0 May 16 at 3:30 three simul-sous meetings will be in pro's: a sales panel, featuring
i-ge Cisler of Ashland Oil &
ling, J. J. H. Phillips of Ohio
ng

1

and Q.

land, as

C. Halyard, WCMI,
moderator; an engin-

ig panel, featuring Wilbur
...on of WAVE, Louisville, and
in Towner of WHAS, Louis,. moderated by Francke Fox
*HLN. Harlan. and a TV meetizhaired by Sam Livingston of
1D-TV, Paducah.
bring the May 16 dinner. presIlion will be made of the UKAwards. the Farm Bureau

"itch Names Chairman
'62 UJWF Campaign
Vic.

r.

les

I

'1,5

the

'

oundation grant

de possible an

has

exhibit, "Stair.,"
together and circulated by the

w

:Montreal
Dort.este sales ..t
made -in- Canada TV sets in Cana-

during

totaled 355.763
units, according to the Bureau of
Statistics. Like sales of radios
totaled 529.417
The production of entertainment-type electronics receiving
tubes in 1961 amounted to 13,165,
108 units. while shipments totaled
14,551,886 valued at $9,764,818.
Production of industrial. military and power type electronic
receiving tubes in 1961 amounted
to 608.664. and the shipments to
661.300 valued at $4,156.232.
The production of TV picture
tubes in 1961 amounted to 593.188, and the shipments to 591.684
da

1961

WINS BAR AWARD
Miami Wlflis has been hon
ored by the Florida Bar Associa
lion for its "A Ghost Pleads fo
Justice" special program and doe
umentary on the Joe Peel trial.
The bar association presented
an award to the station at a banquet climaxing the annual convention of Florida lawyers, which
was attended by the governor and
by Louis Nicer. noted attorney
and author.
"A Ghost Pleads for Justice"
was presented last June. and
dealt with the trial of the man
accused of Judge Chillingworth's

murder.

Citizens of 1 Cities
Love Comes to KBTV

Buy Texas Outlets

In Form of Ace, Exec

Lufkin. 'rex.

-

Denver
Victor Love has
finned the local sales department
of KBTV as an account exec. He
was advertising manager of the
Denver TV Guide magazine for
five years, before which he operated his own agency. Love Advertising, and film production
company. Ad Film. Inc. Love also
served as the Colorado sales man.,ger rot United Film Service for

.1 u,,s 1..1poraof Lutkin and
Tyler citizens has purchased Forest Capitol Broadcasting Co. here.
which operates KTRE. KTRE-TV
and has half -interest in the Vumore Co., a community cable TV
system.
Called Forest Capital Communications Corp., its chief execs
are
general manager Richard
Lewin and chief engineer Fred
Hill, both of Lufkin; Mrs. Lucille

'Jon

composed

Buford of Tyler, principal owner

cos Foundation Grant
uts 'Stairs' in Spotlight
CBs

GHOST'S JUSTICE

Fill Big Home Market

:

ash

I

Canadian R-TV Sets

All,.

.on of the
W itoic Fund. has
fallowing campaign
for Revue Prodho
wet Dorskind, chairman
ow Stern, co-chairman. for
independent TV and radio staHen Hoberman; for NBC,
nine H. Stanley: for recording
'ains, Alan Livingston, and
-RA. Lewis J Rachma.
astrs

Mery Griffin will serve as host of NBC -TV's "Tonight" show next
week, producer Perry Cross said yesterday. Griffin, star of "Play
Your Hunch," will replace Zsa Zsa Gabor, originally scheduled for
the week of May 7. Miss Gabor had to withdraw from the show
because of legal matters connected with loss of her west coast home
in the recent forest fires. She will be rescheduled at a later date.

York Museum of Modern

Art

I ...mends shown
at the Calistia InstatLlif of
Technology. The

NMI trues the rule
of stair. in
Iiitelture

throughout history.

Expect Passage Today
Of Satellite Measure
Ashington

of

py
ad-

journed yesterday without finish
ing debate on the communications
satellite bill. but a test vote turning down a Rep. Emanuel Celler
ID N.Y.) proposal that the system be Government-owned seemed
to indicate little difficulty in passage today of a bill calling for
private ownership.
,

San

Antonio Station Bid

-

Antonio
Manuel G
Davila and Willie G Egerton.
doing business as the D&E Broadcasting Co and Great State Broad.
casters, have tiled an application
with the FCC for a new standard
station here on 1540 kc. A hearing
is slated for June 13, with a prehearing conference on May 24.
San

KLTV-TV, Tyler; KLTV-TV

general manager Marshall Pengra
of Tyler; and other Tyler residents. Robert Buford, Geoffeey
Buford and Gerald Buford.
H. W. Wortham, Jr., of Lufkin,
is president of the Forest Capital
Broadcasting Co. The local radio
station was originated in 1947 and
the TV station was opened in
1955. Both the local and Tyler
TV stations are primarily NBC
affiliates, but carry CBS and ABC

Conn. Station Prexy
Tops Speaker List
For Jersey Execs
New Brunswick,

NJ.- Station

managers of the New Jersey
Broadcasters Association will hold

their all-day Spring meeting here
May 17 at Wood Lawn, located on
the women's college campus of
Rutgers.
Among the speakers will be
Daniel Kops. president and general manager of WAVZ, New
Haven, Conn.. a top proponent of
broadcast editorializing, and Benjamin Gaguine. prominent Washington Broadcasting attorney.
Discussing the upcoming promotion of National Radio Month.
NJBA president Glenn Jackson
of WITM. Trenton. noted: "Time
was, when a good radio broadcaster was a guy who sat around
on his decibels wondering which
good client should be the recipient
of the fine adjacency that was going to be available in a couple
14 weeks on his gnat entertainment medium.
Broadcaster 'Happy Guy'
"Times change, and now you
find the good radio broadcaster
is a guy wide awake, on his toes,
active in civic affairs, knowledgeable on all matters pertaining to
his community
a salesman, a
news - gatherer and. in short, a
busy and happy guy. His station
is a source of much information,
a respected voice in the community
it hums. it whistles
it
sings
being a pleasant companion, as well as advisor," Jackson declared.

...

.

.

.

WL0E-TV's Brechner
On Orlando Civic Group
I

ion

r lamb,
1,1, I. lirechner,
-ulom and gencial manager of

WL0E-TV, has been appointed by
Mayor Robert Carr to serve on
Orlando's Citizens Advisory Committee for Community Improvement for one year. The committee

will advise

and assist in the

city's Urban Renewal Program.
W1.0E-TV has taken vigorous
editorial positions on area problems, including urban renewal,
and recently was the only voice to
urge that a previously defeated
bond isue involving needed civic
improvements be placed again on
a ballot for vote on May 29.

Steig Cartoons Inspire Series
Struf

I1011

and

V,

MI J.,gu..r

for writing and production of a
new TV series, "Dreams of
Glory " A situation-comedy series, it will be based on
series
of cartoons

by the veteran and

write the pilot
the subsequent
aides, and Dick Brill, of Jauuto
.1

will

u1/,

I

1,1

be producer.
begin later this
series expected to
the 1963-'64 seas'
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Missouri U. Award
To Pauline Frederick

Kiddie Shows 'Adopi
N.Y. City Departmer

Pauline Frederick. NBC News
UN correspondent, has won a Missouri U. honor award for distinguished service in journalism. She
was the only broadcaster among
the five U. S. winners of news
awards.

Pa. AP Broadcasters

List Award Winners

-

Philadelphia

WIICV-TV.

NBC o-o here. won three awards

in the 1961 competition of the
Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters
Association. as judged by broadcast members of the Chesapeake
AP Broadcasters Association. The
station was named No. I for Outstanding Coverage of a Special
Event Outstanding Reporting.
and Outstanding News Operation. WCAU -TV. CBS n-n here,
was cited for Outstanding Commentary.
Radio winners included, in the
over 150.000 population category,
WCAU. for Editorializing and
Outstanding News Operation: WPEN here. for Outstanding Women's News and Outstanding Reporting, and WPBS here, for Outstanding Commentary.
Farm News Honored
Radio winners in the under
150.000 population status were
WILK. Wilkes-Barre, for Outstanding Commentary and Outstanding Farm News: WHLM.
Bloomsburg, for Outstanding
Sports Reporting and Outstanding Coverage of a Special Event:
WGAL. Lancaster, Outstanding
Women's News: WRTA. Altoona.
for Editorializing: WEJL. Scranton. for Outstanding Reporting.
and WLAN, Lancaster. for Outstanding News Operation.

Ralph Wilson Transfers
To KNX Technical Staff
.1 by CBS to KNX
litocian from tele( In,
Tel.i ision City. He joined
KNX in March, 1951. and trans .,
T.
Coy last

.
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WPM( this week launched
"Community Service Prole.
behalf of five New York ('it

By TED GREEN

Jack Sterling will headline a memorial program for his old
iend and colleague, Bill Vance, who died last Fall. Jack is lining up
top talent for the program, to be held in Westport early next month
WCBS Radio's Ken Banghart has expanded the interview portion
,,f his "At Your Service"
Gloria Lambert. featured on Mitch
Miller's "Sing Along," will do Summer stock this season. She's discussing "Brigadoon" as her first vehicle .. Audrey Meadows in town
Jayne Meadows visiting Little
to tape the daytime "Password"
Rock and Chicago on behalf of the National Association for Mental
Health. She's Bell Ringer campaign chairman for the second year
in a row.
Tracy Butler, who went to Hollywood this week for a major studio screen test
and some TV shots, had nothing but praise for
William Morris Agency and William Treadwell:
"Two wonderful agents." It apparently makes no
difference to Hollywood that this green-eyed, redhaired young beauty didn't win last year's Miss
Rheingold contest (even tho' we thought she was
.

.

.

.

.

.

a

shoo-in!)

Gene Krupa will play a one-nighter with
his quartet at the Upstairs Room in his hometown
of Yonkers. N. Y.. on May 13 . . Columbia recording artist Jerry Vale opens May 13 at the Frolic, Revere, Mass..
for two weeks . . Cannonball Adderley and his quintet, following
jazz concerts on the West Coast this week-end, jump to Binghamton.
.
Kai Winding and his
N. Y.. to play at Harper College May 11
trombone septet, Verve recording artists, will play a one-nighter
At the
May 12 for the State Teachers College of Fredonia. N.
Grotto Restaurant on W. 16th St. Lillian Roth. Susan Strassberg.
Mimi Benzell and Al Kelly talking over told times.
BUTLER

.

.

.

.

Y....

* *

Moot: Richard Alan Simmons. pi...
Powell Show." is currently being mention,
tender for his script "The Price of To!,
which received high critical acclaim Ile
trip to New York Simmons sold an e,
idea to Universal-International via .
telephone for possibly one of the ie
in film history. Prior to Simmons' Woi k with 11,,
"Dick Powell Show" (for which he'll also Is
working next season). he was producer-iv(
the "Alcoa- Goodyear Theatre." A native
...la. he began his career writing radii.
for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. After
stint with NBC. he wrote 30 feature films I,.:
Universal. Columbia and Republic Studios.

New Hampshire

Information: Walter Jacobs

partments. Five of the sta
kiddie shows have "adopted
city departments of health, sa
lion, traffic, fire and police
every day the show's emee,
livers a message from the ".
ted" department.

Lasker Award GiYf
To WBAL-TV Toda
Mrs. R. Sargent Shrived
sister of the President and wi
the Peace Corps director,
present an Albert Lasker M
Journalism Award today to
AL -TV. Baltimore. for outsi
ing reporting on medical rem
and public health programs
ing 1961. The 13th annual m
sentation will take place
a
luncheon given by the Albert d
Mary Lasker Foundation in
York's Sheraton-East Hotel.
For 'The Dark Corner'I'
WBAL-TV's award is for' e
Dark Corner." a program 14
last Dec. II on the problemif
mental retardation, writ
narrated by Rolf Hertsga
station will receive $2.500,
graved citation and a gok1
uette of the Winged Vidal!,
Samothrace. symbolivirw, in
instance. Victory ova -t
disease.

kite

.

.

w

Advertising Time

1

.

*

The Vante Co., Division of Shawmut. Inc., Stoughton, Mass.,
and Montezuma. Ga., has appointed Wexton Advertising for a procram of national advertising and promotion. George Gilbert, Wexton
VP. will serve as account exec. assisted by Miss Penny Morel!, fashion
and marketing consultant for the agency
Robert S. Taplinger
Associates has added Houston Fearless Corp.. Wilson Brothers, Universal Surgical Supply and United Scientific Laboratories for corporate public relations.
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ATS Reps for KSYD-T%

.

.

Shriv,

Secretary Abraham A. Rib
Chairman of the affair
Howard Rusk, associate edit,
the New York Times.
Sales

been named excluse
rep for KSYD-TV, l4

Tex
St

.

Mrs.

sultans to the Press,.
on Mental Retardate.,
The principal spe.e.
luncheon. which Nli
will also address, will

The May issue of Sepia Magazine profiles Dolores Coleman.
who has been singing from a wheelchair ever since she was shot in
the leg trying to protect her husband during a holdup
Joey Dee,
who rose to fame as a result of the Twist, spends his spare time
listening to classical music
Former Hollywood actress Gila Hall
will be making TV and radio appearances throughout the country on
behalf of Chock Full 0' Nuts, for which she's home economics director
Enoch Light's new "Vibrations" album on Command, features a
seldom heard instrument-the ondioline -which has been used on
radio and TV to create suspense.

.

Pike

3

The station
\V

'

i

N

WANTED
SPORTS.MINDED STATION
IN

PROGRESSIVE

SPORTS-MINDED TOWN'
Young well known Sportscaster
many years experience in NYC,
ket. 4-A sponsors. Network ex'
ence and top-rated nightly tele t
CBS. Play-by-play telecasting B
ball Dodgers, Football Giants,
Knicks and college basketball, E
ger hockey. Married, sports di h
tor, ability to sell own shows. N
Box 172, RADIO-TV DAILY, 11
Broadway, New York 36,

N.

Y.

huriday, May 3, 1962
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Kids Influence Parents on Buying riall".ids
VJXT Study Finds
:hildren Under 13
lelp Move Goods

Jacksonville - A large pen:11-

g¢ of metropolitan Jacksonville
syrents surveyed for WJXT, inherited some level of influence
I7 their children under 13 years
,age in purchasing products adtrtised on TV. The station offers
:17 hours of weekly programIng geared to children and corngonsioned the study as an aid for

itrertisers interested in reaching
szad selling moppets via video.
conducted by Wiliam Wahl Aswiates, an independent research
rest affiliated with Gallup and
tated in West Palm Beach, the
rvey consisted of personal inrviews with parents in 355 TV
frees last January. WJXT said
tin even though results provide

etouraging indications, it is nunwring the survey merely a "pi-

study."
'Very' or 'Slightly' Strong
,ilotost half the respondents inated that their children under
-had either a "very strong" or
ightly strung" influence on
cu purchasing, and over half
ded the same degree of influce on the part of their youngrs 7-13 years of age.
Therefore, said the station, the
suits indicate that younger chitten probably have almost as
arch purchasing influence as old, children. except
in regard to
"very strong" influence, where
of the parents in- per cent
rated older children to only 13
cent for the younger set.
1

,

+darks KFRC Soles Mgr.
WI, II' 15111,1'
two Bunt.

te

San Francisco
Tom Marks
'Is been promoted to sales manter at KFRC. Before joining the
RFC sales staff. he was an actint exec st KRON.TV

KTTV Unit Sews Up

Tape Rights for Fair
Los Angeles

-

I

tions, according to John Vrba, VP,
manager of the Times-Mirror
Broadcasting Co. division. Contract was negotiated by Robert
Fierman sales manager for KTTV
Productions, and John P. Beverly,
VP manager of Marion Films,
Seattle.
"Background of the Seattle
World's Fair for live videotape
commercials represents an outstanding opportunity for advertisers to use what might be called
a $100
million set," Fierman
stated. "KTTV will supervise and
produce tape commercials in
black-and-white is well as in

color."

Passes

v ...1
Act to tell manufactill.
they could make and sell ;mil nu;
public what it could buy.
It was a small minority, however, and Rep. Oren Harris ID.,
Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, along with other
members of that committee, carried the day with arguments to
the effect that the only thing holding back direction and successful
operation for many new UHF stations is the fact that few sets can
receive the channels. They also
warned that shifting of present
VHF stations to UHF would follow if the bill failed.
The Measure now goes to th,
Senate, where the Commerce Con,
mittee has already held hearing,
but has held up action pending
pa-acc.

, Primary affiliation with ABC-TV of a new Syracuse, N. Y.
n, effective Sept. 15, was jointly announced yesterday by
Channel 9, Syracuse,
will enable ABC-TV
10: the first time to provide netservice in the Syracuse
Call letters for the stahave not been assigned at
I.
lige. This

tbne.

Syracuse, Inc., is an
group comprised of 10
to for the new Syracuse
I allocation, who will opthe station until the FCC
one applicant.
Said, "This cooperative acte, Channel 9 Syracuse. Inc.
I 9

lt 0,!1,1

/

,

lot /,telilport

may well be an example to similar groups in other cities, such
Y. and Grand
Rapids, Michigan."
The ten applicants who formed
Channel 9 Syracuse, Inc. arc:
WAGE. Inc.; Veterans Broadcasting Company, Inc.; Syracuse Television, Inc.; WRG Baker Radio &
C o r p.;
Onondaga
Television
Broadcasting, Inc.; Syracuse Civic
Television Association, Inc.; Ivy
Broadcasting Company, Inc.; Six
Nations Television Corp.; Salt
City Broadcasting, Corporation
and George P. Hollingbery.

as, Rochester, N.

Long Island Station

Begins Safety Series
"Salons

Monday
Ronson Corp., in Papert, Kue
nig, Lois, has purchased weekly
participation in NBC-TV's "The
Jack Paar Show." to be aired
in color Fridays, 10-11 PM.. beginning Sept. 21. The previously
announced premiere date was
Sept. 14.
Paul Orr, producer of Jack
Paar's former NBC-TV program,
and Paul W. Keyes will be coproducers of the new program.
Keyes will also be head writer.
Jose Melts will be the show's
musical director. He served as
music director of the late-night
broadcasts of "The Jack Paar
Show" since the program's in-

phri

Comic-Book Series

Meationsert from Peg,

BC-TV Entering Syracuse
In Fall via New Channel 9
L. Coe, ABC Station Re
vp and Asher S. Markson,

1...n.

Olt.

for mobile videotape production
at the Seattle World's Fair have
been granted to KTTV Produc-

All-Channel Bill

RONSON TEES UP
PAAR FOR COURSE

L. I., in

1,.

No Amateur. - to-gin

on WHLI Hempstead.
cop,. raiLn with the Long

Island Association's safety coun-

Paul Godofsky, president of
WHLI has announced extension

of 14111.1-FM's broadcast schedule
to 10 PM daily. WIILI -AM must
continue to sign off at sundown.
in accordance with FCC regulations.
cil. It will feature interviews with
experts in the field of accident
prevention.
John Clayton, the station's public affairs director. said: "We hope
that through the medium of radio
the tremendous toll of human lives
sacrificed so needlessly through
carelessness, can be reduced by an
appreciable degree."

Human Rights Group

To Feature TV-Folk

Broadcasts Objectives

A number of popular TV catloon characters will begin appearing in print this June, in a
new series of comic books to be
published by Pocket Books Inc.,
under the Gold Key trademark.

liner;

Hanna - Barbera characters
Huckleberry Hound, The Flintstones, Quick-Draw McGraw and
Yogi Bear, with Bugs Bunny,
Lassie. Heckel & Jeckle and even
"National Velvet" characters, will

appear in the comic-book series.
Stone, adapted from motion

--,

.,..grams will

ABC Films Ups Cohen

Intl

To Ass'l
Sales Dir.
ABC Films has named Gilbert
S. Cohen to the newly created
post of assistant director of international sales, as a result of the
increasing importance of that division.
Cohen has been with the company since 1959. as director of
film operations. For eight years
before that he was a film editor

cooperation in its anti-bias programs and projects on WEVE
today and WJRZ tomorrow. Madison S. Jones, CCHR's newly appointed executive director, will
be featured guest on both programs.
Tomorrow. Jones will present
a civil rights citation to "City Reporter,- moderated by Ruth K
Hill. On Friday, he will appear
with others on "The Elizabeth
Morgan Show." The challenge ol
inter-racial housing and education

will

A

special panel discussion on

"Human Rights" will be featured
on WJRZ's "Elizabeth Morgan
Show" tomorrow. Taking part will
be members of the New York
City Commission on Human
Rights: Eleanor Clark French,
commissioner; Madison S. Jones,
exec director, and Cyril Tyson, assistant director of community relations.

be discussed.

Jeanne Crain to Portray
Schizo on 'Steel Hour'

Jeanne Crain portrays a scinzophrenic in "The Other Woman'
on CBS-TV's "U. S. Steel Hour'
May 16. Hugh Reilly, regular in
the "Lassie" series, and Lloyd
Botlutec co-star with Miss Crain

with ABC-TV.

Panel nn 'Human Rights'
Spurs 'Liz Morgan Show'

,;;

up 1,1nto.11v
to spark citizen participation anc

'Law Day' Feature
Stars Son-Dad Team

Fort Wayne-"Law Day" an
observed here Tuesday by a father
son team of attorneys compariny
notes on the practice of last ii
Indiana since the turn of the cco
Jury, on WOWO's "Program Inn
Also, in the regular weekly c
show, "Briefcase," menibtrcounty bar associat
listeners' legal clue, n

.

air.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Overture!
Tonight,Thursday, May 3, viewers tuned to
WCBS-TV New York, KNXT Los Angeles,

WBBM-TV Chicago and KMOX-TV St.
Louis*will witness a gala premiere... when
"The International Hour" presents Eugene

Ormandy and the world-renowned Philadelphia Orchestra in a program devoted to
the music of Mac Dowell, Copland, Sousa,
Bernstein and other major American composers. Produced on tape by CBS Owned
WCAU-TV in Philadelphia, this hour-long
concert will also feature two distinguished
American soloists: pianist John Browning
and baritone William Warfield, performing at Philadelphia's Academy of Music.
It is only the beginning) In subsequent
weeks, "The International Hour" will
bring local audiences fine music and dance
programs produced by broadcasters in
Argentina, Mexico, Canada, Australia,
Italy, Japan, Great Britain, Yugoslavia and
Ireland-forming the second International
Program Exchange, the series inaugurated
by the five CBS Owned television stations
last summer. ( In the Exchange, participating foreign broadcasters will receive
"Eugene Ormandy's Sound of America.")
This cultural interchange, a friendly
overture designed to strike a note of international understanding resounding far
beyond time of broadcast, is symptomatic
of the dedication and showmanship which
have made the five CBS Owned television
stations leaders in their local communities.

CBS TELEVISIO
A Division of Columbia

STATION
'dg Sysintn,litc.

-

Thursday, May
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137 Nominees on Ballot for .Innual Entniv
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS
AND SCIENCES is voting on 137 nominees in 27 categories
for the 14th annual Emmys to be awarded May 22 during
an NBC telecast originating from the Palladium in Hollywood, the Astor Hotel in New York and the Sheraton Park

Because the national interest in the Lt. Col. John H. Glenn.
Jr.. orbital flight and the "Tour of the White House" by Mrs.
John F. Kennedy led to cooperative coverage in TV by the

three networks, these two events have been remo
consideration in the balloting for the Emmy Awards.
being considered outside the regular categories.
The Emmy nominations for 1961-'62 were annul
Academy President Robert F. Lewin, after nomin
approved by the academy trustees at their meeting
this past weekend. Entries for nominations were mad.
6,000 members of the academy in eight cities and tt
was formulated, based on these entries, by the Nationalo
Committee.
The nominations in the 27 Emmy Award categoriea

* Program

*

Hotel in Washington. NBC garnered the most nominees, at
55, followed by CBS' 45. ABC's 35, 1 syndicated show and
I other.

Achievement in /I limo,
ANDY GRIFFITH SWIM
BOB NEWHART SHOW
('AR 54, WHERE ARE 1 til
HAZEL
RED SKELTON SHOW

* Program

NBC

birecMrial Achievement in Drama

BEN (' %SPY
THE DEFENDERS

---

- -

* Program

44100

Achievements in Variety and Music Variety
GARRY MOORE SHOW
HERE'S EDIE -4 9 62

III

DLOH..

Music

BELL TELEPHONE HOUR.

LEONARD BERNSTEIN %ND Til
IN JAPAN
2 Ii 62

-

* Program

II \

I

Achievement in

L4

1'V\

-

I.N1

15

-.

Syndicated Douglas Edwards

FOR THE. EICHM AN N

Program Achievement in Education and Public Affairs
ABC'S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
BELL AND HOWELL CLOSE-UP
CRS REPORTS
DAVID BRINKLEY'S JOURNAL
HOWARD K. SMITH
News and Comment
NBC WHITE PAPER

TI

J
If

-

* Documentary

30 61

LEE

NI

MICK El Ip

- II

- -

- Rattle

7

-

a IN

-

12

SI %ANNE
10

%IA.

(

10 61

JULIE HARRIS
II 30 61
PI

IN

IC111111

61

NM'

P

iii-rtt:

12 61

-

STE%
I

EN, IN

I

IN

BACK

1%1

III' PIM

1

E.

Sal. IN

I.. M110)11111
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tending 1,10/

.nnesey
Ben Casey

117

.

(Alcoa

- (Dick
YESTERDAY (Danmark HallI
REGIN \
- (Dr. kg

City

1

-

Po

Pt rformanee by a Leading Actress

GERALDINE BROOKS IN

by a

-

- (Dick

IA IN Sit MEHODYS WAITING

111

of

Paper)
Biography of a Rookie
JAY McMULLEN
GEORGE I.EFFERTS
Purex Specials fo
ARTHUR HOLCH
Walk In My Shoes
Up)
Vincent 'tan Gogh: A Self Portrait
LOU HAZAM

1

OF TOMATOES

\ It\ IN IN PF.OPLF. NEED PEOPLE

10 10 01

Writing Achievement

Al. WASSERMAN, Al. ZEG ART

...

-

-

Di 52

')

NAT HIKES, TONY WEBSTER. TERRY RYAN
Car 11. M
Are You?
STAN FHERERG
Chunking Chow Mein Hour
CARL REINER
Dick Van Dyke Show
ED SIMMONS. DAVID O'BRIEN:, MARTY RAGAWAL ARTHUR 1'111
LIPS. Al. S('HWARTZ, SHERWOOD S('HWARTZ. RED ShELT(
The Red Skelton Show

--

-

11

-

Bob Newhart Show

Iii

rformance by a Leading Actor
(11101
ILTON BERI.E IN DOYLE AGAINST THE HOUSE
Show)
10 24'61
.111ES DONALD IN VICTORIA REGINA
(Hallmark Han

':TER FALK IN THE PRICE

Writing Achierement in Comedy
ROLAND KIBBEE. BOB NEWHART, Do HINKLEY. MILT HO
BERNIE CHAMBERS. DEAN HARGROVE, ROBERT KALE
NORM LIEBMAN, PHIL. SIIARI'E, CHARLES SHERM.AN, HOW
SNYDER

-

ievemeni in Children's Programming
CAPTAIN KANGAROO
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONC
LEONARD BERNSTEIN
1. 2, 3, GO!
SHARI LEWIS SHOW
PRATE
'ALT DISNEY'S WONDERFUL. WORLD OF COLOR

the News

-

*

-

--

-

61

HUNTLEY-BRINKLEY REPORT
NBC -TV GULF' INSTANT NEWS SPECIALS

*

and Scenic Design

---

ORE PHILHARM

it,.

STING
With
EYEWITNESS (with Walter Cronkite)

CAPITAL CITIES HIM

lu

1

-

-

I

1)

-

BARBER -Twilight Zone
I.ISANBY
Garo Moore Show
'OTT
Theatre '62
SNIIIIT
The Power and the Glom
51IITH
Perry Comos Kraft Music Hall
tography for Television
.TER ('ASTLE:. HASKELL BOGGS
Bonanza
)11GE CLEMENS -Twilight Zone
N S. PRIESTLEY
Naked City
LTER STRENGE
Wagon Train
VOIGTLANDF,R
Ben Casey
Y BLANCHARD
Vincent Van Gogh: A Self Portrait
ES

-

1

-

Achievement in Comedy
BERNS
Red Skelton Show
'El.
Garry Moore Show
N
Car 54. Where Are You?
II
Dick Van 1Bke Show
IN
Henry Fonda and the Family

DICK POWELL SHOW'
THE N %RFD CITY
PE( I'I.E NEED PEOPLE
(Alcoa Premiere)
VICTORIA REGINA
(Hallmark Hall of Fame)

NB(' Opera
THE THIEF \ ND

-

--

Achievement in Drama

2 23 6"
JUDY GARLAND SHOW'
PERRY C011(ES KRAFT 111'511 II \
WALT DISNEY'S WONDERFI I. 11 MO

-

Naked (Sty (various episodes)
Shining Image
(Dr. Kildare)
:E SCHAEF'ER-Victoria Regina-(Hallmark Hall of Fa
IN SCHAFF'NER
The Defenders (various episodes..
GAI.
People Need People
(Alcoa Premiere)
IGHT
Come Again to Carthage
(Westinglm

KITIN

THEE

*

- -

iRTHUR HILLER

N

ute 66
The Defenders

1

Iti
Ill u

1

1.'4

',F.,
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The Gertrude Heir ski»,

-- -l'hrMOO

11'DE BERG
LEN ROOTH

Iti

Donna Reed Sims
ries
Search For T
1
Pile and Gladys
t WILLIAMS

REED
STUART

NA

%114

D.

-

-

-

I

n,

ornrner rr-

I

hr
lndinlio, of CIIS

placement lot'

I

New hart Shmt
:NI:, TV. and re\ "e cold rail for the nighttime "To Tell

l'uolo

Its

I

Performance inn Supporting RaoBen Cam,JAFFE
01 lallnoink
tl' JONES
Victoria Regina
Andy Griffith Show
KNOTTS
it'E McNIAIION -- liked City
fit E l'.SE1111'
I Remember a 1..

--

'HUNCH,' 'TRUTH' DEALS
TOP BIG G-T FORTNIGHT

I I

leoesesori from ermeaieo re...
aura Performance ha a Leading I, firma

VFW Plaque Honors
Station's Air Opinions

-

on
11.,11

ooi

I

.:1114-

11'.

1

-

The ( uvahoga
I ley eland
nom d of the rtrrans of Foreign
irs has presented K VW TV
with A plague honoring it for
.e roes of "challenging editorial.
on problems of nut importanre
to Greater (let
"

111

1

(III
4

1:11I

4

.1,11

%114

I

a,' Performance in a Supporting Hob.

EI,A BROWN

INK COOPER

(Hallmark Hall
-- VictoriaLindaRectos
only Smiled
Rut

-

Itti HACKETT
WICK ES

V

rmance in

a

l'or

- a
GARLAND Menne

,anding

Kraft iusic

Mar and Sht

Monied

(.J 0

Slii

I

\IN

It..

.5.

n,

1I1('
ItS
\111'

#.111

II

4

1

11'

Ifs

\pit

\ pit

rear

t('llS Reports)

IRAPHY OF A ROIIKIE
GARLAND SHIM:
fORLA REGINA :'ENT V AN 1.111 II
Li IN MY SHOES

Malin
Ili

)ERT RUSSELL BENNET
dIARD RODGERS - Witea
STEVENS Prier

KITH
#15i WILLIAMS

-

NR('

(IT

NRC

ell Close-l'it)

and

Music Compoued tor
BELASCO
'liner

CBS
CRS

of Fame)

11

%St

-

°eh:

441.;ES

chill
4.114

NIB'

Self Portarit

A
keel 20

The
Alcoa Pr

%RC

-- (DiekValiant
The

Years
Powell Show

NBC
ARK'
)

NRC
ARC

Ming Achievement in Urania

- -

11I_RY F. GREENBERG-Peop
'MK LAIRD
I Remember

4151A1.1) ROSE
1

SERI.IN

'

IHARD
misfiles

drank

ed

-

People-(Alcoa Premiere) ABC

n Tree

(Ben Casey)
enders' various episodes)
ne (various op6Odloti
8
The Price c# ....-

-

facell Show)

ABC
CRS
CBS

NR('

(

NIE K

MB('

CBS

I: ON

NB('

INO

IAMBI

me)

NBC

(Wiring for Telerision
ROBERT COLLINSON, BERNARD FRIEND. LORA
KATZ. LAWRENCE SILK. HAROLD SILVER. LEO
Twentieth Century
CBS
,RSTON
' FAY. GENE l'AI.MER
NBC
Wagon Train
\STANTINE GO('HIS
NBC
U.S. #I: American Profile
CHAI.ONPKA, AARON SIBLEY
Naked City
ARC
CHARD L. VAN ENDER. A.('.E.
Bus Stop
13C
or

AM BOYAIIAN,
131'S. WALTER
.

.

-

-

-

- -

gin-. :up or Technical Achievement
IC VIDEO TAPE
EXPANDER, OR VTX
slow motion tape developed
I) ABC
Mr. Albert Malang. Chief Engineer, Video Facilities, ABC
ATE('
Device to correct timing faults on tape playbacks
OW MOTION KINESCOPE
au developed by CRS
TERLEAVED SOUND
an SRC
ernergenri circuit available whenever development which provides an
there is failure of the regular
network television sound.

--
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wrapp.nv tip (;-T., -(,1nr. fortAustin :loud. -was CBSTV's slotting of 'Password' for
Fall in the 6-30 PM slot Sundays
The show, of entirst. also continues day time When ree runs of
'The Rebel' start June 27 on NBCTV. G-T will have a total of 32
half-hours on the air per week
-which must be." Austin declared. "some sort of record for
an independent packager "

top
nation...1y
the U S
hypoitto
enet 1:11:
NBI

at
o

has.

01111

'

I

f

att-d

InLlar I., any
the big audiwho
for the
Macid ry Ad-

meeting. into:.
Kenrie. Latin A
ler. Europe.
Kreitner.
Far East. George Harper. Canada.
Lane Blackwell. Europe: James
Inch. Canada. and Will Roland.
Europe.

Gary Crosby to Appear
On Dad's ABC-TV Spec

TV Gross Still Rises

Gary Crosby has been signed
to appear on the Ring Crosby
special on ABC-TV May 14. sponsored by Eastman Kodak Co. and
Alberto Culver. Other stars on
the show include Bob Hope, Edie
Adams. the Smothers Brothers.
and Pete Fountain.
--

NBC-TV

1Cominsod from Pogo

ti

billings totalled 823,358.879 in the month, against $21.099.253 a year ago, up 10.7 per
cent.

In the first month of '62. daytime billings rose 14.9 per cent
while nighttime billings were up
8.3 per cent.

Texan Claims Tiniest Channel

-

Alpine. Tex.
Although residents of this state are worldrenowned for "thinking big," Gene Hendryx claims his KVLS-

TV here is "the world's weakest
TV station." It operates at 170
watts, from 6:30-11 PM, and has
its ABC programs relayed here
from its nearest TV neighbor 134
miles to the northeast, in Monahans.
Says Hendryx,

"Normally. we
reach out about six miles in each
direction from town. We're in a
valley, you know. Sometimes
folks in Marfa 126 miles away)
can receive us." He said he is

www.americanradiohistory.com

try-

ing to get KVLS-TV's power upped to 480 watts so he can reach
Marfa regularly.
Although his station may not
fit into Texans' big scheme of
things, the 5,000 inhabitants of
Alpine apparently feel Hendr..
deserves more than a pat on the
back for his service. They recent4!
ly gave him a dinner
plate
and let her.
profits.
.

.

.

k
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Hertz to Take Ride

LATINS PRAISE

New WC11/ to Join

As Gleason Sponsor

YANK MUSICIAN

NBC as Color Alf il
WCIV-TV. tit twit Ia. the

Ili t; Rent
i

1.,

Craig & Rummel. has signed as a
sponsor of CBS-TV's new Jackie
Gleason Show, which debuts Sept
29 as a weekly Saturday night
comedy-variety hour. It will replace "Perry Mason" in the 7:30
-8:30 PM time slot. This marks
the second year in which Hertz
has used prime-time network TV
to stimulate broader use of rented cars.

The Gleason show will carry a
series of Hertz commercials fea-

turing an original musical theme
created by composer Richard Adler and sung by the Hi-Les vocal
group. The commercials were introduced nationally during the
present week.

Lawrence J Pollock has been
appointed advertising research director for WABC-TV. as part of
a departmental reorganization
program.
Pollock has been the station's
director of research and sales development since 1958. and before
that he was manager of the ABC
Radio network's research depart-

Three Stations Signing Off
Ti' DAILY

Washington-The FCC's broad-

cast bureau has granted permis-

sion to KPAS. Banning, Calif.. to
remain off the air until Aug. 1;
KVOY, Yuma, to remain silent
until May 31, and to KLYK. Spokane. to remain off the air until

July

Music by American composer
Murray L. Lindsay will be fea
tured in special broadcasts in

Nicaragua and Guatemala honor
ing President Kennedy's birth
day on May 29. The people of
these countries and Bolivia are
enthusiastic over his compositions
and stylings of Latin music, they
are calling him the "Crusader
for Pan Americanism" and the
"American Chopin."
The music is broadcast in these
countries from tapes sent by the
composer. In all, there are now
38 melodies, ranging ft mil piano
so). ,, full orchestr..! '...isions

Intl

Pollock Is WABC-TV's
Ad Research Director

11.,,ou

Is Buthrloo Salute to JKF'

9.

TV Conclave Hears

Visual Electronics Execs
James Thorpe and Donald Quinlan. Visual Electronics Corp. execs,
are among the few American
broadcast industry representatives
invited to present papers to the
second International TV Symposium in Montreaux. Switzerland,
now through Saturday. Visual
was one of only four U.S.-based
companies invited to exhibit products and deliver papers.
Tharpe will deliver a paper entitled "Automatic Operation of a
TV Broadcast Station." citing the
increasing number of automation
systems being installed in U.S. TV
stations. The paper to be given by

Quinlan is "Transistorized Studio
Switching Equipment.- and will
cover the advantages of transistors in the design of electronic
equipment.

First
Charleston Corp.. will begin operations about July 15 in Charleston. S. C., as an NBC affiliate, it
was announced by Harold E.
(Hap) Anderson. president of the
station. Lee Gorman is its executive VP-sales manager, and William E. Lucas, former program director at WSAV-TV. Savannah, is
station manager.
Able to transmit in color. WCIV-TV will have a full power
range of 100 kw visual transmitted from a tower 789 feet above
average terrain and will offer a
third network TV service to 15
South Carolina counties.

Morheim Asso. Producer

:
.r

For ABC-TV's 'Combat'
I

.alterandas-

ate pi,Pducr, of the motion
pictures "Ma and Pa Kettle," "For
Men Only." "Magnificent 7" and
others. has been named associate
producer of "Combat.- ABC-TV
hour series which bows Oct. 2.
Robert Blees will produce the
show under executive producer
Selig J. Seligman.
Simultaneously, Seligman, who
is president of Selmur Productions, a wholly owned subsidiary
of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, announced the
series will be filmed at MGM
Studios, with a start scheduled for
June.
Last season, Morheim was story
consultant for "Rawhide," and
prior to that was story editor on
the "Sherlock Holmes" series.
"Combat" stars Vic Morrow and
Rick Jason.

Nebraska CD
Salutes Ra

-

Lincoln, Neb.
Gas
Morrison has proclaimed
National Radio Month an4
on Nebraskans to remits
achievements of radio in td
The proclamation staki
radio broadcasting is an e,
service in creating public
ness to constantly chaos/
uations" and that radio
"consistently offer facilitea
furthering of civic projeo
On behalf of the NI
Broadcasters Association2
dent Arden E. Swisher, ;
Omaha, presented Gov. Ml
with the newest model tri
portable radio. Thirty-fcSd
and five FM radio static I
NBA members.

Academy Hails Dr. G
I

ETMA.

Following a gracious in
lion by New York chap
dent Betty Furness, Dr..
called upon the "pros"
for their continued su
stated that "we begin
assumption that our

effectiveness will be in
portion to our freedom
ment."
In terms of ETV, he seidil9si
it is not enough for us to
verting or amusing: our P
purpose is to enlighten ..
of you
have expr
.

'The Sixth Sense'
St. Louis-The TV Committee

of the St. Louis Junior League
will present a series of four programs. "The Sixth Sense.- on
KTVI, beginning this weekend.
They will deal with "The Sounds
of Music," "The Story of Jazz."
"Feet in Motion" and "Modeling
Space"

WRCP-TV 'Bulletin'

- WRGP-TV
"Bullet
bringing

Chattanooga
begun

In."

has

to-

STORK NEWS
Claire & Howard Monderer are
parents of a girl. born Apr. 26 at
George Washington U. Hospital
2I Washington. Dad Is an attorney
. NBC.

gether four top newsmen-Mort
Lloyd. John Gray. Don Fischer
and Roy Morris-in a half-hour
telecast of the latest developments in regional news. weather
and sports, with interviews spot-

lighting prominent personalities.
Assisting with the interviews is
Joan Barry.
Owens in Publicity Spot
San Antonio-Gerry Owens has
been named publicity director for
KONO-TV. He succeeds Pattie
Legate who has held the post for
the past four years and is moving
to Los Angeles.

TAB Cites Slater

Dallas-WFAA religious director Norvell Slater has received a
Certificate of Merit from the Texas
Association of Broadcasters and
Howard Payne U. for his outstand.

ing contributions to the associa
tion's 1961 Radio Workshop.

.

eagerness to assist us by o
live participation in PA
If we cannot
ming
rangements in keeping
.

.

very nature of nonTV
within the scope
.

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast

.

resources, then let us
pletely frank and admit
two choices are given Ur,
an inferior piece of w
close up shop. Person
were asked to make such
I

would prefer closing."

Green Jeans has
Sponsors Gals' Tourney
Scranton -Wilkes Barre
WDAU-TV sponsored its 4th annual
Women's TV Bowling Tournament. drawing 400 teams from

-

eight states. Promotion director
Doug Holcomb called it one of
the station's most successful promotions.

Tips for Trips
Stamford-A Saturday morn-

ing series of tips for week-end
motoring has begun on WSTCAF-FM in cooperation with the
Connecticut AAA. Short trips to
interesting points for one-day or
weekend sightseeing are provided.

de

(Continued hen( hoe
have made sizeable contrt
to the Educational Broar to
Corp., formerly identif

-

Heal*

Of Opening Chimp

Is B
Philadelphia
Green
children's personality on'
TV's "Captain Kangaroo:
be

a

special guest Sunda?

Philadelphia Zoo, officially
ing Monkey Island

Trent Topped Aga
For Kellogg Commen n

-

'

MCA I."t
Philadelphia
Trent has been engaged It: T'
for th ier
foods
logg breakfast
consecutive year. to dells,.
news commentaries at lam
of the Supermarket Instltati 0°.
ventIon May 11.16 in Chical

ry,

May 3, 1962
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Sponsor AFL
ABC-TV

in Fall

with the professional AmerFootball League for excluthird
coverage for the
Ill year, with sponsorship to
tired by Gillette, via Maxon,
P. Lorillard Co.. via Grey
Arising, and Ford's Lincolniry Division, via Kenyon &
adt.
On 15 Sundays
C-TV will televise regular
o games on 15 Sunday after!.
one Saturday afternoon
hanksgiving Day, plus the
2, championship game at the
the regular season. As in
east
two years, ABC will
two games each Sunday.
the East and one in the

Coaches Recruited

,eries on KCMO-TV

-

KC:110-TV on
City
will debut "Big 8 Footoalf-hour series featuring
al U. coach Dan Devine and
rus U. coach Jack Mitchell.
-aogram will be telecast live
CMO-TV for 13 weeks and
for stations in Kansas and
auras will include a recap
past week's games, upcom-

r

filmed highlights of
Big 8 Conference.
lonally, the two coaches will
flew players from their reIts and

in the

eve teams.

M Barr Gets Award
len Vocational Center
llad Barr of WWRL

has been

award by the Vocational
& Workshop Center
contributions in bringing
harmony and understandfor his participation in
*development of guidance
for youth." The award
by Kate J. Hicks, exec
tean

'

11116of the center.
'

=

Mfrs. - Reps.
Deng promotional record company
latices ernerienced
reps with estab.
'shed

following-allied lines-

in

allowing territories.

-Western Pa and West Va
'- -Ma Kansas, Iowa & Nebraska
I- Texas, Oklahoma

irate territory covered, lines carried,
toe el accounts contacted
Reply
ler Nail

merrier°
weeks

in

territory

within

two

Write
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Set Fall Date in Chi

By SHELBY C00141)

Chicago

Cott Beverages, New Haven, Monday launches a Summer Tv
spot campaign in New York and Connecticut, via Riedl &
Freede. The campaign will run to the end of September, seven
weeks longer than any previous
Cott Summer TV schedule.
An average of 70 spots per week
will be delivered in both states,
using four New York outlets and
three Connecticut ones. In addition to advertising the regular line
of beverages, the campaign will
introduce a new product, Cott
Lemon Twist, for which special
ads featuring "Twist" dancers and
music have been created.

The Premium Advertising Association of America will hold its
annual meet ing June 6 at the
Hotel Astor. The session will
open with a "continental breakfast," and close with a theatre
party at the Broadway hit, '1 Can
Get It for Ton Wholesale."
'
Fuller & Smith & Ross has
named Leonard L. Davis Jr., and

I

;

Music Fairs Merge,

AGENCY NEWS' AST

TV has renewed its con-

s

11

TELEVISION DAILY
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FCC Moving Against
Race -Result Airings
(Cantina/of ham Peg*

1)

toward its revocation. Also in the
balance is license renewal for
WSPN, Saratoga Springs, formerly 12.5 per cent owned by
Karig and currently 35 per cent
owned by Kenneth H. Freeborn,
a former Karig business associate
in the station.
In the same proceedings. the
FCC will toss in an application by
WRSA, Inc., for a new station in
Troy. Karig owns 50 per cent of
this application. To be considered
also, will be application of Genkar, Inc., of which Karig is VP,
and has agreed to buy 25.2 per
cent of the stock for a new station
in Gouverneur.
The hearing on all these appli-

cations will be held in Saratoga
Springs at El later date, the FCC
announced.
Several Issues Listed
The hearing issues will include
Ka ig' pa t co
such att
nections with WSPN, misrepresentation or omission in reports
filed by that station, whether Karig has directly or indirectly been
interested in two AM stations at
Saratoga Springs.
Also whether Karig misrepresented finances in an application
for an AM station at Johnstown,
whether financial statements of
WRSA were misrepresented,
whether Karig was interested in
two successive applications for a
new station at Hudson Falls for
the purpose of blocking another
application, and finally whether
WSPN facilities were used to
transmit horse racing results for
illegal purposes.

-

Final negotiations

are under way to consolidate the
International Sound Fair, originally scheduled for Detroit's Cobo
Hall, into the World's Fair of
Music and Sound which will be
presented Aug. 31-Sept. 9 in McCormick Place here.
Officials of both fairs announced jointly that the consolidation
continues to maintain the name of
the Chicago show: World's Fair
of Music and Sound. Aaron D.
Cushman continues as president,
with Coleman Finkel and Dick
Schory in charge of business seminars.

Thought for Today
"In whatever direction we look
from Tokyo to Melbourne, or
the emerging markets of India,
Pakistan, the Middle East and
Africa, we run seen nothing but
restless people, impatient for the
better things of life, being taught
by advertising along with many
other educational tools what some
of those better things might be
and creating an incentive to earn
the money to buy them."
-Norman H. Strouse.
President,
J. Walter Thompson

Unity Called Vital
"The consolidation," they pointfrom recognition of industry needs for one
unified show where dealer business meetings, educational clinics,
diversified products and entertain.
"wilt talent of
1,11An., :.bhtt
ed out, "stemmed

tl

Leonard Arnow, director and marl
ager respectively of public rel..
lions in the New York office
Needham, Louis & Brorby has al
pointed Charles B. Shank as c.v.
supervisor in its Chicago offic.
and John Connor copy director in
New York.

SMPTE Talk

Detai's

Slow Playback of Video
"Slow-Motion Playback of TVwill be the theme of an SMPTE,

Drewry's beer & ale, via MaeFarland, Aveyard. will sponsor a
special showing of the 1950 MGM
film, "To Please a Lady," with
Clark Gable and Barbara Stanwyck, on WFBM-TV, Indianapolis,
May 27 as a pre -rare special. The
film is an auto -rare feature.
Telesynd division of Wrather
Corp. has retained the Henry J.
Galland agency .. Ben Colarossi.
for the past five years executive
producer and art director for Warwick & Legler, has joined Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
.

Lee Kahn has been named ad-

ministrative director for Zakin C
She was formerly media director
at Irving Serwer Advertising
Lawrence E. Babb Jr. has joined
the staff of Daniel F. Sullivan

New York section, meeting May 16
at the Carnegie Endowment Center, United Nations Plaza.
Since playback of fast-action
shots at a slow rate cannot be accomplished conveniently with intermittent projectors, an arrangement using continuous motion projection will be described which
permits playback at rates as low
as 3 frames per sec.
The address and presentation
will be delivered by J. R. Whittaker, CBS-TV engineering department

WEDDING

BELLS

.

...

agency. Boston.

Everson-Copeland
Bob Everson, KTRH country

&

western music deejay, and Tom
mie Copeland were married in
Houston, Tex., last week.

WANTED-A JOB FOR MIKE!
Economic facts of life have forced WJZZ-FM to drop an
all-jazz format to duplicate mass appeal AM music. The
change means WJZZ Manager Mike Lawless is looking

for a new post. He's 30, with ten years background in
radio ... record shows, sports, play-by-ploy, news, programming, promotion of live concerts and MC work.
He'd be a valuable addition to any station's staff.

Call Ken Cooper, WJZZ owner, N. Y., CI 5.0668
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RAB COUNTS 183.8 MIL.

Video to Accelerate

WORKING RADIOS IN U.S.

Speedway's Festival

There are now 183.8 million w .orking-order radio sets in the
U. S., making a total gain of 70 per cent over the last decade,
Radio Advertising Bureau has announced. RAB emphasized that
its estimate includes only working-order sets, and allows for obsolescense and non-working sets
in its computation.
More than 60 million sets have
been sold in the last three years.
the bureau said. In 1961, 22 million sets were sold at retail, a
figure which RAB called "an alltime high
dramatic proof of the

-

surging vitality of the medium."
There are now 126.9 million home
and portable sets in use; 46.9 million auto radio, and 10 million
sets in public places.
RAB also reported: There alt
three times as many radio sets
in use as the combined net paid
circulation of all English-language daily newspapers in the
U.S.: there are more than three
times as many radio sets in
America as TV sets, and there are
3.4 radio sets per every U.S. home.
The RAB estimate is for sets in
use as of Jan. 1, 1962. The bureau
reported that radio set sales to

WNAC Aids Polio Alert
Boston

-

WNAC, cooperating

with the state's Health Department, is alerting the public to the

oral polio vaccine program via a
number of its daily shows. The
station has also recruited women
volunteers to help speed up the
program throughout the state.

Wolper Spec
Is U.S. Entry
The
ling
::peci
al, "Hollywood: The Golden
Years." has been selected as the

'Roundtable' Highlights

official American documentary entry in the Eurovision Grand Prix
for TV Films 1962. taking place
in Cannes May 9 through 15.
Produced by David L. Wolper
in association with Saul J. Turell.
"Hollywood" made its network
debut last November, sponsored by Procter & Gamble. P&G has
scheduled a second telecast for
this Summer. after which the
show goes into Sterling Television's new syndication package.
'The Special of the Week."

R. I. Constitution Change
Providence
WJAR-TV here

Quaal, in Toronto, Asks
New Broadcasting Low

dealers ran

16 per cent above
1961 during the first three months
of this year.

-

featured a taped half-hour "Round.
table" discussion yesterday, dealing with the revision of the Rhode
Island state constitution. Proposed
legislative changes discussed concerned the local government's role
an civic issues.
David Warren. of the station's
staff, moderated, with local attorney William Edwards as the
guest. Roth men are on the governor's commission for the plan-

Named
Co-Chairman of MS Drive
DJ Ted Conners

0,11.111111.111 fon the "Doc Jockeys
for MS" campaign. He joins Herb
WABC, in spear-

R- T V, Papers Pool

Staff

For Tex. Election News

-

Antonio
Combined staffs
ol the San Antonio Express, San
Antonio News, KENS and KENS
TV w ill leant up Saturday to
bring South Texas residents primary election results. The returns
will be broadcast from the News
San

and Express newsrooms.

-

Petry Names Trauner
Head of Radio Research

i if
II appointed
.fit ecni of tad;' l,l'arch at Edward Petry & Co. lie had formerly been director of radio and TV
research for The Bolling Co.. and
before that held similar post with
Headley-Reed and Mutual BroadI

I

lig.

'Dennis' No Mena
Both Backers

t.

Corn Products
ro
Co., via
& Newell. and Kellogg In
foods, via Leo Burnett, ti.s
newed their joint sponsot
Screen Gems' -Dennis lb
are" on CBS-TV for la
coming 1962-63 season. Th,,ni
will continue in the same be
afternoon time slot it has
the past three years.
,

Indianapolis
Complete TV
coverage of this month's events
preceding and including this city's
annual "500" automobile race
May 30 will be presented on
WLWI.
Special events leading up to the
race include the "500 Festival"
open golf tournament May 26
and 27, the Festival parade May
28, and filmed highlights of daily
time trials at the track, beginning
Monday.
Because live telecasting is not
permitted of either the parade or
the race itself, the station has set
up a tight schedule for transportation, processing and editing of
film and tape so that highlights
of both events may be aired as
soon as possible. Charlie Brockman will narrate the majority of
the programs.

I

May

1

Preakness Decree
Local TV Blackou
Baltimore

1.,,1

the

in 15 years, live telecast
Preakness, Maryland's
tonic horserace. will not bl
able in this area. CBS-7
advised WMAR-TV, as v

WTOP-TV, Washington, an
AL-TV. Lancaster, Pa., IN
will be blacked-out for live
ager of this year's run b
The decision, according
network, was made by the IIII
land Jockey Club under to
a new three-year contract am
for telecast rights to the ail
net last November. Magill
cided on the blackout dig lin
terests of increased attenlkill
the track.
..

(Continued front Page If

Quaal stated, even though his own
station, WGN-TV, several month,
ago received a three-year license
renewal.
"We should have been called to
an accounting in Washington under the normal quasi-judicial processes of the FCC with all the
rights of due process to the stations involved. In the course of
the March 19 week of testimony
by public witnesses, many of these
witnesses made sweeping assertions without consideration of the
facts involved. The licensees were
not permitted through counsel to
cross-examine the witnesses."
The Commission, Quaal told his
auditors, must determine whether
a station is fulfilling the intent of
Section 303 and, he said, "cannot
go beyond this point" because it
IS precluded from involvement in
the program structure of the li-

Winn You

Can Have The Best,

Why Be Satisfied With

censee."

Turning to radio's "population
explosion," he observed: "I still
feel today, as I have throughout
these 27 years of mine in broadcasting, that radio is the greatest
mass medium of all times." He

added, "...we hove IcArned tto
hard way. that
additional con.;
necessarily meat.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IN EXPORTCONTROLS REBUFFED
Copyright Extension

Dr. Stanton Assails
Suppression Theory
As False Doctrine

As Gov't Fights Move

Repeated, time-frazzled suggestions that our national im-

BMI, ASCAP Defend

Frankie in British TV Debut; All for Charity
radon -Frank Sinatra will make his British TV debut on

June 2
one-hour show-and he won't get a cent for it. He's asked that
Aid.
Children's
Invalid
go
to
be
about
$9,000,
to
lee, reported
iidnight show Sinatra will give at London's Royal Festival Hall
night.
will
be
the
following
.une 1 will be recorded. Transmission

Washington- BMI

an

0' World' Lures

koff to London

-

TOWER
DAD

'SUB'

SET

1-

Ede,
d Dukoff
oliywood
.h leave for London Tuesday
Stevens
Craig
vaaeet with client
fJ ATV toppers Val Parnell,
we Grade and ITC chief Mike
-dart; they will view the first
complete episodes of the new
"Man of the
Wens series
NA" being shot on location
ifurope, the Middle East and
British Isles. Interiors are

filmed in London.
'bile in London, Dukoff, on
!calf of Jay Ward Productions,
finalize various production
hits with ATV and ITC on the
rag

w

STORM-TOPPLED

leoadavve an Pow. Sl

lidge Named Gen. Mgr.

-

/Northeast Radio Net

Frederick W
Inca, N. Y.
al Hodge has been appointed
he newly created post of genmanager by Northeast Radio
twork which operates in unto New York, between Albany
I Buffalo. through five FM o-os,
el AM affiliates in principal
rkets. Ivy Broadcasting Co. is
rtheast's parent firm.
1

WQXR Loses in Protest

Against Riverhead AM

-

Washington
The FCC, with
airman Minow and commissionHyde dissenting, has turned

vin the protest of WQXR, New
irk, and has granted the applilion of Patchogue Broadcasting
r a new AM station on 1570 ke,
iyttnie only, with directional annom. I kw, in Riverhead, N. Y.
he case had been
remanded to
ie FCC for
reconsideration of
le WQXR appeal.

-

Plans to
Kalamazoo, Mich.
day are under way to replace

WKZO's tower which was blown
down by 70-mph winds Monday
afternoon and completely destroyed. A Fetzer Broadcasting
Co. spokesman said that had the
tower fallen to the North instead of to the East, damage
would have been much more extensive. Despite the mishap, programming was uninterrupted. The
330-foot self-supporting tower was
in the station's niehttime directional array.

ASCAP found a rare area
of agreement between them

when both testified yesterday in
favor of a bill which would have
the effect of putting a five-year
moratorium on expirations of
copyrights, aimed at keeping the
status quo in this connection until Congress has an opportunity
for complete revision of present
copyright laws.
A Justice Department statement, on the other hand, argued
against the measure on the
grounds that it would further

"the copyright monopoly," in
which control of the older music
copyrights which are ready to
expire have piled up in the hands
of a few large publishers.
Abraham Kamenstein, registrar
(Continued en

Ben Strouse Heads
NAB's FM Committee
Washingras

B..r.

of

RAD10TY DAILY

Washington-Seven leading FM
broadcasters were named by President LeRoy Collins today as mem-

bers of the

NAB's 1962 - 63
FM Radio Com-

mittee, with
Ben Strouse,
president and
general manager, WWDC-FM,

Washing ton,

designated

as

chairman. Appointed to serve
with him are:

MOUSE
N. L. Bentson,
president, WLOL-FM, Minneapo
Everett L. Dillard, owner and
general manager, WASH FM
Washington: Merrill Lindsay, ex
ecutive vice president, WSOY-FM
Decatur, Ill.; Fred Rebell, co-own(eoininesd oe Pogo 5)

and

Pare 6)

It's a 40th Anny Today

-

For WJR and John Pc.tt
Detroit

age is being harmfully reflected by U.S.-made TV programs
in export received a shattering
rebuff yesterday ! rom Dr.
Frank Stanton,
CBS. Inc. president. Taking issue with the
theory of controlling presentation of Amer:1.forma: c a n
tional and entertainment programs in other
lands, Dr. Stanton told CBS-TV network affiliates, meeting in New York's Waldorf Astoria Hotel:
"Nothing would be more disastrous to our cause before the world
than for us to enter voluntary
compacts to suppress informational programs dealing with probThis
lem areas in our society
holds true too of our entertainment programs. We ought to be

...

WJR celebrates its

40th anniversary today with a
special observance throughout
the entire 24-hour broadcast day.
The celebration begins with
"Night Flight" at 12:05 AM, when

Jay Roberts will pilot a special
"Flight 40" down through the
years of exciting sounds in WJR

broadcasting. Launching honors
for the entire day's proceedings
(Continued on Pogo

II

(eoalinood on Peg* 7)

Dacca's Net Is $2.1 Mil,
For 1st Quarter of '62

Decca Records reports consolidated net earnings for the three
months ended Mar. 31, including
its Universal Pictures Co. subsidiary, of $2.135,868. equal to $1.66
per share, against $963,815 or 75
cents a share for the same '61
period.

Plagiarism Suit Dismissed
A plagiarism suit brought by Benjamin H. Horwitz against
Jan Murray and seven corporations associated with Murray's
-Treasure Hunt" has been dis
changed to "Everybody Wins."
missed in a New York Federal
Federal Circuit Court Judge
Court.
Herwitz sued Murray, NBC-TV. Leonard P. Moore. in disou
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, William Morris
agency and the program's soonsors, charging piracy of an idea
of his for a show to be called "This
Is Your Birthday Party," later

the suit, said there was "
property right
prate, ted
copyright law" in Hsi

.

.

t:

71:-

He stated further that
had failed to make out a case f..,

unfair competition.
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RICHARD CARLTON, Trots-Lao
I
Monday for L. A. and
cisco far conlitrences and sales
with Western division manager,
heimer.
3/4.

TV Corp.
San Fran-

meetings
Art Man.

SOL CORNIIERG. president of Sol Corn.
berg Associates. 3/4 Condon to appear on
NBC 3
Mon.tor
.how and In odder, the

JACK CARTER call arrive in N. Y. Thursday for the opening of his new MGM
comedy film.

JAMES C. HAGERTY. ARC news chief, to
San Antonio Sunday, to address honorary
journalism froternity, Sigma Delta Chi din.
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EXNutlr

Nei

Hel/Rowd

001141.1

ARTHUR W. SMITH, WEFT business news
editor, arrives in town Monday from Boston.
DALE PETERSON, KG85. general mona
ger, has left on a bNiness trip to Chicago,
New York and Philo.
DePoit Cleveland
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'Nurses' lapped
By 4 CBS Sponsors
-Nurses," an hour series will
debut Sept. 27 on CBS-TV, sponsored by Brown & Williamson
Tobacco via Ted Bates & Co.:
Johnson and Johnson, via Young
& Rubicam; Pillsbury Mills. via
Campbell-Mithun, and Whitehall Laboratories Division of
American Home Products Corp.,
via Ted Bates & Co.
It will dramatize the personal
and professional lives of nurses
in a large metropolitan hospital.
with Shirt Conway and Zina Bethune heading the cast. Herbert
Brodkin, exec producer of the
"Defenders." created the new
series and will be the exec producer. Arthur Lewis will be producer.
-

--

-

-

The American Foundation fo
he

Blind in New York has an

nounced it

will award certificate

;hurl:. signed by deaf-blind
humanist Helen Keller, to the
estinghouse and Storer Broadasting Companies and WRVATV. Richmond, Va.. for their
mist:m(1111g public service to the
ialierd, estimated 390,000 blind
'hildren and adults in 1961.
At New York's Sheraton-Atantic Hotel, scene of the threeday gathering citations will be
presented in the Awards Luncheon next Tuesday. A highlight
will be announcement of the $500
H. V. Kaltenborn Radio Award
for the best radio script on blindness. HVK will make the presentation.
A

Hollywood Outlets Name
Moll as News Director

c.,1 Bare. of 17.4DIOTI' DAILY
Hollywood-Allan Moll has resigned as manager of the local
office of Frank B. Sawdon, Advertising to Join KHJ-AM-TV as news
director. He is currently doing
a series of newscasts on radio.

Civil War Se ries Honored

-

Columbus, 0.
The Civil
War Centennial Commission has
awarded its Certificate of Achievement to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. for the TV series "The
American Civil War," a group
of 13 half-hour drama documentIn/I, kV 1)1(11 bussed a year ago on
the bee WBC TV stations and is
currently aired in over 100 mar-

kids.

it am-Lux

Tv

Corp.

a

panel discuss sales promotion
techniques
particularly in the
fields of merchandising and marketing-at a luncheon Monday in
the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
sponsored by the Hollywood Ad
Club. Chairman for the day is
Robert M. Crosby. staff super-

Aarted.

is

syndicating it.
The award was presented to
William J Kaland. WBC national program manager and creator
of the series by Dr. James I.
Robertson. Jr.. executive director
of the commission. The award was
presented at the commission's national meeting here.

Corp.

AR -PT

A. T. R

visor for sales promotion materials. Southern Calif. Gas Co.
Four on Panel
Comprising the panel will be
Sales Promotion Executives Association members Arthur Salkin,
promo manager. Technicolor Productions; Les McMahon. merchandising-promo director, Herbert Cooper. Inc.; Wesley C. Cameron, ad-sales promo manager.
Ingram Paper Cu. and R. M
Wick I McEntyre. sales promo
manager, Mobil Oil Cu. who will
be moderator.

Titled "Creative Merchandising
and Marketing:* the session is the
fifth in a series of workshop me,I

ings sponsored this year by Ile
Hollywood Club. Panelists speak
for five minutes each, with the
rest of the session devoted to
questions and answers. General
chairman of the sessions is Oliver
H. Crawford, of TV Guide.
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LIGHT, Southern California
roadcasters Astra president, to Sacra.
mento Monday, for a meeting of the Gov.
nor's Advisory Committee on Public In.
carnation for the California Disaster Office.
ROBERT M.

Slanakce.
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Edw. G. Robinson Talks.
Of
F

Wor'd Health Org.
,,1

11

1,

I

!.

start

iiilife
"The Nlool,
turette of the World Health
ganizat ion's anti-malaria
on tomorrow's edition of W.
"Around The World."
WOR presents "Around
World" each Saturday in the
lie interest. It is produced BY
international staff of United I"
lions Radio.
53

Phila. Outlet Sets Airing
Of Medical Care Debate
Philadelphia
The King -Anhie ad, oeating medical
rare fur the aged through Social
Security, will be debated Sunday
use
WCAU-TV's "Doctor" program between an AMA representative and an HEW undersecetary.
Dr. Benjamin Harer will present the case of the American
Medical Society, and the Department of Health, Education &
Welfare will be represented by
Ivan E. Nestingen. Two previous
programs on the subject drew extensive viewer response.
did -on

Andre Previn Is Soloist
In Philharmonic Convoy..

Leonard Bernstein will COD
Andre Previn will be
soloist on the CBS Radio prate
lion of the New York Phil
monk. May 12. Previn
heard in the Shostakovich Per
Concerto No. I. James Fast 1,0
music commentator and u
mission host for the concert.
and

day. May 4, 1962

18

irgest State Web
it Hays Convention

-

NAB presiLeRoy Collins will be the

lays, Kan.

ncipal speaker tomorrow at
Kansas Association of Radio
adcasters two-day convention
e.
is

address will be carried on
aations of the KARB network
lc

-

3
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Radio Outlets .Air Collins' Kansas walk

'adcasters Form
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largest radio network ever

Tabled for one program in the
e. The broadcast also will inle announcements of the Adtiser of the Year award-wins and the winners of the Edial and Public Service Awards.
Cox to Be Heard

ther speakers include Kena Cox, FCC Broadcast Bureau
1; Ralph Beaudin, WLS, Chia.
president; Ben Sanders.
:D. Spencer, Ia., president;
old Soderlund, Soderlund Co.,
aha, and Philip B. Gilliam,
.enile Court judge, Denver.
ks will be themed to better
on operation and sales.
ncluded in business session dissions will be a proposed stateIte teletype weather and higha( information wire. the new
JIB scholarship program, the
to Fair advertising project and
er special projects.

Buy Radio Primarily
For Big Circulation,
R. Eastman Advises
Radio is not really difficult to
buy if the people buying it would
only understand it better. It is not
oversimplifying
the case to state
that the medium should be
purchased primarily, regardless of product.
for maximum

circulation.

Barbershop Singers in Tune for ASCAP

ASCAP will award trophies to the ('horns of the Chesapeake (a
Baltimore choral group of some 200 voices) and the Sun Tones to
quartet from Miami), first-place winners in the International Competition of the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of
Barber Shop Quartet Singing in America, Inc. SPEITSQSA t. Trophies
will be presented at the second of two concerts by the groups Saturday in Baltimore's Lyric Theatre by ASCAP public affairs coordinator
James N Rule and district manager Victor DeCesare.

Talbot Sees Montreux Fete
As Global Mart for Talent
By PAUL TALBOT

Montreux.
20 countries
good idea of
require years

These are the
opinions of Rob-

ert Eastman,

-

President. Fie antis International

The Festival, where 23 shows from
Switzerland
are screened over a five -day period, gives one a
what's going on in world TV. It would otherwise

president of the
of travel to learn
EASTMAN
Robert E. Eastas much. The overriding impresman & Co. station rep firm.
sion gained from this concenAt the recent meeting of the trated period of viewing shows.
Pennsylvania Association of Broad- all in the category of variety. is
casters in Pocono Manor, he said that American popular music
the radio medium is so important holds the common denominator
that top agency management for popular entertainment but.
should take steps to insure the in interpretation, it becomes a (Osfact that employees arc not wast- tinctively local project
ing their time on statistical "lintEarths Goes Swedish
picking" when their efforts could
Winner of the Golden Rose,
be better directed along the lines
Sweden's "Cascade," starred
of creative advertising.
Kitt. Her numbers were
"Radio will be more easy to Earths
standards, sung in English for
"when
creative
he
said.
buy."
the
most
part, but overall propeople once more realize the pow- duction was
NAB Code a Topic
distinctly Swedish
discussion will be held on the er of words and sounds and how The highly imaginative sets and
they can be skillfully applied to effects in the third-prize winner.
B Code, which, a spokesman
1,
"is becoming increasingly paint vivid pictures and stir con- West Germany's "Too Young To
sortant to all broadcasters- sumer desire."
Be Blonde," were altogether EurPoints to 'Complications'
ecially with the en. Jhasis put
opean in mood and flavor- the
Code subscription and adhertermed
Pointing out what he
excellent musical score had a Tin
e by FCC chairman Minow in
"some unnecessary complications Pan Alley beat. Czechoslovakia's
Clecago addre,.."
in radio buying," he said some of second prize was won for "The
these are possibly created by ad Lost Revue." It told a simple and
agencies which have attempted to delightful story through the musi'knife Bill Is Passed
apply similar qualitative yard- cal medium and did not depend
sticks to radio as they have to as much on Western cleftars. Most
*House, Sent lo Senate
of the other entries, including
print in the past.
"The neat statistical package Russia's "World of the Dance,"
After crushing which can be presented to a client contained at least one sequence
friashington
proposal that ground stations on print simply does not fit radio," using American jazz.
'the international communica- said Eastman.
Stresses Market Potential
ws satellite system be owned
Montreux's potential as a marthe private corporation to be
KMSP-TV's Pratt Wins
ket place for talent will, I feel,
up to own the satellites the
Minn. UPI Pix Award
be exploited increasingly in future
,use yesterday passed the bill
Kenn Pratt, festivals. Most of the talent seen
Minneapolis
a 354-9 vote.
won
photo
chief,
has
here was new to the world outKMSP-TV
The measure now goes to the
the UPI Minnesota Broadcasting side the country in which the
nate, where hearings have alpicindividual shows were produced.
Award
for
outstanding
news
ady been held and where it is
ticipated that the Senate Com- ture coverage of the tragic Anoka It would be surprising if at least
one new TV star of global status
a-ce Committee will act quickly
Holloween Parade Disaster.
a measure very similar.
Passage of the bill followed an
awuncement by the Air Force
Babbitt Credits Video Spots for Rise in Sales
at TV pictures had been transTV is credited with producing a good share of excellent first quarter
itt0d via orbiting satellite on business for B. T. Babbitt, according to its chairman and chief execuaril 24 and 28. An orbiting battive officer, Alfred I. Schimpf. He reported that the company has
on was used for the purpose.
mnsmission was made from renewed for the third consecutive cycle of minute spots in the Carol
Reed Late Weather Show and the AM News Reports on WCBS-TV.
amp Parks, Calif., traveled 1,000
both CBS and NBC
the balloon and was bounced Babbitt also is using CBS daytime network and
nighttime network in minute participations. Agency is Geyer, Morey,
Ark to earth 4,000
miles to the Madden & Ballard. Inc.
Veption point at Westford, Mass

-

-

Boston Station Honored
As 'Friend' of UNICEF
At a ('N luncheon today, Wit
DII -TV, Boston, will receive a
"Special Citation to a Friend of

UNICEF for Outstanding Service
to the Cause We Represent." Ten
recently completed documentaries,
depicting the work of UNICEF
throughout Asia. will be presented to the U. S. committee for UNICEF for world-wide distribution
following presentation in New
England on the station.
did not emerge from the '62 meeting.

"The Judy Garland Show," entered by CBS. was well received
by the juors but nearly a fullhour devoted to a single star was
apparently too specialized for a
prize. It won a "Special Mention"
along with France's "Do, Re, Mi."
There was presumably a breakdown of communications between
Montreux, Switzerland and 30
Rockefeller Plaza, since NBC entered a children's show. In addition to being thrown against the
world's top high-budgeted night
time shows, charming, talented
Shari Lewis was handicapped by
a below-standard print and soundtrack.
Distribs in "Soft Sell"
"Soft sell" is the order of the
day for the film distributors. One
company had a large exhibit in
the lobby of the Montreux Palace
Hotel (Festival Headquarters). It
was removed after the first day.
It mysteriously kept reappearing
however until finally some wag
scribbled across it "MCA GO
Home!"
of
I had shipped a quontiit
ashtrays with the erannan insignia to be placed in
of delegates. However, nor Fore
'Hes .
pears director inner s
are now for sate 200 ,istit
crated and deliver,") in Monteco>..

4
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Counter-Claim Dropped
In Al Petker Lawsuit

Outlets Starts Aid
Listeners Bandwagef

-

Robert

E. Eastman & ('o., sole
defendant to file a counter-claim

in the recent Al Petker group
lawsuit, has announced withdrawal of its counter-claim in order to
cooperate with the other defendants and clear the way for settlement of the dispute.

by TED GREEN

Leopold Stolenwski budining v,w Paul Taubman at the
Penthouse Club
Marlene Dietrich set for a very big TV spec
NBC's Mery Griffin and his "Play Your Hunch" go nighttime this
Summer
Julian Cannonball Adderley gets the "Ben Casey" treatment soon. Adderley once suffered from a brain tumor .. J. Edgar
Hoover's FBI has almost as much technical film on certain subjects
as NBC's whole film library
Saverio Saridis, the singing ex-cop,
due at Detroit's Rooster Tail next week
Apartment Huntress
Pat Palmer is looking for a tenant for Van Cliburn's old apartmentit has a living room big enough for two grand pianos
Society
orchestra leader Phil Bennett also owns one of the largest mail order
businesses in the East.
.

Avery-Knodel Plugs

.

.

.

.

.

.

TvB's Spot Promos

.

.

ween

ry-Knodel :nut Ts B. now underway in New York. is aimed at exposing advertisers to the media
and marketing values of spot TV
via TvB's new study, "Selectronic
Marketing." Representing TvB is
Bill

MacRae.

Al

Lai-son,

who

made arrangements for the meeting,

represents Avery -Knodel

sales.
The first such meeting held in
New York was with Al Nelson,
Spot Supervisor of the Colgate-

Palmolive Co. Other advertisers
who have seen or will see "SelecIronic Marketing" include American Tobacco, American Home
Products, P. Lorillard, Lever
Brothers. Carter Products, Beecham Products, Corn Products, National Association of Insurance
Agents and Avon Cosmetics, the
latter "to keep them sold on spot,"
Larson states.
Advantages Described
"Selectronic Marketing" outlines the advantages of Spot TV
over other mass audience media,
providing advertisers with neces.ary "control" and avoiding the
'haphazard, seesaw patterns" of
magazines and network TV. These
' patterns," it is contended result
rom the choice of media by their
popularity till:,
Ls product
requires.,

MR CONDITIONERS
SALE

-

-- -

All Makes

Lowest Prices

Fedders

G.E.

York

Westinghouse

- --

Sales
Service
Instollotion

FREE SURVEY

Coll Jock Isom

Anitah Trading Corp.
743 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
PL 2-9550

Richmond, Va.
Folio' t,
storm which almost destro
island town of Chincoteago
EE contacted the Salvation r,
with the suggestion of "adl in
one of the stricken famili an,
helping put them bark oils.
feet. But so much money In,
in from the station's listene sin
the Salvation Army deci.e
"adopt" a dozen families, an..
a month later, money is stil ids
contributed.

.

.

.

.

.

* *

Songstar Millie Vernon who debuts today at Cafe Leon on
hit Colpix disc titled "The Sweetest Sounds"
getting lots of deejay spins across the country
Video actress Lorraine Rogers and TV actor Tony
Carlyle enjoy twisting at The Roundtable nightclub .
Desiree Sumara and actor Barry Sullivan have called off their wedding plans
Ed
Sullivan and his charming wife, Sylvia, are celebrating their 32nd wedding anniversary. (Maze)
Toy, Ed)
Jerry McGee and The Cajuns. twist
musical group who have the current hit waxing
titled "Walking." are appearing at The Roundtable
nightclub in NYC.
W. 49th St.. has a big

.

...

.

.

.

.

...

Want to know who wrote the hilarious
SULlilAN
boxer routine for comedian Bernie Allen? His pal, Rocks Giaziann.
the former middleweight champ
Barbara Streisand, the "Wholesale" secretary, owes a lot to the "PM" show for launching her
career. Now they are seeking her for a return, sort of a before and
after deal ... That huge sparkler Faye Emerson wore as Mary, Queen
of Scots in "Mary Stuart." the National Repertory Theatre's recent
tour, was for real. It's an engagement ring from Boston's Bob Wisel
Jerry Orbach, the "Carnival" star who became a proud papa of a
bouncing baby boy recently, greeting "How to Succeed" star Robert
Morse, who's also a new papa, in Schubert Alley.
.

.

Churchill Group Bf

Bartell's KYA, Fri!'

-

San Francisco
KYA h
sold by Macfadden-Bartell,
to a radio-TV group head di

Clinton D. Churchill for E
000 cash on closing plus add
considerations, pending FC
proval, it was announced by
dent Gerald A. Bartell.
Started In 1926

Churchill, who was VP
BW

"'Id

-

AM - TV, Buffalo,
to Capital Cities B

.tig Corp.. will be president

new ownership company.
..perating as Golden Slat
,.,sling, began operations
and operates on 5 kw aim
and 1 kw nights.

Chandelle fo Syndicatli
Southern Title Ball GaKI

-

The a ,"
Clearwater, Fla.
North-South major league
ball championship will be Bit
*
as a syndicated TV special,
* *
the afternoon of May 19'
Columbia is releasing eight 4-track stereo tapes, including edited
to one hour for tele'
two Original Broadway Cast recordings-Strouse and Adams' "All
although WSUN. St. P
American," starring Ray Bolger, and Harold Rome's "I Can Get It burg,
will
for You Wholesale." Additional releases include "Rhythm Sing Along." that night. show the entire 00
with Mitch Miller and the Gang; "It's De-Lovely," with Les ("Mr.
The producer is Charles ifs
('ollege") Elgart and his Orchestra: 'Breakin' It Up on Broadway!!" for Chandelle
ProductiorM
with The Dukes of Dixieland, and Anita Bryant's "Kisses Sweeter New York. Baseball's
than Wine"
Jimmy Miller. son of Bill Miller of "Riviera" fame. Frisch and CBS Sports' lig
was signed by Bob Mersey of Columbia Records. His First release Whittaker will do the reltdm
is entitled "Woman or Child" and "Maybee Tomorrow." Mersey thinks of the game.
that Jimmy will be the next teen-age idol. He is 6-foot-3, a very
First purchaser was WPM,
handsome boy, and a graduate of Miami U.
York, which will air the
June 2, 2-3 PM, in the slot
tarty devoted to Yankee tilta.
TeleSynd, syndicaters of the Ray Bolger TV show, is aim- Yanks have the day off.)
ing its sales at the 168 cities that never aired the show. Although
ABC-TV carried the series from 1953 to 1955, their national network
was not as strong then as it is today
Roy Wilkins, executive
secretary of the NAACP, will guest Wednesday on "The Elizabeth
Morgan Show" on WJRZ .. Two new classical tapes are the Tchaikovsky "Concerto in D Major for Violin and Orchestra," Op. 35.
Bailey Goss
with David Oistrakh as the violin soloist and The Philadelphia OrBailey Gos
chestra under the direction of Eugene Ormandy, and "Great Duets
Washington
from Verdi Operas," with Eileen Farrell and Richard Tucker. Fausto long-time Washington and ,0
Cleva conducting the Columbia Symphony Orchestra
United more sportscaster and TV 1:4112
Artists Records planning a big promotion campaign for the Highway- ably. has succumbed to
Steve Lawrence wrote resulting from his auto col W.
men's new disc, "Whiskey in the Jar"
with a tractor-trailer truck.
the title song for "Flesh and the Soul" which'll be filmed in Israel.

-
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REVAMPING STUDIOS
MAJOR N.Y. OVERHAUL

!C

McGayren Rep Firm
Paced by Sales Rise

CHANNEL AIDS1
CRIPPLED

bill ':
lernization of NBC Radio facilito iu the RCA
begun, which will center all I he network's faciloc
fifth and seventh floors and include installation of a
recording

studio

t.

Trcvarthen, VP in
at operations and enginla supervising the project,
for completion Oct. 31.
new radio studios, one
46 network, one for NBC's
and one for WNBC,
,. Jiff,"
H.

*

I

,

constructed in the new
teal on the fifth floor.
to the studio area, tape
and a news tape area
structurally remodeled
latest electronic equiplied.
nt transatlantic teleand overseas broadcast
special broadcast lines,
' tance telephone lines

..-Immunicat ion

within

the

rly Tops Speakers
an

-

Janie, C HagnAntonio
:ABC-TV news director, will
M principal speaker Sunday
annual awards presentalocal chapter of
sy the
Delta Chi, at the Menger

ti
I111

Coil Butler, KONO
'suer, is chapter president.
:loess are Key Herbert, KO7; Rex Stanley, KENS-TV;
p6Franklin and Larry Webb,
Henry Howell, WOAI;
tall Mathews, WOAI-TV; Clint
KONO-TV; Tom Ellis,
,*-TV; Russ Mathies, KENSe here.

,

,*

-,Donahue

Is Tapped
Skein Sleuth

'1r Donahue and Connie
ill be teamed in a TV
mahue joins Warner
/anon Eye" show on

Stevseries

Bros.'
ABCpartner in

Ile will portray a
(ye" private investigator firm
a name of Sandy Winfield II,

haracter role in the "Surf T series. Donahue leaves for
auto Monday to film location
si for the series, the first ePito begin in the Fall.

wzmen Quiz N.J. GOY.
''Searchlight' Viewers

NBC -TV's "Searchlight" pro. on Sunday will feature New

'

'

Three days after WI went into
effect, Wilt% personality, Bob
Brown, asked listeners to inform
hint of locations of public clocks
still on standard time. Within
minutes people swamped the sta.
lion's switchboard with 47 rails
(nom Brooklyn, Jersey City, Staten Island and scattered sections
throughout metropolitan New
Jersey.

el Gov. Richard J. Hughes,
will be quizzed on issues coning his state. The panel ines NBC newsman Gabe Presst.
Citizens Union chairman
an M. Bergerman and a memof the New York Press. Ben
nee is moderator.
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go °fine managrt. will Loromr
o
w York salt'. roan:at...at
Ralph
Conner will remain a,,,t,.tant
manager of the New York ,,flier.
Mike McNally will shift from
St. Louis office manager to Chicago 111111.1' rnanaga.r. being replaced
,

.

in the foirner post by Tom

Kiddie Series
Set for Fall
ill,-

111

es.

"I'Ick

rittounced
!nate chitLetter," to

WBNS-TV, Columbus, 0.; WDAFTV, Kansas City, and KCPX-TV,
Salt Lake City. The series goes
on the air in the Fall.
Star of the series is cartoonist
George Feyer, who will, however,
be seen only in the program's
opening credits. "Pick a Lett r"
an educational series in 26 groups,
each of which will cover the entire alphabet. Feyer works out
of sight, making animated-line
drawings.
Producer-director of the series
is Jean-Claude Tramont, under
supervision of Herbert Sussan.
"Pick a Letter" is now in production in Toronto. Rhymed copy
and research are done by Charles
W111111.

Cleveland Outlet Offers
Ohio Election Returns
Cleveland Col tplete to et age
of Tuesday's statewide primary
election will be offered on WJWTV, beginning at 11 PM. Regular
reports will be presented at various times, and if any significant
race develops aspects of a landslide, other programs will be interrupted to make an announcement.

Heads FM Committee
(Continued from rage I)
er and managing director, KITT,
San Diego; Henry W. Slavick, gen-

eral manager, WMC-FM, Memphis, and Harold Tanner, president and general manager, WLDM, Detroit, Mich.
Strouse and Rebell are members
of the NAB's radio board of directors.

I/IC.)1011111)

Sales.

ta.)

W1111

(for

soot-

NBC Spot
bet time

%%111

Midwest sale, cep fon the new
MeGavren Plan and work with
Bob Williams, who directs the
Clan in New York.

Basch Reps Bandelier
Basch Radio & Television Productions, of New York City, have
been appointed sales representatives for the House of Bandelier,
producers of animation and stopmotion films, located in AlbUuerque, New Mexico.
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Dukoff Leaving for

U. K.

'Coati...ad from Peg. It

actured
Ward
is producing fur the latter group.
Dukoff sold it to ATV last December at which time he also set
Ward's NBC series, "The Bullwinkle Show." with both ATV and
Granada for viewing by British
audiences.

-

-

-

Jingle Success Story
In the April 30th issue of Sponsor Magazine, in an article entitled
'Tip Top Jingle Money Makers". Robert Swanson was accorded
praise for recently completed work including Dodge, Pall )tall.
Coca Cola, Lucky. Strike, Schaefer Beer, Heinz and AT&T.
Results are in for a most recent survey co-ordinating sales increases with the use of effective jingles. The F & 31 Schaefer
Brewing Company has expressed delight with a decided sales
increase after the exposure of the current radio and TV jingle
performed by Robert Swanson Produetions and written by Joe
Hornsby, Jim Jorden and I'M German. The increase comes at a
lime when other beer sales are generally declining. This is positive proof of the effectiveness of a well-planned and producd
musical commercial.
Simple? Not so. It is simple only to those who see the final product as a fleeting sixty seconds (or less). For Swanson and his
busy staff, some of the following questions must be asked and
answered. Is the mood right
Are the words simple and direct?
('an they he understood? Is the tempo too fast? Too slow?
These little gremlins do not occur every day of the seek. but
experienced people like Swanson are prepared for them when
they do happen.
Swanson should know. An NYC Music graduate. he further
studied under the brilliant theorist, Joseph Schillinger. Swanson
has composed. scored, sung and played in enough commercials to
move a mountain of products. He has recently completed campaigns for Alcoa. Howard Johnson, and Swanson Foods. in addition to those mentioned above. He is the originator of the Northwest Orient Airlines commercial and has consistently won awards
for his commercials during the past 15 years.
The group with n hick Swanson turns out radio and TV commercials have been associated with him for the same length of time.
They are Ginny Gihson, Bernie Knee, Jack Keller and Bad
MacKenzie. They are a dedicated. self critical lot and reflect the
renewed interest of talent in turning out radio and TV f11111111a,dials as an art form. As an added convenience. Swanson Prod,.
lions has its own recording studio and staff engineer.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DJ 'Minuteman' Finds
City Clocks on Farmtime
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Warner Syndication

Amer. Film

Directed by Kotler

Offers Blue Rib

.

the
time

number of its bout and halfhour TV series currently being
tired or just off network. Joining
the company to head up the new
operation as VP and director of
syndicated sales is Joseph Kotler,
who will headquarter at Warner's
home ottice in New York. A former

veep. he was

7.

with

Zn

r
years.
s.ine Programs Slated
Hour shows to be syndicated
by Warner Bros. are "Maverick."
"SurfSide 6," "Sugarfoot," "The
Roaring '20s," -Bronco," "Bourbon
Street Beat." and "The Alaskans."
The half-hour series are two
Westerns, -Lawman" and "Colt

Benjamin Kalmenson, executive
VP of Warner Bros. Pictures, said
his company's decision to enter
syndication operation is in response to "an ever-growing number of requests from TV stations
across the country." which have
been asking Warner Bros. to make
available its backlog of series.

on ABC-TV for its third season. Warner's now has six sentuled for next season. The others are "77 Sunset Strip," "Hs,
Eye," "The Cheyenne Show." and "The Gallant Men," all for ABC.
and "True," starring Jack Webb for CBS.

Twentieth Century-Fox Television is planning to jump into
syndication with six series set thus far. "Adventures In Paradise" is
the latest added to the list. George Shupert is due for a visit next
week.

(Continued from rip It
of copyrights, explained that 70
per cent of 47,700 works which
would be affected by the fiveyear extension are music. He said
he was for the bill in principle,
but objected to the length of the
extension.
BMI said passage of the bill
would greatly encourage youthful creative talent by convincing
them their government cares
about them. Herman Finkelstein,
appearing for ASCAP, disputed
the possibility of a copyright
monopoly. He said there could be
a patent monopoly, but copyrights are more like property
rights.
Harry 011sson, Jr., of NBC and
of the NAB Copyright Committee,
appeared for neither, but spoke
for himself in opposing the blanket extension of copyrights. He
spoke of the constitutional provision giving Congress power to
grant copyrights for only "linuti4
periods."

On-Scene Broadcasts

Liven Travel Festival

-

Chicago
Hugh Hill and Art
Merrier will broadcast the WEIRS'

evening news program live from
the window of a downtown American Airlines ticket office 1Vednesday and Thursday, as part of the
airline company's international
Travel Festival. A feature of the
broadcasts will be Interviews with

international guests.

(

To (BS, NB( an

t

- winneis
n dine a,
fourth annual American."'
tival recently at the 1 d

award
more.

CBS News was

"The Burma Surgeon Tc
duced for CBS's TV's '1

tieth Century" and dish
Association Films. NBC
for "The Real West" on
ject 20." which it prof
distributes. NET won fl;
Master Class: Program
rak," produced by Nathl
Drawn from Many
Over 1.200 16 mm. I
producers, distributors a
viewed the entries in 121
rooms over the three ds
petition, with festival r
coming from 29 states, Cs
as far away as England a
There were 309 films an
strips nominated in 36 c
Sponsor of the event
Educational Film Liam
.

Emmy nominees Inger Stevens and Peter Falk will be
guests of honor at the awards dinner of the Phoenix chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences May 12. to present local
awards. The pair were nominated for their performances in "The
Price of Tomatoes" on the "Dick Powell Show" on NBC.

.

Constance Newland. author of "My Self and I," will guest
on Wayne Thomas Show on KHJ-TV May 10 and has been set by
Larry Moore for his syndicated "Shangri-La Today" show
Joan
Harrison has bought "This Sweet Sickness." mystery novel by Patricia
Highsmith for the Alfred Hitchcock series, with filming to start at
Revue later this month.
.

Rolling this week at Desilu-Gower is "Death of a Dream"
for the hour "Kraft Mystery Theatre" series. Producer Elliott Lewis
has set Robert Vaughn and Diane Foster to co-star, with Robert
Altman directing
David L. Wolper has signed Robert Reuben.
first correspondent to land in France on D-Day. as technical advisor
on Wolper Productions TV special, "D-Day." The documentary will
be aired on "Du Pont Show of the Week" June 3 on NBC-TV. Reuben.
now a hotel owner In Manhattan Beach, represented Reuters and the
combined Allied press when he parachuted into NOrmandie with Gen.
Maxwell Taylor.
.

Copyright Bill Backed

Fes

.

1

Lion.

.

Ferguson Program I

or,

At Storer's WAGA-11

-

Atlanta
Jones H. I tut
former program chrecterw

CT. Memphis. has
Comic Ben Blue has been set by BLI1 Productions to tape a baprogram manager at
series of TV spots for the Ohio Oil Co. through N. W. Ayer. Taping the Storer station here..will be at Producers Studio, headquarters of the newly formed BLit places Horace P. "Budd
WAGA - TV operationt
which is manned by three former National Screen Service execs
This seems to be the year for Richard Alan Simmons. His teleplay, who was transferred
"Price of Tomatoes," is up for an Emmy and he has a deal cooking a similar capacity to a
for a feature picture to be made of "The Prison." the first of the sidiary, Storer ProgrAl,
which is operator of Wiffit
"Dick Powell Show" segments to be aired next season.
I

.

York.

Comic Arnold Stang, fresh from an important role in "Th.
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm," will produce, direct ano
act in a new outdoor TV series to be shot in color starting in !ate
July
Nicholas Avenetti, personal representative of Rudy Martin.
the singing barber, is off to London. Paris and Rome to promote
Martin's first record on the Crystalette label and to set up foreign
distribution
Bruce Doll has rejoined the L. A. office of BBD&O
as media director
Riviera Manufacturing Co. is backing its new
Riviera Twins with a $250,000 ad campaign. Sponsorship of movies
and heavy spot schedules have been set on KHJ-TV, KTTV and KTLA.
Riviera has also bought sign-on and sign -off spots on all three stations.
A,'
niktttiii was taped at KTTV. Winston Advertising

...

.

.

,

.

.

I

,

Prince Philip's Address
Nat'l CBC Coverage

Miss Hayes, Kaye, W
Get Inter-Faith Awards
Boston
WNAC-TV will tele-

The opening address
Toronto
by Prince Philip to the Duke of
Edinburgh's Second Commonwialth Conference, May 14. will be
carried on CBS-TV and the TransCanada Radio Network. The address, to be given at Montreal
U., is on the "Human Consequences of the Changing Industrial Environment."

cast

Gets

-

-

highlights of the 25th annual
dinner here of the Massachusetts
Committee Catholics, Protestants
and Jews, replacing -My'offtf
and Jews, Thursday, replacing
"My Three Sons" and "Third
Man.' Helen Hayes, Catholic;
Danny Kaye, Jew is h. and Dr.
Robert C. Weaver. Protestant, will
be honored for distinguished service to their fellow Americans.

Fordharn BusinessAe

Charting 'Woy toGe
Rev. James M4
business manager
ham U., will lead off
on "Brothers in the
God" on WCBS-TV's'
Go" on Sunday. The p
explore the reasons why
Jesuits enter the Brot
The

S. J.,

describe their training
ties. Ormond Drake is
program.

'City Reporter' Rut
Scoops Up News A
Ruth K. Hill, WEVits.
porter" personality,

has

1

en a citation for her -out
coverage of local news"
Commission on Human
She is the producer-writt
for of the popular prograo
east from the EN.

s'
Y

41'
68'

ff"
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Nominates Directors

;pinning
Maxin, MGM Records

be honorary gues
15 dinner
Philadelphia chapin
Women
he American
at that city's
and TV
Hotel. His topic will
i

will

t.

the May

at

of the

mograph Records' Conto the culture of the
About that time, MGM,

Kildare" star, Richard

r.

lain, will debut on MGM
with his program's theme.
.

.

t./asnat Corp., record disau has appointed Mike Lip-

taufacturers relations dii .
Mike Collier writes
ink with London Records.
'sell 'em.
.

musical "Half-Past Wedthe Brothers

based on

5. t

v'fairy tale, "Rumpelstilt-

been recorded by Sam
Mlishing Co. and is being

i.U1S

a. vailable to
,

record

corn-

for national distribution
,ugellan Sounds Corp. has

ilelliott Lawrence

as musvictor of a children's reAK -Sounds of KnowlV -.4hAted Artists Records
,..veil a new children's line
't =Lb. Orchestra and story
the story on some of the
hilawn tales.
,

'ft

a !Palmer has been

named

er of Bill Grauer Produc-

1

The nem manufactures
o nd releases its products in
S. on Riverside. Jassland,
I land, Washington. Offbeat,
a and Battle labels. N. V.
II
Co. handles world dis-
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AP Radio-TV Ass'n

Disk
1

-

The nominating committee of
The Associated Press Radio-TV
Association has announced eight
candidates to fill four vacancies
on the board of directors. The
election will be conducted by
mail ballots, which must be cast
before midnight on July 27. Four
of the present nominees are incumbents.
Nominees by district are .c

follows:
Eastern (one director to by
elected for four years representing stations of more than 10,000
watts I: Tom Eaton, news VP,
WTIC. Hartford. Conn. (incumbent); George Brown, news director, WOR, New York. Southern (one director to be elected
for four years representing TV

stations 1: Dwight Martin, VPgeneral manager. WDSU-TV. New
Orleans. (incumbent 1; Ralph Nimmons, station manager. WFGATV, Jacksonville.

Schmidt Incumbent
Central (one director to be
elected for four years representing radio stations under 1,000
watts): Bob Schmidt. general
manager. KAYS. Hays, Kan. (incumbent); J. M. O'Hara. general
manager. WMAN, Mansfield, 0.
Western (one director to be
elected for four years representing radio stations from 1,000
through 10.000 watts): Richard
0. Lewis, president-general manager, KTAR. Phoenix (incumbent); Tom Bostic, general manager. KIMA. Yakima.

Senate OKs M. Novik

30 Days in Month of May
30 Radios Given Away

As U.S. Into Advisor

May is National Radio Month,
and WABC is observing the event
by giving away one radio every
day in the month to shut-ins,
hospitals, orphanages and various
worthy groups or individuals who
don't have any.

allmaybrn Ifurnm

-

H.11,I,

Washington
The Senate has
unanimously confirmed President
Kennedy's appointment of M. S.
Novik as a member of the U. S.
Advisory Commission on Information.
Novik replaces Dr. Mark A.
May, professor emeritus at Yale
U.. former chairman of the commission. New chairman is Leonard
Reinsch, appointed to the commis-

Economee's 'Patrol'
Snares High Ratings

sion last year.

Tel, vg.
Pi og a rm.'
"Highway Patrol," starring Broderick Crawford, is nearing a sell-

ing, has been a public service consultant to commercial operators
and the AFL-CIO since 1946.

Novik,

EC..1101111,

out situation in all markets of
three or more stations, according
to Pierre Weis. Economee general
manager.
Weis cited WREC-TV. Memphis.
where the show, on a six-a-week
basis, is averaging a 49 per cent
share-of-audience for the week,
with highs of 55 per cent and 57
per cent for Wednesdays and Fridays. The Nielsen ratings average
309.
Other high ratings are at WGRTV. Buffalo, where it has a 17.1
Nielsen rating and a weekly audience share of 37 per cent, and at
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, where it
has a a 38 per cent share-of-audience as well as a 15 Nielsen rating.

a

veteran of broadcast-

WVIP's Denison Joins
NAB as a Field Rep
'L1

s,
0,,rlson.
Washington
manstation manager
ager of WVIP. Mt. Kisco, N.Y.,
will join the NAB staff as a field
rep on May 14. He will represent
NAB in districts 11 and 14, which
comprise all of Colorado. Idaho,
Minnesota, Montana. New Mexico,
North and South Dakota, Utah
and Wyoming.
Denison formerly was a sales
man and sports director for WHLS. Port Huron, Mich.. awl manager of WMDN,

ts, Sc.

t
.

0.

,

West European operations
Ator to introduce the new
estlabel. Michael Verbeen appointed promorchandising services

.
.
.
International has named

-

'

I
est.

International sue-

Columbia Records
.festieded the off-Broadway
"
"Brecht on Brecht "

*0,

4aheOutlet Stretches
iihs Coverage Area

KM-

0,46

I

WLBW-TV news diGregson has announc-

St the news
'1

department has

full-time Bioward-West

*Balkh County

news bureau

5.-1ribn J. McFadden as corI.
TV has purchased 12
radio news programs
"IoIt on WGBS to promote its
Weather and sports
lO'llnevit.
nalkles.

Export-Controls Rebuffed
In Talk by Dr. Stanton
concerned, not with our reputation
alone, but with an honest, undoctored revelation of our character."
Anything else, he contended, is

"mischievous doctrine, not only
"The free world has no use for
communist journalism because it
tells its only what they want us
to know. I have great hopes for
American journalism-particularly electronic journalism in the
new satellite era-because we are
free to go before the world-not
as the arm of a dictatorial gov
ernment-but as wholly free to
report and discuss the bad as well
as the

good."

PRIZES for your important Radio
and TV promotions.
DUNIVAN

never know where
to draw the line but because it
is intrinsically wrong. We cannot
stand for freedom of communications, and then qualify or departmentalize it ... We would fool no
one but ourselves."
because you

-

Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York

AIRLINE TICKETS

&

730 Filth Avenue. New York

19

J1.1fHEY, Inc.
N. Y.

Piss. 79500

MARTIN HIMMEL. Preslaesi
We repe.sent wholly owned sobsidiori.r and corpefer. effiliorao
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Canada TvB
Offers Facts
TOraftill

Tv Basics,

NEW YORK SOL

By

l...4,
6.cts on the scope and
donemions of Canadian TV has
been published by the Television
Bureau of Advertising of Canada.
The 44-page booklet, written in
both French and English, is the
nrst comprehensive factbook de,oted entirely to TV to be pubh,hed for national distribution.
Designed as a quick reference
nuide for advertisers and agencies
ds well as time salesmen. TVBasics tables the growth and sataration of the medium from 10
r cent of Canadian homes
p.
pint
e.,)

in

/aT,3 Y,

14-Hr. Show Piloting
WJR Back 40 Years
.o,nved limp Pogo II

orded "Port Master"
P.di. board chairman of
Ole Goodwill Stations. Coincidentally. he will be ech Mating
his 401h year in broadcasting.
having started his career as a
radio announcer in 1922.
WJR's forerunner. WCX, startd broadcasting May 4. 1922. with
-iudio, in the old Free Press
Building. then owned by the
!Stroll Free Ness. WJR shortly
.after started sharing the frequency with WCX, and in Dec.. I92n
dequired all WCX assets.
Goodwill Stations. Inc.. now
lodes WJRT-TV Flint.
Mich_
dnd WSAZ and WSAZ-TV in
Ilontootton-Chdi le,too
Va.
!,,,vv
John

I,.

,

Ft.

Worth, Joins

Mutual Net on Monday
Fat Worth.
texas with Mutual Broadcasting
System. effective Monday, was announced yesterday by Charles W.

Godwin, network station relations VP.
Gene L Cagle is president.
Texas State Network Inc.. and
owner of KFJZ. a 5.000-watt

facility.

John Griffin to Reveal
His World to MRS Ears

"The

World

of

John

David

Griffin," syndicated columnist for
the New York Daily Mirror and

Hearst Headline Service, will be
heard over MRS beginning Sunday. May 13, Robert F. 11urleigh,
network president, said yesterday.
The program, sponsored by Philip Morris, will cover show biz, in
Hollywood. New York and abroad.
reviews of new films. plays and
books. Griffin will interview entertainment and political greats.

NEU'SlAST

SAM'

COOPER

Only

aimed at the Negro market.
The program, titled "Showcase."
is being produced by Gardner in
cooperation with Johnson Publications. publishers of Ebony and Jet
magazines. The show will run 15
minutes, three times a week. and
present a quality potpourri featuring Negro performers and
guests. On one of the first programs, Nat King Cole will appear
and discuss his early life and
Orilvell. to reach the top of show

"
"

I). Murray Greer has been promob d to advertising director of
Regal! Drugs, succeeding John
Hart, promoted to merchandising
VP
Christy T. Allen has been
named head of Southwestern regional operations of BBDO. in
Dallas.

...

Arc.) Machinery. distributors of
coin-operated dry-cleaning equipment. have signed with Meths &
Lebow .. Padco Advertising has
been appointed agency for Steven
Laboratories. St. Louis
Ray.
mond A. Bethel has been elected
a VP at Foote, Cone & Belding.
.,ml F:11.1111 Foluoari ha. been p!o.
.

Net Skeds Special

'Accent' for Summer
TV', Sunday

:Iftcloo,n1
"Accent" will move to a Thursday-evening time slot for the
Summer, beginning June 7.
The new "Accent" series, to be
produced by Don Kellerman and
titled "An American Summer."
will roam the nation in a number
of remote broadcasts from various festivals and holiday and historic sites. Kellerman will endeavor to present a picture of American life in its past and present.
with conjectures as to the future.
The network's Summer schedule of public affairs broadcasts
will also include four special
hour - programs in late Thursday evening periods. These will
deal with a musical experiment, a
look at American poetry. thoughts
and philosophy of a well-known
person presented in a new TV
form. and an el.111111k: version of
"Calendar."
-

-

Parker Joins Rep Firm
As TV Account Exec
Chicago

-

Thought for Today
"I knout of no one more that
would do more to encourage no
tonal advertisers to devote more
of their budgets to radio (than
use at every station of a single
rate card). Let us make it easy
for them to buy this great and
dynamic medium and, after they
make the purchase. let us have
them feel confident in the buy
they hare made. This cannot be
done if we operate on a double
set of standards."
-.Ward L. Quaal
General Manager. WGN-TV.
Chicago

"

:noted to associate director of
research,

Ridgway. Hirsch

& French,
Louis. has been appointed
agency for Westview Realty
Harden Milk has named Young &
Rubicam to handle its Ready-Diet
.. Herbert L. Haft. Leonard Saffir and Arthur B. Siegel have
formed their own ad and pr agency here, with affiliates in Miami,
Denier and San Francisco.
St.

...

SMPTE Plaque to E.M.I.
For Convention Service
Hullr wood

few mezzanine piste,

1

s,

AWARDS LUNCI g.

'

Gardner Advertising. Si. Louis, has created a new radio
program for Pet Evaporated Milk, scheduled to kick of June
4 in major areas throughout the country and particularly

CBS

KM,

Friday,
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a

-

-

The first plaque
ever awarded by a convention of
the Society of Motion Picture and

Television Engineers for "the
outstanding display and exhibition of the convention" went yesterday to E. M. 1.-r. S.. a division
of Capitol Records. E. M. I. markets TV station and closed circuit
and broadcast equipment for industrial as well as for educational

1962 AMERIt
TV ('OMMER( k
FESTIVA,
GRAND BAUR, qv
WALDORF- STC 4,4
N F%S YORK CI '

Friday, May
Presentation of Awards an k
ing of top film and video, to

lions from 35 Product Clan
by prominent advertising.
on five regional TV Coe
Councils

Workshop on

Treo

1

& Techniques
10 A.M. to 12 Nc
Cocktails . . , Exhibits N

EXTRA! Stan Frebererol

"An For

The Sake of

PREMIERE! "Heartbeat I
Film Review of the Vaunted

Regional Fergie I
to follow:
%lot

---

Ilth

31a 16th

June 7th
June 13th

Sheratembil

Park P1anki
Sheratamidal
The Benatell

Ad ('lobs, Agencies, Addis'
Production Companies as.0
wishing to book the Wkill
Top 200. or any of the 25 4a1
Category Reels or to arrant lea
workshops. contact

use.

Lucy-Desi Hr. Specials
To Sub

for Danny, Andy

ies.

-

James R Parker
Danny Thomas and his TV
has joined the Peters, Griffin,
family
Marjorie Lord, Rusty
Woodward station Rep firm as
Hamer and Angela Cartwright
a TV account exec. For the last
guest in the initial episode titled
four years he has been on the "Lucy Makes Room for Danny
sales staff of WBBM-TV here. Thomas."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"The Lucy-Desi Comedy Hour,"
selected rebroadcasts of Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnaz hour specials, will
be the Summer replacement for
"The Danny Thomas Show" and
"The Andy Griffith Show" on
CBS-TV. starting July 2. General
Foods Corp., via Benton & Bowles, will sponsor the 12-week ser-

-

IV

Wallace A. Ross, Direr
40 East 49th Street

New York

17

-
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'ALENT TV AD FEES TOO HIGH?
rnoff Reopens
mpaign to Bury
ual Time Proviso
hough both Senate and
de House committees re-

tly advised that repeal of
would be premature at

315

time, broad-

intend

ers

r--.
'

rying ford
f

a

relent-

equal -tint

candi-

lad

Meet blow in
h cause was

tuck Friday

Robert W.
SARNOPP
frnoff, NBC
ad chairman, in Minneapolis
"re he received the first award
,

rented in

42 years by the Leaof Women Voters of the U. S.
flora came to him for NBC-TV's
intinental Classroom" and for
1

,t:,,,,1,-i' contribution to pubc.,,,,,,isii

June

25,

as

will lettun

the star of

Stockholders Meet

to TV
a

new

nightly 90-minute series "The
Steve Allen Show," to be produc
Broadcast
ing Co. Originating from Los
Angeles, it will be on tape, Mon
day through Friday at 11:15 pm
on the five WBC stations and
ed by

Westinghouse

new series will be comedy. "Lively discussion, information and
educational material will be included, but framed by what essentially is an entertainment
show."

»vision for

'eke

Steve Allen

other markets via syndication.
WBC president Donald H. McGannon revealed the base of the

fightagainst

,

Steel Does It Again-

NIGHTLY 90 MINS.
FOR STEVE ALLEN

so esp. el

ikimu and Mobile
t ETV Approvals

DAILY

eashington - Ti, FCC has
a new noncommercial
elation on U Channel 47,
Operated in Yakima. Wash.,
local school system.
a ETV has applied for
Station on U Channel 42, in

'/2

A record crowd will he on hand
r the SRA Awards luncheon

,andaY al the Waldorf-Astoria,
carding to Edward C'odel of the
ala Agency, chairman of the
wards program. He said the minima.* of Rep. Walter E. Rogers
J. Teel as guest speaker has
Intel big demand for tickets
noes broadcasters, station reps
ad ad

cues.

U.S. Steel again offered an
explanation of "not enough
room" as it slammed the door

to the stockholders meeting today
in the faces of broadcast newsmen.

A company spokesman told
stockholders were expected and that
three large tables would be provided for the press, but there just
"wouldn't be room enough" for
TV cameras or any form of sound
equipment whatsoever. He insistRADIO -TV DAILY some 3,000

(Continued an Page 9)

Transcontinent Board
Elects Bill Bates a VP
Kansas City
ud n).,t

MII.-S Suit Filed

.

On O'Keefe Vidfilms
Los Angeles-Cypress Productions, Inc. has filed suit in Superior
Court for 8500,000 against United
Artists Television, Inc., charging
failure to use best distribution
efforts on behalf of 35 TV films
of the "Dennis O'Keefe Show."
The complaint has asked the
court to declare that the defendants, including five unnamed
"Does," do not have the right to
distribute the films. Cypress wants
immediate possession of negatives,
prints and ad matter, together
with an assignment of all agreements involving distribution by

sub-distributor.

lip. Rogers' Appearance
Oakes SRA a 'Hot Ticket'

Barred to Radio, TV

-William A.

tinent

BATES

Bates,

of WDAF-AMFM - TV, has
been elected a
vice president
of Transcon-

TV

Corp., owner
and operator of
t h e
stations.
H is
election
was announced
by David C.
Moore, Transcontinent president, following
a board meeting.

Bates has been WDAF properties g. m. since 1958, which he
joined two years previously as an

announcer.

Pity the Poor British Deejay!
'e's Lost 'is Right to Pick 'em

-

tprewl

I,

NAL,Iu 11'

',All

London
The BBC has told its deejays they will no longer
to pick records for their programs. Instead, the BBC

be able

will

Gramophone department
make the selections. There are
two reasons for the new and revolutionary move. First: to beat
the song pluggers. Second: to ensure better-balanced programs.

leading song-plugger
(quoted in a London evening
newspaper): "The BBC is killing
the disk jockeys personalities.
Why have them any more?"
Says

a

Residuals Add 5O°0,
Scare Off Agencies,
TvB Chief Advises
Talent is pricing itself out
of the chance for a much more
substantial slice from the annual $600-million-plus pie filled
with national and regional

video spot commercials, according
to the TvB.
As a result, creative people have
been forced to use other devices
to sell an advertiser's goods or
service, Ramo-TV DAILY was told.
"Agencies are reporting as
much as a 50 per cent increase
in talent charges due to the high
residual costs which," TvB president Norman E. Cash said, "can
only reduce further the number
of people employed in the making
of TV commericals."
He added:
"In the next negotiations, I
hope the full membership of the
(Centineed ea Page 9)

St. Louis 'Emmy' Group

Takes Air to Tell Aims

-

St. Louis
Charter officers of
the city's new "Emmy" organiza-

tion will appear in KSD-TV's
Charlotte Peters show Friday, to
describe their group and discuss
its aims. President is Mark Russell, of KMOX-TV.

George Cyr to Appear

At Interfaith Institute

-

WNAC-TV's proBoston
gram director George Cyr will
participate in an inter-faith "TV
and Radio Institute for Clergy,"
May 15 at the M.I.T. faculty club
here.

NBC 'Springs' Godfrey
From CBS for 'Tonight'

- TV has grante I Arthur
Godfrey a waiver to appear as
host on NBC-TV's "Tonight" show
for one week beginning Rep. 7

CBS

c-it
NBC said Dave Tebet. Tt
relations sap, negoti.1
God
months for the arran
frey will fill the spot i n n s reit,
before it is taken over by regular
host Johnny Cao,oh.
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Baltimore TV Focus
On

Maryland Primary

Baltimore-WJZ-TV o, planning
extensive coverage of the Maryland state primary elections May
15.

Keith McBee and Claire Beach

will
at

head the station's news staff
election headquarters in the

main ballroom of the Emerson
Hotel. Remote broadcasts will
set up from other coverage point,
and campaign headquarters. Coverage will begin at 6 PM with reports at various times, and will be
constant from 11:15 till the last
returns are in.

KHJ Marks 40th Year
.,r

- KHJ,

Hollywood
five -waster in

R.aolart

born as a
a 10
by 12-foot
50111 on the roof of a now demolished
building.
marks its 40011 anniversary this
year.

ADD UP THE PACTS!
ADULT AUDIENCE

+ TOTAL AUDIENCE

15291,..z
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Bartley Dissents on 4
..

-

vf IC.1010-71'

DAILY

The FCC has
Washington
approv,.1 sales of WFOR, Hattiesburg, Miss.: WAGE, Leesburg,
Va.; KTOB, Petaluma, Calif.; 30
per cent of WNOH, Raleigh, N. C.,
and KUTY, Palmdale, Calif.
WFOR was sold by Sheridan,
Inc.. to Newfort, Inc., for $120,000 and agreement not to compete
within 25 miles until a note for
$90,000 representing balance of
the $120,000 is paid in full. WAGE
was sold by William T. Stubblefield to Radio WAGE, Inc., for
$121,358 and agreement not to
compete within 25 miles Except
for Washington. D. C., metropolitan area. Commissioner Bartley
dissented to approval of this one.
KTOB was sold by Lloyd Burlingham to William T. Stubblefield for $115,612, plus $5,000 for
agreement not to compete within
50 miles for five years. and again
Bartley dissented
Gallagher Sells 30%
John P. Gallagher sold 30 per
cent of his interest in WNOH for
$5,380 to Derwood H. Godwin.
Norman J. Suttles and Belia S.
Bowers. with chairman Minow
and Bartley dissenting to approval of the transaction. The remaining commissioners specified that
in the light of FCC policy on CP
sales, Gallagher's remaining stock
interest may not be transfered
under option or otherwise without prior FCC approval.
KUTY was sold by Harold C.
Singleton to Sherwood J. Tarlow
for $60,000, including agreement
by Tarlow not to become connected with another radio station
within 30 miles for four years,
and Bartley was once more a lone
dissenter.

Phila. Radio, TV Cover
Ike, Union League Fete
l'1111.1Helphi0

-

wily

STRATTON. KNIT sports director
L. A. today after covering Ken
Derby in 1 ' 'Ile.

Cerem onlcr

ling former President Eisen L.
and marking the 100th anniversary of the Union League
will be carried live May 14 on
WEIL and WFIL-TV. The exI

President will receive the league's
gold medal.

JOHN

C.

GILMORE,

Community

Clu

Award,, Inc. president, has left to owes
CCA kid-os et KAOT, Texarkana, ta in
terries.. sales reps in Dallas, and for confer
encet at KBOX, Dallas, KISCO. Shreveport
and WDSU, New Orleans.
MARSHALL STONE, Filmes, Inc. executiv

producer, to N. Lauderdale production office
for Parliament commercial
DICK CHAMBERLAIN has arrived in town
from Hollywood on vacation.

DAVID BRINKLEY, TED YATES and STUART SCHULBERG of NBC's "David Brinkley's
Journal." in Guantanamo Naval Base,
Cuba. timing 'Cactus Curtain."
ALFRED L. MENDELSOHN.
I
soles
manager of Elliot, Unger & Elliot, Comm.,
dal division of Screen Gems, has left on
sales trip to Chicago, Detroit and Pins
burgh

JOHN L. KOUSHOURIS, VHF. Inc. vp of
operations. and EDWARD J. KEADY to
Washington D. C. on business.
TED ROSENBERG, King Features Sync/.
sate director of TV sales, on a soles trip to
Chicago.

PAULINE FREDERICK, NBC News U. N
correspondent. in Columbia, Mo., to re.
trio. U. of Missouri Honor Award and to
Weak or the U.'s Journalises Week banquet

Harvey Hits
Lectern Road
ABC

newscaster Paul Harvey
at a number of speaking engagements before civic.
social and educational institutions
around the nation this month.
Yesterday. he spoke before
members of Lodi Academy of
Lodi. Calif., and on May 15 he
will address members of the
Shreveport Medical Society.
On May 18. he will address a
group in Grand Rapids: on the
20th. he will speak before members of Walla Walla College: on
May 26, he will address the Jaycees of Pueblo, and on May 28
he will attend and speak at the
Union U. commencement exercises, Jackson. Tenn. He will also
receive an honorary degree there

will appear

Arkansas Blueprints Rally

-

Brinkley, Ark.
The Arkar sas Broadcasters Association
board will meet May 19-20 at Mt. Petit Jean to plan the Fall

meeting scheduled for Aug. 24-25.
Ted Rand, general manager of
KDRS. Paragould. will serve as
program chairman for the meeting. Don Whitney, general manager of KOSE, Osceola, will again
he in charge of door prizes.
Board members currently are
accepting suggestions for topics to
bring up at the meetin

Aggressive sales organization available
for Radio, TV L film Sales representa.
bon currently calling on Eastern markets. Also interested in representing
companies to the Advertising g Market
Research business.
Ens 176. RADIO -TV DAILY

ISM Broadway, New York 36.

N. Y.

Fasselt Starts His Toth
Of European Concert
James Fassett is en route
Europe for his 14th annual t
to tape orchestral concerts, oper
performances, choral and sot
vocal recitals and interviews wit
music personalities at majoy
music festivals, for presentatio
on CBS Radio during the comin
Summer.
The tapes will be heard on CB:
Radio's "World Music Festivals,
at intermission during New Yon]
Philharmonic concerts and or
other programs.

Meet Him in St. Lou
Louis

St.

-

Theodore

Bike)

folk-singing star of TV, Broad
way and motion pictures, will ap
peat here on Saturday at the Km
-

Morc

c

I

louse.

r:7R
THE FRIENDLY
GROUP
(Diviston of Rust Cult Greeting Caeca)

changes its name to

RUST CRAFT
BROADCASTING CO.
and moves its New York
National Sales Office to

Canada House
680 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

JU

6-5510
LEE GAYNOR

National Sales Manager
FRED WEBER

V.P., Planning and Development

WSTV-TV (Ch.9)

Steubenville, 0.
WBOY-TV (Ch. 12)
Clarksburg, W.Va.
WRDW-TV (Ch. 12)
Augusta, Ga.
WRGP-TV (Ch. 3)
Chattanooga, Tenn.
KODE-TV (Ch. 12)
Joplin, Mo.

-

FOR PEOPLE WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANTI

Zenith presents the world's most powerful,
most beautiful, most exciting portables!

Nor onloY the hfs, owe ton al FM
first all
outdoor. on
Nontlitor potatal. IM AM radio'

Powered to tune in the world! The
world renowned 9-band, oll-NonTrons-Oceonir
.+43,

portable radio.

Ann
mg an ertiting new pari
able radio for boaters, flyers and

sportsmen-The all-Nonsistor.
bond Zenith Super-Navigator!

"RP'

C

P..1,ING,J

CANADA ZENITH RADIO COR
VOILATION OF CANADA LTD., TORONTO, ON I

leiew1M1,1.1.00.111e bob Webt
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The quality goes in
before the name goes on
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RE
"1" b.)41
By TED GREEN

N. Y. City Council President Screvane makes his s
broadcast Report via municipal broadcasting facilities Wednesday.
will be on Ch. 31 (WUHF-TV) at 7:30 PM, with WNYC-AM-FM,
carry the radio report at 8:30
Lester Cooper mulling over
.
offer to go to the West Coast with the Steve Allen show, with w
Westinghouse is replacing "PM." .
Melva Niles Barborka,
of Clifford J. Barborka, Jr., president of the Better Broadcast B
will be the featured singer at the Annual Mother of the Year a
luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow
How come
doesn't have Ann Morrisey, their feature reporter, steadily on
That's where this talented gal belongs.
.

.

.

.

.

*

AUGUST 21
On August 21, we will premiere "Across the Seven Seas" in
Los Angeles ( KRCA-NBC) and the top 10 West Coast
markets.
I believe that within 90 days thereafter, every travel-adventure
program known to television will be as dated as high button

shoes.

This belief is based on these format features:
1) The travelogue TALKS! (Yep, just like Garbo!)

2) "Across the Seven Seas" is not one series, but
THREE unusual formats under the same framework.

3) The series is based on IDEAS. It is not important
WHERE we are, but rather, what is HAPPENING

.

.

*

Meet: Nina Paige, who decided to become an arty
the age of 2, came to New York with her family when she was
and got her first part in a movie the same
in "A Woman's World" for Paramount. After
tending Performing Arts High School and Qui
lano's Professional School in New York City, sl
worked with Jonathan Winters on his TV She
and "Naked City," the "Mike Hammer" serie
"Adventures of Willie," with Robert Morse IT
pilot film), "The DA's Man" and many more. Ni.
was featured in "Hey let's Twist," currently
release for Paramount, and has just been si
for the new Harry Roman Production for P
mount, "Two Tickets to Paris," starring Joey
and Gary Crosby. Nina is represented by
PAIGE
Ward of Ward-Remp Agency.

*

It was

*

big Las Vegas Nile celebration the other
the Carriage Club, all for the City of Hope Cancer Fund. The
winners (32,940) were Filmways VP Bob Winkler (one of the
guys in the industry) and his very talented and beautiful wife,
Mann. They cashed in their play money for the first-prize rosin
air tickets to Bermuda via Eagle Cunard Airways.
TV
actress Anita Louise and her new hubby, Henry Berger, will h
moon in Paris ..
"Crying" comedian Rip Taylor scored such a
hit on the Ed Sullivan CBS-TV show the other Sunday, he was si
by the variety program for five more stints for next season
star Connie Francis has been chosen the "Queen of The Venice
Festival" and will hostess the annual affair in Venice, Italy on Sa
day and Sunday. The songstar's MGM disks are top sellers in I
a

.

there.

.

.

.

Those of you who are familiar with travel-adventure programming will, I think. feel as excited as I do about what is
in store. Only you "vets" of this kind of programming know
what I mean when I say: We're going back to the glorious
days of "I Search for Adventure"
when that sleeper thoroughly waxed many of the top network shows on TV. (Including, in some markets, "I Love Lucy" and "Ed Sullivan" at a
time when these giants ruled the roost.)

-

Those of you who are unfamiliar with travel-adventure programming won't understand any of this, in which case, I offer
my apologies for having wasted your time with this perusal.

Thank you.

-JACK

DOUGLAS

Ado.

My Stetson's off to the membership of ATAS and

Berle-the ATAS for nominating him for an Emmy

as

giving

performance by a leading actor, and "Mr.
Television" for gaining it with his fine portrayal
of Eddie Doyle in Dick Powell's "Doyle Against
the House." Throughout his great career, Berle
has been strictly a comedian-one of the best in
the business. For him to have turned in such a
sensitive and honest dramatic portrayal of the
card dealer is one of the industry's best success
stories of the year.
best

.17

*

*

Goings on at Columbia Records: Stanley
West has been appointed coordinator of European
Operations, CBS Records. Inc.. headquartered in

AK
BERLE

Zug, Switzerland. Michel Vermette now manager of promotion anc
Merchandising Services, CRI International, succeeding West. Vermeil(
will be responsible for promoting the overseas sales of Columbia pro.
duct through subsidiary, affiliate and licensee companies as well at
for providing merchandising counsel to these companies and for serv.
icing them with promotional material and manufacturing components
Since Joining Columbia Records in January, Vermette has been West's
associate while training for his present assignment. Previously, he
had been engaged in PR activities with Columbia Artists management, Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

NOBODY COULD MAKE HIM UP

-

if he
Who would believe an Adolph Hitler possible
hadn't been real? Who could invent a Douglas MacArthur, a Babe Ruth, a W. C. Fields or a Josef Stalin?
These are just a few of the fascinating real-life lives
featured in Biography. Sold in over 70 markets including New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Biography has
won top ratings in every market that it has appeared, will
provide 39 unique, spell-binding half-hours for your station and your sponsors each week. Check the ratings and

reviews-then call or write us. No fiction on television
can compete* with the impact of fact
A

- on Biography.

[lewd Wolper Production Produced and Doected

FIRST IN

City
New York

Att.
Walla

IN S ISISF

Station

Tits* !Satiny

WNBC 7.7:10 P.M. 16..!

Sr,, Prow...a ARON

by Jack Haley. Jr.

7-7 J.t0 P.M.
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leomm
W LS Bouquets Follow
Format's 2-Year Reign
Chicago

WLS, celebrating
the second anniversary of The
Bright Sound in Chicago Radio,"
sent a bouquet of yellow roses
to ABC's executive reception
room in New York and a yellow
rosebud for the lapel of Leonard
H. Goldenson. American Broad casting- Paramount Theatres, Inc..
president. Roses also were sent
to 7.000 ad people across the U. S.

Framer's 'Big Payoff'
Back via Non-Net TV

l'.

lit,:
one-time
zep da mile Pr moron on network
TV. is returning to air in a marTh.

'World Adventures' H
Israeli Independence

-

.1

kit-by-market basis and has been
pre-sold for a firm 39 weeks to the

Kroger Co.. a national supermarket chain, for a firm two days
a week for 39 weeks for a specified list of 59 markets in the Midwest and South, it was announced
by Walter Framer, creator and
executive producer of the show.
He said that as in the past "The
Big Payoff" will be a half-hour
show. stripped across-the-board.
It will be taped on location and
distributed on tape or film. Actual production will start about
Aug. I. with the first air date
stated for Sept. 3.
Framer has updated the show's
format, with three couples being
given a chance daily, along with

their home-viewer 'Payoff Partners." to win the "Big Payoff"
every two weeks, as well as fashion packages as shown in entertaining "vignettes" each day.
Plans include travelling the show
extensively. originating from as
many markets that carry the
-how

Wrestler Rocca Comments
In Spanish for Schaefer
BRIM. Will ,p011,411' wrestler
Antonini( Rocca in a daily 15minute commentary in Spanish on
Vi,.

WHOM, beginning today. Rocca
will have freedom to tackle anything he deems important, in
addition to news. citizenship, interviews and education as regular
feaTures of the show.
The program is produced by
Pon-Video Productions, of which
Roil.« is VP. Goy Lebow is exec
producer

By PETER C. DAVALLE

Britain's Equity strike, plus an injury, prevented Dorothy

Provine from appearing in an Independent TV Show last February.
Strike over, injury healed, Dorothy now comes to London on May 22
to appear in a number of ITV shows. Her "Roaring Twenties" is a
byword in most British homes these days
Eartha Kitt has chosen
a British play, "Member of the Family" for her first major appearance in a TV drama. It's a BBC-TV production; transmission is
scheduled for early Summer. Earths plays a social misfit

...

According to influential 'TV critic Peter Black, of the "Daily
Mall" who was at Montreux covering the international TV festival.
CBS' "Judy Garland Show" was "the most exciting and moving
thing I saw during the week. In terms of production and personality,
this d
'ed a whole garden of roses. This show must come to
Britain" .. Britain's entry, "Big Band Concert," got fourth place.
Black describes AT% "s "Jo Stafford Show" entry as "deplorable."
.

Ulster TV is the
film series. "The Terrible
ratings charts .. Warner
TV debut on the ABC-TV

latest ITV station to book the Australian
Ten." which is doing very well in the
Brothers' "SurfSide 6" makes its British

network this week
Specially flown
over from the U. S. for screening on Anglia TV. the Western series
"Cimarron City" bowed this week
.

.

Pat Boone scored a mighty personal success last time he
topped the bill in Val Parnell's televised London Palladium show
two years ago. He repeated on a recent Sunday night
Troubadour William Clauson had a guest spot on TWWs "Here Today"
program .. American folk singer Odetta starred in Granada TV's
"Personal Appearance" program. which was nationally networked.

...

.

Sydney Jennings, who conducts Scottish Television's weekly
"Pets Corner." goes to Canada with his wife in July at the invitation
of Toronto University. Jennings will speak to the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association whose congress is being held at Guelph
Associated - Rediffusion has refused to release Canadian-horn Hughie
Green from his contract. so the BBC has dropped its plans to do a
TV series with him this Somme].
.

Two of Britain's major TV comedians, Charlie Drake and
Tony Hancock. have abandoned BBC-TV for the commercial stations.
Drake has signed a four-year contract with ATV. Hancock, also going
to ATV, is on a shorter contract
Now comes news that Eric
Maschwits. genial chief of BBC-TV's program ideas and development departments, has been asked to work for ITV. "I'm consider.
ing the offer." he says.
.

.

.

Postmaster-General Reginald Bevins has turned down a
request for a cheaper TV license in the fringe (poor reception) areas.
"Licenses simply give permission for sets to be installed and do not
guarantee quality of reception." he told Agriculture Minister Christopher Soames, who sponsored the campaign
Scotland Yard
believes that thieves who have stolen TV sets worth $3-million during
the past five years. have formed a TV rental organisation to dispose
of their hauls
.

.

Reif-Richman

Florence Reif. NBC's supervisor
of religious mogranis and educational features. and Martin F.
Richman. a member of the Root,
Barrett, Cohen, Knapp & Smith
law firm, were married yesterday.

Philly Stations Font
Urban Radio Group
Philadelphia

-

Six radio

buns in this area now offer
facilities to national spot a
users using only one order
ceiving only one invoice, u
the name of The Philadel
Urban Area Group. The u

being represented national

Avery-Knodel.

Stations are WAMS, Wit
ton; WBCB, Levittown, Pa.;'
UD, Trenton; WEEZ. Che,
WICDN, Camden, and WE
Norristown.
The group was formed roll
ing its recommendation by Av
Knodel, which had resea
the market and radio's perf
ante it. The station rep firm
the market is "the co

Web Radio Series Used'
To Teach
Atlanta

Atlanta Adults

-

A

network

series is the basis for an
education course which WS
gram director Elmo Ellis
teach at Emory U. in the 1
term. He will lead an "Invi
to Reading" course based
NBC "Democracy in Am
sequence which ran for 19
on WSB.
Dealing with Alexis de
queville's impressions of A
during the Frenchman's vu'
the 1830s. the course will i
eight weeks of classes, with B
leading discussion periods folk'
ing the play of the taped ra

drama.

STORK NEWS

Ivor Novelle award for the year's outstanding musical composition in films, radio or TV goes to Ron Grainer's French-as-garlic
theme music for the BBC' -TV series "Maigret"
Dora Bryan, lovable comedy actress who was recently the subject of a BBC-TV "This
Is Your Life" program, has won the Best Actress of the Year award
of the British Film Academy for her performance in "A Taste of
Honey"
ATV has put Italian tenor Sergio Franchi under contract for the rest of the tear. Thi. boc i. quite something!

Mr. & Mrs. Larry Hagri4llj
came parents of a boy,
in May 2. Hagman, who is h
tured in CBS-TV's "The Edge
Night." is the son of actress

The
Jilt in the Belfast shipyards. So, who beitcl
lu
.1,,-114111litu program to mark the
50th anniversary of the tragedy. than Ulster TV, whose Hqs. are in
Belfast?

John and Terry Clayton 4
parents of a boy, Robert Bon
Dad is WHLI, Long Island, pu)
tic affairs director.

...

WEDDING BELLS

Los Angeles-In honor of
Independence Day. Gunther
will feature a three-day sal
Israel on his daily "World A
lures" program on KTLA 1
ning today. Less' twin daug
who were born In Israel 14
ago on the day of that state
dependence proclamation,
guests of the Israeli Prime It
ter every year on that day.

.

.

.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Martin.

gious Programs
Special Interest
4,3

State Awards

nib,

11

,

-

ROI IgIOUS

GOODSON CALLS ON NETS
TO LIFT SHOW LEVELS
result of Frr chairman Minow's shor, colt
l'hicagis-A

more piddle affairs programs, but 11,v
quality of entertainment shows has not improved, Mark Good
tile
son cisingeti
convention here or American vt
Benny Does Violin Solos
men in llama end TV. De
In Dell, Ravinia Concerts "I feel that networks have, at le..
Lick Denny will be guest violin- unconsciously, used Inc gambit
ist with the Robin Hood Dell Or- extra public affairs snows as
chestra of Philadelphia. conducted kind of sacrifice onering in opt,
by Johnny Green. on July 31, proto continue to program as beim,
's pen
ceeds going to the arch
beeenned by 10111 Tatman
sion fund. Two days earlier, he
Bill 'I oilman, partner writ, (jowl
will solo at Chicago's annual Rs son in Litoolson-Todman PIONIN
vinia Festival. The CBS-TV DOM
lions, urged toe networks, as a
edlan's concerts have netted over means of improving eritertainment
so
charities
music
for
$3 million
programming, to give independent
ciarti of TV has

pro-

tei,,, the special interest
in vt.mpetition for the '62
ate Awards at the annual
1

for Education by Radio-

of the Air," produced
end "The Man
to be King," by the CBC
rot awards among the 1961
at radio and TV programs,
lively.
ial interest was one of nine
to classes into which the
high number of 796 enthe 26th annual competidivided. Entries in each
re further divided by naregional or local interest.
Ten 'Firsts' for CRC
CBC, leading winner with
of 10 first awards, won top
honors among national culprograms for its "CBC
" The National Educational
ad Radio Center, Station
San Francisco. and the
on the TV award for "An
f Kings."
ng national programs dealth personal and social prob"The Way of the Indian"
first for CBC radio, and
won a first for its TV entry.
hmp."
h

News,

free-lance motion
director from the New
been
elected preshas
area,
of the Screen Directors Inional Guild, succeeding doctary director Willard Van

-

far.

Riddleberger (hairs
Epilepsy Fund Unit
Stephen C. Riddleberger, presi0-0 radio stations, has been
named the na-

dent of the ABC

tional radio-TV
chairman of the
United EpilepAssociation.
The campaign
for funds opened the first of
May, and will
provide aid to
sy

the

1.5

million
with

afflicted

epilepsy in the
United States.
RIDOLEBERGER
The association was founded in 1954 to supof
epilepsy report development
search and create modern clinics
and medical self -rehabilitation
fat-dates

vertising is a concentrator of our civilization,
its
oat outstanding characteristics of civilization, and by
-

loarrington Launching
few Noonday Feature

tdrago-A new daily. one-hour

lone, music and news show,
Harrington, beIbtoday at noon on WBBM. The
will also include farm reins by Bill Mason and two CBS
uio "Dimension" features, "Hal.
Irood Today" and "A Woman's
IF Masten."
altee'd by John

iv

-

if your children watch violent
programs on TV, look first not at
TV. but at yourself. For what
are you using TV? Is it a replacemerit for you?"
TV provides people what people
want, he added. To change the
programs TV provides, change the
wants of people. Remember that
even with three hours a day of
viewing per person, there are still
21 other hours for home. family.
church, school, for all the rest
of civilization.
"If you don't care for something
you see in this mirror of ourselves, let's not destroy the mirror. Let's change the picture the
mirror has to reflect. Let's start
with us and keep watching TV as
it shows

prouucers "Ire chance, tne free
nom, and, above all else, the i.e
couragement" they so vitally need
to create further for TV. He
charged network resentment of
independents, while noting that
70 per cent of all TV entertainment today is created by independent packagers.
Has Three Suggestions
Goodson suggested three way
of bettering entertainment pre
grams: "First, let's see to it that
men with imagination, antelligeni .
and taste are given the prerogativi
of programming with a freer hand.
second, let's stop making stereotyped judgments which rank programs in a status hierarchy. A
is not
better than a good Western. A
good quiz or panel show is superior to a tasteless drama. Third.
we must set aside the idea that
TV's function to entertain runs a
poor third to its obligation to educate and inform."
Lauds the Independent
In Todman's opinion, the independent should continue to dominate network programming. "He is
doing what the networks cannot
do. If he doesn't create for TV,
who, will you please tell me. is
going to?"
-

ITV Mirrors Viewers: Cash
picking out
dramatic devices. making
Characteristics stand out still
" TVB President Norman E.
told a Friday luncheon of
olic Apostolate of Radio,
Advertising in New York.
'e mirror of our people that
V is not moral or immoral,
aid. "It is simply a mirror:

104:

us the progress we are
making, said Cash. "It's certainly
the moral measure of our time"

WONE Prexy Appoints
Venard, Rintoul as Rep

-

Dayton
Venard. ItIntoul &
McConnell will represent WONE
here beginning June 1, station
president Eugene Carr said. The
firm also reps two other stationof which Carr is president: W11.
BC, Canton, and WPDQ, Jack
sonville.
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Stan Burns Rests on Job

WINS, in conjunction with theopening of MGM's "The Horizontal Lieutenant." at Loew's State
Theatre Friday, will broadcast
Stan Z. /turns' "Hi There Universe" show from the theatre lobby. Stan will conduct the entire
show from a horizontal position,
reclining on a couch.

Ti. run.
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'Password' to Spend

-

3 Weeks in

Hollywood

"Password," ('BS.
Hollywood
TV's word-association game ordinarily televised from New York,
will originate both its daytime and
evening shows here for the three
weeks beginning May 21, Guests
in the first week will be Lee Marvin and Ann Sothern on the daytime show, and Dennis Weaver
and Ed le Adams in the evening.

American Composers
In 'Music Week' Fete
will

Neff. feel
Music Week by featuring the
composer
work of an American
on the five scheduled "Symphony

WQXli

Leo "Zeke" Manners has returned to local radio with a
Saturday night "Sing Along with Leo" program on KNX. Zeke is
well remembered for his many years on the air here and in New York
during the thirties. His new program is designed to provide a singalong show that can be taken to the beach and other recreational areas.

They include Aaron Copland's
Symphony No. 3. William Schuman's Third Symphony, George
Gershwin's Porgy and Bess Suite,
John Alden Carpenter's Adventures in a Perambulator and

William Grant Still's "Sandji,"
Tomorrow, WQXR will honor
the late Enrico Caruso during a
musical "special" in which Francis J. Robinson of the Metropolitan Opera, Rosa Ponselle, Bruno
Zirato and Giovanni Martinelli
be heard. Caruso's voice
four solos.

will

be heard in

Sornoff

Kewin hew Pop I)
tic enlightenment and good citizenship."

*

*

Tony Martin goes dramatic in "Death Valley Days" on
KRCA tomorrow night with a portrayal of A. P. Giannini, founder of
the Bank of America
Tennessee Ernie Ford has lifted the option
of Hank Jones and Dean Kay for another 13 weeks, "Dick Powell
Show" producer Aaron Spelling has signed Slicker Rooney to star
in "Everybody Loves Sweeney" and is trying to pact as director Arthur
Hiller, who directed Rooney in "Somebody's Waiting." for which he
received his Emmy nomination,

...

ff

Hall" programs through Friday.

will

ViD2-kXA 2,98

Cartoonist Al Capp got back

as

good as he gave in thv

popular pastime of blasting TV programming at the NAFBRAT Awards
Dinner the other night. Jack Douglas and Harry Trenner particularly
excelled in stating the case for the video arts, but newsman Bill Stout
had the last word when he told Capp, "It's too bad your set works!"

*

*

As far as the local production companies are concerned,
Screen Gems fared best in the Emmy derby with 12 nominations in
five series. Four Star was second with 9, followed by Bing Crosby
Enterprises with 8 and Revue with 6
BLit Productions, TV and
industrial commercial company, has added three new executives.
Steven AI. Perry as production co-ordinator and sales; Danny Donahue
as editorial head and Bob Robb as head of video tape operations and
staff director
KNXT newsman Jerry Dunphy leaves next Monday
on a three week tour of military bases in Europe. Sound-on-film
stories will be air-expressed to the station for use on "The Big News"
and 11 O'Clock Report," Maury Green will fill in for Dunphy on
"The Big News" with John Hart covering Green's "Special Assign-

...

...

ment."

Emmy nominee Edie Adams will be guest of honor at the
annual Father's Day dinner of the Tobacco Table in Philadelphia on
June 7. She is being honored by the tobacco industry as a result of
her appearances in Muriel Cigar TV commercials
KTLA has
named Dalton Danon director of film operations. Danon had previously
held sales manager posts with Medallion TV, Bernard L. Schupert,
MPTV and Guild but has been inactive since last September due to
a serious illness
Troy Donahue leaves for Honolulu today to join
"Hawaiian Eye," in which he will appear opposite Connie Stevens.
The pair have appeared in a number of feature pictures together.
.

With midterm elections in the
offing, Sarnoff told the women
voters, prompt legislative action
on 315 is necessary if the radio
and TV webs are to present candidates in face-to-face debates this
Fall, without the obligation of
scheduling fringe nominees hour
after hour.
The "Great Debate" programs
in 1960 between the two major
presidential candidates, he maintained, "fully justifies a prompt
end to the equal-time penalty."
The nation's voting rate took
its greatest spurt with the advent
of TV on a major scale, he pointed
out, adding:
"From a dip below 52 per cent
in 1948, it rose above 62 per cent
in 1952, first election after TV
came into its own. In 1956, the
rate stayed over 60 per cent despite the unexciting nature of a
contest dominated by an incumbent of great popularity. And, in
the last presidental election, the
voting turnout climbed beyond 66
per cent."

'Cleveland Ccremodore'

-

"Cleveland ComCleveland
modore," a three-times weekly,
five-minute boating feature, begins this evening on WERE. Emcee is Johnny McKinney, and
sponsor is Owens Yacht Co.

.

.

.

.

Harriett Blue of KVA. San Francisco, has been elected western area VP of American Women in Radio and Television
Producer-writer Danny Arnold will author the book for "Major and Minor,"
Broadway musical, for Fall production. The music will be written by
Andre Previn, with lyrics by his wife, Dory
William Lieb has
been upped to supervising editor for Bill Burrud's "True Adventure"
series, Peter Good has been appointed film editor on the same production.

...

.

.

.

"Checkmate" star Anthony George will star in a "Voice
of the Turtle" presentation at O'Hare Theatre in Chicago from June
21 through July 3. He will collect $5,000 a week plus 25 per cent
of everything over $14,000 for the thirteen performances. He set a
house record with "Mr. Roberts- in Charlotte, N C. last year.

Freberg Cited for Video Ads
Stan Freberg, proponent of the "hilarious sell" in TV commercials through his Freberg, Ltd., firm, told some 1,200 at
the awards luncheon of the third
American TV Commercials Festival that ads with humor in them
do sell, and as an example cited
his Chun King campaign. He noted that although the campaign
had won an award at last year's
festival, it resulted in a 25 per
cent business increase for Chun
King's Products,

Freberg received a special citation from festival director Wallace A. Ross for Chun King,
Cheerios, Nytol and TV Guide
commercials,
They were cited "not merely
for humor, but for fresh and uninhibited concepts and technical
excellence of execution."

Watch but Don't
Roaming Homo So

Detroit-"Opening Day
Zoo," which heralds the be
of another season for one
city's most famous Sums
tractions, will be colors
nesday by WWJ-TV, spona
Peter Eekrich & Sons, Via
Inc. Host Sonny Eliot WI
viewers to the Elephant
which boasts four of th
beasts in a demonstration
surprising lightfootedness.1

Town Theatre Sok
To WNDT

for Slut'

h 'rheatr
time the origination poi
CBS-TV's famed "Studio
has been purchased by
Channel 13, for its main

NI,,

V,

facilities.
Samuel B. Gould, Educ
Broadcasting Corp. prexy
the fully equipped studio,
known as Studio 55, will
station's film and video tap
ter.
"It is heartening to us to 1
Gould said "that Channel
start its operation in the Fat
top quality facilities and
nical equipment."

'Music of Japan' Leadi
'International' TV Set'

-

Philadelphia
"Music
pan" will be the first pre

tion in "The International:
series premiering on WCA
Sunday. The program of Jay
songs, dances and orchestral
lions in the Tokyo Broady.
System's contribution to th
nation exchange conducted t
CBS-owned TV stations
broadcasters from other na
Future programs in the
will be furnished by brow
ing companies in Australia, 1
ico, Canada,
Argentina.
Great Britain. Yugoslavia
Ireland.
The CBS-owned station's1
tribution to this year's cacti
is "Eugene Ormandy's Sow
America." produced by Wit
TV.

'Editorials for Action'
Wins Plaudits for WFIL
Philadelphia -- WFILTV's "Editorials for Action"
ies has been given the F
of Community Councils of.
adelphia Certificate of A
its "contribution to the
welfare of the citizens
area." George A. Koehler,
manager, accepted the a
behalf of the year-long
of editorials,

now Sees '61 Globes
alalbr

4001411

Wilson (R.,
partner in
Slocum
&
agency,
Wilson
go. Other guests include
president
T. Lipscomb Jr.,
PA advertising bureau;
Mitchell. VP at Curtis
g Co.. and John Conof Cunningham & Walsh.

Stabin and Michael
art group supervisors at
vertising, have been prole VPs . Edward Allen
the start of Aylin AdDallas, as senior arrd

.

.
Star Brewing, via Glenn
Bing, Dallas, will produce
nsor a series of half-hour
grams, "The Lone Star
" on about a dozen
tern stations. Jim Thom-known outdoorsman, will
the series in the studios
A. Dallas.

bird annual Area IV Armed
Award will be presented
allivan May 18 at the New
Advertising Club, for his
ution to the morale and
support of the armed sere-

"

us Foods division of U. S.
has appointed Donahue
to handle ads for its line

a, peanut butter and candy.
igency has also announced
n to its staff of Charles W.
as an account exec. He was

v

with Merrill Anderson

SI Western States Advertising
try Association has scheduled
th annual conference WedIlly through Saturday at Palm
Pro, Calif. The meet kicks off
us golf touurnament, business
Mu to start Thursday mornIe

HIA'Program PM' Airs
Surly of Mental Health

toton-A mental health study

Suburbia's Children" is the
soh in the WBZ's Program PM
Ws, "Sounds of Democracy,"
Friday. The documentary
knees interviews with people
leered
ed in mental health field, as
work of the Greater Framham Child Guidance Clinic.
8

I

NBC's Chet Huntley
Boston - NBC News

C111111111211

Advertising Women of New York hold their 50th ann
banquet May 23 on the St. Regis Roof.
master will be TV's Mike Wallace. Principal speake
Rep. Bob
an inactive

r

Boston U. Honoring

AGENCY NEWSCAST
ay

71 Dote

Thought for Today
"Under our system of broad
casting financed by advertisers
rather than by government sub
sidies, the utilization of program
formats designed to attract and
maintain a high share of the audience is essential. True, this is a
form of 'rule by the majority' but
in a democracy it is to be preferred to "rule by the minority," and
in our view greatly to be preferred to a government-operated
broadcast system."
-Sterling C. Quinlan
ARC VP. Gen. Mar WRKB.

Whir Chet Huntley will be awarded an honorary degree by Boston
U. at the annual commencement
exercises June 3.
Adlai E. Stevenson, U. S. um
bassador to the UN. will be the
commencement speaker, and is
also to receive an honorary degree. Two other honorary degree
recipients will be Richard Cardinal Cushing and Bruce Calton,
Civil War historian.
Huntley has been with NBC
since 1955. Before that he worked
for both CBS and ABC.

Steel Again Bars R-TV
ICeatiewd /gem Peps 1)
ed R-TV reporters were welcome

-as

long

they left their trade

as

tools behind!

Following

a

protest by broad-

cast newsmen two weeks ago, U. S.
Steel said it had barred them from

60 U.S. Marls Airing

Two

nth-Fox Series

Two 20th-Fox TV hour series.
"Hong Kong" and "Five Fingers."
are now both sold in more than
60 domestic markets following the
closing of seven additional areas
during the past two weeks, it was
reported by syndication manager
Howard B. Anderson.
New purchasers of the programs
are KOIN-TV. Portland, Ore.:
WNAC-TV. Boston: WBIR-TV,
Knoxville; W T V M. Columbus,
Ga.; WDSU-TV, New Orleans:
WTVC. Chattanooga. and WBTV.
Charlotte.

Cosh Decries Residuals
Moot:owed from he. 5)
unions involved will be heard

to
the extent that they can again appear on advertiser payrolls."
In TvB's yearly report on spot

billings,

chewing

gum,

baked

goods and soft drinks led all the
rest, in that order. Altogether.
1,246 advertisers spent more than
$20,000 each for gross time. compared with 1.285 in '60. The national total came to $617,398,000
compared with $603,294,000 in '60.
an increase of 2.3 per cent.

Top leading brand honors went
to Wrigley Chewing Gum, whose
spot expenditures were $10,098,750.

grocery were the
largest product classification, with
billings of $170,988,000, followed
by comestics and toiletries at
$59,803,000; ale. beer and wine at
$52,667,000, and household laundry products at $48,185,000.
Largest advertiser in the medium was P&G with $56,704,290.
Food

and

its quarterly earnings report "only
because the place was too small
and jampacked." A spokesman
told Rama-TV DAII.V at that time.
"Next time we'll pre-determlne
Late Friday afternoon C. S. Steel
informed this newspaper it would
provide taped recordings of today's meeting-but it still would
"absolutely not" allow broadcasters to bring in equipment,
the broadcasters' interest and provide adequate quarters."
This time, however, a room
large enough for 3000 stockholders
and "three big press tables" won't
even have room for a suit-case
sized tape-recorder.
The new denial of access came
as a greater shock to radio and
TV newsmen because of a "harmony meeting" with company representatives last Wednesday when
the newsmen gained the impression that U. S. Steel regretted
having kept them out of the previous meet ing

plenir.1.7174tee
'20th Century' Talk
Reveals More Tests
Will Determine Start
"It's too early to tell"

whether satellite TV would
be perfected in time to broadcast the 1984 Olympic Games from
Japan and Australia, FCC chair-

Newton Minow revealed
yesterday in an interview with
correspondent Walter
news
CBS
Cronkite on CBS-TV's "Twentieth
man

Century" segment titled
Satellite That Talks."

Expressing belief that the

satellites.
'Perhaps In a Decade'
"Eventually," Minow continued,
"we hope, perhaps in a decade
.. you might have direct broadcasting from the United States
into homes in Japan or in Africa
or in South America. And at that
point the control of-whether the
program will allowed to be received-will rest with the techniques of jamming or whatever
else the other countries wanted
to do."
He pointed out that we could
not feasibly put a relay satellite over another government's
territory without its permission,
but added that "fortunately this
is one area of the world where
countries seem to want to agree
because they all want to communicate with each other.
Sees Cooperation Vital
The first thing will happen,
if we do have TV by satellite, will
be broadcasting from our country
to a receiver or station in another
country." Minow said. "In other
words, we won't go directly from
our studio to a set in another
country. So it will depend, in the
first instance, on the cooperation
at the other end, of converting
the signal when it arrives and
sending into the homes of the
people in that particular country "

of

National Academy

of Television Arts & Sciences
Congratulates The Nominees For the

1961-1962 EMMY AWARDS
And Looks Forward To Greeting Them
at the NBCAcodeiny Press Reception
In Their Honor
on Monday, Moy 14th
at 6:00 PM
in the New Emmy Room
at Sardi's East

www.americanradiohistory.com

1964

date is "optimistic." he said, however. that "we'll know more when
they start sending up several of
the experimental communication

The New York Chapter
The

'The

Recognition of
WGN Radio's
Performance
111...
IMO

Here is tangible proof that quality programming
recognized and rewarded. More important than
the awards is the excellence of performance and service to the communities and people in the vast area
served by WGN Radio's clear channel signal. Performance and service that deliver and keep building
loyal audiences day after day, year after year.
is

MI

vat
Yale (111K1111%

Alfred P. Sloan Auord-1958.59.60 IL Amerlean College of Radio Artr, Craft, and Science,
Ainark-1961 C. Four Chaplain, Aurnd-1961
0. Broadeart Pioneers lid Annual "Mile Award"
-1962 IL Freedoms Foundation Medal-- 1958
A.

WGN is Chicago
Quality. Integrity Rtsponsittility. Periarmor,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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'KANGAROO COURT' FOR TV?
Will Senate Group
Give 'Guilty' Verdict,
Hold Trials Later?

,LCOA SNARES

TILLER DRAMA
First Tale by Playwright
Sold for Regular Series

aPPOrtIn BPorI011 el

---

evue Studios and "Alcoa Pre-

re" have announced the pur
of the first story by Arthu
vier to be bought for a regula
f dramatic series. Titled "I
f:es a Thief," the story was in
:en Magazine, March issue.
's a mystery story in light
1, and will be aired on "AP"
Wentisssil es Nun 7I
,

use

keen Arts Earnings

Siral Up to $1.1-Mil.
Arts Productions, Ltd.
terday announced earnings of
5100,555, after taxes. This is equient to 85 cents per share, for
fiscal year ending Jan. 31 and
copares with a loss of $1,090,212
the previous year, David B.
((man, president, told share:even

)

!

ders.

:omplete details of earnings
be published in the corn-

.I1

Wonvisseif es Fags

BS

Radio's 1st

71

Affiliate

140 Years Old Thursday
Philadelphia

-

WCAU, CBS
marks its 40
.niversary Thursday. The stain began as a 250-watt independit in 1922, was the first to affiliate
ith CBS in 1927, went to 50 kw
'32 and was purchased (along
ith WCAU-TV) by ('BS in '58.
bins

0-0

here,

1

(Cestkumel an

idol.

FTC

Screen Gems Report

Lowers Boom

On Rise Video Ads
:

111...

-

of RADIO.TY

DAILY

Washington
Carter Products
and its ad agency, Sullivan, Stauf&
Bayles,
have been
fer, Colwell
ordered by the FTC to stop alleged diparagement of competitive shaving creams in their TV
commercials.
Carter manufactures Rise shaving cream, and has been charged
by the FTC with having misrepresented the qualities of rival
(Command on Page 8)

Carlton Fredericks, radio commentator on nutrition, tomorhit back at what he terms "the insidious campaign to
waged by the AmeriIn Medical Association and at
and Drug Administration and the
!sot two Federal agencies."
FCC, as well as the AMA, have
In advance of his Carnegie Hall
attacked him "by publicity and
innuendo."
"This is the worst kind of cen(Catuivossl as Pons

41

A 9-Months' Topper

ilor, president .1
A. p, n
Screen Grins, yesterday reported
net income for the first nine
months of the '62 fiscal year (July
1, '61 thru Mar. 31) of $2,428,236
after estimated taxes as compared
with $1,817,752 for the previous
simular period. This is equivalent
to 96 cents per share, based upon
2,538,400 shares outstanding, as
against 72 cents for the first nine
months of the '61 fiscal year.
According to Jerome Hyams,
SG executive VP and general
manager. these figures represent
,

(Continued on Page

To CBS-TV Thru 1966

CBS-TV has obtained exclusive
rights to telecast the Kentucky
Derby for the next four years. A
fixture on the network's sports
schedule since 1948, under the present agreement the Derby will continue to be an exclusive feature
through 1986.

Sylvania Prods. Resuming
Color TV Tubes Oufout

Sylvania Electric Products. General Telephone subsid, yesterday
announced it is resuming production of color television picture
tubes. Its 21-inch, 90-degree shadow mask. round glass tube will
be available in '63. Tubes will be
manufactured at the Seneca Falls,
N. Y. plant.
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Dale Smith Managing
Los Angeles FM Outlet

II"...

Pap al

Kentiekv Derby Rights

Where ere your 60-seeaud commercials tonight?

we will
Dazzle me

nth any wrong-doing, the Food

RADID TV PAIL?

work officials but there was no
effort to hide the legislators' plan
that the "accused" were to be
found guilty first, with their trial
to be held later on.
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, under the chairmanship of Sen. Thomas J. Dodd
(D., Conn.), has had a mg head
line-strewn history of probing
crime, violence and sex on TV. It
has attempted a connection be-

wirer, , ra
Both sides of the (1111 are tie
paring the audiences of New York's top Network station and WPIX-11. Nielson has proved
that qualitatively the "audience content" of a
rating point on both stations is the same.

credericks Stages Meeting
To Hit Back at "Muzzling"

Ppearance, Fredericks said that,
(though no one has charged him

-

The Dodd
Washington
Subcommittee yesterday let
Daily
know it
the Radio-TV
is unwilling to confirm an
exact date for hearing net-

oI 0.1010 71'

DAILY

Los Angeles
KHOF-FM has
named V. Dale Smith general
manager. He has been filling the
operational position for the past 15
months. Previously he was a gen-

eral program director in Okinawa.
Robert F. Stiles was named KHOF-FM commercial manager and
public relations director.

Nutmegaers Acsemble
Hartf^r4 May 24

-

Hartford
The general Spring
assembly of the Connecticut
Broadcasters Association Is set
for Thursday. :flay 24. "Overpopulation" of stations, personnel
training programs and new programs trends are on the aeen4a.
CAA VP Robert S. Tyrol of WTIC
heads arrangements.
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Mental Health Spec
On Tap for TV in

-

(hi

Chicago
A two -pail taped
special. "Hope for the Mentally
Ill." will be aired Monday on

WHIM-TV.

In the first half of the 30 -minute
special, actress Jayne Meadows
(Mrs. Steve Allen) will discuss
her own nervous breakdown, suffered while she was in her teens.
The second half will present statements by Gov. Otto C. Kerner.
the station's Gordon Barnewall.
and authorities in the field.
Director of the special is Rich;(rd Dumont.

-

Get the Picture?
Cleveland
"Weather Window." a new five-minute weather
program, has begun on W.TW-TV
Doney is host.

.11n,

commercial filming.
DON TREVOR, Doyle. Dane, &embech
op and director of rodio.TV, hos Leh on a
month's business trip to Europe.

Hollywood from London, where he obtain.
special footage of the British Admiralty
for use in an upcoming TV special

--

Seminars. Luncheons and guest
speakers
mainstays of previous
seminars
were replaced by a
comprehensive, eight-week course
of instruction in the ins-and-outs
of the broadcasting business. A total of 25 prominent industry execs.
representing agencies, station
reps, networks and stations were
the Doti,.
111.1# IT,
for the as-

Brothers Kalb Share News
,ad its new
established in

Soo'
Hong

Kalb is currently on leave from
The New York Times, which he
joined in 1946 as a news writer
for its radio station, WQXR. He is
a brother of Marvin Kalb, CBS
News' Moscow correspondent.
From 1956 until last year, Kalb

a member of The Times'
Southeast Asia bureau. He took a
leave of absence to accept the
1961-'62 press fellowship granted
annually to an American foreign
correspondent by the Council on
Foreign Relations.

Admiral

TOM HOWELL, vp of Cellomatic, division
of Screen Gems. to Puerto Rim for audiovisual presentation for Lack magazine solo

Nigh but
Corp. 1634 16%

334

T. &

T..

.125
244s

AVCO

40%

CBS

201

Columbia Pic.

meeting,
Dacca

GALLERY. NBC sports director,
PERRY SMITH, NBC.TV sports producer and
sporlscosler BUD PALMER, have

TOM

to N. Y. from las Vegas, where they
covered the Tournament of Champions Golf
Classic,

Disney

Kodak

BOB FORWARD, KLAC executive op. and
OSTRUP, op in charge of sales, have
d to Hollywood after o business
Hip throughout eodeen morkeds,

Wolper Signs Holmes
For Fisherman 'Story'

William Holmes, who produced
and directed "Story of a Tiger
Hunter" in India for Wolper Productions, has been signed to do
another segment in the series.
"Story of a Fisherman." The documentary will be filmed off the
Pacific Coast near Los Angeles,
utilizing the San Pedro fishing
fleet.

Va. AP Broadcasters
Elect Robert Lambe

-

Norfolk
hobs° t M. Land))
president of WTAR-AM-TV, has
been elected president of the
Virginia Associated Press Broadcasters. succeeding Wip Robinson
III, of WSVA-AM-TV, Harrisonburg.
Charles Craig. WDVA, Danville, was elected VP, and Joseph
Moffatt, WSLS-AM-TV, Roanoke.
treasurer.

Others named to the executive
committee were Don Murray,
WDBJ-AM-TV. Roanoke: Ambert
Dail. MGM. Newport News; John
Columbus, WPUV, Pulaski; Earl
Hundley, WLPM, Suffolk, and
Fran Russell, WLVA - AM -TV,
Lynchburg.
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65 Graduated from RTES
Time Buying, Selling Class
Time Buying & Selling Seminar,
it
was announced by Erwin
Ephron of A.C. Nielsen Co.. Seminar Committee chairman. Coupled with the Fall graduating class
of 48. the Spring group brings
the 1961-'62 tally to 113 graduates
for the RTES-sponsored buyingselling Seminar.
The eight-week Spring session
was completed Apr. 24.
Simultaneous with Ephron's announcement of the Spring graduates. RTES executive direct°,
Claude Barrere revealed that the
1962-'63 TB & SS session will be
launched early in the forthcoming
Fall.
New Techniques
The 1961-'62 Seminar represented a marked departure in approach and techniques from former Time Buying and Selling

NEW

..... ned

65 broadcast and advertising industry persons
A total
were graduated from the 1961262 Spring session of the Radio
and Television Executives Society

kiltalCO CITY OFFICE: P,M, Marl. AMC*
am. CuernmG Morelos. Moyle,
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STUART, producer, has

of

Loam, Sorrow. Emilla.

an

GRIFFITH. Fame., Inc. op to Ft.
Landyrdale production office for Poclioment
PETER

lid,

SIre.ProsIMAI

Holltene OGG Pk., NMI .....
CHICAGO BUREAU

NORM HAWKINS, CKLW-TV sales manes
ger, in town from Detroit on business

RICHARD BASEHART hos lest lor Swab
Conn., to star in o production of
Richows III"
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Youths learn TV on Job

Via Station Scholarship
Detroit

-

WXYZ-TV

has in-

augurated a Summer scholarship
for college students in the Detroit
metropolitan area, according to
John F. Pival, president of WXYX
Inc. Available to both males and
females, it will encompass all
areas of practical TV production
Pival said that the continuing
growth of the industry points to
a need to train production personnel for the future. He said the
plan should help interest qualified
students in TV. Three judges will
select the students for on-thejob training at the studio during
the Summer.

Teacher to NvIrcm-TV
Toledo-Gail A. Peery. former

high school journalism and speech
teacher. nas joined the WTOL-TV
news staff.

-

Partch Pitching
Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Bob Fetich
has taken over WVIP's "Early
Bird Show."

Congratulations,
Edieon your two

Emmy
nominations

HERE'S EDIE
ABCTV
For outstanding

program achievement
in the field of

variety.

EDIE ADAMS
For outstanding

performance
in

a

variety or

musical program

or series.

Muriel Cigars
Division of
t

CONSOLIDATED CIGAR CORPORATION

www.americanradiohistory.com

Joel McCreos Ride Hi(
On 'Here's Hollywoou

Joel McCrea, his wife and It
son, Jody, will be featured it.,
episode of NBC - TV's )11.)

Hollywood," to

WLW-T

By TED GREEN

Staley, TV salesman at The Katz Agency and an exradio announcer, devotes much of his spare time reading for Recording
for the Blind. Says that the organization needs more readers to record
textbooks and other educational material, available gratis to blind
students. Requests come in for an average of 1.600 recorded books a
month from blind high school and college students who depend upon
the taped volumes to get them through school and college. Anyone
interested in devoting a few spare hours weekly should call Don at
The Katz Agency-JUdson 2-9200.

Jeff Low, Syracuse U. singing discovery, will make Summer
',lock appearances in "Under the Turn l'um Tree'
The Herb Dorf',ins the's an assistant "PM" producer) welcomed their first daughter
Look-alikes: Comic Archie Robbins and Frank Sinatra . . .
Actor Crane Jackson turned down three silo circuit offers in order
to remain available for TV bookings
Ronnie Brisk and Arlene
Casey, the exciting new singing-comedy team, signed with Morse-Gurtman Associates for PR representation ... The fan magazines are stepping up their concentration on sensationalism. Networks are refusing
to cooperate with several of them
Skip Cunningham, the Kapp
recording artist, is at the Baby Grand in Harlem for two weeks.

...

.

.

CINCINNATI
NUMBER 1
COLOR TV

- MARKET

rush more Loh» 7A acts per
population in Cincinnati than in
any other U. S. city!

-with

over 55 hours of weekly
color programs, including 30 hours
of NBC Network and 25 hours of
WLW -T's own local originations
.. averaging b4 of WLW-T nighttime shows in color!

-with WLW-T

survey proving
color commercials 3i% times more
effective than black and white

commercials!

-with

the many

WLWT techni-

cal contributions to the color television industry!
So there's

a pot of gold waiting
for advertisers at the end of the

WLW-T color rainbow.
Call your WLW Representative
you'll be glad you did!

.)t

Th.*111,
WLW-A WLW-I

VZ2f;

...

sta.).
WLW WLW-0 WLW-C

cc*, .......sung

Tt.=

be

aired earl

June.
The show, taped at McCr'

.

.

.

.

.

* *

How they got Started: George and Betty Skinner, tell their
West Coast audience what's cooking in New York's celebrity circles.
The show business veterans broadcast Monday through Saturday from
3:15-9 PM on ABC Radio's Los Angeles 0-0 KABC. "The Skinners,"
which debuted last week, is taped daily by ABC affiliate WSTC (Stamford, Conn.) directly from the couple's home in Old Greenwich. The
show features interviews with prominent personalities and narratives
on the latest East Coast celebrity news. George has been a newspaper,
radio and TV reporter for 23 years. having worked in Cincinnati,
Philadelphia and New York. He is also an experienced radio and TV
emcee and panel moderator, hosting WABC's morning show in 1956
and moderating ABC Radio's "Make Up Your Mind" the same year.
Betty has been featured on several syndicated and dramatic programs
and devoted the last few years of her 20-year marriage strictly to
caring for the two Skinner sons, Doug, 16, and David, 10.

...

Goings on at WMCA
When Joe O'Brien 16-10 AMI announced that Meredith Wilson's "Chicken Fat" recording was unavailable in local disk shops, result was an immediate call from Tom Costello, Mt 7:35 AM yell national director of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce, telling Joe that the JCC would take all orders at 30c per
Three times weekly, general manager Steve Labunski hosts luncheon
meetings at the Carriage Club for ad agency execs interested in learning more of the station's precedent-setting report on audience motivalion. The event is always SRO
Special department set up in the
PR office to answer nation-wide inquiries about WMCA's suit in the
L. S. Supreme Court challenging New York State's legislative apportionment. Talk about public service!

...

...

*

*

Steve McQueen and James Garner, two TV "graduates,"
seem to have deserted that medium entirely. Each has appeared in
motion pix since relinquishing their TV series, and their next efforts
will be joined for the Mirisch Co.'s film, "The Great Escape"
.
Eli Wallach wants to take advantage of all those TV offers he has
been receiving, but is too busy with films-"Adventures of a Young
Man" and "How The West Was Won," to name two
Jason Robards,
Jr., managed to squeeze in a TV taping between his performances in
"A Thousand Clowns"
Coinciding with the celebration of his
25th year in show business, Nat King Cole has announced the unveiling of his own record company, K. C. Records. Cole will continue
his long-time association with Capitol Records. First releases for the
company are "Tiger Twist," hit song from the Italian film, "Tropico
di Notte," recorded by Armando Sciascias orchestra, b/w "Bi-a-BiChuca," and Chucl Dallis singing "Come on, Let's Go" b/w "The Image
a

.

...

.

of You."

.

Conejo Valley ranch, will incll
a demonstration of calf ropin:,
the corral, trick horseman.
and activities around the ram

Schenkel Gets Bust
For Helping Youths
TV sportscaster Chris Sch.:
was honored yesterday at a to
monial luncheon given by the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
his contributions to the devel.
ment of youth across the nab
Schenkel. for many years a
network broadcasting personal
describing the nation's ma
sports events. was cited for
"sincere and dedicated continu
volunteer efforts in helping
build physical fitness, strengt)
the moral fibre and stimulate
personality of the younger gen
ation which will soon have
responsibilities of adulthood
its shoulders."
Schenkel was presented will
bust of himself, sculptured
Michael J. Giacco.

'International lone' Aix
Problems of New Naforn
"The Morning After," latest
the "International Zone" I
series, will examaine the realit
and responsibilities encounter
by Tanganyika since its indept
dence last December on WNB
TV May 20. Alistair Cooke is ho
"Zone." initiated by the U.
Broadcasters' Committee for t
UN. is produced by UN TV. It
seen on 61 U. S. TV stations.

Record Reported by
IContinued hem Page

S. G
1)

nine-month earnin
figures in the diversified cor,
pany's history. Hyams turtle
noted that third quarter carol')
were $1,055,509, equivalent to
cents per share, for the high(
single quarter in Screen Gen
history.
the

best

STORK NEWS
It's a boy, Jeffrey Steven, 1
Nadine & Sherri! Hops. Father
assistant director of merchandi
ing for KNX -CPRN, L. A.

Anthony Thomoupolos, NB
International sales services coo
dinator, and his wife, Piping, hebecome

Anne.

the

parents of

a

gr

THE PRICE OF TOMATOES
THE DICK POWELL SHOW

- NBC

TV

-A

FOUR STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTION

INGER
STEVENS

PETER

FALK

Nominated for

Nominated for

outstanding performance by an actress

outstanding performance by an actor

in

a

in a leading role.

leading role.

RICHARD ALAN SIMMONS
Producer-Writer
Nominated for outstanding writing achievement in drama.

LEITH STEVENS
Composer

Nominated for outstanding achievement in original music composed for television

Filmex Opens Doors
To Creative Center
Filmex, Inc.. motion picture
production company serving advertising. education. business and
the TV arts. has announced completion of its new creative-film
center in New York City. The
company was founded in 1959
by Robert Bergmann.
The new production center contains a large sound shooting stage.
screening room, editing facilities.
working kitchen, production offices. mass print and expediting
facilities. production conference
room. carpenter shop, dark rooms.
sound and video control room for
tape recording. rye and real
screen projection facilities.

Friendly Gets Accolade
From Boston Press Club

The Boston Press Club has presented its Headliner Award to
Fred W. Friendly, exec producer
of CBS-TV's "CBS Reports," for
"outstanding TV journalism in
1961." The award was given to
Friendly at the club's annual
doinci

Warner Bros. Makes Sure
That 'Kilroy Was Here'
"Kilroy

Here.' it was announced by Bill Orr. The stories
will be comedy adventures of
soldiers in World War II. Series is
planned for 1963-64 showing.
Was

'Magnificent Humbug'
To Profile CBS's Life
"The Magnificent Humbug." an
original TV play profiling tne life
of George Bernard Shaw, will be
presented on **Repertoire TheatreSaturday. on WCBS TV. The
drama, written by Chicagoan
-

Anne Nicholson, touches on the
playwright's personal life, the
era in which he lived, and some
of his plays.

Raymond Has Share
Of Milwaukee Station
slob wilsel:
I

is

Ps

l

CP.

Corp

as .,111112.

from Howard Miller Enterprises.
Chicago. was announced here over
the weekend. Jack Raymond. general manager of WFOX and
Marine Capital Corp.. equal own-

of Fox Broadcasting. will
complete final transfer of the station license and property after
FCC approval.
Raymond is a veteran of some
30 years in Milwaukee radio and
TV. He will serve as president
and general manager of Fox
Broadcasting. Sheldon B. Lubar.
Marine Capital president, said it
is his company's first venture
into the broadcast fleild.
Miller a Chicago disc jockey.
purchased WFOX in 1958. Marine
Capital. a small business investment firm, headquarters in Milwaukee. with a branch office in
Minneapolis.
ers

So.

America Essays

John Crosby next week launches
series for Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, titled -Impressions: South America." The 20
redio essays, written and delivered by Crosby. are based on his recent exploration of South America. Produced and directed by Michael R. Santangelo for WBC, "Impressions: South America" will be
heard in varied time slots. begin n.ng May 14 on the six WBC radio stations and soon after in
other key markets across the
country via syndication.
Crosby's subject matter ranges
from implications of the Alliance
for Progress to vignettes of personal. human problems and amusing sidelights of life below the
border. Among the topics he will
cover are bloodless revolutions.
Co.nmunism in the universities.
boom in antique autos, American
TV imports, Cornell's Inca experiment, the ghost-town capital.
Brasilia. the resident American
colony, and Time-Life battle with
South American magazines. Each
topic will be a five-minute seaa

l: .ent.

Choreographers Signed
For Williams Fall Show

Marc Breaux and Deedee Wood
have been signed as choreographers for NBC-TV's new Andy
Williams show, which debuts
Sept. 27 The tram is currently
working on Tony Curtis' "Forty
Pounds of Trouble."

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast
Awards Student Scholarship
Des Moines
..
larships in Ili is ..:.
:. Id
stuhave been awai.led 10 th
dents by the E. T. Meredith
Foundation, in cooperation with
the National Merit Scholarship
program. according to Payson Hall.
president of Meredith Broadcast.
ing Co. Both young men intend
to pursue careers in broadcasting.
Hall said.

New KFUO Series
St. Louis
"Communism.
Christianity and Race Relations"

-

will

be the theme of a new series

beginning May
"Living Today.-

on

KFUO's

-7

Appoints Sales Reps

-

Washington
Marvin Addles,:
and Reginald Mead have been
appointed local sales reps for
WGMS.

---

Honors Upcoming
Philadelphia
WCAU will ivevice a special citation on May

-

Ii, 1,,t It, ti.,11
st.ore storm coverage

Jecl see-

from the
Theta
Sigma Phi, the women's national

Philadelphia

chapter of

fiaternity in journalism.

-

WNDU-TV Staff Switches
South Bend, Ind,

There have

been three staff changes at WN-

DU.TV They are Paul Walton.
homer production manager, 10

'Sunny Seven' fo. May
Brightens Station Spots

-

Detroit
WXYZ - TV's "Sunny
Seven" for May is Betty Rirhards,
assistant fashion coordinator for
J. L. Hudson Co., to rep the following agencies via videotaped
announcements on the station:
Goodwill Industries. Michigan
Chapter of the Multiple Sclerosis
Association. Michigan Week. the
Michigan Association for Emotionally Disturbed Children. Armed
Forces Week and National Youth
Fitness Week.

Golden Gulf
... sad Its merinos:
Ma
-

John Crosby Airs

du rotor

program operations'
John McCullough. former program manager. to director of pub
lie affairs. and Gus Vanderheyden
former local sales manager. to
sales manager.

Jaycees Nail 'Youngest'
Rochester. N. Y.
The Rochester Junior Chamber of Commerce
has saluted WROC-AM-FM-TV
news director Tom Decker for
service to the organization and
the community. He is the young-

-

man to receive the Jaycee
Citizens Award in more than 20
est

years.

Christian to Desna

-

Hollywood
Vernon A. Christian has been appointed Desilu
Sales rep for the Southwestern
U. S..

with offices in Dallas.

Moore Upped

Norfolk-Jim Moore, formerly
meaning news editor of WGH, has
been appointed news director for
the station.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ar Oat

-

San Francisco
President I
nedy's signing of the new Ia
provide $32 million in fed
funds for ETV has drawn
thusiastic approval from the G
en Gate area.
Dr. Wilbur Schramm, dire
of the Stanford U. Institute
Communication Research,
ated a TV set may soon rep
the elementary school tear
the classroom. Based on tests
ministered to almost 400 st
Irons third grade to coliege le,
a recent Stanford Institute s
reveals that in most study
the TV method of educate
markedly more effective May
live teacher for 89 per read
the students in grades tr.reei
nine.
Dr. Schramm said that
students of high school and
lege age have become accus
to thinking of TV as pi
a media of entertainment.
given time, he believes,
sophomores will aojust
selves to TV in its imporian
as an educator.

ORT

Picks Steve Allen

For Humanitarian
II

-

..r

lw
v

Los Angeles
Steve Alit_
receive the 1962 Hurnanitar.
Award at a Beverly Hilton He.
luncheon June 12 from the Sou
ern California committee of

Organization for Rehabilitat
through Training.
Past ORT Award recipients

elude Mrs. Eleanor Roosev
Dore Schary, Joseph Schildkra
Norman Corwin and Steve Bro

Montreal Channel

Debu

Pre-Season Grid Series

-

Montreal
Until the Y
Canadian football season offici
ly gets under way in July. CFI
TV is presenting "Big 4 Playbat
on Saturday nights, featur:
highlights from last year's
Lion. Commentary is being ham
ed by Johnny Esau and An
Stukus.

Also the Aloue,ie Footb
Club each week announces

latest news about this year's te.
Introduces new team rnemh
and coaches give viewers an
sight into the 1962 plans.

OBITUARY
William Connelly
Chicago-William Connelly.
WBBM sales manager, died
Wesley Memorial Hospital. He'
survived by his wife and .th.'
children. Connelly was prevalu.'
with KPHO and KOOL, Phoen
and KDKA, Pittsburgh.

llins Urges Droadeasiers Protect
yland Telecasts
Sponsor SRO

-

a.,,.. .l

PAIL)'
/MO
The first regular
lea
programs to originate
IC

yland, "Meet Me at
d," will premiere June
The 13-week series
be telecast Saturday eve.

rship was completed less
hours after institutional

38

ors at the park were ad-

of telecast plans. Sponsors
Camps Chicken of the

de Van

and Fritos, both via Erwin
gy, Ruthrauft Si Ryan; Stout-

Frozen Foods through KetMacLeod & Grove, and

Brothers

through

N.

W.

Son.
y Walker, Disneyland
events director. will prothe show. Buck Pennington
direct for KTTV. Format of

is will feature TV, film
recording talent appearing
lowyland during the Summer.
estern U. Spec:al

for N. Y. Telecast

hwestern U.'s TV program.
sr Right to Say It,' now in its

Chicago.

year

be aired as a special on New

'

WPIX Saturday. The prodiscussion-interview on
'Coming Attack on Our Tref' will feature Rex M. Whitfederal highway administraWashington, and newsman
Hughes of the New York
c's

n,

a

News.

Se

program is produced for
western by Robert W. Thomdirected by J. R. Gregoris.
WGN public affairs pre-

r Show to Alcoa
(Cemixosd hew 19die
_tale

,11
I

this season. Miller will part=in story conferences.
r's only previous entry in
was a dramatization of his

will on anti-Semitism, "Focus."
*least as an NBC special

seal months
7

ago.

Nominated
Fitness Committee

ige Palmer

roe

Ire eland

-

Paige

Palmer,

to WEWS viewers as the
rst Lady of TV Exercising,"
h recommended to Congress for
Mabership on President Ken-

to's Committee for Physical

loess. She is a pioneer in excise equipment for women and
hostess of a show, now in its
kb

year.

NBC CENTERING
COAST FACILITIES

44 Blacked-Out Tilts

Industry Challenges
Delineated to AWRT;

On Tap by Telemeter

Addresses Kansans
II' 1,4/I

KRCA M tttt inp to Burbank.
Ne Color, fisedli'hing Doe
I

NBC has unnnu tired plans for
entralization of its major fa.(iii
ices in Cal Karnak, with the projec
scheduled to be completed the lal
ter part of this year. KItCA, NBC
TV 0-0 at Sunset and Vine, (lolly
wood, will be moved to Burbank

where NBC's Weal Coast produc
lion facilities are centered.
warehouse of 20,
In Burbank,
000 square feet will be erected, and
alterations will be made in the Ad
ministration and Studio building.
to house the KItCA operation.
Technical facilities in Burbank wil
be expanded to provide KRCA with
noidern and larger all-col
or studio facilities. In preparat:
for the move, NBC in March place,
in service a new technical switching facility at Burbank which in
designed to handle all KRCA and
NRC West Coast network opery
tions. It will operate from a computer to be installed at in late
date.

United Rec. Acquires
Frisco Sound Studio
Hollywood

-

United Recording

has purchased Sound Recorders'
studio facilities in San Francisco
for approximately $50,000.

United Recording chief engin"Bud" Morris has taken over
supervision of the new studios
until a permanent staff can be
established.
The company has also recently
purchased property in Las Vegas
and says it plans to begin construction of a studio there witheer

in weeks.

Seven

Arts Net Rockets

(Continued born Psis. I)
pony's annual report to be issued
next month.
Seven Arts total revenue for the
year was approximately $18,000,000, of which approximately $13.000,000 represented TV rentals via
the company's subsidiary, Seven
Arts Associated Corp.

III

1

1111

It

I

.

1

T II

meter pay-TV subscribers in Toronto this Fall and Winter, it was
announced today by Leslie Winik,
programming VI' of International
Telemeter division of Paramount
Pictures, and J. J. Fitzgibbons. Sr.,
president, Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Total Sete Mark
Representing the largest numof
major sports attractions
ber
made available to Telemeter subscribers since the start of the
pay-TV system in 19011, it also
lll ; l rks the first lime that the entire time 110111a_ games of the Torod. Argonauts football team
will be transmitted into the payTV homes Included are two sumTour (dad lnl Val games and seven
regular season contests.
For the second year in a row,
the complete 35 away National
Hockey League games of the Toronto Maple Leafs will he carried live from New York, Boston,
Chicago. Detroit and Montreal.

WMBR A7 points White
As Feature Saks Chief
Martin E. White
Jacksonville

-

has been named WMBR

feature

sales director. For five years he
had been Community Club
Awards Southeastern sale manager. Prior to that, he was com-

mercial manager for WGAC, Augusta, Ga., for 10 years.
In his new post, White will
concentrate on programming sales
in the areas of news. special
events, vignettes and specific
packages designed to accommodate long-term and institutional
advert isers.

Chaplains Air Prayers
For Armed Forces Day

-

St. Louis
In observance of
Armed Forces Day celebrations
being held this month throughout
the country. KMOX Radio will
broadcast each morning through
May 19, prayers by St. Louis chapthins in the U. S. Army Reserve.

Special on Girl Scouts Sold
A special filmed report on the 1962 Senior Roundup of the
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., marking their 50th anniversary, will
be presented by CBS-TV on Sept.
24. sponsored by General Foods

Corp. via Young & Rubicam. The
special, produced by Drew Associates, will preempt the "Danny
Thomas Show" and "Andy Grif-

0th Show."

Se Ire"

Held once every three years. the
roundup will draw about 8,500
Girl Scouts from all 50 states and
a number of foreign countries to
the camp site at Button Bay
Slate Park, Vt.. July 18-31.
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lire,. of
Washington

-

HAW.,

NAB president LeRoy Collins, in a busy
weekend, declared In Chicago
that sclf-protection,
and self-regulation, are the three
major challenges faring broadcasting in fulfilling its obligation to
serve the public, and predicted in
Kansas that as note, grows then.
will be "boundless opportunities"
and "experimentation in exciting
new fields."
Ills Chicago comments were
made as a panelist at the I Ith an.
nual convention of American Wom
en in Radio and TV. while his prediction was made as the principal

speaker for the Kansas Association of Radio Broadcasters, meeting in Hays.

Peterson

a

Speaker

Collins told AWRT that broadto
easters "have every right
defend the legitimate interests of
.

.

.

their profes..

from improper encroachment by the government or
by anyone else." Panelist Peter B.
Peterson, Bad & Howell president,

called on the broadcasting industry
to "try to test not only the lower
limits of the consumer's
but the upper limits of his good
sense and good taste."
Other AWRT panelists were Arthur Tatham, chairman of TathamLaird; Mark Goodson and Bill Todman, partners in Goodson-Todrnan
Productions; Len O'Connor, NBC
News, Chicago, and FCC Broadcast Bureau chief Kenneth Cox.
Moderator was Iry Kupcinet.
Outlines 'End We Seek'
In his Kansas address, Collins
cautioned: "As proud as we are of
radio technology and of the great
geographic and population reach of
radio, we can never lose sight of
the fart that this capability is only
a means. The end we seek is not
the number we induce to tune in,
but the highest quality of what
people hear when they do tune in."
He also described NAB's position
on over-population of radio stations as one not aimed at monopoly,
but at curing the situation which is
making it difficult for stations to
survive.

Alumnus to Drop Aliases
At Alma Mater Banquet
311.

Pleasant,

Ia.-low a Weak,

an College will confer an honorary
degree on radio and TV's Don McLaughlin when he speaks at an

alumni banquet June 4. In broadcasting 25 years, McLaughlin is
Chris Hughes in CBS-TV's "As
the World Turns." On radio he
is best known as Jim Brent in
"Road to Life." and he is good
of Don McLaughlin who acted in
Summer stock at his alma mater.

'.
WPIX Giving WNDT

t.N ie_54).
By HAL TATE

WIND's current campaign on
-The Nicest Things Happen to
People who Listen to WIND" has
reached a new peak in offbeat promotion. The station so far has
paid for parking meters for suburban shoppers, commuters' boat
rides on the Chicago River. a day's
laundry for housewives of Hometown, and now has footed the bill
for marriage licenses for couples
whose last names started with its
call letters. It even plans to buy
the "Nicest Policeman" a brand
new uniform!
WIND fans are still sending in
clocks of all kinds, railroad clocks,

kitchen clocks, antique clocks and
alarm clocks to Howard Miller
who was late for spinning records
one morning. The latest count
on the clocks totaled 320.
??'

Del Clark, free-lance spokesman-personality and Harry Ashack, Channel II producer-director
are co-directing the Deerfield Stagers presentation of "You can't take
It With You," May 10 thru 12.

Connie Francis Singing on
Sunday 'E
inment'

Connie Francis heads the musical cast of "Entertainment USA"
Sunday on CBS Radio. Others include singer Russel Arms, the
Buzz Adios, orchestra, and host
Dennis Jan..

$250,000 for ETV
WPIX, commercial New York
station which pioneered in daily
ETV programming, has earmarked 5250.000 to the Educational
Broadcasting Corp.. which on
Sept. 16 begins operating noncommercial WNDT, Channel 13.
The WPIX contribution, which
matches those made by ABC. CBS,
NBC. WOR-TV and WNEW-TV,
will be in the form of five annual
payments of $50,000 each, starting June 1.
Fred M. Thrower, executive VP
and general manager of WPIX.
announced the contribution in a
letter to Dr. Samuel B. Gould,
Dr. John F. White and Howard
Shepard, the latter serving as
head of the EBC board of directors.
Thrower told Shepard: "The
successful outcome of the complex and extended negotiations
for Channel 13 and the outstanding fund-raising job that has been
accomplished to date are tributes
to your personal efforts and those
of Jack White. Further. we are
very impressed with Dr. Gould
and are confident that under his
stewardship WNDT will become
the nation's outstanding ETV sta-

tion."

To WFMY-TV Sales Post

-

Greensboro
John A. Garner,
formerly general manager of KM
OS-TV. Sedalia. Mo., has beg IL
named Carolina vales manacitt
WFMY -TV.
-

Speculation o n Dodd's Plans
(Continued horn Page

tween TV programs of this type
and an alleged increase in juvenile delinquency.
Sen. Dodd has already issued
final judgment in one direction.
contending his hearings have
proven that networks must come
under direct FCC regulation. He
has also prevailed on the U. S.
Department of Health. Education
and Welfare to make its own investigation of TV and relationship
to juvenile delinquency.
Staff Studying Files
The subcommittee staff has been
wading through network interoffice correspondence and correspondence between network representatives and independent program suppliers, secured from files
both of the networks and the program producers. The effort has
been to obtain documentary evidence that network officials during their first appearance lied to
the Subcommittee about efforts to
minimize crime. sex and violence;
that they wanted programs "hypoed."
Network officials, testifying at

the next and presumably last set
of Dodd hearings, will be walking into a "when did you stop

beating your wife?" situation under which the Dodd plan is to
keep them completely on the defensive.
Material Believed Heavy
The exact nature of the memoranda and importance of the
individual signatures have not
been disclosed. However. indications are the Subcommittee has
enough documents signed by lesser officials to make quite a splash
by trotting forth document after
document and demanding immediate responses from network
executives not responsible for
them.
There is even less doubt that
the top network officials will face
a panel of staff members, as well
as Dodd, all Irving to be tough
district attorneys. Staff members,
while not revealing the exact nature of their ammunition, appear
quietly confident that it is substantial enough to do the trick
for them.

PITTS STATION RACKS
3 HONORS IN ONE WEE

-

Pittsburgh
NI/KA List week chalked tip three :AI
honors, headed by general manager L. R. Rawlins be.
1st VP of the Pennsylvania Association of Broad

NBC-TV RETURNS

'BULLWINKLE'
rd's Moose Gets
NCI!' TIme Slot in

Fall

NBC-TV's decision to return

the "Bullwinkle J. Moose" cartoon show to a new Sunday afternoon time slot next season was
"inevitable,- producer Jay Ward
said. "Bullwinkle" had everything
going for him, he added.
"CBS had openly proffered
Bullwinkle their 6:30 PM time
McClure Syndicate is mailing
to newspapers and magazines an
eight-page brochure, with comedy
text and illustrations, promoting
its new comic strip based on "The
Bullwinkle Show."

-

slot to follow '20th Century,'"
Ward explained,"and ABC was
pulling for us-to keep off their
network." As an afterthought he
added that General Mills and the
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency
were Bullwinkle "allies."

Educator Sees
'A Revolution'
Washington

-

TV in the tore-

future will be used by
,'very educational institution in
the nation; every student from
kindergarten through college will
get some instruction by TV, and
in many areas TV will be the
source of all instruction according to William G. Harley, president of the Natonal Association of
.-eeable

Educational

Broadcasters in an
address here.
He told the 32nd Institute for
Education by Radio-TV last week

that:
"American education stands on
the threshold of a revolution in
techniques and effectiveness as
drastic as the change from the
musket of the American revolution to the weapons of the space
age."

Rise Gets FTC Dictum
(Continued from Pogo 1)

products. Carter's plea that its
commercials compared Rise to inferior creams only, not with all
the market. was rejected by the
commission. as was the plea that
there was no deception in using
another substance to represent

"dried-out lather."
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annual convenlion in Pocono
Manor.
At the same
convention, KDKA was cited
by Pennsylvania State U.
and the PAB
for its "quality
and excellence
of broadcasting
of farm, home

and garden

RAW

and information."
The Allegheny County
news

B

sociation here presented t1
lion its public service awe
"an unprecedented series c
grams aimed at imparting
ery citizen an appreciation
laws that affect him." This
was presented to program
ager Dominic Quinn at a
Day USA" luncheon, on tl
casion of the 1,500th broad(

KDKA's "Your

,

60-Second

set."

Fredericks Vows

Fi

(Continued hew Page
sorship," Fredericks a

to create cord
opinion through threats
seeks

pat-aging publicity."

Among other things in
negie Hall appearance,
plans to announce public
for three bills before
of Representatives to p
FDA and other federal
from abuse of powers, p

ly through

publicity.

The

were sponsored by Reps Da
King ID -Utah, who will r
at the Carnegie Hall mi
Francis E. Walter 1D-Pa.)
Otis G. Pike ID-N.Y.).
Fredericks accused the it:
"indirect censorship" by
letters to radio stations
his program, contending
broadcasts were "contr
and, he said, hinting the
might lose their licenses
they presented an objectW
proach to a discussion of mit
"All this smacks of colluls
Fredericks said. "Nobody
me directly, but they are
their level best to drive n
the air."

'

Dubbed 'Outstanding)

-

The Cali
Los Angeles
Turkey Advisory Board had
rented KRCA's "Agricultus
S. A." series an award ford

standing public service." :1
host and producer John Stt
accepted the award.

rwan mate
with AB( Net
Corpus Christi, a 50,000 ion owned by Broadcastof the Southwest and
ent since its founding In
led with ABC
xis a III I
.

R. Malley, president of
R.
It. also announced re-

lion of 12 other stations:
Eau Claire - Chippewa
5.000 watts; WGEE,
pis. 5.000 watts; WNBH,
odd - Fall River, Mass.,
its: WDUN, Gainesville,
watts; KINT, El Paso,
Its; KWRE, Warrenton,
watts; KWEL. Midland,
watts; WAMD, Aber, 500 watts; WAUB,
500 watts; WCJU,
Miss.. 250 watts; KBEK.
250 watts, and
, Okla..
Albemarle, N. C., 250

Managers

-

1.o,

TV Programs

Daniel T. Pecaro
shn named WGN-TV proilEanager. and Robert L.

WGN-Radio

18(I

program

succeeds Edward A.
TV program manager
band-a-half years, who
accepted a similar posiWNBC-TV in New York

I

ins Formatic Radio

iate Producer

-

RADIO-II' DAILY
Bill Wood Bell
ales
Formatic Radio, syndiogram and production
e produced by Stars Int, as associate producer.
ternational is owned by
Frank Organization and
Buree

Ullman.

items formerly

DJ with

-Collier

a

(KEWB,

Oak-

Francisco. and KFWB,
s), KLAC, Los Angeles
San Francisco. He was
manager of KOFY. San

.a
Is

-.1aNnis as

for the 111m, "The Day the Earth
Caught Fire." Twelve stations, including CJSS-TV, Cornwall, Ont.,
arc being used to penetrate every
city and town in the urea where
the picture will he shown.

Breck shampoos, via N. W. Ayer
& Son, has bought alternate week
half-hours of ABC-TV's new "Going My Way," for 50 weeks beginning Oct. 3. The new series
will be scheduled for Wednesday
nights, stars Gene Kelly and Is
based on the Bing Crosby movie
of the same name.
The Advertising Federation of
America and the Advertising Association of the West will hold
their first joint convention June
23-28 in Denver.

Bernard Sloan has joined Leo
Burnett agency. Chicago, as a TV
copy supervisor. Ile was formerly
with Compton Advertising, for
seven years

.

Gerald Blake II,

.

Lambert & Feasley VP. has been
promoted to management account
supervisor on the Listerine and
Fizzles accounts.

Bernstein,
for TV Concerts

BS

sty

Alpha Iota, national
is frattrnity, has awarded
turd Bernstein and the New
sr: Philharmonic"
its 1961
88 "for achievement in the
eld of serious music." A
gun was also presented to
krV, Which has broadcast the
Dial series since it premiere in
tit

"The RAB's recent (hob)) )) De
purtment Store studies show that
can

newspapers

beat

in

making item sales, which bring in
more dollars of sales for the same
in vestment. And RAB's new radio
test plan puts the emphasis an
sales results rather than complicated formulas which hare been
known to produce statistical successes accompanied by steadily
declining sales figures."
-Maurie Webster
Spot sales veep, CBS Radio

World's Fair
Tom Mahaffey,
program director at WJXT TV,
Jacksonville, has been elected VP
of the Advertising Club there.
.

Kenyon & Eckhardt will launch
subsidiary, Kenyon & Eckhardt
do Brasil, June

1,

Pedro Valdes-

now with KM.; de Mexico,
be general manager of the

Af119,

will

ew agency.

One important m-

ount already signed is the Andes
son -('lay /on line of food products
and beverages.

..

r,.

ililetectl m,
P.S-TV Pacdc

to hi mg vrr 6-cis m five states Ult

Thought for Today
radio

I

Saturday Feature Races from Hollywood Park which premieres this
week. Union Oil Co is sponsor for
the sixth consecutive season.
Other California stations are
KTVU, Oakland; KBAKTV, Bakersfield; KICU-TV, Fresno, KXTV,
Sacramento; KSBW-TV, Salinas.
Monterey; KSBY - TV. San Luis
Obispo; KIISI. TV. Chico, and
KIEM-TV, Eureka. KIVA. Yuma.
KOOL-TV, Phoenix, and KOLD
TV, Tucson, will carry the weekly
races in Arizona.
Washington stations include
KTNT-TV, Seattle-Tacoma: KX
LY-TV, Spokane; KNDO-TV, Yak
ima, and KNDU-TV, Pasco. In
Oregon the races will be broadcast on KOIN-TV, Portland, and
KBES-TV, Medford. KLAS -TV.
Las Vegas, and KOLO-TV. Reno
will cover fur Nevada.

-

Beauty on WRGP
Chattanooga
Betsy Johnson,
10 finalists for th
"Miss Chattanooga" crown, is being sponsored at this time by
WRGP-TV.
one of the

'
The Savings Bank Association
of New York will terminate its
contract with Benton & Bowles
July 31, because of competitive
client relationships within the
agency.
Coca Cola is using radio and

TV spots to support introduction
in New Orleans of its new 16ounce bottle
Ballantine Beer.
via William Esty agency, will use
regular radio spots all Summer on
Yankees baseball broadcasts.
.

Procter & Gamble nas purchased
52-week schedule of spot announcements on WABC-TV, for II
products, through five agencies
Fort Pitt beer, via Thompson &
Associates, Pittsburgh, has purchased "Radio News Day" Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays on
a

KDKA.
SI Honors

Carries Sal. Races

SHIM COWIN

Seymour Morris Ansoclates, on behalf of Universal Picture:i
is conducting a saturation TV campaign in upstate New York

of

tildes via Richard
:les subsidiary.

3-Tate Patine mr

AGENCY NEWSCAST

.
.
.
Draekett Co.. Cincinnati,

has

Every man is the architect of his own
character.
G. D. Boardman

-A

Thought For The

purchased the 0 - Cedar division
from Martin-Marietta, and named
Young & Rubicam to handle ads
for the full line. 0-Cedar was previously a Y&R client, before its
acquisition by Marietta in 1952.

Thriftway Stores, Seattle, will
sponsor "Queen for a Day" on
KOMO-TV, the week of May 2125. During the week, the ABC-TV
network show will originate at
the opera house of the Seattle

www.americanradiohistory.com

Day-

MARTIN HIMMEL, President
DUNNAN & JEFFREY, Inc.
730 Fifth Avenge
New Yogi, N. Y.

AVON BOOKS,

publishers of

CONGRATULATES THE

"PUREX SPECIALS FOR WOM

"SPECIAL FOR WOMEN"
by GEORGE LEFFERTS,

FOR THEIR

MANY HONORS

Nominated by
The Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
PUREX SPECIALS FOR WOMEN-NBC-TV
for outstanding daytime programming

GEORGE LEFFERTS
for outstanding writing achievement in the documentary field

NATIONAL MEDIA AWARD CERTIFICATE, Television's Finest Hour
TV-RADIO MIRROR GOLDEN DOZEN AWARD, Best New Television Series
FAME POLL OF NATIONAL TV EDITORS AND CRITICS, One of the Three Best Daytime Programs

HOLLYWOOD FOREIGN PRESS ASSOCIATION GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD, Outstanding Special Program
TV PRODUCERS GUILD PLAUDIT AWARD, Honorable Mention for Eminent

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IC STEPS UP DECEPTIVE AD WAR
wspaper Survey
iving to Capture

ileo's Ad Dollars
mother newspaper, in an
to diminish TV's allure
aladvertisers, has come up
gl a new survey purporting
grhallenge the validity" of the
Not the audience viewing cornWats contrasted with those
;thing the rest of program conBet

e:
!se

New York News, unveilwhat it calls a "Profile of the
ions," noted that the "Study

s
1

iCentinewl on Peg. 4)

Releases Chi Series
sted by Hans Conrcid
treat Voices from Great
C

irks," a series produced by
1$13-TV, Chicago, and hosted
titans Conreid, will be released
television Affiliates Corp. next
ak to its subscriber stations
hughout the country. It Tea1, Conreid and noted authoriSdiscussing interesting and contwersial subjects from great
bks. George Paul directed the
es.

Icinnati Station Cited
Ohio State Bar Ass'n
ineinnati
WSAI will receive

-

Ohio State Bar AssociaJournalism Award tomorrow
I
the basis of an 11-program
-les it devoted to functions of
Li courts by questioning judges
lo preside over them. WSAI
.an director G e H sch
ell
:rept the award in Toledo,

It

1962

MA Bumps'Nat'l Velvet'
o Argue Aged-Care Case

Ile

American Medical Associahas purchased a half-hour
NBC-TV May 21, to present a
eclat program, "Your Doctor
Tarts," subtitled "The Physics Speaks Out on Medical Care
r the Aged." The special will
e-empt "National Velvet" for
n

at date.

NEW ABC-TV EXEC TEAM
HITS $46 MIL. IN 7 WKS

Under the new out ork top team of VP in cleT ye Thomas
Julius Barnathan, VP and general manager,
ABC-TV yesterday reported having racked up $46 million in
billings for the 1962-'63 season.
all within the past seven weeks.
W. Moore and

Among new purchases cited
are; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, halfsponsorship of "McHale's Men ;"
Armour, "Hollywood Special,"

"Combat." "The Untouchables,"
"Naked City," "Premiere." "77
Sunset Strip" and "Ben Casey;"
John H. Breck, continuing in "Going My Way;" American Dairy
Ass'n and Warner-Lambert, "Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet."
Sunbeam Corp., "Hollywood
Special." "Casey," "Hawaiian
(Cirreieu.d en

P.I.

9/

CATV Assn Annual Meet
To Begin in D.C. June 17
aahimpion

seo-sr

,t

1?..1010

Ile PAU).

The National
Watshloglon
Community Television Association says it expects the largest
gathering in its history for the
11th annual convention to be held
here June 17-22, based on early
registration figures from 45 states.
Canada and Mexico. NCTA also
promises the biggest exhibit of
CATV equipment ever assembled
for an industry convention.

Lees Talk
Over

Police Televise Line-Up
To Gotham's Five Boros

New York's "Finest" today be.
gins experimental city wide TV
broadcasts of its daily line-up for
detectives. Test station WU1IF,
Channel 31, will broadcast the
lineup scrambled to five sets in
the live boroughs equipped with
secret unscrambling devices. The
scrambler, will prevent other reris err from getting the shots

Exaggerated Claims
From Realty Bargains
To Toothpaste Probed
The

Nixed by Newsmen
1960's, and we

tie,:

ILrv,

-rice or later

U.S.
up with the
realities and mechanics of modern
journalism." Gabe Pressman stated yesterday in rejecting the company's offer of its own tape-recording of the stockholders' meeting a couple of days ago.
Pressman is co-chairman of the
Kowtows. se Pee. 2)
Js

Steel

wIll catch

Nen Trojan Horse:
Plan to 'leas -F. sempt
rubsert ice Slums

By ARTHUR PERLES
BEWARE the Greeks bearing gifts.
Latest Trojan horse "offering" from the professional ranks is out o
Harvard Business Review's current issue, Ernest D. Frawley up (as they say
at the track).
You'll recall, lost week a Hofstra College economist proposed that
Government undertake all pubservice programming to relieve commercial
networks of these oft-costly and unsponsored shows. Then adding injury
to insult (of our intelligence), he'd impose a royalty on web programs to
underwrite the Feds' broadcasts!
Now, Harvard's Mr. Frawley provides us with his plan, which he terms
"basically a simple one: "provide a tax exemption for losses incurred
by TV networks in staging public service programs."
By this time, quite frankly, we ore beginning to wonder whether these
(Caniewid an Pee.

11)
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yesterday was re-

ceptive practices are said to range
from "fabulous" real estate bargains

in sunny lands to food
freezer plans and toothpaste.
Commenting on the realty offerings as an example of possible
abuses, Daniel J. Murphy, who
heads the FTC's Bureau of Deceptive Practices, declared:
''Plainly. it is directed to prosterteriewrd on Pape

J

Steel's Tape Offering

Fr'

liably reported deep in it multipronged investigation of radio
and TV advertising which "appears to exaggerate to the
point of fraud" The alleged de-

I/

'Can You Top This' Pilot
By Video Tape Unlimited

Video Tape Unlimited has taped
pilot of "Can You Top This,"
with Peter Donald as emcee and
the panel composed of Harry
Hershfield, Harvey Stone, Ricky
Lane and Corbett Monica. Bob
Slivers was the producer, with
Hal Tulchin directing. This pilot
was for a projected 39-week
d

series.

William

J. Leo Elected

Ass't Treasurer of CBS
The CBS board of directors has
elected William J. Leo as assistant
treasurer of the company. He
joined CBS in 1960 as Credit Section manager, and will continue
to serve in that capacity.

House Unit Polishes Up
Bob Hope's Gold Medal

-

The bill to preWashington
a Gold Medal to Bob Hope

sent

for his accomplishments over the
years as an unofficial good-will
ambassador for the U. S. and for
his worldwide travels to entertain

American

servicemen

has

finally moved off dead center. A
House Banking and Currency
Subcommittee has finally approved the bill, which was passed by
the Senate last year.
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Experimental Psych
A Boston

hon
ROGER MUIR, New Merritt Prodsn
Sons president, hos returned from L.A.
talks with Arthur Clokey on TV onimation
E.

GEORGE
g

I

GRAHAM, NEC
manager, to Lubbock.
A.

speak of a
of SCID

15th anniversory

Eye-Opener

WHDH-TV.
The series is produced by Michigan U.. and conducted by Prof.
Elton B. McNeil. The study will
cover the entire field of experimental psychology, from lab research to practical application.
First program will be titled. "We
Call It Human Nature."
20 on

Terry KTRH Announce,
Houston

and

-

The latest addition
KTRH announcing staff is
Don Terry

Tex..

1/2

...mango VP
of programs. to the Coast for
production meetings.

NBC's 1st Paris Spec

1.,1..1 1,:.gi,11, -I, 1111 ionlict
of silence" between Germans un
der Hitler and their younger
generation Is skedded by, NBCTV for June 15. Sponsorship was
purchased by Purex Corp. through
Edward H. Weiss & Co. Producer
is George A. Vices, who heads
NBC News, new European production center In Paris. II is the
first special to be completed by
the center, established last year
to produce news and information
documentaries.

Pressman Rejects Tape
11

It-TV Working Press Ass'n's freeof information committee.

dom

The steel company had barred
any form of broadcast or sound
coverage of the meeting because
there would be "not enough room"
in a 3,000- person hall. In lieu of
permitting broadcast news coverage. U.S. Steel had offered a
tape recording which it had made.
"The offer was of course completely unacceptable." Pressman
said. "We believe the company's
decision to bar TV, radio or sound
coverage
reflects an outmoded attitude." He pointed out that
some of the company's own stockholders had protested the ban,
.

.

1allim

Farm-Home-Gorden News
Cited at 2 Raholl Outlets

by

11-1R

-

41I'111,11, n. Pa,
Two Rahall
I'. KAP here and WNAR
\
It
received honorabl,
mentions in the first awards mad.
Jointly by the Pennsylvania Stab
U Cooperative Extension Service
and the Pennsylvania Association
of Broadcasters. WKAP and WNAR were recognized for outstanding jobs in farm, home and garden

-

scrantenwelkets barn,
and WGBI represented

personal manager of
Lawrence Wolk and his Champagne Music
Molten, hos left Hollywood for business
meetings at Lab. Tahoe.
1.

broadcast ing.

Wan
YORK

Corp.

agency

ttttt lives

161/4

1241/4
24

T.

AVCO
CBS

40

Columbia
Crow.Coll.

Pic.

201/2

341/4
431/2

Disney

(00.

Kodak

TROPHY HONORS

BROADCASTER

Gen. Pres.
General Tel
Magnavox.
MCA
44-G44

Laconia. N. H.

441/2
231/2

-

Ross, program

director of WM-

OU. Berlin, at the time of his
death, helped found the assoclalion, which works to improve
broadcast news.
First award was given to Ed
Lecius. news director of WSMN.
Nashua. for a series of editorials
on local issues.

To WTMJ,
SISIWAInter

I

'

radio station certificates of 111,101
of the Milwaukee Press Club
been awarded to WTMJ. The
George Grabin Award for "Distinguished Community Service"
was presented for its public service
programming, particularly Two
for the Record" and "The Zeidler
Roundtable." The Pabst Brewing
Company award for "Best Radio
News Coverage" was presented to
news editor Jack Krueger for telephone reports from the Wisconsin
Democratic Party convention.
K PLR-TV Tosses

For
m

Party

Wrestling Program

celedouble birthday to mark
tic
anniversary on the air
and the third year of "Wrestling
at the Chase." The station hosted
a dinner and wrestling party.

1,111%

bi.',
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133
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General
P aramount
1401

United Artist,

The "Charles
been estab
lished here to honor the memory
of a New Hampshire broadcaste
who died three weeks ago of can
cer. Set up by the UPI Broad
casters Association of New Hamp
shire, it will be given annually
for leadership in public service.

Trophy"

Clo
16

35'
121,,

441/2
577/e
421/2
8
471/2

Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

Ross

Low
16

4042
3444 331/2
IOWA IOWA

Hazeltine Corp 2214

JIM DUFFY. ARC VP and notional dire,
tor in charge of sales. to New Bedford,
Moss., whore he will speak or the Junior
Achievement League's annual bona....

MARI.

35'. 35'2

D eno

FRED HENRY, Den fedderson Nadu,
lions executi1/2 VP, bock in Hollywood
one. N. Y. meetings with ABC.TV and

_

GI

STOCK

High

Admiral
ADP(
A. 1. &

G. THAINE ENGLE, NBC manager of
broadcast promotion, to Washington, D. C.
100101,0W for a two.doy President's Com.
min.. meeting.

INANCIAI

NEW

LUTZ,

celebration

RICHARD DORSO. 2s..
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VP
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RUNNELS of KBOX, Dollos, has
nod following Chicago AWRT convex.
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Van Noslrand Named
San Diego Sales Head
S.I11

1/11.1411

J..ck Can NuAralici as ItKal
manager of KFMB-TV has
announced by George Whit
VP and general manager of
San Diego Transcontinent TV
let. Van Nostrand has been I
and national account exec *.
KTLA Los Angeles, ABC 11
national sales representative,
national and international rer
sentative for Roy Rogers. Inc,
Auressive sales organization mill
for Radio. TV & film Sales reprecel
lion currently calling on Eastern I
bets. Also interested in repressnl
companies to the Advertising & Mar
Research business.

Bet 17E. RRI110.12 DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York 36. N.Y.
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Film does the unusual
it!

...

A front-row seat in a baking oven! Right before your
eyes, mounds of dough puff up .. and up
into tender, golden
shells-lovely, luscious, ready-to-eat-all in brief seconds!

Think of

...

Magic? Yes, the magic of time -lapse photography-magic that
packs minutes into seconds-the magic that's film!
But that's only part of the story! Only part of the reason why so
many advertisers are using film. For film gives the optical effects
you must hove .. gives commercials-crisp, vivid, exciting-the way
ADVERTISER: General Foods Corp.

AGENCY: Young

. . .

you wont them-and when!

What's more, film assures you the convenience, coverage and
penetration that today's total marketing requires. For more infor
motion, write Motion Picture Film Deportment.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
lost Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue. New York 17, N. Y.
Midwest Division, 130 Rost Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Cola.

W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale end distributton of fastaton
Professionol Motion Picture films. Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago. Ill Holly.ord Cold.
or

,

Rubicam Inc.

PRODUCER: MPO Videotronics

Mayor Hails WL18
larmlord. Opinion

23 Show Corp. Post-'55
Acquired by WCBS-7'

For

Mayor Robert F. Wagner has
commended WLIB for its editorial
campaign in behalf of the Receivership Bill giving New York City
the right to make needed repairs
in slum houses with payments to
come out of future rents. The
mayor, in a letter, also informed
the station that the bill would be
effectively enforced.

WCBS-TV has acquired 23$

Lure films from Show Corp.

of which were originally relo
theatrically between 1956
1961. They will be first-ru
New York.
By TED GREEN

Former Broadway flack Steve Keegan has just inaugurated
the Overseas Highway Welcome Station. For info on where to go.
what to do and how to get there in the Florida Keys, write to Steve
in Upper Key Largo
Dr. Anna Arnold Hedgeman, WWRL personality, will emcee the seventh annual luncheon of the Utility Club,
honoring Mrs. Martin Luther King as "Woman of the Year." The
affair will take place June 2 at the Waldorf-Astoria
New twistventro-impressionist Bernie George will appear in a straight acting
tonight's
role as a priest in
"Naked City" episode on ABC-TV.
.

Patty Duke to Face

.

.

Ziv-UA IV Cameras
i

,it

cle

.

,e from the movie version

h,i Broadway hit, "The MiraWorker." 15-year-old Patty

Duke has signed contracts with
Ziv-UA which will give her a TV
show of her own. It will be "a
hun-an situation comedy." according to Richard Dorso, Ziv-UA
executive VP in charge of programs.
The new project, Dorso said,
underlines close cooperation between Ziv-UA and its parent company, United Artists Corp. The
film of the "The Miracle Worker"
is an independent production for
UA release.
Pilot on "The Patty Duke
Show" will go before the cameras shortly in New York. She
made her professional debut on
TV some seven years ago. just
11.,,
after her eighth
t

0:velard 'P.:rspective'
Tells of 3 Cr:al Men
R .'land
iiiioloi
(

Falcon Scott and Richal
Byrd, three men who
found greatness-one in triumph,
one in death and one in heroic
loneliness
will be eyed tonight on WJW - TV when the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Co. presents "Trio," another "Perspective on Greatness."
In some of the most remarkable
motion pictures ever filmed, this
presentation tells of these three
men who traveled to the ends of
the earth in search of greatness.
to

-

Pocatello TV Off !Pock
11'osAinoloo
aired.

of

RADIO-TV DAIL?

Washington
Granite District Radio Broadcasting has withdrawn its application to sell KTLE-TV. Pocatello. Ida., to Alex
Gold and Harry Wallerstein, the
FCC report'..

_HOWARD

E.

STARK

BrcActs and limanool
Conkal

ttttt

Television Stations-Radio Stations
SO

New Verb

Es.,
n. V.

It.

ISLA 00000

5.0405

Are Martha Raye and her ex-husband, Nick Condos, once
again acting at the romantic stage? .
"Crying" comedian Rip
Taylor scored a big hit on Ed Sullivan's TV show the past Sunday.
He had a real "bawl" and so did the audience
Eddie Arcaro, who
just returned from racing circles, told Perry Como his prediction
for the Kentucky Derby winner would be Sir Gaylord (Okay. I'll
bet two bucks Eddie)
Tip to TV talent scouts-Catch the talented
duo, Laura and Bill Paer, singing at the Steak Pit in Paramus, N.J.
A natural for guest shots on the major video musical shows.
.

...

My Stetson's off to: Mere Koplin and Joel Chaseman, who
propelled the "PM" show from a brash challenger into a nationwide nighttime habit without benefit of big budgets, cable, theatre,
etc. Now that "PM" is going off the air June 22, we predict that
Koplin and Chaseman will go on to new TV triumphs
Myrna
March (she can belt a song) just sold four of her new numbers:
"Warm Are Your Lips," "Crazy Crazy" and "Thou Art" to Bourne
Music, and "Three Little Dreams" to Shapiro Bernstein. If a recording
is going to be made of then. we recommend Myrna herself.
.

.

.

Meet: Jimmy Dean, one of the hottest disk artists in the
a ill be hosting the "Tonight" show the week of July 9.
His most recent record, "PT-I09." the story of the
naval exploits of John F. Kennedy during World
War IL is approaching the half-million mark after
just six weeks of sales. Last year, Jimmy's waxing
of "Big Bad John," which he composed himself,
sold 2.5 million copies here and abroad. As a youth
he learned to play the piano. accordian, guitar
and harmonica. After military service, he stayed
in the Washington area for a number of years,
becoming one of the Capital city's most popular
radio and TV personalities. In the middle '50s,
CBS in New York signed him and for the next
27 months he was occupied first on the "Morning
DEAN
Show," then a Saturday afternoon program and
finally on his own show, five times a week. Jimmy's Columbia Record
releases have made him a top purveyor of "Americana" music.

county.

, no

Naomi Shelton, now singing at Number One Fifth Avenue.
would be a natural for Mike Wallace's "PM"
Jan Tanzy has been
signed to recreate her Broadway role of Baby June in "Gypsy" at
the North Shore Music Theatre, Beverly, Mass., for one week beginning July 9
Ty Hardin, Warner Bros. motion picture and TV
star who is seen regularly as "Bronco" in "The Cheyenne Show" on
ABC-TV, will be guest of honor at the second annual Goya Guitar
Folk Music Festival at Grossingers Hotel and Country Club in Grossinger, N. Y., Sept. 4-7
Now in Hollywood, Tracy Butler is the
only actress in movieland with a guarantee by Good Housekeeping.
She was an editor with the magazine before turning to show business.

...

.

.

.

.

Baritone Robert Merrill is so proud of his two Grammy
Award nominations: for "Lucia di Lammermoor" album (opera) and
for "Sacred Service- album (classic). Bob's had a big recording year:
seven new albums out this season! Incidentally Robert is host of a
new operatic puppet show being produced by Jerry Hammer. The
pilot's completed
Henry Morgan has been appointed head of the
TV division of The American Society of Girl Watchers. He's considered an expert in this field.

...

www.americanradiohistory.com

2111h-Fox's 'Paradi

Syndicated in

8

Mi

Twentieth Century-Fox
network show, "Adventto
Paradise," has been releao
syndication. Howard And.
20th-Fox syndication matt
said over $600,000 in sales t,
recorded on the property d
the first week of its rele
eight markets across the cow
Purchasers were in New I
Los Angeles, Dallas, Minne
Phoenix, Tucson, Mobile
Honolulu.
The package includes 91
episodes of "Adventures in F
dise," which has just comp
a three-year run on A
based on James Michener's w.

'Doily News' Has 'Sury
(Coofinued from Page

of TV Station Break Com
als" was included in a su
covering changes in buying

for salad and cooking
cake mixes and margarine,
keting and brand data for
and ale. Scotch whiskey, air'
ditioners, autos and travel.
The newspaper stated By
"current and definitive pictw
the New York market" of 8'
lion adults alone, was obta
1

through

personal interviews
10.000 separate househol
claimed that one finding was'
the actual station break au
"did not even approach the
age number of people vielfg
the two surrounding program
Further on in a New York ?I
press release is a pitch for we
paper advertising, which doesi
reveal whether any survey.
been made comparing the nuns
of people who read the
stories against those actuJ
cognizant of the ads.

II

Demon Joins KTLA

-

firrtniv of 8.11/0-11' D
Los Angeles
Dalton DA
who for the past nine years
held executive sales positions di
leading distribution compa
has been named KTLA film or le
Lions director.

Iles:

.

OBITUARY
Frank Goss
Frank Goss, veteran CBS m
caster, died in Hollywood ye ez
day following a heart attack

-

AN OPEN LETTER
During the past few years,

Wynn in "Requiem for

a

I

was privileged to direct Ed

Heavyweight" and Red Skelton in

"The Big Slide." Both portrayals earned Emmy nominations.
Earlier this season,

I

directed another great clown, Milton

Berle, in "Doyle Against the House."
As a director,

I

have come to know that comedy and drama

are closely related. Therefore,

prised- that

I

am

delighted-but not

sur-

these comedy greats delivered so brilliantly in

their dramatic efforts.
To Milton Berle,

a

gentleman and

a

pro-congratulations!

Ralph Nei/sail

SG

Sells 11 Stations

VE1-147112,519

Hanna-Barbera Pack
but, it was announced by Screen
Gems. The cartoons, broken down
into three series of 52 episodes
each, are titled "Touche Turtle,"
"Lippy the Lion" and "Wally Gator" and are the first made expressly for syndication by HannaBarbera.
Sales were to WBZ -TV, Boston;
KPIX. San Francisco; WJZ-TV,

Baltimore; WXYZ-TV. Detroit:
WEWS. Cleveland; WDAF-TV,
Kansas City; WCCO-TV, Minneapolis: WBNS-TV, Columbus, 0.:
KCPX-TV, Salt Lake City: WNDU-TV, South Bend; KGMB -TV,
Honolulu, and WTVW, Evansville.
Hanna-Barbera, which will
have three animated half-hours
on ABC-TV next Fall
the returning "Flintstones" and 'Top
Cat" and the recently announced

-

"The Jelsons"

-

also

produce

"Huckleberry Houn d," "Yogi
Bear" and "Quick Draw McGraw,"
for Kellogg in
in mil tonal
ot.
:lie

McGinn Joins Jayark
McGlitti has joined

'I'

season.
hiZ

Jayark Films Corp. as an account
exec. He formerly was president
of McGinn TV Productions, where
he produced over 1,000 live, tape
and film TV shows. Among his
credits are "American Memoir,"
"Folksong," "Down You Go." "Investors Forum." "The Storyteller."
"Mr. McGarrity," "BOZO Circus"
and "Playboy's Penthouse.'
Just before forming his own
organization McGinn was associated with Encyclopedia Britannica
Filit....1 Wilikilti ul

New Jazz Pilot for TV
Phil
NI

plum in the form of an exclusive
campaign from J. M. Smucker Company, makers of jams and jellies.
The deal was set by the Detroit office of PG&W, according to Jack
Donahue, station sales manager
,
Shari Lewis and her husband,
Jeremy Tarcher, will add to the moppet audience with one of their
own in July
"Route 66" has wound up its season's shooting and
resumes production June 4 after a four-week vacation. George Maharis
should be ready to resume his co-starring role by then, after recovering
from a rough session with hepatitis.
,

The polio drive now under way

receives

a

through
"Community

a

,

...

booster shot today

newly introduced
Service Project,"
when one of the Health Department's nurses appears on the Malion's "Bozo the Clown" program.
She will be inIcrviend by clown
performer Bill Britten and discuss
her department's plans for issuing
polio shots to school children,

Handicapped

Kii

iiithinind Val
Club Telethon, the station ann
red yesterday. The 18-hour s
tacular, held Sunday, was a joint
by h

I

I

I

fort of KDKA-TV

and Harry
dinsky, former Variety chief
ker,
The money will be used for
ditional facilities at Camp WC
nell, summer home for handicap
children at Wexford, Pa. KDI
TV's public affairs director
Thrall produced the show un
program manager Robert No
supervision.

hh:

Jay Ward has signed Michael Levin to write three original
tunes for "The Bullwinkle Show." as well as to score and write muse
for Ward's pilots ... Revue has signed actress Pippa Scott to a term contract for both screen and television. Her first assignment is the lead opposite Lee J. Cobb in "The Virginian." new 90-minute color series
to be aired via NBC-TV
Bill "Jose Jimenez" Dana is in Seattle
for three days of p.a.'s, accompanied by Bill Lyon, v.p. of The Brandy
Company
.. Dan Duryea reports for U. S. Steel Hour rehearsals in
New York June 18 for his starring role in "The Scene of the Crime,"
to be aired on CBS-TV June 27.
,

.

.

.

Th

KTTV week-end newscaster Les Lampson, who speaks Russian fluently, has been engaged by the State Department to host a
series of six quarter-hour radio programs for broadcast behind the
Iron Curtain, The Russian language shows will be taped at the Glen
Glenn Studios
KM has a ep for a new transmitter to be located
on Venice Blvd. Ground will be broken shortly ... J. Leonard Reinsch,
veteran broadcast executive and Radio-TV Advisor to President Kennedy during the presidential campaign, will be guest speaker at the
joint meeting of the Los Angeles and Hollywood Ad Clubs at the
Staller-Hilton May 15
KABC has come out with a sales brochure
as elaborate and complete as any we've seen ..
MGM
Records has worked out a tie-in with 130 Fred Astaire dance studios
to promote Choreo label's recent LP release of "Three Evenings With

that is about

,

Phoenix Airs 'Teen Beat
As Showcase

-

for Talent

Phoenix
"Teen
an
live local entertainment progr.
will premiere Sunday on KPH'
TV, it was announced by Ch
Glance, program director. The ho
program, produced by Jack Cur
and Bill Thompson, and direr
by Clare Yares, will showc
new talent from the valley os
as
teenage singers, comedic
vocal groups, and bands. Cu

entertainment columnist for
Arizona Republic, will review eee
act and comment on their chanc
of success.
A special feature of the serif
will be a review of the latest pop
lar recordings by guest disk Joe

Fred Astaire."

Following completion of his writing assignment on "Dr.
Kildare," Arthur Weiss will write the teleplay "Baby Needs a New
Pair of Shoes" for MGM-TV's "Eleventh Hour" series .. Hal Prince's
new Broadway show. "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum," celebrated with a Roman costume party at the Forum Restaurant last night. with Zero Mostel starring in both places.
.

Ed Feldman has signed on at Desilu as produrer of the new
one hour comedy series -Fair Exchange.- Created by Cy Howard, the
series stars Eddie Foy Jr. and will be filmed starting the middle of
June at Desilu-Gower.

'Superman' in 80 Marts
Via Flamingo Syndication
Polio Drive to Get
WPI X Booster Shot

To

$

1

KTLA has come up with

...

As Account Executive
James

.. concerning a supposed exit of Sam Jaffe ti
Ise
Bite C.11-.Q relies seem a bit exaggerated. According to Basil Grillo
of Bing Crosby Productions. Jaffe did express dissatisfaction with
his role but the option on Jaffe's services for next year is being exercised and the part of Dr. Zorba undoubtedly will be expanded next

Telethon Draws

!nut, heti, h.it lit,11 sold in
new markets, it was reported
by Ira Gottlieb, president of Flamingo Films, syndit :dor of the TV
10

program. Comprised of 104 halfhem
showy, "Superman" is now
la a total of 811 market,
The recant purchases include
KTVI St. Louis. WAFB-TV. Baton
Rouge; WMTW-TV, Portland, Me.;
KLZ -TV, Denver; KVOO -TV, Tulsa; WEEK-TV. Peoria: WTCN-TV,
Minneapolis: KGMB-TV, Honolulu; KENS-TV, San Antonio, and
KTVB, Boise.

Radio Helps Pave Way
For 'Highways to Hope'
1.0. Angela..
Li.- Arm 'me_ ill
launch the National Multiple Sclerosis Society's 1902 "Highways to
Hope" program, and KABC-Radio
is making the campaign the station's special "Public Service Project of the Month" for May, Ben
Hoberman, vice president and general manager, announced.
A special Greyhound bus, which
is traveling across the country on
behalf of MS, carrying educational
displays, spreading knowledge of
and increasing interest in the work
of the Society, will be on view here

this week.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Screen Extras Guild
Elects 11 to Board
Results of the annual clectic
of the Screen Extras Guild.
which 25 candidates competed ft
11 three-year terms on the Isom
of directors, have been announce
by executive secretary H. O'Ne
Shanks.
The directors elected arc'. Ton
Regan, Paul Cristo, Bob Burr owl
Joe Brooks, Kenner G. Kern{ t
Evelen Ceder, Tom Anthony. Tin
Menard. Richard Elmore. Jo
Evans. Paul Denton.

Soccer Finals Telecast
In U.S., Canada, Europe

-

Toronto
An annual highligh
of the British soccer scene, lb.
Football Association Cup Final
will be seen Saturday on CB('
TV here, Sunday on ABC-TV it
the U.S., and on Eurovision it
Europe. The presentation wit
consist of BB(' coverage filmed
last Saturday at Wembley. Eng
land, Kenneth Wolstenholnic
the commentator,

Shoot
Ill Networhs Pool for New Spaceman3-Orbit
Flight

very-Knodel Ups
Stal Executives

TV Now Threatening Even the Hairbrush!

reps, in
streamline
odt
eddies In the New York and
v

.1111

licago

offices,

has

announced

following appointments, which

a

se

effect today:

Thomas J. White has been made
aior VP and a member of the
ecutive committee, and will
in complete charge of the New
irk office.

Radio. TV Execs Named
Roger

H. O'Sullivan.

also

we 1947; Edward W. Lier, RobJ. Kizer and Donald F. Mcilly have been named director
sales development, director of
sales and director of radio
les, respectively.
Lewis H. Avery. president, said
company's research departnt is also being enlaidon
s.

:tty Furness to Tour
Cities for Israel Bonds
Betty Fur new, of t'ItS lboho's
hmension feature, "Woman's
orld," will appear in six major
ties during
egg
ay and June
commentator
ith a fashion
ow tour soon:zed by Bonds
Ala; Israel.
m her first en-

v.

in

Aingstown toorrow, Miss
lidless'

will

'liner-

be

7- Ho-

mattleS5
June
tester. N. Y.; 14- Cincinnati; 20
-Boston; 21- Minneapolis, and
I-Cleveland. The fashions are
'eated by Israeli and Italian cleaners, of Israeli fabrics and man.
facture.

-ring Grdiron (lash

Alumni spring football game
University of Washington
be telecast on KOMO-TV, May

the

1.

Keith Jackson, sports and special

vests director,

will do play-bylay.
The game will be sponsored on
:0MO-TV by Glaser Beverages for
Up (Cole & Weber) and Northiestern Mutual Insurance (Miller,
4e,ckay,

Roca

C

Hartung).

Par kuge

King Features Syndicate has
packaged a new live Popeye act
for this Summer, to debut at Freedomland when the park opens
May 26. The act was conceived by
Gene Plotnik, creative services
director for KFS-TV. which distributes the 220 new made-for-TV
Popeye cartoons and plans to work
out merchandising tie-ins in each
market the act is booked.
Consisting of Popeye and his
traditional antagonist, Brutus,
the half hour vaudeville - style
show will play at Freedomland
the first five weekends plus MeDot
mor

Chris Anchors
Global Sports

'Wit Itiwitie Sp. o Is" will debut
on CBS Radio May 28 as a 15minute Monday - through - Friday
program chronicling major happenings here and abroad Chris
Schenkel will serve as .o; ;ov
man in New York, with tl
gram borrowing the teche
CBS News shows to presort
news, interviews and feat
ported from the scene by
correspondents.
Producing "Worldwide Spurtswill be Don Steffens and John
Chanin. under the overall supervision of CBS Radio sports director James M. Dolan.

-

PAIL)

'ill

s

New Series for WIIC

inns Two Sponsors

t

titny Feultu

Vies far Market Tie-Ins

*

igement

NEW POPEYE ACT
ON SALES TOUR

a

pax VP. will have the same
ibilities in the Chicago ofla Be has been with the agency

ty

With 38 per rent of modern American parents, deprivation of TV
privileges is the most popular method of punishing naughty children,
according to a national survey of 1,400 families conducted by Itruskin
Associates. The method is now second only to spanking, still used as
principal punishment by 59 per rent. This factor might affect TV
ratings of kid shows, if the rating is taken on a "dark of the moon"
day when there's been an upsurge of youthful mishehavIor.

Pittsburgh
WIIC here will
premiere a new series "Divorce
Court." on Saturday.

Seattle Station Airing
Outer-Space Symposium

-A

Seattle
panel discussion on
outer space, by 10 U. S. astronauts
at the World's Fair here, will be
carried from 2 PM tomorrow until
conclusion on KOMO-TV. Sponsor
is the Seattle First National Bank.

Hudson Joins WLEE
As VP, Managing Dir.
Richmond, Va.-The Lee Broadcasting Corp., which owns 5.000 watt WLEE here, has appointed
Harvey L. Hudson to its board
of directors and
named him a
v ice president
and managing
director of the
station. In addition, Joe Maseru
was appointed
station manager, directly re-

sponsible

to

HUDSON
Hudson in the
operation of the various WLEE
departments.
For Mason it is a return to Richmond after a number of years in
which he was active in his own
sales promotion and public relations firm, radio and TV broadcasting schools and most recently
in the management of WTOP.
Hartford, Conn. He worked his
way from announcing to sales
manager and sports director of
WLEE in the late 1940s and early

'50s.

Navy's
Spotted from Hangar
To Mainland Return

All networks have pooled
for live coverage of
Navy I.t. ('omd. M. Scott Carforces

penter's forthcoming three-orbit

flight. Hodio-TV production for
ihe Mercury-Atlas 7 man-shoot at
Cape Canaveral will be supervised by NBC News. Pool producer is Donald Meaney and pool
director, James Kitchell. ABC
News. CBS News and NBC News
rotate supervision of the all-network pool at the Cape.
Joint coverage will start in the
early hours of launch day when
the astronaut leaves Hangar "S"
for the missile, and will end when
films of the astronaut's recovery
are returned to the mainland and
aired. The whole pool operation
will take about 20 hours.
Chosen by Lots
The networks drew lots for
news correspondent assignments.
ABC will provide newsmen for
the launching pad, aboard a Navy

LSD in the first orbit recovery
area and at Cocoa Beach, Fla.

NASA press headquarters).
correspondents
be
aboard an LSD and destroyer in
the second orbit recovery zone.
Mutual Broadcasting will provide
CBS

will

one man
on a destroyer at the end of orbit
three. and all "downrange" short-

wave facilities. NBC will provide
two newsmen. at Hangar "S" and
on the destroyer for recovery.
Individual Coverage Also
The networks will also cover

individually with Walter Cronkite

anchor man for CBS-TV, and
originating his Monday-throughFriday news program from the
Cape the week of the flight. He'll
be backed by Don Hewitt and
as

Student Hunt for Jots
Gels TV Boost in

SF
1:11,/,,

I

-

11:111.1'

rancho.°
For the second
iv,' year, KGO-TV and the

California Department of Employment will join forces in a campaign
to foster more "Summer Jobs for
Students" in the San Francisco Bay
Area. The program will be concentrated during the week of June
10-16, when most high school and
junior college students begin their
Summer vacations.
Plans call for the station to use
spot announcements and special
programming to point out to local
employers the need and advantages
of offering vacation work to capable young men and women.

Boys' Best Friend

-

San Antonio
KTSA deejay
George Lester has recorded "Old
Shep." written by Red Foley. Lester says he will turn over the
earnings from the recording to
Boysville.

Robert Wussler. Dallas Townsend
will be anchor man for CBS Radio.
For NBC, Roy Neal and Frank
McGee will anchor the TV coverage from Cape Canaveral and
New York, respectively. Merrill
Mueller and Jay Barbree will
handle NBC Radio coverage from
the Cape.
Begon, O'Brien for ABC
Jack Begon has been named
producer for ABC-TV at Cape
Canaveral, and Tom O'Brien
again takes charge of ABC Radio's
origination there.
Radio Press International newsmen Spencer Danes. Merritt Hadley and Dick Kidney will broadcast complete reports from blastoff to recovery, with RPI bureaus
in New York, London, Washorvton, Paris. Berlin, Moscow and
the UN to provide subscribers
with national and international

reaction.

TvB SALES PROMO FILM

ON WPIX IN PRIME TIME
"The Salesmachine." TvB's half-hour report on the role of
commercial TV in the national economy, will be presented on
WPIX in prime-time May

29. The
program is believed to be the first
time in the New York market
in which TV has been used to
demonstrate the selling power of
the medium.
The Salesmachine" notes that
the pace of manufacturing is
governed by the pace of selling
and to produce more you must be
able to sell more. The limitations

Veterans Broadcasting
Boosts Murrellwright

-

of in-person selling require mass

Rochester. N. Y.
Veterans
Broadcasting Co., which recently
remodeled headquarter facilities
for WROC-AM-FM .TV at a cost
of 5150.000, has named Arthur
Murrellwright a company VP. He
also is WROC-TV general sales
manager.

media to extend reach, thus the
growth of mass production is possible only through the growth (.2
mass media.

'Atomic Age Physics'

'Not Just Substitute'
"Today, TV provides the advertiser tools for communication better than those any in-person
TV is not
salesman ever had
just a substitute for face-to-face
selling; it is something more. The
growth of TV as America's basic
sales medium and the added tools
of communication it provides can
enable the manufacturer to produce more, and profit more, because he can sell more, with more
.

"The Salesmachine" was produced and directed by George G.
Huntington. TvB VP and general
manager, and Ed Herlihy narrates.

Deceptive Ad Claims
Bringing FTC Action
(Continued from Page

It

pective buyers who live far from
the property to be sold and who
have little or no idea of how actual parcels of land differ from
that described or pictured in the
advertisements."
The commission's probe, it is
believed certain, will extend into
all other forms of national advertising, including newspapers.
magazines and direct mail.
When North American Philips
Co. recently was charged with
deceptive price claims on its electric shaver, the firm branded the
complaint as untrue and asked
for its dismissal.
Several Claims Revised
Meanwhile, Tenex, Inc.. with
sales subsidiaries in the northeast
segment of the country, is reported to have agreed to stop misrepresenting the price and savings
of its food freezer offerings. The
FTC has advised that International Latex has consented to drop
claims that its rubber gloves are
fabric or cotton lined. A Palo Alto
manufacturer of toothpaste has
been ordered by an FTC examiner
to discontinue stating that its product is non-abrasive, will whiten
teeth and remove stains and film.

Coast Channel Buys
10 Syndicated Series

In Summer Revamp

-

Hollywood
KCOP-TV has
10 major syndication deals
with Desilu, MCA, Ziv-UA, CBS
Films, Flamingo Films, NTA and
TV Marketeers, primarily as Summade

mer replacements in its Monday-

through-Friday, 9 PM-midnight
schedule, beginning next week.
Included are "Flying Doctor,"
distributed by Marketeers, and
"Deadline," distributed by Flamingo, both half-hour skeins new
to area TV.

Returns to Network
"Continental Classt.ra..- will
continue for its fifth rear on the
NBC-TV in 1962-'83 with the return of the "Atomic Age Physics"
course that launched the countrywide educational project and repeat of the current season's course
in "American Government." The
announcement came from William R. McAndrew. executive vice
president, NBC News, who declared:
-There is a great need that must
still be served if the United States
is to move faster in the science
race. Five years ago, 'Continental Classroom' was begun as an
experiment to apply the power of
network television to the pressing national problem of improving
science instruction in our schools."

* *

Others are Desilu's "Harrigan
Son;" MCA's "Coronado 9."
A-7" and "Mike Hammer;"
NTA's "Assignment Underwater:"
Ziv-UA's Economee Division "Ann
Sothern Show" "Harbor Command," and CBS Films' "Call
and
"S

Changes In ' Stokey Show'
The programming shifts also
involve radical changes in KCOPTV's "Mike Stokey Show." previously a 90-minute, Mondaythrough-Friday program, which
now becomes interchanged with
news, weather and sports features
of the station.

By

-

MAL TATE

Chicago
Appointment
Daniel T. Pecaro as WGN-TV
gram manager, & Robert L.
ford as WGN-Radio program
ager were announced by Be
Berentson and Charles E.
who respectively manage th
and radio operations.
Pecaro succeeds Edward A,'
rem television program man
for two and one-half years,
accepted a similar position
WNBC-TV in New York Cit),
A lifetime Chicagoan, P
left a teaching position in the I
sago Public Schools to enter
field of radio via WGN. He
in

1954 as

traffic department

sistant, became a radio prods
in 1955, and in April of 1958
named radio production sui
visor. In September of 1960,
was named program manager
WGN-Radio.
He is a graduate of DePaul
versify, where he received
bachelor of science degree, ma.
ing in education. in 1950.

-

.11

Station Names Warren

Edward A. Warren, director of
for WGN-TV, Chicago, has been named program
manager for WNBC-TV here, effective May 28. The position has
been vacant for the past several
months.

Let's Talk

It

Over

* *

It
some Washington-power planner

(Continued hem Pose

ideas ore individually inspired or if
inn t
sending up trial lead balloons?
But, to get bock to Mr. Frowleyi He's willing to let the motter o
qualifying for tax exemptions be determined by a Government-industry
committee which would formulate policy. And there's the rubl
.

TOWARD the end of his dissertation, the Harvard mon reveals that
"nearly oil network executives with whom hove talked, hove in no
uncertain terms, expressed a great distaste for further Government participation in broadcasting affairs." He's even willing to admit that "their
reactions cannot be dismissed as fears of 'bogeymen.'"
Here Mr. Frawley has set up the rebuttal os a "straw man" and then
punched him silly before industry spokesmen can make adequate response. "If at any time a broadcaster feels 'pressured' as to program
content, he may refuse to apply the exemption in determining the corporate tox."
Fair enough, Mr. Frawley, but if TV and radio broadcasters throughout
the and agree on any one thing it is this: they do not wont the Federal
hand in deeper than it is at present because attempts to plunge to the
elbow and then to the shoulder ore bound to follow.
Your plan, Mr. Frawley, would not "open another window in the house
of freedom;" it would hong the block poll of Government control over
the whole structure of the finest commercial broadcasting system in the
world and literally destroy global democracy's biggest chance of corn (
municating its message of hope in the future,
I

Nova Scotia Getting
ETV Studies in Fall

-

Halifax, N. S.
The CBC v
help bring educational TV to HI
p
'n the Fall, with
network's CBHT here to aril/
ate 11th -grade courses in ma
and physics for rebroadcra
throughout Nova Scotia. To
aired mornings, the courses as
on each subject.
Others transmitting the count
will be CB-HT's rebroadcaafil
stations in Liverpool. Shelbour
and Yarmouth, N. S., with t
CBC to provide more web far
ities in areas of the province r
covered by CBHT. The CBC a
also audition potential TV mast
people.

Desi Picks Producer
For Lucy's New Show

-

Los Angeles
Desi Areas h'
assigned Elliott Lewis to produ
the new Lucille Ball Show. st hi
debuts on the CBS-TV Oct.
Lewis, who joined Desilu Is
year as producer of "Guestwa

Ho!" is currently producing I
hour-long "Kraft Mystery The
ter." Arnaz will be executive pr
which features Vivian Vance
co-star.

on Review Board
I

NAB Radio

(ode;

ill Chairman Again
1,

lino

it

ir,111.1'

Nine leading rehave been named
NAB Radio Code Review
which serves as an appelIMdy in administering the
Radio Code of Good Pracfor programs and commer-

it .t, il ing 14,11
, k,,,,...1..e1n:

.

messages. The board has been

part of NAB's
operation.
KEZY,
aim, Calif., was reappointed
two-year term as chairman.
inted with him was RobB. Jones, Jr., VP, WFBR,
Appointed for twoterms were Richard M. Fair 'Ms, president, WIBC, Indiananis; Lee Fondren, station manDenver, and Richard
, KLZ,
Mason, president, WPTF, Ra-

tituted

Gill, president,

riore.
,

-

By

Parainutint TV Productions yesterday tamed a half-h,Lii
fashion show for Macy's department store, to he aired Wer
this month on KPIX, San Francisco. The show, "Fashions On
he Go," features Dorothy Gurdinw, John Milton Kennedy and I I

nodels. Loring d'Usseau was pro-

ducer-director.
Co-sponsor of the program is
Lincoln-Mercury, via Kenyon &
Eckhardt
Edit. Adams has been named
"Commercial Spokeswoman of the
Year" for her Muriel Cigar TV
commercials, produced for Muriel
by Lennen & Newell .. American Motors, via McKim Advertising, Toronto, has purchased twothirds sponsorship in the season's
last Wayne & Shuster Hour, May
26 on ('BC -TV. Other sponsor is
Union Carbide, via Stanfield, Johnson & Hill, Toronto.
.

.

ntinued for the remaning
their terms under the old
-eyed were Richard 0. Dunning,
Osident, KHQ, Spokane; Elmo
.Ds, program manager, WSB,
JUtnta; Herbert L. Krueger, VP
.SAG. Worcester, and Robert
, Pratt, KGGF, Coffeyville.
Xpr of

41C-TV Hits $46 Million
Koptimaal

III,

fsin

Pegs

ii

Iii e," "Wagon Train," "Gallant
.n," "Strip" a n d "Untouch';
es;" Block Drug, "Cheyenne,"
Dmbat," "Gallant Men," "Eye,"

pedal," "Naked City," "Strip"

i "Untouchables;" Bristol-

"Eye," "Special," "Casey."
"Wagon Train," plus renewal
"Naked City."
,ers,

i

,incol n
.

..

-

Mercury. "Eye."

111C-TV has named Vincent A.
ands sales VP for its Western
vision. He joined ABC in 1945
a deejay at KGO, its o-o in San
ancisco, and two years later
ailed his sales career there. yinnt then moved to network ran sales and in 1949 became penal

manager of ABC

National

lot Sales. He was named ABCV Western Division Sales man:er in 1955.

'rain," "Gallant Men," "Strip,"
:asey," "Cheyenne," "Special"
id "Stoney Burke;" plus AFL
'id tilts; Mobil Oil, "Untouchiles," "Naked City," "Premiere"
Jel
"Strip;" Schick Electric.

2heyenne," "Burke" and "Strip;"
olaroid, "Combat," "Eye," 'Pre,iere" and "Leave It to Beaver;"
hilco, "Special," "Eye," "Un.uchables." "Naked Cika" and
Strip "

)utlet Names Ohio Reps

-

Pittsburgh
KQV has named
/hio Stations Representatives.
fieveland, its Ohio representative

linked to Far North

Mtn COOPII

as

ed code

ff

(BC's Trans-Canada

AGENCY NEWSCAST

Martha Wright, star of the
Broadway show, "Sound of Music," will be luncheon guest tomorrow of the Advertising Sportsmen of New York ... Two Miami
agencies, Harris & Co. and J. R.
Brumby & Associates, will merge
June 1, as Harris, Buggeln &
Brumby.

Thought for Today

)

"We will attract ample talent
only when knowledge of the ad
pertising agency business replace
fiction on campuses and else
where; when agencies can hold
out a higher measare of fob xe
runty: and when certain offensty
kinds of advertisements that drag
down the prestige of the business
fade from the scene.
-Marion Harper, Jr..
Chairman, 4A's
President, Interpublic

of the 4A's ... The Ad Men's Post
of the American legion holds a
special meeting for its JOB wing
Monday
Tod Potash, account
supervisor at Jack Bernstein As-

...

sociates, has been elected

a

VP.

Friendly Ice Cream stores, Wilbraham, Mass., has bought a schedule of spots running from May 21
through Labor Day on five Massachusetts and Connecticut radio
stations, via R. W. Bacon agency.

The Benton & Bowles board of
directors has named Atherton W.
Hobler founder chairman, by acDavid J. Salentbier
clamation
and Gilbert C. Menonald have
been promoted to VP's at Young
Ann Lewis has
& Rubicam
joined the copy staff at Reach.
McClinton. She was formerly with
Wesley Associates, and before that
with Grey Advertising.

4,f

:orth-

ern Mackenzie network, which began operation Apr, 2. with its

Trans-Canada network.
National radio service is now
being brought live to residents of
the Yellowknife, Hay River and
Fort Smith areas of the Northwest Territories. According to
CBC Radio, more than 9,000
residents of the Far North are
receiving national programming
through the new connection.
The Mackenzie network consists of a manned station at CFYK.
Yellowknife, with unmanned, lowpower relay transmitters at Hay
River and Fort Smith. CBDH,
Uranium City, Sask, will be converted to a low-power relay next

Winter and added to the Mackenzie network.

JFK, Ike will Outline
Views on World Trade
President John F. Kennedy and
former President Dwight D. Eisenhower will outline the challenge
and promise of free world trade
on CBS Reports: "Breaking the
Trade Barrier," May 24 on CBSTV. The report was filmed in the
U. S. Europe and the Far East.

.

.

.

.

.

Bien Trading has named Smith/
Greenland to handle ads for Empress Tuna Fish .. Gil Gorman
has joined NahasBlumberg. Houston, as PR director ... Nat Steinberg, of WIL, St. Louis, has received the Sales & Marketing Executives' distinguished salesman
award for 1962.
.

of Ayli:. AlenRobert N
ck
rY. Houston, has hc
chairman of the Stir'.1

Things don't turn up in this world until
somebody turns them up.
Garfield

.

'Little Bird Told Me'

-A

Thought For The

Day-

Say St. Louis Admer.

St. Louis-WIL, Balaban station
here, recently had all of the local
advertising agencies and birds talking! Account execs from WIL delivered live parakeets to clients &
agencies, with the theme "Spring
is on the air-WIL is the station
the birds say is for the people."
Some of the birds were overheard
saying, "Wonderful WIL."

MARTIN HIMMEL, President
DUNNAN & JEFFREY, lac.
739 Fifth Amuse

New York, N. Y.

THE REBEL
starring Nick Adams

NOW LOCAL
For Fall '62 release: 76 high rated 1,2 hours for syndication! The eminently successful REBEL enjoyed top Sunday night audiences
on ABC's Television Network

for

2

solid years.

A

32.9% average share-ofaudience put THE REBEL into 9,729,000 homes each week

during the 1960'61 season. Already bought and programmed by the NBC

Network"

THE REBEL faces no hiatus this summer. This

invaluable exposure of your property will cover 12 weeks this summer on the network:

A

springboard for your local programming

this tall. So rally 'round THE REBEL, boys! Write for full details today, or call

ABC FILMS INC

www.americanradiohistory.com

1501 Broadway
New York 36
LA.

4.5050
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rALENT-FEE SLAP STINGS AFTRA
BS SALES AND PROFITS
AT PEAK; TV 92% SOLD

)Vitt) 92 per cent of its available TV net work time for next
d1 already sold, CBS, Inc. yesterday reported net sales and
)fits for the first quarter of this year as the highest in hisgladsome tidings
'he latter
re presented to the company's

zkholders yesterday in a joint
tement by William S. Paley.
ird chairman, and Frank Stanpresident.
tonsolidated net income for
,

first quarter was $7,764,855
spared with $6,025,978 for the
responding period of 1961. an
(Continued

ne Pegs

,-Cent Qtly. Dividend

-

Storer Broadcasting
board of directors has de-

red a

quarterly dividend of

45

ris per share of common, payle June 8, to stockholders of
ord May 25. The board also
tared a quarterly dividend of
1/2 cents per share on its unred class B common.

hlif. Federation Honors
Pe Stations, 2 Women
.at

-

ce.n gene% of RADIO.TV DAILY

ion Diego

The

California

deration of Women's Clubs. at

Ismeheon in the El Cortez Hotel
-re, presented
the following
lards:
Whs. G. W. Jorres, state chairMostinved on Page 6)

redericks Says Innuendo
'ming His Show Off Air

RaHlon Fredericks charged in
.megie Hall last night that the
ad and Drug Administration,
conjunction with the American
edical Association, and other
aups are trying to force his
ndicated nutrition program off

air through "the dangerous
publicity." He claimed
50 stations dropped his
gram after receiving a "letter
innuendo" from the FCC, later
'minded, and that only some 10
aliens now carry his program.
.e

»vice of

at over

-

President KenWashington
nedy has asked an additional
$1,517,000 to run the FCC during
the fiscal year which begins on
July I, to bring total funds requests for the agency to $14,617,000. The FCC was voted 512,508,000 for the current fiscal year.

6)

orer Company Posts
Iliami

$1.5 MU. More Asked
By JFK to Run FCC

Stafford British Show
Stirs Global Interest
By
oat

PETER C.

DAYALSE
/ I'

I,. CAP/0

Mill I'

London-TV companies

in many
parts of the globe are showing keen
interest in the British-made "Jo
Stafford Show." which was entered
in the recent Montreux Festival
by the Independent Television Authority, covering all commercial TV
interests in Great Britain.
Produced by ATV, show is being
(Centinned on Pogo 4)

Telecasts in Frisco

Union's Spokesman
Spots TvB in Drive

Of Right-Wing Views

To Lower Charges

Sought by H.
By

L.

Hunt

MO SHEA

San Francisco-H. L. Hunt,
Texas multi-millionaire who
has been the financial angel
of many a controversial ultraconservative venture, plans to
bring a daily right-wing telecast
to the Golden Gate.
His personal representative,
James Morgan of Dallas, hired a
St. Francis Hotel press conference
suite and gave newshawks and
potential advertisers glimpses of
a few sample programs.
Hunt terms his five-minute
daily telecast, "Life Line." "a
positive and not negative program" and claims they are "patriotic, religious and educatonal."
Morgan told the reporters the
U. S. withdrawal
(Centimmd on Page 51

programs favor

Dr. Margaret Kearney
AWRT President-Elect

-

Philadelphia
Dr. Margaret
Mary Kearney, WCAU -TV educational director, has been named
president-elect of AWRT. She
kill he installed next May

Woodland Serves RFE Fund
As Middle-Atlantic Chairman
Cecil Woodland, general manager of WEJL, Scranton, has
been appointed radio-TV chairman of the Middle Atlantic area
for the 1962-M3

Radio Free
Europe Fund

drive, and will
organize c o mmittees to enlist support of
radio and TV
stations for the

Radio Free

Europe Fund.
The nationwide
goal of the 1962
Fund is $11 milOODLAND
lion. Since it
is privately financed, every cent

donated is used in sending news
and information behind the Iron

Curtain.
In recognition of Woodland's
outstanding service to RFE in
recent years, his station has received two RFE Fund Broadcast
Participation Awards. The only
station to win the award two
years running, WEJL has supported RFE through spot announcements, interviews, news
programs, speeches, films and a
special advertising program in the
(Continued

en

Peg.

El

sharp ,Ii-avr,...111,tit with

a

Tell report earlier this week
that talent is pricing itself

out of major spot commercial
work was registered yesterday
by Donald F. Conaway, AFTRA
national executive secretary, in
an exclusive statement to RADIOTV DAILY,

The commentary which drew
the fire of the union spokesman
had been released by Norman E.
Cash, TvB president. There are
ominous tones in it, according to
Conaway, who said:
"No doubt much of what Mr.
Cash has to say was the kickoff
of this (fee reduction) campaign
(Continned on Peg*

71

Harry Holmes Appointed
Gen. Mgr. at Cellomatic

been apHarry A. 111s,
pointed genera Iniin;gtr of the
Cellomatic Production Center,
Thomas Howell,
VP of Cellomatic, a Screen
Gems division.
announced yesterday. From
1959 on, Holmes
was art director
l

for Cellomatic.
Prior to that, he
was head of the
audiovisual section of the Fair-

child

Engine

HOlmES

and Airplane
Corporation of Nett' Vol

k.

Biscayne TV Loses Bid
To Keep Miami Ch. 7

-

Washington
The FCC has
refused to reconsider its decision
taking Miami Channel 7 away
from Biscayne TV, ordering the
company to cease operation of
WCKT on that channel on an unspecified date, in another of the
so-called "influence cases." WCKT will be permitted to operate
WCKT until it exhausts its court
appeal procedures.
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New Italian Outlet

rector of
on racation

..... fur.,

WALTER CRONKITI in St. Be
N Y. today to speak at St. Bono.*

20M Annual Press Day.

.....

U.'t

CONNIE HINES, costar of CBS-TV's "Mr.
Ed.." to Honolulu on wambon.

Emmv awards.
For the first time this year. the
academy is experimenting with a
"no category" system. so that local
TV may be judged solely on the
basis of achievement, without restrictions of categories. Awards
will be presented May 22 at the
Hotel Astor.
WCBS-TV Selections
WCBS-TV nominees are its
Ann ir.ti Musical Theater series.
Char es Collingwood: Ned CraEye on
mer: "Eye on Albany
Trenton"; Albert Greta. Karl
Malkames and Edmund Bert Girard: "The Invisible City," and
"Vote for What-Vote for Whom."
WABC -TV nominees are Jim
Bohop: the Eichmann trial series.
the "Expedition New York" series.
and its Youth TV Writers project.
WNBC-TV nominees are Oscar
Brand: Ben Grauer; "New York

-

A WI .111.0 Eutopco otlice for
TV sales has been opened in
Milan. Italy, to service mote. ial
-1 Encyclopaedia Britannica F mos,

Wilmette. Ill Warren P. Everote.
company proxy, has announced.
.

EBF produces and d istril.
es
educational motion pictures and
filmstrips. having pioneered also
with Temac. programmed learning materials in languages ant
mathematics.
The new office is headed by Arthur E. Breider. formerly advertising and sales director for Sponsor Publications, New York. Previously, he was sales manager of
the Central D
1: :ST TV
,

'61"

series:

Brian

O'Donerty:

(-pen Mind" Gabe
-stnan,
Recital Hall. a.1,1
Four from WNEW -TV
WNEW-TV nor.onees are Bennet Korn: Son
Fox: James
Fleming and David Mi. Sh nd. The
'

crdt.

WNTA-TV

Kaleidoscopic-Lens Debuts
child's kaleidoscope in orin-: !i.i
time in a drama on ABC-Trs
May 22. The lens breaks down the image

into six or more paces. In '',Tudgment at San Belito," it serves as
the eye of guest star Arthur
O'Connell who is seen undergoing mental disintegration and
imagines every person he passes
IS looking at hint accusingly.
Attached to hand-held camera.
the broken images are formed by

-

tilting and panning the camera.
Thus, the same person is seen in
various shapes and images
from six to eight-simultaneously.
The lens was developed by C Iris
Peterson and Rally Spoilt,. partners in a Hollywood television

-

commercial firm,

Admiral
AB Fr
A. T.

JOHNNY WESTERN. composer and singer
"lolled of Paladin" of "Ham Gen,
Will Travel," is in 11. Y. for
tonceni of
Carnegie Hall today.
of the

MONIOUE VAN VOOREN, in Seattle for
personal appeoramel at the Seattle World's
test,

&
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Scranton
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Not.ortal At,

Intl Soccer Telecasts

ship final nd American Challenge
Cup Awao following on Sunday,
Aug. 12.
The games will be taped at
Randall's Island Stadium for television presentation during the evening. "International Pro Soccer" is
presented on W PI X in association
with the New York Soccer Club,
The series will he directed by Don
Carney.

201/4

WM
40%
7%
47%

berm

for its four -part "PrejudiceI'. S. A.," produced in cooperation
with NBC-TV. The series analyzed what prejudice is, how much
of it exists and o hal it is doing
to the country,

cluded in the 14-game series will be
the play-01T contest between the
winner of Section One and the victor of Section Two, scheduled for
Sunday. Any. 5. with the champion-

73

20V4
42

RCA

Trans-le.
TV Industries

play-by.

443/4
321/2

73

6914
55
32

Screen Gems

"Intern:atonal Pro Soceer" returns to WP1X for weekend telecasts beginning May 20, with F.
M. Schaefer Brewing via REDO.
returning for the third successive
year. Sportscaster Win Elliot returns again this year to cover the
-play.
Most of the 14 games will be telecast on Sundays at 9 PM except
for two which will be presented on
Saturday, June 10, 9 PM and
Wednesday. July 4, ID PM. In-

23

107:3 105% 106%
44
a% 43%

Kodak

tee has given its

Schaefer Backs N.Y.

C

119%

3353

CBS

714

Jewish Group Honors
Catholic Show on NBC

Clos

AVCO

Ease

New York TV Academy Lists
23 Nominees fof 19 61 Emmys

r

For EBF TV Sales

-The N% I: rood

BENNETT. musical di
NBC-TV's "Pooled 20," in Rom
RUSSELL

1961

RICO CITY OFFICE'
Mk. Gorman
111005.

Nriadv

BILL LEONARD, CBS Nees beefier, Unit
exec:Him producer. h
d loom Bee
ton, where he Mined 1.....es for on upcoming special.

ROBERT

Beltg Flirness, president of the New York chapter of the
ATAS, has announced 23 area nominations for the academy's

Jinn Lona WIN

144.

IRA G. DELUMEN and ROBERT C. TROUP,
VHF, Inc emir& to Chicago an business.

ROBINSON, CBSEV senior vp
of mamoms in Hollowoori no business

BUREAU

CANADIAN

CHARLES A. ALICOATE. president and
publisher of fladio.TV Daily, will teem
Now York by plane tonight for Dublin,
where h. will attend the convention of
Variety ChM* Int...motion&

HUBBELL

Owls Lards
NONNI Provo 0141144
KNOW. 3.4RO11
COAST OFFICES

(May 01
YORK STOCK MARK

NEW
GUNTHER LESS. Iwo and producer 01
IOLA i World Admnture
reties. to Seattle
loom 1. A. tomorrow.

New

aeon of

'(hallenge' Bows

Via Longines-Willnaue
A new five-minute, my
"Challenge" has bowed on WI
sponsored by Longines-Witte
and featuring author-lecturer'
Butterworth. The show to
of capsuled philosophical tallta
"practical ideas which can le4:
success and peace of mind." Ft It
Knight is host, and Angelo Pet 6
zello, producer

--

Mrs. Jesse Kaye Dies
Il da

..5

5.4010 T1'

Lillian Kaye, 51, wife of Jag
West Coast head of MGM Reece
'-cas killed yesterday in an 411
accident. Funeral services wile
held tomorrow at Pierce Broil
Beverly Hills.

South Wants New Oath(

-

Berne of RADIO-Tr

Alabama IV
WilabibEl0E1
Commission has applied for a if/
non-commercial station on IS
Channel 42.

BENT ON SELF-DESTRUCTION?
a backlog of film product-but-is it good
for broadcasting? Times change and yesterday's smart buy may
strangle you today. Don't be determined to use film just because
you have it. Sorting through it, trying to hold
old and get new customers, you may end up
so engulfed in second-rate product that selfdestruction is inevitable. Nothing is as expensive as a product that just misses. We can tell
you that Warner's ''Films of the 50's don't

Granted-you have

SUBSIDIARY

A

OF

NSIV YORK 270

miss...145 stations' have bought them...they haven't missed for
them...they won't miss for you either. Station after station that
has bought smart has bought ratings, sponsors, and profits...
These are the facts...these are the reasons
why Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's" are
"Money makers of the 60's."
'The list of 145 TV slain:ins programming Seven Arts'
"Films of the 50's'' see Third Cover SROS -Spot TV
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Throat Better, Darin

Veronica Lake Tapp,
For 'Monitor 62' Tal

Will Sing This Sunday

Ito Iths llarin headlines the
surd roster on "The Ed Sullivan
Show" on CBS-TV Sunday. The
star, whose scheduled appearance
last Sunda/ had to be postponed
because of laryngitis, will preowl I minutes of songs. °Tomo., mcd ht
011 stage orchestra.

By TED GREEN

St. Louis ETV

Outlet

Power Boost

To Ask

Guests attending

a preview of David L. Wolper's TV documentary. "D-Day," airing June 3 over NBC-TV, received their inv10111°11 the hard way
Only persons admitted to the screening were
those who participated in the Normandy invasion. hitting the Naziheld beaches on D.Day'
YalTa Yarkoni, chosen one of three top
rceording artists by South America, embarks on another singing en
gagentent there with a new act wrItten for her by Hans Holzer. V.."
ill

.

trsso J.

1,

mane 1..11gUag.,

ire...

1..11,11,1,1..

Content Rule Easin

1..g 4.1uug, Si
who 11.1.111 berm on radio in I year., lilts the
alrlanes nest month as a lay or to Cary Leant to plug their co-starrer,
"That Touch of Mink" .. Riverside Records Aarlt exec Cannonball
Adderly and his quintet will play a jam concert at Kleinham Music
Hall, Buffalo. on May 30
Saverio Saridis, the singing ex-NY cop,
begins a one-week engagement at the Miramar. Columbus, 0., May 21
The Gene Krupa ljuartet will play a jazz concert at the State
I niversity of New York College in Cortland. N. Y.. May 18
Colombo releases Jerry Vale's filth LP. "I Have But One Heart," for nationd distributi .... June I.
.

.

.

It Ed Sullivan se. Ills
111: smiling mule lately, credit Jerry
miracle golf pro at Englewood Country Club, who's chopping
it
stroke:, on Ed's game, lowering his already-low score. Sullivan
now joins the J1
Volpe Ian club. which includes other Englewood
nit
is
as Joey
Mr, key Mantlt. Buddy Hackett. Corbett
Monica and Dick Shawls
No, that wasn't Sandra Dee at Hallam'sIt was her look alike, starlet-model Joan Paulson
Mali Tarloff,
chtector of the Tolt do Home Show, stops off next week-end en route
to the Variety Club's consentior»n Dublin for a week, then four days
each in London and Pal is
Harry Millard, winding up his tour
C1,h,,,1"
with IL,. "Ark
nini d for the lead
11
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Petry Gets 2nd Offer;

ri

Accepts II This Time
Pittsburgh

Public Affair, Fellowship for
study

At

Pi II

l'olumbh, U.
Ir previous

1'.(111,-1 wall tato
thi -ration gencial man,
Ir.
duet to.

11,11.,Id
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St. Louis Cameras Eye
Europe, India Scenes

si
Two inembeis of the
KTV1
ioi pia, -.hooting
him flu progi.un. which will bi
:J,
of spa,
1111
the ABCTV athlt :ate hi re
Bill Leonard, station Twin:wet. is timing
St. Loins

Europe.
tograph.
Brown,
hunting

5.1151,1

DA/LY.
Bnt

Montreal-The Board of

Governors this month
consider temporarily reducing
55 per Cent Canadian content
east

to 45 per cent.

Dr. Andrew Stewart, cha
of the BBG, said the propose.°
duetion would be in effect tl
Oct. 15, and is intended to

private television stations wy
are "not yet out of the woad.
nancially."
In commenting on TV's psi

MI

as an educational
m
Stewart said he found it d'
"to be connected with broad
and not be cynical about the
telligence level of TV views
that
is so
thing for educators rather I
television broadcasters to be

cerned about.

- -

iCiratimaid hem Page

\ I.11 11111 1V(.41-.D-TV. again
hr.. been .1W.11,1,1 it CBS News

year's

To Help Canada TV

Stafford Show Popular

11111111

and

Veronica Lake, long a ee
from Hollywood movie -ma
will be interviewed on N111
illo's **Monitor '62" Saturday
by reporter John Cannon di
bring listeners up-to-date mg,
activities since quitting films .e.
tell how she got her stage
and her famous hair -do.
Lake has turned down a no
of oilers to appear on TV do
favor of remaining out oi
limelight.

re,

its

idationed
Lan,' Johnson, chief phor. a. accompanying Dana
world haveler, who is
big game in India

shad,. :too. auburn to platootni o. 142" 1,1,1,,,k Fi RUdes she can
change lath eye and hmh coloring for ,.lit new TV appearance' 111;01
the 111:Al. NIoniqut; van VIII

I'1-11

pivot- stand up"

"My Stetson's off to: MAW New York. for its cooperation
ilk WI/St', New Orleans. in devoting a good deal of prime air time
in broadcasting editorials and news from the New Orleans outlet on
the "Reverse Freedom Rides." The New York station also tarried
an interview with John Singerman, head of the White Citizens Coon.
cies program for sending Negro families North
Producer Bill
llobin, for one of the finest shows, production-wise, I've seen on TV
in a long lime. The May 3 "Sing Along" tribute to Irving Berlin
looked like a million-dollar spec and it was top treatment for the
wonderful Berlin tunes. We look forward to tonight when the final
hour of the two-part dediea
takes place. Beautiful show, gentlemen. Everyone. connected with it should be congratulated.
.

.

handled by Independent TV Ct
In addition to Jo Stafford. a
also stars Mel Tome, Ros
('looney and Ed "Kookie" Byrr
Commenting on the fact
although filmed in Britain, all
big names in the show are Asl
111,1,
several British column
have said this bears eloquent to
molly to the preeminence of 171
entertainers in the world alit

.

OBITUARY
Allen Parr
Hollywood

-

Fun..,..

,..crel

have been held tot Allen Pig;

CBS-TV program departM4111
business manager, who died a t
heart attack. He is survived by
wife and two sons. Parr ion
CBS Radio programming ope
Lions in N. Y. in 1936. After
discharge from military serw
he became CBS-TV program
ordinator and later, program ma
ager. He was appointed to
Hollywood with the network
49,

A, toi Cirtio Jackson. veteran of many TV shows, will tour
the silo citcuit 1,t Mus' Man" and -Summer and Smoke" .. Mike
Wallace's departioh trial, "PM- C:1171e as no surprise. He's been restless for weeks
Marlene Adanto, tummy-tosser at the Britania,
received zi Ian note 11,111 Hugh O'Brian
ABC-TV execs excited
about the new singing-comedy team of Ronnie Brisk and Arlene Casey
Brook Bunton and Fats Domino may co-star in a TV one-shot
Conte. Archtt; Robbins penning a book about his recent lour of Great
Britain and Atishalo .. Sal Mine,, listening to offers for a weekly
.

...

Series.

;

I

;

I

1952.

ligthiplicily Hurls liatleoi71M777.7g71-

ra /its

1-'48s in 19 Marts

Screen Gems

2,000 STATIONS
IN FOREIGN TV
17Thistrlo Still Mualdoinnittu
28 Outlets in 1951
F

.0en Gems has chalked up four

',Ales of its "poat-'48" Colum-

library, pinepackage now on a total of
net. it wan announced by

ures feature

lion VI' Robert Seidelman.
hoses were by WBZ -TV,
g WWL.TV. New Orleans;

:

Omaha,

and

WNDU-TV,

.-Bend.

qv will schedule the films for
tOst part in its "Movie MasterTuesday - through Sunday,
series, which
31't at:16 nighttime
Ind the day the station went
X
,

.1

air in September, 1967. EuS. Thomas, the station VP41 manager, noted that "top
two have been the backbone of

,.gogramming for five years.
no of the Columbia features
:

.r. os to continue our policy of
on year between repeats."
'.,Contrast WNDU-TV is the
film user in its market,
tonly one nighttime feature

daember.

ff
r

I

Leighton
Winner
i
Westinghouse
for

garet Leighton, Winner of

"Tony" as "Best Aced the Year," has been signed
-se starring role in "The First
the "Westinghouse Pre,
special June 20 on CBSMiss Leighton won her
for her performance in the
lessee Williams play, "The
'.81 of the Iguana." currently
dway.
season's

.

en Joins (BS

lo Sales Post
!

vtBam C. Aden, Jr., has painBS Radio's advertising and

:Potion staff as a sales presen-

writer. He formerly was

ant editor of "Christianity
ilnisis" and, before that, pro...Ks and research director of a
in-TV firm and a freelance
'ter and editor (or two publishn firms and a newspaper.

1/ Spec

-

fl'

0.411)

The mushrooming
Washington
TV industry overseas continued it
rapid expansion in 1961 with thi
number of transmitting station.1.
passing the 2,000 mark and the to
tat of TV sets in use numbering al
most 54 million, the USIA reports
At the end of 1951, there existei
only 28 stations and a little 1/V1'
I million receivers, USIA said. Th,
figures excluded the United State.
and Canada, as well as U. S
Armed Forces TV stations over
seas.

The number of stations increase,
by 442 in 19111 for a total of 1,661
in non-Communist countries, while
in the Communist Bloc 117 new eta
time raisin' the total there to 3/11

Pauline's Pen
Is

Mightier

Pauline Frederick, NBC News
correspondent. can't draw
exanything
UN

-

cept money.
When asked to

contribute a n
original work
of art to be
raffled for the
U N Children's

Fund, she replied "I can't
even draw a
circle." Repeating her confession over NBC
MISS FREDERICK
Radio's "E m phasis," she said:
"All my handiwork is done with
a typewriter, and who would be
willing to exchange two bits for
a bit of original radio script?"
She had an answer within a
few days. More than 300 listeners
and dollars. Acsent quarters
cording to fund officials, Miss
Frederick raised more money than
any of the individual pictures
contributed. For that, the fund's
giving her a certificate of appreci-

-

ation,

to Satirize Education

-

MBS President Cites
Irony of Having Data
'Nobody Believes In'
!Wing "short
I:51,1111
1

Ueb Motor mins
Moshington
factory productinn of 111/1i0 511111

and

Ts' sets

1111VilIK

the II. it iniarter

of this year were well over the
mine quarter last year, the El.v.
ironic 1111111A l'11, Assoc is Gun
I

port s.

Inning the firid tun rlrr of Mi.
7 mil
year, Nieuwe, turned oat
lion TV sets and 1.6 million 3413,
op front 1.3 million 'Is' set- nod
1

radius iu the rot re.uond

:1.6

rig naafi., during

1961,
sales in the

first
hieb'ibutor
quarter of the carrell year %V....
1.; million TV sets and 2.1 million
radios, up from 1.3 million TV
sets and 2 million radios in the
first iniarter of last year. Production figures include auto radio,
sets, but distributor `11111, figs res
do not.

Best of 'Hennesey' Segs

Within the next several weeks,
hicago
will prethe Second City troupe in a satirical, in-depth study:
The Cri*Education."
video-taped in the WBKB studios
5- location film backgrounds
here,
'11 be shot in and around this
Associated with "Second City
Wfor this tongue-in-cheek speReports" are Bernard Sahlins,
the supplementary
Second City's producer and Paul
11 while
xmentary and analysis will be Sills, the company's director,
Send City Reports

'61 Quarter for R-TV

1Ceagaus4 ea Poe. al

it

led each week on Sundays,
12'15. Present plans call for
the Columbia features exly on the station beginning

12.11,10

11'0,1moylo

Sales, Production Top

Return as Summer Skein
"Ilennesey" Summer

A special

series. consisting of

18

egmaides

from the three-year history of
Jackie Cooper's show, premieres
Monday on CBS-TV. sponsored by
C-E Household Refrigerators and
Room Air Conditioners. via Young
& Rubicam, on alternate weeks.
"Hennessy," produced and directed by Jackie Cooper, was
created by Don McGuire, who
wrote many of the scripts. Other
writers include Richard Baer and
James Komack

Hunt Telecasts Planned
main. I whet agreement might be reached with Russia, and would be "in sympathy
with anyone honestly and dilial main, nt.

r

gently fighting Communism," including most Birchers but not
their leader.
The "Life Line" project began
as a radio show in 1958, on the
death of a previous Hunt entera radio series known as
prise
Facts Forum and ballyhooed as
a "fair and impartial discussion of
public issues." Critics said the
forum was a political machine
for the late Senator Joe McCarthy
in a bid for Presidency,

-

'Eternal Light' Address
By Ruder & Finn Prexy
David Finn, member of the
board of directors of the Jewish
Theological Seminary and president of Ruder & Finn public relations. will deliver an address
Sunday on NBC Radio's "Eternal
Light" program. Finn's address
will follow a dramatized biography of sculptor Bernard Reder.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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network new:letter "Celt:m111Y. it eattl tono,'
70 tunes the :whorl's.. not can
an.yoni flalValrf 'nil' it's 70 times
as effective What cao.e.: the confusion i. the very
of
ratings
lluileigh said ti' agree, with
the view of Robert Pauley, president of ABC Radio, who is alleged to have said. in effect. that
the NSI people and the Nielsen
Radio Index group apparently do
not speak to each other. To prove
how far apart their separate tallies are sometimes. an NSI figure
was quoted on a certain program
reaching 21) per cent more homes
through Just five ABC affiliates
than the NRI figures showed for
the same five affiliates plus 174
others carrying the show at the
same time

Points to Federal Study

Ilurleigh said the current congressional study of rating methods
may come up with some solutions
that the industry has not been
able to negotiate on its own
The MBS president declared
that "almost anyone" says he
doesn't believe in ratings at all
"This is the delicious irony."
Hurleigh added. "An entire industry spends millions every year on
the amassing of data that 'nobody
believes.' How grown men (many
of them truly brilliant men) allowed themselves to fall into this
snake pit is one of the mysteries
of our lime."

Stars Go That-a-Way
For 'Bonanza' Whoop-Up

Four stars of NB(' -TV's "Bonanza" color series, which takes
place in Virginia City of the
1860's, will visit present-day Virginia ('ty May 19 - 20 for a
Bonanza Day celebration. Lorne
Greene. Pennell Roberts. Dan
Blocker and Michael Landon will
headline
parade and accept an
award from Nevada Governor
Grant Sawyer,

up!

umi

Distributor for Films
Anti

.

FI1111

br.

Cot p

i

.1

no appointed Prot:tensorExchange Ltd_ of London, exclusive distributor for the Eastn

Hemisphere of

a

no:I of the Bon Anti

major por-

library of

feature films. Jackson E.
Dube. executive VP of Bon Ami.
170

that under the agreement
Programme Exchange has exclusive distribution rights to 105 Bon
Anti films for theatrical, nontheatrical and TV use in Europe.
Australia, Africa. Asia and Ausiralasia.
Included in the package are
several Walter Wanger productions and films by United Artists.
Republic Pictures. Producers Releasing Corp.. among other major
said

producers

Calif. Federation Honors
Two Stations, 2 Women
on, tny1011 from Peso

maw
ed a

-;

I)

Am-television, presenthil award to KCOP. Los

Angeles, for its excellent overall
programs in 1961-62. It was accepted by Dr. Martin Klein of
USC.

KGEI. San Francisco, was cited
for its daily broadcasts to Latin
America.
Harriet Nelson and Donna Reed
were honored for portrayal of
womanhood at its best and for
furthering the ideals of family
II1V

Broadcast Follies Highlight
Annual RTES Fete May 16
rhe :mum,' luncheon of the Radio and Television Executives
Society May 16 at the Hotel Roosevelt will be highlighted by
installation of officers and presentation of the second annual
Broadcasting Follies. with proceeds

the Board of Governors, Julius

Fund. Taking

Jones, VP-media director, J. Walter Thompson; Roger M. Greene.
advertising VP. Philip Morris; Ed-

going to
the Herald Tribune Fresh Air
over

as

presi-

dent will be
William K. McDa nie I. NBC
Radio executive
VP.

Jan Murray

will

serve as
emcee of the
Follies, which
MURRAY
this year will
feature a selection of early TV
films and kinescopes and another
appearance by Steve De Pass.
who will debut more original
ballads about broadcasting and
broadcasters. The program has
been planned by Ted Bergmann
and Wade Barnes.
In addition to McDaniel, others
who will be installed are 1st VP,
Sam Cook Digges. administrative
VP, CBS News; VPs, T. J. McDermott. N. W. Ayer & Son VP. and
Robert H. Teter. manager, WNHC-TV, New Haven; secretary.
Sol .1. Paul. publisher, Television
Age; treasurer, Sol Cornberg,
president. Sol Cornberg Associates.

Ala, the following cadebers of

Barnathan, VP of ABC -TV; Ted
Bergmann, Revlon; Richard P.

ward Reynolds, CBS-TV assistant
press information director; Albert
B. Shepard. Select Station Reps
VP.

Five Stay as Directors
Remaining on the board for another year are: Matthew J. Culligan (ex - officio), general corporate exec and director. Interpublic Inc.: William J. Adler; William N. Davidson, Advertising
Time Sales VP; Stephen B. Lab u ns k 1,
VP- general manager
WMCA, and Peggy Stone. president. Radio-TV Representatives.

Cecil Woodland Named

tCoodinued from Page It
Scranton Times, a WEJL affiliate,
As an RFE Fund award winner,
Woodland studied RFE's facilities
in West Germany and Portugal
in 1959 and 1961.
Woodland, before joining WEJL, was president and general
manager of WCSS, Amsterdam.
N. Y.. commercial manager of
WSNY. Schenectady. and program
Managed
WTRY. Trot

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast

-

Job Well Done
St. Louis
Personalities Ron
Lundy and Gary Stevens have
conducted a Teen Team Drive for
Cancer, working with the St.
Louis Chapter of the American
Cancer Society. Hundreds of volunteers were recruited.

-

Happy 1st, 'Romper Room!'
Ft. Worth
"Romper Room,"
synfficated kindergarten show seen

N.Y. Viewers to Eye
Hypnosis as Therapy

Its pros,. and Neurosis," a
practical study of the role played
by hypnosis in psychotherapy,
will be aired Saturday night on
WOR -TV, Michigan U. Prof. Jesse
Gordon will demonstrate the practical uses to hypnosis by hypnotising a subject and creating an
artificial neurosis. Then he will
re-hypnotize the subject, enabling
her to talk about the neurosis,
thus exorcising it.

week-days on KTVT-TV, will celebrate its first birthday here today, proclaimed official "Romper Room Day" by Mayor John
Justin in recognition of the program's contribution to public service and pre-school education. Miss
Mary Lynn has been the teacher
since the program started.

-

Rhea to KCKN
Kansas City
Don Rhea has
joined KCKN, where he will fill
the 6-9 AM slot. Rhea was formerly with KENS. San Antonio.

More Honors for Student

Babylon, N. Y.-The Communications Arts Award, established
this year by Sol Horenstein, WBAB-AM-FM president and chairman of the board. was presented
to Dorothy Sham. an honor student from Utica, who has contributed to the development of broadcasting and communication arts.

Two For Mom
Phoenix-KPHO-TV will broad.
cast "Our Lady of Fatima" and

"The World's Greatest Mother'

on Sunday, in honor of Mother'
Day.

KBTR, IMN Affiliate
D

-KBTR

has became af-

filiated with the Intermountain
Network. Station manager Dick
Shireman said KBTR will retain
its ABC affiliation.

'Artful' Accolade

Columbus-WTVN-TV has

been

presented with an award of excellence by the Art Directors Club of
Columbus for "noteworthy performance in advertising art."

Nat'lSDXAwart

Goto6inRadiol'
Detroit Sin a W:1141,
guished service in journ
go to broadcasters at t
national awards dinner c
Delta Chi here at the
Memorial Building on 5
Gardner Cowles, Look 1
editor, will be the principo
Broadcast recipients an

news staff, Pittsburgh; Wi

Frank O'Roark,;
Harrisonburg. Va.; KNU
ton; KDKA-TV, Pittsburg
TV. Oklahoma City, and K
son and

Houston,
Robert W. Hefty is pre
the local chapter sponso
awards affair, and B. Da
is general chairman for the

N.Y. Station Links U

With Negro News N
Leon Lewis, news
WWRL. New York's Negro
radio station, has annou
WWRL will be the N
metropolitan area outlet
new Negro News Networld
Information will be fed to
direct and on a regularly]
uled basis from WAOK,
WDAS. Philadelphia, and SI
Pittsburgh. In turn. Neat
est news in the New Tor.
will be fed by WWRL tt
three radio stations.
A cooperative venture,.
four stations form the nun
what is to become a National
News Network. From time t
other stations will be adds

Music Knots Unraveled
Al Chicago Music Fair

-

Chicago
Controversial I
tions on music will be aired f I
public in a series of sympo t
the World's Fair of Must. r
Sound. beginning Aug. 31, I
Leonard B. Meyer. U. of Cl
Music Department, and chai
of the fair's eduational come
said the topics to be discusses')
live talent demonstrations oil
resent a range of interest.

CBS Profits

at Peak

(Continued from Peg.

II

increase of 28 per cent Cu
earnings are equivalent to 87
per share, compared with 68 I
(adjusted for stock dividers I
k

Traffic Safety Aids
Win Award for WHLI

The New York ('ity Traffic Department has presented WHLI,
Hempstead, L. L. with its "Traffic
Safety Achievement" award "in
recognition of wholehearted and
effective cooperation in the traffic

safety education program of the
Department of Traffic."

www.americanradiohistory.com

'61's first quarter.
First quarter net sales
$128,550,576. a $2.5 million
crease over last year's first
ter net sales of $126,008,092.:
At yesterday's board m
a cash dividend of 35 cease
share on the common, war(
glared- It Is payable June
stockholders of record on Ma I
'

LSEN ADDS 6 MARTS

Inoue Four' Eyes

FAST RATINGS REPORT

Communism Growth

important markelts will he added to the Nielsen Fast 2.1TV Ratings report for the Fall season. The new Fast
ket report, representing approximately 50 per cent of
homes, will include three

-

Los Angeles,
cisco-Oakland and Portst areas

end

Buffalo, Milwaukee

Orleans.

report, like its precis.eels TV program per-

In markets where all
or networks have fa-

,:

d

generally carry netat "origination

grams

'

weekly. 50 times a year.
'vered just four days after
sat reported telecast, Fast
Xgket reports will provide a
lick for early appraisal of
in
oh; programming, changes
.4ntition and for early renewat
ji,,ons, said Nielsen. The rcIt function as a supplement
rese basic National NTI

sway Answers

Talent Report
ICentisessi hers Page

will undoubtedly grow in
ity, if not in accuracy, in
rthcoming months."
AFTRA officer declared
CvB's own figures "continue
Sect the additional portion
e total advertising dollar
g its way into the TV media
indicate banner years
. enjoyed by the networks
nation owners."
pointed out that talent costs
my one of 25 different items
preparation of a film corn111ts al and
seem "a microscopic
I of most TV budgets;" payLi
to actors for a 20 second
time spot over 13 weeks
r represented roughly one
of the total costs.
..6 Take 'Keen Exception'
Amway also said he took
exception"
oanr"t o naanother parr
's remarks
was quoted as follows:
the next negotiations I hop
membership of the unionwill be heard to the ext they can again appear on
,
er payrolls."
1
way saw in this an in,
of undemocratic prinConaway retorted that he
served on the joint negotiatfor AFTRA and SAG and
"memberships of both unions
.

Kildare Dons New Garb
As Lancer Paperback
A paperback, titled "Dr. Kildare." has been published by
Lancer Books of New York. This
is a new novel, based on the
characters of Dr. Kildare and Dr.
Gillespie and their associates as
seen in the NBC-TV "Dr. Kildare"
series. Robert C. Arkworth is the
author.

Four Honors Given
To

Orlando Channel
:Mee

Orlando

Tit public
honors for vane..:
service programming. The first was
the National Safety Council's Publie Interest Award for Exceptional
Service to Safety in 1941. one of
two Florida TV stations so recognized.
Bar Association
The Florida
cited the station's "It's the Law"
series for a honorable mention on

behalf of its "outstanding and constructive contributions to the administration of justice. The same
series also received the Public Service Award from the National Police
Hall of Fame.
The fourth honor was a nomination by the Florida Education Association for WD110-TV's weekly
educational series. "The Open

Window," ta
School Bell

.

the

-A:TIT.,

FOR YOUNGSTERS

pt..
duced by the National Council
of Catholic Men and NBC, will
present "Communism in the PostWar Yearn" on Sunday, the second program in NBC -TV's series,
Hon.

"

"America

I

V

and

"

Written by Edward Rice and William Jenkins, It traces the growth
of
munism as a world power

from 1948 to the present, and its
effect at this time on the United
Stales.
Featured on the program are

Tim O'Connor as narrator, and
Thayer David, Sorrell Bisok and
Albert Quinton as readers. David
is currently featured on Broadway in "A Man for All Seasons;"
Hooke in "Purls Victorious." and
Quinton to
to Tod.,"

Beantown Sets Air Time
For Gridiron Contests
Hosion
gins its thud

1..
of

WABC-TV, the ABC flagship
lotion. has launched its second
annual "Youth TV Writer" script
ompetition for public, private
and parochial high school students
in the metropoittan New York
area, The contest runs through
June 15 and winners will be announced July 2
High school students. 16 to Ia
years of age, including graduates
of the Class of June, '62, are Invited to submit a 500-word outline of an original story idea for
a TV show which they believe
would have appeal for young
people.

of the "Youth
script Esm,l..
young man and we
invited to TAMIINI, IT
Of a TV station's
an eight-week Si:,
Winners

TV

Writer"

.

and each

will

rec.

r,

lit,ton

Patriots football broadcasts when
the Pats meet Oakland Aug. II in
the first of four exhibition games.
Boh Gallagher again will handle
play-by-play and WEEI's Fred
Cusick, color.
In addition to

Boston Patriots
football, WERI also will broadcast
all home and away Roston College
grid games, starting Sept. 22.

Palmer Rejoins WKRC
As Exec News Director
('ineinnati-George Palmer will
rejoin WKRC -TV as executive
news director. starting

May 21.
Palmer will be seen on "Local
Report" Monday through Friday.
...el on the 1..1. I.. n
Monday
ooeli Sums

They'll Fete Att'y General

lines d,'
add

t

Today's Radio
'Town Crier
,

P1101.111

reach A

t,

I

everywhere, in-

stantly..., ..etimately is the reason for it- status as an incompar-

able ad medium, John M. Couric,
NAB PR manager, told the Advertising Club here. He said:
"Each station is the town crier
of its listeners, the community
bulletin board and a newspaper

of the air."
Couric told the ad men: "Eight
out of 10 new cars are sold with
radios installed, and there are
more than 50 million automobile
radios now in use. The number
one accessory the auto buyer insists on is a radio."

Sumner Corp. Adds
Gaulocher and Brydson
E. S.

E. S. Sumner Corp. has appoint.
Todd R. Gaulocher sales VP,
and named David Brydson an account exec. Gaulocher comes
from WCBS-TV. and before that
was with Crosley Broadcasting in
New York. Brydson was in Toronto Nst,ti.al Side= fot CHM-TV

,

ed

-

on wages and working
tions in the field of film and

TV commercials." The prowere considered by AF's national
convention of
than 300 delegates and, he
. both
unions' members in
cities unanimously voted
approval of the tentative

Vie for W ARC-TV Awards

WEDDING

BELLS

Woollen-Zack
J. Halpern. rwt. tliormari, lel!, meets with committee ',embers to discuss plans for dinner honoring Attorney General Robert
Kennedy and Mrs. Kennedy, to be given by the Association for the
Help of Retarded Children, New York City Chapter. May 24 in the
Hotel Astor. With him 11. to r.) are Sam Cook Digges, Edward K.
Kennedy and Charles A. Alicoete.

Harry

Dick Woollen, KTTV ep Ira
charge of programs, and Marilyn
Zeck, secretary to president and
general
manager Richard
A.
Moore, were married on May 5.
in a ceremony at Moore's home.

WM, mogul Lea cling
UJA's Ad-PR Drive
Advertising, Vold -1,::,:
public relations leaders have joined to
campaign for the current drive of

United Jewish Appeal of
Greater New York. Maxwell Dane
:old Emil Mogul are chairmen of
the campaign which will be climaxed by a dinner at the Hotel
Biltmore May 22. At the dinner,
Alfred J. Seaman, president of Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell and Bayles,
Inc. will narrate a film "The Adman (thought - leader version 1."
Seaman is vice-chairman of the 4A
committee on improving advertising. There will be a panel discus.
the

sion entitled: "What We Can Do
To Improve Advertising's

Miss Frederick Honored
By SDX's Deadline Club

Eiiidei irk. NBC New.
UN correspondent, has won a certificate of meritorious achievement
"for a decade of distinguished United Nations correspondence." it
was announced by the Deadline
Club. the New York City chapter
of Sigma Delta Chi. national professional journalism society.
Miss Frederick will receive the
award at the annual Deadline Club
dinner tomorrow at New York's
Hotel Pierre. In the citation she is
praised for having "repeatedly
displayed the ability to combine
truthful, complete reporting with
a firm conviction that world peace
On better international

'I,'iiI

'Lone Ranger' Lassoed
By 3 More TV Stations
The

I

Raleigh Station

AGENCY NEWSCAST
By

SMUT

Affiliation to A

COOPER

WRAL-TV. Raleigh,

N

The Spring' meeting of the Association of National Adver
21 and 22 at the Hotel Commodore, New York, Oil
consider the need for increased efficiency in advertising. Program chairman Max Banzhaf, director of advertising, promotion
Thought For Today
and public relations for Armstrong

become a primary ABC
Aug. 1. Owned by the
Broadcasting Co.. WRAC
gan broadcasting Dec.
and has been a prima

tivity must equal gains being

"We are all familiar with the
notion that the mass media foster
conformity of thought and standardization of ideas, that they lend
themselves to manipulation by
government or powerful private
interests. The fact is that television generates a remarkable diversity, conflict and range of ideas:
it comes to grips increasingly with
controversial material, and it
maintains standards of fairness
and independence in the highest
tradition of journalism."
--Robert W. Sarnoff
Board Chairman, NBC

said WRAL-TV is

of the newly-established separate
public relations department at International Shoe Co. and will report directly to A. L. Johnson.
director of advertising
Effective Aug. 1, Gardner Advertising
is resigning several Procter &
Gamble food accounts. including
Jig Peanut Butter and a number
Duncan Hines mix brands.

World."

titers May

Cork Co.. said advertising producachieved in manufacturing. Discussing marketing trends from a
management viewpoint will be:
Harrison F. Dunning. president,
Scott Paper Co.; J. H. Jewell, VPmarketing. Westinghouse Electric
Corp Bernard Shull. economist,
Federal Reserve Bank, and Theodore Levitt. Harvard Business
School lecturer.

Hubert J. Wanamaker has joined
Clinton E. Frank. Inc., as a VP
and copy director, it was announced by Robert J. Reardon, a senior

VP and creative director of the
Chicago based advertising agency.
For the past two years. Wanamaker held the same post with Edward
H. Weiss & Company. Chicago.
which he joined in 1951. From
1952 to 1957, he was assistant creative director with the Fulton.
Morrissey Company. Chicago
WCAI' Radio personality John
Trent. and John II. Kline. general
sales manager, will attend th
Super Market Institute Convention in f'hicago. May 14 through
1fi. For the 5th year, Trent has
been engaged be Kellogg Co. "I
Battle Creek. to do news commentaries at the S5I1 luncheons.
.

.

,

affiliate.
Capitol president A. J.

t

chan
primary affiliation "to mal
able for the first time to
audience the schedule of
ular and diversified ABC
gram lineup."

Maxim Will Talk A
Records' Cultural R

-

Philadelphia
Arnold
president of MGM Recon
speak Tuesday at the S
Hotel before the Philt
Chapter. American Wot
Radio and TV. His topic i
Contribution of Phonograt
cords to the Culture ,

Jones Takes Sports

-

J
Dallas
Cache Jones
over as sports director of '
TV, replacing Wes Wise.
has been the station's c
of public relations and re
"Voice of the Texans,"
professional football club.

die
NI

I

Alan J Zu,
eisnlited odkertisind

lens scene

Nothing Oulshouls

W. Europe Video Expanding
Kean...aid nen, Pose SI
the USSR io

similarly, in the non-Bloc world.
sets in use increased by 9 million to
a total of 4.1.5 million, while in the
Communist Bloc million new sets
were added to swell the total to 9.5
2_

Four countries were tabulated
joining the TV ranks last yearIreland. Albania, the Syrian Arab
Republic. and Kuwait
bringing
the total to 00.
Of the new stations in non-Bloc
countries. 394 were net up in West
Europe. 21 in the Far East, 18 in
Latin America, seven in the Near
and Middle East and two in nonArab Africa. Of the 117 new stations within the Communist Bloc.
as

-

..1 for

2,,

Quality and Integrity!

.

oslavakin for is. East German..
and other satellites, nine.
An increase of 5.5 million
in use in West Europe 1.
the total for that area
30 milli,. TI.. N. tied?
the
the

mw:t
The

till

million sets.
2.5 million.
counting for
Latin America re..
an increase of ation
Small increases
Near East and in Africa.
c

THE
u.
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'5 FCC

Takes 1st Step

love

to Alleviate

-

It'
.ahington The FCC has
teed a partial freeze on
dAM radio applications as
Byre.

all

of

ISSUE: CENSORSHIP

1

Top Net Execs Take Stand for Dodd Quiz

I Over-Population
Oa Off

}NO.

HAIM,

step toward issuance of
new rules to deal with

over-population situa*The partial freeze was ex-

Washington-Top network officials will be questioned by the Senate
Juvenile Delinquency Subcommitee both today and Monday, chairman Thomas J. Dodd IN., Conn.) said yesterday. The list for today
Is CBS-TV president James 1'. Aubrey; NBC executive VP Walter D.
Scott, and Thomas Moore, VP In charge of ABC-TV. On Monday It
will be CBS president Frank Stanton, Nite president Robert E. Kintner and ABC president Leonard Goldenson

necessary to avoid
:gounding the present AM difas

with

Seit

'

a

continuing flow

ew assignments during the

`shy

and time-consuming
(Cont.sysa on Peg.
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Menke Is Elected
danapolis Club Pres.
dianspidis-Don Menke. mat

yet WFBM,

has

been

presiloot the Adsing Club
Indianapolis
sad

CBS

'Sky' System

e

land served
/Member of
rd of di-

MENKE

the ban imposed by the Cuban
government on the export of news
film to the U.S. Now, thanks to
a monitor aboard a DC-3 in a
special flight pattern off the Cuban coast, any broadcast over
Cuban TV can he seen the same
day by American viewers.
CBS said it formerly monitored
Havana's CMG-TV at Key West.
Fla., but the picture reception was
unsatisfactory. The new system

II

Washington
Packard - Bell
Electronics, manufacturer of radio and TV sets and other electronic equipment, has applied to
the SEC for registration of $5,023,800 of convertible debentures due
1977.

rellomatic in Syndie Lists
With Packages for Locals
dellomat lc, a division of Screen Cents, yesterday revealed it is
awing into syndication, utilizing packaged formats specificalgreeted for local programming
Pstations that have acquired

ffinimation projector.
am Howell, Cellomatw VP,
a. "these programs are tailored
independent stations seeking
ntegrate local talent and persidles."
he syndicated formats and
Phic art packages will be
dable initially in a series for
Wren based on informative and
I

rBRITISH TV HOSTS
MUST DRESS UP

Ratings, Net Licensing
ant

(T011'1..111 01
11011-111.111111CIIIII

I

ho

oil his

pii,d year rano.
yesterday from

--

educational themes. The narralive and visuals will accompany
the story line.
A program package is also
being developed for syndication
based on a format for a Women's
Magazine of the Air. Negotiations
are in progress with Look magazine to serve in the role.of feature
editor -supervisor of the program
content.

influential
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V....11 be faded out
if you weal flashy clothes on the
screen." is the warning that ha.

gone out to news announcers for
ATV, the Midlands TV company

from Midlands controller Philip
Dorte. Other TV companies have
issued similar warnings to women
announcers whose hair styles are
0011,1411

red "over-informal

Dr. 10's A.

C.

Anthony

Succumbs in Atlanta

-

Atlanta
Veteran radio personality Allen C. Anthony-best
remembered for his line "Doctor.
I have a lady in the balcony" on
"Dr. IQ," died here yesterday at
Georgia Baptist Hospital after a
brief illness. He was 55.
Anthony was producer-announcer for "Dr. IQ" and appearThe
ed as Jonathan Blake in
Web." He was also on such radio
landmarks as "Stop the Music,"
"Can You Top This," and "Inner
Sactum."
Anthony lived in Atlanta for
the last three years and was director of air personnel for WAGA. He leaves his wife, Mary, and
three grown children.

Agriculture Pix for TV
It'n at-

aura

-

N.41)I0,T1'

The Agriculture
Washington
Department announces it has a
special package of commemorative films to be offered to TV stations. marking the USDA centennial year.

is
nn
re ga rd oil
Capitol Hill
tOGERS
a bellwether of
Congressional temper
Describing the "I
br
he.t
er" as a man who "spends mr,t
of his time trying to protect his
license from the PT(' and his economic head from the networks,
An account of the Silt awards
presentation is to be found in this
issue on page three.

either of which is a full time job,"
the Panhandle solos told some 500
persons at the fifth annual Station
Representative.
1,I i',11 lunch(Continued

on

Pone

6,

CBS Is Now the Owner
Of Rcd Skelton Studios
Ilolly wood
'D..
II

Skelton Studios to CBS was finalized yesterday after lengthy negotiations. The amount of money
involved in the sale was not
divulged.

90-Minute 'Virginian'
94 Per Cent Sold

"The Virginian," 90 - minute
color Western which will bow
Sept. 19 on NBC-TV. is now 94
per rent sold, it was announced
by sales VP Don Durgin. Latest
advertiser is Bristol - Myers.
which purchased weekly sponsorship via Young & Rubicam. As
previously announced. Liggett &
Myers Tobacco has purchased
weekly half-hour sponsorship.
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HAIRY M. ANGEL, Intercontinental See
vices president. fa Alike today to nefloDato
TV franchises On

DICK FORD,

GLENN YARIMOUG14, AWL HASS1LEV
sod LOU GOTTLIEB, known as The Lime.
liters, leave Monday so a woo... concert

WTCN newsman, back in

-

tow

Sales-Happy: Briton
ID10.11' P.411.1'

"American TV makes the mistake of straining
after 100 per cent selling impact." Dr. John Grierson, said
London

here on his return from a twoweek visit to the U.S.
Grierson had been in the U. S.
to deliver seven lectures at North
Carolina U. He is the producer
of the weekly TV show. "This
Wonderful World." While in
North Carolina he received word
that his short documentary film,
"Seaward the Great Ships," had
won an Oscar.

ABC Knocks 'Em Over

Win

3

-Net Victory
,

For Emmy Telecast
NB(' -TV

have helm named by executive producer Fred Coe. They are Robert
Hultgren for the New York origination: Charles Jones for the Wash-

ington. D. C. origination: Alan
Handley for the Hollywood portion.
and Dick Schneider !also in New
York for the 1901-'02 "Review of
Television."
Hosts for the "Emmy Awards"
show will be Johnny Carson in New
York, David Brinkley in Washington and Bob Newhart in Hollywood.
The program will be written by
Robert Goldman.

.0 Club

NB( tuarn. to 0111 the three network bowling league championship.
ABC won 12 out of the 14 trophies
awarded in the league including the
Tri-Network Trophy. ABC team
captains were Barbara Smith, secretary to ABC VP and TV network
general manager Julius Barnathan;

Adrienne Finley. ABC-TV sales department: John Piscitello, duplicating and Ralph Vignols, duplicating.

I

_

.

Memorial to Strindberg
Slated Monday on WNYC
.inniversary 01 the death of
Aug,: Sl nndherg. WNYC will
estro .o, Shim-lay, a program
arranged 10 Al 01 Paulson, auand

!1,

1, I..-

'10111

wife, HanI NA H11,1. Swedish ambassador to the Ii S Gunnar Jar ing, will give a ln le( introduc1100

Elks Name Pamela Mason
As 'Mother of the Year'

-

1:11.51

II'

11.4/1

Los Angeles
Pamela Mason.
star of a daily KABC show. will
be honored by Elks Club No. 99
here as "Mother of the Year" at
a
special ceremony on Sunday,
tollowed by a dinner party. Pamthe wife of actor James Ma..on and mother of two children.
was selected for her many interests and activities which she combines with her role as wife,
mother and career woman.

ABC's of English Spur
'Tri-State Education'
An examination of methods used
in teaching English at Westfield
High School, Westfield, N. J., will

WNBC-TV's "TriState Education Report" tornorbe presented on
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BOSTON 'POPS'
Concert Series Carried
For Fifth Year in Role

I

For the fifth consecutive year,
WQXR will carry the season's nine
"Boston Pops Concerts." beginning tomorrow. The series will be
broadcast in both stereo -FM and
AM.
The orchestra will be under direction of Arthur Fiedler, who has
been regular conductor since 1930.
Host and commentator for the first
three programs will be William
Pierce of the Boston Symphony.
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,:er for G. F...
the featured

Favp Tells Trlle Story

at the May 24 general
ship luncheon meeting of On

Of Bahv with 30 Mom''

neclicut Broadcasters Ashom.itt't
in the Grantmoor Restaurant.
('BA president Sydney E. Byrnes
said Daddio's subject will be "Re-

Communications-1902."

A

special ladies' program will include a behind-the-scenes tour of
G. Fox.

- -Drama Festival Aiming
For Listener Support

An all-day festival of eleven
dramas will be presented on May
20 by listener-supported WBAIFM. The program will include
three plays and two discussions
of Shakespeare. and works by
Strindberg. Yeats and Turgenev.
According to the non-commercial
station, the festival was planned
to introduce WBAI to new listeners in connection with its annual
fund drive.
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Minneapolis from Edina, where tio spoke al
Cahill School
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"Emmy Awards" show

ROBERT 'MOOED. CIS-TV dieector of
Network programs in N. Y.. leaves Cannot,
Keane. ler Landon, in connemlion with an

that continent.

JACK BENNY will arrive in lawn May 19
for "Now York's Birthday Salute to the
President" at Madison Somme Garden.

To
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ALLEN LUDDEN, host of COS.TV'e "G-E
College Bowl" and -Password." in Macon,
Go today to speak at a local Beta dubs

tat,.

U.S. TV
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1.404.

DOW

DICK BAILEY, Will merchandising dime.
tears Batton Monday to attend the
ion in Chi.
Soper Marie Institute C
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COMING AND GOING

9, 1913

Feb

asi

Loa

I

tomorrow on "Around the
produced by the interantion
of ITN Radio and heard over
Radio, New York. "Lelia" Ht
as a true story from the
the t'N Children's Fund and
Health Organization about
with 30 foster mothers. Sa
program also will feature LEA
Cairo and Some datelines.

Aleppo Codex Them
'Eternal Lioht' Drama,
"The Masoretic Crown"
win Gonshak. based on Dr..
Eisenberg's "The Story of
Text," will be presented on I

"External Light." May 20.
Masoretic Crown" is the slit
the oldest existing pardl
Bible in book form, the A'
Codex, written in the lifill car

\'ME -BUYER BLACK WINS

NAIL AWARD
;RA SILVER
Donahue & Cue was presented with the
lizabeth Black of

le

Award yesterday at the
Nail Timebuyer of the Year Association
awards lunch-

annual Station Representatives
It was the second consecuthe top time buyer honor

,

to a woman.
honored at the luncheon.
at the Waldorf-Astoria's
H
fight Roof, was William
who
os, Ted Bates executive,
Award
Key
given the Gold

in ad-

outstanding leadership
time
?siding at the luncheon was
president Lewis H. Avery.
the
Codel presented
fed
ds
Started with RIM
began in
sa Black's career
when she

joined Ruthrauff

&

timebuyer on the Lever
account, early heavy users
as

wt radio. From there she
to Joseph Katz. where she
14 years supervising the
1954 she
a department. In
d Harry B. Cohen (later Co: Ayleshire). When that firm
ed with Donahue & Coe last
she transferred to Donahue
.es media division.
4 SRA Awards luncheons
.

into being in 1958 when
.0 honored its retiring execuFrank Silvernail, with an
d for his years of service to
izency. The occasion began
.nnual affair when it was
d up for sponsorship by the
in reps the following year.
a Chicago Timebuyer of the
Award. made Tuesday, went
artanne Monahan of NeedLou- end Brorby

Ades an Account Exec
Ilan Office of Petry
Broiles has Joined
ittlice of Edward Petry
account exec. He
as
a
iadm
lia
radio and TV
't worked a it
y W

lon

.

man

fur NBC, and as an
'ant exr-r tor Simmonds &
Moods Adverttsing. Dallas.
emost recently was with Allied
JO Corp

iarroway Host-Emcee
:or TV Guide Awards
see fiarrow at will serve as
1-narrator for the "TV Guide
ad Show" in color on NBC'line 21, starring Art Carney.
'es Judy liolliday as special
14. Originating in New York
Hollywood. it a ill consist of
0NdillUte revue and 13 minutes
award.. The revue will offer a
are III sketches in which people
OSAMU walks of life talk about
oS mart to-TY.
.5

WU' Martha (rane,
33 Years on (hi Air
New Prexy of AWRT
at

KIDS' STYLES GET
BOSTON TV DEBUT

dent of the

1.600 - member
American Worn.
en in Radio and
Television for a
line-year term,

.'

WNAC-TV will air

fashion
'Drive -In Sleep-Ins,' designed by
Boston's Betty Goodman, on the
'Louise Morgan Show" May 23.
Six local youngsters will model
he outfits that include such styles
as "Drive-In Ticket Taker," "Policeman." "Snack Time Hostess"
and others that look more like
play outfits than pajamas. Nationally distributed by Mister
Dreams of New York. they were
introduced at the National Con-

venture of Drive-In Theatre Owners in Dallas.
This will be
pearance.

their first TV ap-

Cars, Clothes
Team for Show
San

-

- children's

Heston
latest

he

teatuted
WLS, Chicago, for 33
years, has taken
'( office as presi-

t't
caste:

Francisco

-

Macy's Cal-

ifornia and the Bay area LincolnMercury dealers join forces to
present "Fashions on the Go." a
preview of summer styles. May
17 and 20 on KPIX-TV. Corn-

mentator will be Dorothy Gardiner.
The video-taped presentation
was produced and directed by
Loring d'Usseau, and written by
Helen Gurley Brown. Clothes and
accessories were coordinated by
Gay La Joie. Macy's fashion director. Sale of the program was
negotiated through the Kenyon
and Eckhardt Agency, representing Bay Area Lincoln-Mercury
Dealers. KPIX account executive
is Paul Scheiner.

Days of Mont

Y.-

Mt. Kisco, N.
WVIP will
present a Montavani spectacular
this week-end, in cooperation with
Fox & Sutherland.

1962 - '63.

She

succeeds Montez Tjaden, pro-

motion director
of KWTV, Okla.
homa City.
MISS CRANE
Newly elected to fill the president-elect's
office just vacated by Miss Crane
is Margaret Mary Kearney, educational director for WCAU and
WCAU - TV, Philadelphia. The
term is for one year.
For Two-Year Terms
Also elected were: secretarytreasurer. Peggy Ware. DudleyAnderson-Yutzey; Western Area
VP, Harriet Blue. KYA. San
Francisco; East Central Area VP,
Marion Corwell. Henry Ford Museum, ETV Department, Dearborn,
Stich.; Eastern Area VP. Julia
Chase Fuller, WTAG, Worcester.
Mass.; Southern Area VP. Jean
Clark, Humble Oil and Refining
Co.. Charlotte; Southwest Area
VP. Sadie Adwon, KTUL-TV,
Tulsa, and West Central Area
VP. Mary Jane Chinn, KRNT-TV.
Des Moines. They will each serve
for two years.

Job Hunters Gel Tips
On

'Dollars and Sense'

Ta. 01;i
starting next
week. WOW:- 'Dhllars and Sense."
with Faye Henley. will present 0
new feature, "Job Opportunities...
dealing with various types of jobs
and how to get them.
Guests on the programs will be
from the New York State Employment Service and tell about Summer jobs for high school and college students; the first job, and
finding the part-time position oi
today's market
.

White Picks Up Alumni Award
Syracuse U. TV and Radio Center has named Lawrence
White, CBS-TV vice president, daytime programs, as a winner

of its 1962 Alumni Award. White,
who received his B.A. from Syracuse in 1948, will accept the award
tomorrow at the annual awards
luncheon. He'll speak at the gathering on -The Challenge of Daytime TV."
The awards are presented each
year to those graduates who, in

-

-

-

-

--

the judgment of the faculty, have
brought credit to the university
and the center through their professional careers. White joined

CBS-TV as director of daytime
programs in September, 1959,
after eight years with Benton &
Bowles.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Sports Director Takes
Whisker 8 Water Pledge

-

Atlanta
At. l
rector Ed Thilcioti-

Slipped Discs Cheer
State Hospital Path?)

neither

is

shaving nor taking solid food until the Atlanta Crackers triple-A
baseball club wins a game. The
club has lost seven conlcsts in a
RON

Walter Ross. author of "Coast to Coast," the controversial
novel dealing with TV quiz scandals. Is at home recovering from
usgery. After the operation was pronounced a success, Ross got his
erond biggest thrill-when the hospital's bookmobile was wheeled
:tito his room and an orderly suggested he read "Coast to Coast"
lergeous Sallie Blair spotlights Mike Wallace's "PM" show May 18
21-year-old singer Hank Leeds. Joe Franklin discovery making his
niteclub bow at the !Acton Club. will spark Franklin's WABC-TVer on
Tuesday
Sunday's Lionel Hampton day at Palisades, where the
"Vibes King" will preside over Bruce Morrow's ABC show from the
Jersey amusement park
Chico Hamilton will back up the first
halt of Tony Bennett's Carnegie Hall concert June 9.
.

NAB's Radio Pubrels

-

Washington

Nine

leading

broadcasters have been named to
NAB's 1962-'63 Radio Public Relations Committee. All are members of NAB's Radio Board of
Directors, and Hugh 0. Potter.
general manager of WOMI, Owenboro. Ky.. will serve as the chairman.
Other committee members are
John S. Booth. president, WCHA,
Charnbersburg. Pa.: John F. Box.
Jr.. executive VP managing di-

tector, WIL, St. Louis; Carleton
I). Brown, president-general man.,get WTVL, Waterville, Me.; B.
Floyd Farr. VP-general manager.
KEEN. San Jose.
Also. A. Boyd Kelley. president.
KRRV. Sherman, Tex.; Allan
'obi. president-general manager.
KGWA. Enid, Okla.. Lloyd C.
Simon. VP - general
KMPC, Hollywood, and Lester C.
Spencer, president-general man,get WKBV. Richmond. Ind.

50 KW in Sacramento

.

.

.

.

Melt

WCBS Radio chief editorial writer, Alan
married
Caroline Byass of London in a civil ceremony at City Hall Park ..
Jane Friedlander, producer of the off-Broadway revival of Cole Porter's "Anything Goes." guests with Ruth Jacobs on WEVD Wednesday
Jack Webb considering Nina Paige for a lead in his
upcoming "True" TV series, which starts around June 29. This guy
can really pick talent .. Attention producers and directors: Be sure
to catch dynamic young Tom Golden this Summer in the 10th production of "Bye Bye Birdie." He's a real star on the showbiz horizon,
.

.

.

Meet: Frank Blair, now in his 10th consecutive year on
the "Today" show, who adds to his many activities a new radio
series called "Frankly Speaking" on NBC Radio's
"Monitor 62" June 2, eight times each week-end,
sponsored by the Sealoght Co. Frank, who has
been on the "Today" show since its inception, is

known as the "Image" of this program. When
"Today" adds new personnel this Fall, Frank is
slated to remain, as he always has, as this popular program's hard-core. Frank, who awakens
daily at 4 AM to come in from Stamford, Conn.,
is also heard mornings at 7 AM on NBC Radio.
just prior to the "Today" show. Frank has worked
every type of radio and TV news coverage.
(OE

ato-

nor. la, el,.

with ABC
Bade. May 27 It is cut ently an
JIlillate of the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Manning Slater, president and
general manager of the California
station, said he decided to make
the switch principally because
-the ABC Radio Network, under
the aggressive leadership of Bob
Paisley. is now supplying a net
work news service tailored to
meet the demands of our rill
senry."
Annhel
WHITE MOUNTAINS'
ESTIVAL ot the 7 ARTS
July BM to 23rd
1311.
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Several of Broadway's top producers are offering alluring
scripts to Eva Gabor, hoping the talented glamour gal will headline
a show
Abe and Jules Wilsker, who produce the shows at the
Westchester Dinner Theatre in Yonkers, are also harness racing horse
Owners. Among their horses are Adios Volo, Irvin Paul, Apmat and
Caduceus ... Watch for a big TV campaign to begin soon on Amphicar,
the "auto that swims." It's expected to be quite popular this Summer around rivers, streams and the ocean
Popular singing star
Jodie Sands, who clicked with "Love Me Forever" last year. will soon
record eight more sides for distribution.
.

.

.

.

The American TV Commercials Festival riled Renee Roy
of the top ten for 1961 in the Best Spokesman-Spokeswoman
('ategory, Bob Bergmann, president of Filmex, conducted the seminar
on New Trends and Techniques in Commercials during the festival
at the Waldorf. Filmex's "film doctors" exhibit at the festival was
blessed with pretty nurse June Cowan, on leave from the Gaslight
Club for consultation
Tom Howell, VP of Cellomatic, division
of Screen Gems. in Puerto Rico to direct the audio-visual presentation
for Look magazine's sales meeting,
as one

(4

New /lamp hire

hliwnleaion: Walter lambs

.

.

cent,

a

r

Rob't Kennedy Gi

s

.

At Testimonial Fet
Attella

ta

1.11

Itch

Kennedy will hi. guest of
May 24 at a testimonial
being held at the Hotel
by the New York chapter h
Association for Help of Relt*
Children.
Chairman of the $100-1
affair is Jerome H. Frank, h
dent of Noyes-Frank real
Members of the dinner cons.
Include Leonard Goldenson,
dent of American Broadeithi
Paramount Theatres and LW
W. Hall. Director of prq
bons is Charles A Alicuatig1

.,lira

et

11

bon-TV Dant

Link for 'Turning Poin

NI AMR
ACRES

pa1gn 5907.80 at 10

Screen Gems has implen
tie-up with the Nati
Association on
"Turning Point" series.
finials
Roy Wilson from
ington and Fredrick Ja
New York
jetted into
wood for an extensive
discussions with West
William Dozier, produced
ence Green and Russell
a

...

.

and peeled records. The ov
sale of unwanted rewords fro
station's library netted the

Screen Gems and NEL

My Stetson's off to: One of the greatest singing teams in
the Industry, Les Paid and Mary Ford. Their jingles are just great ...
To another great team, Ethel and Albert, who really know how to
sell a commercial and hold the viewer
To Barry Shear, for being
nominated for an Emmy for his production and direction on the "Here's
Edie" show. In the opinion of this pillar, Barry is one of the tops
In the production and direction field
Maggi 81cNellis, for her
Hollywood type of announcing Al the preview of the "Miracle Worker,"
This gorjus and talented gal is still one of the best emcees in the
industry.

.

promotion and public ret
director, taught the hospIth
how to make objects using

.

Shifts Affiliation to AB(
1.1.AK

I

nestsest Jeanne Caskey,
By TED GREEN

.

Hugh Potter to Chair

p

-

Dayton
Phonograph lirs.'
unsold after WONE's Easthe,,'.
campaign are being used
cupational therapy at 1)
State Hospital l for menth,,°

sports di-

%

cation

-

-

studio publicity director
Hardiman.

"Turning Point" will

Connors. former star
Greene-Rouse-produced
rope" series. With an
mat. the series will go

production this Summer
Fall for the 1963-64 season

'Golden World of Op.'
To Score with 'Manor:
Massenet's "Manon" wr
heard tomorrow on WOR's
opera series, "Radio's C
World of Opera." The pr
lion features Victoria I.
Angeles as Manon Lescautl
Le Gay as Le Chevali
Grieux; Michel Dens as Let
the Royal Guards; Jean BO
as Le Comte de Grieux, an
Herent as Guillot de Mode
Pierre Monteux will condu-t

risco

11.TI7 Awarded Top Calif.

Presentations
If KCBS, K RON-TV
:iced by State Ass'n

Daniel Kops to Speak

dews

.0

a.rra.

Caws

ut

-

RAPS,' r 1).{ILF

Yosemite National Park
CBS and XRON-TV, both
in Francisco, have been
ended certificates for general ex-

For Jersey Managers
New Brunswick, N.J.-Broadcaster Daniel W. Kops will be one
of the featured speakers at the

New Jersey
Broadcasters
Association's

Hence of presentation in the 10th
seal news competition sponsored

the

Spring meeting

California AP TV-Radio

Thursday

en. Awards were presented here

gers U. here.

-

-

KNX,
orb Notebook;" Farm
Angeles, "The Nelson Melninch
°gram:" Special Events-KSCO,
nta Cruz, "The Christmas Liquor
eft ;" Individual Spot News Story
KABC, Los Angeles, "Freeway

-

cident."
KFMB,
Also, Documentary
Lewis
n Diego. "The Forst
KCBS,
sry;" News Review
anorama '01;" Commentary and
KPFA, Berkeley, "Spealysis
KCBS,
I Report;" Editorial
ur High-Handed Bridge DirecKNX,
s;" Special Award
aleidoscope Series."

-

-

-

-

Awards hi TV Division
Awards for excellence in the TV

- - ur,

KRONo'clock News:" Sports
AZT, Los Angeles, "Santa Anita
AI wd
Hollywood Park Feat
hsees;" Special Events
if.San Francisco,"Space Watch:"
sdividual Spot News Story
40N-TV, "Thomas Hotel Fire;"
KNXT, "The In--eacumentory
-.41se Generation."
Salon were to: News

Ai"6

-

-

Iso, News

Review-KRON-TV,

-

Region Report:" CommenKFMB-TV,
and Analysis
Diego, "Harold Keen Com-

-

KNXT,
votary:" Editorial
top Hillside Fires;" Special
ward

-

KGO-TV, "High School

Cited for excellence in news
verage and news cooperation in
e Associated Press Division were
JOY, Stockton; KUBA, Yuba

ty; KUKI, Ukiah; KYNO, Freso; KPRL, Raw Robles; KRKC,
hag City, and KSCO.

- --

Sky' System for Cuba

I

Kops, a pioneer in the development of
broadcasting ed-

-

(Costawed 1.0,0 Papa II
sa an executive-model DC 3,
} tripped of its interior furnishings
sod equipped with a 14 inch monior, a tuner, and a 16 mm film
Mere with its shutter syncronted with the TV picture tube
utput. Four antennas bring in
he picture as the plane flies about
5 miles off the coast of Cuba.
The system was conceived in
Jew York by Art Schoenfuss,
IBS-TV manager of field operaIons. and his staff.

itorializing,

president

is

of

WTRY, Troy,

KOPS

N.Y., and WAVZ. New Haven,
Conn.
He has served two terms as an
NAB director, and is a past president of the Connecticut Broadcasters Association. He was a
founder and is now serving a
fourth term as president of the
Associated Press Radio and TV
Association, national association
of all broadcast subscribers to the
AP.
Glenn C. Jackson, NJBA president and resident VP and general
manager of WTTM, Trenton. will
Preside over morning and afternoon

P Praz,s

NBC Spikes Another Newburgh Accusation

Countering the latest charge by Newburgh, N. V. City Manager
Joseph Mitchell that a welfare recipient who appeared un the network's "White Paper No. 9: Battle of Newburgh," was paid to "art"
on the program, NBC has come up with an affidavit in which the reliefer charges he was forced by city officials "under pressure and duress" to say he was paid.

Mali, Jackson Join

(hi Channel Marks

For Negro Mart PR

Israel's 14th Ann'y

as

guest of Rut-

group's 15th annual meeting.
Singled out for awards for expeace in the radio categories
re: News KPOL, Los Angeles,
loop News," Paul McElroy;
KCBS, "Don Klein's
orb
the

1

Mortimer Matz, president of the
PR firm of Mortimer Matz Associates, has joined with Harold
Jackson, WWRL personality, to
form Jackson & Matz Associates
for specialization in the Negro
market. Matz, who continues as
president of his own company,
serves the new firm in the same
capacity. Jackson is executive VP.
Commenting on his new association, Matz said: "There is a
strong need for a professional and
creative public relations approach
to the important and growing
Negro market.
Jackson, has had over 25 years'
experience in Negro market public relations and was instrumental
in setting up six stations in five
cities in programming, merchandising and PR for the Negro
market.

lI

Ir. ago
s
in:
., univerilary
of the Inelepundrel, 4 Israel will
be commemorated Sunday with religious services from the Loop
Synagogue on WGN-TV. The proI

gram will be entitled "Israel-Promise and Fulfillment."
The service at the Loop Synagogue is being sponsored jointly
by the Chicago Board of Rabbis
and the Loop Synagogue. Segments

of the afternoon service will be
taped by WGN-TV for broadcast
later that evening. Film footage
shot in Israel will be an integral
part of the services.
Herbert Graham, noted Chicago
urtor-announcer, will narrate the
film clips. A WGN public affairs
department presentation, the pro
gram is being produced in coop
oration with The Chicago Boars

4

1::11.51,

sessions.

White Moves to Weed
As Account Executive
John J. White has been appointed an account exec for the
Weed organization. station rep
firm. The appointment enlarges
the New York sales staff of Weed
& Co. White formerly was sales
manager for Sumner TV.

Hatch Takes New Post
With Georgia Station
Savannah-Duane A. Hatch has
rejoined WSAV Radio as commercial manager. Harben Daniel. president and general manager, announced. Hatch had previously
served with WSAV as program
director, advertising account executive and local advertising manager. He succeeds Robert W. Ward
in his new position.

If you would sleep soundly, take a clear
conscience to bed with you.
Franklin

-A

Thought For The

Day-

Canada Catholics Caution
CBC on 'Moral Content'

-

The Ontario Cell,Montreal
lie P-TA has submitted a resolution to the CBC. urging the network to screen its radio and TV
programs carefully. "to guard
against material in which the
language or moral content could
be considered offensive."

MARTIN HIMMEL, President
DUNNAN & JEFFREY,
736 Fifth Anemic
New York, N. Y.

Isle,

Fredericks Unwrap

Westinghouse Bo;

Spec. Effects Device

Series on Democrip

J,1111.

(r

clean, fur ire!

o..
projected
reins never secs,
been um-idled by II
Claude and Grace Ft

.

:

.

DAVEUE

By PETER C

.

The Jenfreci Threpli.s

11s

1.

based on a multi- motored, multilens sy-siern machine that can pro-

ject as Iran' as nine slides simultaneously with moving effects

siding unlimited changing
minthinal ions, animations and the
smooth
eproduction of nature,
mad-,....11, and with complete
.ling to Mr and Mrs.
pi

I

Shown by Pam
They previewed a special demonstration film to show how the
Jenfred Threplex may be used for

TV commercials. documentary,
educational. industrial and feature films as well as for trade
shows. window displays. titles and
other elated :mph, 01,n
t

Independebt Television Cuiporatiolfs production chief Leslie
Haire, is giving his company's film series the "American look" by
sending his units out on location througnout Europe and the world
generally. "Man of the World." for example, will be shot against
authentic Paris, Berlin, Rome, Venice and Cairo backgrounds
Studio work for the series will be completed at Shepperton Studio.;
ATV's deputy managing director Lew Grade tells me he's very
pleased with the success in the U. S. so far of ITC's "Sir Francis
Drake" series. They're doing well in Canada too. says Lew.
.

Is

Filmed

For 4-Station Release
Springfield
ligfield

Buie..0 of Itatho and
produced a half Mout
for the Diocesan
Catholic
Appeal The
Rev. Fidelis Rice. C. P.. (II recto!
of the but eau. said the film will b.
shown May 20 on WHYN and
WWLP. Springfield: WTEN, Albany, and WRLP, Greenfield.
was filmed by Father Louis McCure, C P
Diocesan

Tv

11.,

.

'Open Mind Profile' Poses
Life of Katherine Porter
Katherine Anne Poi ter. an
thoress of "Ship of Fools." wile
be the subject of WNBC-TV'.,
"Open Mind Profile" Sunday. Ap-

pealing with moderator Eric F.
Goldman will be author-critic
Glenway Wescott. who will offer
an intellectual document of her
life and our times.

Lockport Puzzles Over
'Mystery Voice Contest'
Lockport, N. l'.-WI'SJ is cele-

brating National Radio Month
with

"Mystery Voice Contest."
well known area residents
a

Six
were asked to make short announcements in rhyme with hints as to
their identity. The winner will
get a table model radio.
This is the same station which
asked for the lint bushel of grass
this Spring. WUSJ announcers
are now taking their turns mowing a good-sized lawn.

.

.

.

American Negro star Brock Peters, already known to British
viewers for guest appearances on four TS' shows over here, flew into
London to start filming opposite Leslie ('aron in "The L-Shaped Room,"
one of the most important British movies of the year
.
BBC-TV
cameras go to London's Wembley Empire Pool next week to film 30
minutes of the game between the Harlem Globetrotters and "American
Giants."
.

*

*

The U. S. cartoon series "Top Cat" bows on BBC-TV next
week. BBC announce it as a "series for all the family"
Scottish
TV start up their new "Star Feature" programs with a half-hour
analysis of the wink of Elia Kazan
One of America's top TV
producers. Milton H. Lehr. started work over here last week on ATV's
new Latin-American musical series "Broadway Goes Latin." Sarah
Vaughan and the De Castro Sisters are some of the guest artists
signed to date

...

.

'Compassion'

"Democracy in Amerie.
series of 14 half-hour does s,
Caries based on the 1831 stu
the United States by Alex 4
Tocqueville, begins next we,
the six Westinghouse Broadyu
radio stations. Financed by a
from the Fund For Adult Et
tton, the series is being distri
ed by the Broadcasting For
Bon of America and the E.
Foundation, and was first r
NBC Radio.
Directed by Dr. Probst'
Dr. George E. Probst. adN
associate professor of Amer
history at New York U., conq
ed the research for the prop,
directed the project and coE
rated on the scripts with L.1
Sinclair. a Canadian dramati
repertory group of 87 actors
the Canadian Broadcasting ((
supplied the cast, with le
Morse portraying de Toequefii
and Alan King featured as
tave de Beaumont.
Thirteen of the programs
place in the U.S. during de

_

queville's journey with Beaun
with the last drama net in F.
on Dec. 2. 1851, a night (1.
Tocqueville spent in lad
I

BBC-T3' chiefs searched the world for a girl who could
sing jazz as well as opera to play the lead in their forthcoming TV
production of the new British opera "Dark Pilgrimage"-a modern
Orpheus and Euridire story. Search ended with the signing of c..1
ored U. S. soprano Margaret Tyne..
Georgia-born Margaret nu,
lit e' in Halt where she recenth sing in stiauss' "Salome."
.

a.
BBC to Russia
rim. 011, week. There'll al,.
One of the top attractions at
this year's Royal Academy Summer Exhibition in London is a portrait of TV comedian Sidney James whose recent BBC-TV series
"Citizen James" was a big success on the national network

de, a.,
be a daily news

play

bulletin in future

.

.

'.Continued

"If

your

I

York:

were called upon to criti. :ize

industry constructively. I
think it would be for lack of courage, lack of willingness to fight
for the things in which You believe
and to fight for them, effectively."
Sees Congress Sympathetic
The Congressman stated that.
although the FCC is an independent
agency of the government, "this
does not mean it is vested with
omnipotent authority." He remind41
his audimpe that members of
Congress "will always lent a sympathetic ear to even the remotest
pm.sibility of an injustice."
The number one bread objective
in Washington concerning the radio
and '11. industry and :issociated
entertainment field. Rogers said is:
The determination of programming responsibility and possible
censorship by "pressure groups and
last. but not least. the FCC."

I

Corwin, Stone Appointe
Framer Sales Prod.

VPs

I

.

Rogers to Industry: Fight!
eon in New

of Louis Napoleon. NI,:
composed and condo.

toff, Page

have oven named sales pruduc
'ceps for the Framer Corp.. ha
ling distribution of Walt Frarr

"The Big Payoff."
The series will be sold to
dividual TV stations, as a I

-

.

network-quality show avails
for their own scheduling.

1

tither categories of prime attention by the lawmakers, he said
are: pay TV

that it will

i". ..

and it appears

be quite controversial" I.
of the
Trade Commission, and
ratings systems ("The smoke
screen that has surrounded these
practices will probably be lifted."1
As to the continuing controversy
On network regulation, Rogers declared:

cease and desist proposals

Federal

Predicts investigation
"...Theie is quite a bit of feeling
in Congress to license and regulate

the networks. What form this will
take it would be difficult to predict, but it can be said whatever

burden of responsibility,

if

any.

has been escaped by the networks

and absorbed by the separate sta-

tions, will he thoroughly examined.
well as the influence of the
networks on the individual tires-

as

www.americanradiohistory.com

Dr. King on WLIB
The Rev. Dr. Martin Lut.
King will speak on "fur
Rights" tomorrow night on P
York's WLIB. The civil rij
leader is in New York to act
the F. A. Cullen Achievem
Award for Human Bet termen

Frank Knight Remembe.
Mike Career Highlight'

Announcer Frank Knight i
Bob Dixon's guest on WCBS
dio's "At Your Service" prop ;
today. Knight, who for nut
years served as host for Longh a
Symphonetle. is currently he
on WCBS' "Challenge" ser
He'll discuss both shows 511
Dixon, as well as tell some of
highlights of his long radio
reer.

ru en a

AGENCY NEWSCAST
By

MEM

1

COOPER

fairly sure of reaching the
mass circulation media and of halting the experiment discussed from

hi'
11.41
i1 1,1 F.,1)1
111-14, will be depicted in a
two-part series to be rebroadcast
on "The 20th Century" May 27 and
June 3 on CBS TV. Walter Cronkite will be the reporter. The first
part covers the D.Day buildup, and
the second part the attack on the
Continent.
Prudential Insurance Co. of
America sponsors the series, a presentation of CBS News Public Affairs Department.
Burton Benjamin is executive
producer and Isaac Kleinerman,
producer. Writer is Andrew Rooney,
who participated in the invasion,
landing on Omaha Beach in Nor-

Baker
honorary chairman of the
Inc.,
Bowles
Benton
&
ad.
arman. and Edwin W. Ebel,
General
service,
-advertising
ids Corp., vice chairman; planx. Lee H. Bristol, chairman of
executive.

William

R.

board. Bristol-Myers Co.,
.,innan, and John C. Sterling,

,aarary chairman of the board,
Week Magazine, vice chair-

nominating, Stuart Peabody,
I and Peabody, chairman, and
director.
jst N. Brockway,
jag & Rubicam. Inc., vice
W.
Edwin
irman; radio-TV
.1, VP-advertising service, GenI Foods Corp., chairman.
n;

I

of public opinion."
-Barbara Ward

Drama, Lighf Opera Dir.

,

he Jacob Ruppert Brewery is
misting its new kind of six
It the Knickerbocker Twist
k, in a heavy schedule of spots
WNAC, IVNAC-TV and the
John H.
ikee Network
I ek, Inc. has signed to sponsor
sing My Way." the new hoursr( 1962-63 series on ABC-TV,
-ring Gene Kelly, according
Edgar J. Scherick, ABC VP in
rge of TV network sales. The
.

.

IA sponsorship will be repreted by N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.

"

ck joins American Tobacco
Miles Laboratories as vonthe Associa) of the series
of National Advertisers will
d a conference at 10 AM Wedday in the Harvard Club of
A York to announce the results
a study of coupon promotion.
pert M. Prentice, marketing
ormation and services director,
ver Bros, Co., who headed the
pied, will answer questions.
to commenting on the project
01 be Reed Bartlett, manager,
id advertising. Procter & Gam.
Co.. Robert Bingham, VP,
nary Manufacturers of AmeriRichard Eldridge, director,
de services, General Foods
res, and G. A. Boehling, sales
emotion manager, Mennen Co.
I

...

"The web of mass media which
makes the Western world one vast
sounding board allows the citizen
to speak up in a totally new
fashion ... Anyone who has anything worth saying. any group
that has anything worth doing
can be

end to end of the country. And
it then becomes a factor influencing government via the pressinsi

Juno ii,

mandy on I) -Day Plus 2. George
Antheil composed the musical score.

Visits Musical Theatre'

Marciarose
'Yr's Woman'
-

31.0
wita
p, o
ducer and hostess of the "Concept" and "Speak Up" series on
WRCV-TV here has been named
"outstanding women of the year"
by the Philadelphia Council of
Auxiliaries of the American Medical Center at Denver.
"Concept" is a weekly documentary half-hour series of visits
to leading colleges and universities throughout the area, "Speak
Up" is a weekly series of WINhearted. spontaneous disci;

t

fPap :our.,

he

visits

Light Pion a
Musical
WCBS-TV's "American
Theatre- Sunday. With program
host Earl Wrightson, she will recount highlights of her career,
which

encompassed

has

writing,

acting, publicity. management, production and direction.
"American Musical Theatre" is
presented by the WCBS-TV public Affairs Department in cooperation with the New York City
Board of Education. Ned Cramer is
executive producer, Ethel Burns asar.1

Ton'

Ea. roc

lIngalo-The Board of Trustees
community-owned educational

anon WNED-TV have re-elected

C. Lautensack to his fifth
rm as chairman of the Western

arry

ew York ETV Association, Inc..
censee

of Channel

17.

The

33

,ember board, composed of busies., civic, and educational leadn in Western New York. held

annual meeting in the Hotel
layette at the station's studios.

ta

WILLIAM FALK

Academy of Recording

sound represented.
M(131 Records is training its
promo guns on the new Dick
Chamberlain single, "The Theme
from Dr. Kildare," capitalising
on the high rating chalked up by
the TV star via his "Dr. Kildare"
David Rose's
series on NB('
"The Stripper" on MGM heads a
list of hot singles getting top air
play all over the country. Others
are Connie Francis'"Second-Hand
Love" (MCAT Conway Twitty's
"Comfy 'n Cozy" (MGM). Jimmy
Smith's "Walk on the Wild Side"
(Verve); Elmer Bernstein's "Walk
on the Wild Side" (Choreal, and
Chamberlain's "Theme." MGM
also distributes Verve and Cho-

Don Sanford Promises
New Look at 'Appleseed'

Writer Don Sanford has berg
holding discussions with Denny
Weaver about Weaver's playinr
the lead in Sanford's concept of
"Johnny Appleseed" for a new
series. Sanford said his verison
includes new data on the historic
but almost legendary hero who

:carted orchards
wherever he
wandered across America of pioneer days.

West Given West U.

S.

By PAMS Productions
.1 lin
West has been
handle sales throughout
half
of
the U. S. for
.
).
PAN'S Pioductions. Dallas-based
producers of recorded jingles and
commercials. He formerly was a
featured performer with the Jack
Ross Sextette. He began at PAMS
handling engineering for radio
jingles series.

1-

c

Pupils Script Commercials

-

Brookfield
LaGrange, Ill.
children demonstrated
their musical creativity on WTAQ here with 15 original singing
commercials which made the finals in a competition staged for
5th, 8th. 7th and 8th grade pupils
by Mrs. Bergita Baer, their music

teacher.

Although over half of the 300
entries were about McDonald's
hamburgers. Mrs. Baer pointed
out the idea wasn't to sell hamburgers but to give her pupils a
chance to show their musical
creativity. She noted that the

res

.

.

disks...

'

Arranger -conductor ' composer

Eddy Manson blasts the type of
training bring given students by
American music schools in a bylined article in the September
issue of Dr. Sigmund Spaeth's
Music Journal Magazine .. Tan,:erine Records, new label organized by Ray Charles, bows next
week with a single marking the
"I
debut of Percy Mayfield
Reached for a Tear" b/w "Never
No More." Charles will be A&R
director for the label, continuing
to record exclusively for ABCParamount, which will manage
and distribute for Tangerine
.

-

school

By a

thlt1011UI

Arts and Sciences members are
voting in 40 categories to determine the best disks of 1981, which
will receive Crummy awards at
simultaneous black - tie affairs
May 29 in New York, Los Angeles
and Hollywood. Competing for the
Grammys are products from 38
disk companies, with every facet
of recorded music, speech and

.

Nuh.,1

1

sutensack Again Heads
ulffalo ETV Association

Spinning

I

Thought

1:

Disk

D-Day Rebroadcast

Leo Burnett, The Advertisin Council's new chairman of the
trd, has appointed his fellow-di rectors to serve on various
ird committees for the year ending next March 21. The
.nmittces, and their chairmen
vice chairmen, include, in
for Today
1

pon

youngsters were free to pick any
firm or product for their commercials.
She said she chose commercials
for the competition because "Children hear them every day on
radio and TV: the form is familiar to them. Also, the singing commercial is short-a capsule song.
Challenged to write music and
words in the familiar commerical
form-too short for the mechanics
of song-writing to be a stumbling
block-these grade school pupils
rose to unexpected levels of music

creativity," she added.

-

.

.

Friars
Four vocal quartet. formerly
known as the Rover Boys, with
the first release to be "Twenty
One Years" b/w "The Wonderful
Things." Hugo Winterhalter conDecca

signed

has

the

ducts.

THE

%UV
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RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN
IV's 0. Kada,rl
SINC.A

"THEME FROM
DR. KILDARE"
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1.0111111,

Alt lanklettet s itcycit stint as 111,t IP NBC-TV s 'Tonight'
show was so successful. he has already been set for another two
weeks in September
Murray Fromson has exited his news post
at NBC to become assistant bureau chief of CBS News. West Coast.
under Robert Schakne
Robert Gist's first directorial assignment
under his new pact with Screen Gems is the "Goodbye Mama, Hello
Aunt Maude" episode of "Naked City.' which starts shooting May 15
in New York. Betty Andrews wrote the script.

Arthur Godfrey.

The photographic division of the Los Angeles Fire Department has a half -hour color film of the Bel Air fire which they plan
to release to television stations as well as theatres. Martin Lancer
was production consultant
The new Lucille Ball comedy show
'tarts shooting at Desilu (where else?) July 9. One of the stages
is being remodeled to the tune of 565,000 to accommodate audience..
since she insists on a live audience,
.

FCC in Move to Correct
Excess of AM Stations

.

.

Steve
Meadowlane Productions rUSUIlleS
"Jazz Scene C S A " on June 4 following a two-week vacation. Pro,
timer Jimina Baker has signed Steve Binder to direct the remaining
117 half-hours of the series to he syndicated in the Fall
Producer
Joan Harrison has bought two novels by Andrew Gaud. for the new
Alfred Hitchcock series on CBS-TV Filming starts May 21 at Revue.
Norman Lloyd will share producer assignments
Cahn Clements
has signed on as associate producer on the "Dr. Kildare" series
MOM star Heidi Bruehl has returned to Germany to star in Mice
one-hour TV spectaculars to be produced in her native Munich for
showing throughout Europe
.

tantise policy

(11C1,11111

and ought
public no-

by thy sulnect of a
h tote dk.cisiori
Televisam was subjected to a
..tide when the FCC found that
Adel fee cnce was tieing compounded back in 194it and it took until

l.:`

.

1,14

.1

4,11111

'.

Charles Arlington has been named news director of KLAC.
post which has been vacant since last Summer
BFWB deejay
Joe Yoram will tape interviews with picture and TV stars and their

...

a

t NM. .Iron

s Respected
mods on tile will
!.. processed. Bids to increase
power from 100 watts to 250 or
:au and from 250 watts to
kw

Present

1

ad!

be considered, as
alums for now cla--

will appliII-A sta-

.1ons.

NAB and
onferring
problent

Actress Irene CuBe has been called in from her Lone Pine
ranch for a leading role in ABC-TV's "Day in Court" with
shooting scheduled to start Monday .. 20th has picked up the option
on Bob Denver. beard and all, for another year on "Dobie Gillis"
Pact toil], for his cervices in both TV .did feature films
guest

The Frank Cooper Ngent

a.

arse been expresso

a

awing industry th r
:hould clamp down
law radio stations on e.
riounds, alone. the qui
ot
monopoly would be raised This.
was feared, would in turn put
'tie pressure on for stronger rootAwn It had been urged that the
tone result could be achieved by
application of sterner engineerng standards. and this is the route
'he FCC is considering.

Jack Sterling Swamped
In '62

families at a special trade showing of Paramount's "Ilatari" tomorrow at the Egyptian Theatre. Feature stars John Wayne and Red
Button.... Producer Winston Bible, has parted Jack Carson to star
in the two-part "Sammy. the Way-Out Seal," for Disney's "Wonderful World of Color." Filming starts at Disney Studios May II with
Norman Tokar directing.

limerick (ontest

..,1-1111. 11111.1, lot his loneilek
contest, nearly doubling the mail
,sponse from listeners over the

ytentical on-the-air promotion a
year ago. "This was literally a
contest that was rerun by popular demand." he said.

i

hay set Tom and Helen August

ty rite their third story and teleplay for "Walt Disney Presents" ...
Bill Davenport has been signed by Four Star Productions as head
ii rider on "Ensirn O'Toole." new video series starring Dean Jones.
Ily Averback will produce the series and also direct several episodes.
111

Carla's Fury Probi
In NB( DuPont TV

,.

curia, uns. of the ICI
storms of the century, will
subject of "Hurricane!" on
TV's "Du Pont Show of the'
cane

Slay 27. A presentation of Crig
Projects, NBC News, it is undit
supervision of executive tin
Irving Gitlin, with Al Wa
as producer.

Gitlin said "Hurricane!"

culmination of a year's my
lion of the anatomy of a ho
Included will be a time-laps
of the eye of a hurricane to
Weather Bureau research

Youth, Industry Ethics
Spur

2

NAEB Shows

-

Pittsburgh

WJAS-Af

will begin two new half-hour

grains on Sunday, produce
the National Association °V
ucational Broadcasters.
"Coming of Age." a 19
series exploring the feeliryf
American youth, will deal
topics of importance to the
ern teen-ager. "Ethic for BS
casting," also running 13was prepared by the NA
focus attention on an ethid
broadcasters from several
of view. including religion,
ram. :Advertising and the cri

Three' Focuset

A

t t Son

On Dyer-B

Richard Dyer-Bennet. to
guitarist. will present a p
of his folk art on CBS"Camera Three." Sunday.
lections will depict the ro
wicked and tragic characters
petuated in six centuries of
songs.

"Camera Three" is produ
Claw Roskam. in cooperation
the N
State Education
limit James Macandrew is
host

Rose Marie. .testai on Pit. "Disk Van Dyke Show." has
signed Andy Thomas as musical direetto tot her two week
engagement at the Crescendo starting May 16 Her special material was

Parmet Goes To Boston'
As Account Executive
WCOP. Plough BP
here. has annour I
of Gus Parmet WI

Dope-Fighters Laud Station

WAR' hats been honored by Committee of Stn) Against Drug
Addiction, for station's "relentless crusade against teenage

addiction" John M. Bess, the
committee's community affairs
chairman. Assemblyman Stanley
Sleingut and Slate Sen. Frank
J. Pino presented the scroll.
The award stated that it was
presented "in recognition of WABC's effort to combat the dread
menace of drug addiction and for
outstanding leadership for communtly good" In special tribute.
the committee cited VP general
manager Harold L. Neal, Jr.. and

Jack Powers. news- public affairs
director for their ''inspirational

leadership"

6

ount executive.

'Pleasures in Learning'
Gets New Lease on Life

with Sleingut.

program.

www.americanradiohistory.com

I.

position of rega I
sales manager of WICE in Pr
dence. a post he has held for n t
than five years.

WABC's major contribution to
the campaign against drug addiction was a documentary pro-

grant entitled: "The War Against
Dope." The committee of 500 is
composed of outstanding man and
women ft
all walks of life.
Kings County Judge Hyman Barshay is committee co-chairman

I

nnct leaves the

"Pleasures in Learning," r
York University Division of G eral Education TV program I
New York's WUHF, has been tended with a new series throJune 1. Walter J. Miller. assoc.q
professor. serves as host for

't
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;EX-VIOLENCE QUIZ FANGS PULLED
1"

NBC Increasing Night Color Time To 68%

in

ago-Sixty-eight per rent of NBC-TVs total nighttime shed adl
color next season. Don Durgin, VI', network sales, says. This

with 53 per rent this season and 41 per rent a year ago
gin said that beside more than 22 hours of regular nighttime calm
tramming per week, there will hr many "distinguished spy, 1.
o'er "
;pares

'ASS. DEMOCRATS-1 Della fioppa Shifting
ESIST COVERAGE
To Skelton Company
II.
dent ol Van 1.1ernard Productions,
Inc., has announced signing of Guy
11.11%, ..... I

-

William L.
pringfleld, Mass.
nam, president of WWLP, reled over the weekend that
344 station has been refused peril/onion to cover the Massachu-da Democratic State Convention
...although the Republicans gave
:shead for their get-together.
utnam claimed he was retedly "stalled" by Democratic
ICentinuod on Poo.

31

'tinter Opening Seen
Jr UHF

in Newark

dd Cooperstem
any Television
69

'

of New

,:idcasting
4y., says he has completed fiWild arrangements for a Ilea
1F-TV station to be opened in
wark, and will file application
a license with the FCC within
:ooperstein was formerly pro rer- director at WNTA-TV, Nerk, recently sold to ETMA and
everted to an ETV outlet in
w York. He said he would
(Caning.' on Pogo rl

Arts Productions Nets
1.1 Mil. in Canada Ops.
To

RADIDTV DAILY

r0r011(0- Net income of Seven
is Productions for the year endJan. 31 was $1,100,555, or 85
nts a share, president David B.

Inman reports. In the previous
ar the company had a net loss
$1,090,212. Total revenue for
eyear was about 918 million of
lush $13 million represented
mta/s from TV distribution.

In 1961 Web, Spot TV
tLel
N
111:111C

debut on TV's top 100 list in
1961, according to TvR. Appearing on the network and spot
TV combined list for the first time
since TvB began compiling it in
1958 were: Mead Johnson and Co.,
Purer Corp., Goodyear Tine &
Rubber, Lehn & Fink Products.
Union Carbide. Charles Pfizer and
Co.. Ex Lax. Inc, Pharmacraft
Si

-

son.

In addition.
Della
Cioppa

will work with

Skelton on the
DELLA CIOPPA
development of new properties.
Della Cioppa resigned some
weeks ago as VP. programs. CBSTV, in Hollywood.

New Pittsburgh FMer
Begins Test Operations

-

As Top 100 Spenders

(Coxiixant on Pee.

Show" next sea-

Pittsburgh

Advertisers Debut

Kahane Named VP-Mgr.,
Ft. Lauderdale AM-FM

ducer.
Van Bernard,
in
association
with CBS. will
produce
"The
Red Skelton

;

ew weeks.

Siwial

Della Cioppa as
executive pro-

9

KQVFM went

on the air Friday on a program
test basis, following receipt of
FCC authorization. Operating
with an effective radiated power
of 55,000 watts on the frequency
of 102.5 mc, KQV-FM will broadcast from 6 AM-midnight. Monday

through Sunday.

Iron Curtain Capitals Get
Glenn-Titov Kinescopes

Kinescopes of the discussion between Lt. Col. Glenn and Maj.
Titov In "The Nation's Future"
on NBC-TV have been sent to the
American Embassies in Moscow,
Warsaw and Belgrade by the
USIA as part of the cultural exchange agreement with the Soviet
Union. The program was broadcast on May 6.

Stanton, Goldenson,
Kintner Testify Today
Before Senate Group

,,

.i

-motor

litiouency
Inlay will resume its hearings on TV "sex
and violence" after having had
..

I

few of its headline fangs pulled
in the course of Friday's opening
a

session here.

When the gavel is rapped this

morning it will summon a triple.
plated battery of network executives. Appearing will be Dr. Frank
Stanton, president of CBS, Inc.;
Robert E. Kintner. president of
NBC. and Leonard H. Goldenson.
president of ABC.

Friday's "bust"

as

a

press sen-

Ft. Lauderdale
Florida AirPower, owner of WWIL-AM-FM
here, has appointed Al Kahane
VP and station manager of both
outlets and named Jack Swart to
direct program and news. The
moves are in line with consolidation of both operations and com-

sation came as the Senate group
questioned James T. Aubrey, president of CBS-TV; Walter D. Scott.
executive vice president of NBC.
and Thomas Moore, head of ABCTV.
Little new material was intro-

merical departni,

BBC-TV's Hood in U.S.
To Meet with Net Execs

'Calendar' Radio Salute
Recalls Shows of 1920s
Radio

as

it existed in the

'20's

will be recalled tomorrow night on CBS-TVs "Calendar." in a special salute to 42
years of commercial broadcasting
in the U. S. May has been proclaimed National Radio Month.
----and '30's

Jack Murphy to Helm
KOOL Video in Phoenix

-

Phoenix
Jack Murphy has
manager
for KOOL-TV, Tom Chauncey,
president, KOOL Radio-TV, has
announced. Murphy, a 20-year
broadcasting veteran in Phoenix.
has been with KOOL-TV for six

(Continued on Pogo

-

71

1010 71'

Hollywood
BBC-TV program
controller Stuart Hood is meeting here this week with top execs
of networks and TV production
companies, after which he will
travel to New York via San
Francisco, Denver. Chicago and
Syracuse, addressing students at
Syracuse U:s TV & Radio Center.
He arrives in New York May 24,
leaves for England June 22.

been appointed station

years

Fremantle Enters 'Ivo?
r Festival

At V

-

wenn ro RADIO-

I

DAILY

Fremantle International has announced it will enter
one of its British-made "Ivor the
Engine" cartoon-series in the
Vancouver Festival to be held in
London

September.

Lewis Gordon Awarded

President's 'E' Flag

Lewis Gordon, president of
CBS International, was awarded
an "E for Excellence" flag at the
opening reremonies of the 1962
World Trade Fair at the Coliseum.
Presentation was made be ,t.,
tare of Commerce Luther II II
ges on behalf of President hen
nedy, and was in recognition of
Gordon's "outstanding contribution to the nation's Export Expansion Program."
!
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Benny to MC, Play
In Salute to JFK
1st

President" in New

Intl,

no

at

Satur-

day, it was announced by Richard
Adler, producer of the event.
Benny, who will fly in from California for two days to appear with
other top stars of the entertainment world, will serve as emcee
with Henry Fonda.
As part of his function, he will
introduce some of the more thin.
20 other top stars who will per
form, including Maria Callas.
Mahan]. Carroll, Bobby Darin,
Jimmy Durante, Danny Kaye, Peg., Ia, aint Marilyn Monroe, and
his

ITS

violin.
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GORDON SMITH, 1111C.TV film purchasing
manager, hos returned to England ofter
o two .week visit to N. Y. and Hollywood.
SOL KUNKIS, industry

attorney, NW N.

Y.

MARTIN BOOKSPAN, WORR director o
recorded music of an a business...Ho
trip to Israel.

As World's Sets R

chairman of the
board of TV Corp. Network Ltd., Sydney,
Australia, in N. Y. this week, headquarter.
no at Charles Michelson, Inc.

appointments to its TV service
agency said it was now distri
ing some 500 programs a yea
TV stations and networks o.

SIR

Holly-

over the week-end for cant
wood. He returns 10111*//01,

PACKER,

FRANK

ROBERT RICH, Seven Arts Associated vp
today
and general soles manager,
from W.C. soles trip.

DENNIS SCUSE. EBC.TV N. Y. represon.

twice, hos loft for the Coast.

CECIL WOODLAND, WEIL, Scranton, gem
oral manager. .5 iown for conferences in
connection wok Paella Free Europe
raising cam pc,

PETER

J

SMITH, VHF, Inc

New Orleans

op

of special
Oklahoma

One Out of 4 Big City Adults
Say They Watch ETV Weekly
in large cities al'
ETV
adults in their areas as regular t

Noldroal

Bolosont St

LONDON

A

WOXR ossourfive
p, to France and England an vocation.
ELLIOT

York. lo RHIN

V. 5
Nt..

Os

10

President tr NMI

CHAS. A. ALICOATE

In Video Distributi

1917

May 14, 1962

soon to be published in book form.
involving 30,000
The survey,
phone interviews and 2.000 in-

depth home interviews. was conducted by Dr. Wilbur Schramm of
the Institute for Communication
Research of Stanford U.
'Regular Viewer' Defined
The study defined a regular
viewer as one who claimed he
watched at least one program a
week and could back this up by
answering questions about the
program. The regular viewers
surveyed watched an average of
four programs a week.
As for the entire ETV network
(small towns as well as large/.
a VHF station can expect to
have from 10 to 25 per cent of the
adults in its viewing area watching its programs four times each
week, the study showed.

has. Alicoate Abroad;
To Meet Industry Heads
C

Dublin

-

Charles A. Alicoate.
,dent and publisher of RADIOhvisiox DAILY and Film Daily.
and chief barker of New York
Variety Tent 35. arrived he
over the weekend to attend the
International Variety Clubs convention
Following the Variety conclave
he will go to London, Rome and
Paris. spending several days in
each capital meeting with industry leaders, and conferring
with the publications' representatives. Bernard Charman in London. John Perdicari in Rome. and
P. A. Harle and Thomas L. Rowe
In Paris.

New CBS

Affil in Texas

San Antonio

-

KMAC, 5,000-

wailer owned and operated by
Howard W. Davis. will become a
CBS Radio affiliate June

he
,o-fourth
nearP
rs, according to a ',II rvey
I

Frances Langford Aids

Disabled Vets' Children

Hollywood-The Frances Langford Foundation has been formed
by Frances Langford. her husband Ralph Evinrude and financier ('harles. Wick to channel
funds for children of disabled war
veterans.

pill R-TV

Club

10

Hear

ABC's Peggy Whedon
Pittsburgh

Whedon,
"Issues and

of ABC's
Answers" will address a Pittsburgh
Radio and TV Club luncheon tomorrow. on "The Changing News
Concept."
One of four women ABC News
assigned to cover the 1960 national
ailitical conventions, Mrs. Whedon
producer

assisted in the network's coverage
if Princess Margaret's wedding,
he 1060 Paris summit meeting and
he inauguration of President John
F. Kennedy.

allor
13 row of 54 010-1 I
Washington -USIA is bir
ness in TV. In announcing Pk..

seas.

The TV service appointm
went to Barbara Searles, pro;
lion branch chief, and Cl
Pangle, producer-director.
:

The USIA began broadest;
a 30-minute daily radio progj
in Khmer language Monday.
Cambodia over its global r,
network, Voice of America_
raises Voice languages to 98

its weekly broadcast hours
total of 731 1/2,
Searles worked eight years,
NBC, where she directed ''
Nation's Future" and coordin
"Wide Wide World" and 'all
3
Go." among other nets
programs. Pangle came to U'
after eight years as Washini
producer of network news

-

.

special event programs for Cl
USIA said the appointments:
fleet efforts to meet the demg
of rapidly-growing overse
The number of TV trans
stations in the world toot
U. S., Canada and the Co
bloc) has grown in the
year from 22 to 1,666,
ceivers in these areas j
from 1,1 to 44.4 million ini,
decade.

Far East, Aussies Spen

$400,000 with Desilu
If

-an /flip,

Hollywood

-

au

RAMO T1' A

Richard W. I

more, VP and general
of Desilu Sales, has reported
of "more than $400,000" of
company's syndicated prodt109

ing his recent trip througb IS
Far East and Australia.
Programming sold
"The Untouchables," "Gsa
Ho!" "Harrigan & Son," '
Texan" and "Desilu Playhttrir

inal

fulltime facility in a major market.
Adequate cash flow. The balance can be paid
over H years.
Good

This profitable FM station is located in an
under-radioed university city. Ideal living
conditions. Good future. Requires $20,000

CALIFORNIA
S950.0110

NIIPU EST

S75.000

cosh down.

BLACKBURN & Company. Inc.
RADIO -TV- NEWSPAPER BROKERS
Washington, D. C.: RCA Budding
Atlanta: Healey Bldg.

1.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Chicago: 333 N. VIkhigan
Beverly Hills: Calif. Bank Bk

'Public Interest' Futile Sims
:ABC-TV Exec Tells
VSAA the Audience
Von't Accept Uplift
of RADIO-TV

DAIL,'

Springs-"One would
link that 'public interest'
Pain,

rograms are hardly in the
iblic interest if the majority of
ople don't watch them," Elton
Rule, general manager of
ABC-TV, Los Angeles, told the
th annual conference of the
astern States Advertising Agents Association.
Rule pointed out that although
ere is "nudging" from the FCC
r commercial TV stations to prole more public interest programng, there is no clear definin of just what "public interest"
He delivered his remarks here
iday.
'We know generally what is
ant by it, and so does the pub.' Rule went on. "The 'public'

somatically switches the dial
the mere mention of the words.
their choice, and their loss."
Sees

Editorial Obligation

lute further said that the TV
lustry has an obligation to
ume a stronger editorial posin in the community.
'Just as the press has long
:en a position in matters of
portance to the community
-ough editorializing, so are we
about to embark on such
cities
I know that some
itions throughout the country
g already established editoripolicies, but it is now time for
nore concentrated effort on the
7
of management, of both
hates and independents, to
i out what their particular role
this kind of community service
a be."
.

.

Freeman, Kaplan Get
Top CBS Calif. Posts
Devery Freeman and Boris D.
Kaplan have been named to the
newly created program positions of
executive producers for CBS-TV in
Hollywood. They will be responsible
for supervising the CBS-TV program schedule originating in Hollywood, with Hollywood network program exec Bruce Lansbury contiti
uing in his present assignments.
Was With Paramount

Freeman during the past season
producer of "Pete and Gladys."
Prior to that he was under contract
to Paramount Studios as a producer. He also served as producer
of the "Desilu Westinghouse Playhouse" and the "Ann Sothern
Show," Before going to Hollywood
he was active as a freelance magazine fiction writer.
Kaplan, for the past two years,
has been associated with Revue
Studios, where he served as producer of "87th Precinct." Previously, he was with Columbia Pictures,
where he produced the Burl IvesShelley Winters feature film, "Let
No Man Write My Epitaph," From
1952 to 1957, in New York, Kaplan
produced the film segments of the
"Omnibus" series.
Was

Paul C. Kelvin Named
UAA East Sales Chief

Paul C Kahan has been named
ca.,. !.. ,I:'...p.n sales manager of
United Artists
Associated. He
.

rWallach's Talents
Upcoming Powell Sag

Wallach has been signed to
ear on NBC-TV's "Dick Powell
Ow," in "Tomorrow the Man."
allach will play a man who
is a psychological problem with
younger brother. Filming will
bte place later this month in
dlywood for Fall release.

TAC Library To Take
Program on Honest Abe

-

Washington
George T. Hart
rd, N'P and general manager for
TOP.TV, announced that the
ation's "The Lincoln Papers"
is been accepted for inclusion
the TV Affiliates Corp. (TAC)
ibrary. ('sing Lincoln documents
om the Library of Congress, the
rogram was produced by Lawnce Beckerman, WTOP's direct!' of public affairs, and directed
Bill Linden for the station's
Portfolio" series.

w

s

-

!C

Motion

ALVIN

w a s formerly
an account executive with the
company. Prior
mg UAA
to j
ago, Kalyin was an ac-

ViCWI11.8 : .H.. II°

TV To Bloom r, Color
When It's Lilac Time
1

-

Spokane
As it has each year
since Spokane's Lilac Festival of
April 24, 1956, KHQ-TV will again
coloreast the 1962 Lilac Festival
May 19. Bob Briley will do the
commentary for the approximately 2tr hour show. It will be taped
and retelerast May 26 so those in
the parade ran 1.1.

Roland to Help Pick

'Golden Sun' Awards
Will Roland, a t,
NBC International

in Europe, has

been selected by Eurovision as a

juror for the Cannes Film Festival. He will help choose winners

of the "Golden Sun" prizes for the
best documentary and fiction TV
films.
Entries from 20 nations and
UNESCO are being screened at
the Municipal Casino in Cannes.
under the auspices of the Fifth

Eurovision TV Festival, the video
competition within the international motion picture convention.
Vying for honors are films submitted by Australia, Austria. Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
Great Britain, Hungary, India,
Israel, Japan, Lebanon, Luxem-

Switzerlan

bourg. Sweden,
d,
South Africa, West Germany,
Yugoslavia and UNESCO.
Prior to his association with
NBC International, Roland was
producer of the "Arthur Godfrey
Show" in the U.S. as well as several programs produced in Engaiv

Five 'Think' Segments

count executivc
for Television
Industries. Previously, he held

On WOR-TV

he same execu-

tive post
Pictures for Television.

American Scene Eyed
In 'Observations, U.S.A.'

t)6-r1%.,tinr, I.' S.A..- CBS Ha.
"Dimension" feature which
the passing American scene,
will return to the network May
28 as a Monday-through-Friday
five-minute program, produced by
news

Orison Marden of the CBS News
public affairs department.
Participating in describing fads,
fancies, attitudes and developments from their respective areas
will be CBS News correspondents
throughout the country, such as
David Schoenbrun (Washington).
Bernard Eisman (Chicago) and
Robert Schakne (Los Angeles).

Enlists Henry White
Paul
Paramount

nounced
weekend

TV l'r
at

the 1.14°.

appointment of
Henry S. White
as

eastern sales

consultant f o r
taped program
.ind commercial
production facilities at Paramount's Sunset
Studios in Hollywood. White,
who will headWHITE
quarter in New
York, leaves soon for the Coast
to meet with PTP executives
there.
Recently VP and general manager of WNTA-TV, White was
previously national sales manager
of Screen Gems TV subsid of
Columbia Pictures and was associate director of programming
for CBS-TV. He is a trustee of
the national ATAS and he served
as president of the New Yorl,
chapter last year.
,

gntative of

ayer

t

Paramount TV Prods.

Schedule

derstanding Our World" series
produced by the U. of Michigan
TV Center will be shown today
through Friday on New York's
WOR-TV. The series begins with
a look at contemporary church
architecture. Tomorrow the program will examine aggressive impulses of children. On Wednesday,
G. Mennen Williams. Assistant
Secretary of State for African Affairs, will discuss "Changing Africa." Thursday's program reports
on a child's aggressions towards
his father and Friday's comments
.

on language changes.

-

Backs Beauty Queen

Tampa
According to operations manager Roy E. Nilson, WLCY will co-sponsor this year's TriCity Queen, Beta Mathies, in her
bid for the Miss Florida title in
Sarasota in June.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Down East Democrats

Nix Convention Airing
ICankneed from Page II
State convention chairman Pa,
rick Lynch until the latter Snail'.
came up with a flat "no."
"Here's the funny part of tly
deal." Putnam said. "Mr. Lynci.
tells us that it was the decision
of the candidiates not to allow TV
cameras in the convention. Yet
most of the candidates have independently told us that they
would like to have the TV coverage."
4-Station Group Planned
WWLP was to function as origination point for a net of WWOR.
Worcester, WRLP, Greenfield. and
WHDH, Boston. WWLP also was
to feed parts of the convention to
NBC-TV, New York, for coastto-coast coverage. National interest will focus on the KennedyMcCormack struggle for the U. S.
Senate nom loaf ion.

Finkel Inks Contract
For Hour Color Series
Rob Finkel has been signed to

produce "The Andy

Williams

Show," hour color series beginning on NB(' -TV Sept 27, The
musical program will be packaged
by Tandem Enterprises and Bar
naby Productions. Rod Sorkin and
Norman Lear are the executive
producers,

r"

A COLLEGE DEBATE A ROW OF ROCKETTES A JOURNEY WITH JACQUELINE SHARI, HUSH Plrm

THIS IS

One of

a

series of advertisements which reflects the balance, scope and diversity of NBC's program service.

www.americanradiohistory.com

NBC

LAMB CHOP PABLO CASALS AND A BREAKTHROUGH IN HEART SURGERY

DIGEST SINGLE SOURCE OF NEWS, INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FREE WORLD

www.americanradiohistory.com

ODE TO A PRO
By TED GREEN
Bill Britten ("Bozo the Clown'. on WPIX) has beer
"West Side
an honorary captain in the AAA Safety Patrol
has three different recordings of the score in the top 20 alb
.
Grace Downs has the call
with a new an version due

...

..

Some of my producing colleagues abhor w hat hale erroneously been labeled "old movies." I admit to more bourgeois
tastes. and confess that I adore movies On I V. Frankly.
I'm grateful to television for the chance to catch up on
some of the truly fine films now available to us. especially
the Saturday night flickers on NBC. and the Sunday features on ABC. I hey've had some corkers Dols, and a case
in point was last weekend's "Witness For The E'rosecution."

typical Edward Small production: a solid. well
knit. beautifully scripted and directed thy Billy Wilder)
film, starring I y none Power. Nlarlene Dietrich and Charles
Taughlon.
It was

a

had missed it when it originally played the theatres: in
fact. had timer heard of the Mtn until I saw it listed in
IV Guide.
I

Power was a much better actor than his handsome
mien allowed sus to recognize. Dietrich's name will never
he erased front the annals of the Silver Screen. But from
the first scene to the last, the film was the private property
of Charles laughton. 11ith the supreme confidence of the
true professional. he put this fine theatrical (offering in
his ample hip pocket in the most convincing single dramatic performance that I can recall. (And I think I've
seen some of the current great ones. on stage as well as
screen. including Olivier. Burton. Guinness. Richardson.
I racy. Ninon. Bogart. and Evans.)
I

y

Gone

Her the film had ended. Kit and I stayed up well past
midnight puzzling over this queststn: how. in the face of
such an overpowering perfionnance. did Taughlon miss the
(hear? Or at least a nomination?

-

-

EMally. my Frau
who isn't the dumbest thing in the
forest
ad, anced this opinion: people like Taughton are
SO good that they are taken for granted.

talented beauties to enter the Miss New York City contest. t
nor to compete in the Miss America contest in the Fall
Gleason is undergoing minor surgery. If he needs a transfusi
When cot
know his pals will be glad to contribute a pint
Bernie Allen read that the '04 World's Fair will have an Ave
the Americas, he quipped: "To me it'll always be Sixth Aven
Jimmy Durante's Chock Full O'Nuts commershills deserve an I
They're noseworthy.
.

.

* * * *

Industry still talking about the big scoop Westin'
Broadcasting pulled off so unexpectedly in landing Steve Alter
long-term deal to do a five-nights-a-week late-nite TV show. st
June 25. NBC' has taken long-term lease on Filmarte Them
Vine St., Hollywood, and is converting it into "The Steve Allen,
house." One of the current mysteries of the TV trade is how
and Westinghouse Broadcasting managed to pull this one off so
ly, and kept the lid on it. Could Ted Lloyd have had his
this one, too?

* * *

Meet: Chet Gould, newest discovery of ABC-TV and
who is staff-announcer. commentator and music host on a num
shows. Serving as announcer on the five-a-week
"Camouflage" for the past year and a half, he
started his career as a college student in Syracuse on WSYR and then hosted the radio show,
"Around New York" on WNYC. A few weeks ago
Gould became the anchor man of the weekly radio
network show called "Voices in the Headlines."
For the past week Gould was following Ron Cochran on WABC-TV on the news show called "New
York Report," and during the past few week-ends
he also participated in ABC - TV's "llth Hour
News." In addition he presides over a three-hour
Sunday program called "Opera" on WABC-FM.
GOID:
Chef's versatility and dignity in presentation of
the spoken word has also brought him a great amount of co

dal work.

*

My Stetson's off to: Gabe Pressman, a newsman's rte
who once again proved his stature by being the only New To
reporter to cover the advent of telecasting lineups for the city's I
Department
. TV actor Jimmy Yoham. who last year start
little side line manufacturing automatic bookmarks, now has
other products in over 1,600 stores throughout the U. S. Fates
the 22 stockholders in the company are in the industry
. .
Termini, recuperating at Mercy Hospital in Hempstead, L.I.
Buddy Basch, just back from a promotional tour on behalf of
Morton's "May You Always" LP on MGM, says the most dee-lig0b
dee-lovely, dee-luscious musicaster has met in a long time (and,
met plenty, is lovely model-announcer Marcia Dee of WLIZ, if
Worth. Fla. Buddy also spent some time on the air with top-II
Larry King on his well-listened-to morning show via NAME, MI
If you are a -Tall Doll" and single, aged 16-26 over 5' 7" in
ing feet and live in the metropolitan area. you are available to
Rockaways' Playland's "Tall flood Contest." which takes place lung
.

Bogart is another who fits my bride's description: SO good
was taken for granted. He looked and talked like a
garage mechanic after a hangover. and he made his work
seem incredibly simple, but in the process, he also made
"African Queen" and "Casablanca" and "Maltese Falcon"
and "Treastore of Sierra Sladre" and at least a few other
niftier that will he rated as classics in the nest century.
he

So good as to be taken

for granted:

.

.

...
I hat
seems like such an empty tribute. doesn't it? Vet
perhaps it is the greatest accolade of all to the true professional
the man who. regardless of his calling. knows
what he must do. and &IV% it sit well that he and his work
are taken for granted. I hat is the trademark of the Pure
Professional.

-

It

Wanted By TV: 'Free -Wheeling Individualists'
Indianapolis-TvB president Norman E. Cash says the industry t>0.
originality with the courage to approach problems OWE"'

men of

-JACK

DOIL.1(1. as

Advt.

.

orthodox standpoints. Emphasizing the need for "free-wheeling, I k
live individualists" in a speech here at the Annual Future Unlin4
Banquet of Junior Achievement, he said: "Sticking your neck:
and stressing of individual responsibilities
these are apparentmore and more in TV. On any TV screen, in any town. you will!.
more and more individualism at work."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MiltrIf
mbe Named Prexy

Virginia's APB

Ng,
l'i.dew

''ci

7.101

1,11,0144.1

Ali, bus been elected peed
of the Virginia AP Broad
The VAPB, at its con
lion here, also cited the stn
for outstanding achieve
at in the telecasting of news
he following categories:
ers.

lest

Regularly-Scheduled

its Program" to Stan Garfin
"Year End Sports Review"
the "Spotlight on Sports"
a, and "Best Coverage of a
Muting News Story" to Ben
ham. Clayton Edwards, Joel
on. Brick Rider and Richard

for

'oy

their

"Merger

or

were Ohio radio-TV
rdges
fibers of AP. Colgate W. DarJr., former governor of
., State of Virginia. made the
istentations.

to Come East

ram Manager
Mimed A. Warren. direito, of
;ramming for WGNTV, Chinamed program
sb. has been
.Sager for WNBC-TV, New York,
s announced by station manPeter M. Affe. The appointsit becomes effective May 28.
drfarren began his TV career in
film editor for station
1"..3 as
Philadelphia. He joined
l AU in

*

'ItDU-TV, South Bend, Indiana,
Ins

director in 1955, and moved

tins of program

igen

director.

& Cowan Named

Illandle DuPont

Show

I. du Pont di, N.., md ild
Alms retained Rogers & Cowan
'.handle publicity and promoint for the "Du Pont Show of
Week" 1962-63 TV series.
'larking the fifth successive year
Lkwhich Rogers & Cowan will
Nilassociated with TV programsponsored by Du Pont.

For the Books

-

burgh
"Youth Looks at
" a new series of education-

it

grams produced in cooperaIn with the Carnegie Library.
an last Saturday on WJAS.
!kluge student members of the
Irary's Young Reviewers Club
discuss current best-sellers.
PEW YORK OFFICE FOR RENT:
kermonclitioned, large, beauties/11Y terhIsal office, 000 IBM Executive tyereilms, steel Piling cabinets, electrk
eimee machin and ether
office
,

0Nrnent. Write
E.

MIES

MI West 5316 StreLet (Suite
New Carl 19. hL Y.

141

ABC Sports Show Puts
Gym Chumps 'On Camera
National AAI' Gym

medic ('hamplonahlpa at the neat
tie World's Fair will hr presented
011
ABC-TV's "Wide World of
Sports" Slay 27. Jim Simpson will
describe the men's and women's
the finals of eight
44444 1/0111/011 In

events 10 he' televised. Newt taken, gymnastics coach at the U.
of Sikhism% and Tom Maloney.
gymnastics roach at West Point,
will be the color rommentator,

Pyrex Buys

13 Specs

For Summer on NB(
,Nit' .1% th,
Spring and Summer. The series mill
consist of two new programs tins.
in production. nine selected !rota
the highly successful hours one
Molly sponsored by Pores an Nlu
TV during the 19111-'02 NI0011
two other programs.
isalv

1100.

10?

es

on

Four of the program.
the "World
f

1,0
RANALLRAPIO
1st... in Community Ufa
I et- in Overall ;lacings
Sell

!octetl

Adult

produtst by N It,
Projects, with Donald
aeries

Dodd Hearing Slates
3 Web Officials Today
Irons Begs

I/

duced by In. ihrottirtiltlet., with
most of it having been covered
at previous hearings and during
the FCC's network probe, but the
quizzing was narrowed down to
one CBS show, "Route 66," and

two each of the other networks.
Subcommittee chairman Thomas Dodd ID., Conn.) conceded that
there has been "considerable improvement" as to sex and violence
content of programs.
Segments were again screened
at the hearings, but this time only
of "Route 66." There was much
documentary material on this CBS
show, very little with respect to
the NBC shows: "Man and the
Challenge" and "Whispering
Smith," and a great deal on ABC's
"Untouchables" and "New Breed."
Interoffice Memos No Help
Interoffice memoranda with respect to the Aubrey and CBS attitude on "Route 66" were contradictory. One memo writer said
Aubrey wanted "broads, bosoms
and fun" on the show. but in a
Screen Gems

interoffice

memo.

Herbert B. Leonard complained
bitterly that Aubrey and his
"collection of underlings, censors.
etc." wanted to tone down the
show so that it would be "bland"
and a failure as a rating getter.
Aubrey, Scott and Moore all
agreed that the word "sex" as
used in the memoranda could
mean different things to different
people. They all denied any desire
for salacious sex in the various
programs, but said they wanted
wholesome romantic interest.
'Reviews,' Pro and Con
Dodd put in the hearing record
a slashing review by a New York
TV critic, citing sex and sadism
in "Route 66." Aubrey responded
by reading a review of the National Parent -Teachers Associaton hich likened the heroes of
the program to knights of old and
said "in 'Route 66' chivalry lives
again."

All three network executives

noted that they couldn't be blamed for interpretations expressed
in the memos by program producers.

II

cutiv

producer.

I.

- all acheiluied it
,.
from the
for W0111100," prodso cil I, .10 '1
live Project', section of NBC News
and Public Affairs, with Irving Gitlin as executive producer. The 111th
program, "The flood Ship Mos.."

RADIO 132

selected

originally

presented N..'.
produced by NB,
with Chet Hogan as es,.

was

glover.

Pure,: will sponsor this nyllug
two original special programs proby NBC News. They are

duced

"Robert Ituark's Africa (May 21,
in color) and "Germany: Fathers
and

Slit,"

1.11100 151

'Editor's (hoice' to View
New Work of Hope Ship
"Hopi.

tIo hospital
the next Voyag,
ship "Hope"-will be the subject

of AB(' News' "Editor's Choice"
Sunday on ABC-TV. Dr. William
Walsh, founder -president of "Pro.
jest Hope." will he interviewed 011
"Editor's Choice" by editorial
rector Fendall Versa.
"Editor's Choice" is produced for
ABC News by Walter Peters and
directed by Marshal Diskin. Jack
Begon was the reporter and Hume
lisle was editoral associate.

Alan King, Jane Powell
Briahten 'Moore Show'

Alan King satirizes aspects of
the medical profession in a cornedy routine on CBS-TV's "Garry
Moore Show" tomorrow. Actressvocalist Jane Powell will share
the guest-star spotlight with the
comedian

Allentown -Bethlehem -Easton

Melt
RADIO 138

Tampa

-

St Petersbu ry,Fla

5000 W11115 He

1

01000.5_.. .....

WWNR
RADIO 62
Beckley - W. Virginia..
Na

1000 WATTS

1

Hoop. and Pull,

tewl ow/
per

.....

111/NAlt
RADIO
I

I

Philadelphia_
500 WATTS He

1

000

I

Area
MeePe

nelNotinte0n matl.
011

whew Pull
lwe end 100 Lowe0
00000 d eedsene

..... mers

001 per

WQ1111
RADIO 122
Jacksonville -Florida_

Cowhand Corrals Kids
For Western Lore Show

Denver-The "Laramie Jordan

Show" on KIM Monday mornings features the cowboy star introducing children to such things
as Indian sign language, trick
roping, the art of handling a bull
whip, Western lore and ranch
life. Laramie's horse, Smoky. and
his Australian blue shepherd. He
oka, appear with him.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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'Audiobiography'

TELEVIEWS

Taps Goodman's Life

'Music of the 60s,'
KTTV, L. A., May 10,
8-9 PM

The autobiography of Benny
Goodman. as told by the famous
musician and band leader, will be
d daily feature on WNBC in a new
ded unique segment titled "Benny
Goodman: First Person Singular,"

KTTV and ilt sponsor, Van de
Kamp Bakeries, al e betting the
era of the big band is returning
and that there arc enough people
with good memories to constitute
a worthwhile audience for this

startling today.
MNBC program manager Bill
Schwarz said the format will offer
otie 10-minute "chapter" of the
Goodman story each day through
May 28. with the same segment
presented between 0-10 AM. 1-2
151.
PM and 10-11 I'M.

series.

The hour Les Baxter musical
spectacular is the first of a series
featuring big bands, to be syndicated by this station. Van de
Kamp also plans to sponsor the
show in Seattle and other West
Coast marketing areas. The series
is the brainchild of KTTV salesman Jerry Simmons. who is given
producer credit.
Using a 40-piece orchestra and a
chorus of 10. Baxter presented a
potpourri of standards blended
with modern tunes. It comes off
well. Using as a theme "a musical trip around the world." Baxter presented schmaltzy arrangements of favorites. The camera

r1

Nine Join Top Spenders
Co.6tnued from Page In

liar, diet lc,

arid SOC1In

Obll

HI

Mead Johnson gross time billings row from $64.580 in 1960 to
06.139.326 to rank the company
in 48th place. Others and their

billings.

1961 vs. 1960. are as follows: Gulf Oil $4.017.711 vs $1,-

563.299. Purex Corp, 53.774.355 vs.
$2.279.952: Goodyear $3.237,706 vs.
$1.888,098: Lehn & Fink 83,218.773
ys. $728.586; Union Carbide Corp.
$3.182,002 vs. $1,940,132:
Chas.
Pfizer $2.798,569 vs. $384.840: Ex
Lax $2,773.761 vs. $1,666,820;
Pharmacraft Laboratories $2.767,730 vs. 51.597.570. and Socony Mobil 52.748.437 vs. $2,468,630.

The top five advertisers in total
TV billings last year were Procter
&
Gamble. 5108.632.187: Lever
Bros., $47.738.418; Amer. Home
Prods., $42.624,300; Gen. Foods,
57.877,683. and Colgate Palmolive.
$36,503,110. TvB-Rorabaugh is the
source for spot figures, and TvB Leading National AdvertisersBroadcast Advertiser Reports for
the network figures.

work was interesting without
striving too hard (or odd shots.
Ratings should be fair, depending, of course, on competition.
Possibly there may be a loyalty
factor among devotees of such

music that will show up on the
sponsor's cash register in disagreement with ratings. And who
knows? Some of the younger set
might learn to like their parents'
kind of clef corn.
The program was videotaped
and recorded simultaneously on
film, using MTV's new EMI
camera equipment. Buck Richard
Pennington directed.

Minneapolis Channel
In 2-Hr. Beauty Fete
sl inneapolis-- The 1982 Miss Minoda Contest, sponsored by the
Minnesota State Junior Chamber
of Commerce, will be seen on
WTCN-TV June 2 in
two-hour
program direct from the Mayo
Auditorium, Rochester, Minn. All
major segments of the annual meet,
patterned after the Miss America

event, will be Keen.
During the program, Nancee Ann
Parkinson. current Miss Minnesota,
will offer the "jags calypso" routine she performed during the
finals of the 1961 Miss America

competition. Mary Ann Mobley.
Miss America of 1950. and Nancy
Anne Fleming. Miss America of
1961. both are scheduled to appear
on the show.

Cooperstein

Will File

(Continued from Page II
request call letters WNJ-TV, and
hopes to go on the air late this
year.
The new station's plans include
colorcasts, broadcasts in Spanish
and a beginning schedule of 3 PM
to 7 AM. eventually going to full

'round-the-clock operation. Cooperstein said he was confident that
sufficient viewers would purchase
UHF converters for their present
sets to make the operation practical.

FBoodest s.
MAYONNAISE

LAGENCIEi
By RALPH TYLER

WHN general sales
ger Herb Weber report
Eastern Air Lines has

.

52-week renewal on its
Facts" campaign with th
York station. The year's r.
also was inked for WMAL,
ington, WNAC, Boston, an
KR. Miami. "Facts" gives w
and flight conditions, and
on any changes in Faster}
Lines schedule. The renew
tinues saturation total of I
minute spots a day, seve
a week
a

.

"

TV campaign based o
theme "These Two Are for 1
is being released for the 1.4
geles Pontiac Dealers Assaf
through MacMenus, John &
Los Angeles office. Using .
lion plus filmed footage, net
minute and 20-second spot
lure performance aspects oi
liar Grand Prix and Tempt.
Mans cars. The full schedu
dudes saturation spots on K
TV, KABC - TY and Kll.
through the next eight
S. Kelsey Denton, form,
VP and account supervisor
New York office of J. I'
Thompson, has joined LA
Hoffman & Conner. San

A

.

,

clam

through
Dancer-FitzgeraldSa mple buys

...

-

FMers Elect Schenkkan
.Austin. Tex.

-

Robert F

Jerry Franken Co. Reps
Bill Burrud Enterprises
I

11.1'

I.,.

AIR CONDITIONERS
SALE

-

All Makes

I:111111

II

pridol,

-

.,o1

- - -. G.E.

:

York

.

Anitah Trading Corp.
743 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
Pl. 2-9550

Radio alt111ILIIICUI Elliot Field.
his wife have become the parels of a boy. Stephen Michael.
.

Installation

Call lack Isaac

I

STORK NEWS

Service

FREE SURVEY

si

Bill Burrud

the

dye! Agency In Los Angeles.

Westinghouse
Sales

,other synde died

operates

Lowest Prices -

Fedders

LOS ANGELES

I

to 1310(11

THE STATION:

KGBS AM 1020

THE PERSONALITY: GOOD

THE POWER.

MUSIC

50,000 WATTS

THE MARKET. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

It's a girl for WNAC-TV. Bosnewsman, Dick Cannon and
wife Barbara

o n.

Mr. & Mrs. Mike May are the
parents of a girl, Mary Lynn. Dad
is an announcer for WSBT. South
Bend. Ind.

The magnificent cattail of masaneer thr Cif no! Angel:
ANOTHER IMPORTANT STORER STATION

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES:

PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Los Angeles
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)ODD HONES SCALPEL ON PROBE
Senator's Badgering
Flops in Intimidation
Of 3 Web Executives

ANEL EXAMINES
V'S HECTIC LIFE
Crams. Writers, Ad Exec
Join Howard K. Smith

Washington
Seitatc

ICeinimesd an Page

Pail

ri

Id Audiences Slay
Detroit

-it

itaiS area,

TV and radio execs
is believed will hold

be of the audience gains reg.bred for their news broadcasts
ting the 30-day strike of Beget 's two daily newspapers. The
mates took up the slack for
tpillion news - hungry Detroit
its.
art Cederberg, WJBK-TV di:or of news and public affairs.
lamed up the strike experience
is way: "A newspaper by its
/1y nature can provide greatly
(Continued on Pogo 6/

rerMountain's Meyer
arks 20th Yr. at Web

nterMountain Network presitt Lynn L. Meyer today marks
20th anniversary of his associin with the regional group
nprising 72 stations and will be
timed at ceremonies in the New
rk offices of Edward Petry Si
the group's rep. Taking part
be InterMountain chairman
orge C. Hatch.
.

I

lolls

'

To Use Radio MI Day
ABC Radio president Robert R.
Pauley yesterday declared that
radio networks,
for I h e most
part, are wasting their prime
hours
al.

.

most half their
day. He said

radio network's lines are
"asleep seven
hours a day,a

with the rest of
its daily routine
broken up into
s i x
hours of
original prow:dinning and another

denied

till

.iy
.

in,ch -ex are!

drew the

"it

never happened." The Con-

ties( solon tried throughout the
from

S&H Stamps Fetes Dinah;
Now Her Full Sponsor
Dinah Shore will he honored

ACADEMY ADDS
4 AWARD-GIVERS

tomorrow

Fred Astaire. Arlene Francis
Cyril Ritehard and Loretta Yowls
will be presenters on the May 2'
Emmy awards presentation of the
National Academy of TV Arts on
Sciences. Miss From -is and Ritchari
will appear from New York, whits
Astaire and Miss Young will do
the honors in Hollywood.
The 14th annual aWarriS show on

.

ICononud on doge

31

Conn. Outlets Create

in

s,

reception to
which many

a

government

and society figures have been
invited. Host at
the affair is the
S & H green

stamps

firm.
celebrating its
move from cosponsorship

of

"The Dinah

m.09 aauxE
Shore S h o w"
colorcasts on NBC-TV this c ...
to full sponsorship next -,

Jobs Clearing House

-

New Haven
The Connecticut
Broadcasters Association has
formed a clearing house for radio
and TV stations on job applicants
West's Radio Vaults Reds' Jamming Curtain
and availabilities. For job seekers
Western radio is heard by a majority in East European satellites in
to of the Communist network of 2,500 jamming transmitters, John
it avoids the necessity of visiting
chardson Jr., president of the Radio Free Europe Committee, re.
all stations to learn of openings.
rted yesterday. He said more than 90 per cent of RFE's programs to
WBRY. Waterbury, president
erhoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria and Romania penetrate Red
Gustave Nathan has been designated pool-plan clerk by the Con ecteut Broadcasters.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Pauley Calls on Nets

F

fi.r

.4 fin. (rein
Goblenen was told, "Tice
thing about your network I.
,ieir attitude- that ARC doein't

giant in si/e An, -.dl. - v.
delivers the "right had 01 the right tuts
minute ConIIIICI culls in prime twen, IN: I
in a "network atmosphere
NEW YORK'S PRESTIGE INDEPENDENT
is

.

p,

St :110011

New

I Mal

lo tr.,
Kiwi.. fin

I.

tha..e

ress Strike's Over

I

1

71

-1.1-1100'

iii

port
till. e;,u, /or of Imp
work "Halal- in their

Sn beast

commentator Howard
Smith and a guest panel wit
eel, explore and analyze "Thy
rt Hectic Life of TV" tonlorren
1R(' -TV's "Howard K. Smith
and Comments." Sponsor i:
ionwide Insurance of Colombo:,
The program is produced for
by Bill Kobin and di' News
ed by Jack Sameth.
snelists will be syndicated ey1
BC News

Wes Harris Taking Post
As USIA's Video Chief

-

Washington
Weston Jc1.0
Harris will lake over as the
USIA's TV chief on June 4. He is
currently program director of
WRC-TV. In his USIA post, Harris will be responsible for telling
rveU.. S. story abroad by means
of
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MAO KLEIN.
hos left e
o

KI1J-TV

toroweli

general manager,

trip to

business

Minneapolis, Chicago and N.

Y.

FAUll, WPTA news director,
part of a U. A Deportment

ROBERT W.
to Europe as

of StoleiDelense tour. to assist reporters in

military ond polili<al coverage of today's
Europe.
JAMES G. RIDDELL. ABC op in charge
of the Western Division, and ELTON H.
RULE, KABC.TV op and gonerol manager,
hove arrived in N. Y from Palm Springs,

for business meetings.
WILBUR STARK, producer of CBS Films'
"The Brothers Br
on,'' hos arrived in
town for conferences.

.....

IRENE RYAN
U

s.

!wowed

.

in the upcOming
series, is in Hone.

-

Plan.

Communism Studied
On

Minn. Radio

thaneapolis
mx -pm

- 'IIWCCO
le--

will be"Till

on

beet

making the -111111 11 111:1
,n interviews 91111 Jull Bonham
WCCO next s-psi hi tz
di
ectol
"People who "Its,
Jratulating W(-('1r
casting the full
Communist Bi
university say tit,
evealed classic
tic
nirpies and Amerman student reWCCO
Ifaeg
e

S

for You
\

'S

-TV has be-

Information

,lets:

Nick Basso heading
iype show assisted by
weatherman Earl Gwen and
:.

1

"4b('arl Cr

HUGH FERGUSON. WCAU farm director,
arrives in Washington, D. C. from Phila
delphio today to attend Me World Food
Forum Dinner.
ROBERT

GIST

in

Gothorn

la

direct o

"Naked City" episode.
JACK DUFFIELD. hood of KM.", N. Y.
office, and FRANK BROWNE, heed of the
Chicago hns in 1. A for business meeting.

fits via

N.Y. Police Unit Fetes
'Chief' Bolton of WPM
"Chief' Joe Bolton, who hosts
the daily "Dick Tracy Show" on
WPIX, will a9pear as special
guest of the New York City Police Anchor Club at its 2610 annual Orphan's Day Outing July
19, al Steeplechase Park, Coney
Island. The club's president, Lt.
Emile A. Liberatore, told Bolton:
We in the Anchor Club, and in
the department for that matter,
Teel that your influence on TV has
been both a boost to 'cops' in general and we in New York in par-

ticular"

WSJS Ups Carver,

Ulrich and Pointel
.

instzin Salem

.

TV hos appointed I II
to lilt the newly created post of
public relations director. In addition, Max I'lrich has been named
111:111:user of WS.1S Radio Program
and Charles H. Pointe!
has been designated manager of
WSJS New, Central.
Anal

1

Stesi

.11131

senior-creator of CBS-TV's
'The lwilipht Zone," in N. Y. to attend the
Ed Wynn Testimoniol Dinner.

-

1

H rzs N

'

Lubbock. Tex,
Radio and TV bring the
man people
"a wealth of experience." and before the decade' Is over the
entire world will reap the bene-

,

r

R. PETER STRAUS, president of WMCA
and RM, hot left for Europe to
RN
bureaus and correspondents.

R-TV a Pervasive Social,
Economic Force: Graham

Gip

-

ROLLAND W. TAYLOR, president of Fool.
Cone 6 Belding, arrives in N. Y. today from
Southampton and Cherbourg.

ROD SERLING,

IUH(AO

CHICAGO

FINANCI
(My

May IS, 1962

J414,141 A. .31:si.41c.

COMING AND GOING

1937

a

global communications

network.

So

said George A.

Graham Jr.. VP

general
manager of
and

NBC Radio. at
an anniversary
dinner here for
KCBD.

'Broadcast-

ing's impact on

America has
been as

wide-

spread as the
GRAHAM
very airwaves
that Carry its impulses:' Graham
said. "It is a vast pervasive social
and economic force. And, as we
witnessed in the elections of 1960.
broadcasting was largely responsible for the turnout of a greater

percentage of eligible voters than
ever before in our history."
Graham said that although
broadcasting techniques will
change. broadcasters' obligations
will not change: "We will continue to entertain. We will redouble our efforts to inform, to educate. to help Americans to understand and interpret the news. Because our basic belief does not
change. This belief is that only
through an informed public can
we preserve our American way of
life

For the Industry
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1.4111-

1071111

Ill's

4.i

Ii11

11.1111T1111.1

the 52-county area served
stations. Ulrich has
Iwo) with the station since 111511,
and Pointe'. former Radio Department manager, is a veteran of five
iii19 with \VS.'S-TV.
in

by the WSJS

NEW YORK OFFICE FOR RENT:
Arr-conditiontd. large. beauty...IN tar.
embed 04010... with IBM loodutnee 104.
write., stood Mine coeinets,
mimeo machine and other modem osioire
eetuipmeot Write
E

MILES

Suite 1.0
40 Wwt SStn S
He. Torn 19,14 T.
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Coll Jock kooc

Anitah Trading Corp*
743 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
PL 2.9550

Yeller.. I.

lotto NI ry hie& to Top FIB Ileet
E

Petroleum Firms Up

I. Broadcasters
t Varied Sessions
rho Florida Aga"
ol Broadcasters, hold
its annual convention lit
o

it.

-

International Inn here June
FCC
a, will hear talks by
adcast Bureau Chief Kenneth
chief
Charles A. Sweeney,
e Food and Drug Advertising
Mon of the FTC's Deceptive
-ikea Bureau; NAB radio VP
F. Meagher; George W.
is
eve, president of WVCG, Cor;

1ables
Ise. Elmo

Ellis, executive
1.
:ultanl of Cox radio-TV stamanager of programs
s and
production for WSB. Atlanta;
David Schwartz. Georgia
e College of Business Admindion; attorneys Robert L.
Id and Thomas H. Wall; FAB
net Kenneth Ballinger, and
,F Capt. Jack It Olsen, who
conduct a Strategic Air Could briefing.
1P, UN Units to Convene

,

-ae Associated Press News Mt-AM Association and the United
de International News Direr
-

Association will meet the
*noon of June 16. with a joint
Aeon for the FAB and news
iriations concluding the con-

',

ion.

ighlighting the annual bent: June 15 will be the presentsof the scholarship award to
Moles Carter, with entertain sat being provided by "The

General convention
Fred P. Shawn, manof
WSUN-TV.
St. Peterssr
we, and the event will be pro
NI over by FAB president Li.,
Witch. WTVJ,
Plowmen."
airman is

'

idrews General Mgr.
011(0P, Los Angeles
C..:
tellywood

-o

Ti' PAILY

- Bill Andrews, for
,./

K.11.1t,

last three years general sales
AMager for KTVT, Fort Worth-

FIslan has resigned from that ponon to become general sales
-onager for KCOP. Channel 13.
1 Angeles, effective immediatelithe announcement was made
John Hopkins, president and
iieral manager of Channel 13.

Paul Harvey' Honored
By
IBC

Mid-Tennesseans
Radio's

"Paul

'TV, RADIO OUT OF TOUCH
WITH BIG U.S. CHANGES'

Net, Spot TV Usage

Tampa June 13-16

Harvey

'ws" has been selected best rai
network news show at the
'th annual "Connie" awards
licheon of the Middle Tennessee
idio and TV Council. The prorim is heard on WSIX in the
shville area.

To $40.6

Mil. in '61

Petroleum companies, III ilia -11
use of TV advertising during 1961.
assumed a major role in the sponsorship of news, weather, sports
and documentary broadcasts, Tvit
reports in a summary of the industry's advertising last year.
TV gross time billings only, in
behalf of gasoline and lubricants,
totaled $40.6 million in network
and national spot, compared with
Of the total.
$411 million in 19611
spot

Tv

Tvli-Itorahaugh1

and

went

821.746,000

(Source:

was

$18,860,956

to

Prof. Lobel! Opines:

for net work

-

nl toluni1.1.,
along with new
of touch with the Wit rh1111K" 1,i
quarterly
the university's
in
"Forum," ',obeli says 'We have
been running a race against in.
Creasing complexity, and we have
the

and radio

111111111M

been losing that race

"The trouble is
portant 111.V.,
that not enough
he said -Ow 11,
111.S in 1111. fart II
...I
ISM

p,,

IS more e: TvB. LNA-BAIC In
1960, spot billings were $24,038. 000, network $15,699010

lei

11.1

that

(.

WaXhingtoli

will

6,.11,

I

com

Ste,.

1

-

Academy Show Planned
(Coafiaosa boas Pogo II
NBC-TV will originate at formal
dinner parties at New York's Hotel
Astor, the Hollywood Palladium and
the Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington.
Produced by Fred Coe, this year's
Awards program will feature Johnny Carson, Bob Newhart and David
Brinkley as emcees at the three
locations, respectively. Coe has announced that in addition to the

awards, the show will highlight the
past TV year through films and
tapes.

1

/oil

111111V

-

STORER

HONORED

BY BLIND

11

rtie,
"we \sill

tire,

1111,1

With old labels which have I.
their meaning omi which need 1..
I.'
s .. the
definition We will hoe
to debate the questions that re..;
count and will waste our enema
in meaningless arguments ovel

al

don't exist "

Rust

Stanfield to Direct PGW

'(

'

with
Greenville.

L A. Unit in Move
For Education Television
-Plans for bringing
o
owl television station
to Los Angeles have been announced by Dr. Lee A. Du Bridges.
president of Cal. Tech and chair.
man of the board of directors of
Community Television of Southern California.
Prominent southern California
it

e

I

,

educators have been asked to serve
on an educational advisory council
for the proposed station. including
presidents of the area's universities and colleges.
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TV Outlets

-

associated

I

(raft

First Qtr. Sales Rise

Radio Promo, Research

1

plete coverage of the Maryland
primary election returns as they
are received today.
Bob Gaston and David Von
Sothen will handle coverage for
WRC, sponsored by Jones, Kreeger & Co. A special feature of
the WWDC coverage will be a run
Os
:((ol:
lung

SS

Yoh. r Reports

dii echo lei Petrie. Gothn, Wood
He is rut
ward. effective June
rently VP-general manager of
Belk Radio Stations and has ..!
served for the past five years
general manager of W1ST. Chas
lotte. N. C.. a Belk station.
Before that, Stanfield was sales
and programming director and
news- sports director of WIS. Columbia. S C. from 1953 to 1959.

WRC

.:

i

For Atrrno

(. Stations to Report
On Maryland Primaries

'I.r

Ii ii

:to

toil,
'file

D.

1.111e II

o,

,

Seven Firms in Lead
Of the $40.6 nnlhun total, in
estimated $26 million was spent
in sponsoring n r w 5, weather
sports and documentaries Among
the leaders. Standard Oil N J
sponsored news and sports. Socony-Mobil. news; Gulf Oil, news
and documentaries; Texaco. news.
news and
Standard Oil Ind
sports; Phillips Petroleum, lit.W2,
and sports, and Atlantic Refining.
weather.
The lop 15 petroleum companies, which account for nine of 10
measured media advertising dollars, increased their TV spending
from $35,348.272 in 1960 111 $37.216,566 in 1961.
.

Prot ,';urea -I

I

141)1i4i1

.11,11

1111A 01 k

The increases occurred in o
five TV markets served by 0
Rust Craft stations WSTV-TV
here; WRGP - TV, Chattanooga.
WRDW-TV, Augusta, Ga.: KODETV, Joplin, Mo., and WBOY.TV
Clarksburg, W. Va.

Penn. Stations Praised
For Farm-Home Service

-

Altoona. Pa.
Pennsylvania
radio stations gave free public
service time for 26,794 broadcasts
by county extension agents, says
Cordell Hatch, extension radio
editor at Penn State. In all, 219 of
the 151 radio stations In the state
provided public service time for
regular extension broadcasts. he
reported, adding: "Pennsylv.inir
is probably the top state in Do
country in the number of stations
used and in the number of programs extension worker prepare."

A FROZEN

FORMULA? NO!

I

Because people are different... markets are different. They require tailored
programming to meet the difference. That's why Storer Broadcasting
Company's formula is to have no single formula for its 9 key markets.
NEW YORK

MI \

I

LOS ANGELES
KOLAS

I

PHILADELPHIA
1\

BB.

DETROIT

DETROIT

1\I BK

IBK-I \

MILWAUKEE

\\I I-I
I

\

CLEYEUD

BIN\

All
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Instead, an individual format is created for each station to meet the needs and
desires of that community. Small wonder a Storer Station gives you so much
for your advertising dollar. Important Stations in Important Markets.
QVELAND

M-11

ATLANTA

MIAMI
W613S

TOLEDO

sPI)

TOLEDO
WS1,1).1

STORER
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WW1%)

I

NY U

6-Week Course

Kick-Off In Color

All R-TV Aspects

On

Has U.S. In Mind

-

London
pisode

fires

15

Bernstein. ('BS -TV art director;
llomemann. manager, NBC
Public Affairs Division; Richard
ark. programming VP, Westliroadeasting; David Sac Ace. VD IL., ',id 1.. Schubert. Inc..
and 11111i:01i A. Womb Columbia
1114.ilor. Workshop diWall,o, II. 11011...u. N1:1*
raw
rad, \' motes.

f

Press

Strike Aids R-TV

(Comma hem Nig. 1)
detailed information. However.
we feel that with our additional
news coverage we more than
cushioned the loss of the newspaper, for Detroiters."
During the shutdown. Cederberg's station supplemented its
usual daily newscasts with three
more daytime 10-minute news
program, and a special nightly
half -hour
prime time.

Ask Storer
Television Sales
why

WJBI{ -TV

No.1 Buy

in Detroit
""\
WJBK-TV

By TED GREEN

Its good to see one of the industry's top business managers
land one of the best-liked guys), Vincent Andrews, back at his desk
looking like a million. Vincent leaves next week for Washington to
visit his son Vincent. Jr., who will be sworn in as a second lieutenant
in the U. S. A. Intelligence Corp., on graduation from Georgetown U.
.. In case you're interested, WTFM program manager Mark Ritter
says there are about a quarter-million stereo radio sets in the metropolitan area ... Klavin and Finch standing at 49th and Fifth Ave. at
2 PM they. isn't it past your bedtime?)

*

After

*

*

week in New York where he received the Emmy
Award nomination news, Milton Berle returned to his Beverly Hills
home to find a telegram awaiting him. It was from TV Guide congratulating Uncle Millie because in their 3rd annual nationwide public
TV poll, viewers have nominated his "Doyle Against the House- for
the TV Guide Award in the "Best Single Dramatic Program" category.
Incidentally, as a result of Berle's Emmy nomination, Four-Star wants
him for three serious drama roles. But they'll have to wait until he
finishes his film, "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad World.- in which Milton costars with Spencer Tracy and Ethel Merman.
a

David L. Wolper is searching for a publicity man to app.
himself in Wolper Productions' "The Story Of
" document..
entItled "Press Agent "
New York City Traffic Dept. has ;a.
WMCA with its annual Traffic Safety Achievement Award
Trumpeter Al Hirt. the hefty man-with-the-horn. is making
qtion from TV to Summer stock. Al and Donald O'Connor
New England during July on a special concert bill-Al and his Dixieland combo accompanying O'Connor's song-and-dance routines
KABC and Ben Holdrman. the station's general manager, were honored at the National Association for Better Radio and TV banquet at
the Los Angeles Press Club, receiving an award "In recognition of
4iperga overall piogram balance in new,"
as

The Incomparable Ilildegarde is bark in town, and will again
grace the TV screens. On Friday she will try to slump the panel
on Mery Griffin's "Play Your Hunch- on NBC-TV
Twinkle Kiddie
book publisher Mike Kara. is entering the TV-film production field.
Karas will produce "Sunrise Fantasy" for TV syndication in more than
1110 markets plus a version for theatres. "Sunrise Fantasy" will feature live performers in a modern children's fairytale story. Karas
will donate all profits of both venture?: toward establishing "Twinkletown,- a village for needy children of all faiths. George Marion. Jr..
has written an original script for the production
.M u r i e l Fox of
Carl Byoir A Associates outdid herself as usual yesterday, serving as
hostess at a luncheon in the Hotel Roosevelt for the benefit of the
American Association for the United Nations. Muriel, director of
Byoir's radio-TV dept, acted in behalf of Dubonnel wines. sponsor of
the program.

...

.

.

.

Goings on at Mercury: Gerhard Wndland. Philips Records
misting star. embarked for his native Germany on the liner Bremen.
Upon reaching Europe he will be presented with a gold record for
Adling a million copies of his Philip's record. "Tanze Mit Mir in Den
Morgen.-- which he also did III English for the American market
MeiritrY., singing cowboy. Rex Allen. has hit the. sawdust trail with
the Castle Cocos for a two-week tour. His faithful horse. Koko, and
his mtgical gioup. Fiontiersinen and Joarne. complete the act
Charlie Foe h. veep in charge of special products. has disclosed that
the Smash label's new album -11).N. Baby" by Bruce Channel. has
quickly become the must successful LP in the year's history of Smash
.. Two new albums by The Platters have been recorded by Mercury.
plus one by the Northwestern U. Men's Glee Club and another by the
Smothers Brothels
Johnny Draper. son of veteran recording artist
Rusty Draped has made his debut with a single on the Smash label,
"Sentimental Me."
.

.

Spring Set Sales Zoom
Dealers In Canada

To

Diqt dm'
..f TV and tad.
...ida in Mard.
alit...4 of last year. .,
t

Electronic Industries
TV, with 30,806 unit,
pared to the 25.310
March was up 21.7 p.
the first quarter sale,
cent. With 41,095 rail
ing sold, radio sales In '
.

up
ah_

per cent

13 2

..

'

WEDDING

BELLS

Gilhulcy-Littlelohn

Ann Gillian:N. ABC-TV I
sentation writer, and nitLittlejohn, president of
Broadcasting Co., San Antell
were wed Saturday here. Car
will reside in San Antonio.

U

Buszelli-Trax

June L. Buzzelli, KDKA, Pi
burgh, promotion manager. 0
William E. Trax, of the Amerio
Radiator and Standard Sena,'
Corp., were married at Pet,
Creek Baptist Church Library"
May 5.

.

detroit
4 STORER

.

I,,.,.;

.

.

/11,11111

.1

of -15 hours) includes at
hours in a fully equipped.
sir-conditioned TV studio owned
and operated by the university, and
nine hours in a radio studio.
Among the special lecturers will
be Richard Aimone, manager. NBC
special effects department; Richard
least

.

TV filmed series "Man o:
World," is being shot in col,
first 60-minute British TV '
gram ever to go before the
cameras. ATV managing di,
Val Parnell says this is
done mainly because of th.
creasing interest in color T
the U. S. where the Indeper
Television Corp. anticipat
major break -through with
"Man of the World" series.
Hollywood actor Craig Su.
stars in the new series. Scrip
"Masquerade" has been wr
by Lindsay Hardy, the best.
ing novelist whose book "Mr.
and the Grand Duke" is
being filmed by Columbia
Charles Boyer. ATV also
nounced they are taping ant
13 episodes of "Ghost Squad,"
American star Michael Q:
again playing the lead. Trans
sion of the first series 2,22_1
started in Canada, and,
"the Canadians are mint

-001

STATION
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'ITISH PREFER BBC TV
OVER COMMERCIAL OPS
mg public
ol he
.k large niajoi i)
',ohm
be BBC is doing a better job in TV than the Independent
!hilarity, which controls the commercial net works, accord1;111

I

!

I.1.

11

VI

I

recently conducted Gal II sponsored by the Daily
a

spit. The percentage was
better, 42; ITV better, 22.
I. 21, and don't know, 15.

Documentaries Popular
Am poll also shows that viewers
fight the BBC did a better job
gawhelrningly on documentary

alfetture programs, almost as
Isively on news. consider ably
n

plays and sports

Distribs 'Festival' Skein

-

Screen Gems will
Montreal
distribute "Festival of Perform.
Ind Arts" throughout Canada it
was announced by Ray Junkln,

general manager of Screen Gems
(Canadai Ltd. The series Is produced by David Susskind and
Jame. Moving

V

d.
iblic confidence express,
gr TV applied to 111W
ode, with only 24 per rent is
11, of introducing commercial
In addition to
,are In Britain
against III per 1.1.111
e h Radio
radio
entirely it,
piing to leave
IOW's hands. One of evei
new radio
et wanted to seeonanya more
Urn JI
RAMS organized
mai than at present.

- -

-

Canadian Screen Gems

-

the only field in which a
erence was shown for the

sr.

ial network programs. A
per cent were satisfied
the amount of time the BBC
53

serious, informative
ems, while 11 per cent asked
more and 18 per cent for less.
Confidence In BBC
pother result was a decisive
II preference for the BBC,
er than ITV, to operate any
tional TV services that the
.rnment many decide to set
A Britain. Two of every three
le were prepared to allot
services either to the BBC or
entirely new authority, with
'out equal numbers preferring
edi course.
lore than half of those quesbled claimed that TV kept them
titer informed about world
eats; 45 per cent said it helped
tun to relax, and 42 per cent said
;lave them something to talk
out when meeting people.
Med to

Brinkley Follows Skirt,
Views Dying Theatres

--

fhe story of a skirt
how it
(designed, cut and sold
and
'nostalgic look at some of our

iterioraling movie theatres will
examined May 23 on NBC-TV's
'.avid Brinkley's Journal." The
4oreast's first segment was filmat New York's A&R Junior
'ess Co., and in the second

inkley looks back at the Ratty
icalre and other once-great

ovie houses that have been torn
ion or are showing age badly.

Westinghouse Spots

'Wacky' Jerry Lewis
of Jerry
"M esi tog house Presents"
inl starring the comedian, will
vired live from Hollywood on
I:e-TV May 29. The hour line
will be sponsored by the
N,stinghouse Electric, via Me-

'aim-Erickson.
Lewis' antics will run the gamut
from mild spoofing to wild satire.
combining his material (non TV.
motion pictures and night. clubs.
"The Wacky World of Jerry
Lewis." 'narking the comedian's
first Tv special in three years, will
be 11110111101111 by Ernest D. Glocks.
man and directed by .lark Shca.

8

Buy Sponsorship

Kghl

On AB(

Sked

o

boner!

.1,
V
our .,iu 111/Ir III
lust two weeks, retools Don Ina
gin. VI' fin network ales The
111111.1111/11S1 are m II 101111 of eight
plograins on live
a we, k
[park Dine
1111,101 (lay
1

11112

11:1

I

-

Pittsburgh
"Come Fly With
Henry D." is the theme
Me
inviting KQV listeners to join
Henry DaBecco in an Island Holiday arranged by the station with
.

.

.

Pittsburgh Internati(mal Travel

his ground.
The three witnesses also pledged
cooperation by their networks for

projected juvenile delinquency
study, to be headed by Dr. Ralph
Garry, subcommittee guest expert,
in cooperation with HEW.
Stanton repeated his belief the
study should be broadened to take
in effects of other media and other
influences on juveniles, in addition
to TV. Goldenson revealed that
Two ABC officials have already been
assigned to cooperate with the
study.
At the outset yesterday Dodd
said, "It think it is quite clear there
has been an effort to inject sex
and violence by the networks."
Stanton eschewed the soft answer
and said "I can't accept that, sir,
for the CBS network." When Dodd
accused James T. Aubrey of overriding producers and sponsors in
a

No.., ha
A111
olooscounf oiA11/11

ival Col p
John Ar Aol..iie., In.
..I lop oi "Sao. It.
orday..1
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Sperry I; aer

I

,

I

I.

I

To Explore 'Life of TV'
II

morose- John Crosby. 111111 Harriet
Richard Pinkham.
Van Horne,
senior radio-TV VI' for Ted Hates
Robert
Alan Arthur.
and Co.:
playwright of Talent Associates,
and Maurice Edelman. British MP
and playwright.

run

1..

1

tio

al

,,,,,
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1

1

11.0.

-11.1
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11111Ii
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2' 2-Hour Air Show

Phila., N.Y.
W

including
Eleventh Hem
"The Andy Williams Show"
(Thursdays), "The Virginian" and
"Sam Heriedict"-and three returning programs. " L ar am i e"
(Tuesdays). "International Show.." and "Saturday Night at
the Movies."

too

.114
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Sperry
Young & II,
sponsorsIni

,alling

.ling,
of.,
hor
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Ihrouvl.
Burnell I'o Inc "The Y.r.
Night
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Movies" Hertz Corp,'
Norman. Craig and Kln
''The Jack l'aut Show" F,...
tftniker ()al.
Ilirotiel
Walter Th.,.
Slor.
Green

000
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Advetir.Ine, and Tht

Execs Deny Sex.
(Centinead from Page II
ton particalarly strong in holding

.6

m.41111

1Cootisasa from Peg.

'Airman' Leads Flight

EICHMANN SERIES
SCORES FOR ABC

I

.L1.

unit

S..,

ordered excessive sex and violence.
Stanton Stresses 'Final Test'
Quizzed about allegations that
Aubrey insisted on sex and vio.
knee, Stanton again held his
ground. He responded: "I don't
agree that Mr. Aubrey did that...
(in the basis of the record, I think
The
it is quite clear he didn't.
final test is what the public saw.*'
Stanton also denied that there was
excessive sex and violence on the
challenged series, "Route 66" and
added that lifting footage out of

www.americanradiohistory.com
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1

tw(eand.a.half-hour re.
,orti McGuire Air Flat,
11..
I/I New Jersey on Saturday.
featuring the annual Armed
Forces Day Air Show. Host of
the telecast. also to be carried by
WISBC.TV, New York, will be
WRCV-TV newsman Vince Leonard.
The event will feature a 30.
minute exhibition of aerial acrobatics by the "Thunderbirds." the
Air Force's six-man precision flying team, and the eight-man West
Point "Sky Divers." consisting of
four cadets and four instructors.
Newsman Dave Burrington will
conduct air-to-ground interviews
from the helicripter of (hr "Sky'

.
101elf
re

"plans any action." the latter said
bluntly "I do mo...
Kintner flatly denied allegations
that there had been any "Kintner
edict" to inject sex and violence.
"Anyone who knows me and speaks
objectively and with a desire for
the truth would know that I have
issued no such directives." He also
denied that anybody deliberately

TV
'.

Order

fli1
1111111

iit't

1111,,11.

"You

-41y

them,

..e and violence on
Tx'?" Stanton irtorted. "I not ..nly
too much

..ay that, but

t

.1

1

-.ay it hasn't been

dv1.1..1..,15

t.olden.on

ill.

1-8.11111Z

lenc is not go" I, :aided that 1.n h
opinion "The Untouchables" reflected an era and was true to that
"very tough period." He said AB('
has strengthened its procedures for
screening out excessive sex and
violence, and Dodd said "that is
encouraging."
While Dodd criticized the folding
of some programs for childr..
Kintner pointed out that next Fail
NBC-TV will launch a major weekly hour series for children between
5 and 11, "a teaching program.
dealing with music, Arience. history.
mathematics and other subjects."

=mot..

FM Listeners Grow

eff
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ABC -TV Exec

AGENCY NEWSCAST
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In Greater Portland

Third Rochester

-

11M.P11

Portiot»

I
Wdsiangton

Clackamas
d
counties has in,.-,td by 21.680 homes in the
god Iii months with 38 of every
dm households reporting ownerhip ,if an FM set At the same
).ins. car FM radios are now a
-le:our:able entity' and FM in the
Portland In-county aim, is rapdly becoming a mass market.
The
ale Ow findings of a sur.ey of the Greater Portland FM
todrkid just completed for KPM it Ili, rod-arch loin of Clark.
11.1

N11111110111:01.

e
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ot tot)
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Manufacturers should provide their advertising agencie.
%int all sales figures and details. says George G. Huntington
[di VP and general manager. Talking to a group of station

:cps in New York, he said:
It is
impossible for us to understand
how a manufacturer will trust its
agency with millions of dollars
or advertising and yet not provole the same agency its sales
figures to help guide the agency in
its planning and placing of that
advertising."
Kaiser. Sedlow
/it Temple announces appointment
of A. Mitchell Ginsburg as director of sides promotion
Elliott
\V Reed has been named senior
VI' and coordinator sin the Col.t Palmolive account at Lennen
N
Geyer. Morey, Madden and Ballard is the agency for
a new Rambler commercial

t

Film Producers Association has
held a seminar on production of
TA commercials.
w Mt
special
show ings of commercials by Law
mote Productions for Sweetheart
Soap: Elliot, Unger Ict Elliot for
Illy Chevrolet: MPO for United
Brewery. and Films. ay.' "Sea.

Thought for Today
"Broadcasters hove

a

responst

Inlay to experiment. to offer the
public programs from an always
increasing range of subjects. Public taste in general is bound to be
narrow if it is left to itself. The
broadcaster is under an obligation
to glee it an opportunity of widCarleton Greene
RAC Director-General

-41.

a new line-Dar Tar.
all-weather fabric. The agency

ing out with
an

also

will handle

the debut of co-

ordinates known as HMS.
Majesty's Shipmates)
.

.

I

Her
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Pan-Video Signs AR
For Weekly Telecasts

The annual convention of the
Advertising Division, Special Libraries Association, will be held
in Washington May 2: through
June 1. Speakers will be James
Harrison, public printer. Government Printing Office, and Daniel
.1
Murphy. ,11' Bureau of Deceptive Practices.

Rochester
The 12 apt
for a third channel here hat
urged by ABC-TV, sales VP
J. Schenck to speed the cho
the channel becomes a
operative reality." Speaki
fore the Rochester Sales
lives Club, he further
"what is needed is positive
to

Hypo Dormant Skeds: Pauley
Pault

a

meeting

the cultural and economic

being of the citizens. "It
put into the hands of
and regional manufacture
added, "more advertisin
marketing tools. Increased'

portunities will provide mor
petition and, in turn, more
able advertising rates."

Act Raises Praise

Hempstead, N. Y.-WH
announcer Allen Stuart
(delved high praise and a
letter of commendation fro
N. Y. State Parkway Poli
evolent Ass*n for disregar
own safety in giving aid to
Hired policeman and prot
the scene of an accident wh
witnessed on Northern State
way. Mar 18.

-

Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York

AIRLINE TICKETS

.:oil. "Thal

develop

minds."
Scherick noted that a thir
net would contribute sign'
to the entertainment, as

*
Paulo%

Boa

pointed out that a start
the right direr-

has lads) made in

PRIZES for your Important Radio
Vii si
emir rxmaurvr additional programming specifically
tor the use of affiliates on a local

-- and
should
program public affairs
events, sports and. on occasion.
caring shows on this basis. Secondly. and even more important.
do dm puce
or)
n coldi 1...1
and regional basis. We can

and

because they could not possibly
accumulate such a roster of star,
iheinselves." Another step he cited was the seeking out of a new

-

market
"the intelligent, young
modern adult." which was achieved "by updating our programs
improving our news service and
...mg model, oteilalt.

TV

promotions.

DUNNAN & JEFFREY. Inc.
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PACING AB-PT PROFIT-RUN
Countries
TV Orbit,
LS-Mil. Shoo.. Lxplosion on 11"Pl.1"
VIDEO

14 Foreign

Now in ABC

-teslraor: ti44.kN
major program

expansion

innovations
ling in excess of $3,000,000
significant

1

been set
by WPIX, New
York. Fred M.
Thrower, exec
VP and general
manager, rehas

vealed
day.

yester-

Five

k e y

areas representrd in his an-

nouncement are
news and pubtic affairs, docu-

THROWER

mentary s p e
daytime programming to re: the Regents ETV project.
siren's shows and projecting of
-X-11 into late-night pro-Ilming with the new 90-min"Steve Allen Show" which
'Beres June 25 at 11 P.M.
to Allen show is a calculated
eJenge by the local station to
:

(Continued on Pope 6)
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-
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Angeles

1,..111 I

Stanley Rubin
appointed

been unanimously

the board of directors as first
P of the TV Producers Guild to

Ethe vacancy created by Everett
Roman's appointment as presi-

dt

iintner, Goodman Tour
Europe News Bureaus

iRC president Robert Kintner
al Julian Goodman. news VP,
it yesterday on a 10-day tour
the network's European news
beaus. They plan to meet with
MOMS bureau chiefs and other
badcast officials to discuss exinsloo of NBC coverage and the

tare effects of satellite TV news
toning; returning May 25.

loriner

hat 1,:m relive A.

.aid
An sit l/Xl/C
owner of a Syracuse supermarket, had threatened to remove
display signs from his store unless John Henry Faulk's radio
CBS Newsmen to Grill
I

program was dropped.
Thomas Murray, testifying in
Faulk's million-dollar libel action
in New York's State Supreme
Court. said he was working for
Grey Advertising on the Hoffman
(Pabst Breweries) arroont when
he got a phone call from Johnson
in March. 1956. Ile said Johnson
him "it was a disgrace that
our company was using a ComFaulk -- to advertise
munist
a product."
Murray said he replied that he
had "no knowledge" Faulk was a
Communist, and Johnson retorted
"we had better get in line," and
threatened to withdraw Hoffman
display space in his store.
Murray told the court "I said I
had no intention of firing a man
who was a first rate salesman

-

iCeatinvod on Pope

thin Replaces Freeman
Producers Guild VP
r. COall

FAULK WITNESS RELATES
PRESSURES ON SPONSOR

4)

Dodd on TV Crime Probe

II).,
Dodd
Conn.i, chairman of the Senate

Sri.

a.

TI

Judiciary

J

Juvenile Delinquency

Subcommittee, will he quizzed by
a group of CBS News Washington correspondents tomorrow on
the radio network's "('apitol
Cloakroom." Roger Mudd will
anchor the group, asking Dodd
about various matters including
the current hearings on crime and
violence in TV dramas.

Westinghouse Sells
KEX to

Autry Corp.

Portland, Ore. - Weslinghou,e
Broadcasting yesterday announced the sale of KEX to Golden
West Broadcasters in a statement

jointly by Donald H.
McGannon, WBC president, and
Loyd C. Sigmon, GW exec VP.
issued here

Hatfield Weedin,
Hollywood
program director for KNX and the
CBS Radio Pacific Network, and
Robert M. Light, president of the
Southern California Broadcasters
Association, will be the principal
speakers today at the Biltmore
Hotel for the "Radio Day" meeting of the Los Angeles Club of

The buyer -corporation was
formed ten years ago by Gene
Autry, board chairman, and
Robert 0. Reynolds, president,
who owns and operates KMPC
in Los Angeles, KSFO in San
Francisco; and KVI, Seattle. It
also owns the controlling interest
in the Los Angeles Baseball Company in the American League.

Kiwanis International.

Series lirway Stage 'Door
Goodson-Tixlman plans to enter Broadway theatrical production via "Broadway Preview," a new 90-minute taped TV
series currently being developed
in Hollywood. Mac Benoff, recent_
ly named film production chief for
Goodson-Todman, heads up the
"Broadway Preview" project.
planned premiere next spring,
"Preview," with Philip Laogner

Ali-PT prI-1/1/
-I./.
CO rlibli
/1:11

Kohl

-

..r.

those of
'01
Mad,

I

/

,

,I1/1

of the Theater Guild as executive
producer, will spotlight plays
which have not yet, for one reason or another, received a Broadway production, in addition to
Itontinotd Ron Page 7)
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he same

quarter in

it plain to ,01,1
stockholders at
their annual

700

In

m cell ng

New York that
ABC Broadcast.
mg Division is
still being relied on as the

company's
f

ac

i

I

making

t'

money.

With net inMillie expected
to be substan-

tially off

in

GOLDENSON

All-PT, thcatic
Puy.

Broadcasters to Speak
At L.A. Kiwanis Meeting

-

Stockholders Advised

area

7

Rambler Rides with CBS,
Covering Orbit on Radio
r.

via Geyer. Morey, Madden & Ballard, will sponsor the entire CBS
Radio coverage of the orbital
flight of Navy Lt. Comdr. M. Scott

Carpenter. projected for a minimum of seven hours of continuous
reporting, and will also sponsor
a special on CBS Radio. "The
Flight of MA-7." the night of the
shoot. It previously sponsored
CBS Radio's coverage of Col. John
Glenn's flight.

NBC's Studio 8-H
Now Peacock Theatre

Huge and historic NBC studio
has been renamed Peacock
Theatre and is being renovated,
with completion planned for September. It will have the latestdeveloped color facilities, plush
theatrical seating, two large lobbies and ultra-modern decor. The
10,000-square-foot structure will
be the sixth NBC -TV studio In
New York equipped for color
broadcasts.
8 -H
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Bonanza' Cameras
Dolly into 4th Year
With filming earlier this week of
the first new episode for the 1962-

NBC-TVs hour. color
series "Bonanza" was launched in.
'63 season,

to its 4th year of production.
"The War Comes to Wa
written by Alvin Sanity'.
directed by Don McDougall

first of
o'outing
g uest

LOUIS TEICHER, CBS.TV mec, has
d loom Myrtle Beach, S C
he
addressed the Automobile Dealers comm.

MIVOSNI UNDO hos arrived in town for
rehearsals on en upcoming TV special.

JOHN VISA,

Y

KIN

irp,

following meetings in N. Y., Chicago

and Detroit.
WARREN V. BUSH. CBS public affairs
producer. to Spain and Pads to tape
views for upcoming "At dm Souse- Programs

SARNEY MILLER. KNX news director, in
Yoternim National Pork for the 13th
California AP TV Radio Ass', convention

Moldow, Cooper Top

partments
Sales Service, headed by Stanley Moldow, and Film
Service, headed by Ed Cooper.
Moldow was previously International Sales Service manager. and
Cooper manager of Domestic Sales
Service. Both departments will
report directly to Fred J. Mahlstedt. managing director of Domestic-International Operations.
To complete the new setup.
Irene Mizwinski is being transferred from the accounting department to become manager of reports and projects.
Early in July, this 41-man ooeration will be moved to new quarters on W. 57th St. Temporarily.
it is located in the CBS-TV Production Center.

To

star, with Joyce Tayl.

re Kelly, Alan Caillou 0,1,1
.
\Vh'd in supporting roles on the

Join Panel on TV

1

-ter.
,

I

program.

"Bonanza" resumes Sunday. Sept.
23 under sponsorship of Chevrolet
Motors.
A DOMINANT VIEW ON WDAU

/ambit. cormem of
relighous. %met end %oohs
eitiected
larger wodmocs

constent end

h,

ogi dzioning.

Oldtime Radio Themes

F", Today's Audience

M;chioan Asks (hPsfer

shows planned
season. Harry Ty
34

TM leg sumo mth the

is

lion there

-

OFFIrt Ian calvary.

ROME

SAVERIO SARID1S, singing policeman.
has left for Hollywood conferences.

distribution operation into two de-

An. 1.9 tekmat DE. 1114Ireal
LONDON UREAU
/Ow C. 1/..01.
0 Wm.. 1..M.

0.11.

in N.

to rehearse
for hh City Center appearance in "Tea.
house of the August Moan" and for a
guest spot On the "Ed Sullivan Shod"

A.

CBS Films has reorganized its

/elm 1.....6.119

SEX ICO CITY

TAUBMAN. NEC mu m director,
back in town Irons Weshinoton, D C.

RED BUTTONS

PAUL

Shifts at CBS Films

St
1.0570

AWN..
CA1101AN CUCKOO

YIN..

WILLIAM B. LODGE, CIIIS-TV ep II Engiter' g a d Affiliate Relations, in Bermuda
on vacation,

day-

alit t.ike part

in a U. of Michigan Department
of Speech TV seminar here tomorrow. Invited be Prof. Edgar Willis. head of TV instruction. and
Gal nette Garrison, director of
TV. Chester will be the only TV
industry representative at the
seminar.

WIIN. in conjunction with the
observance of National Radio
Month, has incornorated 15 of the
most famous radio themes of old
Into an "identity contest." with
listeners who correctly name the
program each heralds to be
awarded a personal radio. The
Storer station is airing the oneminute rap.nles during the day.

Jersey Outlet
Offers Its Air
Nint.101N

1

:.

.

Admiral

High Low
Carp. 1326 1414
36

AB-PT

1 T..,

A. T.

Control Act.
A nine-person Advisory Council
for that group, sitting as an
subcommittee. is scheily
hold its initial public Ill
the problem June 12
Suffern and again on June 27 ii
Staten Island. Additional dates
for further hearings are tentatively net for July 10 in Portchester,
July 31 in Binghamton and Aug.
14 in Albany.

leml

el programs

.0 0.040 TV home. with 1.500.000 poteaml cue
terriers et Ih lowest cost per thousend

serianton.welkos barrat

and Weal represented by H-111

Radio's 14,000 Ad Reasons

Atlanta -"In contrast to factfilled executives of other major
departments, the advertising manager is rarely able to say definitely what his budget will accomplish." That's the reason. RAB
president Kevin B. Sweeney told
the Atlanta Advertising Club yesterday, "why more advertising
managers don't become presidents

of companies they work for."
Emphasizing the radio industry's "eagerness" to underwrite
studies of its sales effectiveness
he said. "The 14.000 retail itemstudies we have financed in the
past three years give the rattly
industry some real clues as to
what advertising works best un-

der what circumstances."
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Screen
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the state's minimum drinking age
from its present 18 to 21 years.
will be broadcast by WJRZ here.
the committee permitting. The
station has made a formal request
to the New York Joint Legislative
Committee for the Study and Revision of the Alcohol Beverage

Clam
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341/2

AVCO
CIS
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Net. Gemral

Sam..
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business.

back in Hollywood following
personal appearances in Toms, New Mexico
and Colorado.
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Fal' Evening Shows

Reshuf fled by NB(-TV
"Do

rently

u.

evening
Monday estinings in the I-.
A new dramatic seri°,
Eleventh Hour," starring W.
Corey as a psychiatrist. Y
upy the 10-11 Wednesday
ning slot. part of which 1being used by the Brink'.

r

11

NEW YORK OFFICE FOR REN
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Canadian Applicants

'AB FALL CONFERENCES
IACK TO DAY-AND-HALF
NADI°
I V

r

II go back to one-and-one-half-day
:..1 II
ton
.oferences this year, after one year of trying out one-day
LeRoy
NAB president
said it was felt that at
ot one separate radio and TV
eon should be held, and that
MOUNTS
p would require more than one
Stanton Plans Editorial
L's time overall.
he 1962 Fall Conference achedAgainst TV-Radio Ran
. as approved by the b ard of

lo lief tits( nearing
May /9 in Ottawa

\

SOUSE 'ACCESS'
BATTLE

..pew
M.

on Feb.

10, 1961,

foollows:

-

15-16-Atlanta, Dinkier-

New
Hotel: Oct. 18-19
Biltmore Hotel; Oct. 22-23Hotel;
Beach
- gaga, Edgewater
25-26-Washington. StatlerDallas.
bon Hotel: Nov. 8-9
onion Dallas Hotel; Nov. 12-13
(maws City. Muehlebach Hotel;
15-16-Denver, Brown Pal.

,

r

Hotel, and Nov. 19.20 -Portd, Ore., Sheraton Portland
-

ieL

Ir. School Establishes
gram for TV Interns

-

Toe radio-TV
artment of Texas U. has estabinternships in
graduate
10
i ed
I production, to begin in SepJason, Tex.

-1

ober.

[-gems will work 25 hours per
sic in various aspects of TV

duction, including manage int of KLRN-TV, ETV station
eying central Texas, in addition
Hollowing a program of studies.

'.uths' Views of World
Id on Buffalo ETV

-

Ito new generation
on the uneasy world of
elders will be the theme of

nitdo

v;ED-TV's "Television InterneCul" presentation, "Age of
%sent: Young Men with OpinOs" tomorrow.
7he NET program, produced by
a National Film Board of Canfa
will air the opinions of
onadian and British youths, on
plat they consider good and bad
world they will inherit.
1 the
b MacNeill writer-producer of
add corn.111 documentary will
eateries between the films.
.

IIBC Personalities Take

Fair to New Yorkers

,

g the Sixth Annual U. S
bed Trade Fair, WNBC is ,n
ing 52 hours of live broadcast
'ect from the N. Y. Collselic
rough May 22. Jerry Marshall.
I Ford and Wayne Howell arc
nducting the broadcast tour,
-Itch will cover a new export
velopment section, a complete
or of American products and
:vices for sale overseas, and exnaive foreign and U. S. displays
lilting to all phases of tourism.

Dr. Frank Stanton will not prepare his televised editorial attains

the Rayburn rule barring radio-TV
access to House hearings anti
early next year. CBS said the net-

work president's rare editorial appearances will come shortly before
the next session of Congress.
Stanton last spoke up on TV in
July, 1959, for suspension of the
"equal time" rule during the 1960
elections. In August, 1954, he protested exclusion of radio and TV
from the Senate hearing on the
resolution to censure the late Sen.
Joseph McCarthy.
CBS' campaign against the Rayburn rule will include preparation
of a half-hour documentary film
for nationwide showing to civic
groups. Stanton also will appear in
the film.

-

-

Yank Comedy Shows
Too Slow for British

-

Loohn
The new U. S. coin,
are not being booked
ed,
lung because they are too
tot
slow tor British viewers, according to Brad Ashton, British comedy writer. He has just returned
from a month's look at American
TV.
But he thinks American TV
comedy has it over the British
counterpart in refusing to modify
comedy to suit regional taste.
"In the States, and I had this directly from Bob Hope, there is
one level of humor which is understood by hillbillies and city
slickers alike," he said. "They go
for subtle humor and aim at one
laugh a minute instead of three
a minute as in Britain."

-

-

10

'What in the World!'
ones.

.111-

Blaine

WFAA-TV

1.14; -lead
Saturday

on

mornings.

Researched by the film library
of the Encyclopedia Britannica.
the series is aimed at educating
and entertaining youngsters and

adults, with subjects ranging
from an insect to planets in outer
space.

WIll hear again a list 01 applications tor new broaucast outlets,
atong won some requests tor some

cnanges.

um Cities TV is seeking license to establish a low-power TV
reoioaocasting station at Boston,
Bar, nriosn Lolumnia, to receive
programs by on-tne-air pickup
Lulooet, H. C.
trom
Twin Cities TV is also seeking license to establish TV reoroadcasting stations at Clearwater,
B.C.; Quesnel, B.C.; Williams
Lake, B.C., and Savona, B.C.
Seek Permit for Banff
CFCN - TV, Calgary, Alberta,
wisnes to eslablisn a IV rebroadcasting station at Banff, Alpena,
to pickup its programming; CHE.D,
Eamonton, wants to increase nighttime power. and CIIAB, Moose
Jaw, Sask., wishes to establish a
TV rebroadcasting station at Willow Bunch, Sask.
TransCanada Communications
wants license to set up a TV rebroadcasting station at Colgate,
Sask.; John Murdock requests license for a French-language TV
station at Chicoutimi, Quebec, and
Jacques Larochelle asks license
for French-language AM station
at Levis, Quebec.
Plea for Three Rivers
CKTM-TV, Three Rivers, Quewants
bec,
to increase effective
power; La Compagnie de Radiodiffusion de Matanee, Ltee., requests license to establish
French-language TV rebroadea
ing station at Mont Climont,
bee. to receive programs from
CKBL-TV, Matanee, Quebec, and
Edmundston Radio seeks an increase in daytime power of CJEN1
Edmundston, N. B.

IGA Sponsors Doucette
In Outdoor Cooking Show
81inneapolis

a

-

"Patio Party,"
half-hour special on outdoor

will be aired today on
Food expert EMI,Doucette will be featured. w
Jan Werner as hostess. Prow
is sponsored by the Intl, p. r..1. /,t
Grocers' Alliance of Ano - -.
cooking,

WTCN-TV.

Kids and Adu'Is Learn
On

Montreal-1m nom° at broadcast tsoveinors, at a pupae nwetnig to begin May 25 in Ottawa,

Rodgers Discusses Self,
Hits on 'Music Magazine'

Richard Roder,
himself and his go,
Abram Chasins on WoS
sic Magazine" on Monda
highlight will be excel pis
t he composer's new
show
Strings."

www.americanradiohistory.com

in

the

public
interest
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Pauline Frederick Hailed
By People-to-People Unit

Pauline Frederick, NB("s United Nations correspondent,
has
been honored with a national
People-to-People citation for her
nnl ram Dons toward the ad(an( einem of international understanding." The citation was the
first to be awarded by the newly
reorganized People-to-People organization which has in headquarters in Kansas City. It was
presented to Miss Frederick at
the golden anniversary dinner of
the Women's Chamber of Commerce of Kansas City.

Extend 'Early-To-R .6r
Thru Oct., Sutton A

-

Los Angeles
Robert I
ton, CBS Radio VP and
manager of KNX, has been

By TED GREEN

Earl Wrightson, a truly great singer, returns from a deserved vacation this week to begin work on his Summer light concert
tour ... The Gaslight Club searching for young lovelies to fill waitress
jobs
Gov. Rockefeller planning to start a weekly TV show
Malmaison Restaurant features very talented Jules Kuti in its cocktail
lounge .
Cannonball Adderley did one of the biggest sellouts of
the season at Chicago's Sutherland lounge . . Mae West coming to
Ncw York in June for TV guest shots .
Mery Griffin should be
ngratulated for his handling of the "Tonight" show-one of the best
1-1)s yet
Billy Reed of the Little Club huddling with Neal Lang.
Are they about to announce big news?
.

... 'Popeye'

.

.

.

.

'Catholic Hour' Views
Communism in U.S.
Espionage, not subs ersion, is
the main internal threat of communism in the U. S. today, says
Father John Cronin, S. S., on the

NBC-TV "Catholic Hour" program Sunday. Assistant director
of the Social Action Dept. of the
National Catholic Welfare Conference, he appears on the network Catholic program with the
department's Romeo Maione. Philip Scharper. American editor for
Sheed & Ward, will moderate.
On May 27 on the "Catholic
Hour," Father Cronin and Malone
will look at "Communism Tomorin
the four-part series: "America
and Communism"

Seattle Newsman Tours
Del ense Line in Europe

-

Seattle
Hugh McIntosh, one
of 25 U. S. newsmen invited on a
tour of American military defenses in Europe by the Dept. of Defense, will present five minute
reports on the tour via tape on
KOMO May 21 through June
15. KOMO will
also program
a half-hour show highlighting the
trip and McIntosh's personal reactions, after his return.

Faulk Witness Heard
(continued from ease I)

ha our products." Under crossexamination by an attorney for
AWARE, Inc., one of the defendants in the suit. Murray said: "I
thought Johnson had no authority
that qualified him to say so-andso was a Communist. I thought he
should go back to Syracuse and
sell baked beans."
E.

STARK

Broken and (Indol
Consul/00e
Television Stations-Radio Stations
Bea SSA
Now Sorb St N. T.
SO

Si...,
.o.4. 50403.

.

...

*

*

Last week really belonged to Edie Adams. Early in the
week her Apr. 9 special. "Here's Edie." was nominated for 20 Emmy.
On Friday she received an award as "Spokeswoman of the Year"
for her Muriel Cigar commercials, presented to her at the American
Commercial TV Festival luncheon. And we can't think of anybody
who deserves it more . .
Village scene: Sarah Vaughan and Josh
White at the Punjab discussing a TV format for their talents .
Midtown scene: Perry Como and several of his writers erupting with
laughter at the Vesuvio over a particularly funny bit scheduled for a
East Side scene: Doug Edwards relaxing from his
Como show
CBS-TV newscasts at Mama Goldberg's East.
.

.

Meet:

Bill Hobin, creative producer-director behind the

production success of "Sing Along with Mitch." Since the early Chicago days of TV, this likable craftsman was considered one of its brightest directors. Starting with
"Garroway at Large," Hobin moved on to "The
Wayne King Show." later in New York he directed
"Your Show of Shows," the Max Liebman specials,
"Your Hit Parade," the Time Jazz Shows and both

produced and directed "The Pat Boone Chevy
Showroom," "The Andy Williams Show" and the
"Bell Telephone Hour." Hobin has won several
major awards for his outstanding efforts in TV.
He has recently formed his own production company Mizpah Productions and hopes soon to produce both TV and film properties as well as a
ROBIN
Broadway show. The industry needs more men
like Bill Hobin who possess the rare but always valued combination
of genius and gentleman.

* * * *

WPIX weather gal Gloria Okon walked off with an American TV Commercial Festival award last week for her Arnold', Cookie
Pops promo as the best in its category
Now that he's registered
as an active footballer again, Frank Gifford is being beseiged with

Renews

Yield UAA $1.2

more TV commercial and endorsement offers than ever before
Congressman Alfred E. Santangelo, uncle of Michael (Westinghouse
Broadcasting) Santangelo, planning a special Italian-American program series on WADO
George Maharis of "Route 66" fame recovering from his recent illness in Connecticut
Newsmen are commenting on the differences shown by the two astronauts during their
recent press conference. Col. Glenn answered everything candidly
while Maj. Titov evaded issues or clouded them with doubletalk
William DeMayo, general Beet manager of BMC, advises that the
firm is publicizing the activities of The Greater New York Fund.
The Fund, representing 425 voluntary community agencies in Greater
New York, has recently released its spot announcements for radio-TV
to all of the local stations
Our correspondents tell us to listen
for the special program on smog which will be heard very soon on
.

.

MJRZ, Newark.

.

...

.

.

*

Goings on at Columbia: Columbia Records this month is
releasing 20 new LPs, including 14 popular albums by such artists as
Mitch Miller, Dave Brubeck. Anita Bryant, Carol Sloane, Percy Faith
and Andy Williams and six Masterworks recordings in honor of composer Igor Stravinsky's 80th birthday.

.

M

United Artists Associate,:
15 renewals of "Popeye" am'
to 81,200,000 in TV contra()
group of 234 theatrically
cartoons has been in con.

TV distribution since 1955
WPIX, New York, after
up ratings with "Popeye" La
six years, has just renewed
term starting in September
I

renewals include: CKLW-T \
troit; WWL-TV, New (»
WNEM-TV, Bay City.

WTTV, IndianapolisBlooma
WEAU-TV,
Eau Claire,
WPTA, Fort Wayne; W11.1
Macon; IV 51UR-TV, Mond
N. H.; KOLO-TV, Reno; 11
Rockford. Ill.; KAKE-TV, W.

WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre.
A relationship is indicate
tween the perennial popular
"Popeye" and
sales of the toy industry. ars,
to the UAA report.
CAA has sold "Popeye"
TV markets, including no

first

100. Renewals account
109 stations.

additional

Message for Shut-Ins

-

Buffalo
WEBR neasq
ffairs director W. Hal Y
blood has made arranger

with Rev. Kevin Walsh, 0
or the fifth annual "Shut-h
reat" to be broadcast WS

'Shut-In Sunday."

...

.

HOWARD

casting editorial support I
tension of daylight saving.
He asks for a "yes" vote
June 5 primary for Propo
which would extend DST
October.

=11;11
AIR CONDMONEIR
SALE

-- - --

All Makes

-Lowest

Prices

York
Fedders
G.E.
Westinghouse

Soles

Service

Installation

FREE SURVEY

Coll Jock loom

Anitah Trading Corp
743 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
Pt 2-9550
as

storied U.S. Image
ported to Latins,

t

lidio Producer Says
Arbor

nn

A Michigan U.

-

producer says the U.S. seeks

Latin America-and
,zinues to export segregation.
r criticism came from Glen D.
*lips of U-M Broadcasting Serv8(WUOMI. back from a materin

totroduvir orfeatheteioanresao.r

Reds' Captive Courageous
A message written nn a scrap of paper has been the only
word in a year from NBC News cameraman Grunt Wolfkill,
prisoner of pro-Red forces in Laos.
Mrs. Lyle Wolfkill, of Shelton, have refused to release him until
Wash., the cameraman's mother, a coalition goverment is formed.
received the message via the State
Department. It said, "Things are
well. I am being patient and hope
you are too."
Wolfkill was on assignment in
a helicopter over Pathet Lao terntory when the craft went down
May 15, 1961. The pro-Red forces

and citizens
of Central and

businessmen

It

A Syndie Triple-Play

gab America as part of the uni-

Mity's pilot project to bring
ipple of other lands into Amerki homes via radio and TV. Philsaid he also was concerned
go the image of America being
g

*an into Latin America.

Points to Canal Zone

NBC Films recently acquired
"Hennesey." CBS - TV network
show, for syndication distribution
and promptly sold it to WAR('
TV In New York for a run beginning this Fall.

When I visited Panama,' he
"I saw Negroes, Chinese, In.

Americans and many Mlle,
lea mingling freely and hal.
r in the streets. The next .la,
went through the wire feu,
the Canal Zone-America,
Tory -and the people well
ted. A Panamanian citizen
to me 'The U.S. has brought
down to us.' "
'he producer also criticized the
of U.S. image reaching Latin
ea through other sources.
'hillips will use the interviews
taped in
io series. He'll go into product, with a minimum of 13 pro.ipms to be heard across the U.S.
M the NAEB network, and pos.
8g..y world-wide over Voice of
Merle,. Commercial stations then
effered the plut-thtni on a

J.

Educators to Learn

TV's Teaching Aid

-

Di Lee
dentclair, N. J.
Alfmpion, accociate director of the
eltional Education Association
Ithnological Development PI ,
g, as the featured speaker ..'
d inner meeting tomorrow in ito
lattlair State College Student
Auditorium, will
No Building
.cuss "The Challenge: Learning
'rough TV."

Stars Ride High
Texas Charity Events

-

4

HA PM

Ti' DAILY
Hollywood
Stars of NBC I's "Bonanza" series are guestin Texas this week. Michael
el

C.a. Breau

didon.
AI

"Little

give

four

Cartwright,"
appearances,

Joe

rough Saturday, at the 16th an-

Lions Club World Chamonship Rodeo in Jasper. Lorne
reene and Dan Blocker, "Ben"
sal

"Hoss Cartwright," will be
atured for six performances at
or 14 annual Spindletop Charity
one Show.
rd

MGM-TV Post-'48s

Mrs. Wolfkill said she had lawn
writing to her son several times

week but had been notified that
he received only 27 letters in a
year, and only live or six out of
dozens of packages. "But thank
heavens those got through," she
added.
a

bicycle

'Crazy Legs' Hirsch

Tackles Sportscast
Elroy "Crazy
,
Herat manager of
lilt. 1,1), AttgcluN Rams, launches
a regular Monday-through-Friday
sportscast May 28 on KNX Radar,
Pat McGuirk, executive director
of sports at the CBS affiliate. announced.

Gross $6.5 Mil. in Yr.
of $6.5 nulltun m bonne. tut telecasting of 60 post-'48 features in
the past year. according to Richard A. Harper, director of syndicated and feature sales.
It was last May that MOM-TV
released its first group of 30 post'48 features and this January a
second group of 30 was released
Together, they have grossed
than 56 million, an avet.o
over 5100.000 per film. Mot.
with the second group in release
only five months, an important
share of the market remains to
be tapped, Harper stated.
The first group of 30, originally
titled "The Best of the Fifties"
and now known as 30,61, is licensed in 62 markets. The second
group, 30,62, is alt-cadv lowma-d in
48

markets.

Youngstown Joins Fight

Against Blood Disease

-

A Leukemia
zotuutown, 0.
Society. Inc., telethon will be air
ed May 26 and 27 on WFMJ and
WKST. Stars will be Mark Richman of "Cain's Hundred," Helen
O'Connell of "Here's Hollywood"
and Jack Smith of "You Asked
For It." Dr. Herbet C. Lichtman,
medical and research director of
the Leukemia Society, will talk
on the disease and current research projects to fight it.

Church Honors Jackson
New York's WWRL personality
Hal Jackson has been honored
with the "Community Man of the
Year Award" by the Abyssinian
Baptist Church "for his dedication
and service to those in need."

Ipal Wie

I..

Hirsch, All-American from Wisconsin in 1942, earned his nickname and nationwide fame for
his collegiate football pion,- II,
played for the Rams toile 1910
through 1957. His new post will
not affect his present Job with the

Al

NO
IpC
SkU

Rams
Book before the

called the hamlets carriage. But

Draws Gui:d Plaudits

there was talk about ynythsng AAA, as

fantastic
h

awn/ the

buy& slip.

Sir

The

Wright Brothers'

mina two that Wilbur

and Orville Wright were onbering with

eral

.

thasirsa barges. They were
working on an idea for a flying suchow!
And that was how a bicycle 'pronged
wings! Which mark Dayton fitment, as
the cradle of aviation and one of the
mom important one, or Armories.
Here's a diversified, progressive
industrial center combined with a wealthy
agricultural region . . . a 13-county
trading era of One, one million pecyk
with $1500 slant U.S. dunnage yearly
mow gs, perms
and a total of
one-and-a-lial billion dollar" of annual
spendable Meow, This it Dayton. This
is your opportunity. Call your WLW-D
Representative. You'll be glad yon
more

for

editorial pulley- by the Radio 'I
Guild of San Francisco State I'.
lege

The award was presented
banquet which followed the
guild's 12th annual radio-TV
conference. Producer Roy Huggins was guest speaker. KPIX
assistant program manager
Turner received the award in I,
absence of Simon. who ,ca
New York
a

OBITUARY

I

...

'sliC ABC

Elzey Roberts
St.

lurid 1.510 foe kl1/.-) IluiSr., 70. former newspaper
publisher and owner of radio and
TV stations since the 1930's. Heir
of one of the International Shoe

will

nor of the century

in Dayton, Ohio, there was talk around
the livery stable about a new invention

KPIX Editorial Policy

WLW-D

dayton

be

erts,

Co. founders, Roberts bought

KF-

RU. Columbia, Mo. in 1936 and
sold it in 1948. He acquired KXOK
in 1938, which he sold in 1954, and
was former part owner of KWKTV, which operated ch. 4 for a
time.

thlrethel. dynamte wtw Iltallow
WLW-A WLW-I WLW-C WLW-T WLW
A1.nta

1,....001,1 Columbus

CInc..111

Cre.l.y areasioorraa Cerporetion

hearre Execs Aid

VP111`12p9e3

OP Business Shows
Cellomat

le

Industrial

Produc-

tions, a division of Screen Gems,
has acquired the services of a

number of theatrical personalities
to aid in the creation of business
presentations, from sales meetings
to large industrial shows. Heading
the list is Broadway producer
Max Gordon, who joins C1P as
executive producer. Among his
credits are "My Sister Eileen,"
"Born Yesterday" and "Junior
Miss."
Others becoming associated
with CIP are Max Meth, musical
director; Charles Scheuer. program developer; Eva Franklin,
special material writer; Bill Bradley, choreographer, and Harold
Johnson, creative sound technician. Milton Rogin and Tom Howell are CIP vice presidents, and
Jack Arbib is national sales director.

Artist New Press Guy
At Albany Variety Tent

-

t
has
Albanj
Mich, been elected to the tent's crew and
appointed press guy by E. David

Rosen, chief barker of Albany Variety Club Tent 9. Artist will complete the term of Martin Ross,
winch expires this Fall. Ross has
taken a new position in Tampa.
Artist has been serving as editor

of "The Playbill," official monthly
newspaper of the tent, since last
December. Employed by the Stanley Warner Corp. since his discharge from the U.S. Air Force in
January, 1956, he is currently manager of promotion, advertising,
public and press relations for the
firm's WAST-TV here.

Reiner, Recording Stars

Headline Grammy Awards
Los Angeles-Carl Reiner will
emcee the fourth annual "Grammy" Awards presentation of the

National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences May 29 at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Also handing
out the trophies will be Gordon
and Sheila MacRae, Vic Damone,
Percy Faith, and other recording
personalities.

-

Dallas
hock Connors, star
of TV's "Rifleman," has announced formation of the ('Al' Company with his partner Jim Fitzgerald, to produce a TV anthology
based on case histories from U. S.
veteran hospitals. He said they
have already registered the title,
"Name, Ranch and Series Number."

10 Series; 31or

Meet: Richard Morris, who directed and wrote some 250
Loretta Young shows in eight years and also found time to write the
book of "The Unsinkable Molly Brown," his first theatrical venture.
MGM will make the picture version. In August, he will direct the
London company with Janis Paige starring. Besides Broadway and
TV, Morris has quite a number of screen credits, among them "If A
Man Answers," with Bobby Darin and Sandra Dee. He is currently
preparing an untitled comedy for Rock Hudson.

*

*

Director Don Richardson, Emmy winner for "The World of
Sholem Aleichem," has moved from New York for a multiple TV
deal at MGM. So far, he has been set to direct segments of "Dr.
Kildare," "The Eleventh Hour," and "Sam Benedict." His most recent
assignments in New York were on "The Defenders" and "The Nurses"
for Herb Brodkin.

* * * *

Hank Jones and Dean Kay of the Tennessee Ernie Ford.
Show will preview original tunes from their unreleased RCA Victor
LP when they entertain inmates at Alcatraz May 20 ... Jack Kruschen,
currently in "I Can Get It For You Wholesale" on Broadway, guests
on the NBC "Tonight" show May 22
Mickey Rooney's 15-yearold son Timothy has been set for an upcoming role in a "77 Sunset
Strip" segment.
.

.

*

James Franciscus, currently appearing with Tony Curtis in
"The Outsider," is guest star of the May Ii "Ben Casey" episode
Lonnie Rochon, veteran d.j. currently doing six hours daily on KDAY,
does things in a big way. His son born over the week-end, weighed
in at 9 lbs. 5 oz. Incidentally, KDAY, under new ownership, recently
switched to a Negro appeal format.

...

* * * *

K-EZY proxy and g.m. Cliff Gill has been reappointed chairman of the Radio Code Review Board of the NAB. This is Gill's
third two year term. K-EZY has expanded its Los Angeles sales office
with the addition of Jim Brown. The announcement was made by
Ira Laufer, v.p. and general sales manager.
Robert Nashick, KTLA's Director of Promotion and Advertising, has announced the appointment of Ed Rickey as his assistant.
Rickey replaces Bob Tolliver, who left to join KBTV. Denver, as
Director of Promotion
The Lettermen, opening tonight at the
Crescendo, compete with themselves when they appear on the "Bob
Newhart Show," taped Monday.
.

7:7

*

Watch for an important announcement this Summer from
Ken Morgan, who just announced his resignation as publicity director
of Desilu after 11 years
Warner Brothers Records has signed comedian Pat Buttram to an exclusive contract. A&R director Jimmy
Hilliard has announced. Buttram is workinc
Hal Kanter and
Milt Josephberg in preparing his new album 1.
Spring release.

...

:Ili

Ch.

11

Challenges Flagships
(Consimd from Pogo I)

netwot k outlet dominance in the
late evening hours. The nightly
"Best of Groucho Marx" on WPIX
will be scheduled a half-hour
earlier, immediately preceding Allen.

TV's 'Rifleman' Registers
'Name, Ranch &Serial No.'

Screen Gems Tin

The expansion will increase the
Aation's operating schedule by 35
hours a week and calls for more
than 60 hours a week of new programming.
Station news and public affairs will be expanded to a series
of cameo presentations during the
day.
Additionally, the station will
present civic leaders in weekly
half-hour discussions of important
issues, another using educators,
and
another presenting

still

rhe.,logians
"G reat
Our
Times."
Documentary co - production
deals with telefilm companies
throughout the free world have
also been entered into by Channel
11. These will range from the
current Vietnam crisis, to be filmed by a Japanese crew. to a J.
Arthur Rank deal on a new skein
depicting Britain's battle for survival during World War II. Supplementing its sports specials is
to be a new golf series starring
show world personalities.
Keeping pace with the "pouring on" of programs, the station
has just purchased a new mobile
truck equipped with the latest
in electronic gear.

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

Screen Goons is curren
ing 10 series in color
them slated for netw
treatment next season.
"Empire," hour dramatic
lure skein being filmed ti
tion around Santa Fe,

"Hazel." half-hour, studi
family comedy, NBC, a
Flintstones," animated
Barbera series, ABC.
Latest color project is
Barbera's "The Jetson,"
animated cartoon set
Present plans call for th.
to be aired in black-an
but Screen Gems said t
change before the Fall p
date.

Others Slated for Au
Three more SG series
produced totally in color, h
cast in B-&-W, are "Huck
Hound," "Yogi Bear" and
Draw McGraw," all in

for Kellogg and all
Hanna-Barbera. Bringing
color series to 10 are thri.
first-run syndication pro
"Touche Turtle." "Lip:
Lion" and "Wally Gator,"
production at Hanna - Br
They aren't due for °Mini;
sometime this Fall.
In addition to those 10
Spot

-

Gems' Top Cat," current
ABC and due for a repeat
the network this Fall, was
ly filmed in color, as was

Reddy," repeating this
NBC. SG also filmed so
episodes in its "Shirley
Storybook" and "Ford
series in past years.

Bearcaf's Play Scan
By WKR('s Gene Kel

-

WKRC s
Cincinnati
rector Gene Kelly will el
play-by-play coverage of s
of Cincinnati Bearcat f
games, announces Hubba
general manager. Kelly
covering the Cincinnati
has a daily sports show,
Klubhouse."

Canada EIA Asks D
On UK Receiving Pa

-A

request for
:Montreal
per-cent import duty on B
radio and TV receiving
tubes was presented to the
Board by the Electronic
tries of Canada. Present
and TV imports from Corn
wealth countries are duty
The association, whose meo
include some major subsidy
of U. S. firms, proposed nn
ill the present 20 per cent '

at

favored-nation" tariff.

rTV FallirgBETOITTET----M adds lams
MISS UNIVERSE FINALS On Warner Post-'50s
participate
gathers at

MI

will be on-stage emcee when
in
Convention Hall here to
tude
962 "Miss Universe Beauty Pageant." to lie broadcast
Gene Rayburn

Beach

i

July

,

14

on

CBS-TV.

via Grey Advertising,

will

rn, who recently played
lead in the Broadway

e

hit, "Bye Bye Birdie,"
troduce the exotic beauties

more than 55 world-wide

hical locations.

,

gathuslast for Color
ge interviews and color,
ously announced, will be
hands of Arlene Francis as

and Dave
anchor man.

Garroway

as

Levitan, CBS-TV director

irk)

Eotat Events, will produce,
^larence Schimmel as assoroducer and Vern Diamond

r.

Mill Angel Plays
(Continued how Page

II

written especially for the
n The best teleplay present*malty on "Broadway Pre-

/

will receive the GoodsonIsm Award, which will be a
Agway production of the show.
/orison - Todman, Benoff
ies, will not share in the sub',kw rights of any of the plays
q iced on TV, with the excepL1 'sf the one which will be
bleed on Broadway.
"

(13C

TOWN TALES TOLD
IN ORBITS WAKE
As astronaut M. Scott Carpente
passes over the U.S. on his orbita

flight later this month, NBC News
anchorman Frank McGee will pin
point his position with biographi
cal sketches of some of the town
along the capsule's path. McGee
said, "This will give American
a more precise idea of just where
Carpenter is and how fast he'
moving. And those people living
in these towns will have the hono
of knowing that an astronaut just
passed by."

Two WTVN Officials

Direct 3-Day Festival
Columbus-Roberi

general manager of WTVN-TV,
has been appointed chairman of a
three-day Festival of Arts to be
held in Columbus in June. Festival program chairman is Gene
D'Angelo, general manager of
WTVN-Radio. The event is in observance of Columbus' 150th an-

(Conaneed from Page II

the pace-setter. while
edio activities are "making
ble progress in sales and
mming" toward black ink
ledgers.
demon declared the ABC
lis "to make our news and
tic affairs
competiradio, as
as in TV
as

.(with) inMing spun-61apport."
the end of
said, AB!
participant foreign

-

tions

Expands Programming

-

Ali.; cligious station
Fresno
KBIF has added "Air Mail from
God." with the Rev. John Olson;
'The Bible Study Hour," and
'Voice of China and Asia" to its
schedule.

Pat Buffram in N.Y.
For Radio-TV Tapes
Pal William, pet,ortality or,
KNX. Hollywood, is in New York
taping shows all this week with
Arthur Godfrey. They will be
heard on KNX and the CBS Radio
Network on programs scheduled
for next week.
Pat will also visit NBC-TV's
"Tonight" show for a taping on
Friday that will be viewed in the
Southland at a later date. He returns to the West Coast on Mon-

day.

During Pat's New York trek,
Leo McElroy is subbing on his
afternoon show, injecting recorded
comments from Buttram.

"...

facilities, he observed,
currently, the network has 121 primary affiliates covering close to 90
per cent of U. S. TV homes. We
are pleased with the action of the
FCC to expedite the allocation of
a third station in certain twostation markets."
Indicative of its video Plinth,
Goldenson. aiming for a "full
share of the three-network pie,"
pointed out that ABC has increased its share in time billings
from nine per cent in '53 to 25
Arlene Francis Hostess
He reiterated ABC's faith in the
future of tint broadcasting, stating that "if conditions warrant,
we will give consideration to an

WALLRSTIiN

of 15 million receiving sets.
pride in blazing these new
We for expansion was evident
*Goldenson's comment: "We
ate already established broader
Irldwide interests and arrange:Okla than any other company."
the drive to increase station

le

Warner Bros. post-'50 features,
with its Volume 1 now In 123 markets; 2 in 90 markets, and Volume
3 in 43 markets, it was announced
by Robert Rich, VP-general sales
manager, and Donald Klauber,
VP-national sales manager,
Latest sales were to WMAR-TV.
Baltimore, and KDUB-TV, Lubbock, which both acquired Vol,
2 and 3; KMBC-TV, Kansas City,
KF1E-TV, Evansville, and WSLSTV, Roanoke, which all acquired
Vol. 3, and KEYT-TV, Santa Bar
bare, which bought Vols. I, 2 and
3, placing all three packages oo
a total of 30 stations.
Seven Arts added that its post'50 Warner Bros. features are now
on a total of 145 stations in 124
markets, with 51 of the outlets
NBC primary affiliates; another 51
CBS primary affiliates; 33 ABC
outlets; seven are independents,
and three have multiple affilia-

-

WLWC, CronColumbus, 0.
ley
Broadcasting outlet here,
and
Jaycees
Columbus
the
local Chevrolet dealers are sponColumbus
soring the Greater
Soap Box Derby July 15. Entrants
will try for the nationwide championship rare at Akron. In charge
of the station's part of the arta v Ilies fs John Burpee, promotion
manager.

-

Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York

AIRLINE TICKETS

per cent last year.

mpassstations

s I countries
A h have a
k

Wiegand,

Arts Assort:0,qt ha, Ad
more sales for its 122

Leads Parent to Profits

s, the parent firm's multitdeo operations were clearly

10

C.

SCVI11

ed seven

WLWC Spins Support
For Kid Crate Racers

expansion of color telecasting on
the network in the 1963-'64 season."
David B. Wallerstein, president
of Balaban & Katz, Chicago. was
elected a new director of AB-PT
at yesterday's stockholder's meeting. His business career started
in 1926 with B & K, a major ABPT theatre subsid operating theetree throughout Illinois and Indiana.

PRIZES for your important Radio
and TV promotions.

DUNNAN
730 Fifth A

&

New York

JEFFREY, Inc.

19. N. Y.

PL..° 79500

MARTIN HIMMEL. Preefdent
We rep

wholly owned subsidiatiec sad corporate affiliates

L t PRIM

ACHIM) DUI

AGENCY NEWSCAST

MCA-TV Olt-Neffers
MCA-TV has added 21 new station sales for its half-hour offnetwork series. The company is
offering 117 segments of "MSquad", starring Lee Marvin; up
to 275 .,ecilients of "Dragnet,"
stai r ing Jack Webb. and 173 segments of "Love That Bob," star.
ring Bob Cummings, for local
station programming.
Newest purchasers
of "MSquad"
are WAST,
Albany;
KOMU-TV. Columbia, Mo.
KRLD-TV. Dallas; KLRJ-TV,
Henderson, N e v.; KMBC - TV,
Kansas City: WATE-TV, Knoxville; WVEC - TV. Norfolk;
WHYN.
Mass.;
WSPD-TV. Toledo, and WITN,
Washington, N. C. "M-Squad" also
has been renewed for an additional season by KYW-TV. Cleveland; KIEM-TV, Eureka-Medford;
KFRE-TV, Fresno; KNOE-TV,
Monroe: KPIX, San Francisco and
KING-TV. Seattle- Tacoma,
"Dragnet" has added WRGPTV, Chattanooga; KHSL-TV, Chico-Redding; KID-TV, Idaho Falls;
WPSD-TV, Paducah; KOIN-TV,
Portland, Ore.; XETV. San Diego;

Springfield,

WSPA-TV.

Spartanburg, a n d
KV00-TV, Tulsa. New sales of
-Love That Bob" were to KIDTV; KETV, Omaha, and KPTV,
Portland, Ore.

"Misty Comes to Call," Misty

is

one of the ponies whose story was

told in the classic "Misty of
Chincoteague."
Many ponies were drowned in
the March storm, and the kids and
the station got together to donate

i.

WTOL Adds Edwards
-TV, where he

nos

will

.,cal and area seg-

oeekday "11th Hour
Neos" and the Saturday "6:30
News Final "

been subdivided into
group one, for clubs up to 100

members, and group two, for those
with more. Judging takes place
May 25 at the Advertising Club
of New York.
The Knudsen Creamery Co. has
has appointed West Coast office of
Grey Advertising to handle its
account effective July 1. Billings
are estimated at $600,000... California Oil breaks a heavy ad program on radio-TV Tuesday to persuade drivers to install auto seat
belts. Campaign will cover the
12-state marketing area of Caloil
and its Chevron brand name
James C. Hagerty, Vp in charge
of news for ABC, will speak at
the annual Pynchon Award Dinner of the Advertising Club of
Springfield, Mass., May 28. The
Pynchon medal honors contributors to the good of the community.
This year's recipients are Edward
J. Breck, president pf John H.
Brea. Inc.. and Dennie Brunton,
assistant principal of the Springfield Trade School.
.

.tpittoactung
hin 80th birthday, keeps himself
aloof from all opinions regarding
his work, other than those given
him by the few close friends
whom he admires
intellectuals
such as Aldous Huxley and Christopher Isherwood. His newest major work, the dance drama "Noah
and the Flood." written expressly

-

"Radio is back as a great powe
because it has learned to be adap
table, and because it has increas

ingly met its responsibilities to
provide a broad range of import
ant services to our people."
-James D. Shouse

Board Chairman
Croslep Broadcasting

Northwest Colorado
weekly newspaper at
Lynn Reed, who
joined Durey Ranck Advertising
as account exec in 1960, has been
named a VP. He was previously
with KOA and KHOW, both Denlished

the

Press,

a

Craig.

Colo.

"Comedy Spot," a weekly
mer series of new, individua
ation comedies spotlighting
stars as the late Ernie K g,
Shirley Jones, Charlie Rupt
Margaret O'Brien, Agnes h4
head, Edward Andrews,
Avery, Craig Stevens, Jame
mack and Jeanne Crain, prep
July 3 on CBS-TV.
The 11-week series, spo
by S. C. Johnson & Son via I
Cone & Belding, and Best
Division of Corn Produc
via Lennen & Newell, will
for "The Red Skelton
through Sept. 18.
The programs, each of
deals with a different co
theme, were originally treat
showcase productions for I
ble regular series. All bu
of them have never been b
-

cast before,

Key TV, H & B Americt
To Set Up CATV Skein

Eva Gabor, Spouse View

Careers with Hy Gardner
Eva Gabor and husband Richard Brown will guest on WORTV's "H Gardner Show" Saturday. They will discuss career and
marriage and how they have
made a success of both ventures
at the same time.

-

Los Angeles
H&B Ame
Corp., Beverly Hills, and K
Inc., owner of KEYT in
Barbara, have reached agree
for joint development of cotta
ity antenna TV systems in
Barbara and San Luis 0
counties.

Advertising

Club on

"Advertising Education." His talk

two nationwide surveys made for the American
Academy of Advertising.
is based on

-

Denver Data.
Richard D.
Wentland and Eugene B. Finkelstein have joined the Denver staff
of Doyle, Kitchen & McCormick
as copy-contact and production
manager, respectively. The Western division of the New York
agency is expanding to handle the
growing requirements of client
Colorado Fuel and Iron Corp....
First place in the Advertising
Club of Denver's bowling league
has been won by the Harold Walter Clarke agency team captained
by

Bill Payne

.

..

A. L. Schafer

has joined the staff of

iner

Lyle Mar-

Associates, PR agency, as
account exec. He formerly pub-

Stravinsky, 80, Snubs Critics
Igor

Thought for Today

tion-have

Houston

-

.1.,

To Fill Skelton Voi

MD

ism director at Oklahoma State
U., has been invited to address the

project to aid
on Chinco,_,,-,,.
nie of a herd of
wild ponies, will culminate Saturday when WCAU-TV cameras
go to a fifth grade school room
in Glassboro, N. J., to present

I.J.

CUM

Dr. Charles L. Allen, journal-

Debby Miller Produces
Pony Project Telecast
I

Sy

The jury for the Advertising Federation of America's 1961
62 club achievement awards has been doubled because of increased local service to advertising by clubs throughout the U.S
Four categories-public service
PR, public recognition and educa-

for TV. trill have its world pre.
miere June 14 on CBS-TV as a
Breck "Golden Showcase" special.
Having carried on a spirited
feud with professional music critics for the better part of his life,
Stravinsky says he feels that most
of them-and a good part of the
public-do not even know what
he is trying to do.

WTIC - POLITZ STUDY
TAKES A NEW
AND CLOSER LOOK
AT RADIO LISTENER!
IN RICH, RICH
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
*

YOU. TOO.

MAY TAKE

A

LONG

LOOK AT THIS INADEPTH

AUDIENCE SURVEY. JUST

CALL YOUR NEAREST HENRY
CHRISTAL OFFICE
I

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEWSPAPER
OF

RADIO & TELEVISION

Established

kw York UHF Test

KILLER PHONES

Stress Potential

DALLAS OUTLET
rout First.
tat Pain.

Medium: R. E. Lee

-

RAD10.71" 0.411.V

Eyes will be
Vashington
i: lined to the potentials of
al./F when data analyzing is
rpleted on the New York City
.

seriment, according to FCC
amissioner Robert E. Lee. He
some 2.000 test sites within

sites of the Empire State Build.
7 have
not given hope for as
as area coverage as with VHF,
"the pictures by and large are
5p and dean "
Lire added that if it had been
Me to use the 5 megawatts of
1

iu

Capture

Dallas -KBOX Action Centre
News recently scored a dramati
news exclusive when a telephone
caller said, "'This is Stark speak
ing
listen carefully. Send
mobile unit to Route One. Grape
ville
I just killed my wife
there's a baby alone in the
house."
KBOX newsman Don Buehler
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Comiwined en Pole

21

:

r which is the maximum perWeatineed so Pee. Cl

In Denies Charges
DilAds are Exaggerated

dotorola has denied the FTC
that its advertising exiterated the merits of its radio
a, TV sets, and replacement
-Ames

It

Vbs.
6

also denied

failing to

when essential parts are
oaorted from Japan.
Selose

511.1AR-TV Gets Citation
loon

-

JFK Committee

WJAR-TV here
r. been awarded a Citation for
ritorious Service by the Presiit's Committee on Employment
the Handicapped. Alfred J.
hoard and Frederick R. Griflas accepted the award on behalf
Providence

the station.

Film Editors Creative,
Ass'n Pres. Tells ATAS
Los

Angeles

-

Creative crafts-

:a and not technicians is the
erect category for film editors,
on Marsha, president of Ameri-

Cinema Editors, told the Namai Academy of Television Arts
id Sciences, in a request for reasalfication. He was protesting
listing In the Academy's latest
mehure in which film editors are
eluded with technical workers.
n

Pilkington Targets:
Color, Third Channel

-

Special h.. 5.11,10-11'

0.111.I'

Early color TV servLondon
switch from the present
lines to 625-line definition
and a third TV channel for the
BBC and not the independent networks, are being strongly tipped
as three of the proposals which
will be made to the government
by the Pilkington Committee on
ices, a
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Let's Talk
It Over

TV's Growth Abroad
(loses Domestic Era,

Murrow Tells Execs

"There really isn't such a
thing as domestic TV," USIA
director Edward R. Murrow
said yesterday, noting that the in-

dustry, ''in view of the enormous
expansion of TV
abroad, has an
important residual which it
did not seek."
He appeared
on film before
the Radio and
Television Executives Society
h e organization changed its
nerDANIEL
name to International Radio and Television Sot

les...levee

ow Page at

Publisher Pays $2.1 Mil.
For Eau Claire Channel

-

FCC has OK'd
Eau Claire
sale of WEAU-TV, Ch. 13 here,
by Central Broadcasting to Post

Publishing for

$2.1

million.

Numerology and Gags

try Futile Weapons

.%gains(

Time Strength

By ARTHUR PERLES
EVERY TIME-SALESMAN who pounds o Madison Avenue-type beat mu
be aware of the increasing belligerence on the part of competing
media print-sellers as they run out of gas.
Two latest barbs of "outrageous misfortune slung at purveyors of
sight-and-sound advertising have become an annoyance. Only that? Yes,
because they were all sting and no bite and because blurring gags will
never be an adequate substitute for unadorned facts when it comes to
agency buyers.
involves the Bureau of Independent Publishers & Distributors
Case
mediocre ..
which now claims that TV's greatness is "still a potential
and the communication could still have on 'ex' in it."
for TV
subsidy
Government
against
The IPD spokesmen inveighs
"while its unsubsidized competitors scratch along on a subsistence basis."
Now, there's a hot onel He probably never heard of favored mailing rates
for newspapers and magazines by a Post Office Department with red
splashed all over its operating ledgers. Could it be too, he doesn't know
broadcasters resist with tigerish zeal, the blandishments of Federal subsidy
I

...

rceerirwra

on Pose 7)

FCC's Chief Reveals
Knocks and Boosts

Figure in Licensing

-

The U.S. ConferMiami
ence of Mayors was told that

city officials who think their
local TV viewers are being
short-changed on responsible

local programming owe it to themselves and to their constituents to
speak out.
You can let the station owners
know when you think they've defaulted on their public service re-

sponsibilities," F C C chairman
Newton Minow told them, "and
you can mobilize support within
the community for more responsible local progeamining."
On the other hand, Minow said,
the mayors should reward local
stations which break through "the
crust of conventional and routine
programming" to report and interpret a local problem with skill
and many of
and imagination
them do
"by letting as know,
too." Minow added, "We save
those letters for license renewal
time."
Minow told the mayors that

-

-

(Continued on Pogo
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Harris Principal Speaker
For Community TV Ass'n
n.

Washington-Rep. Oren Harris
ID.. Ark.), chairman of the House
Commerce Committee, which has
Jurisdiction over broadcasting,
will be the featured speaker on
June 19 at the 11th annual convention of the National Community TV Association. To be held
June 17-22 at the Shoreham Hotel
here, it will feature 23 hours of
business sessions.

Snooky Hosts TV Show
For Crosley in Atlanta

-

Snooky Lanson. singAtlanta
star of "Your Hit Parade,"
"Chevrolet on Bareadway," "Five
Star Jubilee" and recording artist
who has several "milliun-copy"
records to his credit, has Joined
WLWA, Crosley TV outlet here,
where he will star In his own
show beginning in mid-June.
ing
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On-Air Editorials Aid
Fla. Primary Victor

-

Jacksonville. Fla.
Behaved the
lint such action by a Florian broadcaster. VIM BR endorsed John E.
Mathews Jr. for State Senator in
the Democratic Primary
and
Mathews won by more than 8.000

-

votes.

The station's otTer of free 1111IC
Matthews' two opponents for
rebuttal was accepted only by one
trf thum, Wayne E. Ripley. who also
bought political time from WMBR
for campaign messages.
to

WMBR's broadcast editorials began when Ben Strouse bought the
station in September, 1958, as the
first ever to be aired by a broadcaster in Jacksonville. The endorsement of Mathews was an extension
of the editorial policy.

-at WTAE

Fran Smith

Pittsburgh
Frances Smith
Joined WTAE as production
,istant to "The Jean Connelly
1.utalat wt..kday morn.
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RALPH

DON KELLERMAN. producer of CIS.
V's "Accent," off on o
y trip through

*rim.

for

cist, in Palm Springs, Calif.. on vacation.

,,,,,

Missouri and the Mississippi Ris. Volley
or his upeorning "An American Summer"

brief

BOOTH

has ...rived in town
going on to COIN

isit Wore

Cod.

WARC.TV continuity diY. tomorrow on o twovocation in Phoenie
PETRIE,

eeter looms N
weals

SHIRLEY

KIM MINTER to Hollywood .smarm."
to shoat an upcoming "Dick Powell Shaw."

Top RAB Prize to Freberg
For Meadow Gold Radio Ads
Stan Freberg of Stan Freberg, Ltd.. has won RAB's top prize
of $1,000 in the bureau's nationwide competition for creative
excellence in commercials first
heard on radio in 1981. The award
was for his series of humorous
commercials for Meadow Gold
dairy products. via Hill, Rogers.
Mason & Scott, Chicago, aired for
12 months in 87 markets.
Second prize of $500 goes to
Edward A. Trahan, radio-TV VP,
W. B. Donor & Co.. Baltimore. and
Ralph W. Cummings, Cummings
Productions, New York, for their
radio jingle for Gibbs Pork and
Beans. a product of Coastal Foods

with distribution from Baltimore south into the Carolinas.
The jingle is sung by Georgia
Co.

Gen. Cigar Hits Triple
With Preakness Backing

General Cigar Co., via Young
Rubicam, will sponsor ('BS Ra
dio's exclusive coverage of The
Preaknesa on Saturday and The
Belmont Stakes on June 9, rounding out Its sponsorship of CBS
Radio's entire presentation of the
Triple (Town of Racing. Jack
Drees will call the running of
both classics. Jack M. Dolan, CBS
Radio sports director. is the producer.

Gibbs.

Four Victors at BBDO
Sharing the third prize of $250
are four execs at BBDO. New
York. for a marching song commercial for the F. & M. Schaefer
Brewing Co. On the air since last
December. it will continue indefinitely and is now broadcast a
total of 400-800 times weekly in
22 markets. The four are Tom Anderson. head of radio production;
Jim Jordan, VP-creative supervisor; Joe Hornsby, radio-TV music director, and Ted German.

radio-TV jingle writer.

Selections were made by RAB
president Kevin B. Sweeney:
Miles David. the bureau's administrativ VP, and the RAB
board of directors. More than 300
new commercials were submitted.
and awards were made on the basis of originality, creative approach and imagination in the
use of radio techniques.
Urges 'Slop Freberg.
Said David: "Freberg's Meadow
Gold commercials are great and
we're happy a commercial series
this good won. But we hope next
Year's competition will develop
into a 'Stop Freberg' movement
among other creators of commercials. The fact that Freberg wins
commercial competitions so consistently is a tribute to his creativity. It also indicates there aren't
enough great creative commercial
writers working in radio."

TV-Radio Men Pick

(happel As Leader
Yosemite

-

Lloyd Chappel,
news director at KENO. Fresno,
has been elected state chairman
of the California Associated Press
TV-Radio Association. He succeeds Pat Higgins, news director
of KOGO, San Diego. Milt Cook
of Riverside's KACE is the new
vice chairman.
The Radio-TV News Directors
Association held a western regional meeting at Yosemite National
Park in conjunction with the AP
gathering. The RTNDA conducted
panels on radio-TV editorializing.
and on the problems of libel and
copyrights. Watson Sims, editor
of the Al' world service depart ment, was the main speaker.

KBOX Nets Killer
(Ceatinioed hem Pogo

quickly contacted the Sheriff's office. and within minutes lawmen
and KBOX newsmen converged
on the scene in Grapeville. where
they found the bullet riddled body
of a 4I-year-old woman.
Buehler began appealing on
KBOX for the killer to give himself up to lawmen, and moments
later Richard Henry Stark surrendered to sheriff's deputies.

4
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New

DOHERTY, WICAC-AASTV pub.

JAMES CHAD.
WICK are in N. T. for agency conferences
and to meet with Worron Hulk who will
emcee the Edwards "Fate to Pace" show
starting Juno 24.
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Itv Salutes WI: Vs

Fake Disks Now Big Racket

Clicago Outlet Plans
6ecial Programming

-Celebration

1112-Day

t

WGN, marking
!hicepo
igiOth anniversary on Saturtrhatt planned a two-day
ance of the event with a

lip

of special broadcasts. Toa three - hour "WGN

wow,

imibday Party" broadcast will
of the
,,Aire many highlights

ape's history.
cats

Jack Brickhouse. Pierre

wre and Eddie Hubbard will

with special guests Quin
alp, Bob Elson and Ralph Ginsam, plus veteran newspaper colonists, about radio's early days.
Ries/ Trendier and the WGN
rieStra, members of the "WGN
and Harold Turner
JrheDance"
pipe organ will provide
a;
geisfisce

ni Ic.
i
L

Washington-The House Judim

ary committee is currently holding hearings on a bill to provide
federal penalties for counterfeiting of hit musical records.
The bill was introduced by Rep.
Emanuel Caller (D., N. Y.) at request of the Record Industry Association of America. Present laws
provide only misdemeanor punish.
ment for record counterfeiting,
which RIAA says is insufficient to

01 NB(

Minow; Illinois Sens.
and Douglas, and ChicaMayor Richard Daley.
ez Saturday, beginning at 5:30
SI the "Eddie Hubbard Morning
$hw" will feature specially semusic of the last 40 years.
II AM, Wally Phillips' program
o present a history in
id.

Ball Game Precede
broadcast of the Cubs'blies games will begin with a
kpial "Lead Off Man" program
02:20 PM, with Jack Quinlan
an Lou Boudreau recalling the
Cs game of May 19. 1922, and
buball greats of the past.

low

Fol-

the game "The Jack Tay**Show," "Music for Squares"
Sze 'The Best of Broadway," will
Ps tribute to the top entertainers
as the tunes they featured durmthe past 40 years.

International

Joseph M. Klein will become
director of NBC International on
May 28, succeeding Clifford

Slaybaugh,
it was announcW.

ed by

in radio features, programs, and

deton
ic.sen

Alfred

R.

Stern, VP in
charge of NBC's
Enterprises Di-

vision and
chairman of
NBC International. Klein

was formerly a
director at Remington Rand International, and before that was
international operations VP of the
Clary Corp.
Commenting on the appointKLEIN

ment, Stern noted: "His first-hand
experience in foreign markets and
his solid business background
make Joe Klein an ideal choice
for the job. Although he is only
40 years of age, 15 of those years
have been spent professionally in
the field of international trade operations. NBC International's future is one of expansion, with an
eye to diversification. To these
ends we welcome Klein's contributions."
NBC International does business in some 60 nations and is

principally involved in TV pro-

gramming, management services
and investments.

Mstlected to

Board
bless Foundation

A. "Buddy" Sugg, exec VP
HC-owned stations and NBC
sales, has been elected to the
b-rd of directors of the Heating Research Foundation at its
schist meeting in New York. The
iFindation is the nation's only
Oa Organization devoted to furthing research into the causes,
avention and cure of deafness.

't
I

even le,
been caught once.
I

1,..

RIAA director Henry Brief I:.
charged that profits to be mad,
from record counterfeiting are so
attractive that the organized underworld is moving to take over
the racket from current individual
operators. "The profit margin is
better than they can make from
peddling narcotics," he charged,
"and the risks are far fewer."

To Emcee New Show

-

Norfolk
WTAR-TV personal.
ity Warren Hull has been asked
by producer Ralph Edwards to
emcee a new CBS-TV program
"Face to Face" in Hollywood this
summer. Hull, co-star of WTAR's
"Get Together" with Mildred Alexander, leaves for the coast this
month and returns to Norfolk in

the Fall. "Face to Face" is skedded as a Summer replacement for
the Jack Benny show.
Hull, a veteran of pre-TV radio.
produced with Parks Johnson the
CBS show "Vox Pop." Moving to
TV, he emceed "Strike it Rich"
for a number of years.

Eli Broadcasters Hail

White House Reporter
New Haven-NBC News' Wilde
House correspondent Sander Vanocur has received a "Broadcast

Leadership Award" from Yale
Broadcasting Corp. He was cited
for "giving personal insight and a
human dimension to the office of
President of the U. S. through his
durdrit ,t1 P....
TI' P III l'
II
Washington
Sander Vanocur
will be on a panel of Washington
newsmen to be questioned by
Presidential press secretary Pierre
Salinger and Sen. Hubert Humphrey here Tuesday at the 1962
Campaign Conference for Democratic %%omen.

-WT0

coverage of the man who now
occupies the nation's highest po-

hroughout WGN's anniversary
,cebration brief news headlines
ntrn the past will be heard on
May of the station's newscasts.

der!

Klein Named Director Edwards Taps Hull

Old-Time Greats
worded excerpts of outstand-

.konalities of the past 40 years
ei, e heard include the Hindendisaster, Eddie Cantor, Kate
and voices of many former
J. Presidents.
evemmental and civic official
-wishers to be heard on this
adcast include NAB president
rCollins; FCC chairman

14111.

Albany Channel Debuts
Roberts' Wack's Works'
Albany-"The Wack's Works,"
new five-minute TV comedy series starring Stan Roberts, will
be seen Wednesday and Sunday
nights on WAST, beginning this
week. Sponsor is Bumstead Chevrolet of Troy, N. Y.

sition."
Vanocur also accepted a leadership award for Newton N. Minow,
FCC chairman, unable to attend.

It

111
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Radio Warned: Stop

Playing of Numbers,
Return Creative Fare
Peoria 1 he radm mis.
warned that it mu..?
playing the "numbers game,
has proved so disastrous fur 0.
magazine industry, and provide
listeners with more of the creative
fare radio used to offer." The admonition was delivered by Jenne
Murphy, time buyer for Lawrence
C. Gumbinner Advertising, before
the Peoria Advertising and Selling
Club.
Pointing out that radio is a personal medium, Miss Murphy stated
been

that "listeners have an empathy
with and a personal concern for
outstanding radio personalities, al-

most as members of the family" and
she advised the radio industry to

offer "excitement and intellectual
stimulation, promote personalities
and their personal appeal to the
individual, provide the agency time
buyer with qualitative evidence of
listener response.
Urges Creative Buying
"Stop just 'counting the house',"
she warned, "agencies need qualitative evidence to convince elieots
that creative buying can be far
superior to buying by the numbers."
Miss Murphy described her eightpoint program to help sell radio
to more agencies and advertisers
and listed among the most important: sell non-listeners what you
have to offer them and make it exciting enough fare to induce them
to tune in; provide agencies with as
much factual data as possible beyond the total size of the radio
audience; try to determine how
your market and your station might
help an individual brand's sales
problems, and develop a story on
your station audience image.

String Quartet Repeats
Opener for 15th Ann'y
The WQXR String Quartet, one
of the few musical groups organized by a radio station for its own
use, will repeat its first program
on Saturday in observing its fifteenth anniversary. The program
will consist of Haydn's Quartet
in G, Opus 3, No. 2; Schubert's
Quartettsatz and Mozart's Quartet
No. 23 in F.

a

Locally produced, the program

will feature "conversations"

be-

tween Roberts and such comedy
luminaries as Jose Jiminez, Shelley Berman and Jonathan Winters.

Medicare Foes In ABC Switch

Sen. John Tower (Rep., Tex.), a foe of federal medical care
for the aged, will replace another medicare opponent. Miami

surgeon Dr. Edward Annis, May
27 on ABC-TV's "Issues and Answers."
ABC said Dr. Annis accepted
and then rejected an invitation to
appear on the program, saying:

www.americanradiohistory.com

do not wish to be associated on
any program with the Javits or
Bow bills." Both Sen. Javits and
Rep. Bow have proposed medical
plans and are skedded to appear
on the program.

Comic, Band Leader Jc
Jr. High Music Solute

Sevareid Gets Plaudit

Of D.C. Correspondents
CBS newscaster Eric Sevareid
has been voted the lop broadcasting correspondent by members of
the Washington press corps. In
addition to his new "CBS News

With Eric Sevareid" broadcasts.
he is also moderator of the "Great
Challenge" series.

Phi Ily 'TV Seminar
Sets

Summer Sked

Philadelphia

4,t

diversi-

fied courses has been selected for
the Summer schedule of "Television
Seminar," WCAU-TV's Mondaythrough-Friday, early morning college lecture series. Currently being
presented is "Laughter Is a Funny
Business," a course in comedy with
Edwin Burr Pettit of Brandeis U.:
which will run through May 25,

Credit Course Slated
Beginning May 28 through July
6 will be a rerun of the college
credit course, "The Short Story,"
with Dr. Mac Edward Leach, Pennsylvania U. English professor. Also
presented for college credit will
be "History of the Far East," rerun of the series with Dr. Hilary
Conroy, Pennsylvania U. associate
history professor, which is scheduled to begin July 9 and run through
Aug 17.
A course of "Urban Politics,"
prepared
in cooperation
with
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will be presented beginning Aug. 20 through Sept. 7.

By TED GREEN
Jim ("Mr. Magoo") Backus and wife, Henny, have authored
one of the funniest books in years, "What Are You Doing After the
Orgy?" The best-seller relates some of their hilarious experiences lb
Videoville and Flickerland. Backus, who will host CBS's "Taleni
Scouts" this Summer, and Henny, now starring in NBC's "Your Firs'
Impression," also wrote the funny "Rocks on the Roof" a few season
ago.

"TriStatc Report."

On

Digges Makes Pitch

*

For Retarded Kids

...

Sam Cook Digges. admini
live VP of CBS Films. will
May 24 for the
Association for

t't
Lovely Lisa Baer and trade paper writer Jesse Gross walked
down the middle aisle in NYC
The Four Ayalons. talented Israeli
vocal-comedy group of the Cafe Sahbra nightclub revue, waxed their
first U.S. album, "Sing Along with Israel," being released by Ate
Records
The music world is mourning the loss of jazz violinist
Eddie South .. . Songstar Connie Francis, a big hit on her current
European tour, has been named Queen of the annual Venice Song
Festival held in Lido, Italy
Comedienne Rusty Warren is telling
of a new foreign film which is having censor trouble. The producer
can't find a censor to find anything objectionable about it
Persian
Room star Enzo Stuart' w ill film a TV series in his native Italy this
Summer
. Singer Guy Mitchell is planning
to shoot a pilot film
based on the life of famed bronco buster.

...

...

...

.

Comedian Sam Levenson
band leader Paul Taubman
"Junior High School Salmi
Music" Saturday on New Y.
WNBC - TV. An orchestra
chorus made up of junior
students from all New York
oughs will be featured. The
gram is one of the station's w

.

Meet: Tony Bennett. who first skyrocketed to fame over a
decade ago with such hit tunes as "Because of You." "Rags to Riches"
and "Stranger in Paradise." Born Anthony Benedetto in Long Island, the Columbia Records' star
began his meteoric rise when he placed second to
Rosemary Clooney on Arthur Godfrey's "Talent
Scouts." As a result he joined Jan Murray's "Songs
for Sale" TV show. Appearing in a Greenwich
Village nitery on the insistence of Pearl Bailey,
the young vocalist was spotted by Bob Hope, with
whom he embarked on a nationwide tour. Mitch
Miller signed him to a recording pact at Columbia
and Tony's first disks sold way over the million
mark. Retaining his outstanding popularity as
disk star. Tony has also appeared at the top supper clubs throughout the nation, and has gues'
SENNETT
starred on most of the leading TV shows. Ho
latest album, "Mr. Broadway," a compilation of show tunes Bennett
introduced on wax, is a best seller. Just back from a smash engagement at The Dunes, his next top this season will be Chicago's Living
Room and he will star in a concert at Carnegie Hall, June 9.

the Help of Re-

tarded

Chil-

dren when its

Humanitarian Award is
I 9 62

presented to At-

torney Gen. and
Mrs. Robert F.
Kennedy. T h e
ceremony
take place at
$100-a-plate
a
DIGGES
dinner at the
Hotel Astor. Toastmaster will
CBS News correspondent
Cronkite.
Digges will be introduced by
wife, Carol Knox, star of WNI:
TV's "Family" show. Perforin
will include Johnny Carson. Rs
and Hayes, Dorothy Lamour. (2
rin.1 Quinn, Steve De Pas and

will

I

iII'S orchestra.

:

5,

Minow Advises Mayors
Kntinosid Iran
passage of

Sego 1)

all-channel set legis-

lation pending in the Senate will
open the way for municipal stations as well as educational. The
pending bill, together with one
already passed providing Federal
matching funds for educational
TV stations produced this quote
from Minow:
"I'll bet you a cigar large
enough to produce a smoke-filled
room that in a few years we will
have a full-blown, non-commercial high-quality network spanning the nation."
11th Annual
WHITE MOUNT MSS'
FESTIVAL el the 7 %H1,
Jelo Rh to 23rd
SKY 111411 In the

WHITE MOUNTAINS
S

LANES

5.300 ACRES

Steve Lawrence wrote the title song for "Flesh And The
Soul," a picture that will be filmed in Israel. Steve, incidentally, is
taking dramatic lessons
Oscar Brown, Jr., will give a concert
at Carnegie Hall May 27 .. Comic George Kirby, now at the Copa,
says a real diplomat is a guy who can convince a woman it would
be a shame to hide such a beautiful figure under a fur coat
Dean Stockwell looks like the Montgomery Clift of 10 years ago
Johnny Carson is against 3 PM coffee breaks. Says they're liable to
keep the help awake the rest of the afternoon
At Mike klanuche's,
Bette Davis offered her definition of loneliness: "Being lost in despair"
Bob Dixon. who is heard daily on CBS Radio, does the Trispan
TV commercial and is also the off-camera voice on the TV commercials for Mobil Gas; Noreen: Mennen, and Color Forms. all on
nationally
Elia Kazan long -distanced to George Maharis in Santa
Monica Hospital, where the young star is recuperating from his bout
with hepatitus, with regard to Kazan's forthcoming film to be shot in
Greece this Summer. Maharis plans confabs with Kazan as soon as
Ire returns to New York in about two weeks.
.

.

.
.

.

Pike

New Hampshire

.

...

,

...

*

Goings on at Mercury Records: Herman Clebanoff, whose
latest Mercury album is "Strings of Fire," will open June 14 for a
two-week stand at the Flamingo in Las Vegas. Clebanoff will also
head up an Aug. 25 concert at the Hollywood Bowl
Leroy Van
Dyke's manager, Joe Wright, reports that the hot singer has been
booked to appear in close to 60 fairs throughout the country this
Summer and Fall.
.

Information: Halter Jacobs

...

.

ABC
To

Elms Ups Strobel

Operations D:rector

named director of film operatic

for ABC Films, replacing Ga.
who has been promo:
to assistant director of inter:
tional sales. Strobel will also
rain his former duties as Pat
manager.
He joined ABC Films in S
tember, 1959, from Lennen Si N
well, where he had been as
to the head of the radio-TV co:
mercial production departnoPrior to that, he had been an or
cal and animation cameraman
S. Cohen,

5

'Outdoor Fun'

-

Minneapolis
"Outdoor Ft,
weekly series covering fish:
boating and general vacation
tivities in Minnesota and Cana
debuts today on WTCN. Prodib
Rodger Kent will emcee the p
a

grams.

STORK NEWS

.

a boy. John Daniel, kit Di.
and John Bilyeu, with KMBC.?
Kansas City.

It's

riallianners $3 Million Lxpansion Plascv
Day-Kid Shows,

Mr

Nighttime Series,
,,Station Blueprint
.1

re details on the $3 milplans of WPIX,
York, announced yester-

`
II

RAMO -TV DAILY follow.
new daytime eked, re'leg the Regents Educational
roject, will include children's
Also
, 9 to 9:30 AM weekdays.
ildren: a new program from
-Jungle Boy." slated for
Sunday evenings, and a twotelecast of "Comedy Party"
,ns on Saturday mornings.
ew Hanna-Barbera cartoons
,e seen weekdays on "Car)

nights, the independent has
t rerun rights to several
series, including "Ad. ong
Paradise," starring
''n res in
FMcKay: "Frontier Cir.
'th Chill Wills, John Derek
' hard Jaeckel: Boris Earbated "Thriller." "Checks

suspense

program,

and

rity Golf."
& nig upcoming documentary
Ws, WPIX will telecast a
sum on the solar system, "Uni.
re' an in-depth portrait of
leolini": the story of Argenlt Evita Peron, titled "The
is ?owerful Woman of the Cenn
and an English - filmed
oh America." Some of proms, after their New York pree. will be scheduled for synnationally by Desilu
x an

,It Inc.

Liberty Bell Rings
& Brinkley

-

Chet Huntley

SlOavid Brinkley have been
vs the fourth annual Gold
Bell Award by the TV
d Radio Advertising Club of

b7

silelphia. The two NBC News
Inzwindents were cited "for
'Minding contributions in the
W TV journalism, news reg

and

Backed by Sealiest
"Play Your Hunch," NBC-TV's
daytime game show, will also be
a Wednesday nighttime feature
on the network this Summer, for
a 15-week period running from
June 20 through Sept 26 It
places "The Bob Newhart Show"
and will be sponsored by the Sealtest Division of National Dairy

Products Corp., via N. W. Ayer
4,

Son.

Mery Griffin Host
Mery Griffin. host of the daytime "Hunch," will perform in
the same capacity on the evening
version. The nighttime show, like
its daytime counterpart, will be
a color series. Also continuing in
their present posts will be producer Ira Skutch, director Mike
Gargiulo and announcer Johnny
Olsen.

Nighttime "Play Your Hunch"

will employ virtually the

Documentaries Planned

geadelphla

Newhall Niphl Spot
Gels Daylime 'Hunch'

docurnontary

pro-

"

;oson Starr To Play
isins' Work on WQXR

teen-yearold Susan Starr,
to win a prize in
om's International TehalkoVn Cenniaention, will be intertonight on WQXR by
47
hat Chasins, station music dier. Miss Starr, who shared
at' d place honors with a ronin it from Communist China,
Opiay two selections, one of

" American

Chasins composed.

same

format as the daytime audienceparticipation show, except cash

TV Can't Rest on Laurels: Swezey

Washington-Robert It. Swerey, NAB Code Authority director, has
called on the TV industry to accept its challenging opportunity to
grow to full maturity by exposing its tremendous audience to the vital
issues and trends of the day. If TV rests on its laurels and falls to
present significant trends and issues "fairly, understandably and persuasively," he said, it runs the risk of becoming mired in a rut of
mediocrity and conformity. In an address entitled "Television-Man
or Mouse?" before the Advertising Club of Metropolitan Washington,
Sweaty said the time has come for TV to "live dangerously" to achieve
Its full stature.

MR. MAGOO STARS
IN SCROOGE ROLE
An hour-long color cartoon ver-

ion of Charles Dickens "Christ
mss Carol" will be seen on NBC
Dec. 18 with Jim Backus as the
voice of Mr. Magoo in "Mr. Ma
goo's Christmas Carol."

Timex watches will sponsor via
Warwick & Legler Inc. It is to be
produced by UPA Pictures Inc..
n 41
with
Hollywood. in n
NBC-TV

prizes will be increased.
Packaged by Goodson- Todrnan
Productions in association with

6 More Stars Enlist

NBC-TV, "Hunch" has been a
Monday-through-Friday feature
on the network since Dec. 7, 1959.
It also had a nighttime run on
NBC-TV during the Spring and
Summer of 1960.

Six more TV personalitir,

os

been named as presenters on

mist

NYC Official to Guest
With Elizabeth Morgan

Emma Alden Rothblatt, deputy
commissioner of New York City's
Commerce Department and special events and public events
director for New York City will
cnost today on WJRZ's "Elizabeth
can Show."
r

To Present Emmys
Tuesday's Emmy Awards telecast on NBC. Heading the list are
Jimmy Durante and Dave Garroway, who will appear in New

York, with Lucille Ball, Walter
Brennan. Barbara Stanwyck and
Jack Webb making the presentations in Hollywood.
The six join Arlene Francis and
Cyril Ritchard, who have already
been announced to do the honors
here, and Fred Astaire and
Loretta Young from the Coast.

Richard Rodgers to Appear
On 4-Hour Salute by WHN
h., St..rer
Richard Rodgers will appear on WHN May '2
station premieres its new four-hour music spectaculars with
I

"The Sound of Richard Rodgers."
With Hans Andersen serving as
host, the special will span the
almost 60 years of the composer's
personal life (his birthday is June
28) and the 92 years of his professional life.
Joining in the WHN salute will
be many of the great names of
show business who have been associated with him and his works
over the years. Included among
these are Diahann Carroll and
Richard Kiley, stars of his current Broadway success, "No
Strings," and Mrs. Dorothy Hammerstein, widow of his late part-

t

ner in the music field, Oscar Ham-

merstein Ill.
The program will be dedicated
to the music of this generation's
most prolific (over 2,000 tunes)
and successful musical mastermind, spanning his full careei
from "The Garrick Gaities" in
1925 to "No strings" and "The
Sound of Music." his current
Broadway hits.
In a total musical program of
50 Rodgers numbers, only one.
"Blue Moon" by Rodgers and
Hart, is not from a Broadway
musical production.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Atlantic TV Hypos
Film Distrib Setup
At lantic Tclev 131011,

Is

Wh011Y

wn 1. ubsidiary of Astor Pictures,
is intensifying its sales activities
and revitalizing its TV film distribution setup, it was announced by
Atlantic president Dr. Alfred H.
Morton. Ile said that under the

plan Atlantic will augment its current film library of 200 features
with some 20 films a year selected
from Astor's theatrical releases.
Ur. Morton reported the company
is now putting together a new package of 48 post-'48 films, plus an
economy package for use in secondary time spots, and is also
pushing ahead into the foreign TV
field. He said the economy pack is
designed to be so flexible that stations will have an option clause
enabling them to select product
which meets their individual needs.
In line with the new moves,

Atlantic is consolidating its sales
department at the headquarters of
Astor Pictures in New York.

TV Sel-Sales in

X(

Up Over Last Year's

-

Kansas City
TV set sales in
this area for the month of March
totaled 6.455, according to the
Electric Association.
The figures represent an increase of 1,560 sets over March
last year, and a decline of 205
from this past February. Saturation here is about 93 per cent.
- - -

Party Time

-

Dallas
Lee Segall, owner of
has announced plans to
sponsor a 15th anniversary party
for the station on June 7 at the
Adolphus Regency Room.

KIXL,

RAB Ups Peterson
To Copy Chief Post
William K. Peterson has been
promoted to ropy chief, for RAB,
after serving the bureau four
years as a presentation and promotion writer. Before joining
RAH in May, 1958, Peterson was
a publicist and press-book editor
for 20th-Century Fox.

Just One Day, One Station Sold

Over$20,000

Wrg Slash Primed

in Time! Picked Up Two 52-Week Sponsors!
Your Station Can Do As Well
Or Better!

(BS Profits: Forbes

-

HIllgagwat

Movies Get Free PI.,
In New Series Mo.

The main season CBS's first
quarter '62 profits jumped 28 per
cent was that the company got
out of electronics manufacturing,
according to an article in the current issue of Forbes magazine

Forbes said the company's hit!
ings and record sales "had to
ry some $7 million of electrw.,
red ink annually." The losses iv...
finally chopped off
"and :
network was also clearly outd,lancing its rivals in TV sales.
Well over 90 percent of Fall season time had been sold to advertisers by early this month."
"All in all." the magazine said,
"the networks seems to have discovered a tried-and-true formula
for success: doing what comes naturally by concentrating on entertainment and news
and leaving manufacturing headaches to

(:

-

I,

-

It

11.e a

rept hel,ogsler. bat 0 sure look, III

one'

See

others."

1,etc.

If year station is aggressively sales minded
if you want sponsors who'll
sign for long-term cent ccccc because you can sell their products, then get the
full details on the hottest sales and merchandising plan in television today!
.

learn how you can offer sponsors

Await Bill Gordon Tour

-

I. Location MERCHANDISING.
2.

mobile PROMOTION!

3. A Top Rated

LOCAL SHOW.

e.

Exclusim TiAln HEMMERS.

5

Year Round SALES INCENTIVES.

in one somprohemiv Packoge!
show you how your salesmen can Coke 14 pages of blank paper and come
up with o powerful "Year Round Merchandising Plan" for any specific
you select!
We'll show you how to get 52 week contracts instead of settling for show

Well

dint

flights!
We'll show you how you can make almost any salesman a TOP SALESMAN
for your station!
WRITE OR WIRE FOR DETAILS NOW!
The FLYING TIME I...keg. is built around the fantastic appeal the NORSTAN

HAM

COPTER has far young
A KIDDIE RIDE, but it leaks and acts just
Ida o teal helteopm. Can be flown by Inds of si. or older.
sult,
lon'
halt. comm mounted en it. own troilor-plutforrn for towing to shopping center or
supermarket locations, or in parades, me CLIMBS( RANKS( HOVERSI DESCENDS' ALL
THE THRILLS Of REAL EUGHTI THE WORLD'S GREATEST KIDDIE RIDE ATTRACTION'
Op
on end of vortical hydiendierom dole,
.

*P.M.

tttttt

The FLYING TIME Merchandising & Sales Package is the greatest moneymaker to come your way' Get More Soles! Get More Profits f or Your Station!
Send for complete infarmot.on todoe!
CLIP AND

MAIL TODAY(

FLYING TIME Television PraMsSliOns, created by Commonwealth Aviation, In<
tented for ...eluswe !clews., and rod,0 stollen sales by

ore repre-

PROMOTIONS

PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, INC.
FIFTH

AVENUE

New

tent

22, N. Y.

-eSSO

GENTLEMEN

We're
for our station

dl Lars hear mars about an sarloslye freesias. in our awakes

Name

Nemo.
Car.

Veto

Bill Gordon, host
Cleveland
on WERE Radio's "Apartment
13." will take a tour group to the
Seattle World's Fair and Hawaii,
leaving Cleveland Sept. 6 and
returning on the 16th. The tour
package is $685 per person. Judy
Kaufman at WERE
Inquiries

is

handling

Mega: Flute will be
heard Saturday on WOR's weekly
opera series, "Radio's Golden
World of Opera." The presentation, hosted by Jay Harrison, feaNloeast r

tures Erna Berger. nano Lemnitz.
Roswaenge,

By

(arolina Statlo

-

SS In.son
Salem, S C.
yesterday reported
near
cent increase in public se
gramming last year. PS s
nouncements, for example
creased from 4,254 in 1960 to
in 1961 on radio, and from
to 8,393 on TV.
The station's public serviette
posed of Jean Isenhower, P

ordinator, and Harvey Dinkins
farm service director, was dc
with the addition of Max Ulr,
community service editor and
Carver as news and public a
director. WSJS's general rna
is Harold Essex.

Pilkington Plans Eyed
(Continual from Page II

TV and Radio.
The Pilkington report is,
peeled to be in the goverturi
hands in three weeks, and n
sents two years of extensity

vestigation

Beecham, 'Magic Flute'
Bow on 'World of Opera'

Melee

Pubsery Time Up

Wilhelm

Strienz and Gerhard Husch. The
late Sir Thomas Beecham will

rauluct.

ing.

set-qq

terest programs.
And expert opinion is hat
ing over the view that PilkJF
will recommend a delay in
during a second commer,,,,
channel, and in giving the
abehri- to e.trerert.lal rod.,,

WEDDING

Lee Lauds UHF Medium
mated for UHF by the FCC, then
the "comparison with VHF would
be substantially more favorable."
Lee said the FCC wants to donate experimental UHF to New
York City after conclusion of the
tests, but that the city would have
to buy the equipment not owned
by the commission, but merely
leased for the experiment. If the
New York Board of Estimate fails
to authorize the expenditure, it
will cost the FCC about half of
what the equipment would cost
New York City merely to remove

into the

sound and TV brolly

Experts predict that if thet
TV channel should go to HB
will be devoted mainly to ed
Donal, informative and pubes

(Continued from Page I)
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Space Needle and Hulas

-

Hollywood
The Larrith,
kes-Mike Morris TV play fo.y.
Hale's Men " will be used
off the Ernie Borgnine scarp
ABC-TV In the Autumn. IC
"Movies are Your Best Dive

BELLS

Masfrogiocome-Morgan

Maria Mastrogiacomo :out
ward Morgan. Jr. were re,
in Cambria Heights, N.
IS with CBS-TV's program del.
ment. Groom is in the prin
business.

Rossi-Keyes
Kathy Rossi, Look
staffer. and Joe Keyes. TV GUD01
N. Y. promotion manager,
wed on Saturday at St Hu al
Church in L. I.

Muni

it.

Yanewski-Ryder

Lee said passage of the all-channel TV set bill currently pending
in the senate would greatly encourage UHF TV. and would put
many new ETV stations on the

Barabar Yanowski, Miss 1
bare of Midwest Airborne TV' struction, will marry Howarc
Ryder,
president of TelAA
Corp. Wedding date has not bra

MT.

set.

xreen-ums Heins
REEb I UPPLt5-L.L1CItb
FOR SYNDIE HIT IN '1310' On 3 Nets Sat. Ayems

bunski Keynotes

(onn. Assembly

-

Upsetting a cartload of syndication cliches, Official Films has
turned to a new kind of actuality TV programming in its David
L. Wolper-produced "Biography" series and as a consequence,

LaStop Iwo II
Artford
VP- general manager of
New York, will be feaspeaker May 24 at the band the general Spring assembly of the Connecticut Broadcasters Association. He recently drew indusry wide atten..11

successfully coping with the
present keenly competitive situation.
In an interis

view with RADIO

n g

strong

charges against
FCC chairman

Newton Minow.
CBA president
E.
is Sydney
Byrnes.
tsumkt
his address before a Wilkesadvertising club, Labunski
.-,,dd Minow had "distorted"
troth° picture because of his
..cmf knowledge of the industry
'.44hat the chairman had not
"learned very little" about
but had let his "initial inAce" become "contaminated
/slew questionable facts which
le led him to numerous and
mbable conclusions."

ll'eernor Cites WFAA
I

-

WFAA has won "The
rnor's Special Merit Citafor major contributions to
safety in Texas in 1961
gas

it.

*

-TV

DAILY,

Seymour Reed.
Official president, said distribution of the
series will grow
from its present
7 5 markets t o
200 by the end
of the year.

after mak-

"Biography,-

REED

explained, breaks with the past
for a number of reasons. A reallife collection about noted figures
of the century, it has come up
with No. I ratings in major markets such as New York and San
Francisco, to demonstrate that
viewers and sponsors find a show
with a public interest an entertaining prospect in syndication.
Cautiously optimistic, Reed declared that syndication has reached
its low point and is getting better.
"However," he warned, "you've
got to come up with a winner
every time."
Syndication has shaken down

Let's Talk

he

It

(Gemmed hese Pelle

Over

* *

-

-

--

a few important companies, he
explained, well-financed and also
backed by good taste in programming. Days of the quick-buck
operators of several years ago are
over, he added, fortunately for the
TV audience and industry.
With more time begininng to
open up, because of release of
some option time by networks to
their affiliates and the establishment of new stations, there is
reason to believe that syndication
will grow on a sound basis, Reed
asserted. Although the time situation has shown a little improvement. he said there's room for
much more.
Says Selling Takes Time
Selling in syndication is no
more a matter of offering series to
stations, the Official president
noted. Nowadays, it takes longer,
he said. Official salesmen often
corral a sponsor before they come
into a station, as they are doing
with "Biography." Even then getting the right time can be a prob-

to

lem, he added.
Cost of production has gone up
about 35 per cent, it was pointed
out. Asked whether a syndicator
has to get more for his product
in that case. Reed responded that
it can also be sold in more markets. A series, once selling in 60
to 70 markets, must now be sold
comparably in 100 to 110. he made
it clear.

1)

rp

simple but profoundly democratic reason that the price might b
c les, gags and blinders on our microphones and cameras?
use
is the New York Daily News' presentation of a study, pur
wily approved by the Advertising Research Foundation. It attacks spot
dr. agencies and advertisers for their practice of averaging audiencesmding and following programs in estimating station-break viewers.
cidentally, this flagrant pitch is being bucked along to a number of
eh cities throughout the country; so, it behooves all station manage
se to be on the alert for o local appearance.)
lunotely, the Tyll's research director, Harvey Spiegel, attended on
ese News presentations. In a scholarly report, he shows that th
NW Gotham tabloid story in reality "actually supports and substantiate
Tr radice" of which it complains.
11

the News' approach was to "show" that o very smal
roportion of the city's adults watched the station-breaks withou
-.mg channels or carrying on some other activity. Then, through it
self- serving alchemy, it dilutes the viewers count to 12.6 per cent o
oral. At no point, the Ivies researcher points out, does the New
llel even this "information" with findings on its own medium,
the question of people not liking to admit they ore influenced by
as rtinng, the Tabloid becomes most circumspect, as though the inter
vows tried for reluctant admissions on readership of its own doll
GEL STATES

iu at.
Id, since the whole thing really concerns the return on the dollar
like to ask the News, for instance, how it accounts for o line rat
act from $1.85 in 1942, when the circulation was 2.007.797, to $4.06
4,,ar with 2,006,983 papers sold.
sally, we'd odvise rivals for ad-dollars to stick to the bananas on their
m wagon. To change the metaphor, don't try to torpedo the competi.
ha it might do a fancy turnabout and sink your own ship.

NBC-TV will bring Screen
Gems moppet cartoon series,
"Ruff 'n Reddy," back for Saturday morning airings with a live
emcee on Sept. 29, placing Screen
Gems series on all three major
networks every Saturday morning
this Fall.
CBS will slot repeats of SG's
"Adventures of Rin Tin Tin." The
Herbert B. Leonard series has already had a five-year first-run on
ABC-TV followed by two years
of repeats on that network, ABCTV this Fall will run Saturday repeats of SG's "Top Cat" series,
out of Hanna-Barbera. It presently occupies a Wednesday primetime slot.
In prime evening time next season Screen Gems will have a total
of nine weekly series, six returnees from this season and three
new programs. Returning are
"Dennis the Menace" (CBS).
"Naked City" (ABC), "The Donna
Reed Show"
(ABC), "Hazel"
(NBC), "The Flintstones" (ABC)
and "Route 66" (CBS)
New
series are "Empire (NBC), "Our
Man Higgins" (ABC) and "The
Jetsons" (ABC).

Truth About Stock Film
A documentary series can run
into a top budget. Reed disclosed.
Questioned about a common opinion that stock footage is low cost.
he said the reverse is true when
high production values in such a
series dictate that 20 feet of film
must be bought in order to use a
single foot. Not only are large
amounts expended in world-wide
buying of footage from every
available public and private
source, he continued, but also in
top-flight editing, writing and production values.
Official, with a library of 37
series, has shows on every New
York TV station as well as in
major markets throughout the nation and the world. Reed noted.
A highly mobile force of seven
and a sales manager
operate domestically under his
supervision.
Defines 'A Good Re-run'
Queried about what his idea of
a good TV show is, Reed pointed
to "Peter Gunn," one of his off.
network acquisitions last year and
now in over 120 markets. "My
idea of a good re-run." he said, is
one that's been on the networks
at least three years."
salesmen

www.americanradiohistory.com

St. Louis Synagogue

Lauds 'At Your Service'

-

St. Louis
KMOX's talk-andinformation program, "At Your

Service," has been honored by
Congregation B'nai Amoona here
for creating "a better knowledge
of the factors affecting our daily
lives." The recognition, made at
a meeting of the Men's Club of the
Jewish Congregation, is the first
ever presented to a communications rneduim.
Representing the station at the
presentation were Robert Hyland,
CBS VP and general manager of
KMOX; news and public affairs
Rex Davis. who appears on portions of the program; Bob Holt
who supplies comedy relief on the
show and the exec producer
Charles Jones.

Zimmerman to KDKA-TV

-

Pittsburgh
Derk Zimmer.
man, former WEWS-TV executive
producer, has joined KDKA-TV
as producer- director.

Old Radio Set Search
Sparks Radio Promo

-

Portsmouth, Va.
Listeners
within range of WAVY, are conducting a cellar-to-attic search for
old and unusual radios. As a promotion for National Radio Month,
(he station is offering new wands
for sets to three persons who conic
up wth the most offbeat receivers
Theme of the promo is radio's
advance thru the years.

uCrdlU ureen (Ayes

Waif Memorial Talk
Writer and TV product, Gerald Green will deliver the sixth
annual Homer A. Watt Memorial
Lecture at New York on Tuesday,
titled "One Writer's Odyssey-or,
Through the Mass Media with
Typewriter and Credit Card."
sponsored by the Washington
Square College Alumni Association, the lecture will be at 8:15
PM in NYU's Loeb Student Center on Washington Square South.
Green, with a broad background
of experience in mass communications, just authored "The Portofino PTA," and has also written
"The Last Angry Man," "The
Sword and the Sun." "The Lotus
Eaters" a n d "T h e Heartless
Light." He also wrote the screenplay for the motion picture of
"The Last Angry Man."

Warners Markets Series
To East, Midwest, Coast
Warner Bros. new TV program
division has sold 10 hour film
series for Fall in the New York.
Chicago and Los Angeles markets,
Joseph Kotler. VP and director
of syndicated sales, has announced.
New York's WOR-TV will show
"Maverick." and WNEW-TV will
present "The Roaring '20s" and
"Sugar fool" WGN-TV. Chicago,
will show "Maverick," "SurfSide
6" and "The Roaring
Angeles' KTLA-TV has set "The
Roaring '20s," and KHJ-TV has
scheduled "Maverick" and Sugarfoot."

Connell and Stone Upped
In 'Capt. Kangaroo' Posts

David Connell has been appointed exec producer of CBSTV's "Captain Kangaroo" series.
Jon Stone, formerly the program's
associate producer. will succeed
him as producer.

World

3
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Controversy makes news
and news is what an ad club
president in Florida made in a pull-no-punches speech to members of the 4th District. Advertising Federation of America,
on the importance of advertising
education in his state. Joseph L.
Brechner, president of the Orlando Advertising Club and president
and general manager of WL0ETV. Orlando. said:

"We can no longer fill our advertising needs in this slate with
the sick, the tired, the drunk and
the incompetent who retire to
Florida to dabble in advertising
as if it were occupational therapy.
We will have to develop more of
our own talent within the state
if we are ever to drive out the
account scavengers, the idea par.
mites, the rlin- or should I say

'clipping'-artist, the uncollect
able itinerant ad and PR 'consultants' from the temples of our
otherwise honorable and necessary ad industry here in Florida."
After these remarks. the admen
unanimously endorsed a resolution calling for increased courses
in advertising in Florida colleges
and universities.

TEXAS ROUNDUP: Lone Star
Brewing Co. is sponsoring "The
Lone Star Sportsman" on various
TV stations throughout the state.
The half-hour show features sports
man and outdoor authority Jim
Thomas. The proeram is being
seen on KRI.D.TV. Dallas. on Saturdays and on WOALTV. San An
tonio. on Sundays
Weintraub
& Associates of Houston has been
retained by Ede° Enterprises.
Harry Marlin's Restaurant. and
Victor
Filly's House of Formals
M. Rodriquez has been named
office manatee and controller for
Richard I.. Minns agency in Hous-

Sign as Sponsol

Thought for Today
"Whatever one's personal view
of TV entertainment generally, it
is important to recognize that in-

formational programming does
not erist in a sphere apart. Programs that enlighten and shows
that entertain a mass audience
are integral and inseparable parts
of the same system of broadcasting!"
-Robert W. Sarnoff
NBC Chairman of the Board
Maureen O'Brien has Joined the
copy department of A. S. Black &
Co., Houston
Bill Frazier has
been promoted to account exec of
Rives. Dyke & Co.. Houston.

...

Arnold Brown has resigned his
position as exec producer of Daner-Fitzgerald-Sample's radio-TV
department to open his own offices
in New York. Brown and Assoiates Inc. will produce and packge radio -TV commercials and
programs.

Quaker S
i.ay of the Qua
America. "The Gentle I
ers," will be presented as
special on NBC-TV July
ii.i

rated by Drew Pearson,
a
Quaker. Produced to,
News, the program will
cored by American Tobm
Sullivan, Stauffer, Col
Bayles; Glenbrook Labs.
Sterling Drug, via Danc
gerald-Sample, and Edw
ton Co.. manufacturer of
via Kenyon & Eckhardt_
Will Visit Churches
The TV cameras wit,
among other places, a I
community of Quakers in I
villa, 0., where many c
strictly to old tradition.
Friends Church in Wilmot
0., whose services are mu'
other Protestant chure.
America; the Abington
Meeting of Friends in :
town. Pa.. where the old v
worship are held to, and E
College, a Quaker school it
ard, Ind.
Ted Ayers is producer
Gentle Persuaders," Charles
the director. The script
James Benjamin, the photo,
for the program being

Bradford Press.

...

.

ton. The agency was named PR

coordinator of the High Point, N.
C. Furniture Market .
Miss
.

Is 'Residual':

.

Murrow

When You (an Have The Best,

tegotamti from Pert II
ciety. First president under the Resting you revolutionize you:
new IRTS banner is William K.
program practices or procedurcMcDaniel, NBC Radio executive or that you program specificaft
VP. He took the gavel from Mat- for foreign countries." He uric
thew J. (Joel Culligan, general broadcasters to "consider wht
corporate exec and director of you send abroad, and consider
Interpublir, Inc.
not only in terms of the incon
Murrow said the current TV you will receive but the imp,.
product from the U. S. "will dom- it will make."
mate the home screen in foreign
McDaniel Clarifies Name
countries." and that communicaMcDaniel, referring to th.
lions satellites aren't suddenly group's name change, said: "Con
"going to splatter down signals." munications have become intc
The TV product will still be filmed national: communications know 1,
or taped and delivered by jet, he boundaries. There is no hid,,,.
said, adding that there are now
place from truth anymore, so,
some 54 million TV sets outside
I think we found out this ye:.
the U.S.
we had to look beyond our on
Murrow noted: "T am not sug- shores."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ICENSE FEE SCHEME CLOBBERED
LITICS IN TV SPARKS
)USE OF LORDS CLASH

As

-

One of the angriest clashes in years continues to
don
..if red-hot sparks in the House of Lords over allegation.
!Utical pressure to intro commercial TV, breaking the

;

monopoly. Oddly
in, the fight was touched off
American, Prof. H. H. Wil'
Princeton University. in
Ilk, "Pressure Group." Lord
t former BBC chief, claimed
fate that the so-called presoroup's activities were "most
fable, shocking and subvert he charged that, as a result,
,...t is Conservative party had
I he BBC down the river."
s
wrathful response, Lord
(Cesinued es Nisi 21
Ile

video

Sol Estes Story

n 'Eyewitness'

mushrooming developments
case of Billie Sol Estes.
I West
Texas businessman
agricultural empire col with his indictment for
followed by the resignation
. high government official
e dismissal of another, will
Oltorted tonight on CBS-TV's
/fitness." CBS News correRent Charles Collingwood is
't

in

State
yesterday that

New

e U-V Outlets Sought
.i arcing° (Colo.), Chi.

-

/1' DAIL ir
1Pa kiagton
Jeter Telecast Etu applied to the FCC for a
ry station on Channel 6 in
Otago, Colo., and Weigel Broading has applied for a new TV
WI on UHF Channel 26 in
of RADIO

Iiio.

O.R.'s Alcorn Enlisted
A Election Consultant

it Meade Alcorn, Jr., former
Republican Na-

irenan of the

Committee, has been named
'heal consultant to the CBS

es Election Unit.

Alcorn joins

litigants Louis Harris, political
Mon analyst and Pulitzer prizefiler Theodore
White.

It

Supreme
Syracuse

Vol k

Court
supermarket operator Laurence
A. Jonnson t. ten to intimidate
ICesinuod M tags 4)

lei et

rd
N

I

Nt

!

.,

-

.

.

l

i

ned

final Judgment enioinint V, ung
& Rubicam and other defendants
from conspiring in alleged agreements deemed injurous to the
a

On

By NANNY

Await Space Thrust
The three net
e in "go"
condition this morn ing at Cape
Canaveral-ready to bring the

sight and sound of a new American man-in-space thrust to millions.
The newsmen and technicians
some working in an CBS-NBCABC pool -kept an anxious eye
ut for weather that might postpone the flight and require cut-

-

ting in regular programming put
aside fer one of the p- vat stories
of this century.
All but ABC-TV sold the time.
(Centin...1 as Piss 7/

LANDO

Washington -The FCC
terday staggered under gm
weight of adverse comment:
on its proposal to charge fee:
for licenses and for handling

applications. At deadline for arguments, the six commissioners
who voted for the proposition
(Bartley dissented; could find no
word of encouragement among
hundreds of filing
NAB sumniel
against fees for
duds of statiot.
words of oppost t
were outnumbered by
"hams," police rad so ;ir.r1
trial radio users who plea led with
the commission to forget the whole
Idea.

Print media have been encourICentieued as Page 7)

In Petker Plait Case
1 1

World's Mllions

Selmur Appoints Moore
Post-Production Chief

'Conspiracy' Halted

(Cont:nsiil

man.

Brea

Chitin Stiperniorket ()triter
Tried to Interreedale Them

Three more witnesses for
John Henry Faulk charged in

Look

is

lb

FAULK SUPPORT
CITES PRESSURE
3

Filing by Opposition
Swamps Commission
At Deadline Session

Nets on Countdown

Page 3)

for Sehour Pnductions, wholly
owned AB-PT subsidiary. His first
assignment is to prepare the

"Combat" series. He previously
was in a similar capacity for 20th
Century-Fox TV, and before that
was supervising film editor for all
Warner Bros. TV film activity.

Tower Warns Broadcasters
Of Birth Control Proposal

-

Louisville
Broadcasters -vere alerted to fundamental questions raised by the FCC's "birth control" proposal in the keynote address yesterday before the
Kentucky Broadcasters Astorialion by Charles
H. Tower. Co.

rinthum Broadcasting aoministrative VP. He
urged the broad.
casters to proceed down this
road only after
most careful investigation.

"Ask what is
the 'quid pro
TOWU
quo' for economic protection," he said. &ono-

mic protection will, in all likelihood, mean substantially more
control over programming and a
much closer supervision over the
financial matters of broadcasting.
Its chief impact will be in the

smaller markets."
Tower proposed queries, such
as: What is meant by the phrase
'economic protection' in broadcasting? Why is it being advocated
now? What are the implications?
Will it mean control over program? Sunervision over station
finances? Will the public be bet(Cooti000d of tor I)

D3rmeyer Corp. Agrees
To Stop False TV Ties
Dormeyer Corp

has agreed to

an FTC consent order

prohibit-

ing it from misrepresenting advertising or promotion given its
household electrical appliances.
The FTC had charged that the
company falsely advertised in
trade magazines that its products
had been featured as gifts or
shown on each of 12 specified network TV "Give-Away" shows.
when this was not the case. The
FTC also said Dormever had
claimed. without foundation in
fact, that it would spons,.r sow('
of the shows.

ABC Radio's Six O&O's
Scaling Sales Heights

ABC's six radio o&o's will complete the first six months of '62
with highest sales in their history,
according to Stephen C. Riddl-berger their president. Sales represent approximately a 30 per
cent increase over the same period
in '61 with all stations showing
improvement, he said.
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3M Buy Locks Up
NBC-TV's 'Benedict'
Pui chase of sponsorship in "Sam
Benedict" by Minnesota Mining &

Manufacturing Co.. via MacManus.
John & Adams. completes sponsorship of the hour series four
months before its Fall debut, according to NBC-TV sales VP Don
Durgin. "Benedict" will be aired
Saturday nights. starting Sept. 15.
stars Edmond O'Brien as a dynamic contemporary lawyer practicing in a busy metropolitan community. Although Sam Benedict
is a fictional character, he will be

modeled on San Francisco trial
lawyer Jake Ehrlich, who is serving as story consultant and technical arlvi,l6 for the filmed series.
HERBERT LEROY RICE

AGENCY, INC.
Wilding -New York City

loading
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Ad...Wising

in gm Oreodcortong end

Feld,

this wft6ond for personal
KTWO.TV,

anftwonrm

DAVID VICTOR, producer, in town
business meetings.

ST

WHITELAW, KCBS director of soles,
Y. from Son Francisco.

CY OSTRUP,

(LAC op in charge of

in San Francisco

for

al

FRANK COOPER hos arrived in N. Y. for

the opening
in N.

soft.

on business.

DAVID BLOOM, Hollywood TV Somme
soles manager, to Clecogo on syndication
business.

for

two

INSURANa

lets

Corp. 15%

01

-Bravo Giovanni"

LARRY FINLEY, member of the hoard of
directors of laps Records. in Las Vegas
to tape an intesvlew with singer Sue
Evans.

JAY NORTH, star of CBS-TV's "Dennis
the Menace." will be in Charlotte, N. C.,
today and tomorrow for personal Op.

ELI WALLACH in

Jarring role

in

Hollywood to

Dick Powell

loft his

IV presente

lion for next season.
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DAVID WAYNE. PAUL FORD end Jobs
FORSYTHE arrive in N. Y. today to re,.
Agorae for an upcoming TV toftiel.

ington of 1962, leaves tomorrow on a
two-week law of Europe. one of tIm prizes
of the annual re NNNNN conducted by VIVIDC.

SNOW

lens.

Seel.

PERSONAL

FRAN DEGENNARO. of NEC -TV Network
sales, to Europe on .amtion.

Admiral
BURNESS. director of
'The
winkle Show," in N. Y. for busrness canto
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Norfolk FM to Debut
Full Stereo In June
Norfolk-WTAR Radio-TV Corp.
will initiate a full schedule of
stereo broadcasting on WTAR-FM
Jane I. fron. sign-on to sign-off.
seven days a week. The stereo debut will be marked by demonstrations for the public in the station's auditorium, with several
set distributors to display their
product.

Radius of 75 Miles
WTAR-FM is installing RCA
equipment, and its new signal call.
originate from nearby Drivel
Va., at the 800-foot level of Ihi
WTAR-TV tower. This maximum
lower height enables WTAR-FM
to deliver a high signal penetration to an estimated distance of
75 miles from the transmission
point. WTAR-FM began broadcasting last Sept. 21. with 90 kw
on 95.7 mc

-

TV Argued in Lords
1Continuod hem Pogo

11

Wootton, party chairman when
commercial TV was launched
here, denied the charge, stating
neither he nor any member of
his family, had "one penny piece
invested" in it.
Another clash in the Lords'
chambers echoes over charges
that advertising agents were also
Independent TV Authority program consultants, contrary to law.
Lord Shackleton. Labor peer, has
named four admen who, he said.
were also directors of program
contracting firms. This was countered by Lord St Oswald for the
Government.

Stewart, Ford Joined
For Alcoa BB Story
James Stewart and director
John Ford have been signed by
Revue Studios to make their first
TV show together on ABC's "Alcoa Premiere.' The story titled
"Flashing Spikes." is based on a
novel with a baseball background
by Frank O'Rourke. Jameson
Brewer has adapted the novel to
an hour teleplay, which will air
nest fall.
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McCaffrey to Direct

Collier Broadcasting
Respon.
has been assigned to E. J. Mc-

Caffrey. VP and treasurer of the
radio corporation's parent publishing company. McCaffrey helped negotiate Crowell-Collier's acquisiton of radio station KFWB in
Los Angeles, KEWB in San Francisco-Oakland, and KDWB in
Minneapolis-St. Paul. His titles
with the Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Corp. are VP, treasurer
and director.
Robert M. Purcell, who has
headed Crowell-Collier radio operations since 1956, has joined the
parent compnay, along with
Charles Blom, VP in charge of

programming.

KBRN Adds Olson

-

Brighton, Colo.
KBRN has
added Ron Olson to its announcing staff, where he will handle a
country and western music program

www.americanradiohistory.com

Dealers

Pope ye

at Freedom lo

Popeye, children's TV fee
kill appear in person at the
Ile Show in the Hollywood /

Freedomland opening
26-27, and on Memorial

AIR (CNDITIONERS
SALE

-

All

Makes-

- - --

Lowest Prices

fedders

G.E.

York

Westinghouse
Soles

Service

Installation

FREE SURVEY

Call Jack boor

Anitah Trading Corp.
743 Fihh Avenue
New York, New York
PL 2.9550

or:87:16--.1

Spot Net Billing
presents 52.2%
All Ads for Beer

r

'the nation's brewers upped

it

advertising investments

neasured consumer media
.5 per cent In 1961, with more
half of their advertising coning in network and spot TV.
reported by TvB. Their TV
billings represented
s time

per cent or 361,764,899.
hilts was the leading TV adamong brewers, with
ISer
s time expenditures of $5,409,in 1961. Anheuser-Busch TV
ed $5,228,488. Among the top
,rewers. four spent more than

etton-"Stagnant and unlmagye advertising thinking by
y
beer manufacturers has
the industry battling space
marketing problems with
e

concepts."
McMahon. Jr.. Benton &
VI' told a seminar of
wholesalers.
and buggy era

ph
les

sir

la

cent of their total in TV
the lowest share for TV

.638.3 per cent. Including TV
"ding by both brewers and
csalbutors, Schlitz spent $5,663..land Anheuser-Busch $5,645,-

the total TV investment of
4'64.849. 945,977,000 was in
n (Source: TvB- Rorabaughi
t 35,787,849 was for network
1

'(Source: TvB/LNA-BAR I. In
41 spot billings were $43,807,4.,/and network $7,208,307.
he heavier use of spot, TvB
a is accounted for by the fact
IS more brewers are regional

it national. While a number of
r.ers use network TV on a na-

or regional basis, others
nentrate in their own regions
watch their distribution.
as1

liGot WWSW Coverage

-

killblrarth
Pittsburgh U. and
Is Network have announced
all Pitt football games this
,14 will be broadcast on WWSWFM, key station for a westand eastern Pennsylvania ranetwork

$500,000 Face-Lift

Slated for WO( -TV
Des vapor/ la.-W0C-TV here
ii.e,
.44 ded RCA
a contract in
extras of 3500,000 for a full range
of broadcast equipment to be used

in its new studio building now
under construction. The contract
covers two TR-22 transistorized
color TV tape recorders, four TK12 monochrome cameras, color and
black-and-white film chains and a
complete switching system.
Dr. David I). Palmer, president
of Tri-City Broadcasting Co_ owner of WOC-TV, added that the
facilities provide for the later addition of four "live" color TV
cameras. "When the 135-by-I50
foot building is completed and
equipped late this year. WOCTV
will have one of the most modern

TV studio facilities in the Middle
West." he said.

(risle

R-TV Brokers

Names Howard
Cincinnati

a

Veep

-e

ard has assumed
s
as
vice president of It
Ci isler &
Co. brokerage firm based here
specializing in radio and TV station properties. He formerly was
with the Hanover Bank of New
York and more recently the Fifth
Third Union Trust Company of
Cincinnati.
Howard will specialize in the
financing and sale of industrial
properties, and will also serve as
assistant to company president R.
C. Crisler. He will become a registered rep in order to handle transactions in securities.
:

1.

N.J. Senators to Appear
In Weekly Newark Show

-

Newark
New Jersey Sens.
Clifford P. Case and Harrison A.
Williams. Jr., begin a new biweekly Sunday series on WJRZ
this week-end. The program, titled "The Case-Williams Senate Report," will be presented from 6:30
to 7 pm, immediately following
New Jersey "Legislative Report"
series.

i)maha Newsmen to Vietnam

-

anaha
KMTV is sending its own team to Vietnam on
Tarsday to cover the situation in the Southeast Asian trouble
OIL The unit will be in the coonIrthree weeks, filming fire fights, prime -time programs in June will
9teoPter support missions and
explore the situation in Vietnam
African instruction of Vietnam- in depth.
ps, as well as reporting on
KMVT newspaper Bob Fuller
country's economy, culture and reporter-photographer Dave
III the scope of American aid.
Hamer will be accompanied by
Urns will be rushed to Omaha
Dan Dodson, sales manager for
in station newscasts. A Bevington and Johnson, Omaha
1'
-up series of four half-hour,
Schlitz beer distributor.

te

into I ide

Pour *S1.7

CANADA STUDIES
NO. AMER. VIDEO
'Report from the Washrland
!reviews TV's Pros, Cores
5.4014111'

Top Advertisers but

Print Billing, Up

TV

1,111V

What is wrung with
Toronto
North American TV' IN it as poor
as its critics claim" What can be
d
abont it Who is responsible"
These are sum,' of 1114 questions
asked by hunt Alistair Cooke in
'Report from the Wasteland.' an
hour documenttay to be aired
Monday by ('HC-TV.
The lit, igr am, part of the series,

-Background Presents the Cabral
Years," seeks answers f
TV
producer,. ad execs. the nii,doi
lion supervisot of a laic. -'I'.'
studio and from bear

In 1501, tI.
spent $337,447
whereas in
spent 8350,149,0011

,

spent $763.4474n
$704,905,000 it

newspapi
top 100 was
General M..'
pt,.
um rr
to

1.

ducted by FCC
F.

Minow.

Yankees Fans
Cued on Orbit

3

Channels Joining (BS

Infcrconnecled

As

WCBS Radio bulletins on
tomorrow's man-in-orbit space
shoot will be heard by spectaat the Yankee-Minnesota
Twins game over the Yankee
Stadium's PA system. Don StefWCBS producer for Yankee
baseball, will monitor broadcasts
on the space shoot at the stadium
and relay bulletin material to
Robert 0. Fishel, Yankee PR di.
rector.
Because CBS Radio will cover
the man shot live and in its entirety, WCBS will pick up the
play-by-play at Yankee Stadium
after the space shoot, and therefore after the game is in progress.
tors

41

It

S4.1

..41

1..,1.11.,

...

.4

with Robert Slough a
station manager: Triangle Publications owns and operates WLYil-TV. with Joe Zimmerman as
general manager, and Robert
Schmidt is VP-general manager
of KAYS -TV.
mg Co,

Court Nod to Petker
(Continued from Peg* II
A. P. Management Corp. and its

Petker Plan.

Ninth Market Tied Up
For Calgary Wrestling
Calgary. Alberta-The Foothills
Athletic Club has added two more
sales of "Big Time Wrestling
from Calgary," hour-taped series
it syndicates, placing it in a total
of nine Canadian and U. S. markets plus the Armed Forces Radio and TV Network. New purchasers are CFCF-TV, Montreal,
and CJCH-TV, Halifax. Produced
by CFCN-TV here, the series features Sam Menacker at ringside.

Co-Op Dedication Aired;
JFK, Officials to Attend
WLIB will cover the dedication

ceremonies for the Cooperative
Housing Project tomorrow, 8-8:95
PM, station manager Harry Novik
has announced.
Attending will be President
Kennedy, Federal Housing Administrator Weaver, HEW Secretary Ribicoff, Gov. Rockefeller
and Mayor Wagner.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The plaintiff had filed for treble
damages of 85.390,500 claiming
radio stations were induced to

prepare misleading material. An
injunction was granted Mar. 28
against some of the defendants.
The final judgment was rendered
before trial and on consent of all
parties.
The judgment also prohibits
dissemination of a report. prepared by Y&R and other defendants, titled "Book I, Performance
of the A. P. Management Corp.
Radio Plan," and "Book 2, Advertising Evaluation of the Petker
Plan for Bufferin."

Norman Invasion Film

-

Shown on 'Canada at War'
Toronto
Films of the Invasion
of Normandy will be shown on
the "Norman Summer" episode of
CBS-TV's "Canada at War." The
films won acclaim by the Canadian Army, and have been circulated around the world.

aulk W.Iness Cites

,

Greeters in Paj.:

Loss of Ad Account

At Airport (or A

(Cont.need ben. Page I)

them regarding their connection
with alleged Communists on radio
programs. Johnson is one of three
defendants in a $1- million libel
suit by Faulk, former CBS personality, who claims he lost his
livelihood as a result of an Aware,
Inc., "Red Channels" bulletin that
falsely linked his name to a Communist conspiracy.
The others are Aware and Vincent W. Hartnett, a consultant to
sponsors and ad agencies on Communist infiltration in broadcasting, who authored the bulletin.
Faulk says Johnson was instrumental in distributing the bulletin among sponsors and producers.
Recounted by Hilton
Peter Hilton, president of Kantor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton, testified that a result of
Johnson's interference his agency
lost the $500,000 Seabrook Farms
account in 1953, after a sevenyear association. He said a letter
from Johnson on American Legion
stationery claimed a Seabrooksponsored radio program "The
Private Files of Matthew Bell,"
starring Joseph Cotten employed
"Stalin's little creatures, fellow
travelers and pinks," and threatened to remove Seabrook products from his shelves unless certain actors were replaced.
Sought Cotten Ouster
Shortly after, said Hilton. C. F.
Seabrook, president of the food
company, told him his firm was
no longer interested in sponsoring the show and dropped it after
13 weeks. Hilton said his relations
with Seabrook continued to deteriorate and then ceased. He said
that Johnson indicated that in
order to satisfy him, they would
have to remove Cotten from the
show.
Producer Hi Brown said Johnson charged him in 1952 of using
actors with Communist affiliations
and told him that his activities
would be watched by Harvey
Matusow, turnabout-Red government witness, to make sure that
changes in actors were made.
Wanted Guilford Out
Reginald Allen, currently operations director for the Lineal
Center for the Performing Arts,
.aid that while he was assistant
manager of the Metropolitan Op
-ra Johnson urged replacemen
f Jack Guilford in various Me
productions carried by a Syracus
station, but Guilford was neve
fired.
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Ily TED GREEN
Prince Macaron looking for the "Busiest Woman of the
Year" in the Greater New York area. She'll get a vacation for two
in Miami Beach. a maid to help her with her Spring housecleaning
and a generous supply of spaghetti, Italian sauce and imported grated
cheese. The search will be aided by WHN
Gwen Verdon and
Bob Fosse (Mr. and Mrs.) make one of their rare professional appearances together when they perform at the City Center benefit
Monday. They'll do the dance Bob originally did with Sheila Bond
in "Pal Joey."
.

.

Songwriter Dorothy Goodman, who has written material
for some of our best artists, including Peggy Lee, is planning a TN'
career for herself. She's creating a kooky character with stories to
tell about her maid, Mahitabelle. and her dog . Richard Adler,
executive producer of tomorrow night's "New York's Birthday Salute
to the President," promises the most star-studded lineup in history.
Already signed are Henry Fonda, Jimmy Durante, Danny Kaye, Judy
Garland, Marilyn Monroe and a host of other big names .. Johnny
.

-

.

Carson amused by the Hotel Edison Rum House's coasters, which
light when one wants to summon a waiter
Hermione Gingold's
joining the swank Westhampton Bath and Tennis Club,
.

Meet: Rip Taylor, who has cried his way to the top of the
comedy ladder. Rip is known as the "crying" comedian because in
the middle of his rambling comedy act, he'll burst
into tears at the drop of a line. Born Charles
Elmer Taylor 30 years ago in Washington. D.C.,
he served as a Senate page boy, attended George
Washington U. and, in his junior year. gave way
to comedy and started with a record pantomime
act of singing. One day the disk got stuck and
he spoke. He's still talking. His recent hit guest
stint on Ed Sullivan's CBS-TV show prompted Ed
to sign him for five more appearances next season.
Rip also recently completed an hour TV special
for producer Max Liebman titled "Mad. Mad
World," to be aired on CBS-TV this Summer.
TAYLOR
He just completed a four-week booking at NY's
Latin Quarter, and July 5 he'll toil with Vic Damone at the Sahara
Hotel in Chicago for three weeks, then on to The Dune Hotel in Las
Vegas July 26 for four weeks.

Advertising Time Sales, newest of the station reps and 100
per rent employee-owned, is really rolling. Prexy Tons Campbell,
former executive VP of the Branham Co.'s Broadcast Division, assisted
by Jack Thompson, ex-head of PGW Radio, and Bill Davidson former
VP-general manager of NBC's New York 0 & O's, WNBC and WNBCTV, reports six TV properties and three radio properties have joined
ATS since last July 1. ATS' salesmen and the three directors mentioned own the firm. Stations like this facet-believing that a guy
who has a stake in his own business will scrap harder for their order.

*
new disk

Tacit Records excited over its
which stars a new
lad named Jerry Amato. A&R head Tony Esposito informs us that
Jerry's new platter, "Dream on Little Fool," is destined to soar this
great new personality up to the top of the record biz
Vice President Lyndon Johnson has color TV right in his private bath in Texas
Apartment huntress Pat Palmer has an eight-room triplex with
marble floor terrace, sunken bath and practically everything available.
Belonged to a former TV producer, who else?
Saverio Sardis
booked into the Sands Hotel June 13 with Red Skelton
Society
Maestro Phil Bennett is quietly stealing the thunder from his competitors, Lester Lanin and Meyer Davis.

...
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Station Oilers Pr:zei
For 'Lights-On' Driv
Atlanta -WSB is spot,
contest to encourage serf
Dons in Atlanta to go al:1
the statewide "Safety-th
25-27. The station will
first prize and two runner.
prizes to the service
which do the best job ofd
ling traffic safety dui:.
Safetython. WSB also isi
ing an air contest, with
asked to submit the best'
using the safety slogan'
On-And Live."

Philharmonic Cone
In Last Bow for Sean
The season's conclu
cert in CBS Radio's prese
of the New York Phi
with Leonard Bernstein c
ing, will be aired tomo
violinist Joseph Fuchs,
Seymour Lipkin, as solo'
pleting the program will
ter Piston's Violin Conce
2. the third work the I
monic has performed i.
nection with the Ford Fou
Program in Humanities a
Arts.
I

Crothers, Gilman
I

onesco's

DWI

'Killer,'

Excerpts from Eugene It
play, "The Killer," COMA
rational man's impotence
face of brute force, will I sr
sented on CBS-TV's "Lam
My Feet" May 27, Richal
man, drama critic for Co '41
weal magazine, and ho
George Crothers, will disc
day's avant-grade theatre, IE
the Theatre of the Absurd.

.

Clark Gable's widow ok'd a TV spec based on his life,
scheduled for Fall
. Bill llobin just returned from a
brief tour
of Lake Tahoe, where he is considering taking the "Sing Along" show
for one or two Summer remotes. Good idea . . Pal Boone bowed
out of a "Tonight" guest spot the week of June 4 due to film commitments
. CBS director Martin
Carr has rented a town house
in the E. 70s ... Liz Taylor is beginning to feel like as ASP.
.

amidst a pajama parts°
things!
The reception, amid. d
Westinghouse's WJZ -T'
promo for his forthcomi
will include scores of paj
folks, as a switch from a
attire expected on his.
tour.
A 100-man Chesapeak
and Dixie Land Band,,
pajamas, will be on han

RPI Augments Servio
Has Eye on Telecastir I
Radio Press Internatimr
relocated its exec offices an
York bureau in quarters do
for increased and faster net
vicing. The move is not
UPI's proposed entry in
newscasting.

ht
'4

TICK TO YOUR GUNS,'
KOPS' EDITORIAL ADVICE

4

New Brunswick. N. J.
tick to your guns if you start
itorializing. Daniel W. Kona

meeting of the New Jersey
rre
rOadcasters Association h
yesterday.
"If you are
ever challenged
in the practice
o f editorializing, and you are
confident y o u
are doing the
right thing, you
ci a

must never
back
said.

you

down,'

"If

he

you do.

will never

gain respect in

XOPS

the future."

Kops, who pioneered radio edicializing on WAVZ, New Haven.
Id WIRY, Albany, heads the
AB committee on editorializing.
e said his first political editorial,

commending

a

candidate

for

ayor, met with muscle flexing
om the opposition who threaten -

"We'll monitor this station

I:

3d get to all the advertisers."
Kops said: "I sat down and

rote another editorial in the
me vein and broadcast it the
!xt day. Since then many people
ay have disagreed with our edi;
riots but no one has ever chal'" nged our right to express them."

'A Protesidonal Skill'
Kops termed editorializing "a
ircifessional skill" and said not
very broadcaster should try it.
'itou must have, first of all, the
..,mperment and willingness to be
.air and thorough rather than Caricious and superficial. Before
is take a position you must dig
a,to all the facts so that your conAusion is based on all the facts.
'or most stations this means having a strong professional news
riff, capable of bringing out all
l-Se facts. Some of the larger sta ons have researchers, special,
.ng in editorializing."
.

-

:orrection Please
Daren F. McGavren Co.
day said it had inadvertent,ined Ralph Guild "manager"
'oc company in a recent anacement. Guild actually is the
.panty's executive VP and nod ',ales manager
.

TOP CHICAGO COP

BRIEFS VIEWERS
Explatns Police Activities

Chicago-Pollee superintenden
0. W. Wilson will make his third
special half -hour "Report to the
People," on WGN-TV Sunday
night as part of Mayor Daley'
program to keep citizens informed
of developments in their Iota
government.
Subjects to be covered includ
a remodeled Police Department
crime abatement, new communica
tons system, preventive patrols
training, reallocation of man
power, covering the "bead;" can
ins patrols; and the "U-Squad'
(undercover units serving the de
partment./

Roy, Dale Round Up

Ranch Variety Hour
.r.
..
"The Roy
Variety Hour" n oil Lew on A BCTV Saturdays beginning Sept. 29.
Thomas W. Moore, network VP
I

announced. The show will be tele
cast from Hollywood, using a se,
duplicating the Rogers' ranch. amt
from at least six location spot
during the season, including ill.
Seattle World's Fair. Canada
Calgary Stampede Rodeo, and
Grand National Rodeo in Sa,
Francisco.
Supporting the headliners will
be Cliff Arquette. the Sons of the
Pioneers vocal group, folk singer

Kathy Taylor, rodeo-rider-turnedsinger Kirby Buchanan, the Mello.
Men quartet, Ralph Carmichael
and his orchestra, and
chorus.

a

14-voice

lotion."
Wilkey said it "behooves all of
us .. to consider the parallel between those earlier days and the
situation today. Jeopardy exists
for all media if freedom to tom-

THESE

Washington
Anello, NAB t,
has told a Hollsr :del:dun:1 ler
that the so-called toutiteiteit recording bill (11H tilisei should be

FACTS
ABOUT KALAMAZOOGRAND RAPIDS!

clarified to spell out that it does
not apply to dubbing phonograph
records onto autornotic tape syn.
tents in radio stations
The testimony, pupa red 101 111.
livery before the Muse Judiciary
C011111111114..%

SUbC01111111ifre

Patents. Copyrights and
marks, said the legislation is intended to apply to record piracy.
or the unauthorized duplication
of records for personal gain, and
not to a mere change in mechanic
cal reproduction for hi aadcast
convenience.
Free Records a Factor
Anent) pointed out that swine
stations buy their records but that
it also "is cltsloomary fur a ononotel
manufacturer In Hive spoon's'. In
stations free of chalets in order
that the record may le given the
widest possible exposure. This rebounds to the benefit of manufacturer. performer, and copyright
owner. These records may he
IF as IN often the
onto lap..'
o

I
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home. daily, nightly, week.
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is

ISource: NI
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Ill

titive officer of Mobile Video
apes. Ina. President of Mobile
Video Tapes since the organization
of the company in I92.9, he is its
founder and a principal stockholder of the company.
Appointed to succeed Hutson as
president is John Shaw, former
head of Western Lithograph Co.
I

municate by one medium is government controlled.
"If programs on TV are to be
supervised and regulated, why is
there any reason to believe that
the content of newsoapers, magazines or books would not be likewise supervised and regulated in
the public interest. Governmental
controls of programming, no matter in what form or how beneficient the purpose is made out to
be. will still be censorship of cone.
munications."

www.americanradiohistory.com

Ition
sine.1

E. Hutson

lawn elected chairman and chief

--

POPULATION: hook
and Grand limpid*
are among Ike VS lastest
arnsvins marko. in polio.

m.o.

At Mo!:i'e Video Tapes
Angeles

K.I.

4

on

-

Madeleine Massey. secretary to
:TS Radio Spot Sales promotion
nanager, Henry Poster, and Edward Mulrenan, of the N. J. Real:), Title Insurance Co., will be
married tomorrow in Newark.

REVIEW

Bill for Disk-Dabbing

Carbondale, Ill.
Thore's a parallel between the TV situation today and the early struggles of newspapers against government repression in England and America, says Gene Wilkey,

Massey-Muirenan

BELLS

House Unit to Amend

Wilkey Sees Freedom Roads
Parallel for TV, Newspapers
general manager of KMOX, St.
Louis, and a CBS VP. Speaking
at Southern Illinois U., he referred
to "drastically repressive acts" by
the English government and litensing regulations in the American colonies and said that freedom
of communications was a "cause
celebre for the American Revo-

WEDDING

NAB's Counsel Asks

SMITE, ,a-K70TV

4

is the
only Vies ivinn rrrr i r on serving dd. important market
are. with studios in both
Kalamazoo and Grand

Rapid..

WKZO-TV will keep your
sates in step wills the out.
standing growth in KalamasooGrand Rapids and
Greater Western Michigan.
And if you want all the rest
of outstate Michigan worth
haring. add IT'ff TI: Cadi liar /
WII-UPTr. Sault Ste. Marie
to your IrliZOT1' schedule.

WKZO-TV
100 KW

CHANNEL

3

1000' TOWER

Studios In Seal Nalamaree and Grand
Rapids for Gana., Welton. Michogen

G.E. Receives Award
From Infants Services
General Electric Co. has been
given an award by Retarded Infants Services for the "Wall Between" on CBS -TV's "G. E. Theatre." Because of excellent critical
and public reception, the drama
ss ill I..
repeated Aug. 5.

Police Hall of Fame

ViD1--/.12798
nhasits

In another move

alreaft

essive list
of creative talent. Four St:. I
signed B.., Kulik to an
exclusive producer-director contract by Tom McDermott. Kulik will
direct segments of "The Dick Powell Show" and "Saints and Sinners"
as well as produce, and will also start developing several properties
for the 1963-64 season.
F

.

Foods accounts.

du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
;-nsor of "Du Pont Show of the
Week," has won the Police Hall
of Fame Award on two programs
"Police
in its current series
Emergency" and "Cops and Robbers"
for "significant contributions to law enforcement by the
mass media." The award-sponsor
is the National Association of
Police Officers.

Producer Tony Owen has Cheryl Holdridge in a guest star
spot in the "Donna Reed Show" segment rolling this week at Screen
Gems
Film editors John Fuller and Ray DeVally, who share duties
on NBC's "Laramie," start their fourth consecutive year on the series
at Revue
The first segment of "The Virginian" is rolling at Revue
this week, directed by David Friedkin, starring James Drury, Doug
McClure and Gary Clarke. with Pippa Scott as the female lead.

-

-

"Emergency," produced, directed and written by Julian Claman
with Irving Gitlin as exec producer, depicted the actual on-thescene operations of the New York
Police Emergency Service Divi-

sion.
"Cops and Robbers," an NBCTV "Project 20" program, viewed
crime in America, from Colonial
days to the present. Donald B.
Hyatt was producer director:

Philip Reisman, Jr., the writer,
and Edward G. Robinson the on
and off-camera narrator.

Aussie Symphony

Ord.

To Debut on 'Inf'l Hour'
Australia's Victorian Symphony
Orchestra with George Tzipine
conducting, will make its American TV debut in a performance of
French and Australian compositions on WCBS-TV's "International Hour" tomorrow, The selections by the 90-member orchestra
will be introduced by Tom Horton, who also will provide commentary on each composer.
The program is produced by
Bill Fitzwater for the Austrailan
Broadcasting Commission, and is
presented by WCBS-TV as part of
the international program exchange of five CBC-owned TV
stations with overseas broadcasters.

Lone Star Gas Co. Backs
Dallas Weather Series

-

Dallas
WFAA weathercaster
Dale Milford begins a news series of five-minute programs, the
"World of Weather," on Tuesday,
sponsored by Lone Star Gas Co.
Heard throughout the day, the
new feature will have commentaries designed to add conversational interest to people's weather

discussions.

-

Washington
WWDC to
will announce the waitin, ti
on all nearby public rout
weekends. The tee time ann a.
ments will be made at regu
tervals by Art Brown, on
day mornings, and Earl It
on Sunday mornings,
I

John O'Connell succeeds Gerden Fahland as media director

of the Los Angeles office of Young & Rubicam. Fahland is returning
to the New York office where he will be working on several General

Cites 2 du Pouters
1

WWOC Smooths Foe Ic
With Golfers' Tee T fit

*

*

...

...

"Margie" star Cynthia Pepper rut her first record this week
for the London label. She is also set for a U. S. Steel Hour show
later this month and appears Sunday on Allen Rich's KHJ Radio show
Conductor-arranger Jimmie Haskell is making radio and TV appearances In L. A. and San Diego to promote Rudy Martin's "Irene
of Acapulco" disc on the Crystalette label.

...

Lena Horne and Andy Williams have been added to the list

of presenters for the Grammy Awards at the Beverly Hills Hotel
May 29
Jack Kelly, former "Maverick" star who recently obtained
his release from Warner's, is doing three months of Summer stock
Barbara Baxley will star on the Armstrong Circle Theatre on

...

.

.

U.S, Gov't Examin

In Law Day Speck

-

Indianapolis
A a(1-ii
Law Day program, focusing g
tion on the purpose and ints r
tation of law in the Arm 1,
form of government, will bi r
sented by WFBM-TV Ma 2
Produced in cooperation wit 5
Indiana Bar Association, the
gram was filmed on May
g
ing a Supreme Court open
for lawyers, certain high s
students, their parents ant k
general public. One of the
lights of the program is a
minute filmed history of the
of law in Indiana and in
as a whole.
1

.

lirectors

CBS-TV next week.

MGM Assigns

Four of David L. Wolper's 39 documentaries in the "Biography" series for Official Films will be expanded into two -parsers.
The four selected are those dealing with Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Harry S. Truman and Adolf Hitler. Jack Haley Jr..
produces.

For 16 '11cnedicr Segs
With a production start sells
ed for June 4, directing

*

s!s

Writer Joanna Lee had 11 of her scripts sold during the
past week. They include sales to Hanna-Barbera for "The Flintstones"
and "The Jetsons." a teleplay for "Our Man Higgins" at Screen Gems
and one for "My Three Sons" for Don Fedderson at Desilu.
A major L. A. radio outlet is about to announce the appointment of a new rep. severing a long-standing association with its
current sales organization ... Gordon and Betty Gumpertz (Gumpertz,
Bentley and Dolan are off on a five week trip to Japan in connection with the Japanese Honda account serviced by the agency.

v.

Jack Webb and producer Mike Meshekoff start production
July 16 at Warner's of half hour segments of their "True" series to
be bankrolled by General Electric on CBS-TV next season. A group
of story properties for development has already been selected for
adaptation.
Jack Duffield, head of KTTV's New York office and Frank
Brown, Chicago manager, have returned east after a series of meetings
here with Robert Breckner, KTTV president, and Charles Young, national sales manager.

Repairmen Tune Up 'Sweet-&-Sour' Awards
TV repairmen are taking their heads out of the barks of sets to
criticize what's up front. The United TV Repairmen's Association
meets May 31 in New York to give out "golden lemons" to the programs they vote the worst, and "red apples" to the ones they like.
Phillip Briener, head of the organization, says repairmen feel they
are an integral part of the radio-TV industry and should have an
opportunity to voice an opinion on the products networks offer. "Repairmen have a closer touch with the public than most pollsters as
they discuss TV with the many families they visit each day during
service calls," he said.

ments have been set by
five producer E. Jack Neum
producer William Froug
episodes of MGM-TV's new
Benedict" series. The hour
tic series, starring Edmond
en, will premiere on N
Sept. 29.
Boris Sagal, signed to
four episodes, will begin p
tions May 25 for the first
to go into production. Other Ii
tiple assignments were
Johnson for three episodes
Don Medford and Don Riche
son for two each. Remaining
sodes of the first 16 will bee
reefed by Paul Nickell, Bill Ed
ham, David Friedkin, Larry
kin and Elliot Silverstein.

WOR Skeds Documen
On FDR's Life S. Times
A two-part documentary
Franklin Delano Roosevelt I
be seen on WOR-TV the next
Mondays. The first part to

Roosevelt up to his reelection'
1936, and the second deals
the war years. The documents
narrated by John Daly, is part'
the "Perspective on Greatne
series to be presented by W'
weekly in the Fall. It was prod,
ed by Hearst Metrotone Ne
written by John O'Toole and v
produced under the direction
John Alan Kane.

0U

17 7)77=g7711ZIEFIEMITs
On New Man -InSpace Flight SE Asia Crisis Stall
host

onors

7

'4nd Grant Founders

177

latioisved

Ms." a half-hour documentan', celebrating the 100th
Insary of the Land Grant Act
founders.
to
its
paying tribute
Can B. Turner and Justin S.
1. will be presented June 28
41

1=ctory

e rC1 an

remarks will be

by Agriculture SecreFreeman. and sneguests will include Dr. Elmer
Missouri U. president, Dr.
Dodds Henry. 11Initats U.
'
R and Richard S. KirkIttOrville L.

Missouri U. associate hisprofessor. Provram host is
Bernard, KMOX -TV agridirector. News director
Allen is narrator. Writer
Dutson, and Robert SchA the producer-director.
To Show Campus Life
.se program showing film senses of campus life at the
ersities of Missouri and Ill.
rs and scenes of agricultural
,ity in both states, will en'or to illustrate how the Land
it Act has served to stimulate
development of natural reces and technological advances
te U. S. and abroad.
.

from launch to recovery, to sponsors. Gulf Oil Corp., via Young
& Rubicam, bought the day at
NBC. Standard Brands came in
for CBS.
American Motors for Rambler
bought the complete day's cover-

Theatre Network TV's Eidophor, large-screen TV projection,
will be used by all three nets
in covering the man shot. CBS
will use one at Grand Central to
show its coverage to the crowd
there and for background to manin-street interviews, and also one
in the studio behind commentators.
ABC will use Eidophor on Carpenter's former ship, USS Constellation. NBC has two for studio
use as commentator backdrops.
age on all three nets via Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard. Both
radio and TV will wrap up the
day's events in special evening
broadcasts.
Coverage will be similar to that
given America's first man in orbit
John Glenn-with some innovations. CBS cameras will cut-in
at intervals to a large map, over

Thunderous 'Nos" on Fees

reg. 11
which a scale model of the astronaut's capsule will pass at a proportionate speed and with the
same flight pattern as the real
capsule.
Producer Chet Hagan at NBCTV said live remote pickups are
planned from the General Dynamic Astronautics plant at San
Diego; astronaut Carpenter's hometown of Boulder, Colo.; the White
House; the Cape press site, and
New York City. Carpenter, his
family and his friends from childhood and adult days will appear
on pre-filmed interviews today on
ABC's telecast.
And if the "go" is "no" todaythe hundreds of newsmen and
technicians are ready for another
attempt. expected Monday.

'Romper Room' Signed
For 2 Alaskan Markets

-

Anchorage
KTVA-TV here
and KTVF-TV, Fairbanks, have
signed "Romper Room" for both
markets, according to A. G. Heibert, the stations' prexy and gene al manager. Programming of the
'local and live" syndicated show,
t first Alaskan schedule, will bean the end of August.

NBC News is reinforcing its
staff in Southeast Asia for coverage of the crisis there, under general supervision of correspondent
James Robinson, who is based in
Hong Kong and has been covering developments throughout the
Southeast Asia area.
Washington correspondent Robert Goralski, who has reported
from Southeast Asia in the past.
and Chicago cameraman Bruce
Powell have gone to Bangkok.
Arnaldo Lacagnina, NBC News
correspondent in Cairo, who had
been temporarily assigned to New
Delhi, has moved on to Thailand.
He will set up a news-desk in
Bangkok to coordinate coverage.
Others working with NBC News
in the area include reporters Dave
Hudson and John Sharkey and
cameramen Peter Robinson, Hoang Xuan Yen. Vo Huvnh, Tavisak Viryasiri and Eddie Chan.

Students in the Know

-

Stamford
With the Connecticut U. Stamford branch campus
due to open in the Fall, WSTC
has begun a series of Saturday
news programs called "Campus
Highlights." which presents news
of the various university activities.

ccestistisd Fels Pale

through favorable postal
Hs, NAB said, because "an incned public is an integral part
air national policy." Fees, it
would "result in discriminaa against the broadcast media
istinguished from others."
litany stations operating on a
stiginal basis would find the fees
Warden. the public "is the prime
or flciary" of broadcasting semis NAB spokesmen said, so the
as of regulation "is justified as
*abbe expense." Fees should be
out in specific legislation
oar than being set "on a piece
Pal basis." and a thorough study
bald be made of the need before
Itts law is enacted, NAB said.
'ling the FCC to withdraw the
am& pending further direction
tin Congress.
IA Waxy Grasps Opposed
/amateur radio operators Pointout they are not in business
profit and perform a public
The American Trucking
lion argued that fees would
to the costs for transporElectronic Industries Asagreed with the many
industrial users that the
I should not be adopted
t radio stations said it
increase the FCC'. burden
IlMaspondence and hearings.
Se proposed tans are out of
With those charged by other
1

.

4

-

.

.

regulatory

agencies, that it
amounts to "regressive, unfair
legislation," and that radio is essentially "a small businessman's
industry."
Lawyers representing 52 owners
of 70 radio and TV stations termed
the idea "contrary to the basic
policy of the communications act."
Other attorneys for 64 broadcasting companies said it is contrary
to the intent of Congress. KMLA,
Los Angeles. said the Proposal was
"completely unprecedented in the
scheme of federal regulatory agencies." A filing for 13 radio and
TV stations held "should not impose on the questionable authority
of a rider to an appropriations

-

TICK=
Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York

AIRLINE

art"

Receiver Taxes Cited
WVGG. Coral Gables. Fla, Sr.
gued that the present federal sales
tax on radio and TV receivers offsets the cost of regulating the
industry.
KCOY. Santa Maria. Cal., said
it would "change a 25-year corn-

PRIZES for your important Radio

and

TV

promotions.

mi..ion practice."

The National Association of Education broadcasters said fees
would be a "very general hardship" for ETV.
The Texas Association of Rroad
casters noted that the FCC considered imposition of fees in 1954.
decided against it. and condition.
haven't changed since.
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()Orden Gale History

By

Fe.incisco

KPIX's -The

Bridge Builders." story of the
building of the Golden Gate Bridge
told by the men who built it.

will be rebroadcast May 27. the
25th anniversary of the onening
of the structure. The initial telecast was May I.
The documentary will again be
sponsored by the San Francisco
Federal Savings and Loan Association, a firm established during
the period The Golden Gate Bridge
was being built-1935. As in the
initial presentation, the sponsor
has insisted that there be only an
opening and closing commercial
and no commercial during the
program. so as not to disrupt continuity. Knollin Advertising if the
agency.

Jay Alexander Host
Serving as host-narrator is Jay
Alexander. The documentary was
written and produced by Lee Mendelson and directed by Mark Hathaway. Film production is by Sheldon Fay. Film editing is by R. E.
Posey. Jr. Executive producer is
Hey Hubbard.

AB(-TV Ups Edwards
For West on-Air Promos
Edwards has been
appointed manager of ABC-TV
on-air promotions. Western Division, effective Monday. With ABCTV since 1956. he is currently assistant to Frank G. Ralston. director of the TV network film
W

department. Hollywood.
Edwards started working in TV
with the Bartell Broadcasting stations in Milwaukee and Madison,
Wis.. and later joined WNBK-TV,
NBC o-o in Cleveland, as a earnerman and film editor, moving to
Hollywood when Westinghouse
purchased the station.

Power Poses Questions

P.

Neetintsid flew
It
ter off?
"Expansion in TV has been
some degree limited by a
o.
01 spectrum space." he 5,

Oklahoma City-Participanis ui
the annual meeting here of the
TV Program Directors Association
of the Southwest were challenged
this week by Corinthian exec
Tower to lead a creative crusade
to bring about a renaissance in
local TV programming. He pointed out that local live TV programming is a low-risk, high-return

opportunity.

this barrier is broken. some expansion is likely. although nothing
like the expansion that has occurred in AM radio."

Drama on 'Donn

MPH MB

John W. Pau ling Jr., of Sanders Advertising, Dallas, Tex.,
has won the nationwide time buyers contest, "500 Sweepstakes," sponsored by Indianapolis' WFBM-TV. The contest is
a yearly promo connected with

the 500-mile Memorial Day Classic
in Indianapolis. Buyers are asked
to estimate the average qualifying
speed for the pole position car for
a top prize of an all-expense trip
for buyer and wife for the May
30 race. Pauling came within .006
of the figure.
Thirty-three other time buyers
qualified for prizes by guessing
the next 33 closest times. They
will be assigned cars from I thru
33 in order of their start, and
given prizes according to the order
of their car's finish. The one-twothree positions go to Frank Finn
of McCann-Marschalk. New York.
Ben Pettick of Product Services.
New York. and Robert Rowell.
Foote. Cone & Belding. New York.
in that order.

"

Dubonnet aperitif wines, which
currently pouring more money
into broadcast advertising than
ever before, has found that the
radio-TV campaign is attracting
a large gourmet clientele, accord.
Inc to I. Scott Romer. advertisingsales promo manager for Schen ley
Import Co., distributors of Dubai..
net. Ile said the on-air drive, in
addition to appealing to normal
Dubonnet users, has resulted in a
substantial sales increase through
its connoisseur audience. Agency
is Norman, Craig & Kummel.
.
.
.
Dona II & Harman has appointed
Peter Zanphir an officer of the
company, in charge of all advertising. promotion and publicity for
their client, Independent TV Corp
Joseph Cira, former VP and
director of advertising at Lanolin
Plus, has re-entered the agency
is

.

Thought for Today
"I believe radio will prove to be
the most selective medium in all
advertising because most stations
attract their own special audiences. But, we must know much
more about our audiences
not
just their size but who they are.

-

-Maurie

Webster
CBS Radio spot sales VP

field with Mogul Williams & Saylor, where he is a VP, account
group supervisor and director of
the agency's drug. toiletries and
cosmetics division.
W. B. "Ben" Franklin and John
H. Rolls have been elected VPs
of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco, president Walter Guild
announced. Franklin is general
manager and Rolfs is secretarytreasurer.

Anne Bancroft Sings
On 'Music Hall' Again

Anne Bancroft returns Wednesday to Perry Como's NBC -TV
"Kraft Music Hall" colorcast,
where she made her singing debut
last season. Acclaim by critics encouraged her to study music seriously since then. Michigan will be
saluted on the show as the state
of the week.

Georgia Gets ETV Sta.

-

Columbus. Ga.
The FCC has
approved a new noncommercial
ETV station on UHF channel 28
here for the Georgia Board of
Education.

New Priests R-TV Experts

Radio and TV production will be nu mystery to 13 rattlist
eminarians just ordained to the Roman Catholic priesthood hs

JERRY LEWIS
A 'TONIGHT' HOST
Jerry Lewis will act as host fo
NBC-TV's 'Tonight" show the
week of June 25-29.
Negotiations for the signing of
Lewis were made through Dave
Tebet. the network's talent re
lations VP. Although he has ap
peered on the late-night show
previously as a guest. this wit
mark his first appearance as host

of the hour-and-45-minute vari
ety show.

Francis Cardinal Spellman
New York's Paulist Mother Church
of St. Paul the Apostle. Paulist
-eminary training includes eatenive radio-TV work for young men
who. as priests. will use modern
communications
techniques in
their work of informing the American people about the Catholic
church.
All Students Participate
During the school year all seminarians at St. Paul's College.
Washington, D. C., make two or
three appearances on 'Today in
Your Life" on WTTG-TV. The
Paulist students design, write and
appear on the five-minute. midmorning program for 14 shows
every six weeks.

A drama, "Radio-The

Citizen," will be heard Sun(
ABC in observance of "Na
Radio Month." The story u
a holiday in New England a
Hurricane Donn a, Septet
.

r

1960, and dramatizes the w
dm operates as part of the

munity.

Donald Witty wrote the e
The show will include a spec
prepared newscast from AB
filiate WHAY, in Hartford, (
and the voices of ABC nes.
Don Gardiner, Charles O.
George Hayes and Bill Ow,
Brophy is narrator.

p

Knv to Eye Dodgers
In Sports Network Deal
Los Angeles

-

KTTV here.;

pick up six Dodgers' ga
Dodger Stadium this season
Sports Network, Inc. in a
made by network VP Ray,
H. Sharp. The station will or
ate the Dodger-Mets game
May 25, June 30, July I, and
7 for WOR-TV, New York:
17 Dodgers-Colt 45's meeting.

WTRK-TV. Cincinnati, and ,1
24 Dodgers-Reds game for We
TV, Houston. Bob Hiestand
direct the telecasts, none of w
will be aired locally.

Richard Mileta to WPC%
As Research, Sales Mgr

Richard J. Mileta has jo
WPIX as research and sales
velopment manager. He previ
ly served two years with F1
& Smith & Ross. as manage
broadcast

research

and pre

director.
Mileta has also been with (
Perna (1958-1960) as director
research and promotion, an
W. Ayer & Son, supervising m.
and marketing research rep
for agency and client group,

Fast Literary Catch-Up
For Laggard Readers

-A

Philadelphia
Sunday
lung series of five-minute
densations of famous novels
been begun on WPBS-FM for
benefit of listeners who It
little time for reading. Tolsb
classic "War and Peace" has
yet been scheduled.

Frisco Outlet Launches
Readings in Literature
Goa Burea

1

04
San Francisco- Dr. Baird
Whitlock of San Francisco St
fl'est

a/ RADIO.TV

College has begun conducti
"Readings at Random." a niell
program of readings and ecs
mentary on literature, on ICJM
'

'

here.
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:DUAL -TIME FIGHT STIRS ANEW
Will
Un-Quiet on 'Monitor Frone
Ph

BAR Joust
Checkups
'Irk
stead of pouring
,

Radio Month Breezing Along on Home Stretch

oil on the

'bled waters of monitoring
vo commercial content, a

mnent at the weekend by NAB
tin Authority director Robert
ilivezey has rekindled the feud
Broadcast Advertisers Re.

.,

:he proposal that BAR en- in an independent program

-'act-finding and evaluation,
.iby substituting itself for the
Authority," he said, "has
ir impressed us as having the
of reason or responsibility."
board chairman Phil Ed1,

nl

Is told RADIO-TV DAILY Swewas "in error" on this count,
Kannanni on Pap 8)

iley General Manager,
Birmingham Outlet
Nimbler= James E. Bailey

-

,:41.

appointed by Taft
dcasting as general manager
'BBC here,
icing Lloyd
who reed to enter
Investment
less in New
City. Baibeen

:

served as
seer of the
sn

in 1953,
managed

1'.

Cleve-

W AGA

.

BAILEY
o-TV, Aland WSPD, Toledo, Ohio.

i.

. the Sound CitiWashington-The nationwide salute to "Radio
zen" rolls into its fourth week tomorrow, still picking up momentum
in observance of National Radio Month. NAB reports that individual
stations are playing "sound citizen" jingles it prepared for the celebration on an average of 44 times a week, and are broadcasting live
.

announcements about Radio Month on an average of 41 times weekly.
Networks, too, have been giving heavy exposure to salutes by Pre,.
dent Kennedy's cabinet.

Survey Sees TV Fan

U-V BILL TAKES

Drugstore 'Spender'

ANOTHER STEP

TV audiences contain an aboveaverage number of housewives
who spend money in drug stores,
TV Advertising Representatives,
Inc., said this morning in a preview of highlights on its latest
Audience Dimension survey.
The eight-market survey, "Drugstore Spending and Viewing,"
said the audience always contains
a
greater number of drugstore
spenders, "regardless of what
time of day the advertiser pro-

Charity Directors Meet

-

II'.,, Coal, lianas of RADIO. TI' DAILY
Los Angeles
The 12th annual
meeting of the board of directors
of Radio-Television-Recording &
Advertising Charities will be held
here Thursday. Officers and board
members for the 1962-'63 fiscal
year will be announced at the
meeting.

ive outstanding achievements in New York area TV have
local Emmy awards under the TV Academy chapter's

as

morning.

president Betty Furness announced

be awards will be presented
Morrow night, prior to the NBC
meant.
he local awards committee
. Ai down all entries to a final
e

of

23

nominees.

New York winners are: The
American Musical Theater series
on WCBS-TV, cited as "an out.
standing series to entertain children and inform them of the his(Cennnewd ow Paso 4)

Strong indications are apparent in Washington and
New York headquarters of the

network majors that broadcasters
have no intention of relaxing
in their fight for
total repeal of
the irksome political
"equal
time" mandate
in the Communications Act.
The
Senate

Subcommittee

on Freedom of

Communica-

asu
recent decision to defer action on repeal
(Cookosd

of

RADIO TV DAILY

Washington-Only Senate floor
action and the President's signature remain for the all-channel TV
set bill to become a law, and talk
on Capitol Hill indicates these will
not be tough hurdles. The bill,
which has already passed the House,
was approved at the weekend by
(Ceminowd ow Peso

3)

(Contiassid ow Paso 7)

.cademy's Gotham Chapter
Polishing Its Five Emmys
#t "no category" system,

Senate Floor Vote Next
For All-Channel Sets

Fall Vote
Signal
Re-Opening of Drive
To Repeal Sec. 315

Goodson Describes

Blacklisf:ng in '50's
Trial resumes before Federal
Court Judge Richard Tebet here
today in the million-dollar libel
suit brought by former CBS personality John Henry Faulk against
Aware, Inc., radio-TV consultant
Vincent W. Hartnett and Syracuse
supermarket operator Laurence A.
Johnson. Faulk claims statements
(Continued an Pepe

3)

Denver Firm's $500,000
Buys Nelsons' Illinois Co.

-

Peru, Ill.
Earle S Nelson,
Sr., and Jr., have sold Midwest
Microwave and Television Transmission Co. of Peru-Lasalle, to
Americantenna Corp. of Denver
for over $500,000, according to
national media brokers Blackburn & Co., which handled the
deal.

www.americanradiohistory.com

a ease
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Don Foley Is Appointed
R-TV Ad Veep at ABC

Donald Foley today became VP
director of advertising and
promotion for the ABC Broadand

casting Division

of

the

American

Broadcasting
Company. He
is to be in
charge of all ad.

vertising and
on-the-air promotion for all
the ABC divi-

sions, both Radio and TV.
FOLEY
Since 1956 he
was NBC's manager of trAdo and
(Continued en Polo

2)

Census Shows Big Leap
In U.S. Radio, TV Sets
Washington -The Census Bureports that 48.5 million
families had radio in 1960. up
from 40.5 million ten years earlier
while 46 million families had ir
in 1960, up from only 5 million
in 1950. American families had
fewer telephones-4", million in
1960-than either TV or radio,
the census showed.
reau

ralhultra gun,"
I st ablr shed
Vol
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Radio and TV

mint tools. Inc.
wholly-owned subsidiary of The
Peter Frank Organization. Inc.

a

1,

rl

i

rat

announced
this morning.
The new company is the result of a merger
of I MN Productions, Inc..
Boise. and Target Jingles, of

Hollywood.
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Mote II

'Air-Bubble Studio'
Goes to Racetrack
public an Gs and Coin al Station is
being moved to Aqueduct Race
Track on Long Island for a return
engagement. Starting tomorrow.
WCBS pet tonolity ffil Joyce will

will

Saturday show.
Aqueduct
National Hurdles will be run during the WCBS Studio stay on
Thursday.
$10,000 - added

Foley in ABC Post

km

91

lull advertising.
Previously. he was director of
promotion for WCBS Radio, director of promotion service for
CBS-TV Stations, and then director of advertising for CBS-TV
Stint SsIst
tilibu slat

ADD UP THE FACTS/
ADULT AUDIENCE

+ TOTAL AUDIENCE

1,5191z NO.1 BUY

"iihai;;;t0

urban Maryiss
out of the primary (Arcing
about as confused by the C.l
ing political claims as the
been at the start, but two lb,
of Columbia stations came in
it covered with glory.
WTOP-TV and Radio net
rector Ed Ryan secured te,
of a controversial tape u.11
this campaign by the bac
one candidate to claim
"dear' with the opposing
date, and aired the tape exc
Is. It was unable to arr
face-to-face encounter on t
only because the accused
date refused.
WWDC radio started thepaign with its first endors
of a candidate, a rank ou
given no chance at all ev
making a respectable At
The mess involving the two
running candidates resultedl
remarkably strong race b,
unsullied WWDC favorite,
actually won handily in the
land county in which the
transmitter is located, as on
in another nearby county 6
by the station, though he
knocked down to a second
finish by final returns.
.

to narrate on
DANE CLARK in N
NBC TV "DuPont Show of the
uPeominp

Week"

Time

Sales

ELIZABETH BECK/ORDEN, radio and TV
repoterntotere, hos left on o Med
neon
cruise.

I

WILLIAM P DIM, JR, WCHS-TV
manager, in N. Y. from Charleston, to
confer with Bohr TV and CRS.TV.

It

specialize
FRANK
in
station Jingles, commercial jingles
and musical signatures. Headquarters are in Dallas.
PFOP president is Peter Frank
Other officers are: Tom Merrimar
creative VP: Rod Kinder, VP, bus
iness; and Jodie Lyons. VP. pt,
p
duction. The combined kor
been expanded will
lyricists, musician`.
recording engineers
quarters include new 1:,111:1,
cording facilities.

exclusively

JOHN PEARSON, director of ITC's inter.

Wash. Steno
'Miss Emmy'

-

I

Ullman Sales Rep
Exclusive sales rep for PFOP
Richard H. Ullman. Inc.. with
main office in New York and
branch offices in Dallas and Hollywood. Marvin A. Kempner is RHU
executive VP and Richard Morrison is VP. The Ullman company
is also a wholly-owned subsidiary
of the Frank firm.
PEG also owns Stars International. of which Will Scott is exec
producer. Stars produces
rated radio packages. Ullins
distributes Spotmaster tor,
tridge equipment and sups
stations with contest Melte rl
prizes
is

1\.1,111w.lt..r1
1.:1111.5

.011,11

Iur 11,11

,'horn
le ql).CITS-

1

siottal secretary has been selected as "Miss Emmy" by the
Academy of TV Arts and Sciences
chapter here. Miss Layte Bowden.
receptionist and appointments secretary to Sen. George A. Smashers
of Florida. will represent the chapter at the 14th annual "Emmy
Awards" dinner tomorrow.
A native of Ft. Lauderdale.
brown -eyed Miss Bowden will
help present local awards before
the national telecast.

Pennsy Broadcasters

Hosts to Congressmen

-

Washington
The Pew
vanta Association of Broad
is hosting a reception and dlj

in

be

Sullivan Plays Stoneface
In 'Bye Bye Birdie' Film

- director

of

Congressions1
delegation

tonight at the

When Iht
Canada next month,
and its Trans-Canada

Broadcasters

Club here.

Robert

who network will give live coverage to her arrival at Dorval Airport, Montreal, June 7: her presentation of the color June 9 to
the Black Watch, Royal Highland
Regiment of Canada, at Matson
Stadium, Montreal, and her attendance at the running of the
Queen's Plate June 16 at New
Woodbine race track near Toron-

R.

Williams. gen-

1

discussed today on CBS Rillio's
"Invitation to Learning." Partiticipating with moderator George
D Crothers will be John Ciardi,
poetry editor of the Saturday
Review and host of CBS-TV's
"Accent," and Lawrence Thompson. of Princeton U

honor

their state's

Canada R-TV Networks
To Follow Queen Mother

'

Holly.. otol
Kohlmar and

;

I

NORMAN FISCHER. KURA general soles
town from Son Antonio on
bwiness.I Ile is headquartering at Notional

Frost's Poems Highlight
'Invitation to Lenrninq'
/rust full

then

The

In Maryland Elec

iaWRENCE WHITE, CBSTV op of daywooroms. on the W. C. on business.

:1li

was

lit i.less. Sr.

u.t. outlets Winr-

COMING AND GOING

Marge; Frank Prexy

1937

T.

Ho 97 Mon., Mee 21.

90,

MARVIN KIRSCH
A

Feb

ow se

eral

manager
and station diof
WHIL, Blooms-

rector
burg

Pa.,

is

WILLIAMS

president of the
association.

KBOX For Leukemia

-

to.

Dallas
KBOX personY
Ken Dowe, George Cooper, Jbi
Kaye. Allen Abbott and C
O'Shea headed a teen March

On radio only. a delayed broadcast
will cover the Queen

Mother's June II visit to Lansdowne Park,
for a w.
onee by schonl
',,n.
I

Producer Fred

George
Sidney have signed Ed Sullivan
to play himself in Columbia's
screen version of -Bye Bye Birdie."
Ile will arrive here soon to appear
in key scenes with Janet Leigh,

Dick Van Dyke. Ann - Margret.
Maureen Stapleton and Bobby
Rydell.

Va. Channels Buy N.Y. Tim(
A nett

EC-TV.

They bought a threeweek schedule of spot radio on
WPAT to sell ad agency and marketing execs on the potential of
their area. The three TV stations

--

.1,.h has been .,,

1

three TV 51.11s11h- ih Iht. Nl
WAVY-TV, WTAR-TV. and WV-

h

-Newport Netts
-

---

11,111,1

have been cooperating for the)."
year on a joint market prompt
The campaign begins today
will run for a three-week pull
using 12-14 spots per week.

RADIO

-

TELEVISION DAILY.

t (y /'s. Ed stets t o rAi Set/ I 7. Iles total
'fins, Anderson See
,crest Gap Closing
ashington-Broadcasters
flied a five-man committee
kerday to further coopera-

between educational and
rcial prOgrammers. NAB
Collins designatident LeRoy
five to work together with
otsual number named by Dr.
Ort C Anderson, president of
Joint Council on Educational

C

/cleaning.
#reat progress has been made
Kent years in both commerical
education broadcasting." Coland Anderson said in a joint
anent. "While their interests
not always coincided, in
.
iy instances they have. And
le is a growing mutuality of
rest
Purpose

Expounded

t will be the purpose of this
.: committee to explore those

r

in which such cooperation
as, to seek ways of increasing
aeration and to develop new
s in which commerical and
national broadcasting can be
!wither benefit to each other
Ito the public they both serve."
ammerical broadcasters on the
11,.snittee are: Rolland V. Tooke.
votive VP. Westinghouse
484rleasting Co., New York. who
serve as the commerical
:idcaster's co-chairman; Robert
'
and. VP and general manager
(radio. KMOX, St Louis; D. L.
ost. VP and general manfor radio-TV, the Hearst
Baltimore; Lee Ruwitch.
rutive VP and general manWTVJ-TV. Miami, Fla., and
ild P. See. general manager.
IN, San Francisco.
rds of directors of both
and JCEB have approved
lion of the Joint commitInch is expected to convene
ashington shortly.
.

hp

I)
(Cootialmi Imo
k Senate Commerce Committee.
rk only two Republicans dissentas the IC- member unit.
' Mr John Butler (R., 111(1.i and
Mils Cotton (R., N. H.) termed
thoiessure a "dangerous and farforerunnidng precedent
sea the consumer control of the
opening whole new
firs
rise of coercion and control."
je majority however. said the
Selreals up UHF use, encourage
F' and Mean mare ammia-, ail

"0

.

.

.

.

,

nnizily Returns to Air
Per

Race

for Governor

-

With

CBS

BAISCH BLASTS
FCC CENSORSHIP

Spat Sales

WCCo Radio.
Minneapolis
now at an all-tune high in national spot income, has signed a
five - year renewel contract
with CBS Ra-

dio Spot Sales.
Its national rep

resentative.
The CBS affiliate says the
agreement culminates a year
in which it has

achieved the

greatest share
%wane
of audience reported for any station in the 32
markets measured by the Nielsen
Station Index.
Present at the signing were
Larry Haeg. WCCO general manager; Maurie Webster, CBS VP
and general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales. and Ralph Glazer.
eastern sales manager of the representative firm.

WHAT

kpo!n:s

has been

..i,..:

John Connally,
.104 hopeful, who led
a-candidate field in the Demo- le primary, will resume his
1Ise-a-week "Coffer With John
'Aridly" program today

000

Of

10

.

-A

move to nip
Rockford. Ill.
growth of governmental censorship of TV programming in the
by Joe M.
Bauch. VP-general manager of
WREX-TV here and chairman of
the Illinois Broadcasters Association Freedom Committee. He
spearheaded adoption of a strong

bud has been made

"hands-off"

resolution

by

the

group.
Baisch recommended

that they
mount a compaign to eliminate
the restrictions imposed upon
Section 315: alert all broadcasters
and interested parties to face and
fight the dangers so apparent in
the Yarborough Report by the
Senate Subcommittee on Freedom

Decision on Channel

I

Pa et"

Ga. and S.C. Groups

link Summer Meets
Atlanta-Over 125 members of
the South Carolina Broadcasters
Association have accepted an invitation to attend the annual

Georgia Association of Broadcasters Summer convention, Aug. 5-7,
at the Holiday Inn, located on
Jekyll Island.
The GAB-SCBA convention will
be one of the first combined state
meetings. Both associations will
share the social events and programs, but will hold separate business meetings on the final day of
the convention. Chairman for the
GAB is C. C. Smith, WDEC.
Americus. while the South Carolina co- chairmen are William
Quinn, WBTW, Florence. and
Bruce Buchanan. WFBC, Green-

ville.

Collins to Speak
The GAB said NAB president
Leroy Collins will be one of the
featured speakers. "We will have
several other top names from
Washington on the convention
program." said GAB president H
Randolph Holder.

More on 'Blacklisting'

News, Spec Events Dir.
PhIladelido.

Station E..

To Keep Prograrrorrtow booed

Delays Construction

Dixon
neon

IIAT

as

news and spert,,, cvi tits director
and will supervise the gathering.
selection, and presentation of
news and sports of general Negro

interest.

With more than 25 years
perUnce in radio and newspo
Dixon has been established
of America's autit.dalice
news analysts

,

s-

Jack La Forge Returns
To 'Memory Lane Show'

LaForge. Rio recording
also lawyer, accountant. interior decorator, and flyer.
makes his second appearance in
seven weeks on Joe Franklin's
"Memory Lane Show" over WABC-TV. New York. scheduled for
Jack

PI Bill to Senate

.

Renewal

WCCO Inks

.1 id

artist-he's

Thursday.

for a new TV station on
Channel 8 here. but construction
may not be started until the FCC
decides whether the channel is to
stay in this city. The decision
turned down the competing bids
of Community Telecasting. TeleViews NeWS. Midland Broadcastlihway Television.
VISI011

o

Panc!ists to Explore
If Women Wasting Wits
Ed.

Waste Their
id the final "National Educatuni Report" on WNL.

.1-

BC-TV Saturday. will feature
Esther Raushenbosh. director of
the Center for Continuing Education at Sarah Lawrence College.
discussing the plight of the college-educated woman who marries. raises children and then tries
to enter the labor market 10 to
15 years after leaving college.

'Charge It to My Joke Acct'
A "laugh-lay-away" plan to break the ice that keeps fledgling
gag Writers and Comedians apart over Money Was announced
-in New York over the weekend
Then. Lewis said, the comic
by George G Lewis. executive
director of the Gagwriters- agrees to pay $500 in royalties for
-

Comedy Workshop.
The scheme calls for a comedian
to pay $50 into a special fund, to
show he is genuinely interested
in getting material. Writers will
then submit premises, treatments
and scripts. When the conic finds
material he likes, the $50 is released to the author

the completed script of not more
than seven minutes within two
years. If the material is done on
TV. the comic would pay the writer half the income from that appearance. At the end of two years.
the comic gets full rights to the
material if he paid $500. If not. the
material reverts to the the writer

www.americanradiohistory.com

(cwc.w.r

from now

ti

in an Aware bulletin. aided and
abetted by Hartnett and Johnson,
lost him his livelihood in the broad-

casting industry.

Testifying at weekend was Mark
Goodson, partner in Goodson-Todman. who declared that in the early
1950s (the penal involving Faulk)
actors were being blacklisted as
potential program guests (or no
special reason.
"No one went into specific de-

tails," Goodson said. "Notifications
were made that they were unacceptable, and it was understood that
the reasons were political." He
added that an advertising agency
or network was called for clearance
on potential guest stars.
The producer told the court that
Judy Holliday. for example, was
consistently rejected as a "mystery
guest" on CRS-TV's "What's My
Line!" Aleo, after she appeared on
our "Name's the Sante" show, "we
were rebuked." he said.

Radio Given to Blind
In Helen Keller Room

WAR(' has presented a radio to
the American Foundation for the
Blind for its interest in radio sr
tivities across the nation. 0., It
Hutchinson, assistant program supervisor, 'resented the gift in Or.
Gregor Ziemer, director of public
Helen
education. in the hist
of the foundation's
Keller It
New York headquarters.

THREE
TO GET READY

By TED OREEN

The British movie industry is putting up a tougt
against the invasion of pay-TV in England. The flicks then
been suffering from meager attendance and fear coin-in-the-s1
would bring their death-knell
'Liz Morgan, popular WJR:
sonality, seen in Ratazzi's with hubby Julius Seebach, longtime
exec, discussing her upcoming guest list
Bill McCreary of V
named to the Community Hall of Fame by Sach's Quality Slot
his "outstanding contributions to the community."
.

Week after next. Ken Hildebrandt will be leasing Holly-

IHREE pilots of "ACROSS 'I HE SEVEN

wood with

SEAS" ... a title that es en Fred Thrower has found appealing, according to a recent communique which goes on to
complain that prices continue to spiral. II think that Fred
is trying to till me something in his own special way!)
About the three pilot films. They are:

"Honeymoon

...

* * *

(lark"

...

...

at Sea"

a

Kodak. They're
hit proud on the subject of color film.

for some of the people

nice kl4, but

a

at Eastman

which
We showed them the films, with authentic sound, and they

left the screening room knowing

-and

admitting

-that

they had seen color quality and production values never

before achieved in nonfiction programming on TV.

I

am very proud of this material and proud of

our staff

people who put it together. It is hosollice product, yet it is
clean and wholesome and carries the NAB seal of approval.

*

will be in the slid West and Fast week after next,
with those three sparkling new pilots bulging in his valise.
Why 'EFIREE pilots? It appears our Eastern cousins are no
longer buying first run syndicated product on the basis of

*

just one pilot. So we learned on Ken's first brief sales jaunt
a month ago. And frankly. it makes sense. Von and I
a

house after just one inspection, and a

TV

series is esery bit as important an investment.

*

Meet: Bob Lewis. WINS' newest personality, a natio
Yorker who first got interested in the radio business while prod
a radio version of Gilbert & Sullivan's "Mikado"
(on WBRUI. Bob has worked for Long Island
stations WBIC, WGLI and WGBB; New Haven's
WNHC, and WMGM, New York, before joining
WINS. Although he broadcasts seven days a week.
Bob still manages time for his many interests.
especially youth work. His philosophy and success in dealing with the youngsters is that they
are essentially idealists and should be treated as
such. Bob favors all kinds of music (ranging from
show tunes to songs with a beat) which he features
on his WINS programs. Bob enjoys his work tremendously. pointing out that although he may be
LEWIS
tired at the end of the day, it is the weariness
that comes from hard play-not work.

So, Ken

wouldn't buy

*

Great Neck's Steven Scott Orchestras, musical favori
the Long Island Shoreciely Set and of Apollo Recording fam
Sonny Gluck, b 411
being set for a series of video appearances
ball great of the throbbing thirties and inventor of the Gotham Elm
Baseball Game, will become a radio sportscaster in the Fall ..
magazine writer Paul Denis celebrated his 20th wedding annivt
last week
Louis Breaker owner of Roseland Dance City, has *
pleled plans to produce a series of dance films for use on TV a id
the nation's schools to educate novices in the art of ballroom dab.
My Stetson's off to: Don Luftig, WINS program director. I.
great promotional gems on that station. His Mother's Day inter di
with fourth-grade youngsters on why their Moms are special g
human-interest radio.

Last week. while these films were still in rough-cut, we held
a presses

.

...

"I Took My Women to Africa"
"Paradise After

.

*

*

Rim Hunter will appear in a starring role in "Tomot '
the Man." a drama for NBC-TV's "The Dick Powell Show" Utt
shot in Hollywood later this month and released in the Fall
Fred Robbins off to cover the Cannes Festival for "Assignment He
wood" and finalize deal for syndication on Radio Luxembourg.
will also be taping on the various pictures in production in Loa s
Rome, Munich and Paris
Micki Mario, the personality-plus
of Jan Murray's "Charge Account" NBC-TV program, will do a spt I
starring stint for the Masons at the Yonkers Armory Saturday
Congratulations to Martha Raye, always a treat on the television I',
currently celebrating her 35th anniversary in the glamorous flek
.

.

.

I

-

--JACK DOUGLAS
IP.S,) You shouldn't have any trouble spotting Ken. He'll
be wearing his purple beret, yellow and pink Italian silk

scarf, and rhinestone-studded sunglasses in gold frames.
But he's a nice fellow.

Advt.

show business.

* * *

*

Goings on at Columbia: The Dave Brubeck Quartet
tinues its album series on a "time" theme with "Countdown-T
in Outer Space." Brubeck's "Time Out" and "Time Further
are currently high on best-seller charts throughout the nation
Andy Williams' "Moon River" and "Other Great Movie Themes" U
its title from the song voted a 1961 "Oscar" at the recent Acre& I
Award program telecast from coast to coast. And included in Ir
Williams album are "Maria." "Tonight," "Never on Sunday"
"Tender Is the Night."

KIiL/11/f -
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Advertisers

Million

cent $14.5

Kaneda IV in '61
11.10,11,' DAILY

S

't.
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-

lariat

adverI aluills1 last year allocated
44
44 per cent of their total
budgets In TV, according to
just released by TvH of
and prepared by ElliottLtd. Total TV expendifee the top 10 amounted to
,
19 per cent increase
3)60 expenditures by the 10
advertisers.

,,,,,,I.,

I

he

10

111

top five advertisers In this
list were even heavier in the

Tien of TV last year, allocating
per cent of their budget to the
um. Procter & Gamble (Coiled the list, with 02 per cent
total ad budget going to TV.

lte-Palmolive followed, with
er cent allocated to TV.
a group, the top 10 invested
43,000 in all principal media.
ccounted for $14,506,000, while
claimed $2,684.000. In 1960,
op 10 spent $31,466,000 in all
'pal media, with TV claiming
14,000, 38.8 per cent of the

a.

tills, Bristol-Myers

goer 3 News Reports

4

onsorship by General Mills
new five-a-week, five-minute
7 News Morning Reports," to
next season, and its renewponsorship of "NBC News
.Report," and Bristol-Myers'
:orship of "NBC News AfterReport," have been aniced by NBC -TV sales VP
Durgin.
e General Mills orders were
igh Knox-Reeves and NeedLouis & Brorby. The Bristols order was via Young &
Cam.

ionischewitz Renewing
lemon Jingle Airings
teinischewitz Wines has rewith Eiseman Music Co.
17 another
series of national
-etb spot jingles for the fall of
Herb Eiseman said Manis'Writs will stick to the humorous
64eS he specially created for
'M. This summer Manische1/11 will continue with his mos-St-jingles and spots.

`:'-ated

1

LI-C131VINI L/011.1

NEW TOT SERIES FORMAT
BASED ON WEB'S SURVEY
NBC -TV's recently announce,I Iri

from 5-11, to debut in the Full, null
on results of a special research survey conducted 1.0 110. 10.1
work by the tutu,.
ganization, rut urn.
NBC presioent Rld
He said tne surer:,
completed and its
mg analyzed.
1,..
Noting that the
in planning for six rtt,,,I
ner said the sum.
activities, interests :Ind u,Inr rr..,
By H WILLIAM BALK
5.0,.1,
lion levels of tne varnol
t,
Colunthia lierollIS has appoint- groups between the .4'.
sill
1,,
ty
believe
it
of
"We
manager
17.
ed Frederic .101111-son
the educational department of helpful to us in developing the
elements of the new program pi oIts sales division, succeeding Mrs.
Marian 'rilin, who resigned, and iect," he said, "as well as tne plt.n
ruing of additional construct .
named Peter Reilly manager of
East Coast information services programs for children in On
for both the Columbia and Epic lure."
Warner Bros. Records
labels
'A Teaching Program'
has added Arnold R. Thies as its
Kintner described the new
Western Division district sales
manager, headquartered in I,os ries as "a teaching program, (lea
Angeles. Ile formerly was AB(' ing with music, science, histott.
Paramount West Coast div. mgr. mathematics and other subjeci
We hope to do it with entertain.
ing audio-visual techniques and
Based on the success of the
with personalities who will make
David Rose current hit single, it a great attraction to young"The Stripper," MGM Records is sters." The first part of each prorushing a complete album of gram will be geared for children
burlesque tunes cut by Jesse 5-7, and the second part for youugv
Kaye, West Coast operations VP stern 7-11.
for MGM Studios. He managed
to find a few authentic burlesocc
musicians to sit with the I
AB('s 'Dim:ions '62'
Rose Orch. at the recording
sions ... Verve Records, in a
Eyes
'5 (a !sok Poets'
with Esquire Magazine, is releasPoets," whose
ing a group of four 'Sound Tour"
t.
ts
of the
albums, depicting the music of
up acne .111,1 ice of existence 111.,1
France, Spain, Italy and Hawaii.
The entire project is tied-in with springs out of life, will read selecEsquire and will be promoted by tions for their works Sunday on
the magazine thru its full-page ABC-TV's "Directions '62."
Represented will be Kathleen
ads and "Esky" posters in music
Raise, the English poet now givstore windows.
ing the Mellon lectures at the
.
National Gallery of Art; Robert
ABC - Paramount has promoted Lax, editor of Jubilee Magazine
Nati Hale to the newly created and the poetry broadside.
Pax.
post of assistant to the presi- John Fandel, an English instrucdent, and named Rick Ward tor at Manhattan College; Leone
to fill his vacated position as na- Adams, a former consultant in
tional publicity director. Hale. poetry at the Library of Congress_
with the label almost since its and Ned O'Gorman, New Vol k
inception, also continues as na- pc.,
tional advertising director and
will still coordinate activities with
executive VP Levine. Ward joined W PBS Probes Philosophy
ABC-Paramount in 1957 as execuIn New 13-Week Series
tive assistant to MR.

.'

Disk
Spinning

1

.

.

.

Philly Mgr. for PGW

hiladelphia

-

412

Peters, Griffin, %Vuudward, Will open

a na-

al sales office in Philadelphia June 1. H. Preston Peters,
ident of the station rep firm,
the new office was needed with N. W. Ayer & Son since 1957,
use of "the increase in nawill serve as manager of the new
al advertising and marketing
office.
tiling made in the Philadelphia
Heller has also been associated
with Al Paul Lefton Co. and Waronald K. Heller, time buyer wick & Legler.

Philadelphia-A 13-week Sunday morning series on "Christianity and Philosophy." with the Rev
Francis A. Wanner, S. J., prof.,
sor of philosophy at St. Joseph
College. is being broadcast
WPBS. Topics of the first two pl.
grams, "What Is a Philosopher
and "W hat Has Philosop!
Wrought," attempted to anus
man's questions as to his orig.,
purpose and, presumably, ult.a
ate destination.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Loa:I Stars in East

ViD1-i=2,98
0.

For Hollywood Tape
Olivia deliavilland. Myrna Loy,
Ray Bolger and Chet Huntley are
among the stars who will be interviewed when NBC-TV's '11:re's
llollk wood" tapes a series of programs in New York this week.
Co-hosts Helen O'Connell and
Jack

Linkletter will conduct the

interviews, which will be aired
starting early July. Other New
York celebs set for interviews include Paul Anka, June Havoc.
Pauline Frederick. Lillian Roth.
Xavier fugal and wife Abbe Lane,
Cyril Bitehard, Fred Gwynne, Hal
March, George C. Scott and wife
Colleen liewhurst. Julie Harris and
Ilka Chase. Peer Oppenheimer and
William Kayden head the pruritic-

I.r

tr:1111

Pill Documentary Re!a:es
Europ3an Market to City
Pittsburgh What ha- I-ad oilcan
Common Market means to the
Pittsburgh area economy will be
explored in a special hour documentary on KDKA's -Program
PM." Prepared by public service
director John Kulamer. it will give
the background of the Common
Market. relate its present and
future activities to the local scene
and offer current thinking about
its competitive challenge

'Live and Learn' Series
Views English Literature
lorunto

"Live and Learn'

A

t,kamining six

lactioute. will

phases
be seen Saturdays

and repeated on Sundays. on CB
LT here starting next weekend
John Robson. of Victoria College
is host for the half-hour programs
produced by CRC in cooperate:a
with the division of university
extension, Toronto U. Les/ Ram
purl

r ptgiticor

All Makes
Fedders

Currently with four star. Chris plans to renew his contract in June.
for he likes the company's policy of giving the writer as much creative
freedom as possible. Today. at 34. he looks forward to many year.:
in TV. with no thought of returning to feature movies. for he feels
TV is the place for the writer who wants to work from his own
.(riginal idea.
Hank Jones and Dean Kay of the Tennessee Ernie Ford
Show were in town over the weekend for a series of press interviews
and radio and TV guestings . . . Comedy writer Larry Markes is
currently writing for eight television series-all on ABC. He Insists
that the apparent exclusivity is purely accidental
James ('oburn
and Salome lens have top roles in the "Goodbye Mama. Hello Aunt

...

Maude" seg of "Naked City," currently shooting in New York. Robert
Gist is directing for Screen Gems.

Tuesday Weld and Fabian are set for a "Dick Powell Show"
episode that rolls at Four Star May 29
Stephen Franken, Chatty
Chattsworth on "Dobie Gillis." appears on "Dr. Kildare" this week
but without uttering a single word of dialogue .. Writer Jack Curtis
is set to do a second
filmed on location in Santa Fe. N.M.

-

sales VP Cy ()strop hosted for ten lady time buyers
from San Francisco over the week-end, with a series of events culminating with the Dodger-Cardinal game Sunday afternoon
Ludwig van Beethoven is the next subject for the Wolper Productions
-Biography" series produced by Jack Ilaley Jr. for Official Films
Young comic Ronnie Schell has made a series of promos to exploit
newsman Roger Grimsby's KGO-TV newscasts. The San Franciscan
had performed a similar function at KTVI'. where his spots won
two FIFA awards.

...

...

KNX reports a new high in weekly sales for the second
1062 with more than 5250.000 for the first full week in May.

New accounts include Blue Cross. Shearson HammIll and Humble Oil.
'-;:x a( count. renewed their
the week.
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Local Emmys

iCeacrier/ from rags

tory and significance of
meal theater," Charles
wood, "for his editorial
dence and

courageous

I
t

pest

Lion of 'WCBS Views the

I
WABC-TV's Eichmann Ti
ries (produced by Capital
"for coverage of an e
world-wide significance i
cise and complete reps
fashion"; WNBC-TV's Ope
series, "for bringing to vier
spontaneous exchange the
mg minds of our time." an'

"for his consi
and aggressive
spot news reporting on A
Pressman,

energetic

TV."
A special "Governors /A
went to James Fleming and
Susskind for "The Festival
forming Arts." The show,
produced in New York, w
dared ineligible as a nomic
a New York Area Award b
it has been shown outsic
area.

With My Coffee, Plea

St. Leuls-KMOX-TV is
lishIng a daily newspaper et
"New- Highlights." which co
news items and lists person
in the news and weather
The paper can be found in is
rants near the station and
parently designed to keep
informed until the waltres
rives.

Kaarearni (rem Peet tr

finds the industry firming for an(.they assault on Section 315 im-

mediately after an assessment is
:nude of on-the-air coverage and
ampaignIng in the Fall elections.
Meanwhile. the NAB has started
running with the ball, evidenced
111

FREE SURVEY

Tap

I

-

Prices

Six advertisers have c,
charter sponsors on T
closed-circuit TV service
York City hotels. prod.,
Sterling Information
Broadcast in over 10.01
rooms in mid-Manhattan
net 6. the service proC
hours of daily programme
Advertisers are Britisl
Car, via McCarty Co.; d'
BBDO; French Lines. N. '
& Son; Schiefflin. Inc. lie
wines and spirits division.
hue & Co.; Freedomland,
J. Korvette.
as

r

KI.A('

Assault on Sec. 315 Poised

Westinghouse
Soles

I

Anthology."

SALE

-- Lowest

For Hotel (loseuf

Chi 3-1.;.11,1
TV di atnatie
anthology category of the Writers Guild of America's annual TV-Radio
Awards. Chris began his writing career at 22 in motion pictures at
MGM. Chris candidly commented, "I started out at the top and wound
up six years later at the bottom." Out of MGM after six years, and
unemployed. Chris took a realistic look at himself and decided he
really did not know his craft of writing. This decision inspired him
to undertake intensive study and work -o that he could become a
fine writer which he is today.
A few years ago Chris entered television, which he feels is his
proper niche, and has scripted many fine teleplays for such series
as "Restless Gun," "Trackdown," "Alcoa Goodyear Theatre." "David
Niven Show," "Zane Grey Theatre." "Corruptors," and "Dick Powell
:Of

quarter of

MR UNDITIONERS

Six Sponsors Bo

a

forceful

speech made

by

Howard H. Bell, the org's VP for
industry affairs, at the 25th anniversary convention of the Ohio
Association of Broadcasters in
Cleveland.
Bell dismissed as unfounded and
unwarranted an implication by
the senators that broadcasters are
"Invi,dy entertainers." The Ken-

nedy-Nixon debates of 1960. he
retorted, demonstrated "responBible journalism in its highest
form" and there wasn't a single
instance of a broadcaster trying
to dictate to the candidate.
The industry's major challenge.
he said. involves the "constant improvement of the quality and character of service provided the
American people." Noting obstacles to this goal, he observed:
"We cannot do our best if our
honest judgment as broadcasters
questioned, or our freedom impaired by government action or
threats of action."
is

Canada Packers Div.
Farm News in Frencri

-

The Shur 11
Montreal
Division of Canada Packers, I
via Cockfield-Brown, has s
a 5o_ -week contract as spans S
"le es roi cher toi," a new
minute program aimed at
listeners on the ('H(' F.enrh
network. Eight Quebec spa
are carrying the show at the ir
the p,ogram is relayed to
clan, N. B., and stations Ilea
three prairie provinces for *broadcast at the local noon) r

imp' fo Eng Ian
ReFg:ous Specs
talus, a number of
broatwasts in
al religious
d next month for presentathis Summer and Fall on
TV. Producer Prentiss
s, host Dr. George Crothers
"Lamp" production staff
tape the special programs
grout June in Coventry,
and various other selected

''s will

pi

extensive TV coverage by
plus special coverage by
News crew, of the May
'cation of the new Coventry
Aral, with Queen Elizabeth
ending, will be taped on-thefor presentation on "Lamp"
3.

wmpanying Prentiss Childs
Jr. Crothers will be Marvin
-sher, director of "Lamp,"
Harold Messing, the pros production assistant

rl Aids NET 10- Parser

Om Basic Economics
e American
10 half-hour

economics,

prugtams on

will

be seen on

stations next season. The

I

series, now being produced

a

grant from the National

cation of Manufacturers,

will

how people playing various
run the huge marketplace
s called the American econo-

hur Lodge Productions, proof the TV series "Industry
,rade" for the NAM. is grog the new series for NET.

+3store Spender Eyed
(Conlin...0 hem rage I/

his product on TV."
kraearchers came up with the
-:hat housewives who spend
ary in drugstores devote 74 per
,,more time to TV than the

.

.spenders."
luring daytime hours." the
Ay showed, "the spenders de.

NOrgen to

AGENCY NEWSCAST

Itaknost twice as much time
/I/ as the non-spenders-93
Dant more. At night, there is
ever cent difference between
MAO groups.

-1r attracts 84

per cent of the
store spenders over th,
of the day as against 77
t of the non-spenders."
Hervey revealed

tir

Ayem 'Today' Show

Mutt mu

A heavy TV ad campaign, both network and spot, begins ma
une for "Safi -o-Lite Safflower Oil," General Mills.' entry into
he salad and cooking oil field. The company says the oil, prease
corn the seeds of the safflower
plant, has been successful in SyraThought for Today
use and Columbus, where it has
been sold since October. Product
"A broadcaster's role (.11/1 be
cflects the current nationwide inmpared to a magnet held on th
erest in poly - unsaturated fats.
of a table and the audi
underside
Agency is Knox Reeves, Minneaence is composed of a pile of iron
polis.
on
top.
If the ttttt one( is tot
filings
for 111l1(1/1 from the Menus it ha.
Robert N. Long has been elected
VP at Ted Kates. Ile is account
exec on the Brown &
account for Viceroy cigarettes
Cracker Jack Co, announces appointment of Doyle Dane Bernbach as its ad agency effectise
AFA's fourth annual
Aug. 15
Advanced Management Seminar
in Advertising and Marketing will
be held at Harvard Graduate
School of Business July 15 to 27.
Companies participating include
U. S. Steel. American Oil, Allied
Chemical, Ford Motor, Scott Payer,
I Foods, BBDuPont, RCA. C
D&O. J. Walter Thompson. Benton
Leo
Burnett,
& Bowles. SSC&B,
51arManus. John and Adams. Tell.
Reader's Digest, 1 -Ile, Look, Time,
ANPA and other blue chip orgs.
.
.
a

no effect on them. Put the moune

right under the pile and there
no change, hut at Just the ruth
it con make the fil
distance a

"II,

inns more."
R.

PrOdUre'

Peter Straus
President. WMCA, New York

.

landmarks-where, not accidentally, Pepsi is available.

and radio

(101,11, p,
been oaten-it

net Thursday. President Kennedy
and former President Eisenhower
will appear on the hour program

dealing with world trade ... June
Mozmgo has joined the copy staff
of the Los Angeles office of BBD&O, W. M. Starkey. VP and regional manager, announced,

-writer,

Radio Documentary unit. In 1952
1953,

he was

a

writer-pro-

ducer of "This Is New York,"
on WCBS, New York.

Double Honors

Baltimore-Charles

S.

Blair

A group of former St. Lone an

formed a Chicago chapter of
the Advertising Club of St. Louis
and it has 65 members, every one
a VP. Its mission is "to let Chicago know the lasting debt it owes
St. Louis for the priceless contributions St. Louisans have made to
advertising as it is practiced in
Chicago." Another function is to
make an annual pilgrimage to the
Mound City to lay a wreath at the
cornerstone of the DeSoto, headquarters of the club for many
years.

known recreational programs.

WM( Yankee

Net Add

The reward of a thing well done, is to
have done it.

Emerson

-A

Thought For The

Day-

UPI Audio News Service

-

Boston
The United Press InI A
rn t
Ne
Se
being added today to the facilities
of WNAC and the Yankee Network to bring New Englanders
actual on-the-scene renorts from
all over the world. WNAC airs
I5-minutes of news every hour
on the hour plus news director
Bill Whalen's nightly "Today in
Review" program, 6-7 PM.
t

OBITUARY
Walter W. Zobrndt

-

Louis
services
held Friday for Walter W.
f. ndt. 88, VP and treasurer of
Zahrndt & Kelly agency.
s

www.americanradiohistory.com

ha

received the Westinghouse Broad
casting Ten Year Award from
WJZ-TV general manager Herbs
B. Cohan. Al the same time, Blai
was named assistant chief engneer for the station.

has

Using Pont Cola's nationally
heard ad adaptation of the standard "Makin' Whoopee." a 60second radio commercial variation
has been developed featuring new
lyrics especially written for De(rollers. Broadcast in Detroit, it
highlights 10 of the city's best

has

writer-producer with the CBS

and

Jack Lerner, Tidewater Oil ad
manager, says the company will
sponsor "CBS Reports" on the TV

I

I

moducer of NBCTV's early-morning "Today" program, effective. June 4. Ile wilt
succeed Robert J. Northshield,
who leaves the "Today" post to
produce a series of NBC News
specials in the 1962263 season.
Morgan was previously with
NBC as senior editor of NBC-TV's
"Horne" show. Ile mined the program's staff in 1954, when the
series began, and left for Hollywood in December, 1955, to write
the screenplay of his best-selling
novel, "The Great Man."
Before joining the "Home"
show, he was a producer-writer
of news and public affairs programs for CBS Radio. During
1953 and part of 1954, he was

MARTIN HIMMEL, President
DUNNAN & JEFFREY, Ine.
MO Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Day' Sets Basehar
As Off-Camera

Voice

Ris Issid Baseless will be
Arts
the off-camera narrator for NBCTV's "D-Day" hour-by-hour account of the Allied invasion of
France on June 6, 1944. to be presented on "Du Pont Show of
the Week" June 3.
The hour program recalls the
first 24 hours on the beachhead
and the harrowing days and
weeks preceding the largest mil:t.
landing in history.
I

ss

It

t.

olper Executive Producer

.ilucer-director is Mel Stuwith David Wolper as execu-

tive producer for his Wolper Productions.

"D-Day" had

access to footage

which includes captured German
film and recently discovered reels
of the French underground waging sabotage and guerrilla activities behind Nati lines as Allied
mud ...hot-,

Swezey and Edwards
Caught in Crossfire
(Continued from Pogo I)
Aril mg his firm "dues not now
intend to evaluate or interpret.
as our job is counting and timing
commercials- which is what we
will do."
Swetey's statement contained
conciliatory balm for BAR's ruffled feathers. "There is, of course,
another point of view . . Why
not accept this BAR effort for
what it is worth, as an aid in our
own work which comes at a time
when indeed we need all the help
we can get?"
'Fare Up; Says Edwards
Edwards, apparently not easily
placated, demurred from any
thought of returning to
code
monitoring. He declared: "The
industry must face up to the honest cost of self inspection and the
results would have to be made
known to everyone involved." He
added BAR data will be offered to
stations for confirmation prior to
publication.
Swesey's final word on the subSect to date: "The Code Authority
will be available at all times
to assist any subscriber in appraising his performance under the
commercial limitations or any
other provision of the code."
.

Chi. Music Fair Focus
On Industry Advances
('hicago-National music equip-

ment and record retailers and
radio program directors will attend a business conference at the
World's Fair of Music and Sound,
Aug. 31 -Sept, 9, here, The meeting will focus on advances for the

industry,

xpan

s

Adds Chicago Off
Broadcast Clearing Hous
spot broadcast
agency, has moved to largo
York headquarters offices &open a Chicago branch of
was announced by BCH,
"These expansion moves tv
ing made to accommoda-I

tralized

By PETER C. DAVELLE

Billy Cotton Junior. new assistant head of Light Entertain-

ment for BBC-TV, is just the man to give the corporation's programs the "Transatlantic look" land with the U. S.
TV market in view, the consideration is not just
an academic one!). Billy produced BBC-TV's "Mort
Sahl Show" and was also associated with the TV
show which Perry Como produced in London last
Cotton Junior has produced 70 editions
year
of the popular "Billy Cotton Band Show," starring his genial father, Cotton Senior. Cotton Junior
was a director of a music publishing firm before
joining the BBC in 1955.
.

.

Canadian actor Lee Patterson, currently
COTTON, Jr.
U. S. "SurfSide 6" TV series, is on
a Iwo -week holiday to London. He attended ABC-TV's weekly cocktail party the other day to talk about the series ,
Lisa Kirk arrived in London from the U. S. to prepare for her top-of-the-bill stint
at London's "Talk of the Town." She takes over from Earths Kitt,
who's just completed a 13-week season at the "Talk." TV dates are
being lined up for Lisa, who'll be accompanied by America's The
Four Saints,

filming in the

.

.

American stars the Peters Sisters and Chico Arnez and His
Latin American Orchestra helped to bring extra sparkle to ATV's
"All that Jazz" program the other day
Comedian Dave King
plays his first straight role in a West End production, in the U. S.
comedy "The Gimmick" which opens its pre-London tour in Dublin
this week
Jazz band leader Johnny Dankworth has refused to
compere a BBC Third Program jazz program because of the BBC's
ban on modern jazz in the BBC Light Program's "Jazz Club."
.

.

.

.

.

,

Re-organization of ATV's education department has meant
that two of their schools heads are to go. They are Robert Webb,
head of the Education Dept., and his assistant, Miss Astrid Chalmers
Watson. An ATV spokesman denied that the company no longer regarded educational TV programs as important. "Reorganization might
lead to an even higher standard," he said
Westward TV is making
an 80 per cent cut in its advertising time charges to firms who buy
time for more than one advertisement on its network this Summer.
It's the biggest cut-price offer ever made by an ITV company,

...

present as well as the futur'
Or in business from ad ag
station reps and stations a
the country," he said. The 1r
larger headquarters is bein
two weeks before the June
date or actual computer
tions. The Chicago office ry
opened June I to service sub
ers in the midwest.

Will's 'Boy Meets Girl
To

Be

Telecast In Col

Los Angeles

-

A 90-r
color production of Shakes
"Romeo and Juliet" will ha
cast

without interruptions

I

day by KRCA, general ma
Thomas C. McCray has a
ed. The play is performat
members of the U. of Reed
Drama Department, The
lion is part of the "Colley
port" series produced by
in cooperation with the
dent Colleges of Southern

fornia.

County Sing-Ups?
Dallas-Jim Ranne, ma
the Country Singers, and
Lewis, who pilots the CAI
Cut-Ups, have combined
groups for a series of live
shows, one of which is now)
over KCUL. Other progra
been set for stations in
and Waxahachie.

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast
Appeal Opened Via TV

-

Springfield, Mass,
The Most
Rev. Christopher J. Weldon, D. D.,
Bishop of Springfield, officially
opened the fourth annual Diocesan Appeal of Catholic Charities
yesterday, with the celebration of
"Chalice of Salvation" in the
Chapel of the Airwaves at WWLP.

-

Heads Creative Dept
Chicago
George J. Bloom has
been named supervisor of the
WBBM creative department. He
has been a staff writer at the
station since 1957, writing material for the "Gold Coast Show."
"The Joe Foss Show" and others

'Seowatch'
Seattle-For the third year, KVI
broadcasting "Seawatch" marine
reports throughout the yachting

is

season. The reports are scheduled
18 times weekly
and include

Government Locks and
ship monitor reports.

weather conditions from lower
Puget Sound to the Straits of
Georgia, Coast Guard navigation
reports, traffic conditions at the

News

KDK A's Rawlins Named
Rotary Club Chairman
Pittsburgh-L,

Rawlins, RDKA general manager, has been
named community service chairman of the Rotary Club here. He
and Harold C. Lund, Westing
house Broadcasting VP, received
national journalism awards at the
recent Sigma Della Chi affair in
Detroit.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Will 'Float' Around

Tacoma
Seattle World's')
news is being heard in Soutrri
ern Michigan on weekly to
reports supplied at the red
of WUOM (Michigan U.) by

Herlinger

of KTNT-TV,

will operate from the

Dom

Monarch, a floating hotel for
visitors, in June.

-

Captures 'Connie.'

For the fourth
Nashville
secutive year, WSIX-TV's "S
Your Bible" and "Romper Ro
have been awarded "Connie
the best locally produced relit
TV program and the best to
produced educational child'
program, respectively.

9
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TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT FOR EMMY!
6.000 Votes Decide
26 Class Winners
Of '62 Golden Gals

(( Partial Freeze
Radio Licensing

n

'ill

Last Year:
t

mune

te

(ox
1..

OM licenses looks as
will last at least a yea,

t

"lacks
barn door after the horse is
bleu.' Corinthian Broadcasting
t Charles H. Tower says. In
my multi-station markets, there
already so many stations that
:mat one-third break even and
et -third lose money. He merits station mergers as solution.
he FCC's radio freeze

i, to Kenneth A. Cox. FCC Broads t
Bureau chief. He reasons:
1 z FCC needs time to develop
LP new FM rules and new AM

It witiiwzd

'BS News has boosted its coverof trouble spots in Southeast
a with camera crews from nearmuntries. The marine landing at
ok was covered by CBS cor-

tGy

d
Se
I
d
sound crew of Jack Reynolds

Prod Dieterich.

Pang!' Seeks New Point

of

.1

:

Stephen Rooney to Hend

Pltchunh Rndio-TV Club

on Page SI

;IS Mobilizes Newsmen
I r S.E. Asia Emergency

*m.o.. Burn.

%els II
Nielsen p,
r..j
:lion de
I.
and on NI'%
livers the satire tlitthei ol home. w ith same
income levels, home and automobile ownership characteristics.
NEW YORK'S PRESTIGE INDEPENDENT

RADIOTY DAILY

Nuhingion
Triangle Pubtions has petitioned the FCC to
ate UHF TV Channel 15
Lebanon, Pa., Lancasteron so that the company's
YH-TV in Lebanon can be
ed to Lancaster.

ina

tt,

VIDEO BIG GAME
FOR TOY FIRMS
Industr,, .4p, 11:
Tops $15.3 Md.. Up

111

MI

TV toy advertising. in one of the
medium's most dramatic gains dur
ing 1961, increased 111.3 per rent
according to a TvH report which
notes that toy gross time billing.
in network and national spot TV
rose from 67,263,404 in 1960 to $15,
347.304 in 1961. Spot billings wen
from $5,203,000 in 1960 to 210.805.
000 in 1961 (Source: TvB-Ron
(Csatisead

w P.E.

6)

Ransohoff Filming for Biz

t fartin Ransohoff is trying

on another cap after scoring sucFe in the filmed series and TV commercials fields through his
It ama y s firms, then coming up
a winner in the feature film
the picture will be a Iwo-reeler
iarth

ment through an association
te Joseph E. Levine for "Boys'
Mt Out." Filmways' new went:e is industrial films, with the
Itt one to roll June 11 at MGM
:adios.

filled "Risks are His Business,"

in color for the National AssociaLion of Insurance Agents and conterns a day in the life of an insultance agent. Contract to Filmways
was awarded by the Doremus Co.
T. Alexander Bonn is the agency
writer-producer.

PST

Files to Regain

Channel 10 in Miami

-

Miami
l'oblo Sr [sic, TV
Inc. yesterday filed with the
FCC to regain the right to operate
Channel 10. Having operated WPST from 1957 to last year on
the channel the applicant cites its
record of service to southeastern
Florida. It is a wholly owned sub-

sidiary of National Airlines. Lewis
B. Maytag. Jr.. became president
of NAL less than a month ago.
G. T. Baker. airline founder, continues as National board chairman.

The FCC I.,st year gave L. B.
Wilson CO
Temporary permit
(Ceni.nn..d on Cage 6)

Craig Named WINZ GM;
Calder Now Program Dir.

-

Miami
Hand Brimdcasting
Frank Craig general
manager of WINZ, with Bill
Calder taking over as program
director. Craig was formerly VPnational sales manager. Calder.
was music director. Frank Ward
has resigned as ops manager to
join WRFC, Chicago.
has named

www.americanradiohistory.com

It

1,1

th,

tsburch It
& TV Club :
.: one-year t411..
t,,,cinning this
Fall. He succeeds Jerome R
Reeves. manag-

er of

TV.

KORA

Boon.

who joined
AS in 1953
an account r

was

nan

Manager in
Other officet

.1
n.
Mentinowl aft P.S. 7)
t.

-

Unclean Soap Operas Face
$4,000 Mexican Both

-

Any TV soap
Mexico City
opera, play or series deemed unsuitable faces a $4,000-fine and
15 days imprisonment for the producer involved, said Carmen Baez
acting head of the Film Bureau.
She notes her "fiesibilits " does
not extend to themes against
"public morals and good customs."
Former Bureau head Jorge Felttells, whose censorship was superstrict died recently in an auto
crash.

FROS7111
f OM,
vet 90. Ns

Presamt a Publ
A ALICOATE
MARVIN KIRSCH Assoc. Pahl Gen Mcr.
Erloac
ARTHUR PERLF.S

JOHN SOL managing director of the
olaban Stations. to Dallas for soles and
marketing mecutives conmntiow
MARSHALL STONE. filmes, Inc Ism ailia@
to Penis for location filming.
p Od a
.
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Nationalities Council
Guides Use of R-TV
Friday mom',
'I On
"Getting Your 7.10-ar. Across
through Press. Radio and TV" will
highlight the annual convention
of the American Council for Nationalities Service, Thursday-Saturday M New York City. Arnold
Hartley. exec VP of Key Broadcast Management, will preside.
and speakers include Wiley Hance,
ABC public service director; Mark
Olds. WNEW program director,
and J. Mitchell Jablons. Ellington
A

& Co.

for studio

soles manager,

to Chicago and Detroit.

A

MURRAY WEISSMAN, CBS-TV', assistant
director of press information. Hollywood.
is in N. Y. an

CBS

T.

S.

JERRY LEIDEN, CBS-TV

programs.

h.t

rootion.

VP.

The council helps integrate immigrants into American life and
promotes understanding between
groups, cultures, countries. The
convention will bring together
representatives of its 38 member
agencies throughout the United
States

DAVID ROSE on a tour of London, Dublin. Glasgow, Edinburgh and lamonne to
not with ramie publishers

New York and Los Angeles. Winning writers in each of the categories were:
Dramatic anthology script.
Christopher Knopf for "Death of
the Temple Bay" (June Allyson
Show); dramatic episodic script.
Barry Trivers for "The Fault in
our Stars" (Naked City): adaptation from material not originally
written for TV, Bernard Schoenfold for "The Little Mermaid."
Shirley Temple Storybook): comedy script, Charles Stewart and
Jack Elinson for "Manhunt" (The
Andy Griffith Show); documentary, Phil Reisman Jr. for -The
Real West" (Project 20), and radio
script, any type, Robert S. Greene
for -The Lincoln Story" (CBS).

C. A. Absents in London;
Rome and Paris Next

-

Charles A. Alicoate
London
publisher RADIO -TV DAILY and
THE FILM DAILY, and chief
barker of New York Variety Tent
35, has arrived in this city after
attending the International Variety Clubs convention in Dublin.
He will be here for several days.
conferring on industry matters
and then proceed to Rome and
Paris to explore motion picture
production, distribution and exhibition, and broadcasting.

Four-State PD's Elect Romig
New Orleans-Jerry Romig, production director of WDSUTV, was elected president of Television Programmers Conferthe group's 0th annual
meeting in Oklahoma. The assois
made up of representsciation
tives from TV stations in the fourstate area of Louisiana, Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.

I

Columbia Pic
Crow.Coll

ROBERT

tions' N.
Mau.

T.

O'HARA, of the Balaban Staoffice. to Meako City en bus-

D

d

ence at

Featured speakers at the meet ing were Chuck Tower. VP of Cor'Milian Broadcasting Corp., and
Dan Jones, creative and research
director of the NBC "Project 20.-

CAP'N KANGAROO
IN 2,000TH SHOW
Award -Winning Tot Skein
On CBS -TV Nearly 7 Yrs.
"Captain Kangaroo" today
marks its 2,000th program on CBSTV. Winner of numerous awards
for quality children's program.
ming, including the Peabody and
Sylvania citations, the "Captain
Kangaroo" show has been delighting youngsters with its warmth,
charm and imaginative approach
for almost seven years. The program is seen every weekday from
8-9 AM, and on Saturdays from 910 AM.

Feb. Net TV Billings

Up 12.3% Over 1961
Network Tv

a1

rose 12.3 per Scot

u1 F. kruaiy.
while for the first two months of
this year. billings were up 11.5 per

cent, according to TvB. Daytime

billings in February were up 18.4
per cent, with nighttime billings
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TV special

Writers Guild of America presented it'. TV-Radio Script
Awards for 1960-61 at annual meetings
''I concurrently in

Mallsool.

UEU
Synth.

Mosses

,

I

NEW

i

Scripts with The Most
Named Coast-to-Coast

St.

1.5570
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BOB IHNDICK. NBC News producer,
Boston to film seauenam for an
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ROBERT S. MORIN,

EVELYN CUNNINGHAM, hostess of WLIB's
At Mono Show." hos returned from Mr.
muds, where she raised funds for needy
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Dealers.

Stallon Urges Opinions
In Viewer Reaction Tei

WAI3C -l'\' ha, launche<
audience reaction test in est
Joseph Stamler, VP and gra
manager, is inviting televies4
to send him their opinion/
the station's services to the
mutiny. The station exec is I
ing the requests via s
prepared announcements i
throughout the day.
"We would like to know
you feel about WABC-TV,"
Stamler, "and what sug
you might have to improve e
nel 7's service to our common

In the month increasing 9.5 per
cent.
Billings for the three networks
in February were $61,268.719.
compared with $54,579,878 in the
month a year ago. ABC-TV billings were 515,757.384, an increase
of 5.5 per cent over $14,939,180 in

Adds A Teacher

$19.288,372

Detroit
Charles L. Andekd
has been named an instructO
Detroit U.'s Communication
Departments by president,
Very Rev. Laurence V. Britt,
Anderson will teach radio and
courses.

February 1981. CBS-TV billings
in February were $23,539,702,
against $20.354.328 a year ago, up
15.8 per cent. NBC-TV billings in
February were $21,971,653. an increase of 13.9 per cent over 1961's

-

wire, imr

Lflotlio
TAB

RADIO

-

ITIVISION DAILY

"Orerpopolotion. Doe for Depth %Indy

Committee Set

Gather Research,
,ecommend to FCC

KAVR Changes Hands

41

-

.

A special
riehIngton
B committee has been spnted to help plan industry-

the problems aris-

ing from the

"overpopulation" of radio

stations. Chairman of the NAB
Radio Development Committee is George C.
Hatch, The In-

termountain

Network, Salt
Lake City. John
F.
eataGeitit

Meagher.

NAB radio VP.
head the staff work for the

elation.

embers are John F. Box. Jr..
,ban Stations, St. Louis: Mel-

Goldberg, Westinghouse
vicasting, New York: H. Handl Holder, WGAU, Athens.
Ray Johnson, KMED. MedOre.; Carl E. Lee. Fetzer
idcasting. Kalamazoo; John F.
WJR, Detroit; Loyd Sigmon,
ien West Broadcasters, Los
eles, and Cecil Woodland, WEScranton.
Ne have attempted assiduously
thtain a cross-section of the
o industry, and we will be
ring upon this work with no
onceived solutions in mind,"
rding to NAB president LeRoy
ins who added:
'he major areas requiring
y probably will be engineereconomics and legal. And we
emulate establishment of furworking committees with exise in these specialized areas
400n as possible after the Radio
Committee's first
fitelopment
left& which will be announced
.

.

1.11y."

In Deal for $200,000
Apple Valley. Calif.

-

KAVR

has been sold by Apple Valley
Broadcasting Co. for $200,000 to

BHA Enterprises, Inc., whose
president is M. D. Buchen.

Suchen, who is general man.
ager of KRKD, Los Angeles, and
president of South Coast Broadcasting Co., owners of KNEZ.
Lompoc, Calif., will own 28 per
cent of the corporation. The broker was Wilt Gunzendofer and
Associates. The president of the
Apple Valley organization, the
firm selling the station is Newton
T. Bass.

New Business for KBIG

With New Music

Poky

-

Followeeig the
LOS Angeles
debut of the new "Contemporary
Music" format on KBIG here the
John Poole outlet reports a strong
gain in new business, according to
Bill Sawyers, VP-general manager
of the station.
Included in the new business
roster are Pacific Sands (Howard
Vineyard Advertising), SevenUp (Wade Advertising). Mercury
Dealers (Hinson & Jorgensen).
Huntington Harbour (Sind & Sul-

livan), Kent Cigarettes (Lennen
Newell),

Ashbrook Dodge
(Hunter-Willhitel, Plus Products
(Will Grant Advertising), PepsiCola (13BDO), Hollywood Park
(Weinberg Advertising) and
Union Pacific Railroad (Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard).
KBIG's sister station. KBIQFM also added several of the
preceding accounts on a combination buy basis for broadcasting in
the FM medium.
Tom

WTCN to Lamp Beauties

Hub Recalling
Hero Squares

ICtanketwel from Page 1)

at starting at 10 EDT.
ore than 6,000 members have
tad for this year's winner under
new system which enables
et balloter to enter program
Zees for nominations.
ticking up the NBC tab for the
taadcast are U. S. Time Corp.,
3 litz Brewing and P&G, repren ed in that order by Warwick
.ogler, Leo Burnett and Grey
("cies.
fitnny Carson will be handling
tree duties in New York's Hotel
Nur, Bob Newhart at the Holly aid Palladium, and David Brinkle at the Sheraton Park Hotel in
9 nation's capital.
'Inducer Fred Coe has arranged
a evening of taped and filmed

highlights of the past year in TV.
Included are scenes from Mrs.
JFK's White House tour, Jack
Paar's farewell, space-shot coverage, Ernie Kovac's Nairobi Trio
and

the

FCC

hearings.

Edie

Adams will be seen in her nominated "Here's Edie," in addition to
some songs from Judy Garland's
spectacular and "Yves Montand
on Broadway."

Presenting this year's awards
are Jimmy Durante, Arlene Francis, Dave Garroway and Cyril
Ritchard in New York, with Fred
Astaire, Lucille Ball, Walter Brennan, Barbara Stanwyck, Jack
Webb and Loretta Young doing
the honors in Hollywood.
Directing the 90-minute show,

For Thus They Pay You?

AB(, Sponsor Share
Twin Church Benison

S1,1111.

more

I

hail

SOO

squares com-

memorating hems who flied in

betne will be recalled in a Memorial Day feature, "Sonwone Remembers" scheduled for May 29 on
WJZ.
Ifighliethted will he the story of
Father Francis Coppens of Dorchester whose name is memorialized in a forgotten square on Meeting House Hill.
oar

Shelly Manne (Mittel
Kicks

'Jazz Scene'
n I/

Los

Angeles
Ptodeo noels has

Shelly Manne Quintet for Do
initial half-hour telecast of ell,
"Jazz Scene U. S. A." series.
which resumes production June
4 at the studios of CBS' Television
City.
Program producer Jimmie Baker has also set the Teddy Edwards Quartet, the Paul Horn
Quintet and the Barney Hesse]
Trio for immediate programs in
the projected syndicated video
series, and inked Les McCann,
Ltd, for an additional two programs on the "Jazz Scene U.S.A."
the

schedule.
Steve Binder directs the telecasts for Steve Allen's Meadowlane Productions.

:Carson, Newhart, Brinkley Emcee Emmys
3

-

Minneapolis -WTCN cameramen will have the p1
lab of keep
14 pretty girls in their viewfinders June 2 at the Mess Minnesota
Pageant. The show will be telecast from Rochester, Minn., as a live
remote special events program. Rochester entertainment personality
Laurel Pennock emcees. and MCN's Stuart A. Lindeman will he
commentator.
log

written by Robert Goldman, will
be Robert Hultgren in New York.
Charles Jones in Washington and
Alan Handley in Hollywood. New
York's Dick Schneider will direct
the "Review of Television-1961'62."
The gala evening, highlighted
by formal dinner affairs in the

three originating cities, is followed
closely in the six other Academy
Baltimore, where a
Chapters
dinner and show-by-monitor is set
for the Park Plaza Hotel, with
the same for San Francisco at the
Village Theatre Restaurant. Similar high excitement is evident in
Phoenix, Seattle. St.
Chicago,
Louis-other Emmy organization
locations.

-

public
Council
611/40

the

I

rommercml
The citalson
tarty fur the
,o
"The Great Loc,...e
port in depth of the beg,
and present status of the o
church movement. Samuel P.
berg, Special Events lhmsee...
ARC. was producer-director ..f
anal contee.edbm "

-.

.
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Hollywood Outlet Boosts
Downs,

lallian in

News

Hollywood Al Down-. bred
Zaillian have been promoted to
supervesoreal status in the KN3:

News Bureau, Downs as 11
visor of news, day, and Zaell...
supervisor of news. night
Subject to news director IL.,
ney
direction, they well
have complete authority over and
responsibility for all news operations and news broadcasts during
their respective weekday shifts.
Downes has been with KNX
nearly eight years. Zaillian joined
the CBS family in 1951 and has
been with KNX staff since 1955.
r

Paul Henreid to Direct
Four Star Seg in June
Paul Henreid has been signed
by Four Star to direct the "Waltz
of the Two Commuters" episode
of CBS - TV's "Lloyd Bridges
Show," set to roll June 13. Aaron
Spelling is exec producer with
Everett Chambers as producer.

4,2 Per Cent of Families
To Buy New TV Sets

Washington-A survey by the
Federal Reserve Board indicates
that 4.2 per rent of V. S. families
expert to buy new TV sets within
the next six months. A similar
survey in January showed 3.9 per
cent of families with TV purchase
plans, and in April. 1961. the estimate was 4.1 per cent.

Camelot's Bob Gimlet
To Bow on Poor Opener
singing star Robot Gimlet will

'Biography' Skein Mo
To 'Whiplash' Time SI
Whitt-TVs "Biography"

the premiere of NBC
new "lark
Show"
sego! JI Ile will he leasing "Came
loC AI 1111, time to begirt a supper
club toure
will preview his
011,1

will move from Its Friday
slot to Monday nights next is
filling the spot
d by "W
lash" The series is producer
Wolper Productions for 0114

1111

13

111

ton

11e1

the program.

NBC's Paul Taubman set to conduct the Mexico City Sym
phony in August
Mery GriMn becoming one of the most talk,'
about men in town. Ile's Just been signed for another two weeks cr
-Tonight"
Talented baritone Earl Wrightson.
great y111..
Lurked for another "Bell Telephone Hour" .. You'll soon be
to buy n pocket TV set lust three inches of screen to watch the
game while you'r walking
Pat Palmer has a lovely villa in
rapt fur lent from May 'till September. -rust 52,500 kids
Socrety.
Jayne Mansfield
maestro Phil B1.111101 111111111,111g TV ronionorunds
loins out io la tla
thine on Ilona. TV. Shes heen on about
1.
Ian.
hur this month

(BS Using Own '400'
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ito...rtl- disk is well named. It's leapwill be MI the silo circuit this Slimmer
TV series for the one-and-only Mks

Athol:. Papa, the Greek singing star, is bark at the
Itritania alter a vlsit to her homeland for recording commitments ...
FIldk Fisher is turning down 'IV offers for the time being ... Comte
%ruble Robbins, who lists Hi credits as a serious actor in Hollywood
films, will pick up that phase of his
la TV
The singing
1

di,.

qty team of Ronnie Brisk and Arlene Casey may take
a trial-run of a proposed TS' show.

10

stork for

.on ,q .I.4.c,'

.AI

..1

1:1411.

I

l'huck Goldstein Productions, producer

1,1

Slimmer

musical and dr:I-

nrik$118-1.1al. ha Ty and radio. has opened new °dices in Toronlo.
Mr Main ('utiniogludn, lotnierly with MacLaren AdverlisIlig. is
A host
"hurl,
Tv
will Is- lilt hand tonuatow after-

WNBO Appoints H021

.

,

Local Sa'es Manager

1,.
'I'V

r.1

0...

1.1,4

to the posi

sales

at .1 C1.140011 Darly launching Nor Ma MattlyWN. 111-t/.. Playgirl
;don, 1..1 the TV and 1:e.loork world olowd. in 1114. heart 01 the fashion
ti,volIll Ave Nornia's Ihr Tv beauty expert!
it you're
wood
:hound shout noon :rt the Sharatoo-Clorado on Finlay Sig Sakowtes
Ion lhdny relehialion Buddy Hackett, Stun
Come 1., have a sv.
.

II

Ilotoon

o

The

Noveht

"Arnica i d Pico c. oho Plods, rd the -Jan Murray; Show'
Oa SIB' IV when II o as hrst Limo hid
1960. has returned to the
program in the same rapacity. Bob flullgren is the new director.
Murray. by Ille
Hill fire sonic questions at Floyd Patterson.
Thursday, w hen the bras yst eight champ guests on the "Tonight" show.)
William Loftier, the CPI record critic. enthused about Addison
%dilly
Amor'', first LP, "A Pair of Naturals," now getting a big
phi on stations around the country. Ile described the contrasting
I, Its ley London's
lon's Peter Yorke Orchestra and the Waller Bishop,
trio as warm, rosy to listen to on inc side, and aggressive jazz.
a pulsating type of music on the other.

Howard Sclgcr to Helm
Research for NBC Soles
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"Stoney Burke,- an hour
on the adventures of the w

champion saddle-bronc b
will debut as a Monday lk
feature on ABC-TV this Fa
creation of Leslie Stevens,
series is being produced for
network by UA-TV and
he shot largely on scenic local
against the background of rc

'

life

Sponsors are Albrto-Cul
via Compton Advertising; But
Watch. Sullivan, Stauffer.
well & Bayles: Consolidated C11
Lennon & Newell; Lincoln -M
cury, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Pel
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Hob
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Dm.le

as ret

tars, Wu, a guest star in 1
episode Stevens is the prods*

Cleve'and Ou lel Sends
Newsman to S.E. Asia
le%

eland

I',

S

T

Apps -114maid sl.diosi here
sending news editor Joel Daly
other sections of Asia. He'll
equipped with sound and s
cameras to send back picture
ports for airing on WEWS ne
programs Other world crises n
eyed

Bouts

rold I1.a hC, is Hoorn n.aua get Al Ilaylorist 11111/ Ile would hkr 111 :1111
1,1.11 Ilan bony 1<otail opened up ill the Lincoln l'enter area where
Alit' is ill lairld a Itd.H. /1111111111:111e 111'Idr totally. Jim, what's wrong

Rylonder Dulls

I

For ABC-TV in Fall

I

.

I

Rope 'Stoney Burks

in the past

by WEWS

chide Havana. Paris -Algiers.
/11111,11.
Suet and Cyprus. WE%
has also dispatched reporters
rover maga- news stones
the past in Berlin, Hong Km
France, England, Israel. Its
and Guerre

Elmer Bernstein Scores,
Conducts 'D-Day' Spec

ih.

.

II..
St

1,11

.

I111i111

11117.111011

IL.I.I

011

JI11111,

Arai

Kvandsky
Peter I /*Shea well' moored

Miry. 20 w Ibooklyn. N V
Bride is with the CBS -TV allthale

on

relations department. G100111
WIIII Misrule !Rutland Trust Co

11111:1).

N104:1111,

MTH% personality, did a beautiful job

redertoinmnt coordinator of the

as

Is

"1 Am An

American

Day" rc re
held on the Mall in Central Park. This is her 23rd
year working with this program, having assisted On the very first one
that was ever staged ... Pianist Stuart Hart well known for his background music on many of the video shows is appearing nightly at the
VII' Restaurant on Madison Ave
Musical comedy favorite Lione
Jodis, a recent surcess on Mery Griffin's "Play Your Hunch." sings in
live languages and will do a one woman off-11'way show this Summer
lilted "Musical Joy from All Nations."
-

Evoniesky-O'Shea
Carolyn

SI

...

Hollywood

-

British

has been signed by executive P
;hirer David L. Wolper to condi
his own musical score for "

Day." hour special Wolper P
ductions is producing for NE
TV's "Du Pont Show of the Wee
With a 75-piece symphony orch;
Ira. Bernstein will record the di
urnentary's background music F
day at RCA-Victor studios here

'

letay as,

r.

Inn
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Broadcast Execs

rdWFAA'sShapiro
Industry Uplift
uf

,agt
AM .
VIth its
ward,"

Info-

an in-

or orwho
ape-

t

ition
die or
eon.

to the

dignity of
set industry."
ast president of ABET. Sillies been head of the broadroperties of the Dallas Mot,
lews the past two years. He
WFAA-TV in 1958 as man-

TELEVISION DAILY

-

AGEN1'1' NEU'S& .IsI

-

Rs RAMS IMP
ctrl put behind
Pilirin
ibd s,-ailier note: Heaviest
Thomas J. Liptothi iced ten is i n the brewing, with Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Buylen, the agency. In all, If, regularly
skeddcd national programs will
or

carry Lipton iced ten rommerchils
eight daytime and seven sight Inne
two specials and
nation-blanketing program of
IN spots from May through Septimber. The Lipton Ten spot campaign will cover 60 markets with
tram 5 to 22 spots weekly, while
the Lipton Instant Tea program
will rope in 66 markets with 3 to
I6 spots weekly. Spot TV covercite varies from 4 to 10 weeks for
Lipton Tea and 13 to 19 weeks
for the instant product.

!SS, Service and

after serving as VP-mandirector of the Griffin Co.'s
-TV. Tulsa, and KATV, Little
He entered radio with the
bend Network in Minnesota
isconsin, and has also been
:W BD, Brownwood; KEEL,
ngelo; KTXL, San Angelo.
ECK, Odessa, all Texas.
tdition to its "Betty Award,"
also presented commercial
..". to Glenn Advertising, for a
,ad for Lone Star Brewing,
Tracy -Locke for a TV ad
chperial Sugar. New ABET
;es are Jack Rogers, WRAP-

Worth,

president; Jess
tr r Sessions Co., VP; Irene Runk;
KBOX, secretary, and Al
hit WFAA-TV, treasurer.

rib Millerrls Cited
ckinson U. Council

eierford, N.J.-Mitch Miller
Oten awarded a citation by the

Bet council of the Rutherford
of Fairleigh Dickinson U.
Vs "contribution to the enjoySitif singing by the people of
Ova, and for maintaining a
P-rogram of high technical
:rds and of a wholesome

iis

ash. News Roundups
or Arabs, Thailand
.hineion-In line with the
h of foreign TV, USIA has

ii
'

Iwo new programs of the
Won news roundup type.
ir the Arab world and one
Thailand, where receivers
nearly doubled in the past
from 54,000 to 100,000. These
ams bring to apnroximately
ie number distributed abroad
ilA, with the agency estimatreaches 176 million viewers

night's AMA
"Your Doctor Reports

telecast,
the
Physicians Speak Out on the Clues.
lion of Medical Care for the Aged,"
was produced by TroyIteaumont
Co., Inc., of New York. under the
direction of Alan Beaumont. KlanVan Pietersom-Dunlap, Inc., Milwaukee and Chicago, is the agency
Roy Miller, a 20for ASIA
year veteran of the Katz station
reps, retires June I. Ile has been
VP, manager of the Chicago office.
and radio sales manager. Roy will
continue at his desk for a short
time after June I. smoothing the
way for his successor, Alan T.
Axtell, Chicago TV sales manager
for Katz. Then he's "going fishLast

.

.

.

.

I

Thought for Today
are applying self -repeals
um (111110111 the point of ludicrous
nets, and Yet we lee that even
this does not satisfy the critics
If we continue to give ground In
whoever asks for it, we should nut
be surprised to one dill/ find ourselves unable to Mlle a true clam
because it's not erehisive and
therefore the implication is unWe

ethical
Let us stand fans If
our advertising is attacked on subjective grounds such as psychological implications, or exclusivity
implications, let us not mumble
privately and give in to our critics
Let us find the objectivity in
truth and stick to that."
.Arthur C. Fall
Chairman,
Grey Advertzsing.
.

.

.

.

William R. Hesse. Benton &
Bowles president, announces the
election of Henry 0. Pattison as
chairman of the firm's executive

WHUslane
MARKET
IS THE

NATION'S

4th BIGGEST
In ratan sales?

What's more,
the people
who live there,
shop there
and work there
are loyal listeners
of WHLI

.

ing."

Did you know that

committee. He succeeds Atherton
W Hobler. recently named founder chairman of the agency Pattison continues as head of B&B's
plans board
A reminder advertising professionals get together at the Biltmore Hotel. New
York, tonight, for a dinner sponsored by the Advertising Agency.
Publishers and PR Relations Committee for the United Jewish Appeal Campaign. A panel discusses
"What We Can Do To Improve
Advertising's Image." Cocktails
Si 5:30. dinner at 6:30

That's why

WHLI

IS

YOUR MOST

EFFECTIVE RADIO

3 Talk Over VA 'Bedside Net'

BUY FOR

A panel discussion on the Bedside Network of the Veterans
Hospital Radio & TV 1;1,1 will he heard on WHN Sunday.

LONG ISLAND

ABBE, CUGIE SET
FOR ROME SPEC
Duo Jams
Lineup
For Italy's 5th Ante!, in TV

il

Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugat
sin international stars on a Rom
TV special June 25 marking Italy.
fifth anniversary in TV. The liv
Program will feature many tot
Galion film actors as well as othe

ersonalities.
Miss Lane, although prinmcitv a
ightclub performer in the U. S.
has made 19 pictures in Europe
nd is one of the top box-office
-tars of the Italian cinema. She and
'Liget will depart for Rome June
11 after completing a six-week engagement at the Town and Country.

Taped in advance, the discussion
will present Guild members Rud
Collyer, host of "To Tell the
Truth" and other TV programs;
Anne Seymour, co - star of the
NBC-TV series "Empire." and At
Freeman, radio TV coordinator
for the Guild. WHN personality
Ted Brown will moderate.
The Guild, now celebrating its
lith anniversary, provides teams
of professionals from show business and affiliated fields who travel to VA Hospitals to assist the
patients in putting on their own
TV and radio shows.

%The

independent Long
Island (Nassau.Suffolk) market
-4th largest 1 the U.S.
where over 2 million customers
live and shop.

-

r---4 10.000
WHLI

WATTS

AM 1100
MA

0.3

Their Pop

Is Top
Atlanta
WSB sales manager
Lee Morris has been elected president of the Parent-Teacher Ass'n
of Toney Elementary School.
where his three children attend.

-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Represented by dill-

TELEVISION

DAICSEMinial

Gifford Lends Hand

44 Script 53 Segs

Anti-MS Baffle

For 3 MGM Serie

To

:

vptai Ala

Fi.0 J, Gifford has

rum, of as chairman
.4 the "Good Sports for MS- Committee. Sidney L. Smith. president
of the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. announced yesterday.
Gifford will seek cooperation of
sports announcers and writers in
the society's current Hope Chest
campaign that continues through
June 17. Funds raised will support research to find the cause and
care of the disease which afflicts
hundreds of thousands of Americans.

('ass B

FM

(lies
I'

It ashinglao

CCs
..oted
i

1110,51,..4

new Class H FM CPs to Michiana
Telecasting. 92.9 mc. South Bend.
and to Manchester Broadcasting
99.7 mc. Manchester, Tenn.
FCC hearing examiner David
I. Kraushaar has issued an initial
decision looking toward grant of
application of Ridge Radio for a
new AM station on 1350 kc. 1 kw,
daytime, in Windber. Pa. FCC
hearing examiner Walter W. Gunther has issued an initial decision
looking toward grant of application of Boca Broadcasters for a
new AM on 740 kc, I kw. direction
antenna, daytime, in Boca Raton.
Fla.

Toy TV Budgets Rise
ICcouinsmd from Polo

tl

lough i, while network billings went
from $2.000.404 in 1900 to $4.542.304 1Source: TvB LNA-BART.
All of the top 10 toy advertisings
in measured media showed gains in

Mattel, Inc.. the pioneer user of
the medium on a year-round basis.
spent $2,305,536 in 1961, compared
with $1,471.270 the year earlier.
Deluxe Reading Co., making the
most substantial increase, spent
$2.023,850 in 1901 to move into
second place. against $191,803 the
year earlier. Louis Marx & Co. also
made a large increase, with gross
time billings of 81.883.810 in 1901.

against

$

19010,

Merton Akers Is Lauded
For UPI Civil War Series

-

Arlington, Va.
The U. S.
Civil War Centennial Commission
has nonored Merton T. Akers for
his UPI newsfeatures series, "This
Was the Civil War." following a
lecture by him on the status of
Civil War in the year 1562. The
lecture was sponsored by the
Virginia C.N Northern ('enter
here.

Arthur

vision Design Conference in London
Mr. Lee said that in the
U. S. and Japan. the worst abuses of color TV were avoided by
strong design control. "Color can add infinite new facets to the tired
Jewel of black and wlatv televv.ion" he told delegates.
.

.

.

The International Union of Exhibitors, at its Paris conference. has decided to intensify its fight to keep cinema films off the
TV screens. Some speakers said that films were being shown on TV
as little as two years after their release
The union decided to
warn the International Cinema and Television Conn( it not to sign
any agreement with any TV companies without having first consulted
the Exhibitors' Interivitional OrIZ.1111/.111,111
.

Doublelao.,
:.
lop pop recording groups
Richard and 114 Shaaous on ABC's weekly -Thank Your
Lucky Stars" show the other day, musical director Norrie Paramor
presented Cliff and the Shadows with golden records to commemorate the 1 million sales of their recent recording. Cliff won his award
for his recording of The Young Ones," and the Shadows for their
recording of "Apache."

-Cliff

:

Big question mark hangs over the future of Murphy Radio.
which has only about 6 per cent of Britain's TV market, and which
lost 5271,600 in 1960. Rank, the big film organization, is reported
to have bid $10.701,600 for Murphy
Now comes a report that the
Magnavox Corp. of Fort Wayne. Ind., will bid against Rank, though
the corporation itself has said, "At the moment, we have no intention
of making any bid for Murphy."

...

"Broadway Goes Latin." 39 British-made half-hours of musical entertainment in the South American style, is under the baton of
Britain's king of the mambo Edmundo Ross. The series is for British
..nd U. S. television
Most of the guest acts will be from abroad
Fremantle International's "The Terrible Ten." made in Australia and now doing well in the rating charts of 6 British independent TV networks, is currently showing in Holland-dubbed into
Dutch. Germany, Sweden, Belgium and Hong Kong get the original
version .
"Terrible Ten" fans in Wales have organised a "Terrible Ten" encampment, with day-outs on the moors of Pembroke.

.

shire.

1961.

V

has

..s

iy

-

By PETER C. DAVELLE
CBS was represented by Robert Tyler Lee and CBC by
Ozmond and Gaston Sarault at last week's International Tele-

..

(Ps OK'd

For Indiana, Tenn.

MGN1

waters to script 53 st
stories for three of its la
series for NBC
"Dr. K
"Eleventh Hour" and "Sal
diet." Norman Felton is i>
ducer for "Hour" and ''E

Marlow 'Bandstand' Adds

BB(, ITA Share Masts

(rocs -Board Airings

For 615-Lines Venture

Roston
Bill Marlow's "Bandstaial. WNAC. opened in its new
3:15 p.m. Monday-Friday slot
yesterday. 11 will also continue
in its current Saturday afternoon
spot.

The weekday "Bandstand" features music of the big bands of
the 30s and 40s. The additional
airing is the result of the mail
and phone response to Marlow's
Saturday spotlighting of the big
hand suund.

2 UHF

Outlets Sought

For Long Island by NET
NE

London

-

ultra-high

will

once

frequency transmissions are authorized.
There's still disagreement with

the BBC on how to make the
change to 625 lines from 405.
when the government gives the
"go ahead," Pal Bevan, director
of engineering for ITA, noted
oily

Leinsdorf on WRVR
N.,
The 1962.'63
1

Bos-

Orchestra program.

I

,,,s :oi American musams and government subsidy of
the musical arts in America are
among the topics Erich Leinsdorf
'

and to C:11111,11. it for noncommercial use, and also to assign
either Channel 20 or Channel 75
to Riverhead, 1,. I.

will

discuss on WRVR. May 31.

www.americanradiohistory.com

producer. For "Benedict."
Neuman is exec produce,
ham Froug producer, and

Cavelli associate prOducer.,
"Hour" leads with 16 w
18 teleplays. Gene
Mark Rodgers have been
for two scripts each, wi
scripts due from Edmund
Harry Julian Fink, JeroiM
Henry F. Greenberg, L
Kantor, Kenneth Rosen,
Welles, Alan R. Marcus,.
Fisher, Sheldon Stark,
Crawford, Theodore Apste
thur Weiss and Paul Crabt
14 Writers Busy
"K i Ida r e" already h
writers at work on seco
episodes. They are Neum
Jerry McNeely. Jean H

for

1

Stephen Gethers, Ernest
Frank P. Pierson, Archie
lund, John P. Dugan, AM
etz. John Furia, Jr.,
Kolb and Peggy and Lou

For "Benedict." Froug
thor four scripts and Neu
Cavelli two each. Writers
gle episodes are Barry TI

Joseph Petracca, John Kur
George Eckstein, John Bloc

ward Waters, Mel Goldberg
Hawkins, Ellis Marcus, S
Wincelberg and Arthur Ott

Reopen Miami Dispu
lContiou.d Irons Page II
to operate Channel 10 and

deadline of 5 PM yesterda.l
new applications for the eh: I

BBC and Independ-

ent Television Authority
share transmitting masts

with Sam Rolfe product
former. David Victor is "1

PST proposes to continue
the same pattern of progran
offered southeastern Florid I
WPST. It has recently comidl
a survey of civic and charl
groups throughout the area:
is alleged, have high praise fel
station's community a, rvice

BBC to Air Judy's Sht,
Four Huddling for Rig if
"The Judy Garland
winner of four Emmy

SI.:
not v

lions, will be telecast in Em
early next month, via the
Negotiations were conclude
London by David Begelman. '
resenting Miss Garland. No
Jrwison was producer.direct
the show which has receive
quests from four other Ens0
speaking countries. Negotiai
are currently under way.

-

r

cur V 1.711J111

Venom.

/EB PARTICIPATION USE

20th -Fox 'Paradise'

SAYS
0-50thatGAMBLE,
TV

Tops Si

REP

schedules provide controlled perspot
ce efficiency on a month-to-month basis, Blair-TV gencontrasted this with what he
Martin
Frank
sides manager
ii)eclaring

the "50-50 gamble" of netparticipation use, because
cent of all network shows
only a single season."
Ca lb

Trend 'Marked'
"Market-Sense" presentamedia and
It before creative,
Oath directors of 25 ad agenthere
is
a marked
t' Martin said
d toward individualized cornalai treatments, pointed up by
Advertisers' increased awareof programming directed ti
(Dented" rather than "mass"
limes in each market.
claimed the use of Spot TV
an advertiser complete cont *Mk the use of network parMinn in the same markets
is in lack of control. Rating
lions on a market-by-market
, compared to potential sales
.,.
product. result in far too
exposure in some markets.

t

a

oo much

in others, Martin

He said there is a virtual
existence of sponsor identity
1,

-twork participation shows.
'Masa' to 'Segmented'
ing the "progress of market ran 'mass audience' to 'seg.
.ed audience' concepts," he
'lashed that "the mechanics
at TV continue to offer the
-tear the most efficient and
teal method of matching his
r

lrer

with his sales

iard Gray to Helm
s

for Van Praag

_hard Gray has been appoint*, Iles director for Van Praag
auctions. producers of TV and
-Ittihad motion pictures, it was
minced by William Van Praag.
any prexy. He will take
to of contacting and semicagencies and advertisers in
.
TV and industrial fields.
-Way was formerly exec direr -d
client relations and pro./k-salesman for NBC Telesales.
* prior to that. with Geyer.
My, Madden & Ballard as pro"e'r-director and account exec.
i vu
also manager of WFAADallas

'People' Looks at Gov't

here Is airing
"From the People" on Sundays in
place of "Assignment Detroit."

Detroit-WJBK

panel discussion show explores the processes of government polieymaking and features
moderator Harry Clarkson with
guest correspondents.
The

Rooney Named Pres.
Of Pitt. R-TV

(lub

(Cont.nuorl horn

Poe.

I.

year terms were Franklin Snyder.
WTAE-TV manager. programs VP:
William Morrissey, Land Advertising account exec. membership
VP: Roger Rice, sales manager.
WIIC -TV, social VP; B. B. Randolph. Alcoa, publicity VP, and
Eleanor Schano, WTAE-TV personality, women's activities VP.
Florence Herlick. time buyer for
Fuller & Smith & Ross. was named
secretary. and L H. Neiplin. owner of the J. Grant Co.. treasurer.

Shea Named by Select
To Chicago Account Post

Edward Michael Shea has been
appointed sales account executive
in the Chicago office of Select Sta.
tion Representatives, according to
Al Shepard. exec VP.
Shea was previously with North
Shore Broadcasting Co., Evanston.

Ill. and had been associated with
WFIL-AM-TV, Philadelphia and
WFBG-TV. Altoona

k.

WLYC Monitors Primary
Via Whirlybird Coverage

Mil. in Sales

Tampa.St. Petershurgh

.1,

r

20th Cent ur y-Fox TV in the hist

three weeks in which "Adventures in Paradise" has been placed
in syndication, according to syndic
director Howard Anderson. He
pointed out that the market is
ripe for hour shows. He said many
major stations across the country
are in re-programming to utilize
60-minute programs in both early
prime time and in the late time
dots

Eugene (ogan Is
.nits

File.

re

Pray
.1

(-E-I-R to Aid R(A
In N3( Electioncast
Si.

t'eg,o.

director and VP of McCann.
balk Co. here, has been
NI
al, d president of the newly
formed Atlanta Media Planners'
Association. He is also prexy of
the associations of agency media
buyers in New York and Philadelphia.
Other officers elected by the association are 1st VP. George Bailey. Burke Dowling Adams; secretary-treasurer. Pamela Tabberer, Litter. Neal. Battle & Lindsey:
exec committee members, Anne
Benton. Tucker Wayne & Co.,

Lidie Walters, D'Arcy Advertising,

Bob

and

den-Thompson-Frankel &

WI.-

election coverage May 29. The
direct reports from WLYC's News
Director Carl Anthony, in the
chopper, will give listeners information about parking, traffic
and voting lines in the polling
places. The ropier service is part
of the station's effort to urge
listeners to vote.

CI Atlanta Media Ass'n
Vii

-

YC radio is utilizing a helicopter
for the second time in its primary

East-

man Scott.

Know Anyone Here?

-

Wichita
KTVH's "12 Reports"
series featuring the people of
Kansas will look at "Boating
People." beginning May 31. 011ie
Thompson will host

.Lgaiti hr. ik
search activities, construct
mathematical model of key sectors of
the electorate and program the

data for RCA's electronic computer
support of the NBC-TV election
coverage next November. As in
1960, the electronic computation of
early election returns will be a key
portion of NBC's election coverage.
Dr. Jack Moshman, who devised
the very sensitive and accurate "key
precinct" analytical system, will
again head up C-E-I-R's research
team. RCA Division VP John E.
Johnson will head up RCA activities in support of election coverage.
Arthur Katz will be project manager.
Dr. William Dorfman will dileit collecting and analyzing the
background data for the C-E-I-R
part of the project. Jack Roseman
will be in charge of computer pro-

gramming for C-E-1-12, and Frank
Piovia will serve as project coordinator

C

.

:renents Joins 'Kildare'

Associate Producer

loin Clements has been signassociate producer on MGM.
"Dr, Kildare" series, to re
e production June 4 for its
rid season on NBC-TV. For
.t past year he has been under
net to Four Star as head
w ee and story consultant on
* Robert Taylor "Detective"

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast

-

Teen Talk

WOWO's "ProFt. Wayne
gram PM" is presenting "On Your
Own," with Hal Cessna leading
discussions with high school seniors on such topics as modern education. job opportunities, scientific advances and personal responsibilities as citizens.

Linder at KOA-TV

Denver -Gene Linder has been
appointed operations director of
KOA-TV. He was formerly with
KWTV, Oklahoma City; KOATTV, Albuquerque: KTAL - TV.
Shreveport, and KFDA-TV, Ama-

rillo

-

Ride With Pat

Chicago
Pat Sheridan has
joined WBBM. where he hosts a
new Saturday night program,

addition to

'She, idan s

other

duties.

WPDQ Sales Manager
Jacksonville
Harry Talbert
has been named

-

WPDQ sales manager. He was previously with WMBR and WIVY.

WFYI Wins Award
Garden ('ity. L. I.

- WFYI

has

William Meyer

Littleton, (,,lo.

F.

Words of the Wise
Detroit
"Treasured Words,"

William

Meyer. 73, veteran Denver broadcaster, died at home following a
heart attack. He is survived by
his wife and two brothers. In 1925,
Meyer purchased a one-third ownershio in KLZ and in 1940, founded KMYR. now known as KBTR.

-

program of daily inspiration featuring expressions that have given
a

OBITUARY
F.

ieeeived the annual N. Y. State
Congress of Parents & Teachers
award (or outstanding performance in the areas of public service. education and broadcasting
in Nassau County.

meaning to human endeavors and
d I. th
gh t th ages. has
begun on WWJ. with Bette Wright
host ing.

-

In the WWSW Air
Pittsburgh
Charles "Had"
Donley, WIIC-TV sports dinstor.
will announce Pitt l'anlher football games this Fall on WWSW
AM-FM, which will feed a network of Tri -State radh, stations,
and
according to Pittsburch
Sports Network

Golden Gate
... end its environs

'Untouchables' Gels
New Fall Time Slot

le Mu Him
San Francisco

-quietly usually
This

calm city is going
berserk
in anticipation of tonight's "Night
With The Stars" clambake at the
Village to observe the 14th annual
Emmy awards. At $10 per copy.
upwards of 600 reservations have
been made for dinner dancing and
viewing of the televised Emmy
doings, the first time this city
has formally celebrated the yearly event. Chief reason for this
year's excitement, of course, is
the fact that Golden Gate metropolis has acquired a chapter of
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences in the past year.
A galaxy of TV stars, including
Robert Young. Jane Wyatt. Warner Anderson, Shirley Temple.
Steve Dunn. Frank Darone, Toni
Tolley and others have pledged
attendance. Academy officials in
charge of the affair have long
since wished they had scheduled
the party in Civic Auditorium instead of the limited confines of the
Village.
If the ten-buck clip for the
event seems somewhat exhorbitant. let it be known the entire
net loot from the party goes to
California's only two ETV station
KQED here and KVIE in
Sacramento.

-

John Hofman has joined Rada.
KGO as a sales representative. H,
was formerly sales manager 01
Moulin Photo Studios here and
before that was a singer with the
bands of Tommy Dorsey, Art
Mooney and Benny Goodman
Owen Spann. who took over KNBC's afternoon commute-hour radio show last Jan. 29 under a 13week assignment. has now been
inked to a new long-term contract. Spann's daily broadcast is
increased by an hour and instead
of 4 to 6 P.M. five days weekly
Owen will now do a 3 to 6 stint.
His new onitact runs for 91
weeks
.

.

111C-TV says "The Untouch-

,,iiies." recently renewed for a
fourth season. will be moved from
Thursdays to Tuesdays next Fall
and shown a half hour earlier.
Sponsors will be Armour :nal
Co. via Foote, Cone & Belcher
Beecham Products via Kenyon &
Eckhardt; Block Drug Co., Inc.,
through Grey Advertising; Mobil
Oil Co., Inc., via Ted Bates; Sunbeam Corp. through Foote, Cone &
Belding. and Whitehall Laboratories Division of American Home
Products Corp. via Ted Bates. The
show is produced by Desilu Productimu. Inc

Los Angeles

(hannel Eyes

Intl Air Show

in Canada

-

KTTV. Los Angeles.
cover live the International
Cavalcade of Flight at International Airport here May 30, sponsored by Liggett and Myers Tobacco. Co. and Great Western
Savings and Loan Association,
Bill Welsh, station director of
:,pedal events. will add ow.
mntaries during the three -to...
telecast The U. S. Defense
Ontario

i

i

partment is providing online,cooperation and participation

Belated Yule Awards
By New Brita'n (hannel

-

Neu Britain. Conn.
Two
scholarships of $200 each will be
awarded to area high school students by WHNB-TV here, it was
announced by Robert W. Bray.
station VP and general manager.
The awards were inspired by
the station's annual Christmas
card promo in which students send
in original drawings on "What
Christmas Means to Me." Money
saved by using the drawings as
Christmas cards makes up the
fund for the scholarships.

1-Year Radio Freeze Seen
ta

1Cogoomed

oveserowding. and
should put them out for stations'
comments in about a year.
At last week's Kentucky Broadcasters Ass'n meeting in Louisville. Cox said. however, that "if
you stations have your laisiyer s
filing objections, and get your eon.
pressmen stirred up. it may take
even longer." The commission, he
added, will require a hearing on
any proposed station transfer if a
licensee has had a station less than
three years unless the reasons
for transfer are exceptional.

-

Poor Richard to Sing
Happy 40th for WCAU

-

The Poor RichPhiladelphia
ard Club of this city will salute
WCAU Radio on its 40th birthday
Thursday at a luncheon of the
advertising club.

place-that

is. those

with little

experience and insufficient economic backing."
NAB executive VP Vincent
Wasilewski told the Kentuckians
at this stage the freeze is aimed
entirely at engineering solutions.
not at economic ones, but some
broadcasters are asking that hereafter new licensees be required to
meet more rigid tests of economic
responsibility.

Of NB( News Bet

1.-

par tRapatu In

:alvarl
series

a'

a

TV News specials to b
Mondays from July It
Sept. 17. John M. Ott(

program

Parts-Maker Backs

All-Star Gridcast

-

Chicago
ABC has tied up
exclusive radio coverage of the
College All-Star football game
Aug. 3 in Chicago with United
Motors Service as sponsor via
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
UMS, a division of General
Motors. is represented by Campbell-Ewald, Detroit. The company
also will sponsor the daily "Tom
Harmon Sports Show" when it
debuts on ABC Radio Sept. 1.
Former U. of Michigan AllAmerican Tommy Harmon and
U. of Iowa athletic director Forrest Evashevski, who both played
in earlier All-Star games, will
broadcast the contest between
the collegiate stars and the NFL
champion Green Bay Packers.

Broadcast Management,

Rosenberg-(oryell Join
0.411.1

Bet crly
Rosenberg. Robert Coryell and Marvin
Josephson have joined forces.

with their two companies-Rosenberg-Coryell Agency and Broadcast Management-to function as
one organization. For the present. the new organization will
use the Rosenberg-Coryell name
in California and Broadcast Management in New York.
Rosenberg-Coryell and its pre-

decessor companies have been it,
the talent agency business for
20 years in Hollywood. Broadcast
Management. headed by
Josephson, was established in
New York seven years ago. The

operation represents performers,
actors. commentators, writers and
directors active in all phases of
the entertainment industry and
Also packages for motion picture
,nd TV.

am Polo

"The alio, tie said. "is to weed
out people who never should have
been in broadcasting in the first

5 Buy Summer

Three Outlets Signed
As New TUC Accounts

Helen S. Duhaniel. prexy and
general manager of Duhamel
Broadcasting Enterprises has announced that KOTA-TV, Rapid
City. S. D., and its satellite KDUH-TV. Hay Springs. Neb. have
become subscriber members of Tv
Affiliates Corp. (TAC). John
Comas. VP of programming for
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C., has
also announced his station's affiliation with TAC as a subscriber.

www.americanradiohistory.com

sales dire
nounced.
Nine reruns and one
gram
"The Gentle Pe
will be aired. Advert,
American Tobacco Co

-

livan, Stauffer, Colwell
Glennbrook Labs. via
Fitzgerald-Sample; Edw
ton Co. (Metrecal) via )
Eckhardt; Lehn & Fink
Corp., via Geyer, Morey
& Ballard. and Singe:
Machine Co. via Youth
,

,

;

Mown.

Brifsh Screen Write
Hail Owens Video Pi

-

London
Welsh Sub
Owens' "The Rose Afl
won the British TV an

Writers' Guild

a

,

ward

year's best teleplay. R
was Jack Pulman's "A
Chapters in It."

Award - winning doe
script was Richard
"Television and the W
BBC-TV. and Intertel's
War." written by Elkan.
A-R, was second.
Voted best light-ente
writs rs were Frank MI
Den.
Norden for "Thi
Faces of Jim." Award for
British dramatic screenp
to Shelagh Delaney at
Richardson for "A T

Honey"

Mel Grossman to H
Sales for H-R Reps,
Frank M. Headley,
H-R Reps and H-R TV,,
nounced the appointment
ron E. (Mel) Grossman Is
for of sales promotion /
companies. For the past
he has been associated
NS and WBNS-TV, in C

0.. as staff announcer.
dising director and, more
ly, sales development dire

Phil'', Newsman Tod
4-Week Look Ovene

-

Philadelphia
Gonnai
of WFIL's "RCA Color Ne
in on a four-week news-go
tour of Europe and the I.
His itinerary

includes

West Berlin, where he

terview

Mayor

i

Willy

Paris. and London. He'll a
Israel for the first time...
Roberts is subbing in his oil
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TEN CENTS

)EFENDERS' CAPTURES
'V Gets
is

'VICTORIA REGINA' SCORES
TRIPLE-PLATE VICTORY

Dragged

House's Probe

Movie Lewdness

-

It was the
ashington
is of the motion picture
to
blush
before the
dstry
ac Rules Committee yesterday.
it both radio and TV were
-aged into a proposal for a

-

-

-

as of alleged lewdness, saleawns and obscurity in films.
le hearing was on eight iden's resolutions to set up a select
raittee to do for the film in1.-y roughly what the Dodd
-e to Judiciary Juvenile Delinocy Subcommittee did for TV
(Continued en Pogo

6)

taro Group Lauds ABC

:aliuman Rights Aid
_

AC Radio was given an award
dr for its "outstanding public
ie
fight for human
-ights" by the
1merican
Emancipa'ion Centennial

kuthoritst. 190

in,.

LLB.

1

4 EMMYS

With more than 5.00,000 persons across the nation watching on their home receivers, a glistening Golden Gal named
Emmy made 26 winning appearances last night.
It was an evening of high drama, exciting and suspenseful,
for the much-coveted Emmy in this 14th annual presentation
by the National Association of Television Arts and Sciences
gathering of the industry's greats in three cities-New York,
Washington and Hollywood.
The standout victor in the 1962 awards broadcast over the
NBC TV network was rival CBS-TV's "The Defenders,"
which captured four of the Emmys, for program achievement
in the field of deem, for E. G. Marshall's performance as a
leading actor in a series. for Fra kin Shaffter's directorial
achievement in drama and for
eginaid Rose's dramatic
writinau
The Hpnors for Program of th
ear-perhaps the most
significant of the categories -we t
"Victoria Regina" of
NBC's Hallmark Hall of Fame seri . And the Emmy for a
single performance of an actress is, a leading role was presented to Julie Harris, who played the title role of Britain's
magnificant Queen. A third Emmy for "Victoria Regina" was

thordy
N e
York State Division. & Jackie
Robinson. member of the ortem",
ganizat ion's naboard, presented the award

01 Asian

THE WINNERS

(overage

Tinderbox;

Film Flights Delayed
I orrespondents, cameramen
and technicians are moving

into Southeast Asia in increas-

ing numbers these days as all
three networks intensify their efforts to cover the latest, international tinderbox with depth and
perception.
NBC and ABC both have tour
curresnondents working in Laos
and Thailand: CBS has two. The
newsmen are in addition to many
cameramen and technical personnel.
Working directly at the front
lines. the three networks report

that the military has been cooperating fully, assisting in actual
news coverage by allowing use of

(conthatell on Pogo 5)

(Continued on Pogo TI

1962

P.-

det .:

Nets Hake

PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELD OF HUMOR

THE BOB NEWHART SHOW, NBC
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN THE FIELD OF DRAMA

THE DEFENDERS, CBS
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELD OF VARIETY

THE GARRY MOORE SHOW, CBS

CBS N cws Election Unit
Skrds '50 Faces' Soec
-The Fifty Faces of '02," a special CBS News report on the campaigns in the 50 states that will

share the first off-year election
of the "sixties," will be presented
May 30 on CBS-TV and Radio.
It will be Produced by the newly
created CPS News Election Unit,
with Bill Leonard. veteran Political reporter, as executive producer. Eric Sevareid will be anchor
man.

ICetnineed oo Page 4)

PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELD OF MUSIC

r

Iestiess Gun' Drawn
MCA TV Off-Netter

itc-tim. Gun." half-hour
starring John Payne, is the
et tt on- network skein to be
tit syndication by MCA
ConsdatIng of 77 segments.
Swedes was filmed at Revue
Koos with Payne as executive
Power and Dave Dortort pro
'. It was a nighttime program
to BC-TV and a daytime on
TV.

LEONARD BERNSTEIN AND THE PHILHARMONIC
IN JAPAN, CBS
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN THE FIELD OF NEWS

HUNTLEY-BRINKLEY REPORT, NBC
ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELDS OF EDUCATIONAL
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

DAVID BRINKLEY'S JOURNAL, NBC
ACHIEVEMENT IN CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC YOUNG PEOPLE'S
CONCERT WITH LEONARD BERNSTEIN, CBS

Norman Vinrent Peale
In Hall -Hr. TV Series
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale has
completed a new series of 13 halfhour 16 mm filnis for TV. They
feature Dr. Peale speaking directly from his Du 'nit in Nett
York's Marble Collegiate Church.
with each ',engrain actually filmed
during services. The alms ce^e
produced by Robert Yarnell Rirhie
Productions and are distributed
by the Foundation for Christian

Living-

npss. rt.;

REAR .11AD
sloblilbed
Vol

90.

Ho

99

COMING AND GOING

CHAS. A ALICOATE
:

May

1944

CI,.

10

BARS PITT, promotion dinner, and SAM
ITT, production director of CPCF.TV, Mon,

PtesIden1 A Publ.

Assoc. PublGess

ARTHUR PER LES

t

.

Edam

real, have left N. Y. following meetings
th op.. Charles Michelson, Inc

Eaen, Vice 1,,,Ilcor. 24.1son
So-016y, II Will,nc Falk,

i..orocoo
Srtbsc

Nlanaster

Psoser

re. m.

N

121,,

onro010ca

1,01

United Stales
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51.
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Mexican TV Writers
Forming Association
'111

N.

MORT ROSENMAN, WTCN program manhas 00000 ned from o vocation in

Auxiliary's "Womens Forum on
Notional Security."

FOREST TUCKER and his wife, donmr
MARILYN FISK, have arrived in N. Y. from
Southampton and Cherbourg.

Legion

JOSEPH BRUN, ATLI Prodummes director
of photography, leaves for France and

Greene this week for filming preparations.

DON KELLERMAN, producer of ABC-TV's
'Accens." in Kennet City
a pro-

Phikidelphia

HILLMAN°, head of Light Enter.
minim-M. BBC, has arrived in N. T.
P

C.M.

sl

amiss
d Harold Koplar.
ei
220 TV Inc.. operators
Ill KI'Lli-TV. for $75.000 for two
films she says she loaned the
.1

I

station.
Sharon

wife of

br.rupe

Knickmeyer Rainey.

school board member.
said she was unable to get back
the five-minute films, which showed her talent performances in the
Miss Missouri and Miss America
beauty contests. Koplar said that
MIN Rainey had contended that
she had left the films at the station, but that no one there had
seen them.

At Ft. Wayne Station

-

A spokesman said that many
videotapes and filmed programs.
with scripts written by Mexican
writers, are shown in the United
States and some South American

II

.t sn,
,tents.
While ailvertione agroleies het,
are ones who pay for scripts originally, writers state that distribuoi, ',HI
010 make extra
,sat ion.

tannins

Sort Wayne
ling has
takvir over as program director
for both the TV and radio operations of WFTA and WPTH-FM.
Sterling is responsible for creative programming and production.

Kirsch Back on Job
Marvin Kirsch has plumed to
his duties as associate publisher
and general manacur of Rxmo-TV
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'Silent Legion' Tributes
To World War Dead

-

Philadelphia
-Silent Legion,"
IS- minute special, will be aired
on WFIL's "As an American"
series May 30. The program coma

bines words, sounds and music
from World Wars I and II as a
tribute to the men who died for

their colour,

ems]."
Sir Ivens. Kirkpatrick, chairman
of the Independent Television Auth-

.
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Capital Cities

Death Costs
In Chi Study

Deals,
Esquire.

Chicago
\
explore the emotional and spiritual problems created by death,
as well as the financial aspects.
in a special colorcast titled "The

Rollins

Costs of Death" on Monday. The

30-minute documentary, produced
by NBC News-Chicago, will be
narrated by Charles McCuen.
It will feature clergymen of all
faiths, funeral directors and morticians. educators and psychiatrists expressing their views on
the "therapy of grief" theory and
its application to funeral customs,
as well as what can be done to
get less expensive, but nevertheless dignified, funerals.
Frank Jordan is executive prodarer and James Harden, prods,cry Tony Verdi will direct. The

Semen Gems

Teehnkolor

"deplorable." Latest comment comes
from Ted Willis, chairman of the
British Screenwriters' Guild. "The
play was so far-fetched and to
unlikely to happen in Germany
today, that I cannot see why anyone should protest. They must he
unduly sensitive."
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OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Jerrold
Meredith
Metromedia
Official Films

1

28
I S1/2

I.,

Scranton
ter ling

7

canwonfinent

9'a
22t4

I

I
I
I

Wonselco
I
Courtesy of Notional Association of I
ray Decd..,

AIR CONDITIONERS i
SALE

1

ority. has described the play. which
was transmitted by ABC-TV, as

www.americanradiohistory.com

914
101/2
71/2

/APO
NTA

-

and

16

....

Inc...
Filmways ..

LontIon--lstorni clouds. still bang 11v
Brit isir 'IA. ploy about
t he return of Hitler. It's "Night Conspirators," by "Daily Mail"
spokesman:
"We know that there are sonic
things cannot 1* forgotten. But
why revive bad memories? From
what we were told, the play was not

..
Prec.
I
Tel.

Grisham.

it

P.c

Gen.

Hiller Play Stirs TV Tempest

sarantonwolkes
nd WGBI representedbarrio
by H R

131/2

We

KEESMAK oar of "Captain Kon.
garoo." to WDAU-TV, Scranton, an Sat.

tvritten

theatre critic Robert Muller. The
4.rmall ElIlloNSAV in London has
uslord for a script of the play. Said

Clot

141/2
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Weis Defends TV from Hollywood Ingrtstes
FILMS IN CANADA
SHIFTS TO NEW DISTRIB.

*BS

IT properties distributed by CBS Films will be sold in
nada by a new company, Page One, Ltd., it was announced
Ralph Baruch, CBS Films international sales director.

'resident of the new company

formerly presiCaldwell, Ltd..
transferred all rights to

Cenneth Page,
t
of S. W.
eh

nbute CBS Films programs to
e One. Ltd.. effective last Apr.
Page One has also taken over
servicing of all existing conand
t5 between CBS Films

Caldwell, Ltd., which has
esented CBS Films in Canada

N.

10 years.
ige One, Baruch, said

will

be

exclusive distributor of CBS
properties in Canada under
ing-term contract just con-

Teen Show Bows Off

In Style-Formal Prom!
Pittsburgh

-

"To ixt Twelve

and Twenty," WIIC's teenage
show, bows off the air for the
Summer on Saturday with a formal prom, IS -man band made up
from the U.S. Air Force Orchestra
and RCA recording star Neil
Sedaka.

is

ed. Caldwell, owner of S. W
Well, Ltd.. now heads up the
CTV network in the Dominion

anada.

tdroplane Piz Released
nielefilms to Outlets
ssociated Telefilms has anaced the release of a half-hour

en picture. the "Adventures
untie Kay," featuring hydro championship racing and
-Watkins Glen Grand Prix of
ill. S. The film is available
.e

usively to national TV star.

_Censored by Kendall Refining
and produced by Holland-

=an

Productions, free-loan
be obtained through
...Mira's distribution centers in

its may

llefield,

N. J.. La Grange,

Tex

"'as.

and

Ingeman Is Appointed
count Exec for WHLI
sward

13

hee:,

-8inted an account exec for On
as department of WHLI, Hempgl, L. 1. He was formerly with
WA Benson & Mather as broadsupervisor
I

New Station Topper

Listeners Spinning

as

se of the six Story

radio sta-

have joined Okeh Records in
promotion for the disknew hit, "Red Top" by Jerry
sin. Each station has been
J101.

.

with a quantity of tops
to their ke spot, placing

shed
31

in

n

key

locations

in and

their cities and giving
air. Cash prizes are
fir awarded. Participants are
OIL St. Louis; WTIX, New
Maas; KOMA, Oklahoma City;
!.GT. Minneapolis. and WQAM,
lat.
old

on the

-

Hollywood
The popular
pastime of throwing verbal
rocks at TV finds no support

from Don Weis, director of many
top TV shows in the past ten years
and two-time winner of the Directom Guild Award. Weis has blasted self-appointed critics who consider it smart to belittle the medium which, he says, has given
a good living to thousands of actors and technicians.
Said Weis, "Many of those who
make the grade overnight and
enter motion pictures from TV,
Immediately adopt a supercilious,
critical attitude. They overlook
one point-that TV today has taken the place of repertory and
vaudeville, permitting young tal-

For N.Y. Pioneers

ent

Jeff Spark,. United Nations radio officer, has been nominated for
president of the New York chapter of the Broadcast Pioneers, according to an announcement by
Arthur Simon, chairman of the
nominating committee.
The incumbent president. Phil
Edwards, is the candidate for
treasurer. Nominees for three vice
presidencies are May Singhi
Breen, Vincent Lopez and Peggy
Stone. Lillian Okun is the candidate for secretary.
In the absence of petitions by
10 or more members prior to the
date of the annual election meet
ing, June 7. the slate will he un-

shows

Ill

San Francisco

II,c,111.111

Sparks Tops Slate

Director Hits Critics
Who Belittle Medium
On Entering Movies

181

Warner 03-Net Segs

Slated for

OP Debut

Holly wood-KCOP-TV, has en,d into a major syndication
deal with Warner Bros. involving
181 first-run. off-network episodes
of the recent ABC-TV hour series,
"SurfSide 6," "Bronco" and -Bourbon Street Beat." all scheduled
for a September start here.
Programming director Bob Guy
said KCOP-TV has 74 episodes of
"SurfSide 6." starring Troy Donahue in private eye situations along
the beach; 68 episodes of "Bronco." a western series featuring Ty
Hardin, and 39 stanzas of "Bourbon Street Beat,- co- starring
Andrew Duggan and Richard Long
in private eye action around New
Orleans.

Evans Ass't Controller

-

Hollywood
Bob Evans has
appointed assistant to KNX
Station controller Clifford A. Carlbe-en

son.

a

chance to be seen.

"Considering

the number of
and the pressure under
which the industry works, it's
inevitable that TV should have
its bad spots. Neither Hollywood
nor Broadway ever bats a thousand," said Weis.

"However." he continued, "in
TV there's more opportunity, creativity. room for experiment, with
less higher echelon pressure than
is sometimes found at a major
studio. where big budgets tend to
dictate policy and production. I
admit that to some people the
daily grind of a series can become
a
treadmill. I've heard people
say. 'What am I doing here"' All
I can say is 'Where would they
oiherwisa

"'

Ging in 'Eleventh Hour'
As Co-Star with Corey
.1soma U.

osned

VIGNI-1 V I.,

I:.1

iio il

by

Wendell

Corey in "The Eleventh Hour,"
new hour series for NBC-TV. Ging
last year starred in "Tales of Wells
Fargo" and has guest-starred in

"Twilight Zone."
dred" and "G.

E.

"Cain's
Theatre."

Hun-

'Casters, Sponsors
Get Bronze Plaques

For Safety Pitches
For the I It li year, sponsors and broadcasters received
Alfred I'. Sloan Radio-Television Awards last night for "outstanding work in highway safety
promotion during 1961.- Sloan
himself, honorary chairman of
General Motors, was to have presented the bronze plaques at

a

Waldorf-Astoria dinner.
Radio stations cited were WGN,
Chicago; WJR, Detroit; WAVZ,
New Haven. Conn.; WWOM, New
Orleans, and KLON, Long Beach,
Calif. TV recipients were WGN,
Chicago; WYES. New Orleans,
and the CBC.
Seven Sponsors Winners
Winning sponsors were Bethlehem Steel Co., Ray-O-Vac Co.;
Armstrong Cork Co.; H. H. Meyer
Packing Co., Cincinnati; First National Bank. Phillipsburg. Kan.;
MFA Insurance Co., Columbia.
Mo.. and Spearman Distributing
Co., Tallahassee, Fla.
Carroll E. Gregg and James L.
Pritchett of KWTV. Oklahoma
City, received special awards of
$1,000 each as producer and writer, respectively, of highway safety

programs "of exceptional origin-

ality."

Wylie Addresses Alumni
On Liberal Arts Value
Max Wylie. supervisor of TV
programs for Lennen & Newell.
will speak June 9 at the Hamilton
College alumni luncheon_ His
theme: "the increasing need, in
today's science-minded society,
for young men prepared by the
small liberal arts colleges."
Wylie, a Ilamilton alumnus. is
also a novelist. playwright, television scripwriter, teacher and lec-

turer.

Framer Seeks 'Payoff Lady'
Walt Framer, creator and producer of "The Big Payoff," is
in a quandry, trying to find a new "Lady in Mink" for the program which is scheduled to hit
over 80 markets as a five-a-week
daytime feature. He has been selling the show without a cast since
announcing its return to the airwaves. Bess Myerson was the
"Lady" when the show was a daytime feature on the television networks.
The search for the "Lady" is

further complicated by the fact
that "Payoff" will go on wheels,
originating from various places
around New York City some 20

www.americanradiohistory.com

weeks of the year; from Los Angales and environs at least 10
weeks a year, and one-week orig'nations in 24 other top U. S.
markets.
However, within the new few
weeks Framer will announce the
appointment of a new "Lady." a
new host to replace Bert Parks
and a search for beautiful girls
throughout the world as "Payoff"
personalities, in presenting global
fashions.

ufmrygirmtprel
MGM

,

OR

14

-44
By TED GREEN

Janet Nelson. ex-secretary of Herbert Brodkin, producer

of CBS-TV's "The Defenders." has been appointed casting director
for extra roles for "Defenders" and "The Nurses," Brodkin's new
entry which debuts Sept. 27 on CBS-TV. Aspiring thespians looking
'ot extra roles ran reach her at TR-6-8400
Columbia Records
,,I1 record the new Broadway Musical, "Bravo Giovanni," in New
'Cork on Sunday. It has also recorded the off-Broadway hit, "Brecht
.1, Brecht," for release this Summer
Jacques Belasco, composer
the award-winning NBC-TV spectacular on Vincent Van Gogh,
.

.

.

.

o just completed the musical score for Robert Ruark's "Africa."
olor spec to be aired on the web Friday
Cab Calloway joins
ick Sterling June 17 for the Bill Vance Memorial program at Green:oh (Conn.) High School. Vance wrote special material for Sterling
:or more than 20 years
Gloria Okon is cutting a new series of
',Yestc lox commercials to be broadcast nationally starting June
CBS newsman Allan Jackson treks down to Tulsa today to speak
at KRMG's "Meet The Press Day"
Alma John, WWRL director
of women's activities, has been honored by the New York State
Itranches of the National Association of Negro Musicians
.

That's WSB TV's
average

.

.

for January!
Monday through Sunday, 9 AM ti'
night, the latest Mae Jan
reports WSR TV evtended
of Atlanta television. This n,
secutive months that Ati.,
shown a decided !Referent,
over the two other teley,sion
Mrs million plus market
This loyally
makes WSB TV the top sales producing

station

Atlanta Let
products, toot
in

it

move your

...

.

1

.

share
of Atlanta
audience

.

Non-

Deal for Its PostThe Canadian Broat

stn,

.

into

.

Meet: Marc Brown. musician, concert master and president
his own TY and radio commercial music company, Mar, It row n
Issociates. Marc is one of the few men in the
business who can answer the question, "What's
the new sound?" Odds are good he's invented lots
of it. Since founding his company less than two
years ago, awards and contracts prove his excelonce. 11 e grew up n a muses
(a ens i ronme nt in
it filch father taught piano and mother also was
fine musician. After graduating from Waldon
school in New York City, Marc plunged into the
mid of Long-hair music. There followed concerts
it Town Hall, a debut in Carnegie Hall and with
the NB(' Symphony. Out of his successful music
producing experience on "Wide, Wide World" grew
aRowN
Hie idea of organizing a TY radio commercial
music production company. Marc won the special award for music
it the International Film Festival of New York in 1961 and recently
ame away with a special citation for musical scoring at the Third
American TV Commercial. Fe-lis.11 tor the Chevrolet series.
.1

lorp. has licensed five MG p
48 features for use on its
network on Sunday mut
Summer, marking the fir
MGM's post-'48 feature, t
been licensed outside the
States. The CBC-TV ni
however, has an existing
for the broadcasting of M
'48 features.
CBC-TV will use the
in place of its regular
night hockey pickups on
Sunday nights involved. T
licensed to CBC-TV a
Bad and the Beautiful," "
bo," "Don't Go Near the
"Scaramouche" and -Th
Time I Saw Paris," tent,
scheduled for June 9, Jt
Aug. 11 and Sept. 15 and
spectively.
All five films are includes!
two groups of 30 post-'48 ft
currently available to state
he U.S.-MGM-TV's W(30. (i2 groups.
I

Zirato Assoc. Produce
On

'Trulh' Daylimer

Lino Znatu, Ji., has
Todman as an
producer on the daytime "Til
The Truth," which makes
debut June 18 on CBS-TV. :a
for 17 years a director-pri
at CBS. replaces Willie Stei
has been upped to producer.
nighttime "Truth."
1.51

Goodson

Negro Group Lauds Ail
For Human Rights Aia
(Continued hem Pea* I)

.:
.. Adderley now the nation's top
to ABC Radio president I
ti
srllmg j.,..
St, v, t going into semi-retirement?
and to writer-p
... The Luau 400 Luana ought to be on TV's "SurfSide 6" or "Hawai- R.Ira Paisley
Marion.
ian Eye"
The swank Gaslight Clubs are sending teams of its
The
award paid particulai
girls on the road to give shows for men's clubs, ladies' clubs. etc
Saverwy Saridis' new album on Warner Bros. table is tops. What a ute to the ABC program,
Name Was Truth," writtel
eotee!
Persian Room star Enzo Stuart, taped a "PM" guester
The Highwaymen. the folk-singers whose records have sold more produced by Marion, about.
than 2 million copies, will all graduate from Wesleyan U. in Con- Civil War slave who took
necticut on June 4
Eve Franklin, special material consultant cause of human freedom
to Cellomatic Industrial Productions, wrote the new novel musical own.
revue, "The Eighth Lively Art." now playing in the Cotillion room
Peterson, who is also the
of the Hotel Pierre ... Tom Poston's taking six weeks off this Summer tary of the New York Tra
to make his second movie. "The Old Dark House," in Blighty. And
thority, said the American
Allen Ludden. come August. will play the Henry Fonda role in "Critic's Emancipation Centennial A
ity, 1963, decided to pr
Choler.- in Skowthep,o, Me and TVoni. Mi...
special award as recogniti
ABC Radio "for the past
years had been waging a
freedom through its public I
UM-eon-4 M.01, 1111,,n
i, 1,.1g nl trick, 141 Antzry programs."
Sept. 29 with ..The Magic Land of AllaKazam." Sponsors are
Louis Marx Co.. via Ted Bates. and
Lakeside Toys through Kerker- series begins its third year on
WARD E. STARK
television.
Peterson.
amatory ..d etrumelal
Host Wilson is assisted by his
Wilson is executive producer
C ,,,,, twos
with Dan Whitman as producer, wife Nana Darnell, 7-year-old son
Mike, Reba the Clown in the perTelevision Stations-Radio Stati
Andrew Sidaris as director and son of Bev Gergerson. and Bob
so 13soi 3313
Jack Winner, associate producer. Turner as Evilo, the world's wickNow Tx* MB, IC T. 10.411.../.
With its premiere on ABC, the edest magician.
t

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

ABC Pulls Wilson Out of Hat
I
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Huntley, Brinkley Again,
With Bernstein for Music
in Variety,
where its ebul-

lient comedienne, Carol

Burnett,

re-

Seeretary

Pierre Salinger

press

ance in a vari-

and U. S. Senator Magnuson appeared.
There was a Special Academy
Trustees Award I., If o Gen

ety musical

program or
series.

NBC's HuntMISS HARRIS
ley - Brinkley
sort won the majority vote in
afield of news and David BrinkJournal achieved top honors
education and public affairs
rgramming.
here were twin Emmys for
ward Bernstein: one in music
his CBS programming of the
rlharmonic in Japan and the
le sr in the Children's Show catefor the versatile conductor's
w York Philharmonic Young
spies Concert on the same net-

:,

r

Approval Tumultuous
other awards.
re
received by the three
XAS assemblages with thunous applause betokening the
turnouts' approval of the final
toting, results of which are
Ced in the adjoining columns.
-

II of these, and

he masters of ceremonies roles
handled with grace and disby JohnCarson
in
1
Est York's
are

tel Astor, by

David Surnoft.

whirl,
broadcast-

10

man,

SINGLE PERFORMANCE

E.

CONTINUED PERFORMANCE

York of
fair.
Other special
honors went to

BY

AN ACTRESS LEAD IN

CBS
A SERIES

A

SUPPORTING ROLE BY AN ACTOR

KNOTTS-ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW, CBS
AN ACTRESS

PERFORMANCE IN

A

VARIETY OR MUSICAL PROGRAM

OR SERIES

CAROL BURNETT-THE GARRY MOORE SHOW, CBS

the news chiefs

PROGRAM CREATED SPECIFICALLY FOR DAYTIME TV

of the three

PUREX SPECIALS

Mr:, mlYNEIT
networks who
cooperated on cm-, .114t, 1 Li. Col.
John Glenn's orbital flight, and to
Mrs. John F. Kennedy for
Tour of the White House," This
accolade was accepted for the
First Lady by Mrs. Lyndon Johnson, wife of the vice president of
the United Stales.
Produced by Fred Coe, the 90minute telecast by NBC highlighted the past year in television,
through the use or em -s and otoi
clips. Included
were interesting scenes from

A

House

tour

John

shot

VICTORIA REGINA, HALLMARK OF FAME, NBC
ACHIEVEMENT IN ORIGINAL MUSIC COMPOSED FOR TV

RICHARD RODGERS-VALIANT YEARS,
WINSTON CHURCHILL, ABC
WRITING ACHIEVEMENT IN DRAMA

REGINALD ROSE-THE DEFENDERS, CBS
WRITING ACHIEVEMENT IN COMEDY

CARL REINER-THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW, CBS
WRITING ACHIEVEMENT IN DOCUMENTARY FIELD

LOU

of

HAZAM-VINCENT VAN GOGH:
A

F

SELF-PORTRAIT, NBC

DIRECTORIAL ACHIEVEMENT IN DRAMA

of

FRANKLIN SCHAFFNER-THE DEFENDERS,
(Various Episodes) CBS
DIRECTORIAL ACHIEVEMENT IN COMEDY

and the

municalions Commission

FOR WOMEN, NBC

PROGRAM OF THE YEAR

the White

NAT

Federal Com-

'World of Folk Music." star.g Oscar Brand, is being aired
a
Sunday feaure on WNBC.
e series, presented on 1,300 stens in the U. S., is presented
cooperation with the Departnit of Health, Education and
Mare.

SERIES

A

PAMELA BROWN-VICTORIA REGINA,
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME, NBC

New

trio

Outlet Adds Popular
'World of Folk Music'

LEADING ROLE

PERFORMANCE IN A SUPPORTING ROLE BY

in person at the

Kovacs Nairobi

.Y .

A

SHIRLEY BOOTH-HAZEL, NBC

PERFORMANCE IN

neer accepted

Glenn, Ernie

nters were many luminous
of show business and pub-

LEADING ROLE

MARSHALL-THE DEFENDERS,

12.

DON

Maj.John

MUMMER

A

CONTINUED PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR LEAD IN

tinguished pio,

space

-.1ssist-

IN

JULIE HARRIS-VICTORIA REGINA,
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME, NBC

Kennedy, the

the Sheraton
-ifk Hotel in
'sfishington and
It Bob NewH at in the Paleium Theatre,
allywood.

II

SINGLE PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTRESS IN

ba'

'

BY AN ACTOR

PETER FALK-PRICE OF TOMATOES,
THE DICK POWELL SHOW, NBC

ing's most dis-

Mrs.

trid Brinkley

as

Jimmy Durante, Earths Kitt,
Dave Garroway, Arlene Francis
and Lucille Ball. In Hollywood
there were Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred Astaire, Nanette Foliray,
Walter Brennan, NAB pros abut
LeRoy Collins and Jock Webb
From Washington, White Iluuse

ceived her prize

statuette f or
her perform-

1j.

(Commemel Imm Peg.

lie life, including: in New York,

1962

THE WINNERS

iCentinumi Item Page II

Brown for her
In a supporting role.
Moore
Show scored
Garry
or program achievement
ed to Pamela

3

Burnell !Variety Tops

lit'arry Moore. Curti!
s

DAILY-

TELEVISION

FALK

hearings at
which it was demonstrated that
Mr. Ed, the talking horse, was a
better audience attraction than
was the Commission's chairman,
Newton Minow.
Academy members in eight
chapter cities
Baltimore, Chicago,
Hollywood, New York,
Pheonix, San Francisco, Seattle

-

and Washington-cast 6,000 votes
to firmly establish the Emmy winners.
St. Louis, newest of the Academy cities, was ineligible for this
year's balloting.

HIKEN-CAR 54, WHERE ARE YOU?,

NBC

ACHfIVEMENT IN ART DIRECTION AND SCENIC DESIGN

GARY SMITH-PERRY COMO'S KRAFT MUSIC

HALL, NBC

ACHIEVEMENT IN TV CINEMATOGRAPHY

JOHN S.

PRIESTLY-NAKED CITY, ABC

ACHIEVEMENT IN ELECTRONIC CAMERA WORK

THE ERNIE KOVACS SHOW, ABC
ACHIEVEMENT IN TV FILM EDITING

AARON NIBLEY AND HUGH CHALONPKANAKED CITY, ABC
ENGINEERING OR TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT

ABC VIDEO TAPE EXPANDER OR VTX-SLOW
MOTION TAPE DEVELOPED BY ABC

psMMM.1.1._
VE1-1-ValS9B
-RADIO

-

TELEVISION DAILY__

_

J.Canova, Tot Psychologist
Gain 'House Party' Invite
Hillbilly comedienne Judy Canova, in one of her infrequent
appearances, will be one of the
Art Link letter's "House Party"

guests Friday on the CBS Radio
show. Also on Linkletter's guest
list this week is Dr. Nathan Leich-

man, child psychologist, slated
for the Wednesday offering.

Baptists Fete Powell,

'(lose Up,' Sponsor
Philadelphia

I

lo

t

1,,droTV

awards will be presented in Convention Hall Friday on behalf of
the American Baptist Convention.
The awards go to "The Price of
Tomatoes" (NBC-TV, "The Dick
Powell Show"), "Walk in My
Shoes" (ABC-TV, "Close Up")
and the Elgin National Watch Co..
a sponsor.
"The Price of Tomatoes" was
written and produced by Richard
Alan Simmons. Arthur Holsch
wrote the script for "Walk in my
Shoes" which was produced and
directed by Nicholas Webster.

Radio and Television
In Movie Investigation
(Contin

horn Page I)

Rep. Walter Rogers (D.. Tex.)
carried the ball for the film indus-

try probe, but he was beset by
as to why radio, TV,
photographic mailings and paperback books were to be excluded.
Rep. Clarence Brown (R., 0.)
wanted to know if the proposed
investigation would cover motion
pictures produced for TV. adding.

Jackie Cooper has returned to Hollywood from Chicago
where Navy Secretary Fred Korth bestowed upon him the Department's highest civilian honor, the Distinguished Public Service Award.
Cooper was cited for unselfish contribution to public understanding
of the Navy since World War II as exemplified in his TV series "Hennesey."
Richard Alan Simmons and Peter Falk are teaming up
again as writer and star, respectively, of "The Doomsday Boys," for
"The Dick Powell Show" at Four Star. "Price of Tomatoes" for the
',Wile studio was their recent and first joint effort.
.

.

.

Tonight the finals for the "Miss Hollywood" and "Miss Los
Angeles" beauty contest will take place in the grand ballroom of the
Sheraton-West Hotel. The two winners chosen from the bevy of
lovely entrants will compete in the -California Beauty Pageant" slated
for June 21 and 22, with the ultimate winner going to the "Miss
Universe Beauty Pageant" in Miami Beach, Florida.
Jay Ward is going all out on merchandising for his "The
Bullwinkle Show." He already has a merchandising deal set up in
the U. S. with Licensing Corp. of America and is now finalizing a
similar deal in the British Isles with TV Network Merchandising Ltd.
of London.

With TV devouring scripts at such

a

rapid rate, it would

seem that the new, but talented writer would experience little difficulty in launching himself in a TV arreer. However, the opposite is
true, with the road to the inside being a long and arduous one.
Generally speaking, studios don't like to take a chance on the neophyte writer, for the very good reason that they must pay him Guild
wages, just as they would pay an established writer. If a separate

category were established by the Writers Guild for the junior writer,
with a lesser pay scale for him, he could then enter the industry on
a short-term contract as an apprentice to the senior writer. If he
had what it takes, he could eventually advance to the higher category.
If not, the studio's investment would have been smaller. The aspiring
writer, the industry and the public might benefit by such a move.
What do you think?

questions

That

he has heard suggestive
songs on radio. Rogers said radio
and TV are regulated by the FCC.
and suggestive material should be

reported to that agency.
The Rules Committee deferred
action on the resolutions and plans
to get the ideas of Rep. Oren Harris (D.. Ark.), chairman of the
House
Commerce
Committee.
which has jurisdiction over radio
and TV. Purpose of the consultation is to find out if Harris believes his own committee might
have jurisdiction. which would
make a select film investigation
subcommittee necessary.
Expect Rules Group Action
It is likely that the Rules group
will also confer on jurisdiction
with Rep. Emanuel Celler (D..
N. Y.) chairman of the House Judiciary Committee. The Dodd group
is a subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
The select committee, under the
resolutions would deal only with
motion pictures. If either of the
existing committees did take over,
the subject matter might be broadened to radio. TV and other
media.

David Bloom, Hollywood Television Service sales manager,
reports renewed interest in "Frontier Doctor." Rex Allen starrer originally released in 1956. He attributes the queries to the current fascination for TV medical drama and the high ratings they enjoy.
James Stewart has finished "Flashing Spikes" for "Alcoa
Premiere" at Revue and is preparing to leave for Washington for a
Stale Department briefing before he goes to Berlin as U. S. representative at the Film Festival June 22 through July 3
"The Judy
Garland Show" will air on BBC early in June. The deal was set in
London by David Begelman.
.

.

.

-

Ducommun Metals & Supply Co.. thru Fuller & Smith &
use radio for the first time when it commences 52-week
sponsorship next Monday of a daily quarter-hour business news program on KHJ
General Electric will be presented with a special
award Wednesday by Retarded Infants Services, Inc. in a ceremony
in New York. The company is being honored for its presentation of
"The Wall Between," written by Alvin Boretz and shown on the G. E.
Theatre January 7. It will be repeated on August 5.

will

Ross.

WodnoulariMI
Station Grants .

To Young Musici r

WCBS-TV has annul
grant of four $1,000 twin j
to outstanding students
All-City Iligh School Cho.
Orchestra for continued
study. Dr. Peter J. Willis,
rector of music for N.,
public schools, accepted t,
at the student orcheste
annual concert.

'Rebel' Fastest

5(

For AB( Syndical
ABC Films' fastest syn
in its eight-year history

1

Rebel," the Goodson-Tod
duction starring Nick
which has been sold in
the top U. S. markets sin
placed on the sales bloc
10 days ago, according to
Tobin, VP and domestic
lion sales director.
Among the initial sign
WABC-TV. New York; I
TV, Hollywood: WGN-TV
cago: WXYZ-TV, Detroit;

,

TV, Washington; KTVTWorth: KMSP-TV. Minn
WFLA-TV. Tampa: WB
Knoxville: WNEP-TV,
and WLOS-TV, Asheville.
are 76 segments available. a
series will sub for 12 wee
Summer for NBC-TV's
Bishop Show."
Adding 4 Sales Reps.
Continuing the upbeat
news, Tobin also announce,
four new sales reps will so
added, one for each of the
division offices. Newly na
head the Southern Div. o
New Orleans was Willi
Seiler. Others are Albert G.
gan, Eastern Div. office
Michael G. Gould, CentreB
head, based in Chicago, and
and M. Lloyd, Western Div..
based in Beverly Hills. The
sales reps will be named slt

.

Picasso A Pubsery Opener
X 9 Hillis vs II .c ridicule "Pie.e...: An American Tribute.
is believed to be the first time that an original one-shot,
produced by a local station (WNBC-TV, New York) will be
promoted network style via a
closed-circuit preview, and dis- and in color, it launches NBC
tributed along the station-by-sta- Films into a new product area."
1

It

Lion route.

Morris Rittenberg, NBC Films
president, said:
"The 'Picasso' special is the
vehicle we've been awaiting to
enter the realm of public service
programming. A magnificent hour
of entertainment and culture

-

Much of the interest in "Picasso:
An American Tribute" is generated by the running controversy
over abstract art. Rittenberg theorizes that the show will attract
viewers because Picasso invites
enthusiasm, antipathy or curiosity
-but never indifference.

www.americanradiohistory.com

N.Y. Bal!et Trio Grace

Stravinsky Dance Drai
Tinee leading dancers oil
New York City Ballet, Jat
d' Amboise, Edward Villellas
Jillana. have been select
George Balanchine. cho
pher, for the featured role

Igor Stravinsky s dance

/

"Noah and The Flood." The
show premieres on CBS-TV
14 as a Breck 'Golden Showt
special.
Twenty-four members of.k
New York City Ballet will
port the dancers in the pro
Lion. The Breck "Golden Si'
case" series is sponsored by .
H. Breck, Inc.. through Re 14
McClinton.
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Star-Kist Buys Big

icago-

t aid
Sc HAL

tan

announcer Frann Weigel
he is not the Weigel applythe FCC for UHF Channel
.inatead, it is veteran industryJahn Weigel. The latter plans
1 me studios in the former ChiDaily News Building (now
the Riverside Plaza), when
if the FCC grants him a liFrom Minneapolis comes
41 that WTCN film editor Joel
,

Pon

and

Mrs. Johnson

it parents of
1.

are

their first child,

*
Lindquist, sales vice pres-

.rtn
for the Fred Niles firm, rerenewals of the syndicated
Ise show, "Ed Allen Time"
WGN-TV-Chicago; KHVHHonolulu; and WOOD - TV,
d Rapids. It's a daily halfshow ... Flo Laux, formerly
Young and Rubicam. New
has joined the Niles firm as
nistrative assistant to produc,T Bill Harder.

*

*

age Lazarus of the Daily
announces Kenneth Mason,
?ling VP and partner of Hill
will be:s. Mason

advertising director of Quak
Robert S.
(its Company
-s is new account executive
'Needham, Louis & Brorby
Barry McKinley, executive
-.tor with Frank (Wass Protons in Hollywood, has joined
B's Hollywood office as TV(producer. Previously he was
WBBM -TV and WGN-TV
.

.

.

.

leative Cookery" on WEBB
mark its 11th anniversary the
of June 4th. Hosts are Fran'orte and his sons, Frank Jr.
lob. Producer is (Miss) Pat
a.

Writers Scripting
Dar. 'Alcoa Premiere'

-

RAW') TI' tummy
ood
Revue's "Alcoa
P.Viere" series hosted by Fred
Bre, currently has five writers
'

properties for
(982-'63 season, according to
give producer Richard Lewis.
-tars and properties are WilMcGivern "Ordeal in Dark" John Hawkins, "Matter of
and Death:" James Gunn.
Ping novel by Philip Maclid titled "Guest in the
e;" Joe Swerling, "Raid on
Hospital." In addition, RobMcEnroe, author of Broads "The Silver Whistle," will
' an original teleplay, as yet
led

doping hour

-

In TV Summer Drive
Sim -Kist Foods. via 1,c0 Burnett Co., will sponsor eight ABCTV prime time and eight daytime
shows in a major Summer advertising campaign.
The evening shows are: "The
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet,"
"Ben Casey," "Cheyenne," "Follow the Sun," "Hawaiian Eye,"
"Hollywood Special," "77 Sunset
Strip" and "Maverick." The daytimers are "Camouflage," "Jane
Wyman Presents," "Queen for a
Day," "Seven Keys," "Who Do
You Trust," "Window Shopping"
and "Yours for a Song."

at

RALPH

-

MEI

Stamford, Conn.-Two TV performers and a Broadway producer
will be featured Monday night on
WSTC-AM-FM's hour "Commonity Affair" program, with moderafor Ethel Kweskin relaying queslions asked the panel by both
studio and in-home listeners. The
program emanates from a downtown restaurant well known on
the local scene.

Appearing will be veteran actor
of
Horace
ABC-TV's "Naked City." Hildy
TV's
on
Parks, who was featured
"Down You Go" and "To Tell the
Truth" after a successful Broadway career, and her husband,
Alexander H. Cohen, who has
spent 20 years in Broadway production.

Nets

To

The ninth annual "Day o
Visuals' is set for June 4 it
the Hotel Roosevelt in New
York. It is co-sponsored by the
National Visual Presentation As
sociation and the Sales Exec-idly..
Club of New York. The award.

banquet will be held the firs
night with a keynote address "Th

is not

a

side-

Thought for Today

Spring meeting

recent

.

.

KBA

here.

in

American broadcasting has been
quietly asserting itself in recent
This is, of course. FM. In
days
areas of the country where the
nearest concert hall is a thousand
miles away. where even a trip to

PIOUS
The Kentucky Farm Bureau Award, for service to both the farm and urban
communities, went to Jack Crow-

.

the public

library is

a

major ex-

pedition, FM has come to the reswith stimulating, varied and
intelligent fare presented in clean.
high -fidelity sound."
-from FMphasis. May issue

cue

--

More than 300 one-minute radio
spots are scheduled for stations in
the New VorkNew Jersey market,
Including WVNJ. WAWA and WPAT, by Barricini Candies. Inc.. in

four-week promotion that ties in
Puerto Rican tourism with three
randy assortments: Caribbbean
Holiday, New Adventure and Summer Festival. Agency is Mogul
Williams & Saylor. Grand prize
in the campaign is a holiday for
four in Puerto Rico via Pan Am.

a

(Co...tinkled from Page

Another problem currently being faced by the veteran newsmen
is getting from one assignment to
another. There was an incident
when three of them were to fly
to Laos for a meeting of princesa
normal two-hour flight. The
newshawks arrived there 18 hours
later, after having been transported via truck. plane, boat, and
shanks mare.
Only casualty reported is a case

Broadcasters

Ass'n for "dens
onstrating that
public service

line, but a way
of life." He wa
honored at the

Boost Asian Coverage

helicopters and vehicle., for Mob
ing.
Biggest problem at present, in
fact, appears to be the logistics
of returning films and tapes to the
States. A spokesman for NBC
noted it was almost impossible to
keep track of film and tape en
route until they are actually landed on one of the coasts. The time
factor, of course, is highly important; at present it is taking
close to 24 hours to transport film.
CBS, in one instance, was able
to start processing film footage
12 hours after it was shot.

Louisville's Sholis

Taoist elle
flirvuter r.I
presented w PI.
Mike Award by
the Kentucky

Promise and Purpose of Visua
Presentations" by William J. Con
nelly. NVPA president

"A new and vital force

Actors, Producer Quizzed
On Live WST( Panel

Mike Award of KBA

AGENCIES

11

of dengue lever sulfured by NBC's
Arnaldo Lacagnina. He is now
hospitalized in Bangkok. Grant
Wolfkill, NBC newsman captured
in May of last year. is still ins.
prisoned and efforts are being
made to gain his release. In his
last communique Wolfkill said: "I
am being patient and hope you are
too."
One ironic feature of the stepped
up coverage is the apparently feeling among the Laotians that Washingtnn has puffed up the situation
bigger than it is.
Ray Falk. ABC's Tokyo Bureau
chief. sent back a recent cornmunioue where he noted that "it
doesn't look like much of crisis
when leaders of the two countries
-Laos and Thailand-are off on
a visit to Formosa. the Russian
ambassador is on vacation and one
military leader is touring Europe"
Falk closed out by adding that the
Thai and South Vietnamese leaders appear "no more concerned
than they were a year ago."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A WHAS TV documentary.
"Scars on the MounLxinside," depicting the wasting of Kentucky
farmland, has earned the 1962
journalism award of Sigma Delta
Chi, Louisville chapter. The project was researched and written
by news director Bill Small and
filmed in the mountain strip mines

by Fred Wiche.

farm director of WAVE-AMTV here. Two special Kentucky
Civil Defense awards were presented-one to the
for conducting a "CD Day" last Nov. 8,
and one to WAVE-TV for special
CD series last Fall.
Associated Press-Kentucky U.
first-place news awards for staLions in communities of 100,000 or
nee,

more went to WHAS.
Winners in communities of less
than 100.000 were WHOP, Hopkinsville, for overall news coverage; WWKY, Winchester, best
coverage of a single story, and
WOMI, Owensboro, special contribution to a community.

Promotes Two

-

Allen Davis has
Ilollywood
been promoted to program director of the John Poole Broadcasting Co.. owner and operator of
KBIG and KBIQ-FM, and Bob
Gage. KBIG's chief announcer,
has

art,

Is),

upped to resident man-

NBC Cited for Show
Mental Health Ass'n

By

The National
for
Mental Health has given NBC a
award
for
"exceptional
special
contribution to public enlightenment on mental illness." The recognition was made for the network's "From the Most High
Comelli Healing" program on the
"Southern Baptist Hour" series.

BALTIMORE/FLORENCE/JACKSON
PROVIDENCE/SEATTLE/SPOKANE
-250 episodes
wiry best from Groi.
11.year network comedy hit, continues
smash as an NBC Films syrhh..ited series. Not only tiro m his time periods in the above markets,
but tied for first in Boston...Columbus. Ohio...and Washington. D.C.

THE BEST OF GROUCHO

to be

a

GROUCHO-keeps on gaining rating points wherever he goes. Take Boston. An immediate hit on
Thursdays at 7:30 PM, he went up 7 points since November. Now he is tied for first with a 24 rating.
And in Washington. D.C., as a Mon.Fri. strip (1.1:30 PM). Groucho is tied for first as a result of a 5 point
rating climb since November.
THE BEST OF GROUCHO-strong in every time period. In Wichita Falls, Texas (Mon.Fri., 12:30.1 PM)-an 83%
rise since November.
THE BEST OF

Mon.Fri. strip (1.1:30 PM), up

3 points since October. In a Wednesday
night slot (7-7:30 PM), up to an 18 rating.
Chicago (Mon..Fri.. 1111:30 AM)-rating doubled since October. Jacksonville-up 67%...Portland.
Maine-up 5 rating points...both Sin e November.
THE BEST OF GROUCHO-on the rise in market after market. He'll win o er you market too!

In Detroit. he's gaining day and night! As

a

NEFILVS

Based on March 1962. ARB

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CASTERS, AD ROW IN TUG -0' -WAR
41

Airlines Seeks

ami's (h. 10 Again;

llhers Make Bids
Vise additional an10 here
ted up on the deadline for
las to take over the outlet
AL. B. Wilson is now °pnton a four-month license. And
was the original operator,
tonal Airlines.
lis was the channel lost by
,anal Airlines in the Richie
Wilson, sole original
as case.
,acant. was given the fouruth license, and it was deterrod that new applicants would
ermitted to file at the end of

tints for Channel

r.

period.

Aditional applicants were reied yesterday from Civic Telesn; Miami Television Corp.,
tic Service Television (the Natal Airlines subsidiary which
incensed of improper approach.
former commissionerMack),
youth Florida Television Corp
I

okins Added to Board
Chris Craft Subsids

I
t

rout Bureau of RADIO ]1' I'll)
Hollywood
John Hopkins.
indent and general manager
' oth KCOP-TV here and KTITV, Ft. Worth, has been electt o the board of directors of
VP Television, Inc.. Oregon
Division, Inc., and NAFI Teleling, Inc., (KTVT) wholly
limed sbsidiaries of Chris Craft
ambles.

-

JFK's 'E for Export'
to Screen Gems

Goes

'ashington

-

Screen Gems re-

ed President Kennedy's "E
Export" award yesterday for
.activities in increasing U. S.
9irt earnings through sales
Dad in more than 50 free world
ions of TV films. Films proted by Screen Gems account
over 20 per rent of the TV
ustrY's total foreign income,
sartment of Commerce said.

Cash Says TV Can Beat High Cost of Salesmen
Ilot Springs, Va.-Problems created by rising rests of In person sales
men ran be solved only by TV and Its ability to reach 50 million
American homes. TvB president Norman E. Cash said here yesterday.
average salesman today." he said, "serves more than twice as
many customers as he did too decades ago at a cent per person eon
ladled double that of 20 years ago
et eierbroadening markets, make
the nerd for
in person selling greater than ever

Industry

Is

Stymied

As Agencies Insist
On Product Zoning

-rite

Rapp.
Leo

Under Lung -Tenn

.1

On Ears of
o

P.M
Hollywood -- Radford Realty
Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary
of CBS -TV, and Republic Corp.
have reached a long-term lease
arrangement for film TV production at Republic studios in North

Hollywood.
Under the present schedule fur
occupancy, "Rawhide." produced
by CBS-TV, will start production
(Continued on

Page

6)

Commie Riddle Skein
Storer Programs. Inc is releasing a new series of 26 TV halfhours, "Communism: R. M. E.,"
produced in cooperation with UPI
and Movietone News, with scripts
and production supervised by
Sherman Dryer.
In announcing the series, Terry
H. Lee, head of SPI and Storer
Broadcasting VP, noted the title
comes from a Winston Churchill
statement that the issues of communism are
"a Riddle wrap,

.

.

teemiavea an Pare 2)

Spencer Harrison on Monday
as

I

-

IVIBG today
Philadelphia
climaxes a week-long program
of station activities celebrating the

fifth annivesary of Storer Broadcasting here with a gala party
hosted by Joseph T. Conway, WIBG g. neral manager, for Storer
personnel. major advertisers and
key agency people.

prelim
Immo
Melton
dal The tiend, tn. y belicse.
to no pi-oh-ever a, all.
Westinghouse Took Action
One of the broadcasters. Westinghouse. Is known to have stuck
its neck out by telling agencies

they were abandoning 15-minute
protection. Now, they may be
wishing they hadn't spelled it out
in so many words. Other broadcasters are loosening up on product protection-but quietly.
Edward A. Grey, senior VP for
media at Ted Bates, agrees that
tion is increasingly difficult.
ICentigned en Pay 4)

NBC Wants Extension
Of Cannda Link Niohts
Ira,

-

F.,31.

of

RADIO TV DAILY

Washington
NBC has applied
to the FCC for extension of its

authority to transmit network and
non-network TV program
chain facilities or others...

-7
-

Canadian stations

WBC Names Coast Theatre
For 'New Star' Steve Allen
Steve Allen, come June 25, will be the only TV star with a
theatre named for him. Westinghouse Broadcasting CO. has

Harrison Joins Packager
As a Stockholder, Veep
will join Ashley-Steiner

(Connoted on Pogo

WIBG's Fifth Birthday

Released by Storer

and bi Ted Pod"

Winter

Stu ma ad
t ial
battery-only-portable radio usage
stimates that Winter portable
radio listening I at home and away
from home) adds an average of
36 per cent to line-cord radio usage totals. Based on these findings
and corresponding SRI in-home
Audimter and auto-radio data,
Nielsen estimates total weekly usage of family-owned sets at an
average of 20 hours and 36 minutes per radio home.
Listening in-home un line-cord
receivers accounts for 59 per cent
of this total (or 12 hours and It
minutes), listening in automobiles
The

( Odle 1%111JY .#

aiket

broaden -.let

Portables Tack 36%

CBS TO PRODUCE
AT REPUBLIC LOT
Slav

loll 181/i

a

stockholder and VP in charge of
its legal and business affairs dept.
Firm packages many top TV
shows. He has been VP-business
manager of CBS since 1992.

acquired the Fine Arts Theatre
in Los Angeles and, in mid-June,
will rename it "The Steve Allen
Playhouse" as "home" for its new
nightly series. Alterations of the
theatre will cost more than 5350.000,

"The Show premieres June

www.americanradiohistory.com

25

on WBC stations; via syndication.
on WPM New York, and on TV
outlets across the country in late

nighttime periods.
A completely new stage lighting
system, designed especially for TV
(Cogrinned on Page

I)
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Get Look-See

Al AB(-TV Fall Sked
ABC-TV affiliates around the
country received a run-down on
the network's 1062-63 season
schedule from Thomas W. Moore.
VP in charge of ABC-TV and met
several network stars via a halfhour closed-circuit yesterday.
Affiliates were introduced to
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans. who
will head their own Saturday
night hour-long variety show on
ABC-TV this fall. From Hollywood. Roy and Dale introduced
Cliff Arquette, otherwise known
as Charlie Weaver. who will be a
regular in the new series.
In New York. Moore introduc
d the affiliates to Vincent Ed
d.ut ds. TV's "Ben Casey."
I3th Annual
n lit I. r MOUNTAINS'
11,115 31 a the 7 ARTS
hdy 616 In '3rd

attliii

St

HII.

lni

NI &INS

ACRES

'41111
Pike

FINANCIA

9. 1957

Thurs,

MARVIN KIRSCH

COMING AND GOING

-

Feb

New

Information: Walter

e.

/o

b*

DON WILSON, "Jock Benny Shaw" on.
ounce., arriving in Indianapolis tomorrow,
s
guest of Indiana's Governor and the
Festival 500" Committee.
AL HIRT returns to N. Y. from Chicago,
where he made personal oppearantsh

business.

"

figures showing the
Advertisers are eyeing the
total value of farm products sold in the U. S. is $30.1 billion
annually. That, says Madison Ave., ain't hay.

areas covered by Farm Network
Stations affiliated with KBS.
Sidney J. Wolf, KBS president.
said:
Million More In '54
"A comparison of the two most
recent Census of Agriculture figures, 1959 contrasted with 1954,
shows there has been a decrease
million operating
of more than
farms in this five year period. But
Keystone's coverage has risen to
the point where its 865 radio station affiliates in the Farm Network cover 78 per cent of the
farms. and a corollary percentage
of the dollar value of farm products sold."
He also said that of the top 400
farm counties in the U. S., Keystone provides 85 per cent coverage.
The too 10 farm states today
with the number of (arms in each
are Texas. 226.608: North Carolina. 190.567: Iowa, 174,707: Missouri. 168.672: Tennessee. 157.088:
Illinois, 154,644: Kentucky. 150,996: Minnesota. 145.662: Ohio. 140..
353, and Mississippi. 138.098.
1

N.Y.

(hnnel

to Examine

Prmary Election System

Mischief-Gremlin Hexes
Tally of Emmy's Suitors

A gremlin, apparently as distraught by TV as he is by large
numbers, crept into our linotypes
early yesterday morning. The

figure of 50.000,000
viewers for Tuesday's Emmy
Awards show received the "Slenderella flee by our linotype leprechaun and appeared on page
one as 5.000,000. An authentic tally is expected from the measurement firms in a few' d.tv, and will
estimated

be

reported here.

Johnnie-on-the-Spot
Mobile Unit Revs Up
Chicago

tonight titled "See How They
Run." The special will focus on
three hotly contested races for
Congressional seats in Manhattan's 19th and 20th districts and
Westchester's 26th district. A
highlight of the program will be
an interview with veteran political pollster Louis Harris, advisor
to John F. Kennedy in 1960 and
Mayor Wagner in '61.
The show, pre-empting CBSTV's "Frontier Circus." is a WCBS-TV public affairs presentation
with Ned Cramer as exec producer and Bud Beame. producer.
John Musilli directs.

s mobile unit,

designed to
fast-breaking
news stories directly from the
scene, has been placed into operation by WBBM. It will bring
in live news from as far as 40
miles from the Chicago studios.
The unit contains a separate alternator to supply uninterrupted
power for the many electronic
components needed to broadcast
a clear signal from the downtown
area with its tall buildings. or a

Storer Has 'Red' Series
iConhnued from

pcd in a

goal
exanaia-- lit 1111111;t11
process in an hour documentary

High

Admiral

JERRY BESS, executive assistant of RK0
General Brackkaaing Division, to Washington. D. C., to
WGMS.

KEYSTONE TELLS ADMEN
FARM DOLLARS AIN'T HAY
To get those ad glances focused
on itself. Keystone Broadcasting
System has released a study indicating that $23 billion of this
farm products value is spent in

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

JOAN HARRISON, producer of the "AlMed Hitchcock Hour" series, in London on

Peg.

11

Mystery, inside an Enig-

ma." He said the series relates the
basic differences between communism and the free world, pre-

senting a running account into
which are woven a sequence of
current and historical events "in
an entertaining, adult manner
without bias but with truth, without flag-waving ... to show communism as a force that affects our
economy, our education and, in
every manner, our way of life."
Among the program titles are:
"Brainwash with Soft Soap:" "As
the Twig Is Bent:" "Under the
Red Star:" "Lady in Red:" "Little
Boy Red:" "The Healthy Comrades:" ''The Worker's Paradise;"
"Russia's Big Lie," and "Russia's
Propaganda Mileage."
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Inn Video Tape Ufng
Electronic Amtec Unit
I

ref. .111 .s1.
Amtec unit has been cowl
at International Video Tap,
according to ITV president
Liam F. Wallace. He said
new device marks the becd
of true freedom in shootinr '
niques for commercial pr,d,
using our facilities."

Amtec increases the flex,

of video tape to handle w.
tricacies of commercials
ments may be taped see,
scene, in any sequence, in
or on location, and then ch.,:
ically edited together in tin
reef sequence with special
effects, if desired, without
of quality.

I
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ar Radios Raise /Dial "lir Allodience by ::3e'..
IWON, Chicago Study
Bees

46% of Drivers

Dutside Home-Set Area

It

knowledge
t automobile listeners boost
total radio audience by a
thy per cent. Now, a survey
is

common

isaioned by WGN, Chicago,

,

the point, using the Windy
as its clinical guinea pig.
The study, made in the eightnty Chicago metropolitan area
y the Research Guild, revealed
tat the car radio audience upped
le audience for all radios by a
hopping 23 per cent. And a large
art of the auto audience-46 per
nt-cannot be reached on home
ts on a given day.
854 Homes Covered
interResearchers conducted
ews in 854 households. Of these,
9 (60.5 per cent) had at least
to radio equipped car.
The auto radio audience aver;es two persons per car, accordg to the survey. It also showed
at car radio listeners include a
:gher percentage of adults, espeilly males, than the "in home"
di e nee. Each single radio
nipped auto household took an
,crage 2.2 trips in the car on
.'ekdays, 2.4 trips on Saturdays.
d 1.9 on Sundays. This meant
total of 19.8 million trips a week.
682 Per Cent Tune-th
Car radios are tuned in on 68.2
Ir cent of these trips, or a total
: c 13.5 million trips a week with
,dio on.
The average length of a car
p is 34 minutes on weekdays, 47
mutes on Saturdays and 48 min:Les on Sundays. Total time in
x on weekdays is hour 15 min. JIM Saturdays
hour 53 minutes,
-.Lod Sundays I hour 27 minutes.
The survey also examined in
- nail where people were going
their cars at various times of
Ikty. On the basis of these findwigs. WGN summarized:
IF "Properly timed, as many as
£000 auto radio listeners can be
Inched by a single one minute
immercial on their way to shop."
1

1

'Dr. Kildare' Sews Up
Hartford Phone Lines

-

Hartford
WDRC had to titsretinue an MGM Records promoan for
Richard Chamberlain
aging the "Theme from Dr. Kil-

ire," when the local telephone
impany canceled a special numir and yanked the automatic
lowering service because it had
ills barked up for three days.
isteners were told to call the
umber to hear a recorded mesage from Chamberlain and a few
ars of his song.

Lourau Is Chairman

AUTO RACING PIX

I(NX Entering Fight

Of WOLE -TV Board

FOR N. Y. FANS

To

SPerial To

-

04010

II'

San Juan
Norman Louvau,
vice president of WAPA -TV
Broadcasting Corp., has been
elected board chairman of WOLETV (Western Broadcasting Corp.).
Aguadil a/ Maya g uiz WAPA -TV,
a subsidiary of Screen Gems, was
recently acquired by WAPA-TV
Broadcasting, which also owns a
third interest in WOLF. -TV.
In other moves. Nelson Banks
has been promoted to promotion
director of WAPA-TV, which he
previously served as traffic manager and film director, with Felix
Santiago Ubides appointed traffic
manager and Evelio Otero added
to the staff as news director.
Resident for 21 Years
Banks has resided in Puerto
Rico for 20 years; Ubides began
with WAPA when it started operations in January, 1947, and
moved to WAPA-TV when it Weell
on the air some eight years ago
Otero, well-known local TV news
caster, initiates a 10 PM new
program on the station June 4
I

D.C. Outlet Re-Kindles

Repub.-Dem. Fireworks
It

.1,1111104m

WWDC,
in..2

Wf'1X to Air 'Dow Rio
Film of 'indionopolts 501

0.111.1'

A :11..on

noted for its

heated discussions on con-

troversial issues, tonight will
again bring together Carl Shipley, chairman of the D. C. Republican Committee, and Joseph
Rauh, vice chairman of the ADA
and also vice chairman of the
D. C. Democratic Central Committee.
In their last appearance, described as a verbal knock-down
and dragout affair. the program
ran out of time before the two
participants and Steve Allison can
out of words. This time, Allison
has arranged to devote his entire
program, from 9:35 PM until midnight, to the Shipley-Rauh debate.

New York area auto racing fan:.
get an opportunity to view
the national "Drag Hares" from

will

Bakersfield, Calif.. as well as films
of the 1962 "Indianapolis 500
Race" thru deals worked out by
WPIX with Raccfilms Productions.
"The Hot Quarter-Mile," a special half-hour documentary covering the national "Drag Races,"
will be shown on the station Tia
day, while a special half-hout 1;;
on the Indianapolis classic 00
telecast June 6, the fifth so,
sive time WPIX has aired lin
event. Dick Tufield narrates both
programs, with the "Drag Race"
film prouuced by the Iskenderian
Cam Co.

luncheon today Godfrey will receive the committee's George
Washington Medal.
who portray a father-son team of
attorneys, will receive George

In, rtes

I

recreation areas lot puitig
General manager Robert I'. Sutton, a CBS VI', supported tho
proposals in two broadcasts entitled "Let's Invest w the Future
The station say, it feels it I,
important now to take a stand
to save existing vacation lands for
future generations. It asks a ''yes"
Vote for a proposition that would
provide a $150 million bond r

;

Scooter Stunt
Gets Detour

ruth or UOnstoi lichees"
emcee Bob Barker will announce a run-off contest today for the quartet who tied in
guessing the exact mileage registered on a cross-country motor
scooter stunt conducted on his
NBC-TVer. The top four will be
asked to write in 25 words or less
"I would like a Rome adventure
because
."
When the scooter's speedometer
was opened at the conclusion of
.

.

the California-to-New York trip
it had registered 4,264.5 miles.
Seven other contestants were only
one-tenth of a mile off and will
compete for a Cushman Vespa
scooter. Barker will announce the
winners on the program scheduled
for June 5.

KHOW Sales Rep

-

Denver
Edward R. Williams
joined KHOW as a sales rep.

has

Emmy award-winner E. G. Marshall and Robert Reed, stars
of CBS's "The Defenders," will be named "TV Father and Son
CBS'
Arthur Godfrey was
named "Radio Father of the Year"
by the National Father's Day Committee. At the 27th annual awards

4.

f/,:

Stars Named Top TV 'Dad-Son'
of the Year" today by the National
Father's Day Committee. The pair,

I

Protect Outdoors

Washington medals at the 27th
annual awards luncheon which
will be held at the Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel here.

The stars were cited "for their
excellence and professional skill."
The occasion also officially opened
the 52nd observance of Father's
Day, which this year falls on June
17 and is dedicated to the theme
that juvenile integrity starts in
the home.

Puppeteers, Travel Rep.

Will Guest Wilh Wright
ILLIiifr

II

I

IL.

1

I

returned from a State Department
sponsored tour of India, Afghani-

will he guests of
Martha Wright tomorrow on WCBS Radio's "At Your Service."
Another guest. Miss Violet Kilgore. U. S. Travel Service representative, will talk about the influx of foreign tourists expected
in the U. S. this year.
-,tan and Nepal.

Mrs. Hagerman, 46, Dies
Following Heart Attack
Adrian, Me

Hagerman.
Lion

h

1..

mann,

casting station,, oo hobo, W.111.1
here and WNEM-TV-FM. Bay
City, died of a coronary attack
Monday in the company's executive offices.

Bellamy Signed for Lead
In Westinghouse Special

Ralph Bellamy has been signed
for the lead in the "First Day,"
CBS - TV's "Westinghouse Pre-

sents" special on June 20, sponsored by Westinghouse Electric
Corp., via McCann-Erickson. Bellamy will portray the father of
a schoolteacher who is readjusting
after discharge from a mental
hospital.

NBC Cited by PR Ass'n
For Newburgh Story

A

citation for distinguished
public service has been awarded
to NBC for its NBC White Paper
No. 9, "The Battle of Newburgh"
by the Health and Welfare Public Relations Association of Greater New York. Singled out for their
efforts are Irving Gitlin, exec producer, AI Wasserman, writer-producer, and Arthur Zegart, writerdirector.

7 MCA

Ott -Neste

Add 21 New Sal(
Sales of its sys
27 new r.l.rtu
been announced by MCA'.

hour series to

Syndication Division,
Seventy "Checkmate"
By TED GREEN

Tony Mitchell who recently completed a successful engagement at The Columns, has been chosen by the Banquet Managers
Guild, headed by Clyde Harris, to be the guest entertainer at its
. Fred Stettner, prodinner-dance June 4 in the Waldorf Astoria
ducer of NBC's "Your First Impression," has sold his house in the
East to settle down for a long stay in Hollywood. since his show has
become a permanent fixture in the daytime quiz show line-up. Nat
Ligerrnan, one of the creators of "Impression." who terminated his
career as a Greenwich Village laundromat operator six months ago
today, just celebrated the event by being made an associate producer
of the show
Most producers never have trouble finding stars for
their shows, but with Walt Framer it's just the opposite. Since it's
that
Walt is looking for a new lead for his traveling
been known
"Big Payoff" show, the guy has been swamped with top female names
from theatre, motion pictures and TV who want to be the "Lady in
Mink" ... WLIB's Evelyn Cunningham has been awarded the **YMCA
Drama Workshop Award for the Most Outstanding Contribution for
the Promotion of Community Projects Through Journalism." She will
receive the citation June 23 .. Maria Peron will do the straw-hat
WCBS
circuit this Summer in several musicals in New England
Radio personality Kenneth Banghart looking over several Broadway
scripts with an eye for his syndicate to back this Fall.
.

.

.

Once

upon a time ....
there was a little mouse who had no
home. One cold winter night. he
found his way into a church. And he
lard it there very much, because if
wa, nice and warm and safe. So he
decided to stay. When the children
came 10 Sunday School. they were
delighted to see him. And he soon
became their pet. They even gave
him a name
"Timothy Church-

-

malice",
Before very long he grew to be so
popular, that his lame spread and

until one day he became
the star of a Sunday School program
on 1111T-1. And there he lived hapspread

.

ptly ever alter'

"Timothy Churchmouse" is just
one of the many WLW-I public service programs. WLW-I devotes over
25'4 of its air time to more than
150 public service accounts. for
which it has received 50 awards and
citations in only 4 years on the air.
This is a public service broadcasting
record and another example of the
Crosley Stations' fine tradition of
service ... of their warm and friendly spirit that has made them good
neighbors in their communities.
Our pride and our privilege.

VV LW-
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reaches over 3 million people in
63 Indiana and 13 Illinois counties
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Meet: Lionel F. Baxter. Storer Broadcasting Radio Division
VP, began his broadcast career in 1934 as a staff announcer at WAN,
Birmingham, serving as chief announcer, publicitypromotion manager and program director. Ile took
time out during
in the U. S.
Maritime Service, and in 1953 he was named VPgeneral manager of WSFA-WSFA-TV. :Montgomery, remaining until the properties were sold in
1955. Baxter returned to Birmingham in the same
year. joining Storer as commercial manager for
WBRC. and a year later was appointed its
manager. In 1957 he was transferred to Philadelphia when Storer purchased WIBG and was
named a VP of the company the same year. Two
years later he was moved to Storer headquarters
itaMiElt
in Miami as national radio director, and in 1960
was named to the board of directors. The following year Baxter
was named radio division VP.

Herb Wolf's new daytime entry, "Window Shopping." not
only has an intriguing game to catch viewer interest, but is trying to
keep the national economy going all by itself. Through the first six
weeks the show offered "Window Shoppers" $127,165.78 worth of
prizes. Contestants walked off with $75,099.68 worth of the loot
Forrest Tucker has been booked to play Harold Hill in "Music Man"
at Kansas City for three weeks, starting June 10. Tucker played the
title rule in the national company of the "Music Man" for nearly
four years.
.

National School of Home Study has contracted through
31ellis & Lebow for spot schedules on 11'31CA. WINS, and WABC.
National sells a correspondence course in high school subjects
San
Francisco Broadcast Pioneer Sherwood R. (for Radio) Gordon and
wife, Marilyn. announce the acquisition of another child bringing the
Gordon Group to the FCC maximum of seven
Two great talents
awed with each other at Le ('ate Arnold: Richard Rodgers and

...

...

Carol Burnett.

Creloy Oroscleallng Colverlien

Donald Woods, one of the better actors on TV, is currently
co-starring in the off-Broadway hit. "Rosmersholm." He was a recent
guest star on TV's "Hawaiian Eye"
Jeanne Crain and husband
Paul Brinkman checked out of the Savoy-Hilton now that the actress
has completed her latest "U.S. Steel Hour" show. They'll be back
in New York June 13 en route to the opening of the Trinidad-Hilton.
.

.

have been purchased by
Colorado Springs: WFJ
Dallas; WTTV, Bloomingtt
BC-TV, Kansas City; WC

Minneapolis; WBRE-TV,
Barre; WRGB, Schenecta
TV, Sacramento; W F IV
Youngstown; KYW-TV,
land, and WBZ-TV Bostoi
26 of 'Frontier'
Twenty-six segments of
tier Circus" have been
WPTV. Palm Beach; WC
Charleston,

W.

Va.; WL

Lynchburg. W. Va.; KII
Yakima, and KCOP, Los it
"Thriller." consisting of
sodes has been purchased

AA -TV; WEAR-TV, Pens
and KOMO-TV. Seattle.
MCA TV's original offhour programs

-

-

"SusR

"Cimarron City." " Riverboa
"Overland Trail"
have.
KTVB, Boise ("Suspicion"!
HS-TV tall four programs)
SL-TV, Chico ("Cimarroix
"Suspicion"); KBTV-TV
("Suspicion"); KDUB-TV
bock (all four pogroms);
TV, Lynchburg, Va. ("Ri
"Cimarron City," "0
Trail"); KSL-TV, Salt
("Suspicion"), and )(LeyFayette, La. ("Riverboat")

Product Zoning Div'
Stymies the Industry
(Cumin...4 from Page II

but believes it Is possible,
not, advertisers should
some "consideration" whe
Lion standards are lowe
didn't spell out what that
ation should be.
Grey said a survey sho
some advertisements lose
as 50 per cent of their psi
appearing cheek-to-jowl

competitor.
One broadcaster disagr
ing there are surveys in
a product may actual
greater boost when paired'
competitor; i.e. two soft dzi
may make a man all the
thirsty. Also, magazines
competing ads with no a
harm done.
Grey retorts: "No magu
its right mind would put tw
ads together, and no adver
know would pay for it."
His solution to the prof
controversy: set up clea
of communications betwea
nets and stations. and betwe
advertisers and nets, so that
may be planned ahead.
juggled if necessary.

that

11(62
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7.-ONSUMER WATCHING TV
'HAS A 'BLOCK' VS. ADS

American consumer, wno is developing a mental screen
a chip on his
wnst all advertising, "sits before his TV with
ouider the size of a diving board," says Ernest A. Jones,
1 De

esident of MacManus, John &

,

can spend an evening with
magazine or newspaper and
consciously see an advertise" he added.
;peaking before the Internation.
Advertising Conference in Sydv, Australia, Jones said the aver.
urban American during his
king hours is subjected to an
muted 1,600 sales messages.
And this deluge of communicais intensifying," he said. "By
0 it is possible that advertising
the States will have increased
least 50 per cent, while the
'illation may increase about 20
cent."
le said the U. S. is becoming
nation of page skippers and
1 hoppers.
We speak proudly
our modern mass communicaas system, but we forget that
-hout reception there can be no
amunication."
'e told how agencies can get
'consumer's attention at a time
im "advertising's greatest con"-..tor is advertising."

REYNOLDS INKED

FOR 'SONS' SECS
Los Angeles-Gene Reynolds
former child star and now one o
the youngest veteran TV director
in the industry, has been signed
by Don Fedderson Productions to
direct next season's Fred MacMurray series, "My Three Sons." Ed
Hartmann will produce,
With MacMurray scheduled for
filming of Walt Disney's "Return
of Flubber" early next month,
Reynolds will start filming the
series by shooting around the
star's sequences.

How to Take Your 'Pick'

-

Philadelphia
"Pick Temple's
Ranch," a new two-hour roundup
of cartoons, music and variety,
starring "Pick" Temple, will be
presented each Saturday and Sunday on WFIL-TV starting this Sat urday.

1

DAILiMIM

Arts Vol.

3

Pack

Prelate to Get Kinescope
Of Program He Inspired

In 50th U.S. Market
Ill..11lhulam since Jan. I, is now in 50
.1.

I

markets via seven additional sales
made during the past week, it was
announced by Robert Rich, VPgeneral sales manager. During the
same period, Seven Arts sold the
41 post-'50s in Vol. 2 to four stations (total Vol. 2 sales now 94)
and Special Features to two
others.
KGW-TV, Portland, Ore., became the 50th station to buy the
41 Warner Bros. Post-'50s in Vol.
3, which was also bought for stations in WSYR-TV, Syracuse;
WTPA-TV, Harrisburg, Pa., WAPI-TV.

Biff Maguire Gets Lead
In MGM-TV's 'Zero l' Sag

-

5.1/1101I' DAILY
London
Biff McGuire has
been signed for a leading role
in

the

"Creators"

episode of

MGM-TV's "Zero One" series. He
joins the regular cast starring
Nigel Patrick, Bill Smith and
Katya Douglas. Lawrence P. Bachmann produces the series, and
Pennington Richards will direct
this segment.

-

Hartford
WTIC-TV has presented a kinescope of "A New
Cathedral Most Rise," a documentary on the Cathedral of
St. Joseph destroyed by DAME',
and rebuilt, to tine Most Rev.
Henry J. O'Brien, Archbishop Of
Hanford, whose words inspired
the program's title.

Virus Sleuths Track
Cancer on Telehunt
A
abaical "iiiiiiitive story"
about a world-wide search for
viruses that may cause human can-

cer, and whose solution could lead
to an anti-cancer vaccine, will be

traced in "Breakthrough: Cancer
Virus" on NBC-TV June 8.
The hour program reports on the
discovery of viruses that induce
cancer in animals, an experiment
with prisoner volunteers in a Chicago jail and an African cancer
that affects children.
NBC news correspondent John
Chancellor is the on-the-air reporter. Lou Hazam is producer,
Leonard Engel writer and Charles
Christensen director.

...
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Committees

Named from Board
To Guide

Activities

Vt-ashomtion
NAB di, ectors
has,' been named to six committees

follows: Radio Fund FinanceJohn F. Putt, WJR, Detroit. chairman; Richard W. Chapin, KFOR,
Lincoln. Neb.; Rex G. Howell.
KREX, Grand Junction, Colo.; Odin
S. Rainsland, KDAL, Duluth; Ben
B. Sanders. KICD, Spencer,
A.;
Harold Essex, WSJS, WinstonSalem,
TV Fund Finance
Joseph C.
as

1

-

WJR' - TV, Cleveland,
chairman; Payson Hall, Meredith
Broadcasting Co., Des Moines;
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, Lancaster, Pa.; William B.
Quarton, WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids;
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, Texas Telecasting, Lubbock.
General Fund Finance-The General Fund Finance Committee is
composed of the total membership
of the Radio and TV Fund Finance
Committees, with the two chairmen serving as co-chairmen of the
overall committee.
Russell Co-Chairman
Convention -James D. Russell,
KKTV, Colorado Springs. co-chairman with Radio Board vice chairman, when named at June Board

meet ing; Robe: t F. Wright.
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss.; Eugene S. Thomas, KETV, Omaha:
Gordon Gray, WKTV, Utica: Mike
Shapiro. W FA A - TV. Dallas;
George T. Frechette, WFHR, Wisconsin

Rapids; John S. Booth.
WCHA, Chambersbursr, Pa.; Willard
Schroeder, WOOD. Grand
Rapids; Lester G. Spencer. WKBV,
Richmond, Ind.; Ben Strouse,
WWDC, Washington.
By-Laws-B. Floyd Farr. KEEN,
San Jose, chairman; John S. Hayes.
Washington Post-Newsweek Stations, Washington; Gordon Gray,
WKTV, Utica; Henry Clay. KTIIV,
Little Rock; John It. Henze!,
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.
Membership-Robert F. Wright,
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss., cochairman with Carleton D. Brown.
WTVL. Waterville. Me.; A. Boyd
Kelley, ERRS'. Sherman, Tex.; Joseph C. Drilling, WJW-TV, Cleveland; Milian F. Haas, KAGH, Crossett. Ark.; James D. Russell,
KKTV, Colorado Springs; Allan
l'age, KGWA, Enid, Okla.; John F.
Box, Jr., WIL, St. Louis.

- CBS-Republic Sign

(Ceenneed Item Pee. II
for next season on June 25 at Republic studios. On May I. 1963.
the entire facilities, subject to Republic's present studio commitments, will be operated by Radford, at which time CBS-TV network film shows as well as other
independently produced shows
will utilize these facilities.

RFE Thwarts Red Jamming
Radio Free Europe, which began operating with a single
transmitter on July 4, 1950, tod ay has 28 powerful transmitters

On

and relay stations in West Ger-

many and Portugal from which
It broadcasts to the Communistdominated countries of East Europe.
A non-profit network, RFE is
still faced with Soviet jamming
attempts, but by utilizing several
broadcasting frequencies 90 per

cent of the programs can be heard
on at least one broadcasting wave
length.
Emphasis of the broadcasts is
on matters banned or distorted
by the Reds, with roughly 50 per
cent of RFE's programming devoted to news and news analysis.

Eli Wallach Starring

Whilley,HartisUpped

In Monodrama on FM By Charlotte Stations
drama (or mase
h, oicmieres in FM stereo Sunday on
WTFM. The hour broadcast features a discussion of the unusual
work by Eli Wallach, who narrated
the text, and composer Harold
Seletsky.
Based on a short story by Pietro
di Donato, "Concrete" marks the
first major revitalization of the
monodrama form since the 19th
Century. The musical form creates
an internal tension between narrator and orchestra to comment on
the action of the text.

Ford Sponsors Off-Beat

New Music Color Series
ra

''The Lively

rhil,a,1 color series,
tine." with Vic Da-

mone as host, will start July 26
on NBC for eight weeks in the
time-spot of vacationing "Hazel."
Sponsored by the Ford Division
of the Ford Motor Co. via J. Walter Thompson. the show will present contemporary jazz, comedy,
dancing and singing. Producer
Barry Shear says it is not a variety show, but an "off-beat" presentation. "s hot on locations
where the young set goes." Script-

writer

is

John Bradford.

Whitley has been named chief
engineer of WSOC-TV and Radio,
with Odell Hartis becoming WSOC-TV studio engineering supervisor. Whitley succeeds the late
L. L. Caudle. Jr.
Whitley who joined WSOC as
staff engineer M 1947. was promoted to chief engineer for both radio
and TV in 1957. In this position, he
worked closely with Caudle on
WSOC-TV and Radio has awardwholarsips to the 12th
annual North Carolina High
School Radio/TV Institute June
10-24 at North Carolina C, Winners are Robert Dennis Mills and
Hardy Paradise, who wrote essays
on "Why I am Interested in a
Broadcasting Career" in a competition conducted thou WSOCTV's Saturday noon show. "Kitro's Canteen,"
ed two

the plans. construction and installation of the TV transmitter
and the WSOC-TV technical plant.

Hartis. who affiliated himself
with the WSOC stations in 1946,
has during the past years, served
in various capacities in the engineering department. In addition to
his new supervisory duties, Hartis
hosts "Inside Sports," a weekly
sports program.

An
Protecting At

33 Nations in

U.S. Not Yet

in

F II

Washington - Aii a.!,
convention in Rome Ia.!
26 resulted in agreerm
33 nations for internat. 1
tection of rights of po
producers of phonogr
broadcasting organization
performances, according
released report by Rep.
V. Libonati. The U. S.
sign but may do so 0
Libonati said.
On the American dale
the convention as advise
representatives of AFTRA)
can Guild of Musical Art
sociated Actors and A,
America, NAB, ASCAP'
BMI and Motion Picture
lion of America. Repo,
NAB was Robert V. Evat

Live TV Covered.
The report pointed out

ternational TV via co
lions satellite is around
ner, and the nations
protect broadcasts from
ized duplication in other:
Live TV performances
ed, as well as phonogr
phonograms defined as
cordings.
The convention comes it
for the first six nations s.
to it three months after titi
herence, and other statil
join effective three monP4
their adherence.

Sunday Scene
Pheonix-"The Wallace
Show," to be seen this Sun
KPHO-TV, will feature t.
the top local musical and
acts. according to prod
Thompson. A special f
the program will be a 1:91
on the Emmy Awards ShOln

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast
Sky Is the Limit
Buffalo, N. Y.

-

toll, of tla
The WEBR

Tr:Mi.:miter will be used by Fantasy Island as part of its opening
:rhymes
le, on Memorial Day. Buckskin Jones, one of the star attractions at the amusement park.
will arrive and land there via the
helicopter, reporting the holiday
Italic situation on the way.

narrate.

Heat's On, Game's Off!
Newark-Shortest contest ever
for the station was conducted last
week by WJRZ when listeners of
the "Fraime and Fortune" show
were asked to predict the day
temperatures would reach 97 de-

Civil War Documentary

-

Milwaukee
"From Every
Patriot Grave," a documentary of
the American Civil War. will be
aired Tuesday on WEMP. The
program was written, directed
and produced by continuity director Mary Lou Burg, Karl Red-

ha,a, ThoatiI'. will

STORK NEWS
Beverly and Morty Miller are
the

parents of a boy. Douglas
Andrew, Mom was formerly an
assistant to Mutual Broadcasting
promotion and advertising director, Rita Gardner.

grees. Expected to

lint

un

or August, the contest end(
only one day when a gal
predicted May 19, the
which temperatures rear
cord high for the month.

A Rose For Rose

Detroit-Rose Frocillo,
secretary - assistant to the
service and traffic manag
been promoted to traffic nt
of WJR.
Two to WPTR

Albany-Arthur

H. Simall

lora
manager, and Diana WA
traffic manager, in anotht
of WPTR's expansion pros
has

been

appointed

I

IN
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re Exec Urges Firm Stand
Itg a in s t All False Advertising
id.oCkton

Wilt rich, manager of NAB's New York

-

Major Buy

-

'Who's News' Series
Subs For Jack Benny

Code An

Office, says it firm stand must be taken against ativera who would risk the reputation of all media with false
and misleading advertising.
Appearing as a panelist at the
ob City's Lou Webster
8th annual conference of the Aslaps Double Honors
sociation of Better Business BuLou Webster, WERI's
son
reaus, he said: "Until we have the
director, has been awarded courage of our own convictions
d pin marking his 50-year
and the temerity to expose this
reship in the State Grange.
kind of corporate
is also been selected to tour
we can assume a continuation and
of central Europe and the
spreading of cynicism on the part
t Union as part of the U. S.
of
account execs in their evaluae-lo-People Goodwill Protion of our various codes."
Stating that some business corporations and their advertising
agencies merely give "lip service'
in
to various codes, Helffrich said
some "non-cooperative advertisers" seem willing to show a "ton3 Shows on NBC
gue-in-cheek deference" to the
aco. via Bunton & Bowles.
codes and "risk eventual detecirchased sponsorship in four tion" by the FTC or the Food and
; of NBC-TV programming
Administration.
totaling Drug
e balance of 1962
He suggested that such advertisthus maintaining ers be asked to submit data sub'grams
e of NBC-TV as its major
stantiating their advertising
ising medium.
claims, a practice that "the more
uded in the 1962-'63 night conscientious advertiser" is always
;chedule are six programs, prepared to follow.
iponsorship beginning Sept.
programs in the current
nighttime schedule, with S-alriohl Co. Soonson
a-ship beginning June 2; the
;uide Award Show" special
Blair Show on 'Monitor'
lolorcast June 24, and "This
Frank Blair, NBC News, will
C News," a new half-hour
be featured in four programs each
to debut June 3.
six 1962-'63 programs are Saturday and Sunday on NBC Ra,Jirginian," "Eleventh Hour," dio's "Monitor 62" from June 3eever and the Colonel," 30. Titled "Frankly Speaking,"
Country," "Sam Benedict" the live-minute Blair broadcasts
will be sponsored by the Sealright
iaturday Night at the MoThe six in the current Co., Fulton, N. Y., for its milk
containers, via Emil J. De Donato,
Ile are "Laramie," "National
Inc.
" "Tales of Wells Fargo,"
Blair will interview four offiMan." "International Showcials at Vandenburg Air Force
and "Saturday Night at the
Base. Calif., June 3.
aco also currently co-spon<BC-TV's "Huntley-Brink- 3rd Report Ready.
:eport." Beginning Oct. 2.
Jacksonville
WJXT has publean Home Products via Ted
lished its third annual report.
& Co., will replace Texaco
"Awareness-'61," on its offerings
sponsor. R. J. Reynolds Toin the areas of news, cultural, pubvia William Esty Co., is lic affairs and documentary prother co-sponsor.
grams.

am

MI

-

1.1.

if.,
Sum 41 gni
CBS-TV. With Warren Hull as
host, it will he summer replacement for "The Jack Benny ProSponsors are Lever Bros. and
State Farm Insurance, which also
sponsor the Benny program. The
offer "behind-theseries will

news" stories of people who are
current front-page copy. It will
be taped Friday evenings it Hollywood for Sunday presentation.
Edwards will serve as executive
producer, with Axel Gruenberg
as producer and Richard Gottlieb
as

director. Editor-in-chief in the

selection of people in the news
will be Prof. Robert Harris of Ow
school of journalism at the U. oi
California at Los Angeles.
Agencies for the sponsors al c
Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell &
Bayles. fur Lever Bros., and Need
ham, Louis & Brorby for State
Farm Insurance.

Stanley Takes Helm
er

Philadelphia-WCAU newscastMike Stanley will substitute for

Ed Harvey on the Owens Yacht

'Boating News" program
Harvey tours the Orient.

while

Music Show
Pegs 3 Hats

-

Cleveland
John Richards,
who wears two hats as film
buyer and continuity accept-

director for WEWS, also
wears another as owner of a suburban record shop. Now, all three
hats have sailed onto the same
ance

peg.

The peg was the program.
"Great Music From Chicago."
which Richards bought on tape
for WEWS a year ago. Recently
he bought sponsorship of it for
his shop. Next, he wrote his own
commercials, which as continuity
acceptance director, he approved.
He also hired himself to deliver
the commercials on camera.

(MV Confab Plans
Biggest Display Yet

-

Washington
More than 20
of the nation's leading manufactures of equipment have signed
for Community Antenna TV exhibit the biggest display of CATV
equipment ever assembled during
the 11th annual convention of the
National Community Television
Assoc. slated here June 17-22.

1

-

3C

0-0s Aid MS Campaign

r-lifhways to Hope," the coast-to-coast campaign being conwd during May and June by the National Multiple Sclerosis

Agy and the ABC-Owned radio
alms, is featuring a huge hope
to the symbol of the M. S.
my, in each of the five cities
hell the ABC outlets are lo1

11.

KABC, Los Angeles;
Chicago; WXYZ, Detroit;
42, Pittsburgh and WABC, New
'OF are

13,

41e public is being invited to
Ilitthe location of the big "Hight1 to Hope" exhibit and try

A life spent worthily should be meas-

ured by deeds not years.

Sheridan

-A

Thought For The

Day-

their hands at opening

a combination lock on the Hope Chest. The
first individual to succeed in each
of the five cities, along with any
other person of their choice, will
be flown to Washington, courtesy
of ABC, for a two-day stay in the
nation's capital.
While in the nation's capital,
the winners will participate in a
special ceremony representing the
ABC-owned radio stations.

MARTIN HIMMEL, President
DUNNAN & JEFFREY, Inc.
730 Fifth &sem*
New' York, N. Y.

art y Moore raises

AGENCY NEWSCAST

of Faulk

Si IMPS

Gal ry Moore told a N T. Supreme Court jury yesterday that
John Henry Faulk had a fine reputation for patriotism and loyalty.
Moore said he never would have
been
candidate for office on
AFTRA in 1955 if he had been

Strong opposition to a bill that would give the FTC power to
'ssue temporary "cease and desist orders' halting illegal adverising practices was voiced in Washington yesterday by 4-A's
ttorney Mahlon F. Perkins Jr.

or

s

oros,rtion of anti - communist
views of the entire slate.
Compared to 4 Others
Testifying in Faulk's $1-million
libel suit against Aware. Inc.,
and two others, Moore said the
tatter's ability as a broadcaster
was in the same category as Art
Linkletter, Dave Garroway. Arthur Godfrey and Bill Cullen. If
his career had not been interrupted. Faulk today might be
earning from $200,000 to a million annually. Moore opined.
Moore said he was very much
opposed to black-listing in the
early 1950's. He told of one personal experience on his own show.
when an aerialist was banned.
"I was satisfied that the man was
dl right. Investigation disclosed
he had been confused with anither person of the same name."

More

said

Portable Battery Sets
Studied in NRI Report
(e......rd

h.. rev

I)

accounts for 20 per rent I foul
hours and six minutes) and battery-only-portal:1e listening, island out-of-home. accounts for the
remaining 21 per cent tour hours
and 18 minutes).
The Nielsen "Battery - Only Portable Usage" report is a feature of the new Nielsen Radio Index network service, which begins in July and will provide measurements of radio listening activity, both in- and out-of-home.
CBS. MBS and NBC have already
signed for the new service.
Other facets of the new reports
are Sponsored Network Program
Ratings, Sponsor Cumulative Audiences. Full Network Ratings.
Homes-Using-Radio data, and bimonthly studies of all sponsored
net programs and radio use by
demographic breaks.
I

Anglers, Boating Buffs
Keeping Tuned to W MCA
For WNICA's fishing enthus1441.5. the station is featuring
a
series of up -to -the- minute fishing reports direct from the 31
boats of the SheepsheAd Bay Fisherman's Assoc. These early morning reports recommend fishing
ground and the types of fish. WMCA is also broadcasting marine

weather reports to
cruising conditions.

determine

MU

He told the House Committee on
nterstate and Foreign Commerce

that the bill would "put in the
ommission's hands a weapon of
unprecedented power without establishing proper control over its
He said the fact that the ban was
emporary did not make it any
better. -It would, in most inlances, destroy the value of the
dvertising finally and irretriev-

bly." he said. "for the

essence
f advertising, like news, is time1

Vindication months or years
ater would not restore or comness.

pensate those destroyed values."
He also said the bill would give
no redress if the complaint is dismissed after trial.

ATE Productions, Inc.. producers of filmed TV commercials.
will enter the feature movie field
with "The Woman and the Whale."
a folk-comedy to be shot in Greece
with a Greek east. Joseph Brun.
director of nhotocranhv. leaves
for France and Greece this week
to prepare for the shooting. stiedded to get underway alio I
e
15
Sc Shaffer F.nlerorises,
producer of music for radio and
Ty commercials, has anointed
James 31eMenenw as head of sales
and creative services. He formerly was associated with Sullivan,
Stauffer. Colwell A Bayles, and
Lawrence C. Gumbinner agencies.

Thought for Today
"Regarding the first American
program to be televised in Europe
in the satellite experiment, the
USIA early decided that on behalf of this country we must exploit the best creative minds
available to render a 1982 version
of Samuel F. B. Morse's centuryold first historic message: 'What
bath God wrought?'."
-Edward R. Morrow
USIA director

waiian Eye," "Leave it to Beaver,"
"What's my Line." "Pete and
Gladys." "Tonight Show." "Outlaws." "Laramie." and "International ShowtIme."
David

Barbour. Mason L.
Ham and Robert L. Sturgis have
been elected VPs of BBDO. Barbour is copy chief in Pittsburgh.
Ham is an account supervisor in
Boston, and Sturgis is an account
group head and plans board chairman in Minneapolis.
F.

50,000 Canadian
To Be New

View

54010

71' DA

Ottawa. Ont.-CBC wt1
for authority to set up
lions at Fort Frances, A
and Red Lake, Ont., preside
phonse Ouimet has ann,
These stations, plus other.'
authorized and under co,
lion at Dryden and Sio
out and one now opera
Kenora for which CRC I
plied for a power boost:,
provide Canadian TV sell
almost 50,000 more
northeastern Ontario.
If approved, the target
completion of the overall
is Fall. 1963. Interconnecti
ices to these stations, all.

tended

rebroadcasting
be by Norcom Tele-c
nications Ltd. of Kenora,

will

'Steve Allen Playhou
Assigned for WBC Sk
1Contiononl barn Pop* I)
broadcasting. is being in
with complimentary audi:
lighting to enable Steve A.
carry on his famed audience
views. During the installaequipment, Glenn-Armistew
supervised by WBC ens
will tape "The Steve Allen
through its mobile TV tapes
'

.1

.

.

.

Colvate - Palmolive ha: punchased weekly snonsorsbin in
NBC's "The Shari Lewis Show'
color series, with varticination to
hfsein June 30 The order was
nlsred throush Te4 Bates ... The
Zino Pads of Scholl Manofseturins Co. will be resrecented on
CPS Radio for a Sommer -long
series of Avo ,,,, inoto nnot:oi-sOnns
in "Art Linkletter'. Home Party!'
Monday throisvh Frsoay. and Allan 3veAson's 10 AM net news
brossivasts. Agency is Donahue
and Coe.
.

Nothing Outshoots

Ouality and Integrity!

.

h. the nonst senhiti11- o.1 ..lisin. rronnvion onor
profo.synnoo1 In son, remit ssto
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by Mort( Pr:. Co of Torsos: City
its
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are ronn:n. nn the
major nets on such shows as "Ha-
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t-TV SNUBS MILLIvnap
Backing AMA
i Free-Time Stand
Rebut JFK Talk
he American Civil Liber"I' Union yesterday took the
Won that the three national

networks should have granted
American Medical Associas request for free time to an, President Kennedy's televised
th of last Sunday in which he

Newark, has set aside 12
Wine programs through June
g free time "impartial forum"
ccutations on the JFK medicare
massive support of the admedicare bill now
Ire Congress and in which he
eked AMA for its opposition.
"he ACLU," said John de J.
ed

nitration's

Berton, its executive director.
-6 not suggest that, apart from
vaigns for political office, the
orks are obligated to give ma,atically equal time to organ'.
or individuals
who
.ns
have been attacked by the

-

-

(Centinund an Page 3)

lbles, Lee, Mendelsohn
Capital Cities VPs
kraal Cities Broadcasting

elected Robert M.
rtes, Jack Lee and Herbert J.
delsohn as VPs. Peebles has
with Capital Cities as GM
/ROW, Albany, since Septem1959; Lee joined the company

n.

has

ICennnual ea Page 6)

TIME-BUYING ON CARPET
QUIZ
AS HARRIS WIDENS
RAVI,
l

will be required to explain

AWARE SUPREME
ON

LOYALTIES?

Er Sloane Says Director
Scoffed at U. S. Clearance

Actor Everett Sloane testified
that a director o
Aware, Inc., told him he put
Aware's loyalty clearances before
yesterday

The
actor,
the government's.
whose own career suffered from
blacklisting. appeared for John
Henry Faulk in a $1-million libel
suit against Aware and two others.
Sloane said he was blacklisted
1Cordinood so Page

3 Nets Reach

61

Accord

With NAB on Code
IVo,AiooroN

Pon... of RADIO-TV DAILY

Washington-The NAB yesterday announced agreement with
the three networks concerning application of the TV Code to network programs. The pact does not
involve automatic submission of
programs to the NAB for prescreening whenever the NAB requests, but does provide that net(Continued en Page 2)

Stogie to RADIO-IV DAILY

'cial.

Ienneth Adam, director of BBC
says

that

if it wins the third

Electronic reportage of the

-

4nyone for Stamps, Chess?

'mercial companies. At presthere are only two TV netits in Britain, BBC and com-

I

the cri- conquest of outer space took
teria on which they select one TV station over another, House another giant step yesterday
Commerce Committee chairman Oren Harris (D., Ark) warned when networks and their staduring the course of hearings on tions averaged close to 10 hours

Washington-Advertisers

ondon-With release date of the very important Pilkington
nmittee report on the future of British TV and radio only a
weeks away, the BBC is ally busy planning progams to
in the third TV channel,
std the Government decide to
it to BBC and not to the

V

Nets, Outlets Average
Ten Hrs. of Coverage,
With More to Come

channel,

it will put out

not only

cultural or educational programs
but strive for balance between
light and serious items.
Also likely to be included in the
new TV service would be more
programs from the various regions, more "minority" programs,
devoted to such subject as stampcollecting and chess, and more
news interpretation spots.

bills aiming to give the FTC power

of temporary cease-and-desist orders against challenged practices.
FTC chairman Paul Rand Dixon
yesterday told the committee that,
under the present system, practices can be continued for years
pending final court decision, and
that before the case is finally dis(Ceabnued en Pay. 6)

Benin New Ad Chief
For NBC 0-0 Stations

on both radio and

TV in relaying

to the nation the thrilling, perceptive accounts of Astronaut Car-

penter's orbital flight.
Millions of dollars in commercial program time were jettisoned
for the event. ABC-TV's coverage,
estimated to cost over a quartermillion alone, was without benefit
of sponsorships. At press time, it
was still virtually impossible to determine how much additional air
time will be devoted to wrap-ups

David Bellin has been appointed manager, trade and NBCowned stations advertising. He
formerly managed creative services, on-the-air promotion for the
network. An alumnus of Columbia U., joined NBC in 1947 as
4 correspondent
in the information department.

and specials.
Rescue Report at 1:45 P.M.

'Lutheran Hour' Waiting
For Marines In Thailand

The entire industry carried early
and late evening reports with films
(Continued on Pew In

U. S. Marines ordered to Thailand are finding out that "The
Lutheran Hour," bbroadcast by
66
stations in North America,
is on the air in that country, too.
For the last five years, the program has been heard on a 10.000
watt Bangkok commercial stalion owned by the Thai army.

- McGuire, Davenport Buy
N.C. AMer for 5150,000
-

-

Asheville, N. C.
WISE has
been sold. subject to FCC approval, for $150,000 by Harold H.
Thorns to Charles McGuire and
John Lee Davenport, according
to national media brokers Blackburn & Co. who handled the deal.

Trans-Lux Ups Dividend
By a Nickel on the Dime
The board of directors of Trans Lux Corp. has voted to increase
the quarterly dividend from 10
cents to 15 cents a share. The next
dividend will be payable June 29

www.americanradiohistory.com

First word received that the
located-after a

space capsule was

46-minute radio blackout with Carpenter-came when an RCA communications installation at Riverhead, 1..1., picked up the signal
from a rescue unit. This was reported on NBC at 1:45 PM.

Happy Birthday to Hope
Say JFK, Sarnoff, Stars
NBC Radio celebrates Bob
Hope's birthday Tuesday with
two broadcasts featuring salutes
from President Kennedy, Robert
Sarnoff, and a number of stars
including Bing Crosby and Jack
Benny. The first program will be
part of the "Monitor 62" segment
Sunday. and the second will be
a 25-minute special Tuesday night.

Editorial-Minded Told
To 'Do -It- Yourself'

Milwaukee

-

WMIL

is

invit-

ing listeners to participate in
"do-it-yourself editorial" contest
by submitting editorials of their
own on any subject or problem,
world, local or national. W.nners
will receive gift radios and will
read their editorials on the air.
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TOM HOWELL. VP of Cellomatic, division
I Screen
Germ, and JACK ARBIL soles
ironer. le Flint. Michigan. on business,

NANCY BYERS, WJAR.TV weather gal,
earring Providence, R. I., In join her family

ROSENSTEIN, TV producer.
doecter, leaves today for Southampton and
Le Howe aboard the S. S. France.
JOSE OUINTERO, TV director, to Panama
today for the opening of his Rim them

o San Francisco.
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In 'Hennesey' Sale
NBC Films sold "iienneseymarkets this week in the two
largest regional sales of the year.
The Bowman Biscuit Co. bought
for 38 markets in the Southwest,
and Foremost Dairies signed for
23 markets around the country.
Nine local stations have slimed
on an individual basis for "Hennesey." They are WABC. New
York: WRC. Washington: WGN.
Chicago: WJBK, Detroit: WDBO.
59

So116166
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Sherman to Produce

Orlando: KPTV. Portland, Ore
WFMJ. Youngstown: WLBT, Jack
son, Miss., and WHDH. Boston.
Bowman bought the series for
a full year, with an option on a
second year via Durey Ranck.
Denver. Foremost Dairies, via
Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli. San
Francisco, purchased on a muttiplemarkel basis, with a second
year option, for stations in Florida.
California. Washington, Virginia,

Steve Allen Series

Georgia and Texas.
The series is currently on CBS.
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Allan Sherman has been signisl
by

Westinghouse

Broadcast

n

"The Steve All,.
Show," the new 90.minute nightly series scheduled to debut el.
June 25.
Sherman served as producer of
"The Jackie Gleason Show" for
CBS and was producer and chief
writer for both Phil Silvers and
Victor Barge specials in 1958. He
was co-creator and long-time
producer of "I've Got a Secret,"
producer of "Masquerade Party."
and a writer on the "Garry Moore
Show."
The series will be carried in
late night periods on the five
WBC stations and, via syndication,
on WPIX, New York, and TV
outlets across the country.
Co. to produce

Student Drivers Given
'12 Ounces of Prevention'

-

Westchester, N. V.
Scarsdale
nigh School here has received
permission to use WCBS's prizewinning "Twelve Ounces of Prevention" in its student driver educational program. The documentary deals with causes and
prevention of auto accidents.
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1161/4
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114%
21%

381/4
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Armed Services Radio
Celebrates 20th Year

-

MU Enters Feature Fled
With Greek Producron
.l'I'L' PI ...h.. th ilis. primarily a
pt odueer and et valor of filmed TV
commercials, has entered the fea-

ture motion picture field with a
folk-comedy called "The Woman
and the Whale," to be filmed in
Greece with a Greek cast. Shooting is scheduled to begin about
June 15.

Serving

as

photography director

on the film for ATU is Joseph

Brun, recipient of many awards
for camera work, who leaves this
week for France and Greece to
make preparations for shooting.

Washington
The Defense Department this month observed the
20th anniversary of Armed Services Radio-TV, which began in
World War II to bring stateside
radio programs to servicemen
overseas. The purpose is still the
same, with TV added in 1954.

'Pubsery of Month'
Is

L.A. Big Brothers

-

Los Angeles
KARL' 11,1111o's
"Public Service Project of the
Month" for June will be Big
Brothers of Greater Los Angeles,
Inc., an organization giving male

guidance to fatherless boys. Dr.
Seeley W. Mudd, president of the
board of directors of BBGLA. and

111
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be announced land rewardat the group's fourth annual
Funday July 31 at the Wvkagyl
ed
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Country Club, New Rochelle.
Contestants need only send in
the name and basic ingredients
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N.Y. World's Fair Prexy
Tells Plans to Hy Gardner

ity with advance descriptivi
gram information such as is

Robert Moses. president of the
1964-5 New York World's Fair,
will preview the proposed fair on

WOR-TV's "Hy Gardner Show"
tomorrow. He will discuss the exhibits, countries to participate in
the fair and the planning that
goes into an enterprise of this
type.

All er/Ckt ail /111111ISSIAII'S along advertising 1.011. are invited by
International Radio & Television Society (nee RTES) to toast
will

22
37181

11114

rector, arranged the project with
director of community affairs
Jack Meyers.
All of KABC's personalities.
Myron J. Bennett, Pamela Mason,
Wendell Noble, Joe Pyne, Lou
Cook, Josh King and others, will
participate. Several news programs in June will deal exclusive.
ly to publicizing the work of Big
Brothers,

IRTS in Good-Mixer Contest
the society's new name with their
entries in the International GoodMixer Contest. Winning entries

321/2
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NEW YORK STOCK MARK

GERTRUDE

cocktail with an international flavor to qualify for prizes.
Winning entry will receive a prize
at the July outing cocktail hour.
All entries must be received by
executive director Claude Barrere
by June 13. Entries will be judged
by a panel of unbiased imbibers.

for

OflicIol

154
11,

Films

Scranton
7
Sleohno
17.
Tronscontinent
91/4
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21
Courtesy of Notional Association
dry Dealers.
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Nets, NAB in Accord
(Continued from Page

works

will supply

11

the code al

urnished to affiliates.
In a statement accompa
he announcement, NAB pre,
LeRoy Collins said it has
been suggested or intended
the Code Authority would
creen "the routine, final pr
of network programming "
SALES DEVELOPMEN'
SALES PROMOTION

ADVERTISING
RESEARCH

CONTACT
COPY

a

Long-time pro in rep, film
print fields as catalyst to inert
your sales.
Box 178, RADIO -TV DAILY
1501
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'OP ILLINOIS AP HONORS
OR WEB OUTLETS, WGN
,

1

the
hirago-Network stations and WGN divided moat ofPress
annual Illinois Associated
Iv ws awarded recently at the
casters meeting in Champaign. Judges were faviill i-

Illinois

bees at the

s

,

1

.

trash.

Firsts for WBBM's

i'SBM and WBBM - TV cap/lid several awards, includinz
first places by the forme,
vise were for Special Event
r--rage of the TWA and NorthAirlines plane tragedies in
bago, and in the Documentary
.tgory for its study of Cook

st

-Lady Jail, "The Price

is

Right."

..19'BKB captured two merit citeelis for Special Events and Doc AM.
In the former category,
elicitation was awarded for Alex
tuner's filmed news story of his

nrehension of Warren Culbert-211 assailants. In the Documenv Program category the citawas awarded to "Countdown:
Chicago Defensible?"-an initth study of Chicago's defense
lure which featured Norman
is and members of the armed
vices.

-

-

Earns A

'Well Done

For 10 Hub Agencies
1..

It1,16.11

.

U. College

,' Journalism and Communiralis.
ttmong independent station,
IN and WGN-TV walked oil
j1 top honors, capturing five
zes in the news award cam'Ilion. WGN's 8 AM news with
(land Engle and Bob Manewith
2
first prize as best regular
vs program: in competition for
t regular sports show, the slat's "5 Star Sports Final" with
k Brickhouse, Vince Lloyd.
i Boudreau. Lloyd Pettit. Jack
nlan and Jack Rosenberg. won
writ award. The station reed a recognition award in
Best Special Events News Pro-n category for its "Springfield
sorts" by Bob Foster.
Vets, and Special Events
he two WGN -TV victories
..we: Best News Documentary,
Summerdale
se place. "The
ne-Jack Harridge and Bob
seley, while in the Best Special
lids Program category the stasis received a recognition award
wits coverage of the special sesila of the Illinois Legislature by
r Foster.
'MAO and WNBQ won a total
me awards, with six for WMi and three for WNBQ. WMAQ
winners were Len
- place
honor for editorial-commentEverett Mitchell's
-i show;
rem and Home" for farm show
Erp
for sports show.
-aiJohnny
2493Q received the top award on
la 'CI special events coverage for
video coverage of the Hinsdale

.

TV-Radio Expertese

Staffer

WDBJ has added
Ana Young to its continuity
copywriter.
t as

LIVE COVER SET
FOR ROYAL VISIT
II'

%C.

of Canada.

land Regiment

The

third program will show her at
the running of the Queen's Plate
at New Woodbine

track near To-

ronto, June It.

Ski Programs
Go to Market

Arthur Steloff of Heritage
Productions, is marketing a
syndicated TV series on skiing

26 videotapes segments, I5 minutes each, planned for telecasting
from October to next April peak

of

ski months.
Now under preparation by Telemark Productions, the series will
headline Skitch Henderson, host.
and ski star Peter Estill, who will
give weekly ski lessons produced
on location in the Italian Alps.
Lending technical authority is
Ron Guzik. former executive editor of Ski Magazine and former
NBC .Etter. who will handle
ud

ti,

i-

.plvi
Is..111

Duds,'
and

1,111.1'

..BC TV and Trans
Canada Radio will give live rover
age In three events of the Queen
Mother's visit next month. Her ar
rival at Dorval Airport will be
covered June 7. Two days later
CBC will cover the presentation
of the color by the Queen Mother
to the Black Watch. Royal HighMontreal

.1.
,r1

4111Ing

Warner Bros. Markets
5 More On-Fi:m Series
Five more sales of Warner Bros.
hour filmed series have been made
in the New York and Los Angeles
markets. WNEW, New York, will
present "Bronco."a western starring Ty Hardin, and "Bourbon
Street Beat," detective drama set
in New Orleans. In Los Angeles,
KCOP-TV will telecast "Surfside 6," "Bronco" and "Bourbon
Street Beat."

'Singing Lady' Keys Show
To Memorial Day Tribute
lictql Wicker. WNW', "Singing Lady," will tell the story of
how Memorial Day originated and
feature patriotic songs on her
show Sunday. She will sing numbers from here RCA-Victor album, "Sing a Song of History."
and from her "Hi-Neighbor" album published by UNICEF.

in

Liberty

i.k

lit

8.1

Moto-

1., t..r.
I., oi

respectively.
Finalists for TV vvvro. [IMMO
for Boston Globe. Liberty Motod
Insurance. Sheraton Corp
United Fruit; Banning Repoli,
Inc. (New Haven) for A. C
beet; Kenyon & Eckhardt. In.
for II. P. llood & S0113; The III,
Cana,.
nick Co. for Keys)
Sackel.Jairkson Co for Ledo.;
and Harold Cabot & Co hi. N. ..
England Telephois
Dealers.

Radio Finalists Named
Radio finalists were: Harold
Cabot & Co. for Boston Gas, National Shawmut Bank and New
England Telephone; RBD &O for
Dodge Draleis of Greater Boston
and Southern N. E. Telephone:
Kenyon & Eckhardt. Inc.. for H
P. Hood & Sons; Bresnick Co. for
Lechnre Sales; Noyes & Co.
for Narragansett
Providence
New
Electric;
England Provision, and Creamer.
Trowbridge & Case. Inc. (Provident...I tor Rhode Island Blue
I

3

(hi Hous:wives Pen

East Berlin Escape Play
-Conlon of Fiar.- an ougln..I
TV play about an East Berlin roil
pie's dramatic escape to freed, o.
will be presented tomorrow in,
WCBS-TV's "Repertoire Theatii.
TV workshop produced 1.,
a
WBBM-TV. CBS 0-0 in Chicar,
Starring are Howard Witt.
Taurins, Katherine Kornblau and
Phillip Lord.
The drama is by three Chicago
housewives who write under the
pen name Kent Blair Alderman
Their play, "Jeanne D'Arc: Th.
Trial," was the premiere presrii
tation on "Repertoire Theitto
last month. Another offering io
the trio. "Reflection." is schedo I.
for Ihr 91 9, 99 Jun,' 9

N.Y. World's Fair Exec
Queried on 'Beeper' Phone

wlii,..,

Iona,. VI'

III clun

I.,

communications and public
tions for New York's World's F.'
in 1964. will guest on the "Sip,:
Up" portion of WCBS' "At Y.
Service" with Bob Dixon hid.,
He will answer, by "beep,
phone, any questions listen...have about the plans now underway for the Fair.

www.americanradiohistory.com

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres

WGAL-TV
Citaducei

e

Pa.
Lancaster,__.....ggA
NBC and CBS

Representative. M E E

IC
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Writers Guild Awards
Reisman's 'Real West'

Jock Sterling Tees
For Cerebral Palsy. Ii
WCBS Radio's Jack 5,

Philip Reisman Jr. has received
an award from the Writers Guild
of Amon" for his script on NB('TV's "Project 20" production of
"The Real West," cited as "best
documentary" in the Guild's TVRadio Script Awards 11960-611,
lir drama was an authentic portrayal of the American West,
starring C icy Cooper.

will play in the Cerebra's)
Fund benefit golf toting

Memorial Day at the Kid
'locker Country Club, lls
.1. Two top pros, Sam s
,u,1
Byron Nelson, will ,
.1, nine's foursome.

By TED GREEN

1

CBS Director Martin Carr happy because "Calendar" in its
very first year was nominated for an Emmy as the best daytime
program. Carr has been at its directing helm from the start
l'iuducer-director Bill Hobin has his "Sing -Alongers" on a speeded-up
necktie through the Summer months. They put together a show
-very 10 days. Quite a torrid pace. Considering all the production
involved, plans are still up in the air about a remote from Lake Tahoe
this Summer
If you are planning a fancy murder, or jumping off
a bridge. or starting a fire, don't do it June 4. That's the day the
New York Press Photographers are having a golf tournament at the
Brentwood Country Club. L. I.
.

'Breakthrough' Gets
Asian Exhibit Nod
"Breakthrough, Hyatt and Artery Surgery," NBC-TV. has been
selected by the U. S. Department
of Commerce as the focal point of
a special
exhibit at the U S
Southeast Asia Trade Center in
Bangkok July 9-Aug. 17.
The program was the first of
I he
"Breakthrough" specials reporting on important new procress in the fight against disease.
John Chancellor was on-the-air
It-porter
"Heart and Artery Surgery"

written and researched by
Leonard Engel. Charles Christenwas
en

was

:iss pioltic,i

,

James ("From Here to Eternity") Jones held final court at
i We
Rattazzi's before returning to foreign shores and a new book
don't think It will work but we suggested the title. "From Here To
WOSE-TV, New Orleans, has received an honorable
Rattazzi's")
mention from Ohio Slate I'. S. Institute for Education by Radio and
TV. The OSU award, one of the TV industry's highest honors, was
presented for the documentary series entitled "Portrait of a Woman
Alcoholic"
"Heard in one ear-and stayed there: Al Korn, ad
director of WNAC-All-TV, Boston. has given Bean Town a new
creative 'image,' ala New York style which he used when he was
.

.

.

.

with WNTA."

and di-

'."..

Paul Taubman. pianist, conductor. composer and ownClub. is probably one of the busiest musicians in
the world, appearing on 15 TV and three radio
.bows weekly. He is music director of NBC and
'Fic Symphony of the Air torganized by the late
%I tom Toscanini
producer of New York's "Salute
the Seasons" and conductor of his own 51Million Brass Band. Added to all these activities
al' his duties as Mayor of Fifth Ave.. a title re.
idly conferred upon him by the League of
Ally Mayors of New York, Among the
l'aubman shows currently on the air are
de. Me." "Concentration." "The Edge of Nuitit
and "Monitor." Taubman wrote the official song
of the Air Force Bomber Command. Recent credits
TAUBMAN
include his conducting at Madison Square Garden
for the President's birthday celebration. On June 24. he conducts
the Miami Symphony Orchestra at Miami's Municipal Auditorium
of tho

86th 1(4A Track Meet
Eyed by

.

Phil'y (har,nel

Philadelphia
..,,
nual 1C4A Outdoor 'flack and
Field Championships tomorrow at
Vfilanova U. Stadium here. will
be covered by WCAU-TV, sponsored by C. Schmidt and Sons,
via Ted Bales and Co. Sports director Bill Campbell will head the
reporting team for the event.
The top eastern intercollegiate
meet presents 66 colleges partici.

pating. This year's site is the home
field of the 1960-61 champions.
with Vil lanova trying for its third
straight victory.

Segregation in North
Spurs 'Open Mind' Seg

t

ase

,

1

Alan King offers the difference between radio and TV:
"Listening to radio, you can still look at people who are talking to
you"
Cigarette commercials in England are now kept off TV
until late at night when presumably the children are in bed
The
real inventor of the idea "togetherness" was a parking lot attendant
Comic Bernie Allen tells of the booster who saw a couple doing
the Twist and told his date: "At last, baby, the Waltz is back"
Gig Young is holding back on his TV drama offer in N. Y. while 20th
Century-Fox is dickering for a starring role in "Drink to Me Only."
.

...

.

.

Ct,111111UZI:::.

11:adVIS

Views On seuregation

ullrr

profiler

r_.
.

northern cities of the I,'
"Op.:. Mind.- a '62 Emmy award
winner. is produced by David
Shefrm for the station's public
affairs department.

Who's Pulling Strings?

Jerry Orbach, puppeteer star
of "Carnival." returns to the
"Shari Lewis Show on NBC-TV
tomorrow. He'll do a take-off in
a
carnival theme with Shari's
puppet friends. 1.mM:whop and
Jump-Pup.

.

Songster Connie Francis will chant her 20th consecutive
MGM disk hit, "Second Hand Love," on Ed Sullivan's CBS-TVer
Sunday
TV's Bert Parks will do "The Music Man" in Seattle the
week of July 17
Film-TV star Edie Adams enjoyed doing a Twist
at The Roundtable nightclub in NYC ..
Rita Young. widow of the
late composer Victor Young. passed away in Hollywood
The
Mayflower Hotel in Atlantic City will honor ABC-TV star Joe Franklin in July with a "Day." Lots of TV celebs will be on hand for
the occasion
Mayor Wagner has accepted honorary chairmanship
of the 16th annual "Cavalcade of Stars" at Madison Square Garden
June 7. This event will benefit The Institute for Retarded Children
of The Shield of David.

...

.

Eight Speaking

D

Put Harvey on Ro

,

speaking engagements on ti
by addressing the 58th
sary convention of the I
Ass'n of Insurance Agents
ami. He will be in Alem
Minn., June 8 to speak
Chamber of Commerce
Days Celebration, then jou
Michigan to address the'
Huron Junior College Com
ment on the 15th.
On the 18th Harvey will:
Memphis to speak to the 2
nual convention of the
Garment Manufacturers
and later the same day whit
dress the Lions Club of Knofil
He will be in Dallas June))
address the Texas Rest
Ass'n on the 23rd, will apes
fore the Mississippi VFW)!
convention in Jackson, MO
June 27 will address the Nazi
Plywood Distributors A,
Vancouver.

WSIX-TV Wins Tonn'e

4.h for 'Romper Room

-

Nashville, Tenn.
Room" has won for V. H
here its fourth consecilut,
nual "Connie" award by the
dio and TV Council of
Tennessee. The program,
rated for live and local pros
WBTW, Florence, S. C., 04
operated by the Jelfis
Standard Broadcasting Co., i
signed "Romper Room" for,
programming. Two Alaskan' i
lions recently signed the dune
their Fall schedules as well.
and

1

ming in 98 markets, was cat
the "best locally produced s
dren's program of 1961."
The show is nationally
ed by Bert Claster in Balt
Md., and is also syndicated'
production in Puerto Rico
Canada.

.

.

...

www.americanradiohistory.com
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STORK NEW
Mr. dr Mrs. Sheldon Mitt
are parents of a boy, D
Michael. Father is a Screen C
West Coast attorney.

V Code

Encourtsges Significant Programs

AB's Latest Edition
Cautions on Ads
drected to Children
olso

'..ifwo new provisionsconcern-.

presentation and treat -

rot of significant social suband advertising directed at
idren are the outstanding modiedition of the
ILdiOns in the new
Ts Television Code published

'

jt,e'Yg.arding

adult programming.

new Code points out that it
the interest of TV to promote

;rams that present challenging
significant concepts and that
of the Code's provisions
e
tld be construed to impede
r broadcast.

Appropriate Hour Urged
to code adds, however, that
adult programs should be at
-opriate times with regard to
Audience's composition.
triphasizing that exploitation
nildren should be avoided, the
Code provision points out
commercials directed to the
ug audience should in no way
cad as to the product's per ante and usefulness. In 'his
the Code urges special can-

Aother new provision relates
ammunity responsibility and

_ests that requests for placeof public service announces be carefully reviewed with
of the
- :et to the character
'p involved.

Praised by Swesey
bert D. Swezey, director of
fk's Code Authority, empha)
s that little major change has
NIX e made in the document which
i2s TV stations and networks
leir programming. "We have
Isically good document," he
"We found no need for subalai modification at this time."
le new seventh edition of the
to has been printed in a handier
get size which replaces the
- ewhat
unwieldly magazine
a. It runs 30 pages, including
'4ndex and a four page addenda
'Code interpretations.
'

News to Host

MIAMI REPRISES

Mexico Outlets Speed

Weekend Workshop

GLENN MILLER

Debut of U.S. Series

CBS

As part of its long-range program to develop the closest possible cooperation with news departments of the network's radio TV
affiliates, CBS News officials will
meet in workshop sessions here tomorrow with news directors of affiliates in the Northeast.
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president,
will attend the luncheon meeting of
the news directors and CBS News
executives, headed by CBS News
president, Richard S. Salant and
Blair Clark, CBS News general
manager and VP.

Leiser Supervisor

The TV meetings will be supervised by Ernest Leiser, assistant

general manager of CBS-TV News,
and the radio meetings by Robert
A. Skedgell, assistant general manager of CBS Radio News. Other
CBS News participants will include
Rill Leonard, executive producer of
the CBS News Election Unit; corDugan. Neil
respondents
Dave
Strawser and Walter Cronkite: producers Don Hewitt. Joel Heller and
John Merriman; Jack Bush, film
production manager for CBS News
(TV); John Cooper. newsfilm syndication manager; Mort Dank, radio news editor: Arthur G. Peck,
broadcast operations director.

Detroit Station Sweeps
Michigan

MS Citations
WXYZ has been
singled out for the second straight
year as recipient of the Michigan
National Multiple Sclerosis Society's Citation of Merit. It is the
only organizational award presented by that group.
In addition, three station reps
received individual awards. They
are John W. Fisher. public relations and promotion director:
Pat Morris, weather girl; and
Betty Richards, women's editor.
They were the only three in the
Detroit

-

communications

field so honored.

A Backed in Free TV Plea

Pap I)
speakers' bureau. was invited to
participate Sunday on the network's
half-hour "Issues and Answers,"
but pulled out when he found
there would be two Congressmen
on the panel.
NBC on Monday night carried
AMA's paid rebuttal to JFK, and
will have Dr. Annis on Sunday's
"Meet the Press," where he will be
interviewed by a panel of reporters.
CBS on Sunday will air a halfhour debate between HEW Secretary Abraham A. Ribicoff and Rep.
Thomas Curtis (R., Mo.).

(Continued room

It believes that 'equitatime' should be given when
.immediacy and national importo of the legislation or proposed
bnal policy under debate warms web action."
se said the ACLU commends
aial Broadcasting for giving
radio time on Sunday
a
boar (equal time in this easel
ea DrtLe
AMA
d W. Larson,
fiffident.

).l

-

er, ABC news VP James
pointed out that Dr. Ed46 R. Annie, head of the AMA's

Colico

39

Hall Sable

To Get Airing

- will

On

WGHS

WGBS' "Music Ilan
echo the recorded
in Monday
sounds of one of the all time
greats of American music-The
Glenn Miller Band-recorded at
Carnegie Hall Oct, 6, 1939, in a
"Festival of Music" sponsored by
ASCAP in celebration of its 25th
anniversary.
The Glenn Miller concert is the
sixth WGBS musical spectacular
of the month. Miller and his orchestra will be heard featuring
such greats as Hal McIntyre and
Teo Benito. demotion- Maori.,

muml

nein, in a speed-up appiime'
Wed by fears that the )I
Senate, which meets in Septeem

to cut bark on filmed and taped
shown to make room for live programming and Mexican series.
In addition, Televicentro next
month will debut the half-hour

Cole Show" on one of
its channols in prime evening time,
with all dialogue dubbed in Spanish
but songs remaining in the original mund

"Nat King

Trainer Named by
SRO

Shingle Readied

On WLIB Local Ads

.

will consider legislation designed

RCA

To New Int'l Sales Post
Philadelphia
Merrill A. Trainer has been appointed to the
newly created post of manager.
Filer national operations liaison
(or RCA Broadcast and Communications Products Division. His
duties will be to coordinate sales
activity in world-wide markets
in RCA's accelerated program to
move greater volumes of its products abroad.
Trainer, who was manager of
the electronic recording products
department. joined RCA in 1930.
He was instrumental in developing the pis-eni allado.ctronic TV

-

3

WLIB lot eight years has
just negotiated a contract for one
sou on

of the largest newscasts schedules
in the station's history, general
manager Harry Novik, said yesterday. Busch's sales message will
be heard on the New York outlet
45 times each week.
Novik said this deal puts the
station's local sales picture at the
door of 1110 per cent sold. "As a
matter of fact." he said, "WLIB

now has a waiting list among the
area's local merchants." The station's local sales picture jumped
from 05 per cent sold out in September. to 99 per cent in May.

Tuneful Mexican
Phil hi.

Drama Set
'look Up and Live'

Red China
For

play, the "Broken
be presented on
CBS-TV's "Look Up and Live"
June 3. The drama, by Leo Brady,
author of the best-seller "Edge
of Doom." is produced in cooperation with the National Council of
Catholic Men.
The play tells the story of three
U. S. Air Force fliers forced down
and interred in Red China. A
moral dilemma presents itself
when the Americans are offered
their freedom in return for their
declaration of loyalty to Commuand

.

will

nist values.

KBOX Newcomers

-

Dallas
Wells F. Bruen has
joined the KBOX sales depart.
ment as an account exec, and
Barbara Davenport has been appointed sales secretary for the
station-

Dash

o:lered on 'Infernal:onar
-.

d

"Musical Mexby

Telesistema

pecially for the 1962
Inn national Program Exchange
,r,-

being conducted by the CBS stations in nine foreign countries.
will be seen on Channel 10's "International Hour" Sunday.
Examples of musical folklore

will

be seen on

WCAU-TV's "In-

show, including an Aztec dance
of the 15th Century, a Tarasoo Indian dance. and various interpretive pieces. Featured are singers Lucha Morena and Juan Gallo
and the Mexicanan Ballet, Amelia
Hernandez, director.

Detroit Station Casts
Spotlight on Symphony

Detroit
Symphony"

-- "Profile:

Detroit

billed as an indepth study on the noted orchestra
will be seen Sunday on
WWJ. Producer-director is Shields
Dierkes, and host is Les Martens.

-

RADIO

Radio Buildup
Has Rewards
president Kevin B.
Sweeney challenged advertiser
and agency execs this week to

the exact number of weeks
will lead TV in the 1962
Summer Audience Stakes. He recently went on record with the
Inei tuition that radio will reach
more people than TV for at least
16 weeks from June through °clb,., Last year, his estimate that
radio would stay ahead of TV for
13
weeks hit it directly on the
nose.

RAB

The

contest,

and second prizes to admen who
most closely estimate the number
of weeks radio will lead TV and

lead-in millions
reached-during the

radio's average
persons

acid:-

it yi ahead

Red Bloc Economics

Gel 11-Wk.
hil'ag.

(hi Look

"The

Rosiness of
- ',monism." a 17-week educamod series that will probe the
aturces of strength and weakness
in the Communist Bloc. will be colorcast each weekday morning on

beginning Monday, from
6:35-7 AM. The series will replace
"Continental Classroom" during the
W/913Q,

Summer.
Conducted by Br. James A. Hart,
DePaul U. dean and economics professor, and Dr. William Hayes,
chairman of the
economics
dept.. the first four weeks of the
program will be devoted to examining the Soviet Ir/li011, followed by
a two-week look at Red China.
Each getting a week's study will
be Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia and
Cuba.
Concluding weeks of the series
will examine some of the smaller
Communist Bloc countries and focus on activities of the Communist
parties in various non-Communist
nations in Europe, Asia and Latin
Amoriea.

Len Matthews, executive VP in charge of broadcast media
for the Chicago-based Leo Burnett Co., has just returned to home base.
after several days here to attend the Emmy Awards presentation and
help manager Wendell Williams celebrate opening of the Hollywood
office. Matthews disclosed that more than 60 per cent of the agency's
billing is in TV to the tune of almost $80 million. According to
current plans, the Hollywood office will be concerned with more than
$30- million worth of programming alone, including "Empire," "The
Hillbillies," "The Virginian." "Fair Exchange." "Alfred Hitchcock"
and "Gunsmoke." In addition to nine shows already renewed for the
new season. The agency will continue to participate in a number of
other programs and in developing new spectaculars and other programs for the coming season.

Filming of "Empire" gets under way at Screen Gems Monday. with Richard Egan, Terry Moore, Anne Seymour and Ryan O'Neal
in the top roles. William Sackheim is executive producer, with Frank
Pierson as producer and Abner Biberman directing.

Peebles, Lee, Mendelsohn
Now Capital Cities VPs
,,ss ma. It
of WPRO -AMI' NI
and Mendelsohn
was :wee
GM el- WKRW-AM,
Buffalo. Iasi 'Balch
Peebles was Immo
VP-GM
of WKNY AM - TV, Kingston.
N. Y.: Lee tame horn WARY.
Louisville. whew he was VP-GM,
and Mendelsohn was sales manager at WABC-AM-FM. ABC
flagship in N. Y., and an account
exec for WINS here.
.1

Ail tip-to-the-minute

account of life in Conn
Cuba, shot by CBS New:
American correspondent

I

t

Kuralt during a three-wee
will he broadcast tonight o
TV's "Eyewitness."
Kuralt traveled through'
from May
until his del
Wednesday for his report
represents his first eft,
photographer
1

Dolphin Expands
To Docs, PR

Film

June Foray. Jo Stafford. Soupy Sales. Connie Stevens and
Roger Wagner have been added to the growing list of presenters of
Grammy Awards lit the BABAS Awards Dinner next Tuesday at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Carl Reiner will emcee the event

Dolphin Productions, N,'N'
based TV commerical piia
firm, has begun a major
sion with the establishmentS
new units-a Programming
sion and a Public Relation

Jerry Fielding has been signed as conductor and music coordinator of "The Lively Ones." which will be Summer replacement
!or "Hazel," and stars Vit. Damon.'
Julie Adams reported to

sion, it was announced by
dent Allan Stanley. The espy
also involves the addition ad
Mumberg as sales directly!

.

.

.

Warner's yesterday to guest star in the "Go For Baroque" episode
of "Hawaiian Eye" for producer How ie Horwitz
Frank Van der
Veer has joined BLII Productions as head of optical and special effects.
it was announced by president Bud Brody.

...

Roger Perry. whose pilot "First Hundred Years" will be
Theatre" Sunday. goes before the cameras at MGM this
week in the new Wendell Corey series, "The Eleventh Hour"
Jack Kruschen will make a series of radio commercials for Carling's
Red Cap Ale. The deal was set by Lloyd Kolmer of the William
seen on "G. E.

.

Morris commercial department in New York
Danny Kaye returned yesterday after a three week run at Harrah's in Tahoe. He
went bark to work Monday night after
hoot with virus pneumonia.
.

.

.

...

...

Time-Buying on Carpet
Keterreed tom
posed

may

already

Harris questioned Mahlon F.
Perkins of a law firm which repesents AAAA, on how advertisers
would choose in a case of a station
located in a small market but
covering a larger market, as
against a station in the larger
market. Perkins said there are
many criteria, and he was unable
to say in the particular hypothetical case.
Harris then said. "Somebody
had better start thinking about
it because I am fixing to open it
up in the not too far distance." It
was later explained privately that
t

he.

,

Robert J. Kinney as a sald
resentative.
Stanley said the produ
TV commercials will conaY
represent the major part Ii
firm's business, with the Mils
ming Division to concentm
production of documenta171
news-feature series and tilt
Division to create films fol.
porations and institutions.

.

The Lettermen, currently at the Crescendo, will make their
first guest appearance on the "Ed Sullivan Show" June 10
Bruce
Dern checked in at Four Star yesterday for an appearance in "The
Law and Mr. Jones." Dern will co-star with Jack Lord and Warren
Oates next season in "Stoney Burke" on ABC-TV
Bernard Martial'
has been appointed by president Karl Klein to represent Animation
Inc.. in eleven western states
KI1J-TV scored a beat on the earthquakes in Mexico when John Willis, news head, phoned in a report
from Acapulco, where he was vacationing with his family.

the damage
bare been done.

,

Po( Ey.
Life in Cub,

designed

frankly to draw attention to radio's warm-weather superiority.
will award $250 and $100 as first

of

ammonia!

TELEVISION DAILY

VPI-kX,`12,9,5'

RAI:

1:11ilt,

-

II

Harris 'was thinking about his
committee's probe into TV ratings
and the projected hearings on this
matter, and was in effect saying
that the criteria for placing advertising on stations would be involved.
Perkins told the committee that
AAAA objects to vesting the FTC
with power to take advertising
off the air and out of print whenever it concludes without the formality of a hearing that the action
would be taken in the public interest.
John J. Ryan, for AFA, said it
would amount to a "moratorium
on personal liberty."

www.americanradiohistory.com

Sloane Backs Faulk

ICtre

from Pas. II

after the network
agencies had mistaken him
man with the same last
mentioned in "Red Char
After prolonged joblessner
was hired by UN Radio. hi
and given a complete clearat
the U. S. Civil Service Co!
in

1952

Nom.

A friend, he testified. Mel
gested he go to Paul Milton.
rector of Aware, and get a
ante from him. Sloane tol
court Milton scoffed at the'

.

ernment clearance, saying
this with a grain of salt."
"You mean." Sloane
asked him, "you set
above the U. S. government.
cording to Sloane's testh
Milton replied. "Yes, we do

1

Juilliord Quartet Debi,
With Beethoven Concte
A live all-Beethoven cc
by the Claremont String
of the Juilliard School of
will be aired on listener -sal
ed WBAI-FM Sunday, the fi
a

series by the ensemble fa

station. The program will in d
four quartets by the could

lv-UA 'Story' Builds
ew Syndie Interest
r,

t

Ivo( ly at
"wo factors
to bring about a whole new
in advertiser interest in the
ding syndication field, acto M. J. (Bud) Rifkin,
-VA executive VP for sales.
elements are the offering
uality programs with which
or advertisers are desirous of
ing their image on a widescale, and the increased
in

bility of prime time returnlocal affiliates by the net-

pointed to his company's
David L. Wolper's
as the best
Story of
of
the
kind of prestige
e
which top advertisers are
IIto acquire in multiple-

1.

leader,

--."

et spreads.

.

an instance, Rifkin cited
le than one national advertiser
se agencies have requested a
of the program in over 40
kets each.

By

site of a Bedroom," a new
=cries to be aired on Allen
"At Your Service" show

..'s

weekday afternoon. will atword pictures of
trban living in and around
4ew York area. The first show

vat honest

arcing date to be announced
amines life in Westport.
Westport interviews origii from the
Food Fair Super.set and the Westport Town
r. Gene King is producer of
Ye

series.

110 Premieres Five

lummer Features
*oenix-"American

Odyssey,"
tnthology series. is the first
me new Summer season shows
(Iniering on KPHO next week.
At included on the schedule are
fist for Adventure." "Corn 'wily Activities." Modern Sci" rte
Theatre" and "Plays of
suespeare." The latter is a
sitigan production featuring
thur Eastman as host and com-

.

ntator.
ill five programs will be feaad regularly during the Sum-

".

On Six 4-Star Series

BALM TYLER

A promotion man's hest friend is not just any old dog -bu
wealthy canine heiress named Tina Van Terrier. So says
WABC Radio at the windup of its contest requiring listeners tr
figure out from clues aired each
day, where "the dognappers have
Thought for Today
stashed Tina." Nowhere but New
York's Greenwich Village was the
"Congress was obviously will
answer, solved by a Miss Rosea

mary Anne Hedlund, who ended
up with a big reward, two baseball tickets, a case of dog food,
a radio and an LP with the song
"How Much is that Doggie in
the Mailbox." Promo was worked
up from scratch (a pun is the writer's best friend) for Cadillac Dog
Food by Elkman Advertising of
Philadelphia and WABC.
.
.
James H. Quello, VP and general manager of WJR, Detroit, has
been elected to the board of directors of the Adcraft Club of De-

troit. Quell°, an Adcrafter since

service as the
club's PR chairman and member
of the program committee ... Possibly the youngest twins ever on
TV debut in a two-minute commercial demonstrating a Chevrolet station wagon. Mark and Mike
Ballentine, of Columbia, S. C.,
went on camera at the age of nine
months in closeups showing them
on their back seat "bed." James
R. Morrison of Campbell-Ewald,
the producer, said the commercial
is aimed at women drivers in the
audience of Chevy's three net
1946, has seen past

Mile' Scr:es Includes
stporl Marl, Paper

Peak Producer-Total

AGENCI. NEWSCAST

ing to rust in the wisdom and
taste of the people. And why not.
If the people are incapable of se
letting their own TV and radio
programs, they are equally incap
able of electing their own Milk
officials. The logical corollaries to
program control are universal
thought control and the ultimate
denial of free speech and the
right to vote."

-Frank

P. Fogarty. Exec. VP
Meredith Broadcasting

and movie actor, has
wound up narration for "Footwork In Sports," a public service
TV film produced by the Keds
dept. of I'. S. Rubber for June
release. The film's available in
black-and-white or color. Crabbe
appears in one seg, as do Andy
Robustelli of the Giants football
team, Johnny Dieekman and Bob

holder

11111.

du,.

1-,or St..,
for the tat
With the signing of
oat

slx

,1.11I'S

I

[
Too. MI 9h.t oioti.
VP for production.
Other producers signed by McDermott are Hy A verback, Everett Chambers, Marc Daniels, Stan
Kalb:, Tom McKnight, Sam Pekinpah, Richard Alan Simmons
and Aaron Spelling. Associate
producers are Robert Clever, William Harmon, Richard Newton
and Norman Powell.
by

Minneapolis' Grim Gets
Accolade for ETV Show

-

Minneapolis-St. Paul
George
Grim, KMSP newscaster, has been
given the Citizens Committee on
Public Education's 1962 ETV
award for outstanding moderator
of the "World Affairs" series on
KTCA-TV here. The awards were
conceived five years ago to stimulate interest in and support of
the area's educational television
station.

shows.

Investment Planning Group of
New Jersey has purchased a fourweek sked of daily 30-second spots
on "The Elizabeth Morgan Show."
heard on WJRZ, Newark, Monday
thru Friday. The sponsorship,
through Reast and Connolly. of
South Orange, N. J., is a radio
campaign first for the financial
institution
the Association of
Better Business Bureaus has presented a tile plaque to John P.
Cunningham, chairman of the
board of the Advertising Federation of America, in appreciation of
the fact that AFA was the founding organization of the BBB movement a half-century ago.

...

Buster Crabbe, Olympic

Men judge us by the success of our
efforts. God looks at the efforts themselves.

Charlotte Elizabeth

-A

Thought For The

Day-

title

Tennis to Menace Pet Parade
t:hieago-Jay North, TV's "Dennis the Menace," is among the
personalities participating in the 16th annual
'Is Grange-La Grange Park Pet

rji and Hollywood

The show
41 be carried for the 10th conactive year by WGN-TV.
flame of this year's parade is
'Mk Strip Pets and Pals."

.Pra.de

here June

2.

Reynolds Metals, Chicago, La
Grange Federal Savings & Loan,
La Grange, Ill., and Quaker Oats,
Chicago, are this year's sponsors
of the hour-and-a-half telecast.

www.americanradiohistory.com

MARTIN HIMMEL, President
Ul'NNAN

& JEFFREY. Inc.
730 Fifth Avenue
New York. N. V.

'Gallanf Men' Series
(racks Fall Line-Up

Disk
Spinning
By H

H.'
duple

WILLIAM

tape

and distribution firm
0.. will market preicroided stereo tapes based on
the Phillips Records catalogue,
.:.

under a new agreement. Bel Canto's music will be taped both reelto-reel and on cartridges ...Command Records next month releasing live new albums, the diskery's
largest output in a single month,
banging to 52 the number of titles in its catalogue. Each masterrecorded on 35 mm film, they
feature William Steinberg and the
Pitt. Symphony Orch,; The Ray
Charles Singers: Tony Mottoiu
Doc Severinsen. and Don lam,,

"Gallant" will

Carnegie Ilall is being taken
over by three MGM and Verve
artists this weekend, with Verve
comic Phyllis Diller in in onewoman show tonight; Jackie Mason on lap tomorrow night, and
31631 folk-singer Martha Schlamme in concert Sunday evening. In

publicity-promo tie-in, Sol
Handwerger set up displays in
the Carnegie Hall lobby, where
the stars' albums will also be

is

will

sold. Miss Schlarnme

be sponsored by

Block Drug Co., through Grey

Advertising; Beecham Products
through Kenyon & Eckhardt;
Lincoln Mercury Division of Ford
Motor Co., through Kenyon & Eckhardt; Sunbeam Corp.. through
Foote, Cone & Belding; and WarnerLambert Products Division
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co through Ted Bales.
Ex-heavyweight Mk contender
Roland La Slam. i.
Is' seen
in a supporting to:.
,

-

Documentary Film Ace

.

.

Read:es '(hosen Child'
Frank De Felitta, award winning documentary film maker, is
currently filming "The Chosen
Child" in New York for NBC-TV.
"Child- an hour documentary
will be aired in the Fall_
De Filitta has over 500 credits
on radio and TV and included
among his many awards is the
coveted Peabody and a Venice
F11115 Festival nomination.

Arne Lewis has been appointed
creative director of Associated
Design Studios, effective June 25,
He has been an art director in the
advertising and sales promotion
department of CBS-TV stations
division since June, 1958.

Surgeon Takes Spotlight
On 'Your Right to Say It'

and tapes. interviews
,hot and recovery.

.

.

.

-

Chicago
"Let Them Die" will
be the subject on
WGN-TV's
"Your Right to Say It" tenet
Sunday. with Dr. Vincent J. Collins, associate professor of suritei1
Northwestern School of Medico..
as the guest. He will be mtervn ii
.r1 by Wes Hartzell, special
loop', for Chicago's Ames
wet :Who, J. Snider. science edi.
-a Chicago Daily News

WBZ Observes Shevouth

-

Boston
WHZ here is airing
three-part special commemorating the Jewish Holiday of Shayouth titled "Receiving the
Torah." The 15-minute programs
started May 20 and will also run
on the following two Sundays.
It is specially produced for the
station by the Committee for the
Furtherance of Jewish Education.
a

Lewis Leaves CBS-TV
For Associated Design

'Champion Bow1-

(Ia:ms Lowest

(I

,

Look 'Inside Laos'

Walter Schwiiiiiner's
pionship Bowling," whit
soon enter its ninth year.
syndication, is the lowe
market-buy of any show
country, according to a su
32 major areas by an indejq
research service. The oven
per 1,000 homes per coral
minute was found to bell
against the average netwot
of $4.50 for the same min
same audience, said Schvit

Begins New Series

all markets studied, etul
sponsored by either nab'

President Kennedy. Iluntley and
eight other committee appointees,
whicn include several congressmen, newspapermen and public
servants. are charged with recommending a memorial to our
28th President.

-

Cleveland
rector Ken A.A...?
ed

It was further disclosed f

egional advertisers.

strife-torn Laos last Dcreinbei.

inaugurated a new series on conditions in Southeast Asia last night
with a report on his "Assignment:
Laos!"
Armstrong told of his visit
to the
administrative capitol.
Vientiane. the religous and royal
capitol, Luang Prabang and the
Communist strong-hold, Nam Tha
and Muong Sing. He also described a helicopter trip he took
into isolated outposts to deltver
food and ammunition to the Royal
Laotian Army, which looks to the
U S. for advice and assistance.

Kim Hunter Gets Role
In Fall 'Dick Powell Show'

also ap-

pear in the taped Sunday morning -1Pory of Ruth" segment of
CBS-TV's "Look Up and Live,"
singing 13 songs in Yiddish, He. Folk-opera
brew and English
singer Luis Rev is doing an album
of Ladino chants for the Verben
label
George Mirros' Allis
"Oudi
Records
has
released
Brant," master of the Oriental
Oud. an album of Oriental and
Turkish songs.
.

Chet Iluntley of NBC News has
been named to the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Commission by

(;,iiihid WI,War series focusing on the 36th
Infantry Division during WW II.
premieres on ABC-TV in September. Robert McQueeney and William Reynolds are featured.

mix

pre-recorded

-

Kennedy Names Huntley
Wilson Memorial Selector

Kim Hunter will star in "Tomorrow the Man," on NBC-TV's
"Dick Powell Show." to be shot
in Hollywood later this month and
released in the Fall. She will
portray a young wife involved in
the problems of a lower East Side
family.

,

Al-Star Cast II:umes
Weslinghouse Special
Mildred Dunnock, Nancy
wire, Patrick O'Neal and..
McCarthy join Margaret Ltig
and special guest Ralph Els
in the cast of "The First
a June 20 "Westinghouseltents" special on CBS-TV.'
Gordon Duff is produces
Roger 0. Hirson wrote the.
which deals with a school
problem of readjustment
ing discharged from a me
pital.

Welk Offers War
In Memorial Day Sa

Lawrence Welk will
orate Memorial Day on IS
TV show tomorrow with
songs of the past three
in keeping with the Holidayr
violinist Aladdin will reei1
poem "In Flanders Fields?'

Broadcasters Wind Up A-Okay on Orbd
(Ceatinaeg

A

tom

tl
id the spare
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tevolutionary. wireless

TV

eamera was utilized by CBS during it, coverage. The Japanese odes 20 pound, tiamistorixed unit,
?maim d image orthicon
.

.
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it
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LI

in an inter-

!halted] Aircraft
egi- The new
d
.ables and
I

tf

clay rorelvu 5 point and
live under adverse lighting. It 'A:,
presented to CBS-TV by Ikegami
Electric Co., Ltd.. Kawasaki. Japan,

originally developed by the
Chubti Broadcasting Co.. Nagoya,
and was

for CBS-T%'.
NBC Supervises Pool
NBC-TV man, ate of a BU-TV
Scope camera which gave viewers
an unprecedented view of the early
stages of the shot. This included a
dramatic picture of the separation
of missile from its booster rockets.
and developed

I

h,

quit Sly hugali

:All

:01;11.

part of the three-network pool
supervised by NBC.
NBC-TV also had on hand 35
different items of flight equipment
and experiments in presenting the
orbit flight. Nearly every major
system in the spacecraft and
boaster was covered, with a spevial loop demonstrating how these

situation, maintaining tli.
tress of the moment as et.

instruments
spaceflight.

u,,

functioned during

Aviation Experts Used
Adding to its coverage, ABC-TV
used a panel of aviation experts
that discussed both the technical
and non-technical aspects of the
man-in-space program,
When contact with the Navy test
pilot was interrupted, though it was
known the capsule landed in the
sea, the newsmen faced the inevitable. but unhoped for, task of re1,,
sing a possible tragedy in the
j. Space program,
The
corps of correspondents

perspective of
The story that
veloping had a
the astronaut

the data ass
appeared to I
happy endings
was spotted'
I

raft.
Rescue Bulletin at 4:43 PN
At 4:43 PM CBS and ABO1
the air with the ballades

Carpenter had been picked up. J
also carried the bulletin.
Illustrative of the many
pendent stations, WPIX
the space shoot from 6:30
most of the others began ad
and after 10 AM cut into ibIll
gramming every 20 minutia*
reports from Cape Canaveral.,
ing the N.Y. Yankee baseball
WP1X-via a direct line to TA
announced throusil
Stadium
public address system that'
penter had completed his I

-

orbit flight.
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TEN CENTS

U-V BILL SNARLING DEINTERMIX
IAB Expands Board
In TV

(ode Review;

'abst Is Chairman
..-..as of

-

RADIO-TV DAIL)

NAB has
Washington
nine broadcasters to
TV Code Review Board,

tmed

hich has been reconstituted as
Isct of expanded Code operations
n d serves a s
he appellate
uady in admin-

Stering the
Appointchairman for
two years was
ed

William D. Pabst. executive V-

P-general manager of KTVII,
Oakland, Calif.
Renamed for
PAM
a two-year term
o the board was Robert W. FerIgson, executive VP-general manivia:r of WTRF - TV, Wheeling.
ile Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, prmico.

Pogo

.1)

ItZY Transfer Approved

-

Woad Prairie. Tex.
KRZY
ire has received approval from
EC for transfer of control of
;a

station to G.

for 0440.000

E.

SOFT DRINK AD MONEY
POURED INTO TV 'SELL'

The nation's top soft drink bottlers and canners upped their
advertising expenditures in major consumer media by 10.3 per
TV cent in 1961, during which TV's share jumped to 51.5 per cent
from 39.7 per
in 1960.

Code.

(Cmtiavad

Congress Blocking

Station Economic Protection Theory

Washington-1n rein -lint a hid to reconsider its denial of additional
microwave TN' facilities to serve a community antenna system the
FCC has also spelled out its theory on economic protection for broadcasting stations. The commission says its primary concern is possible
ultimate loss by the viewing public.

Miller and

cent

Total TV gross time billings in
network and national spot
advertising for all bottled and
canned soft drinks, were $21,529.1961,

427. an increase of 46$ per cent
over 1960's $14,659,360. Spot bill-

lings

(Source:
(Comtimal

TvB- Rorabaughi
ae hoe 5)

ARTS Names Rawson
Sales Development VP

Advertising Radio and Television Services has promoted Robert
W. Rawson to sales and sales development VP, responsible for all
sales activities for the various divisions of ARTS. He joined the
firm earlier this year as a VP and
general sales exec, after serving
as radio-TV ad manager for U S

Robb,!

TOO CO

Healthy Gains for Radio, TV
Emerging in '62 Crystal Ball
Hashden Born.

of RADIO.TV DAILY

BANZAI! VIDSETS
ALL OVER JAPAN
I

01 2

R,smy Sun Fannin,
Receiver

NOW Owns a

Japan's TV boom hit a new
peak this year when registered

set-owners topped the 10- million
mark. This means that one of
every two families now owns a
TV set and places the Japanese
third in the world behind the U.S.
and Britain. West Germany and
the Soviet Union are fourth and
(Continued on Pege
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Syndie 'Red Report'
To

Premiere in Ohio

-

Columbus, 0.
"The Red Report." a new syndicated series of
five-minute TV programs fea-

turing

former FBI

counterspy

Washington-Radio and TV stations expect a healthy in- Herbert A. Philbrick, will have
its world premiere June 4 on WT;ease in total revenue this year, a NAB survey shows.
VN-TV here, it was announced
In radio, station revenue is exTied to top '61 by 3.5 per cent,
rgest boost since NAB began
.1Iecting figures six years ago.
V revenue is expected to climb
6.7 per cent, second highest
grease in six years.
James H. Hulbert, manager of
AB's department of broadcast
ersonnel and economics, gave
use highlights:

Radio- two-thirds of all stations

aped
Ade

a

10

hike in revenue this year,
per cent expect a de-

crease and 24 per cent see no
change. Stations in the largest
markets anticipate the largest in-

crease-around

6 per cent; a 2.5
per cent boost is anticipated in
smaller markets.
TV--82 per cent of all stations
expect an increase; 3 per cent, a
decrease; 15 per cent, no change.
Unlike radio, the largest increase-more than 7 per cent-is foreseen
by stations in smaller markets.
Larger mart operators hope for a
gain of about 5 per cent.

by H. C. Gockenbach. Jr., president of Dollar Federal Savings
dr Loan Ass'n, sponsor of the program.
"This new series of 65 filmed
programs is designed to expose
the workings of the international
Communist conspiracy," Gockenbach said.
Philbrick will make personal
appearances here June 3 and 4
on behalf of the sponsor. The series is a production of Dial A Program, Inc.. Columbus.

www.americanradiohistory.com

All-Channels Action
As VHF Protection
Wooloonoo Room. of RADIO-TV

DAILY

Washington-The FCC has
extended time for filings in
the proposed deintermixture
and drop-in cases in view of
the Senate's all -channel TV

legislation. Nevertheless, the FCC
seems to be accelerating its moves
for drop-in action on ABC's request, despite Commission promises to hold off on deintermixture
if the all-channel bill is passed.
Original deadline for filing arguments on proposals to make allUHF markets out of Madison,
Wis.; Rockford, Ill.; Hartford,
Conn.; Erie, Pa., Binghamton,
N. Y., Champaign, Ill., Columbia.
S.C. and Montgomery. Ala_ was
Heatievast

on

Pogo

lot

Disk Exec Randy Wood
Voted RTRA President

-

Wen Coon Benno of RADIO-TV DAILY
Los Angeles
Randy Wood,
head of Dot Records, is the new
president of Radio. Television, Recording and Advertising Charities. succeeding J. Neil Reagan,

VP of McCann-Erickson.
Other officials elected for the
1962-63 term are: John K. West,
RCA, and John Reynolds, CBS,
VPs; Sherwood Schwartz, writerproducer, secretary, and Cy Pearson,
United California Bank,
treasurer.

Sale of AM-TV in Joplin

OK'd for $1,850,000

The F('(' has approved sale of
KODE, AM-TV, Channel 12, Joplin, Mo.. by WSTV, loc., to James
S. Gilmore. Jr., for $1,850,000,
with commissioner Bartley dissenting. Also approved was sale
of KFBB AM-TV, Channel 5,
Great Falls, Mont., by KERR
Broadcasting to itarriscope Broad'
casting for $610,000. The commission, by a 4-3 vote-Ford, 5110 ow and Bartley dissenting
approved sale of KGMS, Sacramento. Cal., by KGMS. Inc., to Capitol
Broadcasting for $577,500.

-
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Inter -American Federation of
Entertainment Workers, at its
second Congress here this month,
elected as its president Richard
F. Walsh. prexy of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees. He was unable to at-
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loam Sorry. Ermland

tend the session and was represented by International rep Les-

ter

Video Veteran Frey
Joins New Merritt
for Sullivan, Stauffer,
&
Bayles. has joined New Merritt
Enterprises as sales consultant.
Before joining SSC&B, Frey was
with NBC for 32 years serving as
VP in charge of TV network sales
and, previously, is a similar post
for radio sales.

with Video Tape

St. Peter

-

11,nam of R.11117

II'

11.111.1'

Los Angeles
Lionel F. St.
Peter has been appointed audio
supervisor at International Video

:

T

!iirinerly head
11

Studios.
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PRI8INOPLAGIARISM
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Be
SPE,
A

B. Isaac.
To be headquartered in Mexico
City, the group will seek to regulate use of video tape and other
recordings to protect rights of

workers involved in their production, and to foster greater interchange among entertainment
workers of North. South and Central America. among other obit...lives
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Radio's Year 'Round Job

-W

SI. Iruuis
nl..
ul
National Radio Month, KWK is
airing statements by St. Louis
suburban mayors commending the
industry for a job well done
Throughout the year.
The station also is carrying on
"Bea KWK Good Guy" promo.
leejays .ire sent into the neighisirhouds hooking for "good guys."
chi, are fewarded. when found,
.vith $1360 and interviewed by
he Station's mobile unit.
,

Callf.-KAIL-TV

DANE CLARK and HARRY Ty
in town for rehoorsolt for ot
"DuPont Show of the Wool

ANDREW
PRISE. Ow of
"Wish. Country," which Imo:,
is in N. T. from Hollywood v

JOHN

Much-Honored
Put in Shop Wind

has appointed Tele-Radio & TV
Sales as its national rep. station

owner B. L Golden announced.
The station, featuring Spanish programs, signed with the firm which
specializes in Spanish stations in
the U.S.

i
Films 1, ell. imp(
winning "Expedition:" s
U.S. syndication. The seri
half-hours won the Ohio
prize as tops in programs
dren and youth, and also
the George Foster Peabody
Thomas Alva Edison awe
S

l

WA BC is pulling votes by its
listeners to elect a

school-age

ins its two-year exposure
TV.

Henry G. Plitt, ABC Fil
dent, said the series was
sold station-by-station
tier it was seen in only
more than 50 markets o
228 in the U.S. The series
diced by Insight, Inc., H

to McGraw-Hill

CBS Films has licensed seven
features of CBS News' "Twentieth Century" to the Text-Film
Division of McGraw-Hill Book Co.
for distribution in the non-thearical 16mm film market. The
films will be distributed to schools,
churches. government agencies
libraries and corporations.

\..4.

.0

liquid..

WRFM has scheduled t
oriel Day specials for W
featuring music from
countries where U. S. servi'
have fought, and Igor Striv
"Story of a Soldier." narr&
Melvin Douglas.
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Phillip Conway has joinst
Films as an account vs,
headquarters in New 1 oil
he a member of the North
Sales Division. headed h.
Division manager ATbert

"Principal of the Year" in a promo
being conducted through Friday.
The yougsters, casting their ballots
via mail. will determine the most
popular principal in the New York
area. The winner will receive a
color TV set.

to

nu.

.

Spirits Student Election

d

MeCIANE, NBC

Program cooedinotor. to Hoe:
Vo on vocation

'Principal of the Year'

kfi...111111
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ledf

11p.11

of KTTV

returned f,

ROSERT F. ADAMS, YAKS sole
in L A. for buskins. mooing,

/1.313.mi:hip at
ikmont Pa.) Country Club June
sponsored by Wilson Sporting
Goods Co.. through
CampbellMithun, and Humble Oil & Refining
Co.. via McCann-Erickson. The 90minute special will feature Bud
Palmer. Chick Hearn and Ed Kiely
commenting on the action.
..1

ret ,,,,,

Tele-Radio & TV Sales
To Rep Fresno Channel
Fresno,

Court" swim, hos
month world tour.

Broadcasting expense also rose.
The figure for first quarter, '62,
was $2.2 million, up from $1.2
million for the same period last
Year. the company reported.
Capital Cities said net operating
profit before depreciation was up
67 per cent. These increases reflect
the addition of WKBW-AM-TV,
Buffalo, and WPAT to the Capital
Cities group and earnings of the
company's radio -TV properties
011..11eh..lIt the ea -t.

Li
Suburban Mayors Praise

I

ITS

income

Pont

Inter-American Head

SI
145211

his

NBC Cameros to Eye
62nd Oncn Golf Meet

Tate

It? Walk Clark
Tylethow

8.

Mary Adams will be the sole
"outsider" in the cast of "Molly
Pitcher and The Green-eyed Monster," a color episode of "It's a
Man's World" being shot at Revue
for NB(' -TV's Fall schedule. The
teleplay WAS written by David
Duncan from a story by James
Menzies. Peter Ito ksIstiry is direeling.

1:1111111MO

Geatral Manage
HIS Moo Ilallasead
Hal

Green-Eye-Monster Moll
Sole Doll in 'Man's World'
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COMING AND G(.

Broadcasting Corp. reached $3.1 million this yep -a leap Iron)
the $1.9 million first quarter figure reported last year.
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'62 INCOME
JUMPS AT CAPITAL CITIES
First quarter
1ST QUARTER
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Who watches radio?

Sponsors do. Also, agency and media
people. The alert ones keep their eyes
on network radio these days-for reasons that Mr. Jack Doran, Director of
Marketing for the Mennen Company,
makes clear:

"We started using network radio
about a year ago in a rather small way
and with a 'watch carefully' attitude.
The very favorable sales reaction we

got within a short period of time
prompted us to buy more and more
network radio so that we now have
sizable schedules on all four networks
on a 52-week basis. Network radio is
paying off for us."

features and news, and "House Party"
with Art Linkletter on weekdays, arc
also near capacity sponsorship.Recent
signers of long-term contracts include

And it must be paying off for other
sponsors as well. At CBS Radio,where
Mennen has just renewed its co-sponsorship of 10 weekly Jerry Coleman
broadcasts, the SRO sign is up for the
entire weekend sports schedule.
CBSRadio's weekend "Dimension"

Philip Morris, Bristol-Myers, Amana,
Warner-Lambert, Standard Brands,
Corn Products and ,of course,Mennen.
These veteran radio watchers look
carefully at costs as well as results.
They know that compared to other
mass media, network radio is a rare
bargain today. Take a fresh look at it.
You'll like what you see. In particular,
you'll like the program, audience and
sales-building values on

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

NT
-

^44
By TED GREEN

Anita Bryant's first TV commercials for Coca Colaat her home in Miami Beach-begin on tomorrow's stanza of
for a Song" .. Buzzi, a Carol Burnett type who scored hens
"Ward Three" at The Showplace in Greenwich Village, d
sketches from that revue on Mike Wallace's "PM" June 12 ..
Wallace. repeating his Broadway "Gypsy" role in the flick, ME
lects residuals for his "Kippy" role in "Father knows Best" r)
...Marjorie Gateson, The Royalton Hotel's most stopped-on-the
tenant, and elder stateswoman (going on 8 years) of TV's "
Storm," has signed to extend the Monday-through-Friday peg
from a quarter to a half-hour ... Margarita ''Cha Cho" Sierra s
into New York to renew her connections with night club
an area of the business she's been yearning to return to.
.

NBC-TV's veepee and exec-producer of Public Affairs
producer and Jack Fuller WI
and direct the one-hour Du Pont Show on N.Y.C. Fire Dept's Rani
The NBC crew will live with Rescue 1 on W 93rd St. night ask
for several weeks. They will also respond to every call the pry
makes. Reason is to gel the complete authenticity of Res^nw
action
Just between us the boys will get plenty of action
runs a month.

Gitlin.

has assigned Fred Freed as

...

ON THE WAY
We have dispatched to the !Midi Vest and Fast three pilot
films of What we believe is the most beautiful and the most
inertial all-color film series noo availahle in .,ndicalion "ACROSS
SEVEN SEAS." (Indeed. it may be
the ONLY new color writs available via syndicalion.1

)iii

Initial presentations will be made
Iliklebraudt. to specific interested

our sales hero. Ken
co in ten key mar.
Eels. with first preference being shown to color (toilets.
by

huh

We do not have three hundred episodes of a cancelled
M cistern to oiler at ten cents per dozen, hut we do have
a product which has been made pith pride, and ohich we
feel 4,111 interest those broadcasters who believe. as sse do,
that only class A product should fill class double "A"

time slots.

thank you.

-
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*
Menacker,

* *
native New

a
Yorker and f I
Meet: Sam
top heavyweight wrestling star, who does the ringside commit
for one of TV's most popular wrestling shows, "Big
Time Wrestling From Calgary." produced at the
studios of CFCN-TV in that city. This videotape
production is syndicated throughout Canada and
in a number of cities in the United States. Menacker retired from active wrestling in 1952 and
initiated live wrestling on KROD-TV, El Paso.
then moved to TV shows in Boston, Indianapolis
and Detroit. Sam is constantly on the move, doing
live TV shows in the U. S. and producing "Dear
Wrestlers," a panel show featuring wrestlers. He
flies his own plane, a Comanche 250, and drives a
Rolls-Royce. He is married to June Byers, world's

champion woman wrestler.
Producer Bill Leonard chose CBS director Martin C
direct his Wednesday special, "Fifty Faces of '62." Carr's first t I
ing assignment was on "This is New York" for Leonard five
ago
Pat Boone breaking records at Blinstrubs in Boston. 1*
heads back to L. A. to begin his first movie for his own moll
company, Cooga, Mooga Inc., entitled "Evil Come Evil Go" ..
ducer Bill Robin's daughter Candy. 19, won blue ribbon honOnt
recent Westchester Horse Show
Jazz pianist Ronnie Brows/
rently performing at Basin Street East, will be a "regular go
on Art Ford's new NBC-TV show, "Coffee Time," when the
makes its debut this Fall.

...

I

JACK DOUGLAS

...

*

*

*

*

Goings on at ABC-Paramount: President Sam Clark I
that in his entire history in the disk biz, he has never seen /
moving record than the company's current smash-Ray Char:
Can't Stop Loving You"
Initial reaction to the new Brian
single, "Sealed with a Kiss." indicates another chart-topper
teenager. Hyland is currently on a tour of the Midwest
Garner, Octave label star currently touring Europe, was such
sation in Germany that the audience actually threw flowers
ABC-Paramount elated over Richard Rodgers' "Emmy"
for his original scoring for the ABC-TV series, "Winston Chun
The Valiant Years." Why? The label has recorded the theme
in an album bearing the same title.
s.
Comedian Howard Morris, who scored his biggest I
on the Sid Caesar TV show, has been signed by Curtis En
Productions for a top featured role in the comedy. "40 P
Trouble," which stars Tony Curtis, Phil Silvers and Suzanne
. The Smothers
Brothers are set for a June 10-16 stand
Seattle Century 21 Exposition.

...

.

.

.

*
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iseount Stores Find Bargain Buy in Radio
B Shows Air Use
ItA
y a Prime Factor

n

Growth of Field

Radio is a "Mg force behind

discount zoom," according
a new RAB report issued by

trative VP Miles David.
that the report cites 11

ented case histories, David

':

"It's significant that discountwho are sharply aggressive
anti-traditional, already redrd radio as an absolutely basic
Ivertising tool,"
Typical is an account of the
dio activity of Shopper's Fair,
chain of 34 stores in 27 cities
sm Connecticut to Oklahoma,
ugh has employed radio steadily
d extensively since it opened
first outlet seven years ago,
d RAB. The discount firm buys
J spots a week per station to
.amote new store openings, then
idles into a steady 50 spots a
work per station once the store
.established. Announcements are
wiliest on Thursday and Fridays,
'support week-end promotions.
Still 2nd, 3rd, 4th Example
tnother firm, Giant Tiger, with
letOres in and around the Cleved area, recently cut back its
advertising to increase radio
a. A third discounter covered
report is Lloyd's, Middleavn, N. Y., which began as a
mermarket and used radio to
make the switch to mass
handising. Activity of the
be Discount Stores, a threeHouston chain, which buys
pots a week on three stations,
Iso analyzed.
/avid predicted that this "revoDonary approach-using a meslim because it works and not
attse 'we've always done it that
will help influence many
ventional retailers in wider
more fruitful use of the me-

*titers of Today'
fsOlttsburgh

Promo,Info Directors
Of Five (BS -TV 0 -Os

In 1-Day N.Y. Meet
The mub
meeting of
promotion and information services directors of the five CBSowned TV stations will be held
at New York's St. Regis Hotel
June 7-8, it was announced by
Craig Lawrence, CBS-TV veep.
The agenda will cover all
phases of advertising, promotion
and publicity, research, sales development. Plans for Fall promotion will also be formulated. Coordinating the session will be adsales
promo director Thomas
Means and info services director

Howard Berk. CBS-TV stations
division.
From All Key Cities
Attending from the CBS -owned
TV stations will be Aaron M.
Cohen and Leonard Traube, WCBS-TV, New York; Austin Heywood and Robert Nelson, KNXT,
Los Angeles; Virgil Mitchell, WBBM-TV, Chicago; Robert Pryor,
WCAU - TV, Philadelphia, and
Judd Choler and Fred Reywood,
KMOX-TV, St. Louis.
From the CBS-TV Stations Diision: Bruce Bryant, division VP
and general manager. CBS-TV
stations national sales; Hal Hough,
Program Services VP; Harvey
Struthers. station services VP;
Robert F. Davis, Research Director, and Lawrence. Attending
from CBS-TV stations national
sales will be William Hohmann,
sales promo research director;
Daniel Kelly, sales promo-re
search manager and Mis,s Pearl
Masser, assistant sales promotion
manager.

Representing CBS-TV will be
John Cowden, info services VP;
George Bristol, administrative director. ad-sales Promo; Leonard

-

Outstanding consonporary novelists will tell their
411s, philosophies of literature
sd their reasons for writing on
I'Priters of Today." an 11-part
its beginning June 7 on WQED.

:BS Cameras Take Look
At Georgia Sea Islands
Descendants of
Me earliest
neriean Negro slaves. now 'iv: in relative isolation on the
orgia Sea Islands, will be feared June 7 in the first program
the "Accent on an American
owner" series on CBS-TV.
hn Ciardi will host the series,
injured under the overall sun ision of John W. Kiermaier,
IS News VP for public affairs.

Summer Day Audience Biggest of Year

Daytime Summer viewing In the past two years outpaced year'round growth in the daytime, TvR reports in its new "TvBasics." Number of homes viewing In the Summer months during the daytime
jumped 18.4 per cent from 1959 to 1961, while year.'round daytime
viewing increased 13.5 per cent. Public investments in TV sets since
the start of the medium are an estimated $19.5 billion, while advertiser
investments In the same period total $12.1 billion, "TvItasics" also
shows.

AMA HUSH-HUSH

MY Opposes Bill

IN JFK BLAST

For

Euro Towne Crew Unaware
Medicare Going Under Knife

Kennedy's Medicare program.
Madison Square Garden was rented and instructed to be left "as is"
after the Kennedy rally.
A Video Tape Unlimited crew
was told to meet outside the Garden and then proceed to New
Jersey to tape a commercial. The
secret was so well kept that none,
including the employers of the
Garden, had any idea of what was
being taped until the taping actually started.

--

-

'Young'-'un

Adds

-

St. Louts
Hayden Young has
joined WIL as an account exec.
He was previously with Moloney,
Regan & Schmitt, national newspaper rep in Chicago and St.
Louis.

Broom, station promotion manager; Louis Dorfsman, creative director, ad-sales promo, James
Kane, affiliate press relations
manager; and Alex Kennedy,
audience promotion director.

Soft Drinks Love That TV
Icootowsd hem Pogo I)

were $16,431,000, up 40.5 per cent
over 1960's $11,696,000. Network
billings last year were $5,098,277,
up 72 per cent from 1960's $2,963,-

002 as

360.

TV spending.

The top 10 bottling advertisers in TV, newspapers, magazines
and outdoor, which account for
more than nine of ten dollars spent
nationally or regionally in these
media, increased their advertising
time and space billings from $35,317,436 in 1960 to $38,968,714 in
1961. TV time billings for the top
rose 49.2 per cent; $20,080,687 in
1961 vs. $13,459.730 in 1960.
The top 10 bottlers' newspaper
1.6 per cent -$9.428,429 in 1961 vs.
$9,279,335 in 1960-while outdoor
was down 14.3 per cent-$5,159.

tot/Tared with

$6,017,604.

Eight of the top 10 leaders increased their advertising and seven of the top

10

increased their

The Coca Cola Co., number one
bottling advertiser, spent $13,474,831 in the major measured
consumer media in 1961, an increase of $12.5 per cent. At the
same time Coca Cola increased
TV spending by 66.1 per cent from
$4.748,550 in 1960 to $7,885,360 in
1961. TV's share of Coca Cola
advertising in the four media was
58.5 per cent.
Pepsi Cola Co., second ad buyer,
increased tote/ spending by 2.3
per cent in 1961 to hit $10,274.879
against $10,041,984 in 1960.

-

T h e National
mmunity Television Association board of directors has met
with FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, Commissioner Rosel H.
Hyde and top FCC officials to
pass along NCTA opposition to
some elements of an FCC-backed
C

In a manner reminiscent o
raditional hush -hush medical
consultations, the AMA employed
unusual secrecy for many weeks
prior to its taping of "Your Docor Reports," a rebuttal of the
Sunday night rally for President

F(( Regulation

Washington

bill which would bring community TV antenna systems under
regulation.
NCTA noted four problems, reception of a local station on CATV
systems, non-duplication of local
station programs, picture quality of local station on CATV
and disconnection of private antennas, and said these apply in
very few cases. Industry selfregulation has been applied, it
was added, and NCTA offered to
provide liaison with the FCC on
the problems so "we can effectively police them and prevent them
from becoming problems of significance."

Taft Broadcasling Pays

$100,000 for Bowl lane

-

Cincinnati
Taft Broadcasting has purchased the King Pin
Lanes Bowling Center in Mt.
Washington here, paying $700,000 for assets plus option to buy
the land and building, it was announced by president Hulbert
Taft, Jr. He said the purchase
price is being paid from company
surplus and the center will be
operated by King Pin, Inc., as a
wholly owned subsidiary of Taft
Broadcasting.

'Meet the Prof.' Greets
Radar-Scrambling Expert

Dr. Everard Williams, who developed radar scrambling devices
employed during WW II and who
is currently trying to find the
reason for Astronaut Glenn's radio failure on entering the ionoon
sphere, appears Saturday
"Meet the Professor" on AB('TV. Williams heads the electrical
enginering department at Carnegie Institute of Technology.

A

COSMONAUT MEETS AN ASTRONAUT

A

PERSONAGE MEETS THE PRESS THE THUM: Zr: OF

THE COLOR NETWORK
THIS

One of

a

series of advertisements which reflects the balance, scope and diversity of NBC's program service.
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AND IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING
MILTIE THE MULTI-TALENTED MR. POWELL

1ST SINGLE

SOURCE OF NEWS. INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FREE WORLD
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(onn. R-TV Donated

VP11-MS523

$103 Mil. in Pubserv.
New Haven-More than 510.5
million of radio and TV time was
donated the past year by Connecticut Broadcasters for public
service causes, it was disclosed
during the General Spring Assembly of the Connecticut Broadcasters Association, as tabulated results of a survey of 1961 public

service efforts of the stations were
released by the national public
accounting firm of Scovell, Wellington & Co.
Reports of 33 radio and TV
stations showed that the air time
(price tag, $10,552,950) was distributed as follows: 953.555 "spot"
announcements (dollar value $6,199,580) and 68,731 individual
public service programs (dollar
value $4,353,370).

Thi
101,ii
..t
At,g, -. 0.1 41,2 tit-.1
in Southern California, Arizona and Southern Nevada have set
saturation advertising campaign to promote National Frigidaire We( ).
June 1-11. More than 600 spots are scheduled on KTTV and KTLA,
plus 10 radio stations, including KNX and KBIG. In addition to
spots, Frigidaire will sponsor a one-hour Nat "King" Cole special
on KTTV-and will co-sponsor nine other KTTV programs. Charles

Collar estimates the campaign will create more than 98 million
impressions in the 10-day period. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample is the
W.

agency.

Ralph Camichael will arrange and conduct for the premiere recording date of Joel Jeffries, new Capitol artist
Producer
Mare Daniels has purchased "The World of Danny Savanna," original
teleplay by James Komark, for Four Star's "Saints and Sinners" series
starring Nick Adams. Daniels hopes to land Bobby Darin for the guest

...

star role.

Harshe-Rotman is helping promote the "Beany and Cecil"
ABC cartoon show for Mattel Toys by giving out samples of the BeanyCopter, new line of toys
Cynthia Pepper has flown to New York
to tape her role in the "U. S. Steel Hour" drama, "Interpanic," which
will be viewed this week
Cy Howard has appointed Arthur Julian
script consultant of "Fair Exchange," Desilu's one-hour comedy series
which is set on CBS-TV for the fall. Producer Ed Feldman starts
production on June 18.
.

'Operation Scholarship'
Pays Oil to
Ithaca.

naca

Grads

5,

will be awarded to giariniiung
area high school students by WTKO here, owned by Radio Ithaca
and associated with the radio and
TV interests of Ivy Broadcasting
Co. The awards total $1,400.
The station founded the scholarships with the cooperation of
area merchants participating in
"Operation Scholarship," aired on
WTKO July through September.

Bill Reitz in Sales Post
With Adam Young, L.A.
Reitz has bet n named to the sales staff of the Adam
Young Companies in Los Angeles,
it was announced by James F.
O'Grady. exec VP of the station
rep firms. Reitz was formerly with
KTTV. Los Angeles. in the capacity of special project sales, and
prior to that with WJBK, Detroit
as an account exec.

OBITUARIES
James W. Bradner, Jr.

Galveston -James W. Bradner.
Jr., 61, builder and owner of KGBC, died in his home following
a heart attack. He retired as manager of the station in 1957 but
maintained financial interest in
the outlet.

J. Alan Savage

-

Montreal
J. Alan Savage,
radio-TV manager of Crockfield,
Brown & Co., Ltd. Advertising
Agency, died at home. Savage
joined CKCR, Kitchener, as announcer-engineer in 1932 and
later moved to CKTB, St. Catharine; WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., and
back to Toronto where he joined
Crockfield Brown in 1944.

0.47 St,
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Watch "DuPont Show of the Week" Sunday for "D-Day,"
Dave Wolper's chilling reminder of the invasion of 18 years ago. It
includes many film seas never been seen on TV. Its German footage
of American troops falling on the beaches is not for the squeamish,
but it is well put together. Narration and music combine to set the
stage for the stark drama that was D -Day,
"The Judy Garland Show" copped the award as the "IS,
Variety and Musical Show" in the Montreux. Switzerland, first annual television festival
Producer Charles H. Stern taped a onehour musical special with Percy Faith and his orchestra yesterday
for the KTTV "Music of the 60s" series
Ruth Olay is set for three
appearances on the "Tonight" show. The first one is being taped
today, with Peter Lind Hayes as host.
.

.

.

...

Ralph Nelson has signed with the Ziegler-Hellman and Ross
Agency for exclusive representation and business management. Nelson
won an Emmy in 1956 for directing "Requiem for a Heavyweight"
and has just completed directing the motion picture version starring
Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney and Julie Harris.
"The Big Payoff" will be a Monday-thru-Friday strip on
KTLA in prime time starting Sept_ 3, according to Stretch Adler,
V.P. and G.M. of Paramount Television Productions Inc. It will originate from various cities, with a large number of the shows being
originated by KTLA.
RCA Victor has picked up its option for
Hank Jones and Dean Kay, the youngsters on the
Ford Show
Kay Stevens is cutting a series of
her picture, "The Interns," this week in Las Vegas,
pearing at the Riviera
KLACN Bob Forward
to the board of directors of the S('BA.

...

.

.

.

another year on
Tennessee Ernie
radio promos for
where she is aphas been elected

The KRCA telecast of the 13th annual Wilshire-Macbeth
Golf Tournament June 3 will be sponsored one third each by Farmers
Insurance Company, Vogue Tires and Cadillac Dealers. Chick Hearn
and Lee Giroux will handle the event
Piggy Smith, Keely's brother.
is in town for a few days on Keely Enterprises business. Carl Burns,
president of Crystalette Records, has returned from a tour of the
Pacific Ni,, thwe(1 and Canada.

*

u

k

Republic Syndica
800 Piz in Spanist
ie.°, amid
Service, Republic'
,n division, has r
over 800 Spanish
uage films now availabl.
world-wide distribution. In
are 240 features, 193 Wester
serials 306 chapters and
half-hour series with a to
77 segments.
About 400 films are
with release dates as r
1959. All films are Engli
logue with full-length S
titles except "The Frontie
tor, a half-hour series s
Rex Allen, which is dub
of 389 of these Spanish fit
recently made to WKAQJuan. David Bloom, menet
world-wide TV sales, said
sion of HTS sales effort
continue in every world
since a number of films an
available in other languag
eluding French, German, I
and Portuguese, in addition
1,200 English dialogue film:
make up the Republic libra
1

..,9 of

Ampex Facilities Gain

Poniatoff Research
.9

tali

!,

Redl(ood City
Ampex on,
has established a new reel
facility called the Alexandi
Poniatoff Laboratory, ate is
founder and board chairmartn)
new development will invesiett
advanced and experimental rd.
moues in magnetic recordii..
well as complement other eet,
puny projects.
Harold Lindsay, assistat
Poniatoff, has been named tflre
staff. He was instrumental lb,
veloping the original Ampezzge
recorder used in hroadcastit it
din

Rutgers' Summer Cour
Skcddcd on N.Y. OutIr
pchti., ell] im 1,1,,11/1
and Rutgers I. Ear
"Summer Session" beginning
4. "Second Telling: Great
in Literature Stated and
stated" will be aired Mont
Frid
and
Wednesdays
"Changing Face of American
Th
Tuesdays,
°les." on
and Saturdays. The non-(
courses will run for 16 wee,
WCBS-TV

*

Judy Garland Show will be repeated Sept. 19 on CBS-TV, sponsored
by the Kitchens of Sara Lee and Chemstrand Corp., it was announced
by producers Freddie Fields and David Begelman. A new show will
have the same sponsors when It airs early next year, but a network dal
has not yet been worked out.

www.americanradiohistory.com

A daughter, Nancy Ana
born to Mr. & Mrs. John
po at Flower Fifth Avenufbe
tat, N. Y. Scuoppo is NBC
motional services manager.

if

TT

V

Producers Guild

Vole Meeting

,ates

June to elect
slate prepared
.meets
the Guild's nominat6

a

.,:.,- by
aninittee.
;.,,irman Crank Telford andared the committees candi-

for

es:

treasurer, Win -

O'Keefe incumbent, John
and Michael Meshekoff: for
Irving Pincus, incumFrank Pierson and Matthew
.

additional directorships

be filled from among 17
tes. Nominated were: Ceer, Jules Bricken, Bob Fin.

.

.Richard Goldstone, Ralph
, Nat Perrin and Ben Brady.
for Brady, all are incumAdditional nominees inLarry Berns, Richard Berg,
Edwards. Felix Feist, Nor Fe
Felton. Leonard Freeman.
Kraike, Norman MacPaul Monash and E. J.
rg.

jams,

Miss Nugent

iliSe!ect Rep Firm
Mkt

Stations

Reps has

up-

'Med Dick Williams a sales acAnt exec in its New York of& and named Kathleen Nugent
aninistrative assistant and secretly to executive VP Al Shop.e.. The firm also announces its
--deointment by Reeves Broadcling and Development Corp. as
elusive national rep for WH7-TV, Huntington. W. Va.. ef-

-ktive June

12.

.19 Names Wm. Neville
410ftawa Bureau Mgr.

- William

r.,

Special

at

I 1.

1,.11Tr
H. Neville

Men appointed Ottawa buger of UPI, it was anby Frank Eyrl, general
fletager for Canada and managr director of British United
Ins. Neville joined
British
bled Press in 1956 and has servein both the Ottawa and Toronbureaus.

1
11

DEVELOPMENT
SALES PROMOTION
ADVERTISING

SALES

RESEARCH

ingrune pro in rep, film and
-int fields as catalyst to increase
sur sales

lo.
1501
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Connecticut broadcasters-as all others, interested in get
ting more department store ad dollars-have been offered a
word of caution. "Don't try to make a quick sale for today

but rather, pace yourself and present the best possible thought-out
package, which will be given consideration in future plans if it has
merit." The speaker was Ralph
Daddio, advertising manager of
Hartford's large G. Fox & Co.
department store, who said all
media "should be aware of the
prospective client's policies, needs
and objectives and help him do a
better selling job by submitting
constructive, soul-searching recommendations."
He told a general membership
meeting of the Connecticut Broadcasting Association that "two or
three alternate plans with a dollar
sign will help the advertising director make your sales pitch to
top management." He also recommended that media representatives "review your rate structure
and maintain a one-price policy
for all advertisers." Daddio said
competition has become tougher
and tougher in the retail field.
citing the rise of discount house
chains and merchandise redemption premiums from stamps as
threats to the long-established department stores.

Thought for Today
"For some reason. reshot, areas
of programming got tagged with
artificial labels by the FCC. The
public service pigeonhole is a good
example. This category contains
more ingredients than Mrs. Murphy's chowder. Any program
which can't find a sponsor, usually
religion, agriculture, education,
and talk. are thrown in with news
and called public service. 1 have
some di,/ f imilty in understanding
why a program becomes public
service simply because it won't
sell."
-Rep. Walter R. Rogers
D., Tex.)
(Home Office), Knorr,
Chivers. Scholl. Tuborg Lager,
among others. To effect the merger. Armstrong-Warden bought all
and COI

of Smiths shares. The new agency will be called Smith-Warden,
Ltd. Annual turnover during the
first full year of joint operation is
expected to be more than S8.5

million.

The biggest all-British merger
in advertising history was announced over the week-end. The
two agencies are: Armstrong-Warden, whose clients include Turner
& Sewall, Total Petrol. Richard
Hudnot. Eversharp-Schick, Burroughes Wellcome and Feral.):
and Smiths, whose clients are LCC

Mazola

CORN OIL &

CORN OIL MARGARINE

supervise tom new TV sere
which he developed. Three 4:1
these, "Wonderful Planet Earth,
"Yankee Doodle Tales," and "Science Scouts" are children's shows.
The other is an adult documentary which is titled "Our Changing World."
The appointment was announced by Pathe president Joseph P.
Smith.

Nine Broad
s Join
TV Code Review Board
1Comlowid

ton nee II

dent of KING-TV, Seattle, and
Lawrence H. Rogers II, executive
VP of Taft Broadcasting, Cincinnati, were continued on the board
for the remaining year of their
terms.
Newly named to the board for
two years each were George B.
Storer, Sr.. chairman of Storer
Broadcasting, Miami Beach; Roger
W. Clipp. VP-general manager of
the Triangle Stations, Philadelphia: Ernest Lee Jahneke, Jr.,
NBC VP for standards and practices; Joseph H. Ream. CBS VP
for program practices, and Alfred
R. Schneider, ABC-TV administrative VP.

through
Lennen & Newell
buys

Zeke Manners Returns
Wifh 3-Hr. Coast Show

-

Los Angeles
A new, threehour Saturday night proeram has
debuted on KNX. "Sing With Leo
Z." marking the return to the
local airwaves of Leo Z. Manners.
known to southland listeners as

LOS ANGELES

Zeke.
Leo.

under the guidance of
Harfield Weedin, KNX program
director, has put together a program with a new format, utilizing
his talents at the organ and the
piano. He also spins singable records of all varieties. with vocals
and without.

Heimer Discusses Novel
On 'Liz Morgan Show'

CONTACT
COPY

Pathe Taps Becker

AGENCY NEWSCAST

-

Newark, N. J.
Mel Helmer.
columnist for King Features Syndicate's New York Mirror, will
guest today on WJRZ's "Elizabeth
Morgan Show." He'll discuss his
recently published novel. "The
commisioner Bartley.

and so (bp.,
THE STATION: KGEIS AM
THE

PERSONALITY
THE POWER:

1020

GOOD MUSIC

50,000 WATTS

Midas Muffler Shops
through
Gerth, Brown,
Clark & Elkus

THE MARKET: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The magnificent sound of manic
over the City of Angels
ANOTHER IMPORTANT STONER STATION

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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Four Staffers of F((

Appointed to Decide
On

'Routine'Affairs
II'

authorized by the reorganization

act, to deal with routine adjudicatory matters and to review initial decisions not accepted for review by the commissioners. The
four members will rotate, three
serving at a time.
Those selected were Donald J.
Berkemeyer, chief of the office
of opinions and review, chairman;
Dee W. Pincock. assistant general
counsel in charge of regulatory
matters; Joseph N. Nelson. chief
of the Broadcast Bureau's renewal
and transfer division, and Horace
E. Slone, engineering assistant to
commissioner Bartley.
First chore for the new board
will be to review contemplated
rules for itself which, when adopted by the commission, will establish the board procedure for the

Border TV Pact Adds
29 Mexico Stations,
15

110,

DAILY
By HAL

AIL

ELLVISDIJN UAILT

otc6ictigol

;ishing km

The FCC has
named four staff members to
up
the
review
board,
make

I

Ulf

for United States

a e-0-1

-

.tsu
repent Mem. all
Delis
on functioning of TV stations in
the border area, permits Mexico
to set up 29 new stations as compared to 15 by the United States.
Stations already functioning in
the zone total 63 for Mexico and
53 American, with all in the 54 to
,

Chicago winner in the WBKB
"Award Movie" Timebuyer's Talent Test, open to the nation's
media purchasers, was Larry Claypool of J. Walter Thompson.
Other winners. as announced by
ABV vice president in charge of
WBKB Sterling C. (Red) Quinlan
and WBKB sales director. Robert
F. Adams, were: Catherine Noble,

McCann Marschalk. New York;
Len Stevens, Weightman, Inc.,
Philadelphia; and Jane Dahlgren.
Honig. Cooper & Harrington, San
Francisco.
Winners were on the basis of
guessing closest to the actual Trendex rating for the first six weeks
of "Award Movie." new film feature which bowed March 25. Each
of the four winners will receive
two weeks for two in Aruba.
Netherlands West Indies. at the
Hotel and Casino Aruba, including

216 megacycles band, using channels 2 to 13, with a maximum
potency of 100 kilowatts.

The Mexican Department of
Communications considers the new
pact highly beneficial to Mexico.
leading to TV expansion along the
border. Prior to the present agreement. replacing the 1951 pact,
regulations covered a 125-milewide strip on both sides of border.
Current legislation covers a 250 mile -deep zone on both sides of the
Rio Grande.
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FCC Extends Deadline

Filing
round - trip air transportation, For 'Deintermix'
(Cntinood from Pogo II
lodging. food and a 5100.00 bar
June 22. This has now been exCoventry Dedication Tape allowance.
tended until July 23 to give the
For 'Lamp Unto My Feet'
Senate time to act on the allWI.S
president
Ralph
W. Beauof
the
Highlights
dedication or
channel bill.
England's new Coventry Cathed- din has announced the appointThere was the same deadline
ral will be presented Sunday on ment of Peitseher. Janda/Associ- for proposals to drop new VHF
CBS-TV's "Lamp Unto My Feet." ates as public relations counsel for channels into Oklahoma City,
Queen Elizabeth and members the local American Broadcasting- Okla., Johnstown.
Pa.: Baton
of Great Britain's diplomatic Paramount Theatres, Inc. owned Rouge. La.: Dayton. O.; JacksonAnthony
and operated station
corps will attend the ceremonies
ville,
Fla.:
Birmingham.
Ala.:
for the new cathedral, replacing Eisley, who portrays the role of Knoxville, Tenn.; and Charlotte.
the 14-century edifice destroyed Tracy Steele in Hawaiian Eye," N. C. the extension was also to
will come to Chicago to take the the same date.
by Nazi bombs in World War II
air raids. The broadcast will be starring role in "Champagne ComCommission Favored Delay
plex" initial '62 offering starting
the first of several special proABC had contended that the
grams taped in the British Isles June II at the Salt Creek Summer
for the series during the coming stock Playhouse in suburban Hins- drop-ins were necessary to equaldale
WBB31 chieftain Ernie ize competition now and should
months.
Shomo took to the airlanes this not be effected by the all-channel
week to editorialize on behalf of bill. Both the House Commerce
Pat Fitzgerald Named
new safely laws for both autos Committee and Senate Commerce
Committee made it clear that acMcDermott's Talent Chief and drivers in Illinois.
tion on the all-channel bill would
Patricia Fitzgerald will head
not be forthcoming if the FCC
the Talent Division of the Pat
TV Home Sets in Japan
persisted in taking VHF stations
McDermott Co., effective June I.
out of markets which now have
according to Pat McDermott. Miss Pass Ten-Million Mark
1Cononuml from Pogo tl
them. The FCC said it would
Fitzgerald is a former newspaperwait to see if all-channel legislafifth
espectiyely
woman and free-lance publicity
The Japanese record is all the tion would cure the woes of UHF.
agent.
which the deintermixture actions
more remarkable considering that
Miss Fitzgerald will supervise
regular TV programming is were designed to aid.
repping of talent in both HollyContinued with June 22 filing
wood and New York offices of the slightly over nine years old and
in 1960 there were less than 5 mil- deadlines are related pronosals to
PR firm.
expand use of UHF channels and
lion sets in operation.
adding educational assignments in
One official of the Japan BroadPaul Kaufman Is Named
casting Corp. (NHK) estimates Florida. Kentucky and Georgia.
NET Program Associate
the number of set owners should
Paul R. Kaufman has been
reach 20 million within four or 'German Complex' Aired
named associate for program
five years. Others feel this is too
An hour documentary, t h e
utilization of NET, Robert Hud- conservative an estimate.
"German Complex: A Break with
son, VP for programming, has
The latest model TV sets curthe Past?" dealing with the atannounced. He is the first to be rently sell for 5150 with the entitudes of today's Germans tonamed an associate to the depart. couragement of "pay-as-you-see" wards the Nazi period, will be airment which works with the 60 terms. In 1954, when the first
ed on WBAI-FM today. The proaffiliated stations in providing home-made sets came off the as- gram, produced by Colin Edstudy-discussion and educational
sembly line. the going price was
wards for CBC, features interprograms for adults.
$400.
views taped in Germany.
future.
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TANTON ENLISTS IN PRESS FIGHT
Chief Pledges
Net's Aid in Struggle
CBS

-

.
By

n bossy

doss

Vs. Postal Rate Rise

CHAS. A. ALICOATE

Newspaper and magazine
publications found an unexpected and welcome ally yes-

doesn't have to be crazy
about this tight little isle, but
certainly is bound to respect
To walk down Dublin's
nett Street is to realize that
Irish. since their independ, are definitely on their way
Broadcasting, both in the
-ath alai north of Ireland, is
'Owing bigger and bigger every
inE

terday in i t s
fight against

postal rate

hikes as CBS
president Frank
Stanton extended a
helping
hand to t h e
press. Speaking
before the N. Y.
Sigma Delta
Chi chapter at

#.

4111111.

Nfil

After the crowded activities of
ty Club's international con.
which I attended as
tauter of the New York
many invita, there were
and interviews, first of
us
to
brought
the Radio
-uich
Ennis. Irish TV. only broadHing station, owned and open
its.'

i

by the
'sere also

-

-0 -

DER the supervision of Edward I. Roth, director gen.
of Telefis Eireann, a fellow'can, we saw this newlybroadcasting workshop,
-rag two city blocks built on
acre plot and located 15
utes from the heart of Dub.1. In its studios are the most
intern equipment from top to
Mom. with Ampex taping fadifies. A portable studio now is
fing «ntipleted and will be
...lady lot use next week.
'JWith a little over 109,000 TV
in operation, the 200,000
is expected to be reached
,

a
t

i

IT

here see

orie

he
Overseas
Press Club, he
pledged that his

60-ser ,,,,,I commercials tonight?
Advt.

the sear is out for an area
population of 1,240,000

310,000 homes. The station
Sits a stniphony orchestra at
Ksittiousd
seas 14)

HARD WORK MOLDS

1:51511'S

an Emmy Award over another?

.

.

.

STANTON

network would both air the issues and take an editorial stand

government control.

are private enterBBC serves northern Irewhile the southern half of
d Eireann is served by the
y-esta [dished Telefis Eire.
ted jointly by state inand private companies.
;

,

Both sides of the coin are the same wnen comparing the audiences of New York's top Network station and WPIX-11. Nielson has proud
that qualitatively the "audience content" of a
rating point on both stations is the same.

What makes one program rate

Primarily it's the people involved.

To find out how several of this year's winners garnered the honors,
read the special stories on pages 4, 6 and S of this issue.

against the proposed increase.
Ignoring heavy criticism of the
broadcast industry by newspapers
in the competitive struggle for the
d dollar, Stanton declared the
rate hike issue "is a battle for
all of us" because "if a single

-

publication in this country goes
under
due to its being unable
to afford distribution or solicita(Continued en nogg 2)

OXR Delivers

'Ammo' New Owners Ready

For FM Sales Pitch

Beaumont Takeover

QXR's 36 - station network of
FM stations launched an expansion program yesterday to speed

Houston
The FCC has approved the purchase KRIC and
KRIC-FM, Beaumont, by Texas
Coast Broadcasters, formed earlier
this year to make expansion into
other Texas cities possible for the
five owners of KNUZ and KQUEFM here and Musi-King, a background music service. Owner of
the Beaumont stations was the
Enterprise Co.. publisher of the
Beaumont Enterprise and Journal.
Texas Coast Broadcasters president David H. Morris said that
plans for operating the Beaumont
stations will be announced as soon
as the takeover is accomplished
sometime this week. KRIC, a fulltime, non-directional station, went
on the air in 1938: and operates at

establishment
of FM broad-

casting as a major advertising
medium.
Instituted by
the $23-million
Novo Industrial
Corp. which recently acquired
Novo
Q X R,
plans to bring
the network up
5055
to 50 stations
by the end of this year and add
another 50 next year, according
to Chester M. Ross, its board chairICentinolid en Page St

-

1Contine41

OM

Pass

21

'Hank' Jordan West VP
For Format Films Sales

-

Hollywood
Henrietta (Hank)
Jordan has been elected Format
Films VP for Western sales. Other
officers of the animated film company are Herbert Klynn, president: Melvin Getzler, executive
VP: Jules Engel, Leo Salkin and
Jerry Abbott, VPs, and Julie
Boyer. secretary.

Florida's Silver Springs

Next A8 -PT Purchase

AB-PT, has contracted to buy
(subject to a tax ruling) Florida's
Silver Springs near Ocala. The
3.900 acre resort is visited by
more than I.? million tourists a
year. The company also owns
Weeki-Warkee Springs, near Tampa.
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Fla. Station Raises
1049 -Ft. TV Tower

-

Miami
Construction has
started on WLBW-TV's new 1049 foot tower at the station's present
transmitter site near Hallandale.
When completed it will be the
tallest tower in Dade County with
a maximum power of 316 kw and
will serve an area from the Palm
Beaches to the Florida Keys.
The project includes a new
type of antenna known as a
traveling-wave antenna, Designed
by RCA. it is the first of its type
used in South Florida.
The tower is designed to take
several antennas and can carry
enrol 141.111.1: unhnna
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all t
holds
have TV sets, TV nianutacturers
foresee good sales volume in 1962'63, according to a survey by
Mercantile Discount Corp. Largest concentration of sets is in the
urban areas today, Mercantile
finds, and the smallest concentration is in the farm areas.
Three big markets keep the TV
manufacturers optimistic as to
1962-'63 sales: The replacement
market-replacing old sets with
new ones, either color or b-& -w;
the luxury market-in 1955 only
2 nor cent of all homes had two
or more sets, but in 1962 the figure
had increased to 13 per cent, and
the educational market -selling
TV receiver sets to schools for educational closed-circuit telecasts.
In 1950, only 60 schools had TV,
said the Mercantile survey. In
1955, the number had risen to 420.
and in 1962, to 1,290.
Only 7.406 Sets In '46
TV really didn't get started until after World War II, says the
survey. In 1946. only 7.000 sets
were produced and there were
only six broadcasting stations. By
1950, almost 7.5 million sets were
made and the number of stations
had increased to 107. During the
next five years, until 1955, production remained near the 7.5
million mark, but the number of
TV stations climbed to 437. Today
there are over 500 stations.

Stanton to Back Press
(Continued from Pogo

-

No Paper Tomorrow
Tomorrow

11

lion of subscribers under revised
postal rates
we have lost far

more than we can possibly gain.
He said "the very multiplicity"
of the press is one of the most effective guarantees against any
tendency on its part toward complacency or doing a halfway job.
"A pluralistic societ y has
much to be said for it," said Stanton. "but few things are more important than the varied sources of
its information and its opinions
about itself, of its culture, too, and
of its diversions and entertainment. In no area is there more
truth to the theory of safety in
numbers."

Memorial Day, a
legal holiday. In observance,
RADIO-TV DAILY will not be
published.
is

Business VP
.More
i

,'Tress

J.

AI-

CBS-TV, err, nse immediately was announced yesterday by
James T. Aubrey. Jr., president.
lannucci joined the Business
Affairs Department in 1954. For
the past two years he has been director of business affairs and prior
to that was director of contracts
talents and rights for one year.
Before joining CBS. lannucci was
with the legal departments of
ABC and RCA

-

Procter & Gamble Backs
Two New Series in Fall
Procter & Gamble has Faalternate-week sponsorship in
"It's a Man's World" and "Wide
Country." two new NBC-TV hour
programs to begin in the Fall.
The order was placed through
Benton & Bowles.
"It's a Man's World," a comedy
adventure series about four boys
who live in a houseboat, will be
presented Mondays. "Wide Country," based on the adventures of
a champion rodeo cowboy, starring Earl Holliman, will be aired
Thursdays, and was produced by
Ralph Edwards' Gemini Produced

tions.

KRIK Sale Okayed
(Continued from Pogo

kw. KRIC-FM went on the air

in 1948.

Max H. Jacobs is chairman of
the company, with Douglas B.
Hicks and Leon Green as VPs
and Bailey A. Swenson, secretary.
All are directors.

Resigns H-R Post

-

A. T. L
AVCO

MARKO

311/4

New York
Mary Ann Richardson. for the past year radio
research manager of H-R Reps
and. prior to that, assistant research director, has resigned.
Sheldon J. Bitkower will assume
that post on Friday.
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'Lone Ranger' Rides Al
In Miami, I ndionapoli
"The

I

bon.

-

lid

Bid

herald

been

I

to

.

WLBW.
(('1 Il
dianapolis. The series will
on WLBW in September
five-a-week program, and MI
TV on Saturday and Sunda
ginning sometime in the Fa

'Made-in-Miami' She
Local Tale,
Fla.-WLBW-TV

To Boost

show June 7 produced to
that local talent need not
back seat to anyone and tha
alive people exist everywb
particularly in Miami." TI

minute program, "Music
will feature such Miami tale
John La Salle, the Freddy
Singers, the Jerry Newby
trio and the Don Vincent-Jot
liven Band.

To the New York members of the Academy of Television Arts

and Sciences:

Our appreciation and thanks for the 1961-1962 New York Area Station Award

-

for "The Eichmann Trial" series -"for coverage of an event of world-wide

significance in a concise and complete reportorial fashion.-

CHANNEL

WABC-TV NEW YORK

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING.PARAMOUNT THEATRES. INC.

II-hat _flakes A Video Aseard.Winsr
Can't Sell Routines?
Become a Headliner
Like Bob Newhart
Holt Neu It .TI. whose first
series on TV resulted in an

Emmy Award this year for

his NBC show

for Program
Achievement in
the Field of Humor. became a
performer because he couldn't find anyone

EMMY'S A VALUABLE GAL
14th annual presentation of Emmys is already a part of video

history but their blessings will continue to shower down through the
years on the winners in 26 different categories. New contracts are going
to be signed, with the "golden gal" prizes certain to be a consideration;
others will be renewed with equal recognition of their value in the
World of Magic Box viewing.
In the light of their importance, we thought our readers would like
on opportunity to review the 1962 role of honor under the aegis of the
burgeoning National Association of Television Arts and Sciences.
It should be noted that there has been some criticism of last week'

wrote!
With his pock-

with

NEWHART
monologues, he
had an undisturbed record of failures in his efforts to interest
known performers in using his
material. Finally, he was forced
to do it himself. Newhart first
tested it on his friends and relatives, then entertained at banquets
and club dates.
The son of a heating engineer.
the showbusiness bug started to
nibble at him in St. Ignatius High
School in his native Chicago,
where he appeared as "Banjo" in
a version of "The Man Who Came
to Dinner." He also won schoolwide fame for his imitations of
such headliners as Jimmy Durante, Humphrey Bogart. John Bar.
rymore. Cary Grant and James
Cagney.
Did 2 Tears in Army

After obtaining

a

Bachelor of

Science in Commerce degree at
Chicago's Loyola U. in 1952, he
entered the Army for two years
then returned to Loyola for law

instruction-but dropped it after

months. Next came a succession of short - term jobs as an
accountant.
To break the monotony. Newhart started writing comedy material based on personal experiences and observations. Unable to
sell this humor, he recorded some
of the monologues for five-minute
radio segments and wound up
selling them to three small stations. This resulted in a loss to
him of $200. but indirectly led to a
temporary staff job on a Chicago
TV station.
Aided by Dan Sorkin
Dan Sorkin, a deejay at the
station (now also serving as announcer.actor on Newhart's show),
brought Boh's material to the attention of visiting execs from
Warner Bros. Records, which resulted in the release in April.
1980, of his first a lbum -"The Button-Down Mind of Bob Newham."
By the end of 1980 the album and
its sequel. "The Button - Down
Mind Strikes Back." reached bestseller sales brackets.
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up in one brief sentenc
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By
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Started to Croon,
Wound Up a TyconStory of Dick Powell

(Gaminged ea
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PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELD OF HUMOR

THE BOB NEWHART SHOW, NBC
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN THE FIELD OF DRAMA

THE DEFENDERS, CBS
IN FIELD OF VARIETY

PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT

THE GARRY MOORE SHOW, CBS
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELD OF MUSIC

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
IN JAPAN, CBS
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT IN

THE FIELD OF NEWS

HUNTLEY-BRINKLEY REPORT, NBC

DAVID BRINKLEY'S JOURNAL, NBC

18

ACHIEVEMENT IN CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC YOUNG PEOPLE'S
CONCERT WITH LEONARD BERNSTEIN, CBS
SINGLE PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR IN

A

LEADING ROLE

PETER FALK-PRICE OF TOMATOES,
THE DICK POWELL SHOW, NBC

If RFORMANCE

BY AN ACTRESS

IN

A

LEADING ROLE

JULIE HARRIS-VICTORIA REGINA,
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME, NBC
CONTINUED PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR LEAD IN

E. G.

A SERIES

MARSHALL-THE DEFENDERS,

CONTINUED PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTRESS LEAD IN

CBS

A SERIES

SHIRLEY BOOTH-HAZEL, NBC
PERFORMANCE IN

A

SUPPORTING ROLE BY AN ACTOR

DON KNOTTS-ANDY .ORIFFITH SHOW, CBS
CorIffnued

On

Page

6i

POWELL

1

radio and TV.
Born in Mountain Views
Richard Ewing Powell
singing with a church eh,
well as with local dance o
tras while attending nearby
Rock College.

When ask,
orchestra leader Charlie De
play a banjo in Indianapol
used $50 of advance money
a banjo
then learned to i.
while hitch-hiking to his ne
A Warner Bros. talent seow.
led Powell while he was e
rig at the Stanley Theat

-

t

Pittsburgh, and he moved
lywood in 1932 to star in a
ber of musicals, including "1
Second Street." the "Gold
gers" series, "Flirtation Wall
"Shipmates Forever."
From Singer to 'Private E

After more than 40 boy-ge ,
movies he found h
famous as a singing hero, bi
able to break through the .r
casting barrier to meatier di
tic roles. Determined to pro:
could hold his own in the it
business in a non-singing
his persistence finally wom
type

ACHIEVEMENT IN FIELDS OF EDUCATIONAL
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

SINGLE

nod for

-

the part of a tough privet
in the mystery thriller, "Mr.
My Sweet."
Critics and the public wet.
thusiastic about the discove
the "new" Dick Powell, an
acting career zoomed with OW.
movies as "Johnny O'Clock.1111
Lions
West." "Pitfall." KG
Mike," "The Reformer anct,
Redhead," "Cry Danger" and'
san Slept Here." On radio he
red on dramatic shows sin
"Richard Rouge" and "Ric
Diamond, Private Detective
In 1952 Powell joined Cl
With Boyer, Niven in '5
Boyer and David Niven it'
successful TV series, "Four
Playhouse." in which the
stars and a guest star rotati
a variety of roles.
"Four Star Playhouse" wa'
beginning of Four Star TV, v
today is one of the major pri
ing companies.

Our

eepeit vippreciation

BOB NEWHART

OUTSTANDING PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT
IN THE FIELD OF HUMOR
"THE BOB NEWHART SHOW"

-

An Annonco Production

196
ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES
www.americanradiohistory.com

ONE -TIME HOBBY TAKES 'NAKED CITY' PRODUCE!
REINER OFF THE SCREEN
COVERED WITH PRAI.,
With the enthusiasm of a person hall hi, ear, art Reiner.
winner of an Emmy this year for Writing Achievement in
Comedy, sits at his typewriter, fashioning laughs for audiences
I

,4CBS -TV's
"Dick Van
Dyke S h o w."
which is wind-

ing up its first
season on the
air. He is also
creator - producer of t h e
series.

Reiner didn't
always sit in
order to create
laughter. He is
still well known

REINER

to people who laugh as one of
the wild group who quickened
he old Sid Caesar Your Show
of Shows" and "Sid Caesar's
Hour" In those days he was an
actor who wrote as a hobby. Now
several TV shows, a screen
play and a novel later
he is a
writer who acts for a hobby.
After military service. din in
which he toured in Army Ie.,
with Howard Morris, his lb
geant and later another Cac..
buffoon, he won the lead role in
the road-company production of
"Call Me Mister" in 1946
at
the age of 23
and later took
the same role on Broadway, following up with two more roles.
Mne Seasons with Caesar
This brought him to the attention of Max Liebman, producer
of "Your Show of Shows," who
placed him in the show cast with
Morris. He spent nine seasons
with Caesar and later went to
Hollywood and made three movies. Reiner wrote his first novel
in 1958 and a little more than a
year ago completed his first
screenplay

-

-

-

-

'Program PM' Promises
Latin Alliance Lectures
Boston

!,orlon

terminating its
eight-year as-

THE WINNERS
IC.no.....d

fie.
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PERFORMANCE IN A SUPPORTING ROLE BY AN ACTRESS

PAMELA BROWN-VICTORIA REGINA,
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME, NBC
CAROL BURNETT-THE GARRY MOORE SHOW, CBS
PROGRAM CREATED SPECIFICALLY FOR DAYTIME TV

PUREX SPECIALS FOR WOMEN, NBC
PROGRAM OF THE YEAR

VICTORIA REGINA, HALLMARK OF FAME, NBC
ACHIEVEMENT IN ORIGINAL MUSIC COMPOSED FOR TV

RICHARD RODGERS-VALIANT YEARS,
WINSTON CHURCHILL, ABC
WRITING

ACHIEVEMENT IN DRAMA

DEFENDERS, CBS
WRITING ACHIEVEMENT IN COMEDY

CARL REINER-THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW, CBS
WRITING ACHIEVEMENT IN DOCUMENTARY FIELD

LOU

HAZAM-VINCENT VAN GOGH:
A SELF-PORTRAIT, NBC
DIRECTORIAL ACHIEVEMENT IN DRAMA

FRANKLIN SCHAFFNER-THE DEFENDERS,
(Various Episodes) CBS
DIRECTORIAL ACHIEVEMENT IN COMEDY

4.1L

"The Alliance for Progress," giv-

gram PM" beginning June 12.
The 15- minute lectures will feature Dr. Milton Eisenhower. president of Johns Hopkins: Jose
Figueres. former president of
Costa Rica; Teodoro Moscosco, of
the Alliance for Progress, and
Secretary of State Dean Rusk.

Allied Corners 22 Marts
Robert B. Morin, VP and general sales manager of Allied Artists TV Corp.. has announced sales
in 22 markets for "Cavalcade of
the 60's" post '48 features, all sold
in a 3-month period.

sociation w i t
Screen Gems.
Although all of
his future operations will be
divorced from
Screen Gem

will contime on a nonhe

exclusive bas.

executive

as

PERFORMANCE IN A VARIETY OR MUSICAL PROGRAM OR SERIES

NAT HIKEN-CAR 54, WHERE ARE YOU?, NBC

en under the auspices of the Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced Stud.
its, will be aired on WBZ's "Pro-

For 'Cavalcade of 60s'

Herbert Leonard, executive producer and creator of
TV's "Naked City," which was honored with two I
Awards this year, announced yesterday that his comp;

ACHIEVEMENT IN ART DIRECTION AND SCENIC DESIGN

GARY SMITH-PERRY COMO'S KRAFT MUSIC
HALL, NBC

producer

of

"City."
as

as well
CBS-TV's "Rowe

a ONAR

he also created.
Considered one of the mo:
cessful producers in the T
dustry, he started in motto
lure business with Sam Ka
Productions, later becormi
production manager. In

Leonard went into busing
himself and his program wa,
Tin Tin," coming back on
TV this Fall after eight ye;
Credits Impressive
In addition to "City"
"Route 66." his credits
Screen Gems include "77
Strip," "Rescue 8," "Circus
"Bengal Lancers."
The Emmy Awards we
"City" for Achievement f.
Cinematography (John S. F.
ly ) and for Achievement
Film Editing (Aaron Nible.
Hugh Chalonpka).
A Navy pilot in World
he is 36 years old and lives

his wife, the former
Smith, and their child in
Aire.

Texas U. Offers 10

Radio-TV Internships

-

Austin
University of
Radio-TV has established to
uate internships in TV prod; .
for the year beginning Sept....
mission to the Graduate Sch..
a prerequisite to appointInternships carry a stiper
$2,000 each.

ACHIEVEMENT IN TV CINEMATOGRAPHY

JOHN S.

PRIESTLY-NAKED CITY, ABC

ACHIEVEMENT IN ELECTRONIC CAMERA WORK

THE ERNIE KOVACS SHOW, ABC
ACHIEVEMENT IN TV FILM EDITING

AARON NIBLEY AND HUGH CHALONPKANAKED CITY, ABC
ENGINEERING OR TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT

ABC VIDEO TAPE EXPANDER OR VTX-SLOW
MOTION TAPE DEVELOPED BY ABC

www.americanradiohistory.com

Interns work 25 hours .
week in TV production %chili,
lowing a program of stud;
the grad school. Duties in
cameraman, floor manager
sistant director, production
ant, set design and staging
several other related activn

Rickey Joins KTLA
or",

t-,as:

Los

IN,.

HADIO,TV D _la

Angeles-Ed

Ricke311111

been named assistant protein
and advertising director of MS

replacing Bob Tolliver wb
signed to become promotion
for for KBTV. Denver.

1TELEVISION
Congratulates

PETER FALK
for his
Ass a rd W nning Performance

in

"The Price of Tomatoes"
on

THE DICK POWELL SHOW

DICK POW ILL

THOMAS J. McDERMOTT

GEORGE A. ELBER

President

Executive Vice President
Chief &endive Officer

First Vice President
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"WU ILLtYISIVN DAILY
/'

Prop',

Sarnoff Envisions
'Cosmic Society'

A

1

,./

1..111

Lair Corp.

of America, is a man of vision.
When he was awarded a Special
Trustees' award by the National
Academy of Television Arta and
Sciences, the citation included the
phrase "pioneer and prophet."
Today, Sarnoff told the graduating class at Oklahoma City
University that he expected this
year's graduates would live to be
citizens of a communicating interplanetary system and conceivably
of' a cosmic society by the year
2,000.

GEN. SARNOFF "Prophet and
Pioneer
has laid many of
TV's cornerstones ... and has been
the leading architect in the development of Color TV" -Emmy
citation.
.

-

Sarnoff's Emmy was presented
him by Robert Lewine, president
of the academy.

.

--

Via Films Gets Option
On 'Magnificent 3' Skein

Burt Greenberg. Via Films
prexy, has taken an option on
Lee Beinstoc's projected hour TV
series, the "Magnificent Three."
and is negotiating with George C.
Scott. Ben Gazzara and Christopher Plummer for the starring triangle. He plans a pilot here in
October with Beinstoc directing.

Wolper Hits Mid-Point
In Official's 'Bio' Skein
Fr

Coast

-

Pure.. of 17.41M).71 PAILY

Hollywood
With last week's
start of four "Biography" telefilms, Wolper Productions marks
mid-way production point on its
documentary series of 39 segments for Official Films.
Activity on "Josef Stalin,"
"Clarence Darrow," "Gen. George
S. Patton" and "Benito Mussolini"
announced by series producer
Jack Haley, Jr., who has just
completed 17 segments.
is

OYMIGIV, Iway 2V,

Lefferts' NAT AS 'Hardware
Advance Birthday Preset
George Lefferts' Emmy award, as producer of the "P
Specials for Women," was something of an advance ..!
present for the talented writerdirector-producer. His birthdate
I

is June 18.

111

The "Purest
Specials" were
honored as the
best

program

created especial.
ly for daytime
TV and dealt
with the relation of women
to the world in
which they live.
In undertakMISS FREDERICK
ing the "Purex"
effort, Lefferts assumed what he
felt was a "tremendous responsibility," as the show tried to examine the broad social problems
faced by women rather than just
GEORGE LEFFERTS fits b..
personal ones.
ma or roles in good enteriaint
Pauline Frederick. NBC's UN -as a writer, director and ..
correspondent, hosted many of ducer.
the presentations, interviewing
guest experts at the conclusion of "What's Wrong With Amer w
the program. Lela Swift was asso- Men?" Miss Frederick was e.
ciate producer and directed the cently named one of the ten riseries' first show of the season, admired v
'

PLAN FINER EMMY SHOW
(ConAmmd (.em Pose

41

Emmy broadcast which, as in years past, deserved a bit of censurethese ore, in the main, carping points which we are confident NA

will eliminate next year.
In fact, it is now reliably reported that a committee has alreo
started work in that direction for 1963. The Emmy air show ahead'sinfinitely better than the Oscar's. Let's hope the industry makes it a
smash hit in the year ahead.

Thank yon,

Ross Sees

Academy ill'

Television

iris

and Sciences.

QX R-Net Growt)

ICentinued hem gage II

man and president of Novo's Bond-

jor scale.

ed Services division.
James Sondheim, QXR presi-

Development of new engini
ing and technical standards r
stereo and monaural transmisse
According to Ross, full resour
of Novo are committed to the v
ture. The Times, he said, is ft
engaged in forthcoming launch.:
of its new West Coast edition, u
other publication matters.
The research bank, compiled.
MPI la media research organi-

dent. explained that station WQXR will continue to operate under
ownership of the New York Times
and serve as flagship station for
the network.
FonrPoint Plan Set
This expanded operation will be
supported by a four point re-

programming and
engineering effort that, according
!.. Sondheim, can develop FM as
a major marketing
service. The
search, sales,

furl Heiner

points are:

Creation of a new national research program and establishment
of a "research bank" on FM and
the QXR network. Findings of
both will be available to advertisers.

Establishment of the first nationwide spots sales organization,
FM Spot Sales, Inc.. to represent
only FM stations.
Development of new network
programming and talent on a ma-

www.americanradiohistory.com

tion) will offer findings based
more than 250,000 interviews p
grammed by an IBM machine.

Standards to Stay
Discussing programming adtions. Sondheim emphasized It
present policies governing cont.,
and advertising standards will
maintained, including a ban

"singing jingles."
Many of the networks affilia
have already installed star
equipment and network progra
ming will be available stereopluically soon as advertiser and at
late demand warrants it.

t

Mem btIs of the Academy,

their

JOHN

to

PRIESTLEY

S.

Outstanding Achievement in Cinematography for Television
vi

CH

AARON

FRE

NIBLEY

and

HUGH

ES L.

CHALOUPKA

N

Outstanding Achievement in Film rditing for Television

for

"N

...and

my

KED CITY" - ABC - I V

platy's! appreciation

to thew

Willed gentlemen.

Jierbert

teottard

EZOICSaft
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Wind's

It

So Big in Texas
Blows Steel Around

'20th Century'

-

Engineers
San Marcos, Tex.
for educational station KLRN-TV
are waiting for the wind to stop
blowing so they can hoist the 90foot- high steel antenna, weighing
12.800 pounds, atop the completed
930.foot 141,129: tower. The station
plans to be on the air for the
next term with in-school instructional programs.

Full-Time Outlet Due
For Oroville July

1

Growl Ile. Calif.-KAOR will go
un the air about July I as a 250 watt full-time station on 1340 be.
with its schedule to feature information programs and a basic

"middle-of-the-road" music policy.
it was announced by owner-manager James E. Walley. MondaySaturday broadcast hours will be
5:15 AM-11:15 PM. while Sunday
programs will be heard from 6:30
AM-11:15 PM.
Walley, most recently general
manager of KAGR, Yuba City, has
appointed Al Sumbler as station
manager and Len Steinberg, news

director
Sumb ler, engaged in radio since
1929. has most recently been asmicia10.1

with KNI: X, San Jose.

Walter Cronkite

s the

No.lBuy
inDetroit

By TED GREEN

Gotham Recording Corp. announces that "The World of
Folk Music,- one of its government-sponsored radio productions, is
now being aired locally by WNBC-AM-FM every Sunday night at
11:45. Folk artist Oscar Brand hosts the 15-minute program, produced
by Gotham for the Social Security Administration. Over 1,300 stations
carry the show around the country, and Armed Forces Radio beams
it abroad
Halfway between Mother's Day and Father's Day, Win
Elliot. commentator for "The Schaefer Circle of Sports," became a
father for the ninth time The new arrival is the fifth boy for the
Elliots.
.

Donald Woods. who recently contributed excellent acting
jobs on TV's -Hawaiian Eye," "77 Sunset Strip" and "Ben Casey,"
doing a co-starring stint in the off-Broadway hit, "Rosmersholm."
Critics were unanimous in their praise of Don's work
Harry
Morton, an actor's agent, proved his skill as a comedian in two successive nights guesting for Jan Murray on "Tonight." Morton, a
boyhood chum of Jan's, was so hilarious with his true stories that
he is being flooded with offers. Georgie Jessel tabbed him "a wonder
ful wit"
James (Dapper Jimmy Appel', who guided the radio
and TV destinies of so many including the late Edwin C. Dili John
B. Kennedy and others, is residing in Ft. Lauderdale. But he's still
active and has a wondeful TV idea titled "Spell It, Please" that
can't miss. PA George Schreier is his New York colleague.
.

.

.

.

I

* * * *
News from mile-high Denver is that Ruth Patrick (former
Pat Sullivan protege) has returned to KTVR in the sales department.
Ruth was previously executive and national sales secretary for the
station. Jim Brennan, KTVR manager, is making sure the station
lives up to its title as Colorado's Lively Independent with this 'lively'
addition to the sales staff
En garde, account execs!
.

.

I

,

FCC

Planning to 1

Usual August Ilia/

-

Washington
The Fi
announced that it will fo
usual practice and rece:
ing the heat of August.
hold the one monthly me
is legally required to hold
and will schedule no hea
oral arguments during the
Different commissioners
present during the month
dle emergency matters am
pedite the FCC's routine b
The commission says t
Summer recess is a cons
for those who do busine
the FCC in that it enables et
plan vacations and ensto,

other planning.

New Md. Station Go'
Initial OK on Power

-

a. Ainoton 13.(01. of RA D10.7

Meet: Mery Griffin. emcee of one of the top-rated daytime

TV shows. "Play Your Hunch." who recently received national .0
claim for his takeover of the "Tonight" show. Born
in San Mateo, Calif., he attended Stanford and San
Francisco U., where he studied music, and now
makes his home in New York City. His rise to
fame began in San Francisco where he auditioned
as a pianist for a radio show and landed a job as
a singer. 3Iery soon had his own local program
serenading early rising listeners and recorded his
first million - record seller -"I've Got A Lovely
Bunch of Coconuts," His movie career began opposite KathrynGrayson in "So This is Love." After
two years in Hollywood. Men' came to New York
where he replaced Jane Froman and Jo Stafford
GRIFFIN
on their TV shows during their vacations. He later
starred on his own network radio show and has been seen on many

TV series.

My Stetson's off to Faillace Productions, for its presentation
film of a new TV musical show, "Let's All Sing." We caught this
film and to the opinion of this pillar, TV needs this refreshing relief
from the Westerns and who-done-its on the air. Good luck fellows,
and your new offices are great too
The Four Ayalons, sensational new Israeli vocal-comedy group, will tell about their early
years as fighters in the Israel War of Independence when they guest
with Ruth Jacobs on WEVD tomorrow at noon
Earths Kitt (the
sensational singing star) guesting yesterday on the Elizabeth Morgan
show via WJRZ, was great. Eartha is currently receiving bravos at
the Persian Room
Jules and Abe Wilsker of the Westchester
Dinner Theatre report that William Bendix is really packing 'em in
for "Take Me Along." which will run at the Yonkers spot until June 10
Actress Eva Gabor is busy studying scripts for a suitable vehicle
for a Broadway show or TV series.
.

.

.

.

STORER STATION

alms

terprise for a program
nuclear carrier and its W9 ."
decessor. Av Westin. CB:,
producer-director in Eon
currently shooting a rel
West Berlin on Conunw
pionage activities.

.

.

A

is

Capt. Vincent DePoix of

Ask Storer

Wil3K-TV

;,

ily preparing footage for ao
son's "Twentieth Cent%
Norfolk, Va., he has Unto,

.

Television Sales
why

Foc

On Enterprise, Espic

.

Washington
FCC
examiner Thomas H.

new AM radio station
kw, directional antenn
lime, in Laurel, Md., and
Broadcasting to increase
of WJWL, Georgetown, I
900 Ice, from 1 kw daytir
kw daytime, using diroti
ntenna.
I

Adults Learn to 'R-E4-0
On Alabama ETV Seed
Birmingham, Ala.-Thea.10
ETV Network will air "R-14-E
an adult reading course arse
Monday. designed to impr e
speed and retention of the .60'
reader. The seven-week 004
being offered by AlversonfW
hon College's "Powe Reads' P
vision, and will be repeatcagh
beginning July 23.

API E. 51111661

.

linkers sod FIsoslal
Cossofsms

.

...
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Blacklisting Only. Faulk Jury Told

ldge Advises Panel
T Ignore Red Label;

°fens. Begins Case

$1- million libel suit
..Light by John Henry Faulk
he

inst Aware, Inc., went into
sixth week yesterday, with
ice Abraham N. Geller read17-page summary to the jury
able them to distinguish facts
evidence from the mass of
many in the case.
se judge told the jury, as the
.nse was to begin its case, that
were not to decide on the
Communist affiliations attri.d to Faulk, but only on the
ence of alleged blacklisting.
,

,

Paul Milton Testifies

wing the proceedings, Paul L.
ton, radio-TV script writer and
original incorporators
/1- of the
,sware, was called as a defense
asked if Aware
When
view
itenage in blacklisting, he ansved "Yes." He told the court
h the premise of Aware was
oombat Communist infiltration
show business.
fficers of Aware were not paid,
,ton said, and members paid
or/ $10 a year. The money was
n

tithe anti-Communist activities,
in-finning publications and ar.Ino. debates, he added

'Houseboat' Series

siporting roles in "It's a Man's
tkrld," new series about fool
his who live on a houseboo...
tut filming for release on NBC
T next Fall.
be five are Jan Norris, K.o.
.krtaugh, Jeanine Cashel', Scott
Nile and Ann Schuyler. They
rind out a cast headed by coats Glenn Corbett, Ted Bessell,
- IMdy Boone and Michael Burns,
10.10 featured player Harry Harw, Sr

Britons Envision
First TV University

Two

-A

ondon
revolutionary plan
a University of Televisionmould be the world's first
acing urged on the government
Sir Robert Fraser, director
Derail of the ITA, and Lord
iiyn, chairman of the newly

-

11

fused National Broadcasting De-

wffisnent Committee. It would be
1.1 by
the Ministry of Education
sil financed by ratepayers.
Idea

f for instruction beyond the
anal TV programs now transmit-

1 t.

Banner to Finance

Of First Live Airing

LAWYER WARNS

Studio Fellowships

'fey UPI lirmodroxierx Told
Slow to Avoid Slander

By Mich. Legislature
. Science
Detroit
'I h.
Depls of Michigan Stale U.
Michigan U. have requested tapes
of WXYZ's live broadcast of the
State Senate's 15-hour marathon
session oon a stale income tax. The
session was the first time a live
broadcast was ever permitted direct from the State Senate chamber during a legislative session.
WXYZ obtained permission for
the historic broadcast from Lt.
Gov. John Lisinski. At the close
of the session, one of the most bitterly contested in the state's history, a motion commending WXYZ for its service to the public in
presenting the entire session was
entered in the Senate Journal.
A similar resolution has since
been entered in the Journal of
the House.
Michigan U. will keep the tape
on permanent file in its Audio
Visual Education Center on the
Ann Arbor campus. WXYZ
also provided tapes of the broad
cast to it,. Nfichntan att..? n
genera

.,

IRIS Member Chairman

rodu,c1 l'utet 'Tewksbury has
sued five players for regular

,

JUST THE FACTS,

Traviesas Is Renamed

Asbury Inks 5 More
Fr

Colleges Seek Tapes

The re.appointntent ot tlernumo
Traviesas, vice president, BBDO,
as chairman of the International
Radio and Television Society's

membership

committee was
announced recently by WilK. McDansnthe group's
esident.
McDaniel ad.1 that expresident Matthew J. ClainDavin/4
g a n would be
the board's liaison to the membership committee and that Edward
J. DeGray would assist in coordinating the membership activities.
!

Warners Readies Skein
On L.A.

Airport for '63

Welt Cod,'

Burr.

al RADIO T1° DAILY

Burbank-Warner Bros. has be-

gun intensive preparations on a
new TV series titled "Jetport." an
anthology-type skein slated for
the 1963-'64 season. Boris Ingster
will handle the production reins.
Stories will deal with the operations of the Los Angeles International Airport and those who use
its facilities.

Dallas -- Attorney Morris Jaff
has advised Texas broadcaster
that a good way to avoid odunde
over the air is "stay away from
malice and slick to fails." JOT,
and Gordon Baxter of KTIIM,
Beaumont, were afternoon speak
ors at the annual convention of
the Texas UPI Broadcasters a
he Baker Hotel here.
Jaffe said TV is having a much
greater impart on society today
and that, consequently, courts are
taking a closer look at what constitutes slander over the air. He
said one source of potential slander lies in ad lib remarks by disk
jockeys. Guests who stray from
prepared scripts may commit
slander, but radio and TV stations
ar
horn lao.,,ation in

proi,d

ii

'Jetport'

tales.

TV Series

Taxis for Takeoff

,ra,

bong teadicd far the 1903season. Boris [nester is producer.
The anthology offering deals
with the drama inherent in the
complex operations of the Los
Angeles International Airport and
the thousands who use its facilities
04

Cole, Jacobson Upped
In Chicago ABC Posts
Chicago
ABC Radio Midwest program director William
MacCallum has announced the
promotion of David Cole to producer and Michael Jacobson to
associate producer. They will be
-

responsible for the Chicago originations to the network of "Paul
Harvey News" and the Alex

Dreier news shows.
Cole has been with the network's outlet here. WBKB, since
1955 as TV stage manager and
more recently as associate producer. Jacobson joined the station in March, 1960, and was in
the continuity acceptance department.

Hamm Signs for Bears

-

Denver
The Theodore Hamm
Brewing Co. again will sponsor
Denver Bears baseball games over

KBTV.

Bill

Reed

by-play.

will handle the play-

For 8 Weeks in N.Y.
A plan to

III. a

thorough in-stioloi look at TV
production in all its phases
was announced yesterday by pro-

ducer Bob Banner.
A series of eight-week fellowships have been net up by the
Banner Foundation to offer college students, either at senior or
post-grad level. a chance to be
on the scene and ask questions
when TV programs are put together. Bob Banner Associates
are currently responsible for the
Emmy Award-winning "Carry
Moore Show," "Candid Camera"
and others.

Start Set for Autumn
The grants will cover the student's transportation costs to New
York as well as living expenses
for the eight weeks. The first recipients will come to New York
this Fall,
Banner said applicants "must
demonstrate a' sincere interest in
a TV career and provide a recommendation from the head of the
department, division or school of
study in which he is registered."
Would End 'Barrier'
The producer said he wanted
to provide some means for young
people who receive college-level
training for TV to overcome the
barrier of "no jobs except for
those with experience."
He also said TV must provide
some means of supplying new
people and new ideas in order to
survive.
Further information may be obtained from the TV Fellowship
Committee, the Banner Foundation. P.O. Box 2220, Grand Central Station, New York 17. N. Y.

Neighbor Slate Bestows
A Laurel on Hub Station

-

Boston
WHDH-TV has been
cited by the state of New Hampshire for "extraordinary efforts
in the field of international understanding through TV," the
first award of its kind ever given
a broadcaster.
Presented by N. H. House
speaker Stewart Lamprey, the
award was in recognition of 10
half-hour documentaries portraying the work of UNICEF with the
children of the world. The programs were prepared during an
extensive seven-week tour of
Asia by Mrs. Virginia K. Bartlett,
producer of "Dateline Boston,"
and Frank Avruch, the station's
Bozo the Clown.

-RADIO
BOOKCASTING
COMMUNICATIONS IN SPACE
by Orrin E. Dunlap. Jr. Harper
$4.95.

The future begins with yester
day. The whole world is ripping
along so fast in space communica
lions. I'm afraid most of us are
utterly bedazzled and perhaps
more than a bit confused by developments in this area over the
past five years.
AM. FM, stereo and hi-fi are
all within the average layman's
understanding by now. But expanding space science and its en-

veloping technology, admittedly.
has us non-engineers groggy-exhausted in the effort to keep
abreast.
If you don't quite believe me,
try explaining Ito yourself) some
of these new terms: optical maser, laser, coherent light. plasma
physics, astro-electronics, sequential collation of range iSECOR
the Van Allen belts, random access and correlation of extended
performance (RACEP1-there are
dozens of others. Okay. Give Up?
Bul. don't quit now just because you can't spell it out clearly. Remember John Ruskin's comment long ago: "There is no law.
no principle based on past practise
which may not be overthrown in
a moment by the arising of a new
condition or the invention of a
new material."
Your best bet, instead, is to get
a ropy or Orrin E. Dunlap Jr.'s
latest work (he's written an even
dozen others). "Communications
in Space" takes one painlessly and
with clarity from turn-of-thecentury wireless to today's satellite relays and then pushes back
the horizon to give as an insight
into more to come. There's a
fascination to grasping this knowledge: it's akin to the man in the
ad who said: "They all laughed
when I sat down to play the piano

but-"

We're especially in Dunlap's
debt (he was the New York Times'
first radio-TV editor for 18 years,
before becoming an RCA VP, a
post he held until 1961) for relating the story of radio and TV
broadcasting in terms of natural
evolution of art and industry born

of science.

It is helpful to recall the contribution, in Dunlap's straightforward literary style, of men such
as

Fessenden, deForest and Sarn-

off.
In a bi let preface, Dunlap says:
"No wonder the Jules Vernes
of the sixties wouldn't be surprised if strange scenes and people
of another civilization some day
flicker phantom - like through
space to override the Westerns of
TV screen."

-Aypee

-
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ABC Aims Sat. Slots

At Kiddie Audience
A licTv
will mbeilide four

children's programs in a two-hour
block from II AM-1 PM on Saturdays beginning this Fall. They
are "Make a Face." "Top Cat,"
"Bugs Bunny- and "The Magic
Land of Allakazam."
"Make a Face." formerly seen
weekdays on ABC-TV from 12:30

-1

PM,

will

be sponsored by the
Co.. via Noyes

Milton Bradley
& Co.

Transogram Sponsor
"Top Cat," now seen on ABCTV Wednesdays at 8:30 PM, will
be sponsored by Transogram. Inc..
through Mogul, Williams & Saylor. "Bugs Bunny" will continue
in the Fall from noon-12:30, with
General Foods renewing via Benton & Bowles. "Allakazam" will
be sponsored by Louis Marx. Inc..
via Ted Bates. and Lakeside Toys
via Kerker-Peterson.
Aside from this new schedule.
ABC-TV also will provide the
only weekday afternoon network
program service to school-age
children. This Fall, the new "Discovery" series will join Dick
Clark's "American Bandstand"
and "American Newsstand" to pro.
vide a full hour (4-5 PM) of programs designed for young people.
scheduled from Monday through
Friday.

'Oscar-Winner Harris
Working on TV 'Docs'
FilnrmaArr !Mar V ILur IN. who
won an Academy Award for
his documentary, "Seawards the
Great Ships." is planning a study
of the population explosion for
TV, theatre and non-theatre distribution, employing both live-

action and animation techniques.
He is also working on a pilot
show for a series to be aired in the
1963-'64 season by one of the major networks.
Another Harris project is two
30 - minute documentaries being
produced by Elektra Film Productions
one dealing with the
background and functions of the
telephone industry, using the
Western Electric Co. as the focal
point.

-

Political Hopefuls Gird
For Election Issue Debate

-

Omaha
Via TV's electronic
glove, Republican Rep. Glenn
Gunningham challenged his Democratic opponent Dr. Thomas Bonner to debate the issues in the
coming election. Two minutes after the challenge was read over
KMTV. Dr. Bonner walked into
the studio and accepted.

'Crazy Legs' Hears

Welcome to New Job

-

Los Angeles
Elroy "Crazy
Legs" Hirsch, Los Angeles Rams
general manager, has been given
a sendoff for his new duties which
began yesterday as KNX Radio

sportscaster.
The local Big Ten Club sent a
scroll of congratulation signed by
members. Yesterday. Hirsch was
honored guest at a Brown Derby
luncheon welcoming him to the
radio sports staff. His new program is aired five nights a week.

Poland After 11 Years
Spurs Documentary Film

-

Chicago
Bob Lewandowski's
"A Walk Through the Curtain,"
a filmed visit to his native Warsaw, Poland, will be aired on
WBKB here soon. Returning to
his birthplace after a 17-year
absence, he has captured on film
the new life as it is lived, not
merely as the tourist sees it.
The special was produced and
directed by Lewandowski and
written by himself and Jeff Smith.
Dan Schuffman was special advisor.

WINS' Safety Signals
Cop N.Y. Traffic Award
New York traffic safety commissioner Henry A. Barnes has
named WINS as the Traffic Safety
Achievement Award winner for
"effective cooperation in the traffic
safety education program." Barnes attributes the 1961 reductions
in pedestrian casualties to the
invaluable assistance of the station's staff.

Hacketts Aid A 'Daughter'
Comedian Buddy Hackett and his wife had an addition to
their family last February-but saw the child for the first time
this Spring. Not so strange, really. The child, Miu Ling. lives

in Hong Kong. and the Hacketts
adopted her financially through
cooperation with the Foster Parents Plan, Inc.
Under the plan, the Hacketts
paid $180 for a year's care, assuring Miu Ling of food, clothing and
medical care. Part of the $180
went to school fees, and $8 a

month

is Miu Ling's personal allowance to spend as she pleases.
A filming assignment in Hong
Kong gave the Hacketts the chance
to meet their foster child in a
hillside squatter shack. For remembrance, she gave them an

ivory figurine.

Mexico Cracks D
With Radio Mon
Mexico City -The CoMIS
(ions Department has in
its control measures ov
broadcasting, with a series
ern radio monitors ins
that no station in the repu
be outside official control.
A Communications s
said this latest measure
initiated because many r

lions functioning within t
public flout the most eleme
communications regulatio
in force. He added that the
boring checks are to be
and precise.

Initially, warnings will

to offending stations, then
of rising fines. Persistent vi
of regulations may also f
yoking of licenses.

'Eternal Light' Feely
Human Equality Disc
"The Sanctity of the Indi
be featured on N
"Eternal Light" Sunday
third in this Summer's seri

will

dialogue,

between

autho

critic Mark Van Doren and

Maurice Samuel, will cone
man equality as related t
Declaration of Independenemit
as expressed in the Bible.
The program is a Jewish
logical Seminary presentat'
ed as a public service by
Rabbi Ben Zion Bokser is
program editor for the serf
Milton E. Krents as p
Daniel Sutter is the direct

ti

Jack Hewett Is Tap
As Ithaca Program

-

HI*

Ithaca, N. Y.
Jack
has been named program ma*,

for WTKO here, it was annoys*
by station manager Robert se
man. Hewett came to the Ira
outlet from WHAM, Hoch*.
N. Y., where he announced EN
by-play descriptions of RochMI
U. sports. Prior to that hev't
sports director for WENT, El:

N. Y., and before that or
sports staff of KRPL. Mc.
Idaho.

-

Canadian Radio, TV :f

-

Sales Best 1961 Figun

Montreal
March sale
Canadian-made radios inert.,
20.8 per cent to 55,535 units °°
45,988 a year earlier. TV -a'
were up 16.9 per cent at MIII
units compared to 25,895 a ea'
ago. For the year-to-date,
sales are up 12.7 per cent anal'
set sales rose 20.1 per cent.
.

it
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ill conclude his
N It (' '1' V
an
w

ft Music ILI II colorcasts June
what has 001.00rr his troth
gel closing show. Instead of
w ill feature him
et stars Perry
in front
ate gang. both tl
who
.the ramera. and II

st

behind them.

3nford U. Creates

.idio-TV Film Div.
*afoul,

t

broadcasting and film diIts Department of Comand Journalism offer.

Stanley Donner has been
head of the department
of the broadcasting and

Prof. Clifford Weigle will
executive head of the
ant, and Prof. Wilbur
as director of the !antiCommunication Research.
sting and film activities
ed to the new spot from
h and Drama Department.
series of new faculty
to be appointed is Edwin
of
, assistant professor
o rlon, who is now on the
the
U.
of
at
ax

tnadian Video Special
Poged to Satellites
°rant°

-A

special 30-minute

agram on the state of broad:Ong in Canada will be presentet by CBC president
Alphonse
Omen over Canadian networks

$.day.

Milled

The TV Satellite and

Cypress Hills," the program
a some of the possibilities of

I

Id-wide TV transmission from
satellites to ground restations as well as a report
t has been accomplished
dian television. Host for
lish broadcast is J. Frank
with Rene Lecavalier handlthe French.

k Wrather Takes Seat
A.C. Gilbert Board
sir Haven, Conn.
Jack

-

%Hier, prexy of Wrather Corp.,
h been elected a director and
'lc irman of the executive com,ntee of A. C. Gilbert Co. The

firm is a new addion to the Wrather ownerahagernent organization, which.
a mg others,
produces and marthe "Lassie" and "Lone Ranseries. Three other Wrather
cs were also added to the Gilt board of directors, increasit from the former nine to
Chert toy

s

'

Stall's Secrets Whispered

AGENCY NEWS( AST

Ishind the Scenes Crow
rots for Como Final*

On Garry' s Decode Show,
Se. rel. or the bar kstgr staff

Is IA1P11 rein

will

A heavy TV schedule beginning June I I in in the oven, 0
General Mills to introduce a 23-ounce "Family Sige !frown's
Mix." Needham, Louis and Brorhy is the agency. The ram
palgn will be on "Concentra!
Thought for Today
"Young Dr. Malone." "Make Room I
for Daddy,- ''Our Five Daughters"
broadcaster must rs
.'Turin
and "Day Report - 011 General
Whitish a human I:clean/me/lip with
In
Mills NBC daytime shown
the community. Ile moil partici
an unusual radio buy, American
note in defining the econrnunity
Express and IS New York metro- problems and in mining coatroom
politan area restaurants have ty problem,. His talent and skills
tinned together for a cooperative are able Io provide a special ster
spot schedule on WABC. It prodice lo c,muminitt, agencies Om
motes use of American Express
stool concern in sereinu the ',MI
credit cards for dining out at each triunity is the 10100/vir of totioa.,,
of the cooperating restaurants. broadearder."
The promo is the work of Chet
Arthur O'Neil
Harmon and Al Seeker. of United
Gen Mgr. WSIIT
Marketing and Promotions.
South Head. Ito/
Betty Williams has twen named
TV commercial producer for the become chairman of the board of
Fuller & Smith & Ross corporate WM Sales Development, Inc., a
TV department. She will work Fort Worth based agency, and a
on the Lehn & Fink. Coats &
Dallas WHI office has been opened.
Clark and National Cotton Coun- The Dallas office will deal primarcil accounts. Before joining FSR, ily with business management. adshe was commercial producer for
vertising and PR accounts
seven years for N. W. Ayer
Tracy-Locke Co., 19- year -old Dal.
.
las agency. will move into a new
Allen Swift, who has spoken three-story home office by midsummer. The structure will be
be
over 10,000 commercials, will
the voice of Gen. Dwight D. Eisen- the first major building in Dallas
hower in Zanuck's "The Longest designed from the ground up to
Day." Swift was called in when meet the needs of an advertising
building
It was discovered that Mr actor and marketing
who plays Eisenhower looks but has been designed for expansion
five stories, and to include a
.. During to
doesn't talk like him
connecting three -level parking
the first 10 days of operation in
programming to the Los Angeles garage later. One of two kitchens
Negro market, KDAY signed B.C. will be used for testing food and
Charles M. White.
Tablets and Powder. 1,&111 ('igar- research
ettes Itwo 10-minute programs a former service manager for Leo
Burnett,
Chicago,
has been named
day), Norwich Pharmacal ('o. and
production manager of ('lay SteGordon's Bread.

iii

-

.

.

.

phenson Associates. Houston.

Gamble has purchased alternate- week sponsorship in "It's a Man's World" and
"Wide Country," two new hour
NBC-TV programs slated for
Fall. The order was placed
through Benton & Bowles
Sam
Vitt. VP and media director of
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, has been named this year's
recipient of WRAP media award
for promoting the growth sod
understanding of the Negro market. The award was made at the
annual
Homemakers
Holiday
Show sponsored by the Norfolk,
B.
Cowby
Alan
Va., station
ley, advertising director of Pharmart!, last year's recipient.

Myron J. Helfgott has pained
Smith/Greenland in the newly
created position of executive VP.
He formerly was VP of Lippincott

Texas Roundup: Robert N.
Aylin, president of Aylin AdverUsing. Houston, has been elected
chairman of the Southwest Couneil of the AAAA for 1962-63. He
succeeds Ray Ackerman, president
of Ackerman Associates, Oklahoma City, who continues on the
council board as governor for one
year
John Van Cronkhite,has

year's events:

Procter

...

&

& Margulies, before which served
as

director of research at Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather. He has also
been a member of the research
dept at Young & Rubicam.

Seeking

A

M

s
he on

Deno/ 1a Imes,
1

Itenr

It

hand

'Pursuit' Launches
16-Seg Drama Skein
Jan Siec. 1.
and William W 1100/01 %III -tar
13 in "In Close Pursuit," ini-

June

tial drama on NBC-TV's "Kraft
Mystery Theater," Summer replacement of "Perry Como's Kraft
Music Ilall "
Eight new programs, with such
1,10
110 u:, rd Roh,r1

UPI Elevates Gordon
As

Audio Spot Head

Minns Thomason.

Thomason said Gordon's appointment is part of a program to
expand UPI audio services to radio stations in the U. S. He added
that the first leg of a 24-hour
leased audio newswire operated
by UPI is now servicing broadcast outlets in New England.

Boisvert Named Director
For CBC French Section
Montreal

-

RAP!) I1'

Antonin Boisvert

director of CBC's
French section, corporate affairs,
to be the liaison between the network and various government
agencies. He has been with CBC
since 1957 as manager of information for French networks.
has been named

-

Pretty Girl!

-

'Freddie Freeloader' Skit
Aided by Rooney, Coogan

WWD( Radio Is, Too
Washington-00,VDC

Hill Cullen.

.

.

.

he
I...attired when 1.
Moore and hi. panelists ielebrate
the tenth Anniversary and loOth
broadcast of "I've 1.0t
se/ ref'
June 114 on DS 'I V I be program
premiered in June, 13',1 Nesol.r.

con-

cluding its 21st annual svaich for
Miss Washington, D.C.. as part
of the Miss America contest, has
announced the schedule for this

First preliminary judging will
held July 6 at the National
Semi-finals are set
for July 16, 23 and 30 at Carter
Barron Amphitheater. Grand fibe

Press Club.

nals will be held at Loew s Camtot Theater Aug. 6, followed by
a reception at the National Press
Club.

Mickey Rooney and Jackie Coogan join Red Skelton in a Freddie
the Freeloader sketch on the comedian's CBS-TV show June 12.
Freddie (Red Skelton) appears as
a
crusading newspaper editor
fighting graft and corruption.

STORK NEWS
WPBS personality Harry Prime
and his wife. Marie. welcomed a
boy, Kevin Edward, at Roxborough Memorial Hospital, Philadelphia.

Defense Dept. Drops

Station Spearheaf

'Key' Station Plan

Polio War in Onuli

-

Washington
The Defense Department has turned down the idea
of providing emergency generator
equipment to the most important
radio broadcasting stations around
the nation.
The National Industry Advisory
Committee on Emergency Communications heard Paul S. Visker,
Office of Civil Defense, gay that the
department believes the money
would be better spent protecting
existing power plants of standard
stations.
Dewitt Report Heard
The committee also heard John
H. Dewitt. WSM, report that a 30day, 24-hour-per-day experiment
with Rrecom (use of standard
broadcasting stations for teletype
communications) proved a complete
success, with no interference to
regular programs.
Stations used in the test were

KDKA. Pittsburgh, MAY,

WGN, Chicago, WHO, Des
Moines, AVOW. Omaha, and WJR.
Detroit. The communications were
between Washington and Strategic
Air Command headquarters in
Omaha.
It was announced that all four
radio nets on June 4 will run a
-loused circuit test with their affiliates

Sommer Teen Show Set
For New Britain Channel
New Britain, Conn.
"Dance

WHNB-TV's popular

summer teen-age show has returned
to the regular program schedule.
but in a new Saturday time slot,

7-7:30 PM. Johnny Palmer will
host the show.
The station will also sponsor
weekly dances at Lake Cont.
pounce, Bristol. Conn.. beginning

June

8.

More Choose Evans

-

Los Angeles
A survey conducted by the All City Employees
Assn with over 13.000 employees,
revealed a preference for FM radio and indicated that the most
listened to program is that of
Frank Evans on KRHM-FM.

Agriculture Council
Elects Tiedt '62 Prexy

Test.

Houston -L. 0. Thedt, farm reporter on KTRFEs "Country Gentlemen" here, has been elected
prexy of the Texas Commercial
Agriculturist Council for the com-

ing year. The election was held
at the annual meeting of the
council in Fort Worth.
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I
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public information center f
lie health campaign that
than 79 per cent of the

metropolitan population
By PETER

C.

"The. is Sinatra " That's the title ABC-TV has chosen
for the hour-long video-taping of Sinatra's charity show at London's
Royal Festival Hall on June 1 which gets an all-network transmission
June 2. Program is expected to create a new viewing record for
British TV
TV's Ben Casey, Vince Edwards, will co-star with
Sophia Loren in Carl ("Guns of Navarone") Foreman's anti-war
picture "The Victors" which will be made partly in England, partly
on the Continent in August.
.

.

NBC's "World of Bob Hope" got a BBC-TV all-network
airing last week
Critics and public raved about NBC's "World
of Sophia Loren" which BB('-TV also transmitted a couple of weeks
ago
.
ARTV's fourth contribution to Intertel. "America Abroad"
spotlights U. S. aid to Cambodia, South Vietnam, Pakistan and Ghana.
It will be screened over here next week
Writer-producer Peter
Hunt sums up: "We went to the four countries with open minds. We
returned convinced that the Americans are doing a good and thoroughly worthwhile job."
.

.

lush

oral vaccine as a peventive

DAVALLE

.

against polio.
The station staged
se
telethon devoted to prom
masa immunization. No
cials were tarried during
rind. Entertainment inclui
first telecast of an Omaha
baseball game and appear
night club singers, bands a

box
A total of 377,507 people
cents each for the vaccine.

.

Dublin

.

.

.

rl MIN!)

day

(Centinud from Page 116,1

Marcus Cunliffe, professor of American history and institutions. University of Manchester, examines the development of the
foreign policy of the U. S. this century in Granada TV's "USA World
Strategy" which goes out on the whole ITV network
Cunliffe
poses and answers the questions: "Is America out to defend the free
world against Communism? Or is she after world domination?"

Sports, plays and features,
with the news, and a
show for the children,

American soprano Virginia Gordoni and Canadian baritone
Louis Quilico sing solos and duets in BBC-TV's "Music in Camera"
program ... Ron Kelly's 30-minute documentary about Britain's teenage motor-cyclists, "The Tearaways," won a special award at the 1%2
Eurovision Grand Prix at Cannes. BBC-TV will screen the film later
this year. Ron's the brother of Barbara Kelly. the Canadian TV personality so frequently on British TV programs.

&tire," "Bronco,""Laram'

.

*

.

.

*

Eamonn Andrews. Jack-of-all trades (and master of them
all) on British TV, ranging from quiz show MC to sportscaster, has
signed another two-year contract with BBC-at nearly double his pre-

vious money. Reputed to be earning £30,000

a

year, this makes him

Britain's highest paid TV personality
ABC-TV recently made a
determined effort to win Andrews over from the BBC
Clause
in his new 1313C-TV contract is that he mustn't appear in any more
commercials for the rival network.
.

.

.

.

.

Many eyes will be watching the progress of Ulster TV's
new "Midnight Oil" TV series in which experts, including university
professors, will debate a variety of subjects-between 11 PM and mideight! This will be a nightly feast for the intellectuals, but Ulster TV
chiefs hope that there'll be enough general entertainment content to
rapture the allegiance of the middle-brows too
BBC-TV stars Leo
Maguire, 24. and Monica Evans, 21, who play sweethearts in the BBC
serial "Compact,- have become engaged in real life.

...

Wurster, Jackson Join
Pearson as

Acc't Execs

The John E. Pearson Co.. national station reps, has added F. A.
("Mike "r Wurster and Samuel F.
Jackson as account execs in its
New York office.
Wurster re-Joins Pearson after
an absence of about three years.
during which time he has been
with Weed TV. Jackson has an
extensive background in radio
and TV station sales and management, in addition to station experience gained through several
years with Headley-Reed, AveryKnodel and Weed.

-

-

Film of Dominican Friars
Accepted by TAC Library

-

Sacramento, Calif.
Robert S.
Wilson, VP and general manager
of KXTV here, has announced
that the station's "A Visit to St.

Alberts" has been accepted for
inclusion in the TV Affiliates Corp.
(TACT library. The half-hour
documentary depicts a typical day
in the lives of the Dominican
Fathers. The film, the first one
ever made inside the Monastery,
won the Corinthian Corporation's

first annual Public Service

Award.

www.americanradiohistory.com

an annual cost of about $

"Meet The Crompots,
among the most popul
the audiences. The "Flin
"Have Gun Will Travel,"
crick." "Perry Mason,"
western lihns also seem
favorites among the
shows. Irish average
time runs to some six

daily. "What's My' Line,"
Is Your Life," a children's
tine program, called '
lack." arc "chairmaned,"
say in Dublin, by Eamon
draw's, popular announ
commentator of the BBC
asked him about the si
a contract with BBC at
a
year for the next two
There was a "no comma'

THE

-0 -

censorship problem
land is in the hands of
governing body. Howeser,
it may seem. on American
They act on the theory di
the Americans want to carts
their lives before the Irish,
lir, that is their own lor.
Rut everything in Eng
Irish productions is strict]
served.
In size, Radio Eireann,*
Irish TV compare with dal"
broadcasting studios of the
and is a beehive of activity-1g
final note: the arrival of
telecasting will prove ar
portant additional factor in Ma
broadcasting.
s

all*

SAYS 'BIG EYE' TUBE
IVES BETTER COLOR PIX

'A

41.,_;ch diameter RCA camera tube is the "big eye" of
,,xpjcintental camera which the company says produces
TV pictures with richer hues and finer detail than ever
e

attained in studio cameras.
tube
up the black-and-white
bile three one-inch dinicon tubes are used for
blue and green wave-

the new camera, the

y Cites Improvement
the placing of a
me black-and-white sig.
the three colors, a tech liar to that used in fourting, enriches hues and
sharper definition. It also
says

in

better black-and-white
on non-color TV sets.
types of tubes in this ca-

i
,1

were designed by engineers
e

At

RCA Electron Tube
Lancaster, Pa

Divi-

folk's WTAR Names
lie to Production Post

-

J, t:
idolk. Va.
qv and fin II,.

or,

al

has

I

V

p,,,-

been named

production manager

Dane is also a song
and entertainer who ap.
:Awed with such TV personalities
&abeam Milton Berle and
.

appointments to the TV
staff included Earl
Jerry Horstmann and
Iffseriff, production trainmd John Loisides, camera-

Of

-' Treatment

For Sammy Kahn
RADIO TI' I III r

Award-winning lyricist,

N.... of
CrAngeles

y
be the subject

of

a

dramatic

ntary for "The Story

Of'

a Songwriter." Mel
will produce the telefilm in
Las Vegas, New York

"Story of
.

Miami Beach for executive
r David L. Wolper. Kahn
appear as himself in the doc-

fpof Dial Marks 7 Years'
Work of Bayou

-

Outlet

Raymond Boyd,
Enterprises Inc. chief engin'. recently flipped the switch
hturn on the newly re-tuned
transmitter changing the
limey of KNOE from 1390 to
km, marking the end of
sa Years' work
ee also owns KNOE-TV and
.0ffs New Orleans
tewroe. La.

h

jockey Bill Buller wakes up people on his morning "Clockwatcher" show, then grinds out press
releases. Ile's the station's publicity director and a graduate of
Notre Dame's Journalism School.

Summer Air in Canada
For 'Northwest Passage
MGM-TV , -Nos thwest Passage" series will serve as a Summer
replacement on CBC-TV. Telecast in color on NBC-TV originally, the series is now in syndicated
release and the CBC-TV deal is
the first outside the U. S. in the
current re-run sales drive. CBCTV will air "Northwest Passage"
in b-&-w in a weekday late afternoon period.

Another One for Dallas

-

FCC has approved
Dallas
Crosby County Broadcasting Co.'s
application for a new standard station to be operated here on 1530
kw power. daytime
kcs, with
hours of operation.
1

Reports' to Air

Lippmann on World
1.1ppm.mo
on the forces and

will ,,,mincht

personalities
that dominate the world scene today in a free-wheeling colloquy
with CBS News chief Washington
correspondent David Scheonbrun
on "CBS Reports: Walter Lipp mann, 1962" June 7 on CBS-TV.
The program will be filmed in
Washington with Gene De Paris as
producer.
Lippmann's hour interview
will be his fourth exclusive appearance as a feature of "CBS
Reports."

Roman Tales Unfold
On NBC

Teaching Kids French
TI'

A tom- of Rom,. that guidebooks
never show and tourists never see
will be conducted by NBC News
correspondent Irving R. Levine on
the TV premiere of "This is NBC

Ions Flong

.11.

ISir-

,mvurbeing distribut-

41,Lij

ilk

sational French is
ed by Heath de Rochemont Corp..
an affiliate of D. C. Heath and
Co., publishers, and Louis de
Rochemont Associates, producers
of documentary and educational
films.
Created by the Modern Language Project of Boston. it is currently on 43 stations throughout
the U. S. The course won this
year's Ohio State Award "Oscar"
for the top program of elementary
school

Crosby Pix to Launch

Hartford Outlet Pests
Hartford. Conn.
will air 14 best

Texas
Lake Jackson, Tex.
Audio Electronics Co. has applied
to the FCC for a construction permit for a new FM station to be

operated here.

or category.

-

Singer Johnny Mathis Is in an
enviable position-that of being
Introduced to radio and TV
audiences by President Kennedy.
Mathis and the President made
special recordiing and video tapes
for use in the current "Freedom
Bond Drive," with JFK introducing the singer, who performs the
official drive song, "Fifty Stars."
The spots are going to stations
throughout the U. S.

43 American Stations

WHCT here
Bing Crosby
movies. June 2-15. as the "Bing
Crosby Festival." Charles Wood,
station manager, said there will be
many such film groupings, built
around a single idea, performer

Texan Firm in CP Bid

Audiences Meet Mathis
Via Intro by JFK

---

'Guidebook'

News" Sunday.
Ray Scherer
Washington.

is

anchorman in

The show is designed primarily
as a showcase for NBC News

foreign correspondents.
As the camera roams from the
('ollosseum
to Trevi Fountain,
Levine will discuss some of the
Roman legends that through the
centuries have become confused
with facts.

Sahl Navigates 'Tonight'

With Filmed Middle Act

Mort Sahl will film his "con
at the U. S. Naval Academy
Sunday for airing on NBC-TV'
"Tonight" when he hosts the pro
gram June 11-15. His Annapolis
appearance is part of the Aca
demy's commencement week ac
t Mit Ms.

cell"

Sammy Kahn,

Which Wolper Productions
produce for Ziv-UA under the

I

Early Morning Dee-Jay
Is Press Jockey As Well
St. Louis-KIIN-AM-FM disk

'CBS

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast
Their Cameras Un-Shy!

-

For the second consecutive year, WSOC..TV photographers captured most of the
honors at the Southern Short
Course in News Photography annuals competition, winning four
out of the five first place awards
and 25 out of 35 available competition points. Seven news staff
photographers submitted entries,
and each scored a first, second or
third placement.

Charlotte

WWVA Awards Scholarship

-

Edward Steven.
Wheeling
son was the winner of a 31,200
scholarship to Bethany College
given annually by WWVA to the
student whose participation in
"Junior Town Meeting of the Air"
is judged the best according to

content, migmality, poise and de-

livery.

WJAR-TV Explores Festival

-

Providence
WJAR-TV will
tape a program about the Providence Arts Festival for telecast
on Saturday. Jay Kroll and various spokesmen, festival winners
and Barnet Fain, general chairman of the Rhode Island Arts Festival, will explore the defferent
aspects of the show.

VFW Honors WFYI

-

Garden City, N .Y.
The U. S.
Veterans of the Foreign Wars
presented its annual award to
WFYI for its cooperation and assistance in inspiring outstanding student participation in the

annual broadcast script-writing
in Nassau County.

March's Mon
St. Louis-Fred

Des Peres,

WIL

Action Central evening news editor, was the first place winner
of the AP 'Man of the Month'
awards for March. for outstanding
coverage of the gangland - style
killing of two East St. Louis under.
world hoodlums.

Sportscaster 'Merits' Award
San Francisco-For the second
consecutive year. KNBC sportscaster Bud Foster has been awarded a "Certificate of Merit" for his
"76 Sports Special" program, in a
statewide competition sponsored
by the California AP Radio-TV
Ass'n.

Purex Corporation, Ltd. thanks
the membership of
the National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences
for their award to the

Purex Special for Women series.
Purex also expresses its grateful
appreciation to producer-writer
George Lefferts, executive producer

Irving Gitlin and the National
Broadcasting Company.

The Purex Special for Women programs for
1961-62 will be repeated for nighttime viewers
each Friday at 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. (EDT) start-

ing August

3

on NBC-TV.

ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES
www.americanradiohistory.com
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DAIL)

Denial of a li
renewal for WMOZ, Mobile
the li
of WPFA, Pensacola, Fla.
in an
recommended
sie been
dal decision by FCC hearing
end cancellation of

niter H.Herbert
Estes,
.dwin

Wax

Sharfman.
owner of both

was found to have subin:ed falsified program logs to
renewal
i- FCC in the WMOZ
(C

10B

ed en

'

Pan. 2)

Favored by

liClash with WABC

-

ABCs protest
;ashington
,FCC permission for KOB, Altauerque, N. M., to operate
50 kw. power on the 770 kc.
njuency of WABC, New York
e,, would be turned down under
Iwo of an initial decision handdown on Tuesday by FCC hearth examiner Asher H. Ende.
he case is a long and compli-

ri

fCceticace on Page al

PG in 2 Series Buys
i meter &
Gamble. via Benton
',Bowles, has purchased sponultip in two new hour series
web debut on NBC-TV in the
R. It purchased alternate-week
hip in "Eleventh Hour,'
esday prime-timer, and
begin weekly sponsorship of

'Barn

Benedict"

Jan. 5.

Saturday

Truman, Eisenhower Back '64 Suspension of 315
Washington-Suspension again in 1964 of Sec. 315 fur candidates for
President and Vice President, one of the recommendations of the current President's Commission on Campaign Costs, has been approved
by the two Presidents before JFK and all recent presidential candidates. Voicing their approval in direct quotes were former Presidents
Truman and Eisenhower, Govs. Stevenson and Dewey and Vice President Nixon.

Is

Urged by Kennedy

-

1

i

Ted Bergmann
Creates Firm
Ted Bergmann, broadcast veteran who recently resigned as
Revlon's advertising VP, has

mformer

Chart e r Producers
Corp., which he
claims is an innovation in tel-

President
Washington
Kennedy on Tuesday asked
Congress for another tempoery suspension of Sec. 315 with

evision pro-

respect to presidental and vice
presidential candidates in the elec-

gramming.
Plans call for

tions of 1964.
The President submitted the
recommendation in a draft bill
offered to Congress. and as one of
(Continued en Pone I)

WCAU's Schneider Aids
Philly Mayor's Committee

-

Philadelphia
John A. Schneider, VP-general manager of WCAU-TV, CBS-owned station here.
has been appointed by Mayor
James H. J. Tate to a 14-member
committee of community leaders
who will map plans for a projected $10-million expansion of
facilities at Philadelphia's Trade
and Convention Center.

Aide Admits Bulletin
Intended to Harm Faulk

lAware
Vas

STOCKS 'SOLID'

NSENSUS

During '64 Elections
FCC

'mil L. Milton, a radio-TV scriptwriter and one of the
oders of Aware, Inc., will resume testifying for the defense
in the el-million libel suit
tight by John Henry Faulk
day, Milton admitted under quesAware; Vincent W. Hart- timing that mailings of allegations
Aware director and consult- of pro- Communist sympathies
On Communist infiltration in
against Faulk were intended to
dcasting, and Laurence A.
result in adverse public opinion
n. former Syracuse superfor the commentator.
ket operator.
He said Aware's "Red Channels"
lust before the trial recessed in bulletin went to 350 members.
Y. Supreme Court late TuesKontinteed en Page Cl

IIUDTptri

TEN CENTS

COWA

Sec. 315 Suspension

11°12UTWOOTEI

A 1To..tooyon

At

LL STREET

,iltends Employee
to Buy Outlets

. PUI

LI I3.1"7

a

revolving

fund available
to a selected

group of producers to prepare
TV series and

BERGotaNte

specials. The producers will concentrate on highly creative pro(Continued an Page

.)

Cecil Barker in New Pact
For Skelton, Other Shows
Cecil Barker has been signed
a new two-year contract by
CBS-TV, with the initial assignment of producing "The Red
Skelton Hour." The expanded format of the Skelton show will
launch the comedian's 10th season
with the network, starting Sept.
25. Producer of the Skelton show
since 1956, Barker first joined CBS
to

in 1953.

E

There are no adverse situations within the broadcasting
field that can account for the
fall-off in its stock prices.
Their recovery performance

should be out in front when the
market executes a turn-around
from the wholesale sharp tumble
early this week.
The radio and TV securities are
less cyclical than related others
such as motion pictures and electronics manufacturing, and present a growth pattern that should
encourage buying, once confidence
is restored in the Wall Street offerings.
This is the essence of a survey
among the largest brokerage firms
in the Exchange conducted before
the Memorial Day holiday by
Ramo-TV DAILY.
All security analysts questioned
were convinced that, although reIContinuod on Pogo 2)

Shell Backs Color Skein
Of Hour Golf Matches
"Shell's Wonderful World of
Golf." a series of 11 golf matches
pitting outstanding Americans
against leading foreign pros on
some of the world's most famous

courses, will be aired Sundays in
color on NBC-TV, starting Jan.
20. Agency for Shell Oil is Kenyon & Eckhardt. Produced by
Filmways, the hour filmed series
will have Gene Saracen as host commentator.

Rachmil Quits VP Post
As Ziv-UA Shifts Ops
Hollywood-Lew

Burrud, Crew Take Off
On New 'True Adventure'
Weir

Gov't Agency Probes
Help Depress Prices,
Market Analysts Say

Ban,.

.4

plop

/

1).111.1

Hollywood- "True Adventure"
producer-star Bill Burrud and his
crew head for the Caribbean Monday to start cameras rolling on the
first of 39 segments of the halt hour syndicated color series for
1962-3. The Series currently is
syndicated in 23 major markets.
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has resigned as

is J. Rachmil
Ziv -t'A production

operations VP, following the company's recent announcement that
it has now adopted completely a
policy of independent production
operations, parallel to that of
United Artists Corp.. its parent
company. Prior to entering TV
with Eiv-UA in 1960, he was with
Columbia Pictures.
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It's Chrislaw, Ziv -UA
For Patty's Series
plaw ProPeivi laiwtoid
ductions will co-produce "The
Patty Duke Show" with Ziv-UA.
The two companies have previously been associated in various
other ventures, as Chrislaw also
is associated with the parent United Artists Corp. for feature film
production.
William Asher. head of TV operations for Chrislaw, will be
producer-director of the series.
As soon as the writing assignment is confirmed on "The Patty
Duke Show." the specific starting date and place will be set for
the pilot.
SALES DEVELOPMENT
t, LES PROMOTION

ADVERTISING
RESEARCH

CONTACT
COPY
Long-time pro in rep, film and
print fields as catalyst to increase
your soles.
See 171, RADI0.TV DAILY
1301 Broadway. N. Y. C.

If ..0

I

-

Renew

'um,

I

KHOF-FM, commercial station of the non-profit
Los Angeles

Maple Chapel Corp.. has launched
a new series of community affairs
broadcasts, called "Saturday Forum." Moderators are Robert F.
Stiles, station public relations director, and V. Dale Smith. general manager.
A recent forum program was
a 5's -hour marathon "Radio Psychology Clinic" with Dr. Clyde
M. Narramore and his staff from
the Christian Counseling Center.
Pasadena. The clinic featured telephoned questions from the audience. The questions were rephrased on the air to avoid embarras-

LENORE KINGSTON, SEWS, Hollywood
personality. in N. Y. on rogation.
has r.Nrred to Hollywood
from N. Y fallowing a 'Naked City" dam,
'oriel chore.
ROBERT GIST

HARRY GOLDSTONE. Atlantic TV 5010s
manager. has loft on a business tour of th
Rosh

FABIAN in town to begin rehearsals on
the "Dick 1.01911 Show."

At Sponsors Pix Service
Sp-1, pi
hlui 51,111, 5. .1 dietstop of Advei tuang Radii, and TV
Services, has promoted John Maxson to sales manager and added
Ernst Lutz as an account exec.

The division distributes film for

TV and industry.

Maxson had been an account
exec with Sponsors for the past
year. Lutz. who joins the division

after a nine-year affiliation with
Modern Talking Pictures Servi,e,
has also been with Kenyon &
Eckhardt and McCann-Erickson.

Margulies Signs Starch
For Role in '40 Pounds'

TV and night club comic Larry
Starch has been inked by producer Stan Margulies for feature
role in "40 Pounds of Trouble."
Curtis Enterprises production for
Universal release.

New Broadcasting Atop
NYC Class B FM Bids
Th. FCC'
ni,tively voted
new Class B FM station
York City to
New Broadcasting, while denying
the competing bids of Herbert
Muschell and Independent Broada-taa. A fin,' cone must still be

lo grant

a

on 107.5 me in New

r

Al

HIRT to Donner for a porsonol

imam,

0001..

KBS DREAMS UP

'RADIOMATION'
Keystone Broadcasting Systen
has coined a new word, "Rachoma-

lion," for its trade mark. Sidney

Wolf, president, said the auto
mation era word was invented to
"describe the ease with which an
advertising agency can use all
or any number of our 1.134 affiliated radio stations,"
J.

Falsified Logs Eyed
IContinuod from Page

11

application, and Sharfman said
this disqualified him as operator
of any station. Estes has 30 days
in which to appeal.
Estes conceded the logs sent to

the FCC to cover the composite
week were indeed false. He blamed a disgruntled employee. The
hearing examiner admitted the
employee's actions in showing interest in buying WMOZ and in
retaining a lawyer to send the
FCC the correct logs pointed toward intent to harm Estes, but
found that the similarities to socalled "practice logs," which Estes
admittedly dictated and the logs
submitted to the FCC apparently
exploded this explanation. He
noted that the logs submitted to
the FCC hid "overcommercialization" of the station.

'500' Gets In-Depth Review
The running. of he "Indianapolis 500" will lie reviewed June
on CBS Hadio's "Sports-A-Rama" series in order "to extract
meanings" of the event that may not be apparent at the time
1

P

is held May 30. according to the
nelwot k's sports director. James
7,1. Dolan. Sponsor is the Gabriel
Co.. auto shock absorber manufacsurer, via Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
Dolan, who supervises the series, added that "we think (this)
event has more than momentary
significance and we are aiming to
achieve a document that will have

.

on

the

"Biography"

be undertaken by
Films. Seymour Reed,
reported this morning.
The new half-hour L
tuality films about note
of this century again wi
produced in conjuncti
David L. Wolper. "The
dous response from spo
viewers," Reed said.
decision to produce a
1

DON 'EPPERSON, hood of Don Tedder.
son TV Productions. to N. Y. and Detroit
for meetings with ABC.TV and agency
MAcullnes.

,111V :111V1.11,

Maxson Sales Manager

'Bio' Success Sr';

Ind Productiontal

Airs Forum Series

Established Fah 9, 1937
Vol

'COMING AND GOING

It

value even if it were to be played
next year."
Red Barber will serve as indepth reporter and analyst, fealuring taped interviews with the
driver and owner of the winning
car; the mechanics who keep the
machines in running order during
the race, and several other participants.
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ies.

Haley Again Prod.,
Jack Haley, Jr., will
to produce and direct. w
Wallace narrating. Two

films in the current se
been completed, and 1:
are in various stages of
lion.
The first 39 half-hou
been sold in 78 marke
stated. Latest sales are
Buffalo; WFAA-TV, Dal
NT-TV, Des Moines;
Fort Wayne; KPRC-TV,
KOGO-TV, San Diego;
Spokane; KOTV, Tulsa,
MJ-TV, Youngstown.
Southern Deal Ex
A recent southern regi
with Strietmann Biscuit
vision of United Biscui
America, has been enlar
its original 15-market s
24 markets. Reed adde
minute promotional fit
"Biography" is being
for showing by Strietm
other sponsors on TV an,
tail outlets.
1

-

R-TV Stocks Hold Fi
(Continued hens Pegs

cent price levels were

a

values, the broadcasting
are reporting peak incom

vertising time sales that
be reflected in better net
Despite these opinions,
search specialists in In
stocks said they are still
clients to exercise restrain
buying side until the mark

more durable strength.

Federal Hearings

Hi

On one point they were DIM
imous agreement: The head.
of Government hearings
a harmful effect on radio
stock purchases by
public which reacts sw
unhappily to consumer p
ies concerning FCC prog
x
probes :awl FTC slams
adverti,,Ing

12
their:

=

Immediate Opening
For Assistant Sales Manor
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TURNED A SET ON LATELY?
And if you have, is it tuned in on you? Only by top consistent
programming can you get your audience ...and if you don't keep
them you don't keep sponsors either. In Cincin-

nati` recently, Seven Arts' ''Films of the 50's"
demonstrated their strength again as Friday
night (1130 PM-1:00 AM) sets-in-use figures

jumped 40%! Further, the stations' share of audience increased
from 176/o in March 1961 to 59% in March 1962 Would you like to

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A

SUBSIDIARY Of SEVEN ARTS PIEODIJCTIONS. LED.

KW NORA 270 Pm. Ayyny
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turn more sets on in your market? You can with
"Films of the 50's-Money Makers of the 60's."
For the complete story of WKRC-TV increase of sets.
in-use contact your nearest Seven Arts sales office.

7 Arts Post-'.50
Boost Ratings in Chi.
The sundae evening scheduling
of 7 Arts' post -50 Warner Bros.
&mores, which premiered Mar.
25 on WBKR, ARC o.o in Chicago,
has quadrupled the station's ratings over similar lime slots in
1961 according to the latest ARB
report, it was announced by Donald Klauber, 7 Arts' VP-national
sales manager. They resulted in
an April ARR average rating of
21.1, with a 51 per cent share-ofaudience, against an ARR average
rating of 5.1 with an 18 per cent
share-of-audience in the same slot
last year.

MpiN

...

...

.

Jack Benny. Red site,
Lewis. Phil Silveis anJ Kilo.
Smith are among the galaxy of
show business greats who perform
in a special hour tribute to Ed
Sullivan June 24 on CBS-TV on
the 14th anniversary of TV's longest running skein, The Ed Sullivan Show "
Since its debut as "The Toast
of the Town" the program has
been presented every Sunday. 52
weeks a year. except for seven
pre-em ptions.
Normally live from New York.
the show has also originated in
scores of other American cities
and 18 foreign countries. Jerry
Lewis appeared in the original
1948 show
!

'Directions '62' Tributes
50 Yes of Maryknoll Order
The National Council of Catholic Men will present a 50-year
panorama of the mission work
of the Maryknoll Sisters on ABCTV's "Direction '62: A Catholic
Perspective" Sunday. The program. "Maryknoll: A Gift of Freedom,'' goes back to the pioneer
days of the Missionary Order, and
brings its work up to the presen
in various parts of the world. A
special feature will be a report on
Sister Joan Marie who was kep
prisoner by the Chinese Commu
nists for two years.
13th Anna&

WHITE MOUNTAINS'
FESTIVAL at the 7 ARTS
halo

Ilk

to 23rd

SKY 111(41 in the

WHITE MOUNTAINS
5

LAKES

5.500 ACRES

.

.

.
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Attention Twins: Wanna fly high over New York as glamorous stewardesses aboard one of the new fleet of 155-mile-per-hour
copiers, which serves all the airports via New York Airways? Then
call chief stewardess Fern Roberts at DE 5-6600 for an appointment.
Special requirements stipulate twin beauties 5' 1"-5' 6". minimum age
19, 100-125 pounds and bi-lingual preferred, to start work July 1 when
the first hostess-manned fleet debuts, and to make personal appearances as well, on behalf of the twin turbine engine 'copier line
Epic Records had an unusually successful sales volume during the
month of April. with national sales manager Leonard S. Levy reporting that "April's sales volume was the highest for any one month
in the history of the label"
Epic will re-release a single originally
introduced in July, 1958. titled "Summertime, Summertime" by The
Jamies. Numerous distributors and deejays requested the re-issue In
the belief that it first appeared too late in the Summer to obtain
the air play and concentration which it merited.
.

.

?We

New Hampshire

.
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Sleet: Phil Bennett, New

York City, one of the foremost -.cal>, orchestra leaders in this country, who decided on his
year after graduation from the Oberlin
camel
Conservatory of Music. Oberlin, 0. Not only is he
proficient in 10 different instruments, including the
saxophone on which he is featured, but he can
also burst into song in one of five different languages. His usual outfit while performing is white
tie and tails. Phil likes to call his orchestration
"custom-made music." Even when called upon to
perform before a Scottish organization. a bagpipe
is added and heather airs are included in the
evening's repertoire. The same holds true when
he plays before the United Nations, which he does
each year at its annual ball.
SENNETT

* *

*

That TV columnist who, while admitting that NBC's Gabe
Pressman deserved his news Emmy award, rapped him for being
"irritating." apparently doesn't know Gabe. If the scribe would check
with New York's working press for the seven daily papers, including
his own, he would find a contrary opinion. Their consensus: Proud
to call Gabe one of their own
Todd Gaulocher, formerly with
WCBS-TV, prior to that with Crosley Broadcasting Corp., has joined
E. S. Sumner Corp. as sales VP. Incidentally, Sumner Corp. has been
appointed the I'. S. rep for CJAY-TV, Winnipeg. The company now
represents three out of the top four ranking markets in Canada
Jackie the "K." considered by many to be one of the world's most
beautiful musicasters will be the "Anchor Girl" tomorrow on WINS'
"Wives' Day" when sue replaces her husband, Murray the "K," as
hostess of the "Swinging Soiree" 0-11 PM/. This should prove to
be the perfect way to conclude the "Wives Day" activities on WINS.
.

.

.

...

tolormotlow: Wolter lambs

My Home Town," has bee
Waled to the Motor City by
Radio. The lyrics were pen
program manager John M. I
and put to music by Pam
ductions of Dallas. Listener
liked the airs on air, are
sent a record of the song

quest.

Bill Would Give
To
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Hail Ed as Greatest

Has Town Singin' Pn
Detroit-A new song, "I

By TED GREEN
Jules and Abe Wilsker of the Westchester Dinner Theatre
report that William Bendix is really packing 'em in for "Take Me
Along," which will run at the Yonkers spot until June 10
Actress
Eva Gabor is busy studying scripts for a suitable vehicle for a Broadway show or TV series .. Paul Peffer has joined Sullivan, Stauffr:
Colwell & Bayles as personnel manager
Tune Titan Tony Beim 'warming up for his Carnegie Hall songfest on June 9, headlined II
NARAS annual award dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria's Grand B.,
room Tuesday night
Disk star Adam Wade has signed to a Cole,
bia Record contract
TV starlet Jeanne Martell and investme:
broker Adai Leser are forming their own TV production firm
Video actor Rod McKuen ("Mr. Oliver Twist") currently starring at
Trude Heller's Versailles
The Four Ayalons, Israeli folk singers
riding high with their new hit album on the Ate label, "Sing Along
with Israel," guest tomorrow on WABC-TV's "Joe Franklin Show"
Don't be surprised if Walt Framer signs actor Bob Paige as hostemcee for the triumphant return of "The Big Payoff." Bob's been
scoring big on the West Coast since entering broadcasting.
.

Variety Show Greats

WJBK's 'City Ditti

:TREE

Washington
A bill t
equal time for a reply to
mentioned unfavorably ove
tion's facilities by any
qualified candidate has been
duced by Rep. F. Bradford
(R., Mass.).
The bill would amend
A of the communications
addition of the following:
"Whenever any legally
ed candidate. in the use
broadcasting station unde
section. refers unfavorably
holds up to ridicule, any
by name, or in such a Tashi
such person is readily ident
then such person shall be a
an opportunity to use such
casting station for not I'
five minutes, or, if longtime consumed by the
qualified candidate in refe
such person."

Bergmann Forms Co.
(Cntinued hum Pogo I)

gramming and individual p
In addition, while eat
ducer will be working on h
project, Bergmann plans
the thinking of the entire
in planning programs to
specific needs of networ
advertisers, some of who
already requested this activ

Jones on Board

-

Houston
B.
Calvin
KHOU-TV program mans:
been elected to the Greater
ton Ass'n of Churches'
directors.

OBITUARY
Ethel McKeon Le

Funeral services were het
terday for Ethel McKeon
wife of William W. Lew'
president of Maxon Inc.
Lewis, who was 42, died at
Ferry, N. Y. In addition
husband, she is survived
daughter Penelope and son
M. Her home was 15 Grand
Ave.. Dobbs Ferry.

"There's nothing like putting your
best loot forward. To kick of
its second 'International Hour'
exchange with eight foreign
TV broadcasters, the CBS Owned
television stations called upon
Eugene Ormandy and The
Philadelphia Orchestra. The choice,
which will be the United States'
contribution to the series, could
not have been better. (It
was one of the most brilliant
[concerts] ever recorded on TV.
Not just from the artistic
point of view, but on technical

grounds as well."
Newsday

"A magnificent show.

I simply won't
believe there is a music lover
in this world who wouldn't have
melted under the spell of Eugene
Ormandy and his beloved
Philadelphia in this splendid

program."
New York Herald Tribune

"A rare treat for music lovers
...a beautiful hour of music
American composers."

by

The Newark Star-Ledger

"A concert that held both the
eye and the

ear... excellent visual

presentation."
The (Philadelphia) Evening Bulletin
"Gives a symphony orchestra new
dimensions never before dreamed
of. The excellent blending of
musicianship and camerawork made
it possible to enjoy the playing
of every instrument in the
orchestra. Two outstanding guest
artists provided the dessert
for the feast."
(New York) Daily News

ravo!
"A source of pleasurable pride."
New York Post

"Two Philadelphia institutionsthe Orchestra and the Academy of

Music-were displayed most
advantageously during the hour."
The Philadelphia Inquirer

www.americanradiohistory.com

Salvos of applause, from critics and audiences alike, greeted WCAU-IV's recent full-hour program, "Ei
Ormandy's Sound of America," featuring The Philadelphia Orchestra and distinguished soloists, performs
Philadelphia's Academy of Music. One of the most ambitious "specials" ever produced by local televisiolibi
broadcast was enjoyed by millions of Americans on the CBS Owned television stations in five major U.S.
and is now being distributed world-wide by CBS Films Inc., for the enjoyment of additional millions over.,
They did it: for Channel 10's local staff, the occasion was one of special triumph. To capture on videclIP
all the tonal splendor and visual excitement of the actual concert represented a major production feat. (11m

www.americanradiohistory.com

technicians and truckloads of equipment (including seven cameras, ten microphones, 7,000 feet of cable,
,000 watts in special lighting and a complete remote control unit) were "on duty" at the historic Academy.
all, more than 500 man-hours of painstaking preparation were lavished on the sixty-minute broadcast.
And they can do it again...for you! The same staff, the same equipment, the same expertise are at your
and to help your advertising hit the right note in Philadelphia. A ten-second commercial or a full-hour
jar -whatever your needs, you get all of WCAU-TV's proven know-how and showmanship. (And at ecoI cost!) Sweet sales music in the nation's fourth market? Call us. We know the score.

WCAU-TV

PHILADELPHIA-CRS OWNED, REPRESENTED SY
www.americanradiohistory.com

CTS NATIONAL SALES
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'Close-Up' Honors

2

Howell
'Close-Up!"

I

diono.1

Co

ti iv

of

&

docurnentaix series. have been
awarded an unprecedented double
citation of merit for public service
programming by the National
Council of Churches. The awards
were ores 'riled at the Denver
Municipal Auditorium during the
radio ant TV report to the General Assembly of the United Preshj terian Church in the U. S. A
Special emphasis was paid to the
30 documentary.
"The Great Conversztion." devoted to describing the ecumenical
movement and showed the growing rappochement between the
vs nous Christian faiths.
The award to Bell & Howell
marked the first time that a
commercial sponsor of a TV program was singled out for a citation
the
National Council of
by
Churches

"C.ose-Up- Jan

JFK Would Suspend

'315'

,cent....d limn Peg. I/
rnr that, led, dealing with ....t
of electron campaign, reporting
..I' contributions and expenditines,
and other such flatters. includ1,1%!
1)11,1/0>il
(III Isis deductibility ..I political i will ibutions
As to equal luny. I/.. President
told Comm.,. Padua and Televisum 1)10:1(1C:11> .11 C :III essential
but expensive 111,111s of leaching
a cant (11'1.11)1:111.
Ti, help reduce,
cods for pie-ideritial candidates.
I wopose the 1.1111.1.1y susp disum in 1964 of the 'equal time'
proi ision in Section 315 it the

1./PUIL

'Mickey Mouse'
A

The Bing Crosby AL
58 share
in the 24 city Nielsen. with an asci age quarter !IMO rating of 313
over competition from "Hennessey." "Thriller and "I've Got a Secret."
,

Don Fedderson Productions has set production crew assignments for filming next season's "My Three Sons" series starring Fred
MacMurray. Filming starts Monday. June II, at Desilu Gower
Betty White has been set to co-star with Dan Duryea on the -U.S.
Jim Hardiman, Screen Gems publicity head.
Steel Hour" June 27
and his wile had no problem naming their son who was born May 24.
What else but Scott Carpenter'
.

.

CO110111111, .0

lolls Art

oh 1. lash
10.-.M. n_
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b,..,to la, sidynual mdse.

Level Brothers West Coast diurnbral-r Frances Scully
has two good properties to publicize next season-Red Skelton and
Lucille Ball. There must be an angle somewhere in having the two
redheads but this is not our day for being clever
Harry Koplan
.

will produce the pilot of
a

a new panel -comedy show for KHJ-TV starvery funny guy.

Steve Allen has returned after a hectic one-week tour of
Ella Fitzgerald
six cities to promote his new WBC TV slarrer
opens at the Crescendo June 6 for a four week run, and then will
appear at the Seattle World's Fair starting August 3 alter a series
of club dates.
.

.

.

[rah,

free too.

International A'ideo Tape Productions has completed three
one-minute commercials for Miles Laboratories through Wade Advertising. using IVT's new Amtec unit. The Amlee enabled IVT to
shoot scenes out of sequence on location and in the studio and then
edit them into sequence electronically without loss of quality.
Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugal are all set to take part in
the TV spectacular (IIIPIO at inn Italy's fifth video anniversary. The
show will be teti'rast from Rome June 13 and will feature top talent
from Italy's yntertainment industries. The Cugats leave for Rome
''Ti

31111..

I I

political le.
The Chief Executive matte it
cleat that he would oppose permanent repeal. however He told
Congress that 'I believe tempo.
ally suspension other than perm,
ant
pyal dys. able io that
I

ho. al..

..,
o

la

rmda.th ie.

r..l

"Ruben

TO II/1..
Is tanglees'
pal les bed :IS
new pahook
lo
perback
Lancer Books.
New York The novel, by Norman
Daniels, is based on the characters
of Capl. Matt Holbrook and his
has

1)4.11.

Screen Gents VP William Dozier has announced that the
howdy Associates "Airport" series will roll in about 30 days.
A ticop ha, town made between L. A. International Airport general
manager Francs Fox whereby Screen Gems will
able to shoot lo...taw footage at the airport one and a half days a week. Star for

l

O.

the iet le- ho- not Si'? been set

ofpauttiout

'Detectives' Get Booked
As Paperback Release
Si

detectives, of the NBC-TV police
let ion series

Million in Sell it

salis for W,,
Mouse Club:

debut as a sylvl
10. The program is is lit,

five-a-week, half-how
comprising 130 se
from the show's original 195
work season, when it was
as an hour program
Purchasers Include KTT
Angeles: KTVU. San Fr
WIIC, Pittsburgh. W RC
Washington; )(TVI. St.
KPRC-TV, Houston, WG
Buffalo; WISN-TV, Mllw
WJW-TV, Cleveland; WNE:
Bay City; KOOL-TV. Ph
KBTV-TV, Denver; WNEO
New York: KGMB-TV. Hor
KVOO -TV. Tulsa: KMTV, 0
WDSU-TV, New Orleans;
TV, Salt Lake City; WSJV,
Bend. and WVEC-TV. N
on a

basis

KOB Favored by FCC
At the Brown Del by luncheon held by KNX to launch
_Elroy Hirsch's daily sports show. Hirsch, who continues as the Rams'
general manager announced where the team would train, whereupon
the sports dirertor assured him that the station would have a line
there Quipped the Rams' manager. "I hope WE do'"

The Frank Coopers celebrated their 25th anniversary last
week and introduced their future daughter -in -law, Carol Baron, to
their guests. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Amos T. Baron
and is engaged to the Coopers' son Jeff. Iler father is a long-time in..
Angeles TV exec.

Worked 1101

Conga,-

.

...

ling Dave Barry,

1

,

I

51

mg
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By Church Council
Alit'-'1 \' and I, BIM

1

The KTLA Ross-Danzig production, "Yoga for Health," has
been sold in four more west roast markets. It w ill start at different
times next month on KTNT-TV. Tacoma, KIIM-TV. Spokane, K14140.
Yakima and KLAS.TV, I.as Vegas. The program airs on KTLA Monday through Friday at 8:30 AM.

Paul Henreld has signed with Produce) Joan Harrison to
direct "Sweet Sickness" for the new hour-long Alfred Hitchcock CBS
series. Production starts at Revue July 5
Warner Brothers has
set 13 writers for segments of -The Gallant Men," which airs in
the Fall on ABC-TV
An invitation will be extended to Russia's
top jazz instrumentalists to participate in the upcoming Las Vegas
Jazz Festival
Cheryl Holdridge has a role in the "Leave It To
Beaver" episode that starts shooting at Revue tomorrow Norman
Abbott directing.

.

.

(Ctinud

ham Pegs it
which began ox
with displaces,
(tom its then-fr
a NARPA agreem
in re-allocation. KO
put on 77) kc., the WA
quency FI flatly. after prof
hcarinus. decisions and
litigation, the FCC is 1956
eluded tat both stations
operate in 770 kc. with
but prototing each other

rated
years
KOH
when
stilted

one
ago

nutl.t.ture directional ante,

ARC appealed, and the
directed (rhea nn; On s
grounds
'White Areas' at I
The maw, issue before
was whether forcing W
duet-Ilona] operation would,
white areas in which A
icu:k programs is mild not I
en ed. thus handnapping
tit competition with the
radio network, Ende said
is s mply not the case
said WABC would lose a

primary and secondary
areas as alleged, but that
work would still have I
finites covering most of the
people and hence the net
would not itself low signi
coverage

'Dig' Goes Overboar
For Star of 'Kildare
"Dig" magazine for teen"'
devoting a special 18 -page
to Richard Chamberlain, et
is

NBC-TV's "Dr. Kildare"

'

The magazine had used Chant
lain's picture on its cover
month. and sold out the
issue in only four days.

eaeeVrV

.
k,,kikm"°'
,

I CLIC a COM/

1(60 Creates Bureau
To Get

Public's Ear

Ft.tacisca

Sass

I..

an Mel,

NAAF's Vince Garrity
28) scored a local
v (May
tll,o
lop with his announcement
oenwsld would be the pro
of the Patterson-Liston

fight championship fight.
ly, he revealed the act would come here and
t Frank Lane would sign
.th the Chicago Packers basket The commentator's
,nsor, Max Steiner, appeared
the show Monday to congrotuGarrity.
,
card I,. Quaal, executive vice
linden! and general manager of
oN, Inc.. will deliver the coinI

*

address before the
graduation class of Mundelt College on June 5. Sister
Ann Ida. B.V.51., president
'.( the college, announcing that
t WGN head will be given an
loamy doctor of laws degree,
et "In honoring Ward Quasi.
tadelein is once again recognis.
the services and accomplishrats of the man who is using
r talents for the betterment of
isty and of the city of Chicago
particular."
'

fitment
15

sp.-altos' hitt e.ta 10 In
loon people in the Bay Area
..bout the TV industry in general,
vial itself in particular. The bu1011 is made hp of the station's
executives nod on4he-air per

*

*

lack Karey, formerly with WI/) and WCFL, after a series of
en auditions, has been selected
commentator of the famous
(silt Park (a la Central Park)

wens featuring world famous

Ozzie
inicians this summer.
Harriet Nelson will be in
ten next week to star in "The
I,rriage Go-Round" at the TentIlse Theatre in suburban HighNominee for the
lol Park
lit film editor for the local
limy awards is Ed Sullivan. It's
r the New York emcee, but a
with the same name who
Johnnie
'Tits at WGN-TV
'.inn is now emceeing an hourly
medy show called "Comedy
irner" over WSBC-FM.
.

.

.

.

.

.

* C. *(Red)*

Sterling

.

Quinlan,

for WHICH. has been
.elected to a second term on the
and of directors of the Chicago
miter, American Red Cross.
AC's VP

mouilities who will be evadable
for speaking appearances.
David M. Sacks, general (trail
ager, said: "TV has received moocriticism in its short lift. ihall ass

other
lllll munication
We don't intend to defend or es
plain away what faults and limns
lions it might have-we only lane
to inform and answer questions
the public may. halve."
Available to Clubs
The speakers will be available
to such clubs as the PTA, women's
professional and church groups;
fraternal and service organizations, and government bodies for
luncheons, dinners or evening
meetings.

Milton Faulk Witness
a

to an additional 2,000, including
networks, ad agencies and nwspapers. Milton admitted he edited
the bulletin, portions of which

charged Faulk with pro-Communist sympathies by alleging he had
attended meetings of organizations
listed by the House Un-American
Activities Committee as left-wing.
Milton told the court he had
personal knowledge regarding
Faulk's alleged connections with
such organizations, but Judge
Abraham Geller prevented him
from stating whether he had any
information concerning the organizations, apart from that supplied
by Hartnett.
Hartnett Furnished Data

-

Making their
lit American TV appearance toalter, Sir Julian and Aldous
Ws" discuss "The Future of
bnkind" on KGW-TV Friday.
et Lawson McCall, news ansat, moderates the hour dis'don. Special prologue and
flOgUe were produced by ThomDugan.
The Huxleys,

grandsons

of

Spoon Gct 91 W l',It t,
More Frrtcii Arr 1,,
s

Into Radio Programs

Biggest Trend Today

under

a

lj.week assignment,

ha..

been signed to

a long-term contract, running fll weeks, general
manager William B. Decker announced The Ilve-a-week show
v
he trareased lo three hours.

the

1.

tnwavI
11111111.

Am,

liar.

Baton, (TV Tie Up

,110

I

Grey (up TV Rights
lull to
E. lu
imht to
televise the Grey Cup football
corm. here Dec.
have been purchased for $175,000 by CTV and
Baton Broadcasting Ltd.
The companies said they are
prepared to make the cup telecast
available to any TV station is
Canada which is outside the net's
otverage. The signing of the cup
rights means that CTV will now
carry all Canadian professional
football games in Canada
1

Bid for ETV Ch. 55

-

Washington, D.C.
The Greenwich, Conn., Board of Education
as applied for a new ETV station
on Channel 55.

many listeners would complain
They want to he informed about
the world they live
"

Scully Is Now Manager
For TV Guide Circulation

Radnor, Pa. Joseph M. Scully
has been Promoted to circulation
manager of TV Guide magazine,
Lichtenberg
succeeding David
who was named circulation direr
tor. Scully, who has been in or
eulation posts with the magazine
since 1956, was serving as man
alter of the circulation field staff
Before transferring to the staff
here. Scully was regional circuta
Bon manager in Davenport, Iowa

He had previously testified that

most of the information was furnished by Hartnett and added that
the other defendant, Johnson,
didn't participate in preparation
of the bulletin in question.
Milton also denied that actor
Everett Sloan told him to "Go fly
a kite" during a 1954 luncheon
when he suggested the actor go
to Hartnett to resolve his troubles
in getting employment.

!rave New Venture
Portland, Ore.

II
supplement bulletin going

(Cosasasa hon. Page

with

LIO" Li

,r

i-.111ted

By NAL 11/01
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Nothing Outshouts

Quality and Integrity!

for Huxleys

English t. say's! ThInill:IS Huxley,
discuss the problem of population
pressures, Sir Julian is an author.
biologist and teacher, and Aldous
is one of the world's foremost
writers of prose and social comment.
The special was recorded during the Huxleys' appearance at
the 50th anniversary of Reed
College.
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Golden Gate
... Cad enrirense
I$.

sy MU SHEA

-

Up :Ii likilll
the other this a brave new ap
preach to TV censorship collapsed
before it got off the ground. Th
agile minds of the Junior Cham
her .4 Commerce announced plan.
to 155115. Ii weekly expurgated TV
log for the benefit of the town
folk. Only programs suited fo
San Francisco

family viewing would be listed.
they said All the "crime, brutalit
.ind sex" was to be ehnonateri.
One bond rod per cent pure television. that's us.
No sale!

The Jaycees' plan was to dotribute the log through local
:lore,. with merchants helping to
carry the freight by buying ads
in the oullefin Then the Jaycee
project was cancelled shortly
:titer it had been announced.
The men chants refused to buy
Lilly ads

Pei md End of report

Representatives of 22 Golden
Gale communities !fledged allout local support of an extensive
campaign to increase the number
of summer jobs available to high
school and college students. Meeting at a luncheon hosted by David
M. Sacks, the ABC veep and general manager of KGO-TV. the
civic brass unanimously passed a
resolution endorsing the areawide effort and pledged use of all
civic sources in promoting the
creation of summer jobs. The project. "Summer Jobs for Students,ef jointly
spearheaded by the
California State Department of
Employment and KGB. In Pail,
its first year, the project produced
-eoord high in student summer
:e
employment. More than
f.000 young persons found jobs
in the Golden Gate area during
the period of June to September.
an increase of 63 per cent of the
number of jobs filled in the hest
previous year.

Ampex Corporation purchased

full sponsorship of Channel Tr
telecast of the ABC-TV coverage
of the Scott Caroenter orbital
space shot. The 16 Ampex spots.
6o-seconders. ran every half hour
during the marathon coverage.
Some of the spots advertised con.

8

r

arc

Irdustry leaders

Discuss Pubsery TV
industry leaders will

C

in

special course on

a

"Televolon in the Public Interest"
to

this summer at
Yeshiva University, according to
Or Joshua A. Fishman. dean.
The lecturers will
include:
Lours Hausman, Samuel Gould.
James F. MacAndrew, Edward
Stanley, Jules Power. Warren
Bush. Hyman Goldin and Mary
be

offered

Mannes.
The course. July 2-30.

will

be

conducted by Dr. Solomon S.
Simonson, chairman. Language.
Speech and Communications Department.

Harp Goes Long

Ha:r

In Philly Orchestra Finale
The season's final concert in the
ones by the Philadelphia Orchestra on WQXR will be aired to-

night. featuring four greats in the
music world:
Nilsson.
George London, Leopold Stokow,141 and Harpo Marx. Opening the
concert will be Wagner's 'Rienzi
Overt me: then a selection of
ms. by soprano Nilsson and baritone London
Midway in the program. Stokowski will relinquish the podium
hr
Harpo Marx to direct the
orchestra in a rendition of the
finale to Mozart's "Toy Sym-

Birgit

IIIIIMY "

B

rower-Culver

.ser daughter of
Anne t
..1,, H. Brower of
Mr. & MI.
Westfield. N .1_ was married yesterday at St Paul's Church, to
James E. Culver. Jr.. son of Mr
& Mrs. James E Culver of Bridgeille. Del. The bride's father is
BBDO president Culver. Sr.. is
executive VP of Cannon Foods.
%

files eland-The first dirty of I ill. newly formed E11111 li.
Television Assoc. of Cleveland i S to raise money for a oni,
study of the educational TV needs
of Greater Cleveland. the groups
board chairman Louis S. Pierce.
said yesterday.
The announcement came shortly after the group met to elect
officers and executive committee
members. D. James Pritchard. vice
president of Society National
Bank, was named president of the
association.
Regarding fund-raising. Pierce
added that "contacts have already
been made with several foundations interested in the concept of
educational TV and we plan t..

op

Iv.

in

it

soon

Garroway's on Rostrum,
Oh Daddy, Poor Daddy

Sl. Louis
D..cv Garroway.
who li,c Iol,aken commercial TV
for science on ETV. will speak
here June 5 at the Whitfield
School commencement exercises.
A former St. Louisan. Garroway
has more than a passing interest
in the speaking date. His daughter,
Paris is a member of the graduating class
-

-

Los Angeles
Doyle C. Stephens has been named office services super visor for KNX. Also
added to the office services staff
wac Al Sankey

Boston U. Caps Hama(

With Humanities Deg,.
Chet Ifuntley of NBC NMI:
been awarded an honorary Do
of Humanities degree by Bo
U. for his work as a TV and r.

newsman

whose reporting
lightened a vast public on the
portant events and question.
our time."

lingerie Mart

Buyes

Guided by Hotel TV
As a service to lingerie
corset buyers who will be in I

York for the intimate app.
market, the Du Pont Co. will
vise daily fashion reports o.
closed-circuit hotel hookup

J

3-8 and June 10-15. Design

tell the inside-out story of
fashions the series will tea
editors of Vogue. Harper's Ba
Glamour. Mademoiselle and
enteen.

CBS Alone in Last Lap

Of Racing 'Triple Crown'
age of the 94th Belmont Stakes
Saturday with Jack Drees calling

the

"Triple

Crown"

wind-up.

General Cigars is sponsoring the
broadcast. James J. Dolan. director of sports for CBS. is producer

The telecast will be carried
Channel 6-the new specie'
channel for New York visi
operated by Teleguide, a divistv
of Sterling Movies, over a
work of 30 midtown hotels. 't
time will be 6:30 PM. Sun
through Thursdays. and 7:30
Mondays through Fridayswhen buyers are likely to bed
their rooms.
1

News Flashes From Coast-to-Coast
'Breakthrough In English'
Providence -- Beginning this
occk. through July 6, the Friday
inoining edition of "The World
Around Us." will feature Dr. Paul
F Fletcher. Rhode Island Council
if Teachers of English president
and chairman of the English Department of Bristol, P. I., in a
series entitled "Breakthrough in

Why Medicine?

BELLS

Ohio ETV Group Asks Morn,
To Make TV Study A Honey

CBS presents exclusive cover-

Adds Two

sumer products.

WEDDING

weevrew Leammimmimmoddimen

. 0.111 ill
'rhe Complex
Community'.' which compares the
I

traffic of Del ort and Boston.

and benefits the community. yfi

'Lady' Good to KPHO-TV
Phoenix --The Wallace Sunday
Show." a special monthly series,
a
local Emmy for
has won
"Achievement in the Field of
Local Entertainment." The award
for "Achievement in the Field of
Public
Affairs"
programming
went to "Arizona Roundtable."

Cortland, Ore.-"The Seekers.ir.edical program which will
.slur the lay audience a dramatic
and comprehensive view of modem medicine in its fight against
disease and its effort to destroy its
own "reason for being," makes
Its debut on KATU

casting Co. VP, has been reelected
to the national board of directors
of Executive Secretaries, Inc.,
for the second consecutive year.

WWJ-TV Studies Traffic

WRIT in 1st Place

---

Detroit

TV

will

--

On Sunda*.

WWJ

present a special public

ment" Award of the Milwa
County Radio and TV Council
the station which most Intern

-

KING Sec'y Re-elected
Marion Heaton. secreSeattle
tary to Otto Brandt, King Broad-

-

Milwaukee
WRIT has won
"First Place for Entertain-

the

www.americanradiohistory.com

KMAC Becomes CBS Affil
Antonio

-

lit

According al
owner and manager Howard vii
Davis. KMAC will become t' nn
local CBS Network affiliate ZrFriday. KENS will drop the Or sir
work affiliation on that date N tr
go full time into country and Irr b
tern music.
San

STORK NEWS
Its

girl. Deborah, for Gee
and Mary Gentilin. Dad is AB
TV program commercial coordi
a

ator.
Deejay Hap Arnold and his WI
the parents of a gi
Angela Denise.
became

4i
)

may 41, (70Z

Tuensy,

RADIO

Shorts, Films Added
Unlig,11,1 oar etpact with National TeleAssociates for exclusive
and 8 mm non-theatrical
a

'potion of 1.800 short subjects
NTA film library, and purexclusive 16mm substandrights to 19 pictures from
0. Selznick of the Selznick
the NTA product to be
available to the 16mm and
home market are over 500
in b-&-w and color; 264
featuring outstanding bands
rs; hundreds of comedies
g top comics over the
plus the following series
"Hedda Hopper's Hol"VarieWS:" "Pacemakers:"
10 as and Novelties:" "Pictorials:"

-

1

Or Outland Rice Sportlights;"
Spooking of Animals:" "Color
"Unusual Occupations."

ad 'Screen Souvenirs."

Reb

"Spellbound," "NotorParaffine Case:"

lug'
e
eti -1

II.

oy W. r..

-Lit-

"IntermezYou," "Since
ay," "The Garden of
"Farmer's Da u ehter:"

.11a h.Mho Spiral Staircase:"
tivoreement" and "Topers."

of

VPIX Switches Time

Softball Title Game

In

WPIX will telecet Om North-

-

suth major league softball chamuship the evening of Juni. 2
mead of during the afternoon
had been planned The change

u

made so more softball fans
said see the game sponsored by

get Metal Workers Local No

55

ponsors Promotes Maxon
a Sales Manager's Job
i John Matison her Lrvn appo,r11-

manager of Sponsors Film
division of Advertising
and TV Services. Inc. He
an account exec for the

Ga. TV
,

"'"

World

.

Fetzer Shifts Channel

0l Station in Cadillac

John Wayne, Mickey Rooney, Giselle McKenzie, Bruce Ca
tot, Judy Canova, Bill Bendix, Nick Adams, Lorne Greene
Fifi D'Orsay, Virginia Grey and other Hollywood stars will be
on hand Monday when KTLA
opening of Piggly
Wiggly's "Continental Market."
Encino, Calif. Marvin Miller. TV's
telecasts the

"Millionaire." and Stan Chambers

will

emcee. To give an old time
atmosphere, dignitaries and personalities will arrive in classic
automobiles, including a 1903
Oldsmobile and a 1905 Maxwell
A KTLA series "Yoga for
Health" has been sold in four additonal western markets. The
series will begin June II on KTNT, Seattle, and KHQ, Spokane,
and June 25 on KNDO, Yakima.
and KLAS. Las Vegas. The segs.
featuring Richard Hittleman. are
a
Ross-Danzig production produced by James Winslow.
.

.

.

William V. Weston, Gardner
Advertising,

has

been

chosen

"Copywriter of the Year" at the
first annual award banquet of the
Advertising Writers Club of St.
Louis. He won all three awards
in the national magazine category
and second place in newspaper.
Otner first place winners included: collateral, Stephen Sandler,
Ralston Purina; outdoor. Homer
J. Tsakis, D'Arcy Advertising Co.:
display, Stephen Sandler; TV,
Miss Peg Jostedt. Gardner Advertising; radio, Bette Elder, D'Arcy; trade publication. William
Haynes. Ralston Purina. and
newspaper, George Gale, Rutledge
Advertising. Golden 30 awards
went to Gene Hahnel, Gardner:
Sandler; Claude Sides. Gardner,
and Alan J. Zuch, Stix, Baer &
Fuller. Zuch, a copywriter at
Stix, recently was appointed ad-

cause of competition and space
requirements has become increasingly difficult in this fast-

growing field." Black Associates,
with offices in New York. will also
be working in employee relations
and communication, as well as
the production of documentary.
fashion, industrial and training
films
for both internal and TV
use.

-

Herbert Resnick has been appointed director of sales and programming at Promotional Services. Inc., New York. Resnick, a
member of Broadcast Pioneers,
has a long history of affiliations
with stations and agencies .
"Shell's Wonderful World of
Golf," renewed for the second
season, will switch from CBS to
NBC. Hosted by Gene Sarazen.
the series will take Filmways
crews to five continents for the
new segs. Filming begins next
month with Fred Raphael, executive producer. and Dick Darley,
producer-director.

P.a.-WI/MI.-TV what it calls "the
The new tower, uni-

t? an extension of 489 feet to

Original tower constructed in
u now 1,749 feet high. This

mint project of WRBL-TV
WTVM. with both stations
w transmitting from the same
M a

ow
Among the world'. tallest struceln prior to completion of the

.

vertising director.
Robert G Black, former PR director for the National Council on
the Aging. has set up his own
company to service non-profit
health and welfare and other institutional accounts. He says the
non-profit organization "depends

1,,

.

Named Sports Director

-

Scranton
According to Ceci
Woodland. WEJI general man
ager. Jack Griswold has been ap
pointed news and sports directs)

for the station.

-

Los Angeles,

Chicago, New York

and

TV promotions.

in

.

WRBL-TV-WTVM tower
towers at Cape Girard,
1.676 feet. Moscow. Is, -

AIRLINE TICKETS

Cadillac, Mich.
Station o:
ticials have termed "most success
ful" the completion of the shit
of WWTV from Channel 13 t
9. The changeover was complete
in one night with virtually n
interruption in service to viewer.
The channel shift was made at th
request of the FCC, which is cc
allocating Channel 13 to Gran
Rapids for a station there.
Gene Ellerman, VP - genre
manager of Fetzer Television
licensee of WWTV, said the char
nel 9 signal was penetrating int
areas previously reporting dil
ficult reception of Channel 13 du
to terrain problems.
Fetzer TV is now constructin
a new satellite station, WWUF
TV, at Sault Ste. Marie. Due o
the air by July 1, WWUP-TV wil
relay the programs of WWTV t
eastern Upper Michigan,
Mb
northern counties of Lower Mich
igan. and a portion of Ontario. I
will be eastern Upper Michigan'
first local TV station.

PRIZES for your important Radio

Claims Tallest Tower

:.

-

By ethum TYLER

.

Top Films Included
The Selznick feature films inaired are "Duel in the Sun:"
The Wild Heart:" ''Adventures
Sawyer:" "Portrait of
f To"Made for Each Other:"
mine
"

TELEVISION DAILY

AGENCY NEWSCAST

ay Prods. Unlimited

Mow"

-

DUNNAN

1.1.

Tokyo. 1.100 feet. and Sla
1.553 fern WRBL-TV
put a Grade B signal into Mat,
and Albany, Ga.. and Dothan. A
The Columbus area will be tier
with a Grade A signal

730

Filth A

NAOMI
wholly
.

www.americanradiohistory.com

& JEFFREY,
IL N. Y.

Inc.

Now York

MOM. Prosidoot

,.,.d

suburban.. and ,o,yosato

PLoso 7,9500

GEORGE ROSENBERG AND ROBERT CORYELL

of

ROSENBERG-CORYELL AGENCY

and

MARVIN JOSEPHSON
of

BROADCAST MANAGEMENT, INC

A nnounic
'Lbw lienceim.th The y

WW1

Operate

as 011e

Organization

ROSENBERG-CORYELL AGENCY

BROADCAST MANAGEMENT, INC.

9229 Sunset Boulevard

680 Fifth Avenue

Los

Angeles 69, California

www.americanradiohistory.com

New York 19, New York

